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FEDERAL INFORMATION DISSEMINATION
POLICIES AND PRACTICES

TUESDAY, APRIL 18, 1989

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GOVERNMENT INFORMATION, JUSTICE,

AND AGRICULTURE SUBCOMMITTEE
OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPER 4.T'ONS,

Washiwton, DC
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 11 a.m., in room

2247, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Robert E. Wise, Jr.
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Robert E. Wise, Jr., Louise M. Slaugh-
ter, Al McCandless, and Steven Schiff.

Also present: Lee Godown, staff director; Robert Gellman, chief
counsel; Susan Chadderdon, clerk; and Brian Lockwood, minority
professional staff, Committee on Government Operations.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN WISE

Mr. WISE. Good morning. This hearing of the Subcommittee on
Government Information, Justice, and Agriculture concerning Fed-
eral information dissemination policies and practices will come to
order. I appreciate everyone coming. I apologize for the slight delay
in convening.

Today, the subcommittee is beginning a series of hearings on
Federal information dissemination policies and practices Our pur-
pose is to conduct a comprehensive review of issues, problems, and
activities affecting the public availability of Government informa-
tion.

I have a lengthy opening statement. The good news is l'm going
to stthmit it for the record, so you will not hear much of it.

Since we a:e starting a little Lte, I'm going to also truncate my
other remarks, simply to say that the free flow of information from
the Federal Government to its citizens is central to the successful
functioning of the democratic process and to the proper operation
cf the economy. That's why the policies and practices regulating
the dissemination of Government information are so important.
This is why we're holding these hearings.

If there's an overall theme, it's that changes in technology are
making our information dissemination laws obsolete. Most of our
statutes were written in an era when all inform, Lion was paper.
Today, more information is kept in electronic formats and this
raises new problems that existing laws do riot resolve. I hope these

(1)
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hearings will identify the scope of the problems, as well as appro-
priate solutions.

Once again, I want to stress that this is a first in a series of hear-
ings. We intend to conduct a hearing once every month or 6 weeks.
We're very much inteiested ii mkjor issues concerning the FOIA,
such as agency implementation, new inforrna&..n systems that are
being implemented, such as we'll hear ?me today, as well as the
practices that various agencies have, good and bad, for handling
FOIA requests.

Another area, of course, as we move into the 21st century, the
electronic dissemination of infornIF 'on and what the Congress
needs to be doing to address that. I'm also glad to see that we have
those who have been on both sides of the issue on the Reporters
Committee case here because that certainly is the most recent deci-
sion by the Supreme Court affecting FOIA. I'll be interested in
your opinions as to how that should play out in Congress.

I want to take special note and thank David Greenfield for being
here. David's the editor of the Charleston Daily Mail which seems
to be making a lot of use of FOIA recently. We're glad to have
David here.

[The opening statement of Chairman Wise followsd

!J
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Opening Statement

CHAIRMAN BOB WISE

Hearings Before the

Subccmmittee on Government Information, Justice, and Agriculture

FEDERAL INFORMATIGN DISSEMINATION POLICIES AND PRACTICES

April 18, /989

Today the Subcommittee is beginning a series of haorings on
federal information dissemination policies and practices. Our
purpose is to conduct a comprehensive review of issues, problems,
and activities that affect the public availability of government
information.

The federal government is the largest single producer,
consumer, and disseminator of information in the United States.
There are many segments of American society that need government
information in order to function. These include the federal
government itself, every type of business and industry, libraries
and schools, newspapers and television, state and local
governments, and ordinary citizens.

The free flow of information from the federal government to
its citizens is essntial to the successfv: functioning of the
democratic process and to the proper operation of the economy.
Tais io why the policies and practices that regulate the
dissemination of government information are so important. This
is why we are holding these hearings.

Ten years ago, the Freedom of Information Act was a
principal Vous of federal dissemination policies. It still is.
But today, the FOIA has been joined by other information
distribution mechanisms. New technology is forcing us to
reconsi',r how the federal government provides information to its
citizens.

At the same time, it has become increasingly difficult to
separate one information dissemination issue from another. For
example, in order to evaluate the operations of the EDGAR system
at the Securities and Exchange Commission, we need to review the
SEC's organic statute, the FOIA, the Paperwork Reduction Act, the
Depository Library Act, and possibly other laws as well.

If this nearing has an overall theme, it is that changes in
technology are making our information dissemination laws
obsolete. Most of our statutes were written in an era when all
information was on paper. Today, more information is kept in
lectronic formats, and this raises new problems that existing
laws do not resolve.
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There are three major subtheme& that we will address in the
hearings. First, we will be looking at the operation of the
Freedom of Information Act. The FOIA remains a key mechanism for
providing to the public the information that the public wants and
not just the information that the government wants to release.

The Subcommittee has always attempted to keep the pressure
on agencies to comply with the letter and spirit of the FOIA.
These hearings will serve that purpose in part. In addition, we
will also consider whether there is a need to revise the FOIA to
solve current problems.

For example, can an agency releace information on paper
while denying the same information in electronic formats? What
obligation does an agency have to search an electronic database?
Aill agencies and courts interpret the FOIA to reach a reasonable
answer to these questions or will amendments to the law be
required?

A second subtheme of the hearings is the development and
implementation of new electronic information systems by federal
agencies. We wi31 hear today from three agencies operating these
systems, and we may ask other agencies to testify in the future.

I support the use of information technology to modernize the
government's information activities. But I want to be sure that
the benefits will be fully shared with the public. I want to be
sure that agencies will not use technology to exercise monopolycontrol over public information. I want to be sure that feea for
electronic irformation will be reasonable.

Here too, the question is whether we need legislation to
direct the development and operation of electronic information
systems. :e may need to pass an gleetronic Freedom of
Information Act to resolve the problems presented by electronic
record keeping.

The third and final nubtheme of the hearings is the way in
which the federal government makes information dissemination
policy. The Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs is
obvioutly playing a central role. I see two principal issues
here. First, is OIRh the right place to make policy? Second, isOIRA making the right policies? These questions are especially
timely in view of the upcoming reauthorization of the Paperwork
Reduction Act.

This is an ambitious agerda for the Subcommittee, and wc
will certainly not complete it today. I expect that there will
be several more hearings so thut w can hear from libraries,
members of the press, pablic interest groups, other information
users, and other federal agencies. I hope to be able to announcethe next hearing in the series shortly.
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Mr. Wm. At this point, I will see if Mr. McCandless or Mr.
Schiff have any opening statements.

Mr. McCANDLEss. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no opening
statement. I look forward to the testimony.

Mr. WISE. Mr. Schiff.
Mr. &HIM I join in that remark.
Mr. WISE. Thank you very much.
Our first panel will be those from the media. We'll be featuring

.Pat Murphy, publisher of the Arizona Republic and Phoenix Ga.
zette, representing the American Newspaper Publisher's Associa-
tion and the American Society of Newspaper Editors; Paul McMe.s-

-ters, deputy editorial director of USA Today, and chairman, the
Freedom of Information Committee of the Society of Professional
Journalists; David Greenfield, as I mentioned, editor of the
CharlestonWest VirginiaDaily Mail; and Jane Kirtley, execu-
tive director of the Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press.

Ladies and gentlemen, we welcome you before the committee.
'Before we start,-we have a practice of swearing in all witnesses as
not to prejudice any witness that may ever appear before the sub-
committee.

Does anyone have any objection to that? If you would stand and
hold up your right hand.

[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. WISE. All of your statements will be submitted in their en-

tirety for the record. Feel free to summarize. Mr. Murphy, would
you like to start?

STATEMENT OF PAT MURPHY, PUBLISHEIL ARIZONA REPUBLIC
AND PHOENIX GAZETrE, ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN
NEWSPAPER PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION AND THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF NEWSPAPER EDITORS
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am submitting a

lengthier statement, but this will be a summary.
Mr. Chairman, indeed, my name is Pat Murphy and I am the

publisher of the Arizona Republic and the Phoenix Gazette. We're
the 176 and 24th largest morning and evening newspapers in the
country, respectively.

I want to thank you :or inviting me on behalf of the 1,400 mem-
bers of the American Newspapers Publishers Association and the
more than 1,000 members of the American SovieLy of Newspaper
Editors. We commend you for holding this hearing on the Freedom
of Information Act.

May I say at the outset, Mr. Chairman, I've just recently re-
turned from Asuncion, Paraguay, where I attended the midyear
meeting of the Inter-American Press Association. It is now just a
little over 2 months since the dictatorship of Gen. Alfredo
Stroessner was overthrown and for the first time in 34 years a full
generation, the press in that country is free to print the truth.

The Stroessner regime relied on two things for power and two
tNings only. First, brute force, and second, a blackout on informa-
tion that kept Paraguayans in a virtual state of ignorance.

It is no accident, Mr. Chairman, that the United States is the
vvorld'i, strongest and most stable government because its citizens
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enjoy the blessings of freedom under the first amendinc;it and are
informed about their Government.

I come to Washington with a message, sir. The editors and pub-
fishers of America's hometown newspapers care about the Freedom
of Information Act. We need the Freedom of Information Act and
we use the Freedom cf Information Act.

Some say that the stonewalling and delays have made the Free-
dom of Informition Act a useless tool for the press. ANPA and
ASNE believe the solution is not to stop using FOIA, but to fix the
problems. The Freedom of Information Act is far too valuable.

In just the last few years, the Freedom of Information Act has
helped reporters break major stories on the savings and loan scan-
dal, the space shuttle disaster, and our own newspaper uncovered a
McCarthy era investigation of Phoenix's own Jesse Owens, the
great Olympic champion.

Mr. Chairman, during the 1980's, you and the congressional sup-
porters of the Freedom of Information Act kept decades of progress
toward a more open Government from being swept away. The pre-
vious administration's record was one of resistance and even hostil-
ity to public access to Government information. We hope the new
administration will take its lead from President Bush, who has
been far more accessible to the press than his predecessor. But we
hope the President will take this new openness one step further
and make it the administration's policy to provide similar access to
Government records and information.

Delay and disregard for time limits is the No. 1 problem facing
the press in its use of the Freedom of Information Act. As the Gen-
eral Accounting Office recently reported to you, the State Depart-
ment took more than 6 months to turn around three-quarters of its
Freedom of Information Act requests. The law generally calls for
turning over Government records within 10 days.

The numbers, however, do not tell the story nearly as well as the
real life experiences we in the newspaper business have with the
Freedom of Information Act. Just a few examples, if I may?

In 1986, the Environmental Protection Agency found 2,000 bar-
rels of toxic chemicals buried in Columbia, MS. The EPA conducted
a round of tests, but refused to release its conclusions about wheth-
er the area was safe. The local newspaper, the Hattiesburg Ameri-
can, filed an FOIA request with the I PA to provide the vital infor-
mation to an understandably worried community. The EPA took 8
months to release its conclusion. But without FOIA, the people of
Columbia, MS would have been in the dark even longer.

Now, let me give you an example of a problem that we faced at
the Arizona Republic. In 1985, an 1,31 agent was tragically killed
in Phoenix, killed by another agent who mistook her as an individ-
ual involved in a crime. This was the first time in the Bureau's his-
tory that one FBI agent accidentally killed another agent. Our re-
porter filed an FOIA request with the FBI to find out what went
wrong. It was only after repeated denials and $25,000 in legal cost
to us that we could provide our readers with an explanation. Inci-
dentally, the taxpayers were required to reimburse $10,000 of our
legal costs.

Mr. Chairman, despite all the problems with FOIA, it remains an
invaluable tool for the press. With your permission, I would like to

13
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submit for the record a list of stories which were broken by report-
ers who made FOIA requests. I would like to highlight just a few to
show how valuable FOIA is.

Mr. Chairman, in youx fmn State of West Virginia, the Charles-
ton Gazette discovered, through an MIA request, that the FBI had
accumulated more than 40 years of records on the Gazette. FBI
records show that the records were kept because the paper was
considered "hostile" to the FBI.

NearlY 8 years ago, the Wall Street Journal found that 10 per-
cent of the Islation's savings and loans were on the Government's
troubled list, long before the public knew about the savings and
loan crisis.

Finally, our paper learned that during the 1950's, the FBI inves-
tigated homet,own hero Jesse Owens for un-American activities.
The FBI believed that Owens, the great Olympian, was a subver-
sive because he belonged to the National Negro Congress. Newspa-
per reporting using FOIA will help discourage similar investiga-
tions in the future.

Mr. Chairman, these are but a few of the FOIA success stories.
ANPA and ASNE are concerned, however, the efforts to water
down FOIA will prevent this kind of reporting in the future.

ANPA and ASNE believe that the Congress should take the fol-
lowing steps to preserve and strengthen FOLA. First, we support
tough penalties against agencies that fail to meet the FOIA time
limits for disclosure. Without these sanctions, Government agencies
will have little incentive to comply with the 10-day limits enacted
in 1974.

Second, Congress must resist efforts to create new exemptions
from FOIA under section b(3) of the act. My own newspaper recent-
ly went to Federal court. to challenge the Commerce Department's
ruling that it could not release information on export licenses due
to an alleged b(3) exemption in the Export Administration Act. One
of our writers wanted to write an editorial on technology exports to
the Soviet Union and Eastern bloc countries. He filed an FOIA re-
quest with the Commerce Department to obtain information on
these companies allowed to export technologies to the East. The re-
quest was denied, citing an alleged b(3) exemption. Ironically, the
Soviets know which American firms are doing business with them,
but we could not get the information from our own Government for
the benefit of the .American public.

Along the line in this case, as many as 14 attorneys for the Gov-
ernment were assigned to oppose our request. Unfortunately, we
lost the court case, but we felt so strongly about the issue that we
took our case to Capitol Hill. In the last Congress, Senator DeCon-
cini introduced legislation to overturn the court decision and to
insure that the public has access to export licensing information.

Each year, we see more efforts to push through b(3) exemptions.
NASA only recently asked Congress to create a b(3) exemption for
unclassified technical data. It is time to put a stop to these back-
door attempts to undermine FOIA.

Mr. Chairman, we commend you for your scrutiny of new b(3) ex-
emptions recently proposed by the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission. The SEC wants to withhold from the public certain
records obtained from foreign securities agencies. As you pointed

14
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out in a letter to the SEC Chairman, the 1986 FOIA amendments
already give the SEC such authority, there is no need for yet an-
other b(3) exemption.

Third, Congress must exercise aggressive oversight Gi the 198(
amendments to FOIA, to insure that Federal agencies are not
using these largely technical changes to slow down the process of
disclosure. Fee waivers were intended to give the media easy acces'
to Government records, not to create another how) through whit.
the press must jump.

Congress should also consider taking steps to strengthen FOIA
and bring the law into the computer age, including clarifying that
Government records stored on computers are covered under FOIA.

In the Supreme Court's very recent decision in the Reporters
Committee case, the Court foreshadowed the day when Government
records stored on computers will be beyond the reach of the public.
The public interest ariet access to Government computer records
was dramatically demonstrated in the pages of USA Tcclay in Feb-
ruary. Responding to the public outcry concerning the aavings and
loan crisis, the paper obtained extensive data from Government
computers and provided consumers with an analysis of the finan-
cial health of more than 11,000 savings and loans.

ANPA and ASNE believe that in view of the widespread use of
computers by Government agencies, any interpretation of FOIA
which limits this application to conventional written documents
contradicts the principle of full disclosure.

Only, recently, Mr. Chairman, Vice President Dan Quayle made
no bones about the virtues of an unfettered flow of information. He
said in a March 16 speech at the National Press Club, "An educat-
ed and informed public is the foundation of a sound democracy. I
have often said that too much Government information is classified
sold that the public would appreciate our national security needs if
more data were declassified and released."

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you again for al-
lowing me to testify and again commend you for holding this hear-
ing. It has only been through similar vigilance that FOIA has sur-
vived for more than 20 years. Thank you.

Mr. WISE. Thank you very much, Mr. Murphy. You might be in-
+erested to know that NASA is again requesting that b(3) exemp-
tion.

1The prepared statement of Mr. Murphy follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, my name is Pat Murphy and I am the

publisher of the Arizona Republic and the Phoenix Gazette. I

want to thank you and the members of the Subcommittee for

inviting me to appear on behalf of the more than 1,400

members of the American Newspaper Publishers Association and

the more than 950 members of the American Society of

Newspaper Editors. We commend you for holding this

hearing on an issue wh...ch is extremely important to the

American press--the Freedom of Information Act.

I came to Washington from Phoenix, Arizona to send a

clear message: the editors and publishers of America's

hometown newspape,:s care about the Freedom of Information

Act, we need the Freedom of Information Act, and we use the

Freedom of Information Act, I am here because the quality of

reporting in our nation's newspapers and our ability to keep

the pu'rlic informed has been threatened by repeated attacks

on FOIA over the last eight years.

Some say that the stonewalling, the hassles, and the

delay have made FOIA a useless tool, especially for the

deadline-consciouL newspaper business. We at ANPA and ASNE
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believe the solution is not to stop using FOIA, but to fix

the problems. FOIA is far tco valuable. In just the last

few years, FOIA has helped reporters break major stories on

the savings and loan scandal, the Space Shuttle disaster, and

our own paper uncovered A McCarthy era investigation of

Phoenix's own Jesse Owens, the great olympic champion.

The Newspaper Publishers and Editors propose that

Congress adopt a four part strategy to improve compliance

with FOIA as it is written and to consider certain changes in

the law to bring FOIA into the computer age. First, ANPA and

ASNE support tough penalties for fedure to comply with the

legal time limits for disclosure. Second, Congress must

resist efforts to create new statutory exemptions fron. FOIA--

exemptions which my own newspaper was forced to challenge in

court. Third, C,Ingress must continue to exercise v.I.gorcus

oversight of agency compliance with FOIA. Finally, Congress

should conside?: taking steps to ensure that, under FOIA, the

press and public will have access to the vast number of

government records stored -,Ln computer.

Mr. Chairman, during the 1980s, you and the Congressional

supporters of FOIA kept decades of progress toward a more

open government from being swept away. We have fought off

attack after attack on FOIA--in the federal bureaucracy, in

some corners of Congress, and even in the,co4rts. We have

2
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been forced to adopt a defensive posture. The Newspaper

Editors and Publishers believe that we must continue to

resist these efforts to whittle away at FOIA. But, Congress

must also take positive steps--steps to improve and update

FOIA to keep up with the breathless pace of change in

information technology.

While the previous Administration's record was one of

resistance and even hostility to public access to government

information, hopefully the new Administration will take its

lead from the man at the top--President Bush. President Bush

has been far more accessible to the press than his

predecessor and is more likely than not to wander into the

White House press room or call an impromptu news conference

whcn a major news event is unfolding.

We in the press commend the President for his refreshing

accessibility. But, we hope that the President and his

Administration will take this mew openness one step further

and make it this Administration's policy to provide similar

access to government records and information. There is no

/greater potential for embarrassment to any Administration

than the harsh questions asked under the kleig lights at a

White House press confereAce. Our new President has shown

that he is not afraid to step into those lights. He has

given the press and the American people a great degree of

3
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access to the highest levels of government.

Hopefully, his appointees will adopt the same sort of

willingness to open up the inner workings of government--the

agencies that affect people's lives every day.

Our recent experience, however, has not been nearly so

promising. Mr. Chairman, as you know, it was only through

vigorous Congressional oversight that the previous

Adm"t.o.stration complied with FOIA at all. Indeed, the very

first act of the new attorney general under the last

Administration was to issue a directive saying, in effect,

"fight every FOlA disclosure request we have even the

slightest chance of winning in court."

Reports of denials and unnecessary and illegal delays

abound. As the General Accounting Office recently reported

to you, the State Department took, on average, more than six

months to turn around three-quarters of its FOIA requests.

The law generally calls for turning over government records

within ten days. In addition, the State Department simply

terLinated 200 FCIA requests without so much as giving a

reason--something no federal agency has authority to do under

the Act.

The numbers, however, do not tell the story nearly as

well as the real life experience we in the newspaper business

have with FOIA. Just a few examples of some of the

4
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stonewalling we face.

Delay and disregard fot the time limits is the number one

problem facing the press in its use of FOIA. Agency FOIA

officers know how important deadlines are to the press and

they have devised some very inventive ways to slow down the

process.

A Louisiana newspaper was investigating corruption and

financial abuse at a low income housing project in New

Orleans. The reporter filed an FOI request with the

Department of Housing and Urban Development in March of 1985.

Within weeks, HUD wrote to the reporter asking her to provide

file numbers, and specific information about the housing

project which could only be found in HUD's own records.

The agency would not release any information, the reporter

was told, until she provided HUD with information she could

not conceivably obtain. More than one year later and after a

lengthy appeal, the reporter finally got the information she

needed.

Residents of one Mississippi community learned first hand

about the frustrations the press encounters with FOIA

requests. As with many FOIA requests, the livelihood and

health of real people was as much threatened by agency

resistance to disclosure as was the people's right to an open

government.

5
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In 1986, the Environmental Protection Agency found 2,000

barrels of toxic chemicals buried deep below a dumping site

in Columbia, Mississippi. This discovery came years after

the EPA removed 400 barrels of chemicals from the surface of

the dump in a Superfund cleanup and declared the area safe.

After finding the new barrels of toxic chemicals, EPA

conducted a new round of tests, but then refused to release

its conclusions about whether the area was safe. Needless to

say, the people who lived around the dump wanted to know

whether it was safe to stay in their homes.

The local paper, the Hattiesburg American, filed a FOIA

request with the EPA to provide this vital information to the

worried community. The EPA took eight months to release its

conclusion, claiming that it needed to run "quality

assurance" tests on the toxic waste report. Without FOIA,

the people of Columbia Mississippi would have had to wait in

the dark even longer.

Federal agencies have even found ways to use the 1986

Amendments to FOIA, which were supposea to streamline

disclosure procedur2s, to create new obstacles for the news

media. Using language in the amendments, agency FOIA

officers slow down disclosure by forcing newspapers to first

prove that they are in fact newspapers before granting fee

waivers.

6
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A small town Vermont newspaper with a circulation of

7,(100 wanted information from the CIA about its recruiting

efforts at the local university. The CIA refused to provide

the information and waive its substantial disclosure fees,

claiming that paper had not demonstrated the public purpose

of its request. The Agency then asked the paper for

circulation information and other data to show that it was

actually a newspaper. One more opportunity for delay.

Let me give you an example of a problem that we faced at

the Republic. In 1985, an FBI agent was tragically killed in

Phoenix--killed by another agent who mistook the agent as an

individual involved in a crime. This was the first time in

the Bureau's history that one FBI agent accidentally killed

another agent. Our reporter filed a FOIA request with the

FBI to find out what went wrong. It was only after repeated

denials and $25,000 in legal fees that we could provide our

readers with an explanation.

Mr. Chairman, in spite of these problems, FOIA remains an

invaluable tool to the press. With your permis'ion, I would

like to submit for the record a list of stories which were

broken by reporters who made FOIA requests. I would like to

highlight just a few of the stories for the Subcommittee to

show how valuable FOIA is, and how important it is that

compliance with FOIA be strengthened.

7
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Mr. Chairman, in your own State of West Virginia, the

Charleston Gazette discovered, through a FOIA request, that

the FBI had accumulated more than 40 years of records on the

Gazette. FBI records showed that the records were kept

because the paper was Hhostile" to the FBI. The Gazette ran

the story in 1976 and received Sigma Delta Chi's First

Amendment Award.

Nearly eight years ago, the Wall Street Journal found

that ten percent of the nation's S&Ls were on the

government's troubled list. The Journal got hold of the list

through a FOIA request and also found out that the federal

S&L regulators were planning to scrap their efforts to keep

track of troubled thrifts. Thanks in part to that story, the

federal regulators continued to monitor the health of our

nation's S&Ls. Who knows how much worse the current S&L

crisis would have been, if federal regulators went ahead with

their original plan to look the other way.

Another example: in March of 1986, a Maryland weekly

discovered, through a FOIA request, that one of the

contractors who helped build the Space Shuttle Challenger's

external fuel tank had dismissed four workers for using drugs

on the job. While the dismissed employees apparently did not

actually work on the Challenger's fuel tank, the story drew

attention to some of the lax procedures which may have

8
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contributed to the Shuttle disaster.

Finally, let me tell you about a story that our paper

broke about a hometown hero, Jesse Owens. Through a FOIA

request to the FBI, our reporter learned that during the

1950s the FBI investigated Owens for unAmerican activities.

The FBI believed that Owens, who won four gold medals for the

U.S. at the Berlin Olympics in 1936 and turned Hitler's Aryan

Race theory on its head, was a subversive. Apparently, J.

Edgar Hoover thought Owens' participation in the National

Negro Congress was unAmerican. We found that the FBI

investigated Jesse's business associations, his sex life and

those of his wife, his parents, and three daughters.

Newspaper reporting using FOIA will help ensure that the

"good old days" of Hoover's FBI do not return for a second

run.

Mr. Chairman, these are but a few FOIA success stories.

ANPA and ASNE are concerned, however, that efforts to water

down 'MIA will prevent this kind of reporting in the future--

reporting which touches the lives of real people and which

acts as a check on excessive government intrusion into our

lives.

Proposals to Strengthen FOIA

Mr. Chairman, as you know, you have a big job ahead of

you if we are to preserve FOIA. The Freedom of Information

9
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Act, enacted more than 20 years ago, was based on the

following principles: 1) that the public would havL access to

all government records, unless a specific harm would result

from disclosure; 2) that when a question about

confidentiality arose, the presumption was in favor of

disclosure; and 3) that records would be disclosed in a

timely manner.

ANPA and ASNE believe that Congress should take the

following steps to preserve these principles.

First, we commend to the Committee the proposals

introduced by Congressman Kleckza in the last Congress and

those introduced by Senator Leahy in the 99th Congress.

Namely, ANPA and ASNE support tough penalties against

agencies that fail to meet the FOIA time limits for

disclosure. Without these sanctions, as well as the

provision of attorneys fees, government agencies will have

little incentive to comply with the ten day 1iit enacted in

1974. As I said earlier, Mr. Chairman, the failure of

agencies to disclose information in a timely manner is the

most frustrating FOIA problem which the press encounters.

Second, Congress must resist efforts to create new

exemptions from FOIA under Section b(3) of the Act. Section

b(3) generally allows an agency to deny dis.::losure of

information where disclosure of that information is

10
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specifically prohibited by another statute. So-called b(3)

exemptions have multiplied over the last few years.

My own newspaper recently went to federal court to

challenge the Commerce Department's ruling that it could not

release information on export licenses due to an alleged b(3)

exemption in the Export Administration Act.

One of our editorial writers, Richard Lesser, wanted to

write an editorial on technology exports to the Soviet Union

and Eastern bloc countries. He filed an FOIA request with

the Commerce Department to obtain information on those

companies allowed by the government to export technology to

Eastern Europe and Russia. The request was denied, citing

vague language in the Export Administration Act which

Commerce construed as a b(3) exemption. Ironically, the

Soviets know which American firms are doing business with

them, but we could not get that information from our own

government.

Unfortunately, we lost the court case at trial and on

appeal. We felt so strongly about this issue that we took

our case to Capitol Hill. In the last Congress, Senatol

DeConcini intrc iced legislation, S. 2390, to overturn the

court decision and ensure that the public has access to

export licensing information. Hopefully, Congress will

approve a similar bill during this Congress.

11
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While we work to correct the problems with the Export

Administration Act, other efforts to push through new b(3)

exemptions continue.

As recently as the beginning of this month, NASA asked

Congress to approve a separate bill to create a b(31

exemption for unclassified technical data submitted under the

Export Control Act. Contractors who do busines3 with NASA

are required to gain export licenses from the Commer-e

Department to prevent certain technology from reaching the

Eastern bloc. NASA asserts that FOIA allows Eastern nations

to obtain from government records what they cannot gain by

purchasing technolog7 directly from NASA contractors. No one

wants sensitive technology to fall into the wrong hands.

But, NASA's proposal paints too broad a brush. There are

already rules on the books to keep NASA's technology secure.

In addition, the Commerce Department sought in the last

Congress the enactment of legislation exempting the federal

laboratories from disclosure.

Mr. Chairman, b(3) exemptions run counter to the basic

underlying principles of FOIA--that the American people have

a right to know how their government collects information and

reaches decisions. It is time to turn back the tide of these

backdoor attempts to undermine FOIA.

12
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One way to accomplish this goal would be to amend the

rules of the House and Senate to require that any legislation

that includes provisions which restrict access to information

be sequertially referred to the Committees responsible for

FOIA oversight.

Mr. Chairman, we commend you for your scrutiny of a new

b(3) exemption recently submitted to Congress by the

Securities and Exchange Commission. The SEC is seeking

authority to withhold records obtained from foreign

securities agencies if those agencies object to disclosure of

the information. As you pointed out in a letter to SEC

Chairman David Ruder, the 1986 FOIA Amendments already give

the SEC such authority. There is no need for yet another

b(3) exemption.

We are grateful for your leadership, Mr. Chairman. You

are the first member o- Congreas to question the SEC's

at:tempt to place information beyond the reach of the press

and public.

ard, Congress must exercise aggressive oversight of the

1986 Amendments to FOIA, to ensure that Federal agencies are

not using these largely technical changes to slow down the

process of disclosure. Fee waivers were intended to give the

media easy access to government records, not to create

another hoop through which the press much jump.
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Mr. Chairman, these are just a few of the steps which

ANPA and ASNE believe Congress should take to hold the line

on efforts to weaken FOIA.

In a separate category, Congress should also consider

taking steps to strengthen FOIA and bring the law into the

computer age.

Congress should consider changes in FOIA to make it clear

that the vast number of government records stored on

computers are covered under FOIA. In the Supreme Court's

very recent decision in the Reporters Committee case, the

Court foreshadowed the day when government records stored on

computers will be beyond the reach of the public.

FOIA is based on the full disclosure of government

records. When FOIA was first enacted more than 20 years ago,

the great majority of those records were stored on paper.

The emergence of the computer will one day make paper storage

of records obsolete. ANPA and ASNE believe that in view of

the widespread use of computers by government agencies, any

interpretation of FOIA wnich limits its application to

conventional written documents contradicts the basic FOIA

principle of full disclosure.

Unfortu.ately, not all government agencies, nor all

courts, share our view. Therefore, Congress should u..e its

oversight function to ensure that the press and public have

maximum access to records stored on government computers and,
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if necessary, consider legislation to clarify that computer

records are "records" subject to disclosure under FOIA.

The public interest in access to government computer

records was dramatically demonstrated in the pages of USA

Today. in February. Responding to the public outcry

concerning the S&L crisis, the paper obtained extensive data

from government computers and provided consumers with an

analysis of the financial health of more than 11,000 thrift

institutions.

Second, an effort should be made to clarify that minor

computer reprogrammings are searches as defined by FOIA. In

addition, agencies should be required to provide records in

the format in which they were requested. It is simply not in

keeping with the FOIA principles for an agency to respond to

a request by disclosing information which is undecipherable

and therefore aseless to the requester.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you again

for allowing me to testify. I again commend ycu on holding

this hearing. It has only been through similar vigilance

that FOIA has survived for more than 20 years. Your

Committee must continue to act as a guardian of the people's

right to know how their government works. It is a big task

and an important one. Newspaper editors and publishers are

committed to doing all that we can to assist you in your new

role as Chairman. Thank you.
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Mr. WISE. Mr. MCMaSters,

STATEMENT OF PAUL K. McMASTERS, DEPUTY EDITORIAL DI-
REcTOR, USA TODAY, AND NATIONAL CHAIRMAN, FREEDOM
OF INFORMATION COMMITTEE, SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL
JOURNALISTS, ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID GREENFIELD,
EDITOR, CHARLESTON DAILY MAIL

Mr. MCMASTERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will shorten my re-
marks also, but you have a copy of our full text.

I thank the subcommittee for this opportunity to comment on
the state of the Freedom of Information Act and, more specifically,
on whether the act is efficiently and effectively achieving the pur-
pose its drafters intended more than 20 years ago.

My name is Paul Mc Masters. I am here today as the national
chairman of the Society of Professional Journ&lists' Freedom of In-
formation Committee.

As you noted, Mr. Chairman, I'm accompanied by David Green-
field, who is editor of the Charleston, WV Daily Mail, who flew in
this morning from Charleston to demonstrate that the interest in
the public discussion of freedom of information issues extends
beyond the Washington Beltway. Mr. Greenfield is just one of the
thousands of reporters and editors across the country who have
made an impressive commitment to increasing the free flow of in-
formation that reaches the public every day.

As you may know, Mr. Chairman, the Society of Professional
Journalists worked side by side with retired Representative John
E. Moss to draft and enact the original Freedom of Information Act
in 1966. Since that time, the society has only increased its commit-
ment to the FOIA. Many of our members have testifk d before this
subcommittee, and we always have worked closely with the sub-
committee to improve the FOIA and protect it from those who,
though perhaps well-intentioned, mistakenly believe that the secret
governing leads to better government.

The society participated in the drafting of the 1976 and 1986
amendments to the FOIA and over the years has proposed legisla-
tion of its own. Indeed, the language from the 1986 fee waiver
amendments is similar to that contained in a bill previously draft-
ed by the society and introduced in the House by Representative
Gerald Kleczka.

Mr. Chairman, the significance of the work performed by this
subcommittee cannot be overstated. The Freedom of Information
Act is important to the society and its members, not only because
it has become a tool of our trade, but also because we believe that
the act is vital to a living, breathing democracy.

Our members have not forgotten the days before the FOIA was
enacted, when Government agencies Ntere under no obligation to
provide information to the public and therefore most often refused
to do so. In the days before the FOIA, it was not uncommon for an
agency to withhold information that had been the subject of a
press release only weeks before. Now, however, news reporters can
use the FOI A to require the agencies to disclose many kinds of im-
portant governmental information.
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For example, several news organizations used the FOIA to gain
access to terms of the settlement agreements resolving lawsuits
threatened or filed by the families of the four astronauts killed in
the Challenger explosion.

In other cases, the Pittsburgh Press, through an FOIA request,
obtained several documents from the Navy that revealed that the
inflatable lifeboats used by the Navy had a 100 percent failure rate
during spot testing. Documents also showed that the Navy had
been aware of this problem for almost a year before the news
report was published and that it had not informed the fleet units
about the defect.

In one of the most striking FOIA success stories of recent years,
the Center for Constitutional Rights obtained approximately 1,200
pages of information demonstrating that the Fl3I had monitored
more than 100 individuals and groups, including college students
and church organizations, simply because those individuals and
groups had exercised their first amendment right to speak out
against Reagan administration policies in Central America. The
documents also revealed that the FBI had hired informants to infil-
trate some of these groups.

Not every reporter's use of the FOIA, however, yields such dra-
matic results. For every success story that we read, we hear about
two horror stories. FOIA requests that go unanswered for weeks,
months, or even years, unjustified challenges to a requestor's eligi-
bility for fee waivers and costly litigation undertaken to obtain in-
formation clearly releasable under the act.

These problems and others like them persist. But perhaps none
is as frustrating as the continuing inability to obtain documents
within the statutory 10-day period. While some agencies, such as
the Department of Health and Human Services, generally make
every effort to process FOIA as expeditiously as possible, other
agencies, such as the State Department and the FBI, seem to de-
light in their dilatory tactics.

While almost every journalist knows of one or more horror sto-
ries, we are not aware that any effort has been undertaken to col-
lect, quantify, and study the problems that journalists who use the
FOIA typically encounter. The society, therefore, has decided to
conduct such a study this year.

Last year the society compiled and published a survey entitled
Media in Litigation 1988, which demonstrated that access litiga-
tion, rather than libel cases, likely will command the resources,
money and otherwise, of journalists and media companies well into
the 1990's.

Our study this year, which we envision titling Report From the
FOIA Front, will survey FOIA users across the Nation to deter-
mine when the act works and when it does not. More important,
we hope to learn why the act often does not accomplish the pur-
pose for which it was designed.

Mr. Chairman, we look forward to the challenges of completing
this ambitious project. We hope that journalists, authors, histori-
ans, and other FOIA users throughout the country will cooperate
with us in our attempt to make this study as comprehensive as pos-
sible.
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We also would be grateful for any assistance that you, the mem-
bers of the subcommittee and your subcommittee staff can provide.
We anticipate publishing the report in late 1989, at which time we
hope to be in a position to propose legislative solutions to the pro));
lems that we have identified. Our goal, which we hope that you
share, is to revitalize the FOIA so that every requester, from the
local reporter writing about the environmental impact of a new
Federal project, to the historian researching the assassination of a
public figure, will not face unnecessary delay or undeserved con-
frontation in gathering important information about his or her
Government.

The Society ;)e Professional Journalists will continue to work
toward this goal and we hope that our upcoming study will help
make that goal mcre quickly attainable for all of us.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, thank you for
your kind attention. Mr. Greenfield and I will be happy to answer
any questions that you have later.

[The -trepared statement of Mr. Mc Masters follows:]
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Testimony of

PAUL K. McMASTERS

Society of Professional Journalists'

Freedom of Information Committee

and Deputy Editorial Director of

1.69A-TSAU

before the

House Subcommittee on Government Information,

Justice and Agriculture

April 18, 1989

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee,

for providing me this opportunity to comment on the state of the

Freedom of Information Act and, more specifically, on whether the

Act is efficiently and effectively achieving the purposes its

drafters intended more than 20 years ago.

My name is Paul K. McMasters. I am here today as

National Chairman of the Society of Professional Journalists'

Freedom of Information Committee. I am accompanied by David

Greenfield, Editor of the CharIestOn Daily who flew in this

morning from Charleston, West Virginia to demonstrate that the

interest in the public discussion of freedom of information issues

extends beyond the Washington Beltway. Mr. Greenfield is just one

of the thousands of reporters and editors across the country who

have made an impressive commitment to increasing the free flow of
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inforiation that reaches the public every day. Also with me this

morning is the Society's legal counsel from Baker 6 Hostetler in

Washington, D.C.

Pounded in 1909 as Sigma Delta Chi, the Society is the

largest and oldest organization of journalist,' in the United

States with nearly 20,000 members in all branches of the news

media. print and broadcast. Personally, I have been a working

reporter and kxlitor for the past 29 years, and am quite familiar

with the exciting successes and frustrating failures that come

with frequent use of the PM. I am currently the Deputy

Editorial Director of USA Today and also serve on the Freedom of

Information Committee of the American Society of Newspaper

Editors.

As you may know, Mr. Chairman, the Society of

Professional Journalists worked side-by-side with retired Rep.

John E. Moss to draft and enact the original Freedom of

information Act in 1966. Since that time, the Society has only

increased its commitment to the MIA. Many of our members have

testified before this Subcommittee, and we always have worked

closely with the Subcommittee to improve the /WA and protect it

from those who, though perhaps well intentioned, mistakenly

believe that secret governing leads to better government. The

Society participated in the drafting of the 1976 and 1986

amendments to the POIA and over the years has proposed legislation

of itsilrn. Indeed, the language from the 1986 fee-waiver

amendments is similar to that contained in a
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drafted by the Society and introduced in the Hous by Rp. Gerald

Kleczka.

In recent years, the Society has had the distinct

pleasure of working with former SUbcommittee chairman Glenn

English. During hic tenure as chairman, Rep. English was a strong

and effective leader and an ardent supporter of the Freedom of

Information Act. Rep. English's insight, dedication, and gentle

wit on mor than one occasion helped all of us better understand

not only the issues before us, but also their importance to a

democratic society. We thank Rep. English for his years of worthy

service and we look forward to continuing our relationship with

him in his new role on the SUbcommittee. We also are grateful

that Robert Gellman, the Subcommittee's Chief Counsel, has chosen

to remain with the Subcommittee as we prepare to enter the 1990s.

Mr. Gellman has proven to be an invaluable and tireless resource

in freedom of information issues, and we appreciate his patience

in what some may consider the unenviable task of working with an

array of different media groups.

Mr. Chairman, the significance of the work performed by

this Subcommittee cannot be overstated. The Freedom uf

Information Act is important to the Society and its members not

only because it has become a tool of our trade but also becauto we

believe that the Act is vital to a living, breathing democracy.

Our members have not forgotten the days before the FOIA was

enacted, when government agencies wore under no obligation to

provide information to the public and therefore most often refused
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to do so. In the days before the FOIA, it was not uncommon for an

agency to withhold information that had been the subject.of

press release only weeks before. Now, however, news reporters can

use thn FOIA to require the agencies to disclose many kinds of

importanc governmental information. For example, several news

organizations used the FOIA to gain access to terms of the

settlement agreements resolving lawsuits threatened or filed by

the families of the four astronauts killed in the Challenger

explosion.

In another case, the pittsburah prise, through a Fork

request, obtained several documents from the Navy that revealed

that the inflatable life boats used by the Navy had a 1004 failure

rate during spot testing. The document& also showed that the Navy

had been aware of this problem for almost a year before the news

report was published and that it had not informed the fleet units

about the defect. And in one of the most striking FOZA success

stories of recent years, the Centex for Constitutional Rights.

obtained approximately 3,200 pages of information demonstrating

that the FBI had monitolud =ore than 100 individuals and groups,

including college student and church orgcnisations, simply because

those individuals and groups had exorcised their First Amendment

right to speak out against Reagan administration policies in

Central America. The documents also revealed that the FBI had

hired informants to infiltrate some of these groups.

Not every reporter's use of the FOIA, however, yields

ouch dramatic results. For every success story that we read, we

- 4 -
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hear about two horror stories: PO/A requests that go unanswered

for weeks, months, or even years, unjustified challenges to

requesters' eligibility for fee waivers, and costly litigation

undertaken to obtain information clearly releasable under the Act.

Theae problems and others like them persist, but perhaps none is

as frustrating as the continuing inability to obtain documents

within the statutory 10-day period. While some agencies, such as

the Department of Health and Human Service, generally make every

effort to process FOIA requests as expeditiously as possible,

other agencies, such as the State Department and the FBI, seem to

delight in their dilatory tactics.

While almost every journalist knows of one or more

horror stories, we are not aware that any effort has been

undertaken to collect, quantify, and study the problems that

journalista who us the MIA typically encounter. The Society,

therefore, has decided to conduct such a study this year. Last

year, the Society compiled and pUblished a survey entitled "Media

Litigation '88," which demonstrated that access litigation, rather

than libel cases, likely will command the resources--money and

otherwise--of journalists and media companies well into the 1990s.

Our study this year, which we envision titling "Report from the

.POIA Front," will survey FOLK users across the nation to determine

when the Act works and when it does not. More important, we hope

to learn sitm the Act often dome ilot accomplieh the purpoees for

which it was designed.

- 5 -
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Mr. Chairman, we look forward to the challenge of

completing this ambitious project. We hope that journalists,

authors, historians, and other FOIA users throughout the country

will cooperate with us in our attempt to make the study as

comprehensive as possible. We also would be grateful for any

assistance that you, the members of the Subcommittee, and your

Subcommittee staff can provide. Ws anticipate publishing the

Report in late 1989, at which time we hope to be in a position to

propose legislative solutions to the problems that we have

identified. Our goal, which we hope that you share, i to

revitalize the FOIA so that every requester, from the local

reporter wTiting about the environnental impact of a new federal

project to the historian research!ng the assassination of a public

figure, will not face unnecessary delay or undeserved

confrontation in gathering important information about his or her

government. The Society of Professional Journalists will continue

to work toward this goal and we hope that our upcoming study will

help make that goal more quickly ettainabla for all of up.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, thank you

for your kind attention. Mr. Greenfield and I will be happy to

answer any questions that you may have.

- 6 -
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Mr. WISE. Mr. Greenfield.
Mr. GREENFIELD. No statement, just prepared to answer ques-

tions.
Mr. WISE. And Ms. Kirtley.

STATEMENT OF JANE E. KIRTLEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
REPORTERS COMMITTEE FOR FREEDOM OF THE PRESS

MS. KIRTLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As you know, I'm executive director of the Reporters Committee

for Freedom of the Press, which is a voluntary unincorporated as-
sociation cf working news reporters and editors throughout the
United States. We devote our legal and research efforts to defend-
ing the first amendment and FOIA rights of the news media to
both gather and disseminate information.

We have an FOIA service center which was created as a special
project about 10 years ago, which provides daily cost-free assistance
to reporters, editors, freelancers, and others who encounter prob-
lems using the FOIA and other Federal and State sunshine laws.

We publish a guide book on how to use the Federal FOIA; it's
now in its sixth edition, and have just completed a comprehensive
compendium of State open government law, which we call "Tap-
ping Officials' Secrets," and which has been very well received in
the media community.

Because we handle hundreds of calls every year from reporters
and editors, we are uniquely situated to comment on the day-to-day
frustrations that those who try to use the FOIA will face. We've
testified on that a number of times and I hope we'll have an oppor-
tunity to do that in the future.

But today I'm really here in the unenviable position of speaking
as a thwarted FOIA requestor myself. My story may not be typical,
but I think it does illustrate many of the problems that have been
faced by members of the press and the public. And perhaps more
importantly, the resolution of our experience may well be a harbin-
ger of problems that are yet to come.

More than 10 years ago, the Reporters Committee, together with
CBS reporter Bob Schakne, filed requests with the FBI seeking dis-
closure of the criminal history records of four members of the
Medico family. They were principals in a company called Medico
Industries, which had been identified by the Pennsylvania Crime
Commission as a legitimate business dominated by organized crime.
Medico Industries was in the public eye because it had been a de-
fense contractor, and was implicated in the then developing scan-
dal that involved Congressman Daniel Flood.

We asked the FBI to let us see its records of any arrests, indict-
ments, acquittals, convictions, or sentences, the so-called rap sheets
of the four Medico brothers. I want to point out that we were not
asking for any law enforcement investigatory information. We
were asking only for information publicly available at its source. In
other words, all we wanted was the information that was open to
inspection in police stations and court houses throughout the coun-
try and that had Leen compiled and assembled in a computer data
base by the FBI at taxpayers' expense.
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The FEI refused to release the information they maintained on
the Medicos until three of the four of them died, at which point
they did give us that information. The fourth, Charles Medico's,
records are still secret on the ground that disclosure of this infor-
mation, publicly available at its source, might unreasonably invade
his personal privacy.

We were puzzled and frustrated by the agency's response, which
seemed to us to be both illegal and illogical. How in the world
could Charles Medico have any possible expectation of privacy in
his criminal history record? How could publicly available data
about events which were of public interest possibly be exempt from
disclosure?

Unlike a lot of FOI requestors, we had the luxury of being able
to retain a lawyer on a pro bono basis who helped us challenge the
FBI's decision. I won't bore you with all of the detAs, but suffice it
to say that it took us until 1987 to get to the Federal Court of Ap-
peals here in the District of Columbia, who ruled in our favor on
the right of access to this information. The Government appealed
that decision to the panel, who then issued a revised decision essen-
tially saying that the trial court had to go back and determine
whether the records that were sought were in fact open to inspec-
tion in their State of origin, and if they were, we would be able to
get them.

At that point, the Government asked the Supreme Court to
review the case. And as I'm sure you all know, the High Court re-
versed just this past March, on the 22nd, holding that the public
has no right to see criminal history records on private individuals
that are held by the FBI.

Now what does that mean? What it means is that if a schoolbus
driver is arrested for drunken driving 18 times in 15 jurisdictions,
that is no longer the public's business. If a high school principal or
a coach has been convicted of child molestation somewhere in the
United States, the public cannot learn about it this way. The indi-
vidual's privacy interest is deemed to be stronger than the right of
the public to know. This seems incredible to me. I think it is. Even
the ACLU, which has been labeled as the watchdog of citizen priva-
cy concerns, believes that the Supreme Court went too far in this
decision.

In addition to the direct impact that I've just outlined here in
terms of access to criminal information, I'd like to focus briefly on
two particularly troubling aspects of the decision as we see it.

First, the opinion by Justice Stevens emphasized that there is a
stronger personal privacy interest implicated by disclosure of the
rap sheet itself than in the scattered disclosure of the pieces of
public information contained in the rap sheet. As he put it, plainly,
there is a vast difference between the public records that might be
found after a diligent search of court house files, county archives,
and local police stations around the country, and a computerized
summary located in a single clearinghouse of information. What
Justke Stevens didn't do for us is tell us what that difference is.

I can see that there is a physical distinction between papers in a
file drawer and entries in a computer deta base, and certainly
there's a difference in the effort and time it takes to retrieve them.
But I do not concede, and I submit that it defies logic to suggest
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that translating data from one form to another alters their inher-
ently public nature. A criminal conviction that is a part of a public
record remains a matter of public interest forever, no matter how
it is stored or where it is stored.

As Justice Scalia suggested during oral argument of this mac, an
individual's expectation of nondiscovery of criminal history infor-
mation may change if lie information becomes readily accessible
through the use of ele .,torage and retrieval. But surely the
privacy interest, if thei , in the actual information does not
change because the form viie retention of the data changes.

It is very disturbing to contemplate the implications of this dis-
tinction that was drawn, and I think it was drawn incorrectly by
the Supreme Court. In our view, the opinions suggest a total lack
of appreciation for the realities of information storage and retriev-
al today.

As the members of this subcommittee know, many Government
entities, including OMB, the Administrative Conference of the
United States, the Commerce Department, National Archives, and
others are struggling to devise workable guidelines for gathethig
and disseminating information in electronic formats. In the mean-
time, though, some agencies are acting as if the FOI Act doesn't
apply to electronic records because the act doesn't distinguish elec-
tronic records from paper records.

It's a matter of fact, of course, that we're in the midst of the
computer age. And like it or not, electronic data bases are in fact
the file cabinets of the present as well as the future. If meaningful
rights of access to Government information are to be maintained, it
is essential that workable policies for insuring requester retrieval
of electronically stored information be established. The access has
to be timely, not prohibitive in cost, and it has to be user friendly.

But apart from these practical considerations, it's equally impor-
tant that the Supreme Court's language in our case not be used to
justify the refusal to disclose computerized information that would
have been readily available as a paper document out of some mis-
placed concept of protecting the individual against the power of Big
Brother.

If we're willing to concede that the proper functioning of the
Government justifies collection and maintenance of data, it is
doubly important that the system be subject to public scrutiny. The
specter or a police force maintaining secret files on the American
people is a chilling prospect, and it's more commonly attributed to
totalitarian systems of government than to our own.

As citizens, our only safeguard against Government abuse of the
vast collections of information now electronically gathered and
stored is through centinued public vigilance and oversight. Unfor-
tunately, the door to that file cabinet has been locked, and the Su-
preme Court has thrown away the key.

Also very disturbing is the Supreme Court's extremely crabbed
interpretation of the core purpose of the FOI Act. The High Court,
which cited language from the 1986 fee waiver provisions, empha-
sized tin t ? central purpose of the act is to ensure that the oper-
ations am_ activities of Government ai e open to public scrutiny.
The Court said that compared with the strong privacy interest
found in the rap sheet information, the interest in disclosure is at
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it's lowest point if the information sought is in the Government's
control simply as a compilation rather than as a record of what
they called what the Government is up to. The Court found that
the rap sheets, because they would be unlikely to reveal anything
about Defense Department conduct, would not therefore contain
the kind of information that would promote the public oversight
for which they said Congress enacted FOIA.

The implications of this are staggering. It invites Government
ageni les to deny public interest fee waivers, and perhaps in some
instances to deny access to the huge collections of information that
are gathered and retained electronically at public expense. A case
involving this issue, the Department of Justice v. Tax Analysts, is
going ) be argued on April 24 in the Supreme Court.

All I can say on that is that in the course of performing its
dutiez. Government agencies are collecting lots of data. For in-
stance, as the Justice Department is arguing in this case, their Tax
Division does collect hundreds of Federal district court decisions.
HHS collects drug abuse and overdose information from hospital
emergency rooms all over the country. The NRC compiles all news-
paper and magazine articles dealing with nuclear energy produc-
tion. All of this information is presently available to the public
under the FOI Act. Some agencies even make it available in public
reading rooms. It is at least arguable, though, that it does not di-
rectly describe what the Government is up to. It is valuable infor-
mation, though, and it's obviously information of interest to the
public.

I believe that Congress didn't create, nor did it contemplate an
exemption for compilations of public rer;ords that are contained in
agency files when there is no overwhei ming public interest in deny-
ing access. Government agencies must not be permitted to circum-
vent this mandate, either through outright denials or through the
more insidious but equally pervasive refusals to grant public inter-
est fee waivers on the grounds that information does not clearly
relate to what the Government is up to.

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to testify today.
Mr. WISE. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Kirtley followsd
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the subcommittee,

for your invitation to testify today.

My name is Jane Eirtley, and I am the Executive Director of

the Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press. I am

eccompanied by Rebecca Daugherty, who directs our Freedom of

Information Service Center.

The Reporters Committee is a voluntary, unincorporated

association of working news reporters and editors throughout the

United States. We devote our legal and research efforts to

lefending the First Amendment and freedom of information rights

of the news media to gather and disseminate information. Our

POI Service Center, created as a special project ten years ago,

provides daily, cost-free assistance to reporters, editors,

freelancers, and others who encounter problems using the Freedom

of Information Act and other federil and state sunshine laws.

We also publish a guidebook to How to use the Federal POT Act,

now in its Sixth Edition, and have just completed a

comprehensive compendium of state open government law, Tapping

Officials' Secrets.

Because the POI Service Center of the Reporters Committee

handles hundreds of calls each year from reporters and editors

around the country, we are uniquely situated to comment on the

day-to-day frustrations of those attempting.to use the Freedom'

of Information Act. We have frequently testif,ied on these

matters before thie subcommittee, and I hope we will be invited

to do so in the future.

-1-
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Today, however, I am in the unenviable position of speaking

to you ts a thwarted FOIA requester myself. While my story may

be unusual, it is illustratiie of many of the problems faced by

members of the press and public. In addition, the resolution of

this experience may well be a grim harbinger of problems yet to

come.

More than ten years ago, the Reporters Committee, together

with CBS reporter Robert Schakne, filed requests with the FBI

seeking disclosure of the criminal history records of four

members of the Medico family, principals in a company, Medico

Industries, identified by the Pennsylvania Crime Commission as a

legitimate business dominated by organized crime. Medico

Industries had been a defense contractor, and was implicated in

the then-developing scandal involving Congressman Daniel Flood.

We asked the FB/ to let us see its record of any arrests,

indictments, acquittals, convictions, and sentences -- so-called

"rap sheets* -- for any of the four Medicos. We did not ask

for any law enforcement investigatory information, and requested

only information that was publicly available at its source. /n

otner words, all we asked for was information that was open to

inspection in police stations and court houses throughout the

cou5try, and that had beep compiled and assembled in a computer

database paid for at taxpayerb' expense.

-2-
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In fact, in the intervening years, the FB/ gave us

information on three of the four Medicos -- after their deaths.

But they refused to release the information they maintained on

the fourth, Charles Medico, on the ground that it might

unreasonably invade his personal privacy.

Like many POIA requesters, we were puzzled and frustrated by

the agency's response, which seemed to us to be both illegal and

illogical. How could Charles Medico have any possible

expectation of privacy in his criminal history record? How

could publicly-available data about public events which were of

public interest possibly be exempt from disclosure?

Unlike may POIA requesters, we were able to retain a lawyer

on a "pro bono basis to challenge the FBI's decision. Afte

lengthy trial court proceedings, in which the government

prevailed, we took the case to the U.S. Court of Appeals in the

District of Columbia. In 1987, the appellate court reversed,

finding that an individual has, at most, only a minimal privacy

interest in public-record criminal history information. On

rehearing, the Court of Appeals revised its ruling slightly,

instructing the trial court to go back and determine whether the

records sought were open to public inspection in their state of

origin. /f so, the court said, any privacy interest would have

"faded," and the public interest in disclosure would outweigh

it.

4 7
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Undaunted, the government asked the U.S. Supreme Court to

review the case, and as you probably are aware, the high court

reversed this past March, holding that the public has no right

to see criminal history records on private persons held by the

FBI.

What does this mean in real terms? If a school bus driver

is arrested for drunken driving 18 times in 15 jurisdictions,

that is no longer the public's business. If a high school

principal or coach has been convicted of child molestation

somewhere in the United States, the public cannot learn about

it. The individual's privacy interest is deemed to be stronger

than the right of the public to know. It seems incredible. It

is. Even the ACLU; self-proclaimed watchdog of citizen privacy

concerns, believes that the Supreme Court went too far.

But in addition to the direct impact of this decision on

access to criminal information, I would like to focus briefly on

two particularly troubling aspects of the Supreme Court's

ruling.

First, the opinion by Justice Stevens emphasized that there

is a stronger personal privacy interest implicated by disclosuce

of a rap sheet itself than in "scattered" disclosure of the

pieces of public information contained in a rap sheet.

-4-
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As Justice Stevens put it, "Plainly there is a vast

difference between the public records that might be found after

a diligent search of courthouse files, county archives, and

local police stations throughout the country and a computerized

summary located in a single clearinghouse of information." What

he did not explain is what this difference is.

While we concede that there is a physical distinction

between paper records in a file drawer and entries in a computer

database, as well as in the effort and time required to retrieve

them, we do not concede -- and, I submit, it defies logic to

suggest -- that translating data from one form to another alters

their inherently public nature. A criminal conviction that is a

part of the public record remains a matter of public interest

forever, no matter in how it is stored.

As Justice Scalia suggested during oral argument of this

case, an individual's expectation of non-discovery of a criminal

history record may change if the information becomes more

readily accessible through the use of electronic storage and

retrieval systems. But surely the privacy interest, if any, in

the actual information remains unchanged.

It is very dist,trbing to contemplate
the implications of the

distinction drawn, we believe incorrectly, by the Supreme Court.

In our view, the high court's opinion
suggests a total lack of

appreciation for the realities of information storage and

retrieval today.

-5--
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As members of this subcommittee know, many government

entities, including the Office of Management d Budget, the

Administrative Conference of the United States, the Department

of Commerce, and the National Archives and Records

Administration are presently struggling to devise workable

guidelines for gathering and disseminating information in

electronic formats. meanwhile, some agencies act as if the

federal Freedom of Information Act doesn't apply to electronic

records because the hct doesn't distinguish electronic records

from paper records.

tie are in the midet of the computer age, and, like it or

not, electronic databases are the "file cabinets" of the

present, as well as of the future. If meaningful rights of

access to government information are to be maintained, it is

essential that workable policies for insuring requester

retrieval of electronically stored information be established.

Such access must be timely, not prohibitive in cost, and "user

friendly."

But apart from these practical considerations, it is equally

important that the Supreme Court's language in this case should

not be used to justify the refusal to disclose computerized

information that would have been readily available as a paper

document, out of some misplaced concept of protecting the

individual against the power of "Big Brother."

-6-
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If we as a society are willing.to concede that the proper

functioning of the government justifies collection and

maintenance of data, it is doubly important that the system be

subject to public aarutiny. The specter af a police force

maintaining secret files on the American people is a chilling

prospect, more commonly attributed to totalitarian systems of

government than our own. As citizens, our only safeguard

against government abuse of the vast collections of information

now electronically gathered and stored is through continued

public oversight. Unfortunately, the door to the file cabinet

has been locked, and the Supreme Court has thrown away the key.

Also very disturbing is the Supreme Court's extremely

crabbed interpretation of the core purpose of the FOI Act. The

high court, citing language from the fee waiver provisions,

emphasized that the central purpose of the Act is to ensure that

the operations and activities of the government are open to

public scrutiny. It stated that, compared with the strcng

privacy interest it found in the rap sheet information, the

interest in disclosure is "at its nadir" if the information

sought is in the government's control as a compilation, rather

than as a record of "what the Government is up to." The court

found that the rap sheets would be unlikely to reveal anything

about Defense Department conduct, and would therefore not

contain information promoting the kind of public oversight for

which Congress enacted FOIA.

-7-
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The implications of this language are staggering. It

invites government agencies to deny public interest fee waivers,

and perhaps, in certain instances, to deny access to the huge

collections of information gathered and retained at Alblic

expense. A case involving this very issue, Department ol

juatigaju_TAILaulafill, will be argued in the high court on

April 24.

In the course of performing its duties, government agencies

collect many kinds of data. For instance, the Justice

Department's Tax Division collects hundreds of federal district

court decisions. The Department of Health and Human Services

collects drug abuse and overdose information from hospital

emergency rooms throughout the country. The Nuclear Regulatory

Commission compiles technical reports, licensing information,

and all newspaper and magazine articles dealing with nuclear

energy production. All of this information is available to the

public under the POI Act. Some agencies routinely make it

available in public reading rooms. It is at least arguable that

it does not directly describe "what the'Government is up to.°

But it is valuable information, and obviously it is information

of interest to the public.

-8-
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Congress never created, nor did it contemplate, an exemption

foi compilations of public records contained in agency files

where there is no overwhelming interest in denying access to

that information to the public. Government agencies must not be

permitted to circumvent this clear mandate, either through

outright denials or through more insidious but equally pervasive

refusals to grant public interest fee waivers, on the grounds

that information does not clearly relate to "what the Government

is up to."

Thank you for giving the Reporters Committee the opportunity

to testify here today.

-9-
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Mr. WISE. I thank the entire panel. I'll begin questioning.
Mr. Murphy, when I was reading your statement last night, I

notice you referred to the Department of Housing and Urban De-
velopment as an agency that there had been some problems getting
information from in a particular locality. It struck me that in
having a conversation just yesterday with someone from West Vir-
ginia, a similar complaint was made. I just wonder whether HUD
has been a source of problems for those filing FOIA requests?

Mr. MURPHY Sir, we've had problems virtually along the line
with many agencies. Most specifically, those problems are the
kinds of things that our attorneys have been handling. We have a
lot of problems at the State level. I could just say in a general way
that whenever we encounter an FOIA problem it has the same
nature, resistance to giving information.

Mr. WISE. I also notice that in each one of your statements, each
one of you refers to legal services. Congratulations, Ms. Kirtley,
you had a pro bono lawyer. They went on the Sierra Club's endan-
gered species list a couple of years ago.

But each of you has had recourse to legal talent. i suspect that's
not the case for all FOIA filers and particularly even small news-
papers, I would think, would be stymied. Would anyone care to
comment on that?

Mr. MURPHY. Yes, sir. I'd like to say, and I allude to the state-
ment made by the gentleman to my right here, that access litiga-
tion costs are becoming a major concern of ours. We spend, in our
organization, well over $100,000 a year in one form or another for
access to protect our rights to get information.

In the State of Arizona, we have organized a first amendment co-
alition hotline subsidized by large newspapers such as ours in
behalf of the small media. We do have a lawyer who acts pro bono
some of the time. Other times he does not. The small media who
encounter this access problem at the State level, with the local law
enforcement agency or whatnot, can call a hotline number and get
legal assistance. It's worked very effectively. But if you consider
that that was not available end they had to hire counsel, most of
these small media would not undertake the aggressive type jour-
nalism that they have undertaken.

Mr. WISE. Anyone else care to comment?
Mr. MCMASTERS. Mr. Chairman, I vould like to add that in many

cases the fee that used to be charged was a deterrent to some
people, such as freelan len who were doing legitimate work but
who were doing it on speculation. The fee itself was a deterrent.
You can imagine what a deterrent the prospect of legal costs would
be. It's almost assured these days, or has been, that there will be
some legal cost involved in filing a routine FOIA request.

Mr. WISE. Mr. Greenfield.
Mr. GREENFIELD. On the question of smaller newspapers and

their use of the act, I think it would be important for the subcom-
mittee to realize that smaller newspapers tended to have more
FOIA intercourse with State and local agencies. Oftentimes, the in-
terpretations and the actual acts are modeled after the Federal leg-
islation. You'll rarely find a State agency, for example, with a
more enlightened policy than a Federal agency. Oftentimes they
tend to use the same exemptions that they see the Federal agencies
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using under the act. So, that trickles down to your local newspa-
pers and their operations, your interpretation of the Federal act.

Mr. Win. Ms. Kirt ley.
Ms. KIRTLEY. I just wanted to add that of course our FOIA serv-

ice center helps reporters from throughout the country. We deal
with both State and Federal FOIA requests and it's all free of
charge. But we can't litigate the issues for them. We try to lead
them through as much as possible through the appeal process, at
least in the administrative level. After that though, they are on
their own. Frankly, that's where it usually breaks down because
it's very difficult for them to get counsel and the promise of fee
awards later at the end is usually not enough incentive for most
attorneys to take the case on a fee basis.

It's a major, major problem and, of course, it's very expensive for
the taxpayers if, in fact, as in Mr. Murphy's case, the media do pre-
vail.

Mr WISE. I have a series of questions, but I'm going to see if Mr.
McCandless or Mr. Schiff have any questions.

Mr. McCandless.
Mr. MCCANDLESS. Very quickly, Mr. Chairman. Unfortunately,

I'm going to have to go to another meeting.
From the Freedom of Information Act and the position that you

people in the media play, it's a fin': line sometimes between the
need to know, the right to know and what one might call journalis-
tic inquiries for purposes of creating media press.

In the case that you inentioned where the Supreme Court decid-
ed against you and you took quite an offense to it. You felt you
were right and the Supreme Court was wrong, which is under-
standable.

The first amendment has certainly been a major issue, litigation,
legislation, clarification. Do you feel that the Supreme Court has
done with the first amendment in its deci- ion what should be done
from the press' point of view, A. do you feel that they have further
compromised your ability and right to know?

Ms. KIRTLEY. In our particular case or in cases in general?
Mr. MCCANDLESS. In general.
MS. KIRTLEY. Well, it's hard for me to speak in general because,

frankly, I think the Supreme Court has gone all over the map on
press issues. 013ic isly we have many issues. I think on the issue of
libel and invasion of privacy, the Court has taken a very pro first
amendment stand in recent months in decisions, and I certainly
commend them for that.

But I think that it's impertant not to characterize the decision in
the Rvorters Committee case as one that purely has an effect on
the news media. You don't have to be a member of the news media
to file an FOI request. Any member of the publicyou don't even
have to be a citizencan do so. Our decision is going to have a tre-
mendous impact on the right of the public and the press to gather
and get access to information that I think is clearly very important
information and that, may I add again, is generally publicly avail-
able at its source.

This caused me great concern and I think if I had to characterize
it in a general way, I would say that it evidences to me B concern
that the Supreme Court has for the right of the person, the individ-
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ual person, to maintain his or her right of privacy. It's commenda-
ble concern, but when we're talking about public record informa-
tion, I respectfully submit that it's misplaced and I think the public
suffers as a result.

Mr. MCMASTERS. Mr. McCandless, I would agree with Ms. Kirtley
generally that the Supreme Court and other courts have gone all
over the map on media issues. I would also agree that this is not a
media issue, it is a public access issue.

I tend to be a purist. I believe we underestimate the intelligence
and the competence of the American people to deal with all sorts of
information when we begin depriving them of information on the
grounds that they are incompetent or unfit to deal with informa-
tion. I perhaps go a little further than some of my colleagues. I just
believe flatout that the first amendment is the greatest paragraph,
the greatest 45 words ever written to give man freedom. I think the
more access to information we have and the freer the flow of infor-
mation, the more intelligent and stronger this country will be.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. Let me follow up with another question along
this same line.

Those of you who wish to comment, do you feel that the Supreme
Court is dealing with the issue of the Constitution and its interpre-
tation thereof or do you feel that it's dealing with the statute in
question here, the Freedom of Information Act and its interpreta-
tion of that?

Mr. MCMASTER& Mr. McCandless, I feel that they dealt, as Jane
has pointed out, almost specifically with the statute. I hesitate to
say this, not being a lawyer, but I think that the first amendment
would require more access than the Supreme Court would require
in this particular case. I think it has some implications that are
worrisome, not just to the press, but tu the public. The public is
what we're really concerned about here as far as getting informa-
tion that they pay taxes for the Government to collect. As Jane
says, if this is public source, why can't it be public at this level? So,
I think they dealt primarily with the statute rather than the first
amendment.

Mr. McCmsrn-,ESS. There is a rather considerable cost to the tax-
payers to make this available in a timely fashion which has been
part of the discussion that you have shared with us this morning.
The 10 days, in many cases, is virtually an impossibility with the
number of paople involved and providing this kind of information
as it relates to the total budget of that particular age y or organi-
zation.

From your point of view, would there be an acceptance to a more
lengthy time if it could be demonstrated that within that addition-
al time that there would be more response?

MS. KIRTLEY. I think it's very important to note, Mr. McCandless,
that in fact the 10-day limit is honored much more in the breach
than in the execution even now.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. I'm sorry, I didn't catch that.
MS. KIRTLEY. A ll I'm saying is the 10-day time limit is on the

whole fallacious at this point. Very few agencies abide by that for
the reasons that you enumerated, separate and apart from what-
ever particular ideological problems there may be. As a practical
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matter, it's just very hard for them to handle the volume of re-
quests.

I think it is rather absurd for us to be sitting here and snyl ng we
would concede, even assuming that we had the capacity to do so;
that we would say 20 days would be acceptable or 30 days would be
acceptable when in fact agencies are operating on timetables much
more lengthy than that now and are not being sanctioned by the
courts for doing so. They are not. The courts generally say as long
as y are proceeding with due diligence, then it's all right, even
if it .akes 1 year or 2 years, as in the case of some FBI requests. So,
I think that that is a nonissue as such. I don't see the 10-day limit
as being the key to the cost benefit, if you will, of applying the FGI
Act.

Mr. MCMASTERS. Also, I think some requests are of such a rou-
tine nature that indeed the 10-day limit is not unreasonable at all,
i think one of the ironies resulting from the 1986 amendment is
that the fee waiver thing is now sort of being used as a test rather
than something to help implement and speed this process. Some
agencies are using it as a test just to deny it routnely so that re-
questers have to go through that appeal process before they ever
get to the heart of what it was they were looking for in the first
place.

So, I don't think it's unreasonable, the 10-day limit right now. As
Jane says, I think that that's not even in the realm of possibility
right now because nobody seems to be working on that timetable.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. Thank 3 ou, panel. I appreciate your coming.
I'm sorry that I'm going to have to leave. We haven't been doing
anything for 3 months and then all of a sudden everybody decided
to do it on the same day.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WISE. Mr. Schiff.
Mr. SCHIFF. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the courtesy of inter-

rupting your questioning to allow me a couple of questions. I do
have just a couple of brief matters.

Speaking of NASA, Mr. Chairman, I think I'm the onl:,- member
of your subcommittee who is also on the Space Subcommittee of
Science, Space and Technology. That, of course, is the oversight of
the NASA Program.

Their general counsel did testify that they were looking for an
exception to the FOIA because they felt that the Freedom of Infor-
mation Act created a loophole in other laws that guarded Ameri-
can technology. I've offered to meet with them and to look at what
proposed language they have, since I'm also a member of your sub-
committee.

I just wanted to make an offer since Mr. Murphy brought up the
subject. If he'd be willing, I would be glad toit may be a little
unorthodox. I may have to plead naivete as a freshman, but I
would be willing, Mr. Murphy, to send you a copy of what NASA
proposes to me to introduce in this subcommittee on the Freedom
of Information Act and let you look at it and get your reaction, if
you'd be willing to accept that.

Mr. MURPHY. Be happy to, sir.
Mr. SCHIFF. Thank you. And that's before I would introduce any-

thing.
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The other matter I'd like to bring up is I understand the general
tenor that that information which is kept in computers, an elec-
tronic file cabinet, I think you called it, Ms. Kid ley, is something
that in general should be made available. Certainly it's within the
spirit of the law.

But, Ms. Kirtley, I'm a little concerned about the great cause of
getting FBI rap sheets, as apparently the symbolism of this fight.
You're aware, I'm sure, that FBI rap sheets contain arrest informa-
tion even when there is an acquittal or even when there is no dis-
position shown at all. I presume you're aware of that.

Ms. KIRTLEY. Yes.
Mr. SCHIFF. Do you think there is a proper news media use of

arrest without conviction information?
Ms. KIRTLEY. Yes, I do.
Mr. SCHIFF. What would that be?
Ms. KIRTLEY. An arrest is a public event, Mr. Schiff. Thank good..

ness that that is true, because I think that the safety and security
of the people of this Nation rests on the fact that our criminal jus-
tice system and law enforcement system is open, is public and is
subject to public scrutiny.

As I alluded to in my formal statement, I think that it is an ear-
mark of totalitarian societies that police are able to operate in
secret. That doesn't happen in this country because our police blot-
ters, for example, are open to inspection and it's possible for jour-
nalists, and has been possible for journalists in the past through
the use of data retrieval systems in centralized repositories and so

,rth, to find patterns of abuse among the police.
Remember, an arrest that doesn't result in a conviction can

sometimes mean that the person is innocent. It can also mean that
that person was a target of police harassment. It's sometimes very
hard to determine that if you're looking at isolated instances.

We believe that access to this kind of information would be very
helpful in revealing these kinds of patterns and contributing to
public oversight. But even if you couldn't justify it on that ground,
I would justify it on the simple ground, again, that an arrest is a
public event If the government, any government, State or Federal
governments, can declare that a public event ceases to be public at
some particular point in time, then I think there is no limit to
where that line can be drawn.

I don't see it as a safekeeping measure for the American public, I
see it as a very arbitrary and dangerous one.

Mr. SCHIFF. Well, you state your defense of the position for the
protection of the individual, but if you had the individual's permis-
sion, you could then probably get that information, could you not?

Ms. KIRTLEY. You probably could. Yes, that's true.
Mr. SCHIFF. So really you're talking about getting this informa-

tion where the individuals whose name is the subject of these ar-
rests may not want you to have that information. Isn't that right?

Ms. KIRTLEY. Yes, that's right. But again I reiterate that I sup-
pose a lot of us, as a matter of the way our society functions these
days, have information that we would prefer was not made public
knowledge. As Justice Scalia suggested during the oral argument,
there is probably a great expectation of nondiscovery in an obscure
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arrest record that's back 3 or 4 or 5 or 50 years in somebody's
record. But that doesn't mean it nevc... happened.

As to your unasked question, which concerns a person about
whom that kind of information was disseminated falsely or inaccu-
rately by the news media, that individual has recourse through
civil st +s. Certainly they have and I'm sure will continue to avail
themselves of that.

There are ways to deal with that problem short of denying access
to it.

Mr. SCHIFF. Well, first of all, please don't be so sensitive. I didn't
ask you a thing about false and misleading news stories. I've never
seen one myself in my career in public service.

I just wanted to emphasize that your first statement was based
on that we have to protect these individuals and their liberties. It's
quite obvious that that is not what principally I think you have in
mind. 1 think you have in mind looking at their records for some
purposes that they would not regard as friendly.

Now, insofar as those purposes go, New Mexico, and I think most
States, have a State Arrest Records Confidentiality Act. It is true
the police blotter is a public record, but in New Mexico, if you were
to ask for a record of everyone's arrests that did not result in con-
victions, under State law you would not be entitled to that informa-
tion. Isn't that true in most States?

Ms. KIRTLEY. That has become true in many States since our
case began 10 years ago, Mr. Schiff. Had our case becin able to go
through the system a little bit faster, I think we would have pre-
sented the Supreme Court with a very different fact situation.

But you are correct that the centralized criminal history reposi-
tories in many States have limited access. It's not completely
closed, but oftentimes you have to jump through a number of hoops
to get access to it.

I disagree with that determination as well, let me add.
Mr. SCHIFF. I understand. Well, isn't it true that this information

is limited because even if the reports of the arrests are accurate,
even if there's no inaccuracies repot-A, they are just arrests.
Woultin't they in the media just serve to embarrass somebody?

Ms. KIRTLEY. They are just arrests, Mr. Schiff, but they're also
public events and they're public facts. There are many things that
happen in public and that are public events that are embarrassing.
But that doesn't mean that they're not in the public interest.

Brushes with the criminal justice system are something that we
h -we decided in our society, because we don't proceed with secret
police forces and star chamber proceedings, are matters of public
interest and concern, both for the safety of the public and to pre-
serve the safety and security of the individual from unjust searches
and arrests, and so forth. It is a symbiotic relationship, if I may
suggest, and I think that, in fact, the ultimate safety of the individ.
ual as an individual in society is better served by openness than by
closure.

Remember that when records are closed, one of the realities of
that, and it has been true with the FBI is that closure doesn't
mean that the FBI or any other agency cannot selectively release
that information. I don't really like the idea of the Government sit-
ting in judgment of what is best for me to know out of the tinge
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body of information that it maintains. I'd rather be in a position to
be able to take a look at that myself.

Let me also just add quickly, that insofar as there is the poten-
tial for "misuse" of arrest records by individuals other than the
new media, let's say by an employer who might choose to discrimi-
nate against someone who's applied for a job on the basis of an
arrest record, I think that there are, again, other ways to deal with
that problem. We already deal with discrimination in employment
through statutes. I think that that could be well left to a statutory
scheme without denying access to the core information, which
again is public at its source.

Mr. SCHIFF. You keep coming back to this star chamber idea. But
if I'm an individual and I think that I have been unjustly arrested
by the police and I want the press, in its role of informing the
public to know about this abuse, I'm free to come to you, aren't I?

Ms. KIRTLEY. Certainly you are.
Mr. SCHIFF. And I'm free to tell you udl about that arrest, aren't

I?
. Ms. KTRTLEY. Yes.
Mr. SCHIFF. All right. Well, speaking of, and you mentioned it,

discrimination in the work force, I've noticed in about every em-
ployment application I've seen, they now askthey customarily
ask have you ever been convicted. They no longer ask, by and
large, have you ever been arrested. Isn't that correct?

Ms. KIRTLEY. I wouldn't know. I don't fill out forms like that
Mr. SCHIFF. You haven't done that?
Ms. KIRTLEY. But again, I don't know quite what the point of

what that has to do with the matter.
Mr. SCHIFF. I'll tell you. I think the point is, haven't there been

decisions of the Federal courts that hold that, for example, it's an
established fact that members of minority groups are arrested in
greater proportion than nonminority groups and therefore asking if
someone was arrested in an employment application constitutes
employment dii.crimination. Haven't there been such cases?

Ms. KIRTLEY. If there have been, Mr. Schiff, then I humbly sug-
gest that the courts have dealt with the problem in exactly the way
I suggested, through either a court decision or statutory scheme to
prevent nondiscrimination, which is supposedly really the issue,
rather than closing access to publicly available information. There
are ways to deal with that short of denying access to the informa-
tion. What you're outlining is one of the ways.

Mr. SCHIFF. Well, but in terms of the State laws, such as New
Mexico's that was passed, that would not allow a request from law
enfor ment agencies to tell us every time a certain person has
been rrested, have there been any State decisions that hr.ve held
those laws unconstitutional?

Ms. KIRTLEY. They have not been held unconstitutional.
Mr. SCHIFF. You say they have not been held unconstitutional'?
Ms. KIRTLEY. No.
Mr. SCHIFF. Have they been held constitutional? I mean--
Ms. KIRTLEY. Well, the point is that it hasn't been perceived, and

the Reporters Committee has not argued this as a constitutional
issue, turning on the first amendment. We're talking about a statu-
tory issue and the right of the public to be informed, which 1 think

Go
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is an ultimate underpinning of our society. Certainly constitution-
ally based, but not necessarily based on the first amendment or the
fourth amendment or any particular amendment to the Constitu-
tion.

I think that many States, in a misplaced zeal to protect the indi-
vidual, are actually, through the offices of either people that are
overly concerned about personal privacy or through the very strong
lobbying efforts of the law enforcement community, which I think
may have its own reasons for wanting to keep this information
sealed, have bought into a scheme that I think ultimately is to the
detriment of the individual and to society as a whole.

Mr. SCHIFF. Mr. Chairman, in conclusion, I'd just like to observe,
I agree with 99.9 percent of what the witnesses said here and the
prepared statements I've read. I just don't think I'm a believer in
totalitarian government because I also think there's a right to pri-
vacy at certain times too.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WISE. Thank you, Mr. Schiff.
I note that the Reporters Committee case brought together those

two well-known parties so often together, the ACLU and the De-
partment of Justice. Both were on the same side on that one. I'm
not sure what that says about either one.

But stay tuned because we're going to hear from the other side
later on when we do have a representative from the ACLU.

I have several questions. The pres3 was generally perceived as
being a fairly large winner from the 1986 amendments. Fees for re-
porters were reduced significantly, small requests, that is under
100 pages and 2 hours of search time, were free to all requesters.
My first question is whether you like what the provisions were in-
tended to do and would you comment on how the provisions have
been implemented by the executive branch? I'll just start with
anyone who wants to.

Mr. McMasters.
Mr. MCMASTERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think that I would amend your question from where I stand,

that the public should really have benefited from this 1986 amend-
ment because, as we all know, information often is perishable.
Those who need it most sometimes don't have all the resources to
get it, that other special interest groups, industries, that sort of
thing have.

However, as I mentioned awhile ago, I do think that compliance
has not been as forthcoming as we had hoped during the past 8
years. It is difficult, if not imp..asible sometimes, to get the fee
waiver granted the first time through. As I said awhile ago, some-
times it seems like a test for delaying responding to the original
request. So, I think that we should have been winners, the press
and the public and good government, but I don't know that we
have been.

I think that there needs to be more teeth. If no one is willing to
put more teeth into the amendment and the statute together, then
this subcommittee especially has to continue to exercise the excel-
lent oversight it has in the past to help move these things along.
But it still hasn't gone as far as it needs to go.

Mr. WISE. Would there be general agreement on that?
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MS. KIRTLEY. Yes. And may I just add, Mr. Chairman, that I
think that a very serious problem was created after the amend-
ments passed, when the Justice Department issued its guidance to
the agencies on the type of regulations that they should enact in
terms of actually implementing the fee waiver provision.

Some of the things that have happened have been that, the hold-
ers of the information, the Government agencies, are putting them-
selves in the position of determining whether something is, in the
public interest, whether it is news, whether it is newsworthy and
making their determinations on whether a fee waiver will be
granted on that basis.

Frankly, I think that this is a situation where, as recognized
even during the oral argument in our case, Justice Scalia and Chief
Justice Renquist expressed some cancer, that the custodian who
might well have many reasons for not wanting to give out the in-
formation could use this as an excuse to, as a practical matter,
deny access to a small requester or a small news organization that
otherwise wouldn't be able to pay for the information.

Mr. WISE. Last Congress, the subcommittee held a hearing on al-
ternative dispute resolution :uechanisms for FOIA requests. There
really wasn't any strong consensus that emerged from that hee
ing. Do you think that we need an ombudsman or some other kiwi
of stronger administrative appeal mechanism?

MS. KIRTLEY. Well, we testified at those hearings and I won't re
capitulate that. I think one of the things that was discussed at the
hearings and pr1/41sented as a model was the handful of States that
have alternative dispute resolution groups now and they're work-
ing very well.

So, I think that as a concept, it's a useful one and an interesting
one. We would just have to be very careful, I think, to insure that
it's not made an arm of an agency or an executive department that
might not really allow it to operate as an independent entity that
would act in the best interest of the citizenry in implementing that
Freedom of Information Act.

Mr. WISE. Mr. Greenfield.
Mr. GREENFIELD. As a practical matter, I think, on a day to day

basis in some of the smalhr newspapers in this country, the deci-
sion is not whether you can afford to file a Freedom of Information
Act request or whether you have staff time to do so, but what you
do after that request is denied, how much you can afford to pay
your counsel to follow up, how much resources you're going to dedi-
cate to pursuing a freedom of information request that is not met.
If there is an alternate way to more expeditiously resolve some of
those exemptions that are relied on, I t ink that woi'ld be helpful
to many of the smaller newspapers.

Mr. WISE. Anyone else? Mr. Murphy.
Mr. MURPHY. As a theoretical matter, I suppose some kind of

mechanism like that would be useful. But I have to get back to
own personal view on this, that the more obstacles and procedures
that are placed in the path of accessed information, it reduces the
likeliho4t th at the information is going to be released on a timely
basis. In some cases, this could be absolutely critical. Something re-
leased today could influence an election, could influence some fi-
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nancing decisions, et cetera. Something that's rAeased 30 days
later is totally useles3.

As a practical mattei here, as again I'll say, so le of us in the
profession would disagree with that, some are in favor of it. I would
certainly not oppose it, but I cei 'a;nly would try to discourage any
further process or mechanism tha would delay the timely release
of information.

Mr. WISE. Mr, McMa EARN.
Mr. MCMASTEM, Mr. Chairman, we'd welcome any effort to help

expedite and to give some guidance to agencies in responding to
FOI requests. But this does run the real risk of just becoming one
huge bottleneck for all because the history so far, at least in the
last 8 years, has been that nearly every agency does what it can to
delay requests. This gives it just one more area to the request and
let it sit in the file box--

Mr. WISE. I would suppose so, but my experience is that you're
not getting speedy resolution in the courts. Every time you walk it
down to the Federal courthouse, I think you're parked for a
number of month:, if not years.

How long did it take for you to get to the Supreme Court? Ten
years?

MS. KIRTLEY. Ten years altogether.
Mr. WISE. Well, maybe on a case like that, if they want to appeal

it, they're going to anyhow. But I just wonder whether in some
cases you could cut out some of the deadwood. You get an adminis-
trative ruling in your favor and the agency just rolls over as op-
posed to going to court.

Since records of arrests and convictions are public when created,
is it possible for the press to solve the problem by collecting and
compiling the information on its own?

MS. XIRTLEY. Well, of course, as a theoretical matter, I suppose
it's possible for the local paper to start its own centralized criminal
history repository. But it's important to bear in mind, especially
living in the global village that we do now, the fact that somebody
has a record in your home State may be of great interest to some-
body halfway across the Nation.

The criminal history record of the individual, if he has one, who
was piloting the oil freighter, for example, I think would be a
matter of great public interest to a lot of different people. Presum-
ably, under the scheme you were proposing, his local paper might
have maintained a rap sheet like that, but it's unlikely that any-
body would have.

Mr. WISE. Ms. Kirtley, as one from West Virginia, I have to
inform you that, from the State that has the lowest violent crime
rate in the Nation, we have almost no rap sheets.

Isn't that right, Mr. Greenfield?
Mr. GREENFIELD. Except the one On you.
Mr. WISE. And you've been exploring it relentlessly.
I think that this has generated some good discussion. We will

leave the record open. Some of you may have some additional re-
marks you'd like to file in light of the questions Mr. Schiff has
asked, Mr. McCandless, and myself. There is a vote on in the
House. It's a very important informational vote; namely, the ap-
proval of yesterday's Journal. Should it WI, nobody's quite sure
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what 'nipper& around here, but we are required to answer it. Oth-
erwise you will discover that my voting percentage is not 100 per-
cent.

We will recess for 15 minutes. Thank you.
[Recess taken.]
Mr. WISE. The hearing will reconvene.
We now have a panel of several representatives of the Federal

Government. John Penhollow, the Director of the Office of EDGAR
Managementand I'll let you explain that acronymMr. Penhol-
low, with the Securities and Exchange Commission; Mr. Edward J.
Hanley, Director of the Office of Information Resources Manage-
ment of the Environmental Protection Agency; and Mr. John J.
Franke, Jr., Assistant Secretary for Administration, Department of
Agriculture.

Gentlemen, we're glad to have you here. I hope I can promise
you that your testimony will be uninterrupted by votes. I believe
that's the case for at least the next hour or so.

Your entim statements will be made part of the record. So,
please feel free to summarize in any way you wish.

If you'd please stand and let me swear you in.
[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. WISE. Mr. Penhollow, do you have someone accompanying

you?
Mr. PENHOLLOW. Yes. Dan Goelzer, who is the general counsel

for the Commission is with me at the table this morning.
Mr. WISE. Good to have you, sir. Mr. Penhollow, if you'd care to

start, then we'll just work our way down the row.

STATEMENT OF JOHN PENHOLLOW, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF
EDGAR MANAGEMENT, SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMIS-
SION, ACCOMPANIED BY DAN GOELZER, GENERAL COUNSEL

Mr. PENHOLLOW. Thank you, Chairman Wise, and members of
the subcommittee.

My name is John Penhollow and I'm the Director of the Officc of
EDGAR Management at the SEC. The Commission and I are
pleased to have this opportunity to testify beibre the House Sub-
committee on Government Information, Justice, and Agriculture
on the status and plans for the Commission's EDGAR system.

For your information, EDGAR is an acronym which stands for
electronic data gathering, analysis and retrieval. EDGAR will be
used to computerize the receipt, processing and dissemination of
ovei. 10 million pages of paper that the Commission receives annu-
ally.

To prove this concept, back in 1984, the Commission set up an
EDGAR pilot. We've had this in operation now for 41/2 years. It's
working quite successfully. We have over 55,000 electronic filings
now in the data base through April 1. We have over 500 full par-
ticipants filing via the pilot and over 900 partial participants that
are also active.

The filers are able to file their information through computer
diskettes or on magnetic tape or by direct transmission using vari-
ous communications protocols.
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In January, in fact on January 3 of this year, the Commission
awarded the eontract for operational EDGAR, the big system, to
the BDM international Corp. and with Mead Data Central. Sorg,
Inc., and Bechtel Information Services as subcontractors.

BDM, vhich is a subsidiary of Ford Aerospace, will actually
design and develop the system and Mead Data Central will main-
tain the EDGAR data base and provide the LEXISlike full text
search and retrieval capability for the SEC staff and users of the
public reference room and press room.

Sorg, Inc. will advise on the design and operation of the receipt
subsystems, since they've been very active in the development of
the pilot and the use of the pilot

Bechtel Information Services will provide the paper and micro-
fiche dissemination of both electronic and paper filings. They have
been the Commission's microfiche and paper contractor since 1985.

In the back of the material that I submitted to you, there was a
figure which shows the three major subsystems. In the interest of
time, I'm going to run through it. quickly, giving you a bit of an
idea of what each of these subsystems does then focus more sharply
on the dissemination subsystem.

Actually, the EDGAR system as a whole consists of three major
subsystems. There is a receipt subsystem which receives the filings,
and there is an acceptance and review subsystem in the middle
portion which aids the review and analysis c,f those filings by the
agency staff, the archiving of them, and then the dissemination
subsystem to the pualic and to subscribers.

The receipt subsystem has the same series of receipt modesthat
is, computer diskettes, magnetic tape and direct communications
as the pilot has. We will use an electronic bulletin board to advise
filers regarding the status of their filings in a very prompt manner.
BDM is developing some special PC based software to assist the
filers in making their filings and this software will be provided at
no cost to the filers. There will be a hotline for support, plus a filer
manual. As a matter of fact, we'll also provide a computer diskette
with the instructions to the filers as part of the support package.

The CAmimission does not plan to train the filers, but will provide
training materials through the contractor to private sector compa-
nies who will provide that training. The filers will also be given an
opportunity to test their filings for 2 or 3 months prior to maudato-
ry filing.

The acceptance and review subsystem, otherwise known as the
A&R subsystem, is the central portion of the system. As I said ear-
lier, that's the part that the agency staff will interact most directly
with. It will ensure that the filings are logged and indexed and
made avaflable to the proper SEC branch.

The 550 work stations will be installed by the end of 1990. They
will consist of four types. All of them will be capable of doing filing
retrievals, text query, print capability, and access to certain SEC
data bases under control by the agency. All except the public refer-
ence room terminals will generally be used for filing comment and
review. The management work stations will ly esed to assign and
prioritize the work loads, filings and form types, and also to set cer-
tain review parameters.
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The dissemination subsystem, which is the one that is of primary
interest here today, will be developed and operated by Mead Data
Central. It will do everything in the dissemination area except for
the paper and microfiche services which Bechtel Information Serv-
ices will provide.

There are two levels of subscription services that will be avail-
able through the disseminaVon subsystem. A level I actually con-
sists of two varieties. With regular level I service, a subscriber will
receive a direct connection to the dissemination 3-day data base.
That data base will include all filings made over the past 3 days,
including the current day, plus an overnight tape of all filings ac-
cepted the previous day. A so-called broadcast level I subscription
is also provided. It will allow a subscriber to receive a realtime
transmission of all filings as they are accepted by the SEC. In the
order of their acceptance.

There is also a level II subscription, which is the lower cost sub-
scription. In this case, the subscriber will receive one or more of
eight subsets of the daily filings on an overnight magnetic tape, Let
the subscriber will not have any real-time connection to the dis-
semination subsystem.

All subscription services will be available on equal terms LO all
persons. Mead will finance the development and operation of the
subsystem and recover its cost through the sale of data and serv-
ices pursuant to a uniform schedule of feea3 regulated by the SEC.
We will also monitor that very closely and audit that process on an
annual basis or more frequently if necessary.

Data so obtained may be used, resold, or redisseminated wAhout
restriction or payment of additional fees or royalties.

Now, in addition to this form of dissemination, the agency will
support a number of viewing terminals with print capability in the
public reference room and the pressroom in AN ashington and &so
in the regional and branch offices of the agency. There are nine re-
gional offices and four branch offices scattered across the United
States.

Just a word about the contract. The contract has an expected
terse of 8 years. The first 3 years of it is on a cost reimbursemei t
plus fixed fee basis and the final 5 years is on a firm fixed price
basis. The receipt and the A&R subsystems will be fully finance.1
by the Government, whereas the dissemination subsystem, as I
have already noted, will be fully financed by Mead Data Central.

We are currently very much involved with the design of the
EDGAR system. However, I want to make a few comments about
the overall imple nentation schedule, which is subject to desig.s
review and Commission rulemaking.

We have awarded the contract in January, and we plan to desigti
the system by the latter part of this summer. We also hope to pub-
lish rules and phase-in schedules for comment later this summes.
By early 1990 we would hope that the temporary rules and phase-
in schedule are adopted. By mid-1990, we plan to phase the pilot
filers that are currently on the pilot system. We will convert them
to the operational system and then phaseout the pilot itself. By
late in 1990, we hope to bring the first mandated group of filers
onto the system. This is the group that the Authorisation Act
refers to as a "significant test group." It is the group that Co :gress
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has mandated must tile successfully for at least 6 months before
mandatory filing rules can be adopted.

We expect to start the mandatory filing process in late 1990 and
have the final EDGAR rules adopted by the Commission and begin
the full-scale phase-in by mid-1991. We plan to bring the companies
on through mid-1993 when we hope to have essentially all compa-
nies on EDGAR.

I think the first significant test group will probably consist of
somewhere between 1,500 and 2,000 mandated filers, but the exact
number is still subject to rulemaking. At the conclusion of the test
period, we will begin the mandatory phase-in of all companies. We
expect the phase-in will be done on a quarterly basis in groups of
1,500 to 3,000 companies until essentially everyone is on the
system.

We believe that this is a very exciting project. It will have a lot
of impact on the financial community. In general, we believe that
it will provide investors and security analysts and the public with
high-speed access to corporate disclosure documents. I emphasize
the word "public" because I think through the public reference
room terminals they will be able to get access to information in
ways that certainly up to now has not been possible.

Companies will be able to make required filings on a timely basis
using diskette, tape, or direct transmission, and Commission staff
will certainly be able to retrieve, review, and analyze .disclosure
documents more efficiently at their computer work stations.

In addition to having what we estimate to be quantitative bene-
fits in excess of $100 million over the 8-year term of the contract,
we expect EDGAR to improve the efficiency and fairness of the se-
curities markets, We also think it may serve as a model for similar
systems that are being contemplated by other countries.

We also have plans to continue to work with the North Ameri-
can Securities Administrator's Association, or NASAA as we refer
to it, and the self-regulatory organizations to achieve oneetop filing
over time. This would be a system whereby those who have to have
multijurisdictional filing requirements could eatisfy those require-
ments by filing once on EDGAR. There are still many obstacles in
this area, but we are anitinuing to work with the appropriate
groups to achieve one-stop filing over the next several years.

That is all I want to say about the system, and I appreciate the
opportunity to review it for you this afternoon. I will try to answer
any questions you may have.

Mr, WISE. Thank you very much I will say thatI hope you'll
understand that last night I was resting on the couch reading
about EDGAR and EDGAR put me to sleep. You have made it
much more visible and real and I understand it much better. I
hope EDGAR doesn't have that result on the filers.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Penhollow followsd

,
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Prepared Remarks on EDGAR Status and Plans for the Hearing on
Federal Information Policies and Practices by the House
Subcommittee on Government Information, Justice, and Agriculture

Rayoui-a House Office Building - Room 2247
April 18, 1989 - 10:00 A.M.

Chairman Wise and Members of the Subcommittee:

My name is John Penhollow and I am Director of the Offia of

EDGAR Management at the Securities and Exchange Commission.

Accompanying me at the table this morning is Dan Goelzsr, General

Counsel for the Commission. I am pleased to have this

opportunity to testify before the House Subcommittee on

Government Information, Justice and Agriculture on the status and

plans for the Commission's EDGAR system. EDGAR is an acronym for

the electronic data gathering, analysis and retrieval of filings

with the Commission.

Dackground

The purpose of EDGAR is to computerize the receipt,

processing and dissemination of the more than ten million pieces

of paper received by the Commission annually from corporations

that offer securities to the public.

The concept of an electronic disclowire system has been

tested over the past four and a half years under a pilot project,

operated until April 1, 1989 by Arthur Andersen & Co. The pilot

project has successfully demonstrated the feasibility of

electronic filing. From September 24, 1984 to April 1, 1989, the

Commission received over 55,000 electronic filings. On average,

the Pilot receives approximately 1500 filings Per' month., There

I f
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*re over 500 fully participating volunteer companies and over 900

additional registrants who file som of their filings

electronically.

Filings on tht EDGAR Pilot may be rade in three different

Ways. First, filings may be submitted on word processor or

personal computer disketts in a variety of formats. Second,

filings may be submitted on magnetic tape in a specific forret.

Third, electronic filings ray be transmitted to the Corrission

directly over telephone lines via specific communication

protocols. These same modes of input also will be available on

Operational EDGAR.

&ward of the Operational Contract

On January 3, 1989, the BDM iorporation, with Mead Data

Central, Inc., Eorg Incorporated, and Bechtel Information

Services as subcontractors, was selected by the SEC to be the

contractor for the Operational EDGAR system.

BDM, a subsidiary of Ford Aerospace Inc., is a professional

and technical services firm that has provided advanced technology

applications for clients in the private and public sectors

worldwide since 1959. BDM will design and develop the

Operational system.

Mead Data Central, a subsidiary of Mead Corporation, has

been active in the electronic publishing industry since it was

founded in 1968. It became widely known following its

introduction in 103 of LEXIS, a group of electronic libraries
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containing legel documents, including cases, administrative

decicions, attorney general opinions, and regulatory materials.

Mead Data Central will maintain the EDGAR data base and will

provide a LEXIS-like full-text search-and retrieval capability

for the SEC staff and users of the Public Reference and Press

Room terminals.

Sorg Incorporate4 is one of the leading financial and

corporate printers in the United Staten. Based on their active

participation in EDGAR, Sorg will provide advice on the design

and operation of the Receipt subsystem.

Bechtel is a leading engineering and construction firm, that

maintains one of the largest micrevaphics/reprographics

operations in the country. In 1985, Bechtel Information Services

became the commission's paper and microfiche contractor. Under

the EDGAR contract, Bechtel will continue to provide paper and

microfiche dissemination of both electronic and paper filings.

Receipt and AfiR Subsystems

As idiom by Figure 1, at pags 10, EDGAR is composed of three

major subsystems for Receipt, Acceptance and Review (A&R), and

Dissemination of lectronic filings.

The Receipt subsystem receives, validates and accepts

filings. It will be based on a Stratus Modl 130 fault-tolerant

computer. In addition, the Receipt subsystem will have eight

Stratus Model 70 compaters to manage the receipt of lectronic

filings submitted directly via telephone lines. Filings also
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will be received on Wskette and magnetic tape and input to the

Receipt subsystem directly. The system will be able to advise

filers promptly and automatically regarding the status of their

filings through an electronic bulletin board.

BDM will develop special software to be Used by filers on

their personal computers to assist them in preparing and

transmitting their filings. This software will be made available

to filers at no cost. The Receipt subsystem also will be able to

re, llings transmitted by filers who choose not to use the

special software.

BDM and the SEC will provide a hot line for filer support as

well as a filer manual with complete instructions for filing.

Neither BDM nor the SEC plans to offer "Irmal filer training, but

BDM will develop training materials under the terms of the

contract and the SEC will encourage private sector companies to

use these materials and offer training to new filers. Filers

also will be gil,n the opportunity to do test filings prior to

the time that they are phased onto the system.

Once filings are accepted by the Receipt subsystem they will

be passed directly to the Acceptance and Review (A&R) sUbsystem.

The A&R system will keep track of the filings, insure that they

are logged, indexed, and made available to the proper SEC branch

for review.
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It is currently anticipated that there will be 550 EDGAR

workstations installed in the Commission headquarters and in

regional offices by the end of FY 1990. These workstations will

be of four types -- management, processing, support and public

reference (read-only) workstations. All workstations will have

filing retrieval, text query and print capability plus access to

certain SEC databases under plssword coacrol. In addition, the

managerial, processing and support workstations will have access

to a variety of functions related to filing review and comment --

including Cie ability to archive data. Managerial workstations

will oe able to assign and prioritize workloads, companies and

filings, and set various review parameters.

pissemin4tioh_aqbsyster

Mead Data Central will develop and operate the dissemination

subsystem at its own expense except for the paper and microfiche

services which will be managed by Bechtel. In accordance with

Commission requirements, the dissemination subsystem will provio-

two levels of subscription services. The purchaser of a Level I

subscription will receive a direct connection to the EDGAR system

plus an overnight magnetic tape of all filings filed that day.

In addition, the Level I subscriber will be offered an optional

nbroadcast" service, i.e., a real-time feed of all filings as

soon as they are accepted by the SEC. A Level II subscriber will

receive ore or more of eight subsets of the daily filings on an

overnight manetic tape, but will not have a real-time connection

to the EDGAR dissemination data base.
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These subscriptions will be moilable fin equal terms to all

persons. Mead Data Central will finance the dissemination

subsystem and recover its costs through the sale of data and

services pursuant to a uniform schedule of fees that will be

regu1ated by the SEC. The data so obtained may be used, resold,

or redisseminated without restriction and without payment of

additional fees or royalties.

In addition to this form of dissemination, operational EDGAR

will provide a number of viewing terminals in the Commission's

regional and branch offices and in the press room in Washington.

Funding

The Operational contract has an expected term of eight years

(a base period plus seven opticns). The initial three years of

the contract will be on a cost reimbursement plus fixed fee

basis, with the fee calculated as a percentage of labor and

overhead costs only. The last five years of the contract will be

on a fixed price basis.

The Receipt and A&R subsystems will be fully financed by the

government. The cost of the dissemination subsystem will be

borne by Mead Data Central.

Timetable for Implemsntation

The followiny development and implementation schedule is

tentative pending further design review and Commission

rulemaking.
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Early 1989 Contract awarded.

By mid 1989

By early 1990

By mid 1990

By late 1990

By mid 1991

By mid 1993

System development and rule-
making schedule established.

System development initiated.

EDGAR rule!; and phase-in
schedule are published for
comment.

Temporary EDGAR rules and
phase-in schedule are adopted.

Pilot filers are phased on to
the operational system.

EDGAR pilot is phased out.

First mandated group of filers
will begin filing. This is
the "significant test group"
that Congress has mandated
must file successfully for at
least six months before
mandatory filing rules can me
adopted.

Final EDGAR rules are adopted
by the Commission.

Full scale phase-in begins.

Phase-in completed.

The current plan is for the Pilot filers to be converted to

the Operational system first. After allowing the PO filers a

reascnable period of time to adjust to the operatimah Jystem, a

significant test group of 1500 to 2000 mandated fllers will be

phased onto the system for at least six months before any

additional filers are mandated tu file on EDGAR. At the

7 4
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conclusion of the test period, the mandatory phase-in of ell

remaining filers will begin assuming that those who are already

phadef-! on are able to fiie successfnlly. Companies will be

phased-in on a quarterly basis in groups of 1500 to 3000 until

essentiaay 811 filers are on the system in 1993.

EDGAR will provide investors, securities analysts and the

public with high speed access to cor2orat,i disclosure documents

via computer screens. EDGAR also will enable companies to make

required filings via direct transmission, diskette or magnetic

tape. Finally, EDGAR will enable the Commission staff to

rutrieve and process filings and analyze filed data more

efficiently at corputer workstations,

In addition to estimated quantitative benefits in excess of

$100 million dollars over the tern of the contract, the

Commission believes EDGAR will improve the efficiency and

fairness of the nation's securities markets. It also may serve

as a model for the development of similar electronic filing and

disclosure systems by other agencies both in the U.S. and abroad.

EDGAR also win help foster the development of one-stop

filing in the United States, under which registrants can satisfy

various jurisdictional filing requirements for a particular

filing by filing it once, on EWA Although many obstacles to

one-stop filing remain, EDGAR will provide the state securities
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regulators and the self-regulatory organizations (SRC's) with

electronic access to EDGAR data and limited EDGAR functionality.

As development of the Operational system proceeds, the Commission

will continue to work with the state securities regulators

through the North American Securities Administrators Association.

(NASAA), and with the SROs to chieye one-stop filing Within the

United States.
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Mr. WISE. The next witness will be Edward J. Hanley, with the
Environmental Protection Agency.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD J. HANLEY, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF IN-
FORMATION RESOURCES MANAGEMENT, U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AGENCY

Mr. HANLEY, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, as
you mentioned, I am Edward J. Hanley, the Director of EPA's
Office of Information Resources Management and I appreciate the
opportunity to share our experience with you in implementing
Title III, the National Toxic Release Inventory.

The toxic release inventory lists 300 chemicals and 20 chemical
categories which are subject to annual reporting. This TRI data
base is unique because it requires annual reports of emissions, all
emissions, into the air, water, and land, on a chemimispecific
basis, and requires that EPA make these data available, and I
quote the law, "accessible by computer telecommunications and
other means to any person on a cost reimbursable basis." We
expect to make these data available to the public later this spring.

In implementMg this mandate, we've had to confront a number
of issues that apparently are of interest to this subcommittee and
which we think might be of interest to other Federal agencies, so
we welcome this opportunity to share our experience. The real test
of how well we have confronted these issues will begin with the re-
lease of the public data base very soon.

Our efforts to implement the act have focused on the following
objectives:

First, to design a data collection form which accurately incorpo-
rated the breadth of information mandated by Congres:3;

Second, to design an efficient computer based system tt. house
the data and to minimize errors;

And finally, to provide the data to the public, both el actroaically
and by other means, in a manner which promotes easy access Awl
use.

Let me talk a little bit about how we've addressed these goals.
First, our reporting form and final reporting rule were ues4ned

to meet the congressional blueprint for the content of the data base
and the rule defiling the form was published in Febrom y 1988 in
order to provide the affected filers with sufficient noticp in advance
of the July 1988 reporting deadline.

We have received approximately 74,000 reporting forms which
have involved 18,000 facilities. The data processing began ;o.ortly
after the reporting deadline and continued through early 1P89.

For the first reporting year, that is calendar year 1987. we k vn-
-acted a pilot project that involved reporting using eloctronic
means. Six companies involving 65 chemical facilities ;hose to
report with electrmic media. I won't dwell on the details, but 'we're
very encourageti by the results and we expect electronic reporting
to increase substan ially in the future.

Now, we've taken a number of steps to insure ..,hat the data re-
ceived from industry are effectively entered, that means accurately
and in a timely way, into our data base, including the use of a
number of automated edit checks and algorithms Va ii:sure that
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we've spotted errors when they occur. We have gotten a lot smart-
er as this process has gone along and used a number of edit checks
late in the process that in the future we will incorporate at the be-
ginning of the process and, we think, speed it up.

Another issue is that of trade secrets. We published a final rule
defining how claims for trade secrecy can be made under the act in
July 1988. We have currently only 41 of the 74,000 reporting forms
involving claims of trade secrecy. Initially, about 200 claims were
made. As you can see, the majority have been withdrawn. We have
made no final rulings on trade secrecy at this point. We have, as I
mentioned, 41 still under consideration.

I should point out that of the 66 data fields on the reporting
form, only 2, the chemical name and the chemical abstract registry
service number, which is a unique number assigned to the chemi-
cal, may be claimed as a trade secret. All other information is
available to the public. So, as you can see, very little of the
data, regardless of the outcome of the trade secrecy claims, will be
kept from the public under the trade secrecy provisions.

Now, we've taken a number of steps to involve the public in deci-
sions we have made defining public accass. In March 1988, we
issued a report in which we defined the options we saw for making
the TRI data base accessible to the public. A public meeting was
held on March 30 to present these aptions and discuss our recom-
mendations. Based on this, we decined to proceed with an ii..ter-
agency agreement with the National Library of Medicine, and
we're also encouraging pm ivate vendors to put th.e data on their sys-
tems as well.

We selected NLM based primarily on two salient features: cost to
the userNLM's system costs are estimated at $18 to $25 an
hourand the fact that NLM offers multiple and we think comple-
mentary toxicological and other health and safety files. We signed
an interagency agreement with NLM in July 1988 and in July 1989
we amended Lliat agreement to include the development of menus
for the data base to make it more user friendly. We made these
amendments based on comments at public meetings on the pro-
posed NLM public system.

We are planning a second amendment to this interagency agree-
ment which will expend data base training and outreach that we
now believe necessary for the public's maximum use of the data
base.

We've made a study in 1987 on potential users of the TRI data
base. We identified a broad spectrum of users, includ:ng govern-
ment officials at all levels, consulting firms, local, regional and na-
tional organizations, academics, environmental attorneys, real
estate agents, and land developers, as well as local citizens.

In general, tha needs of the potential users can be characterizee
ato four categories: those needing hard copies of iudividual forms;

f,hose needing national and State level analyses; subsets of the data
base in machine readable form for analysis by the user; and finally,
sper:id analyses that require access to an online data base.

Flea example, citizens in local government groups are interested
in obtaining copies of submissions for nearby facilities, while na-
tiomil groups appear more interested in standard national analysis
and the caw ee access.
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Since July 1988, hard zopies of the TRI data, individual filings,
have been available upan request following Freedom of Informa-
tion Act procedures. We have a title III reporting center in Wash-
ington, DC, that is responding to these requests, which is also our
data processing center. To date, over 1,200 requests for TRI data
have been filled, coming from a variety of users, including Mem-
bers of Congress and their staff.

The NLM TRI data base is now being tested before it becomes
publicly available. Very shortly, we'll be testing this data base at
several sites with two levels of users, novice and experienced. The
test sites, we believe, represent the geographic mix and the antici-
pated user groups I mentioned earlier. Experienced sites have been
selected to get a group of users with some degree of training on
NLM's TOXNET or comparable online systems. User friendly
menus designed for novice users lacking this experience are being
developed and will be tested later.

Now, we have the discretion to address the fee waiver question,
to waive TRI data base fees when this is in the public interest and
consistent with the purposes of the section 313 act. We are looking
at pilot programs whereby individuals or groups may apply for fee
waivers through local emergency planning committees for projects
deemed to be in the public interest.

Now, in addition to providing the TRI data through telecom-
munications, the act requires us to make this data base available
through other means. Pursuant to this, we plan to publish and na-
tionally distribute the TRI data base in a number of alternative
formats. Computer output microfiche will be distributed to each
congressional district using the Government Printing Office Feder-
al Depository Library ProgrPrri. GPO will also provide national
data sets to over 100 regional lepositories and State libraries.

Finally, over 3,300 cats of the TRI State data will be distributed
to nondepository county libraries that are being selected on a
county-by-county basis by State librarians. Microfiche can be inex-
pensively and easily duplicated by GPO and by these libraries if
additional copies are needed.

National sets of the TRI microfiche will be distributed through-
out EPA and to States. I might mention at this pint that EPA has
a network of libraries comprising about 28 individual facilities,
most of which have increasingly over recent years served the
public. The TRI data base will be available through these libraries.

We are planning to use, as well, compact disks, read only
memory, or CD-ROM, for TRI distribution. The CD-ROM distribu-
tion that we're talking about is a pilot project with the Joint Com-
mktee on Printing and the GPO. The TRI data on the CD-ROM
will be the first of the Joint Committee's projects to be completed
and distribution will be to 400 Federal depository libraries.

In addition, we're planning to prepare 300 TRI disks for distribu-
tion to a number of the over 200 nondepository research and aca-
demic libraries and for internal distribution within EPA.

The third means of information dissemination will include the
use of magnetic tap() that we will provide to our regional offices as
well as State offices with the full data base. This same tape will be
available through the National Technical Information Service, or
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NTIS and GPO, and State subsets, or the most frequently request-
ed data, are being prepared on disks using common formats.

EPA is also preparing a national report on the 1987 TRI data.
This report will be a summary and statistical analysis of the re-
ported data and will be available in each congressional district
from the 1,401 Federal depository libraries. At least 6,000 copies of
this will be produced for additional distribution.

Now, in addition, some of the "other means" products that will
be available through GPO and NTIS, we are working with these
groups to extensively publicize the availability of the data systems.
"Other means" MI data will be accessible to all citizens through
the depository library program which has special funding under
title 44 to support this effort.

Now, I'd like to point out in closing that over the last several
years, EPA has, we think, made great strides in providing addition-
al access to our data bases, outside the formal program such as the
Freedom of Information Act. For example, we have a program
which is nearing completion to make sure that all State environ-
mental agencies have direct online access to EPA data bases con-
taining any data reported by them or about that State. We expect
o have all 50 States and Puerto Rico on line to EPA's data bases

by the end of this year.
We've taken a number of other steps to improve access to our

technical and environmental data, including the operation of public
dockets pursuant to most of the major environmental statutes, in-
cluding Superfund site dockets in local communities. We also have
major clearinghous 3 programs in hazardous waste and air toxics,
for example, that serve both State and local govel nments, the regu-
lated industry and the public.

I'd like te also mention the integrated Risk Information System,
which is EPA's first effort to compile and publish the authoritative
information available to the Agency on the risk of specific chemi-
cals. This represents the best peer reviewed information that EPA
has on specific chemicals.

There are a number of other efforts that I could mention, but in
the interest of time I'll compress my remarks.

Finally, I'd like to point out that EPA has recently renewed its
commitment to international data sharing, something we haven't
mentioned here today, in the belief that not only within this coun-
try but internationally/ the availability of environmental informa-
tion is the key to wiser environmental decisions, not only by regu-
latory agencies, such as EPA, but more importanly by the public.

We're cautiously proud of the efforts we've tie:en to implement
the Toxic Release Inventory, given the rapid schs iule mandated by
Congress. We, I think like you, are awaiting the results, which will
become available later this spring.

With that, I'll conclude my remarks.
Mr. WISE. Thank you very much, Mr. Hanley.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hanley follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I am Edward J.

Hanley, Director of the Office of Informaticn Resources Management.

I appreciate this opportunity to discuss our experience to date in

implementing a Congressional mandate to create a National Toxic

Release Inventory and to make the Inventory available to the

public. This Congressional mandate was contained in Section 313

of the Emergency Planning and Community Right To-Know-Act of 1986

(Act) (also known as SARA Title III).

The Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) lists over 300 chemicals

and 20 .chemical categories which are subject to annual reporting

by the affected chemical manufac.urers. The TRI is unique because

it collaCte annual data on emissions to the air, water, and land

on a chemical-specific basis. It provides the public, EPA, state

and local governments, and industry with new data in a computerized

format. The Act requires EPA to make the data "accessible by

computer telecommUnications and other means to any person on a cast

5i 2
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reimbursable basis." EPA is preparing to make the data available

to the public later this spring.

In implementing this Congressional mandate, EPA has nad to

confront a number of issues of interest to this Subcommittee and

other federal agencies. Consequently, we welcome this opportunity

to share our experiences to date. The real test of how

successfully we have dealt with thesn issues is only now beginning

as we release the data to the public for the first time. We will

be glad to keep the 8ubcomr4ttee informed as the program unfolds.

EPA'S efforts to iml...ament th4s Act have focused on the

following objectives:

1. design a data collection form which accurately

incorporates the breadth of information which Congress

mandated be collected;

2. design an e"icient computer-based data system to house

the.data and minimize submission errors;

3. provide the data to the public both electronically and

by other means in a manner which promotes easy access

and use.

Let me elabvrate on how we have worked to achieve these

objectiVeR. EPA'S reporting form and final reporting rule were

carefully Crafted to follow the congressional blueprint for the

content of the TRI database. This reporting rule was published in

February 1986 to meet the goal of providing final Agtiiremen; lnd

other guidance to the regulated community before the Jul , 188
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deadline. EPA received about 741,000 reporting forms from over

18,000 chemical facilities. The data processing of these forms

continued through 1988 and early 1989.

For the first reporting year (1987), EPA conducted a pilot

project for the reporting of the TRI data in magnetic media with

sixty-five chemical facilities reporting by electronic media. This

represented about 700 of the 74,000 reporting.forms EPA received.

This pilot program proved to be quite successfui. EPA certainly

sees the value of reporting by electronic media and is actively

encouraging chemical companies to do so. The main benetitS of this

form of reporting include the reduction of data entry -transzription

errors and reduced data entty time. We believe there will be a

significant increase in thc, number of facilities reporting

. electronically for reporting year 1988 (due in July 1989). We are

aware of several major corporations, including Dupont Co. arid

Moneanto Co., that aro planning to submit their data in this

manner. To encourage electronic media submissions EPA met with 30

companies and private software developers in November 1988 to

pscuss software development that will facilitate the private

sector's use ot magnetic media. EPA is reviewing software systems

and prolpIng assistance to companies/developers to Inform the

regulated community of this new software which will aid in magnetic

media submissions.

EPA has taken steps to ensure that the data received from the

reporting forms were effectively entered into the database .111(1 'hat

b 4
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a proper management system for the data was in place. Because we

were concerned about the quality of the data that was reported, we

incorporated automatic "edit checks" into the computer program to

detect data omissions and errors and we plan to build more edit

checks into the system for the entry of the 1988 data. In

reviewing the repotting forms, EPA has used alycicithm checks to

pick up data entry and sUbmission errors. In some cases, computer

generated values were used to enhance the database by standardizing

courty names or by adding information such as Federal Information

Processing Standards ("FIPS county codes") or latitude and

longitude values for each zip code ("centroid") to assist in

geoyraphical studies of the data.

Regarding trade secrets, EPA published a final rule for claims

made under the Act in July 1988. Currently, only 41 of the 74,000

reporting forms submitted have claims of trade secrecy. EPA's

regulations require that companies substantiate their secrecy claim

at the time of submission. Of the approximately 200 claims

initially received, mOst have been withdrawn or denied following

EPA review. Of the 66 data fields on the reporting form (Form R),

only two fields, the chemical name and the Chemical Abstract

Registry Service number (a unique standardized number assigned to

a chemical), may be claimcd as a trade secret. All other

information On the form is available to the public. For security

reasons, we have not allowed trade secret information ,o be

reported on magnetic media to reduce .the chance of inadv9vnnt
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disclosure. Consequently, very little of the TRI data is claimed

trade secret, which is consistent with the Congressional intent of

making information about chemical releases known in the affected

communities.

EPA has taken a number of steps to involve users in the

decisions of how EPA provides public access to the TRI database.

In March 1988, Ellt issued a report regarding the available options

to make the TRI database accessible to the public. A public

meeting was held on March 30, 1988 to present the optiona available

and EPA's recommended-approach for making the TRI data publicly

availabie on a database. We decided to proceed with an interagency

agreement (IAG) with the National Library of Medicine (NLM) and to

encourage private vendors to put the data on their systems as well.

EPA selected NLM based primarily on two salient features: cost to

the user of the NLM system (estimated at $18 to $25 per hour); and

access to NI-Ws multiple complimentary toxicological and other

health and safety data files. The IAG was signed in July 1988 to

facilitate wider public database access. In January 1989, EPA

amended tae agreement to develop menus for the database to make it

more "wpm friendly." We made these changes based on comments

received at the public meetings on the proposed NLM system. EPA

is planning a second amendment to the IAG which will expand the

database training and outreach that we now believe is necessary for

the public's maximum use of the database.

-
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In 1987, EPA had a study conducted on the potential users of

the TRI database. The potential users of this database include a

broad spectrum of users including governmental officials at all

levels of government; local, regional, and national organizations;

consulting firms; academics; environmental attorneys; real estate

agents and land developers; and local citizens. In general, the

needs of tne potential users can be chaacterized into four

categories: 1) hard copies of individual forms; 2) national and

state-level analyses; 3) subsets of the database in machine

readable form; and 4) special analyses requiring an on-line

database. For example, citizens and local government groups were

interested in obtaining copies of submissions from nearby

facilities, while national groups were more interested in standard

national analyses and the an-line database.

Since July 1988, hard copies of the TR1 data have been

available on request, following Freedom of Information Act

procedures, from EPA's Title III Reporting Center, in Washington

D.C. This is also the data processing center. To date, over 1200

requests for the TRI data have been filled. These requests have

been from various user audiences including Members of Congress or

their steStS,

The NXM TR/ database is being tested before it becomes

publicly available. We are now, or shortly will be, testing Ine

OLtabase at sites with tvo separate levels of computer searching

expertise, novice and experienced. The test si:eis reprp,.... A

87
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geographic mix and belong to one or more of the anticipated user

groups identified above. The "experienced" sites selected have

users with some degree of training on NLM's TOXNET or a comparable

on-line system. "User-friendly" menus designed for novice

searchers with little of no computer searching experience are also

being developed and will be tested at a latet date.

EPA has the discretion to waive TRI database fees when this

is in the public interest and consistent with the purposes of

Section 313 of the Act. EPA is considering a pilot program whereby

individuals or groups may apply for fee waivers through their local

emergency planning committee for projects deemed to be in the

public interest.

In addition to providing the TRI data through

telecommuni.ations, the Act requires EPA to make the data available

through "other means." EPA plans to 'publish and nationally

distribute the TRI in alternative formats. The 1987 TRI data will

be p3'oduced in a number of formats this spring. Computer output

microfiche will be distributed to each congressional district via

the 1,400 Government Printing Office (GPO) Federal Depository

Library program. The GPO distribution will also include over 100

national Sets of data to regional depositories and etate libraries.

Also, over 3,300 sets of TP1 state data will be distributed to non-

depository county libraries. These libraries are being selected

for EPA on a county-by-county basis by state librarlins.

Microfiche can be inexpensively, easily, and quickly duplicat.
. by
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GPO and libraries if additional copies are needed. National sets

of TRI microfiche will also be diStributed by ErA to the states and

internally to the EPA Regional Offices, libraries, and our TRI

Reporting Center, to serve the public and the Title III telephone

hotlinee.

EPA is planning to use for TRI distribution the Compact Disc-

Read Only Memory (CD-ROM) system. The CD-ROM distribution is a

pilot project of the U.S. Congressional Joint Committee on Printing

(JCP) and the GPO to apply optical publishing technology to

dissemination of government data. The TRI data on compact discs

will be the first of the JCP's projects to be completed.

Distribution will be to 400 federal depository libraries. 'In

addition, EPA plans to prepare 300 discs for distribution to 200

non-depository research and academic libraries and for internal

distribution to EPA Regional Offices, libraries, the TRI Reporting

CLater, and Title III telephone hotlines.

third means of information dissemination will include the

use of magnetic tape that EPA will provide to the EPA Regional

Offices and to requesting state offices. The tape to the full

datzwase will be available through the National Technical

Information Service (NTIS) and GPO. State subsets of the most

frequently requested TRI data also are being prepared on discs

()Mese III or Lotus formats) and will be available to the public

through the NTIS.

89
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EPA is preparing a National Leport on the 1987 TRI data. This

report will be a summary and statistical analysis of the reported

data and will be available in each congressional district from the

1,400 federal depository libraries. At P. tst 6,000 copies will 1De

produced for additional distribution.

In addItion to the above distribution plan, the Act's "other

means" products will be available to the public through the GPO

and NTIS. EPA, along with the sales and marketing departments of

the GPO and NTIS, will extensivly publicize the availability of

the TRI data systems. "Other means" TRI data wili be accessible

nationally to all citizens through the GPO Depository Library

Program whose special Title 44 appropriation funds the reproduction

and distribution of government depository documents. EPApolicies

guarantee full public access to our information with a few valid

security exceptions. EPA has made great strides since 1987 to

provide the states with on-line access to all EPA databases that

contain information about that state. To make this policy a

reality, EPA is extending it3 high-speed data communications

network to reach all 50 states and Puerto Rico by 1990.

In addition to TRI, EPA has a number of other long-standing

efforts to improve access to technical and environmental data.

These efforts include the operation of public dockets pursuant to

most major environmental statutes, including Superfund site dockets

in local communities, major clearing-house programs in hazardous

waste and air toxics that serve both state and local government_ And
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the regulated industry, the Integrated Risk Information System

(IRIS), the Hazardous Waste Data Base, and similar services

available *through EPA's nationwide library

Recently, EPA has renewed its commitment tO international data

sharing through the Organization 'ior Economic Cooperation and

Development (OECD) and Infoterra, a United Nations environmental

information service. This commitment reflects a growing

recognition of the tremendous value of EPA's inLormation as well

as of our data management processes. We anticipate a significant

role in international data sharing, especially where cooperative

programs are needed address issues such as global warming and

chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) release.

CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, we are proud of our effort to create the Toxic

Release Inventory on the rapid schedule mandated by Congress. Our

user surveys indicate that there is considerable interest in the

data but the breadth of the uses to which the public and others

will put the data will become known only over time. We have

attempted to make the Inventory available to the public in a

variety of ways ric1uding computer telecommunications. It is too

early to judge the success of these public access 8trateg1es, but

we are optimistic that we have made a good start at a reasonable

cost to the ft:deral government.
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In summary, we believe that our mission requires Public access

to information obtainod by EPA on the healtP and environmental

risks of chemical subszances, particularly toxic and hazardous

substances. An environmentally informed public will be empowered

to encourage pollution prevention and promote risX reduction

efforts in local communities.

This concludes my formal statement. / will be pleased to

answer any questions yotA may tave regarding EPA's implementation

of Section 313 of the Act.
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Mr. WISE. Our final witness on this panel will be Mr. John J.
Franke, Jr., Assistant Secretary for Administration of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture.

STATEMENT OF JOHN J. FRANKE, JR., ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOAL ADMINISTRATION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Mr. FRANKE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the subcom-
mittee.

One of my functions is the senior IRM official for the Depart-
ment of Agriculture and wi`h that management of various systems
within the Department of Agriculture.

It's an opportunity we appreciate to discuss our EDI, or electron-
ic dissemination of information system, with the subcommittee.
Our full text has been submitted for your use.

We last appeared about 3 years ago before the subcommittee to
discuss the zystem but the service just wasn't in operation yet. We
were still in ,the planning stages. It was beginning to come to frui-
tion, but it limited us to cover only what we wished would happen,
a gleam in our eye, if you wish. We can talk now with 3 years of
experience of the things we've learned since then.

A little bit on the background of our system itself. T.t's a bit dif-
ferent than normal dissemination systems perhaps. It is a public
dissemination system for time sensitive and perishable data, such
as news releases, market news reports, trade leads, situation and
outlook reports, crop production estimates. It was developed as a
departmental system as opposed to one of our agency systems.
There are about 30 agencies within the Department of Agriculture,
so it's well to know that this was a developed as a departmental
system.

At the present time, 12 of our agencies, USDA agencies, are
using EDI for their information dissemination. It provides the
public with a single source for USDA data of this type. In other
words, a huge amount of information coming in from market to
weather to public information come in from many, many sources in
many areas. So, it's a single source service is the way we look at
our EDI system.

It operates on the commercial computer based time sharing serv-
ice which was competitively selected. It's a menu driven system
and rather easy to use. It allows users to browse through, looking
at available reports or, better still, establish an order list of desired
reports.

Because of the time urgencies, most users simply dial into the
system from their computers and receive a dump of all the reports
on their order list. They know when the cnwial reports will be re-
leased, so we have a real heavy load on those days. For example,
many of our market reports that FA r e market sensitive are released
only at 3 p.m. on a given day. The security until release time is
extremely important. At precisely 3 p.m. Washington time, those
reports are released, so we have a heavy run at 3, for example, on
given days.

We provide two levels of service. Level 1 is fm the commercial
subscriber. Those are news media, information retailers, agribusi-
ness, commodity market investment brokers. There are 36 of those,
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of which II are involved in further public dissemination of infor-
mation. They sell a product.

Level 2 users are for our Federal agelcy organizations and agri-
culture cooperators such as State directors of agriculture and State
extension directors,

The functional requirements which determine our direction
were, first, based on the time sensitive nature of many of the re-
ports and their potential effect on the markets. We needed a serv-
ice which would guarantee that all users could access these reports
at the same time when released to the public by the originating
agency. One of the difficulties we'd had in the past years was that
a market sensitive report, let's say, and because of time zones
around the world, might lag moving through-the world internation-
al scene, through the trade scene. Under such an informal ap-
proach, we could not assure fair and equal access.

We also didn't know how many users would be demanding con-
current access. It was obvious that a. personal computer or a PC
bulletin board simp'y would not work for us or for clients of our
information, more importantly. We chase to go with a large com-
puter based service with capacity to support potential growth, a
large amount of activity. Our ultimate end users are those involved
in any aspect of agriculture marketing, whether it's the farmer,
the rancher, the teacher, the broker, the farm economist, the jour-
nalist, librarian, and so on. There could be thousands of such kidi-
viduals and I suspect there are. We decided to rely, however, pri-
marily on the news media and on information retailerswe call
them multipliersto develop a service to meet the needs of their
own marketplace by adding other data, special analysis services or
perhaps specialized data communications technology to offer more
competitive cost effective service for those end users.

USDA agencies pay for the computer and communication serv-
ices required to load the reports, a share of the system overhead
and they pay to access reports. EDI supports our internal informa-
tion sharing needs. Under earlier systems, many times an agricul-
ture agency would enter data into a system and then had difficulty
because we didn't aecessarily have all of the compatibility needed.
So many times a own agriculture agencies next door to one an-
other wouldn't have equal access to information gathered by an-
other agency.

The commercial subscribers pay for the computer timesharing
services they need to access reports. We're in the process, however,
of recompeting the service contract we have with Martin Marietta
Data Systems. We intend to stay with the same functional system
whether or not we change service contractors. For the most part,
our agencies have found that EDJ meets their requirements and
the user community has come to like the service and to n ly on it.

One continuing issue that we ncea to face after we recompete is
monthly minimum. I describe in some detail in my full report the
reasons for applying a monthly minimum for comme7.cial subscrib-
ers when ye first initiated the service. We're rethinking that policy
now and Have requested offerers under the recompetition to specify
what monthly minimum they would require within the framework
of their proposed charges. We do intend to continue paying for the
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loading and our share of the overhead costs associated with provid-
ing the service

A second is the definition of cooperators which was broadened
slightly to include the land grant and depository libraries. We're
not sure they're even interested in immediate acme:, to this type, of
data because it's principally time sensitive and perishable, whereas
most of their services are more of an archival approach. But this
will give them a chance, and give us a chance, to find out 9S we
approach it.

The demand for electronic access to data continues to increase
and we are trying to respond. I must point out, too, this is one of
the systems for perishable data we''ve devekped. Agriculture,
again, is quite large, covers a lot of area and we have other areas
of information resource management underway.

But other information dissemination issues, we made this deci-
sion initially to use the services of a commercial timesharing com-
pany rather than departmental computers. I still assume the deci-
sion was correct, but we'll revisit it after we've completed the cur-
rent recompetition and start to look where EDI should go next. We
know this is a moving and dynamic iss,- ,nd program in process.

We have initiated an effort to addre ssemination of archival
data. EDI only carries current versions of time sensitive and per-
ishable data. Before data of this type can be useful, it must be re .
formatted from that of a published report to a more tabular
format. We found early on, again, that the format means a great
deal if you're going to have easy and meaningful access to these
systems.

Therefore, we're looking at other methods of dissemination and
CD-ROM appears to be growing in acceptance. We're uncertain
just how far we ought to go in formatting and providing software to
assure the utility. Agriculture depends on a great deal of informa-
tion flowing out from our sources.

So, in summary, we've been satisfied to date with our efforts to
EDI up to now. We recognize the public demand for cost effective
and easy access to Government data will continue to grow and we
need to respond to it. We don't have all the answers today. As we
continue this process, we think we'll have more.

That's the end of my presentation, Mr. Chairman. I'd be glad to
answer any questions or comments you may wish.

Mr. WISE. Thank you very much, Mr. Franke.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Franke follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF JOHN J. FRANKE, JR.
ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR ADMINISTRATION

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
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GOVERNMENT INFORMATION, JUSTILZ AND AGRICULTURE SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE
HOUSE COMMITTEE Oh GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

APRIL 18, 1989

Mr. Chairman, membr,s of the Subcommittee, I appreciate the opportunity

to discuss the Department of Agriculture's program for electronic

dissemination of information to the public and specifically our EDI system.

When we last appeared before this subcommittee to discuss the EDI

system, the service was not yet operational. We, therefore, could only talk

about intention and expectations. We now have over three years of experience

and are much mare able to discuss what we learned.

First let me briefly review the background and special purpose for

establishing the EDI s,stem. EDI was designed to make time-sensitive and

eerishable data available to the public. It was a Departmental rather than

agency by agency approach so that potential users of agricultural data of

this type could obtain it all from a single serv4ce. While there are some

differences in the reports disseminated by the various agencies, the system

was designed to accommodate the basic needs of each.

Many of the USDA reports are time sensitive becaus (. of their potential

significance in the marketplace. Because of this, a key functional

requirement of EDI is that we must be able to guarantee that all subscribers

to the service have equal access to the reports at the moment they are

released. Let me cite some examples. Most of the reports.from the National

A .1
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Agricultural Statistics Service., Foreign Agricultural Service, and the World

Agricultural Outlook Board1 transmitted at 3:00 p.m. for immediate release to

the users, have a potential effect on the markets. A service consisting of a

bulletin board on a microcomputer, a frequently used technique for

disseminating information, could not satisfy this requirement.

For sow of the other agencies such as the Office of Governmental and

Public Affairs, Agricultural Marketing Service, and Agricultural

Stabilization and Conservation Service, the data is both time sensitive and

perishable in that it loses value as it is replaced by new versions. Last

week's press release has value only for its archival use. A market news

report is important to the market at the time of release, but its value is

only te the given product and a new report on that proluct will follow

shortly. While these individual reports might not have luite the same broad

effect on the markets, the need for timely access to them is equally

ioportant to their users.

The Situation and Outlook reports of the Economic Research Service are

time sensittve for those clients who depend on the FRS analyses the mcment

they are released for immediate'business decisilns. However, tKose reports

also tend to be much less perishable in that, for some users such as economic

analysts and researchers, they continue to be important and in deemed for

some time.
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These are just a few examples of the kinds of reports we makM available

through the EDI service e.d better explains why we selected a large

time-sharing company with significant computer and data communications

capacity to provide it.

A second important issue was how to best reach the various categories of

users of time-sensitive and perishable data. We had envisioned when the

system was designed that those interested would be representatives of

organizations such as the news media, information retailers (sometimes

referred to as multipliers), agribusiness, and commodity and market

investment brokers. This has proven to be true. Many of these oryanizations

obtain the agriculteral data and enhance their service by adding reports with

similar data frou ther sources, adding special services to attract clients

in their selected mark2tplace, or with specialized communications technology

to offer more competitive, cost effective service. Our approach with EDI

makes use of the information retailers to meet the differing needs of the

ultimate end users. This provides a cascading effect. A single transmission

of a report from the EDI system could end up in the hands Or hundreds of

farmers.

For the news media, to offer another example, our reports represent only

a portion of their source material as they reach out to their public

subscribers. We try to meet their requirements for information so that they

can more effectively reach the ultimate consumers of news.

25-914 0 90 4
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We looked at the different kinds of data the Department would be

disseminating and at the different kinds and levels of users that we could

project and determined that a single, relatively simple menu-driven service

would meet the requirements of the users der. !ed in the paragraphs above.

We refer to them as LEVEL 1 users. We did not feel that we could satisfy the

key functional requirements and also provide a full end user service for

potentially thousands of people. The information needs among the various end

user communities, such as the libraries or the small farmers, differ

significantly from those of the news media or agribusiness and can better be

served oy information multipliers focusing on those special needs. By

serving the needs of this latter group, the information multipliers, to are

directly serving the needs of the former. Getting the information to the

farm publication where it is more effectively evaluated and placed in context

or to a local radio station or bulletin board, serves the farmer who relies

on such sources for information.

There was also a practical consideration. In 1984 when we wero first

designing the EDI system, no other Department was considering such an

effort. There were no precedents and no policy to guide us. The private

sector had several well established companies that were in the business of

providing agricultural information to the public and they were concerned

about how we would compete with them by establishing a Federal dissemination

service. That was why we decided to use their service rather than establish

our own and threaten their business. In making this decision, we also

recognized that we were intentionally limiting the number of potential

99
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There is one other important aspect of the EDI system that should be

described. We have a neea to share data among our agencies. This is

particularly true of the many USDA field offices and state organizations with

Aom we cooperate. To accommodate their needs, we included what we call a

LEVEL 2 service so that they can obtain these USDA reports directly from the

EDI service. Cooperators currently include non-USDA Federal agencies such as

BLS, TVA, CIA, AID, and BEA; state Departments of Agriculture; state

extension directors, state universities; and we just signed up our first

state governor (South Dakota). I would like to return to the issues of cost

in just a few minutes.

The use of the EDI system has been increasing slowly, but consistently

since its inception. Some more detailed usage statistics are provided in the

attached tables. The following highlight some of these:

There are currently 36 LEVEL 1 subscribers of EDI. Of these, 11 are

in the news or information marketing business. This represents

about a doubling since the first year of operation.

While data accessed by cooperators currently represents about

one-fourth of the tctal, their usage has grown faster than that of

the Level 1 users. This has been particularly true of the state

offices. One of their key interests is in the FAS Tradeleads.

Another example is Virginia Tech where they have implemented a major

state dissemination service with reports acquired from EDI.
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. Seven USDA agencies initially used EDI for their information

dissemination program. Now there are 12. In addition, the

Department of the Interior is distributing press releases through

EDI.

In 1988, USDA agencies loaded over two million lines of data. On an

average each line was accessed over four times. There were some

differences among agencies and type of data. These numbers can be

misleading because of the multiplying effect. Many of those

organizations accessing reports deliver the information to hundreds

or thousands of end users.

. USDA pays for loading its data and shares the system administration

costs with tha commercial subscribers. Thea costs have decreased

when computed per line loaded because the overhead is allocated

across more users. During the last two years, the entire Department

spent under $70,000 each year ($62,000 in 1987 and $66,000 in 1988)

for system overhead and direct loading charges.

. Monthly minimum - LEVEL 2 users pay only for the computer

time-sharing services they require for accessing reports. LEVEL 1

subscribers currently pay a monthly minimum of $150. This was

instituted for several reasons:

The requirement for equal and immediate access which adds to the

total cast of the system operation, was much more important to the

101
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LEVEL 1 than the LEVEL 2 clients. They are, therefore, paying in

part for this extra service. For the larger users, it doesn't

affect their costs because they spend that much anym.

. Some monthly minimum is required just to cover the costs of

billing. The LEVEL 1 users art billed directly under oeparate

contract with MNDS. The LEVEL 2 users are billed through USDA

with a single bill which is allocated back to each organization.

. When we first announced plans for the EDI system in 1984, there

was genuine concern among private sector companies already in the

business of disseminating agricultural data that we were

establishing a government service in direct competition with

them. The monthly minimum allayed their fears which allowed us to

go ahead with our plans.

We are currently in the process of recompeting the procurement for

time-sharing services. Our contract with Martin Marietta Data Systems will

end on October 1, 1989. We decided that we are not ready to make any major

changes to our dissemination approach and therefore are specifying in the

Request for Proposals (RFP) that any offerors should provide us with exactly

the same service and that any change in vendor will be transparent to the

users. We have made the application software available to all bidders so

that they do not need to go through any major development effort. The need

for reliable continuous service is crucial to the subscribers who have come

to depend on EDI for their information needs.

1
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As I mentioned, the current EDI service charges the commercial subscribers a

monthly minimum of $150. However, we are now rethinking this policy and have

requested offerors under the recompetition bp specify what exonthly minimum

they would require within the framework of their proposed charges. Because

the USDA agencies feel that they hay i responsibility to make their

information available to the public in a 'imely and effective manner, they

will continue to pay for the loading and share the overhead costs associated

with the service. We are trying to strike a balance between the charges we

pay and those charged to the commercial subscribers.

In the recompetition REP we have broadened the definition of cooperators

to specifically include the land-grant college and deplsitory libraries.

Unfortunately, a problem arises with small volume users because the actual

nost of billing exceeds the value of their use. It remains to be seen

whether libraries have much interest in the tiPe-sensitive and per'shable

data. In our discussions with them, their concerns seem to be more with the

archival data.

I should also mention, Mr. Chairman, the Agricultural Marketinj Service

(AMS) market news system. This is primarily an internal system where maruet

reports are transmitted from and to the varioes ARS field offices. I refer

to it as "primarily en internal service because they do have some private

sector companies receiving reports that have been traditional Ivag time users

of the ma..ket news reports. AMS also makes a limited number of reports

available throue the EDI system. AMS recently installed VSAT's (these are
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small satellite receivers) at their field locations to provide a more

economical method for receiving reports from a satellite directly into the

field office microcomputers.

Informing the public of the existence of the EDI service is always an

area of concern for us. We still publish hardcopy reports and put notices in

them of the availability of the electronic service. We put out press

releases whenever newsworthy changes are made. Periodic data users meetings

are held Around the country by some of the agencies to hear from some of the

traditional users of USDA data. Whenever the opportunity arises, we give

demonstrations or presentations on the EDI service. Of course, we are in

constAnt contact with our current users, but need to continue seeking those

who haven't heard of the availability of the EDI service.

We have learned that it takes a long dme to get the message out and it

requires a lot of repetition. The message isn't really heard until the need

is recognized. Even when the demand for electronic transmission is real, it

often takes time for an organization to change the way they db business to

accommodate the technology. But the converse is also true; once they start

accepting data elnctronically, they want access to more and they don't want

to go back to dealirt2 with hardcopy.

What is next for us? I mentioned that we will be selecting a contractor

to continue the current EDI service. We will then revisit the functional

requirements and policy decisions that guided our initial effort. It may be

1C4
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that our decision not to use our own Departmental computer centers for

providing the service should be changed. We are also interested ic

technology changes in both computers and data communications methods that

might open new, more cost effective alternatives to us. These are issues we

will address in the next year.

EDI only meets a small part of our information dissemination

requirement. It essentially provides an electronic copy of a hardcopy

report. On EDI, we only retain current versions and delete them from the

system anywhere between 48 hours and one month after release, depending on

the report. The originating agencies are responsible for retaining the

history copies of these reports, and, as I mentioned, many of them are also

available in published form. However, there is a demand for the previous

versions of reports, particularly of the statistical data. In order to

present these data in a meaningful time-series format, they have to be

converted and combined into appropriately coded tables. We are looking at

dissemination alternatives for the time series data. While online databases

are desirable from the viewpoint of many users, that is an expensive

alternative. We have some minor ol.brts going to disseminate on floppy

diskette and we are seriously considering CD-ROM Ath 70Mt basic software to

allow the user some search capability.

Our current dissemination efforts have taught us that the public demand

for cost effective and easy access to government data will continue to grow

and we need to respond. We shall continue, Mr. Chairman, to identify the

best technology available to us ana to evaluate poli,y decisions that affect

this effort.

0 5
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AGENCY SUMMARY TABLE

(Number of lines)

AMS:

Annual Total

1988

knember

1986FY 1988 FY 1987 1987

Loaded 775,954 609,422 81,316 52,245 53,412
1-1 Access 564,755 344,554 43,787 63,730 848
1-2 Access 175,839 24,671 14,054 1,776 5,)29

:AS
Loaded 5,858 3,753 -
L-1 Access 18,946 10,603

L-2 Access 10,018 6,145

ASCS:

Loaded 70,433 16,110 6,399 1,732

L-1 Access 152,744 68,558 15,764 4,627

L-2 Access 40,655 14,839 1,930 1,137 ...,

ERS:

Loaded 391,205 329,570 59,901 44,918 25,391

L-1 Access 797,952 536,241 100,631 32,741 110,456

1-2 Access 126,218 63,010 10,677 5,034 3,489

ES:

Loaded 9,318 15,221 598 498 2,135
L-1 Access 37,002 45,832 2,483 1,758 2,558

1-2 Access 9,120 10,470 457 56 5,237

FAS:
Loaded 259,074 236,061 24,581 21,237 18,143

L-1 Access 1,560,907 1,192,962 157,264 111,897 69,994
1-2 Access 387,940 119,460 31,711 14,738 9,850

MASS:

Loaded 390,359 321,612 32,810 33,178 19,939

L-1 Access 1,773,751 1,248,066 162,129 107,669 97,714
1-2 Access 730,710 308,109 62,404 36,307 5,973

OGPA:
Loaded 153,172 105,749 13,505 19.877 7,318

L-1 Access 673,090 413,882 59,223 51,025 25,343
1-2 Access 252,196 183,351 17,941 18,487 12,120

OT:

Loaded 1,325 422
L-1 4,:cess 2,351 1,534
1-2 Access 2,363 1,284 -

WAD!:
Loaded 52,159 50,045 3,969 3,897 2,589

L-1 Access 349,125 231,872 34,257 17,406 18,606

1-2 Access 142,866 22,468 12,179 5,602 1,13/4

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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EDI USAGE SUMMARY TABLE

Number of Lines

Annual Total

1988

September

1986
FY 1988 FY 1987 1987

USDA Total:

Loaded 2,108,857 1,687,965 223,079 177,582 128,927

L-1 Access 6,930,623 4,094,104 575,538 390,853 325,609
L-2 Access 1,877,925 753,807 151,353 86,137 49,472

Total Accessed 7,008,548 4,847,911 726,891 476,990 374,981

HMOS Billing

Usage Charges:

Total EDI $121,892 $93,465 $15,339 $9,060 $7,291Rebate 10,470 7,714 1,036 780 816
Cooperator Charges 6,509 2,792 422 208 101

Total USDA $104,913 $82,959 $13,881 $8,072 $6,374

USDA Cost by Function:

Administration and
Loading $66,339 $61,765 $ 9,332 $5,875 $4,184

Level 2 User Access 38,574 21,193 4,549 2,197 2,190

Total $104,913 $82,958 $13,881 $8,072 $6,374
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Mr. WISE. Some questions, first of all. EPA has already addressed
this. Speaking of depository libraries, what arrangements have you,
the SEC, and the Department of Agriculture, made to provide
records in your agency system to depository libraries? And second,
the followup is, have depository libraries shown interest in this in-
formation?

Mr. PENHOLLOW. We have made no efforts with regard to the
electronic version of the filings to make those available to the de-
pository libraries at this time. In the past, I understand the agency
offered copies of the microfiche to the libraries and at that time, as
I understand it, the librarians really didn't show any interest in re-
ceiving microfiche.

Mr. FRANKE. With regard to the Department of Agriculture, our
National Agriculture Library does have the principal lead in this,
in their contact with depository libraries and other interested li-
braries and information gatherers. They have an interactive
system.

It's a question, though, of how much that's accessed and how
much it's actually used, what the interest level is other than per-
haps a university system to those that are directly involved in Ag-
riculture matters. As we get more into environmental issues, it is
absolutely demanded we have a greater flo At of information be-
tween EPA, between Agricultore, between our library systems. It's
essential that happen.

Mr. WISE. To the SEC, how have the provisions included in the
SET Authorization Act of 1987 affected the development or pro-
curement of the EDGAR system? Have you had any real problems
caused by the requirements?

Mr. PENHOLLOW. Mr. Chairman, it riid have an impact on the
procurement. I wouldn't say that we've had any serious problems.
There were some adjustments made in the RFP as a consequence of
that act, but we had, in fact, some of the requirements of the act
with regard to the uniform schedule of fees already in mind. We
did incorporate into the RFP the requirements on equally available
on equal terms. Those requirements were part of the RFP at the
time best and final proposals were submitted.

Mr. WISE. To the EPA and Department of Agriculture, I'd like to
ask how your agency's information system might be affected by
some of the requirements now applying to EDGAR. EDGAR infor-
mation must be equally available on equal terms to all persons.
Would that create a problem to either of the other two agencies?

EPA? Mr. Hanley.
Mr. HANLEY. I don't believe that would be any problem. In fact,

increasingly, and I think especially under our new Administrator,
our position is that public access to information and in a number of
cases, aggressive efforts by the agency to make data available is
very important to our mission. Obviously, an informed public is
empowered to take action to prevent pollution and to reduce risks
in their community rather than sole reliance on the formal regula-
tion which has characterized a number of environmental programs
up to this point.

So, equal access, to my knowledge, has not been an issue, other
than the issues that have been discussed already in terms of
means. We are facing a number of what we consider primarily
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practical problems, how do you do it rather than these policy ques-
tions of should we do it and at what cost.

Mr. WISE. Mr. Franke.
Mr. FRANKE. If you are referring specifically to the EDI System,

equal access to the Service is paramount to our design approach.
We I Nuke that capability. When looking at the broader issues of
all information sharing, it would pose a difficulty for the Agricul-
ture Department at this time. First of all, just the cultural ap-
proach. We began with automation and spending a lot of money on
it throughout the State, local, and Fed.val governments as a re-
placement for a ballpoint pen, if you will, a quicker method of
doing our own work.

Most of our systems were devised around how we handle our own
business, how we move things quicker, retrieve them quicker, store
them easier, much less expensive. The systems we've built, we have
about 15,000 offices in Agriculture. Presently we have probably
8,000 or 9,000 around the country that are automated. The pro-
gram time that our field managers use around the country is very
limited now. They spent a lot of time in developing farm programs,
responding to initiatives, to statutes, to things of that nature, de-
veloping information, storing it and in fact at the same time learn-
ing the system.

I personally think this brings a new element into the thinking of
most Federal field managers. They hadn't quite looked upon it
from the perception and from the light of equal access. They do it.
A farmer asks for a layout of his farm to come before the ASCS
Board. The Farmers Home people have access to that to compare it
to a loan. Federal Crop Insurance people can look for that same in-
formation with regard to the Federal crop insurance site. So they
share it with that farmer.

The question of equal accessing, what we would have to do or
what kind of additional training or cultural affect that would have
on a huge field office could pose a uifficulty if things were plugged
in immediately.

Over the long haul, I think that's what we're about, to make cer-
tain information gets out. But we all have a tendency to look at
our own pasture first and to make sure that our particular office
and our field office and county office is what we're h; ndling our
own work. So, in the beginning, I think it could well be an imposi-
tion and be difficult. Over the long haul, I think it's absolutely re-
quired and essential.

Mr WISE. Mr. Schiff,
Mr. SauFF. Mr. Chairman, I have no questions. I jut want to

observe that notwithstanding my obvious disagreement that rap
sheets should be made public, I do think Government should other-
wise publicly. I gather from the agencies represented here that
they're striving. They're striving not only to make information
more available to their own agency employees, but to the public
users who wish to know what ti 'ir agency ic doing. I just want to
say I applaud that and am glad you're here today.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WISE. Thank you, Mr. Schiff.
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Now I'm going to make you all a deal. I'm going to let you off
this panel right now if you'll promise to send back in writing re-
plies to five questions that I'm going to submit to all of you.

Mr. PENHOLLOW, SCOLIVEI honor.
Mr. HANLEY. That sounds like a good deal.
Mr. WISE. All right. I didn't tell you that I have to go to a caucus

at some point in the near future too. But I do have a lot morenot
a lot more questions but there are five more questions and I'll just
submit them in writing and we'll appreciate your responding and
we'll make them part of the record. [See app. I.]

Thank you very much.
Our next panel. We are fortunate to have with us three persons

who have also done a lot of work i; . information issues. We will have
joining us at the panel table Jerry Berman, Benton Foundation
fellow, director of the Information 'Technology Project, American
Civil Liberties Union; Dr. Alan F. Westin, professor of public law and
government, Columbia University and chairman of the Reference
Point Foundation; and Kenneth Allen, senior vice president, govern-
ment relations for the Information Industry Association.

Mr. Schiff, this is where you get the other side of the Reporters
Committee case.

If you all would stand and let me swear you in.
[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. WISE. All of your stathments, and I appreciate also your ac-

companying material, will be made part of the record. Let's see
what this is.

As you can see, discord has rent us apart. We will take a recess
to vote on this issue and we'll be back in 15 minutes.

[Recess taken.]
Mr. WISE. I appreciate the panel's indulgence. As I was saying

when the bell rang, your statements are all made part of the
record and please feel free to summarize in any way you'd like.

Mr. Berman, if you'd like to kick off.

STATEMENT OF JERRY J. BERMAN, BENTON FOUNDATION
FELLOW, AND DIRECTOR, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT, AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION

Mr. BERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank you for
inviting me to testify on Federal information policies and practices.

Today I want to focus my remarks on what I think has been a
common theme of all the witnesses, which is the fundamental Fed-
eral information policy issue which needs to be resolved, and that's
public access to electronic Government information.

The witness that brought up the Reporters Committee case, I
think that we disagree on the reading of that case. We believe that
the underlying principal of electronic information policy is that in-
formation which is widely available in published form ought to be
available in computerized form. But that simply is not the case
with arrest records and has not been because of the balancing of
other public interests; namely, the privacy interests of individuals.
So, we do not view the Reporters Committee case as a serious ad-
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verse precedent for public access to electronic information. But we
can come back to that.

Mr. Chairman, the first principle and goal of Federal informa-
tion policy was to maintain and enhance the public's right to know.
I submit that in our modern computer society, this right will only
be guaranteed if public policy and law establish broad and equita-
ble access to electronic as well as published Government public in-
formation.

As this comm;.ttee is well aware and as the other witnesses have
testified, a revolution is taking place in the way the Federal Gov-
ernment collects, stores, and disseminates Government informa-
tion. Over the last two decades, information has been converted
from published documents and data into electronic data bases and
Government agencies regularly use that computer technology to
perform agency missions. And increasingly, as the agency wit-
nesses lime testified, Government is disseminating public informa-
tion electronically through both Government and commercial data
base services.

Yet, despite this transformation of information, Federal law does
not spell out clear public access rights to electronic public informa-
tion. Enacted prior to extensive Government computerization and
before the PC revolution brought computing power to most citizens,
Federal information laws from the Printing Act to the Freedom of
Information Act to the Paperwork Reduction Act, established a
public right of access to printed Government information, including
printouts from Government computer files, but uncertain public
access rights to electronic public information.

This uncertain status, instead of enhancing the public's right to
know through the use of new technology, is instead creating new
barriers to public access, new inequities and new dislocations.

I'm here really to say that I want to applaud this committee. It's
taken the leadership in addressing this issue. Three yeurs ago it
issued a seminal report on electronic dissemination. These laws
need to be looked at, Federal practices have to be looked at, and I
applaud you for calling these hearings and beginning an inquiry.

I think that there is now broad agreement, from the information
industry, to the librarians, to the Office of Technology Assessment,
to a broad coalition of public interest groups, that this examination
is critical and that we need to establish a public right of access to
electronic as well as published public information ana to make
public access to electronic public information a central goal of Fed-
eral information policy.

Briefly, to describe some of the barriers that the uncertainty of
cut rent law is creating, I want to talk about two kinds of informa-
tion. First there's information which the Government actively dis-
seminates, pursuant to statute or policy or agency mission, and
even under the Freedom of !nformation Act. Then there's a second
category of information which the Government makes accessible
under the Freedom of Information Act. Both categories of informa-
tion in electronic form are causing problems for public access.

Today the Government, for example, disseminates more and
more information electronically. You've heard from the Securities
and Exchange Commission. The EPA was here and talked about
the MEDLAR System. The EDI from the Agriculture Department.
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You can go on agency by agency. Many of these systems are on
line. They're available on diskette or CD-ROM and they're avail-
able sometimes from the Government, sometimes through commer-
cial firms which add value and make it more useful and sell it to
the public.

Now, these enhancements, these developments, enhance the abil-
ity of those who access the information to learn about the Govern-
ment and how it functions. Users gain access to the most time sen-
sitive data, rapidly search through documents or statistical data
bases, seek out and quickly find relevant public information and
work with subsets of electronic public data to do complicated statis-
tical and data analysis. The reporters testified on how many inter-
esting stories have come from computer analysis.

But as we observe this emerging world of electronic Government
data bases, it's apparent that the benefits are not being equitably
shared and widely shared by the public at large. The major users of
electronic information are government, business, and the scientific
community. Most of the major developments in the Federal Gov-
ernment of electronic data systems are occurring in the regulatory
and business area, Trademark Office, Federal Communications
Commission, Securities and Exchange Commission. In fact, when
they tout the first paperless agency, it's going to be the Securities
and Exchange Commission which will handle 6 million filings at a
cost of $50 million per year.

It's significant and I think it's important. I'm not saying that
this shouldn't happen, but there are no similar developments at
HUD, HHS, Justice Department, and even EPA has only one ex-
ample, the TRI data base.

I think this uneven development proceeds directly from current
Federal information policy. That policy was established in 1980,
pursuant to the Paperwork Reduction Act. That act mandates that
OMB develop Federal information management policies, but the
clear purpose and objective of the act is to reduce Government
costs and burdens of Federal paperwork. While it talks about com-
puterization, the act explicitly states that it's to be used as a means
for making Government information functions less costly and more
efficient rather than as a means for maximizing public accea to in-
formation.

This has been spelled out in regulation 1985, Circular A-130.
While the circular recognizes the value of public information and
statez that the right to access Government infornation must be
protected, its underlying assumption is that citi2en access rights
are satisfied if they have access to the published information. F.Ilec-
tronic public information and its dissemination are treated as a
secondary form of discretionary Government information which
may only be employed by agencies if it achieves cost savings and
efficiencies.

Now, therefore, under this policy, you develop electronic dissemi-
nation systems which are structured in a way that make it detri-
mental to public access. For example, agencies may be discouraged
from duplicating a private sector data base which is like the Gov-
ernment data base or a potential Government data base even
though the private data base may be priced beyond where citizens
can afford it. There's no writ under Federal information policy to
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provide fee waivers or reduced costs to make electronic information
accessible to citizens who can't afford it, as occurs under the Free-
dom of Information Act. There is a tendency of the policy to en-
courage the development of electronic dissemination .systems only
when they're commercially viable, since commercial firms will not
undertake the investment unless they have a market for their
product.

So, critical data bases for Health, Education and Welfare are not
funded. In fact, the Government does not even provide an index of
the 440 public electronic sista bases that it has so that the public
can even find where they are.

Now, the Paperwork Reduction Act and OMB Circular A-130 do
carry out important goals, to avoid duplication, avoid wasting
funds. These are worthy goals and they're incorporated, for exam-
ple, in the EDGAR system which this committee worked very hard
to insure against the possibility of the Government monopolizing
information or any private contractor monopolizing information.
But the EDGAR model and current policy do not insure public
access. They depend too much on market forces and the iffy propo-
sition of data bases being commercially viable. If you follow that
model, important data bases at HEW, HHS and Justice are not
going to be developed. Even if they are, they may be priced beyond
where citizens can afford them.

Now, this policy may have been valid 10 years ago, but it's abso-
lutely invalid today and has tc be changed. It exacerbates inequi-
ties between the information rich and the information poor.

The best quote which supports this is from OMB which recently,
in January, issued supplement:ry regulations to A-130. Unfortu-
nately, these regulations, which I think will be withdrawn, spell
out when the Government shouldn't publiA electronic ir formation
rather than when the Government should publish electronic infor-
mation. It does include an interesting statement. It says electronic
information is now becoming the primary information, not second-
ary. "Supplying the information on paper is sometimes practically
useful, particularly when the volume of information is large and
computer search and retrieval capabilities are essential to efficient
use. Moreover, the printed product does not satisfy all legitimate
user needs as well as the entire body of information in electronic
medium."

I submit that the current Paperwork Reduction Act has to be re-
written to pursue and incorporate a goal of insuring public access
to information. That does not mean that the Government publishes
all the information. It means there are partnerships between the
public and private sector. We need a diversity of information
sources. We need public and private partnerships. I think that the
factors that are now considered under present policy can drive a
public access goal for information dissemination.

An example of this is the EPA data base. Here the data base
mandated by Congress is to be accessible by citizens, which pro-
vides for the possibility of fee waivers and reduced costs. ildre,
where public access is the goal of the data base, you can see citizen
empowerment in the age of electronic information. Citizens will be
able to, in EPA's own words, sit down at their computer at their
local library or their local community in West Virginia, dial up
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this data base, find out about toxics in their environment, take
action on it, call a campaign, get in touch with their Congressmen.
They bypass the traditional modes of information.

This is revolutionary, but it's only occurring because Congress
mandated for this one data base and it is not the access policy that
applies across the board to other data bases.

Now, quickly, let me say that the problems that I have talked
about with respect to dissemination also apply to access issues.
Here the Government is not actively disseminating information,
but as in the Reporters Committee examples this morning, the
Government makes it accessible under the act. Again, the Freedom
of Information Act was passed prior to the PC revolution. It was
last amended in a significant way in 1974. It establishes the public
right of access to published information and to records from com-
puterized files, but it doesn't clearly say that all public computers
have to be programmed to make the information accessible in both
published and electronic form, nor does it give citizens the choice.
We want the electronic version of the information versus the pub-
lished.

This is beginning to have discontinuities as it's being applied by
agencies. A public citizen files a lawsuit to go after OSHA inspec-
tion data. It's now 1-Yeen put into a computer file. OSHA says, " ou
have to pay for the reprogramming costs for information which
would otherwise be free." Eventually they reprogram the computer
and release the data, but up until then it goes down the black hole
of the computer rather than enhancing public access.

The National Security Archive files a lawsuit seeking records
from the Energy Department. Because the Energy Department
didn't have the public records accessible electronically they just
wrote back, "No record." That is the kind of potential new secrecy
under interpretations and I think same misinterpretations of the
reach of the Freedom of Information Act.

We're involved in litigation with National Security Archives and
Public Citizen to try and establish that the Iran-Contra records are
subject to the Archival Records and Freedom of Information Act.
The Government has taken the position that because they're elec-
tronic records, even though they were at the heart of that whole
affair, they're not records subject to the Freedom of Information
Act because they haven't been published.

Recently and finally, defense agencies worried about the Soviets
gaining access to classified information by putting together unclas-
sified computer data in the public domain. They began to say,
"Well, the solution to that is to take the electronic version of the
information out of the public sector because citizens only have a
right to the published version."

Fortunately, this committee, the Information Industry Associa-
tion, the library community, and others fought this proposal by the
Defense Department and it's been stalled so far. But it points out
that we have discontinuities and new barriers and new inequities
and that we need to take a serious look at this information, explore
the possibility of establishing clear right of access under the Free-
dom of Information Act, setting forth standards to make public
access to electronic information a goal of the Paperwork Reduction
Act when it's reauthorized this year.
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In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I believe we are now beginning a
serious dialog on the shape of the public's right to know for the
21st century. Many issues need to be debated and resolved. If we
are to secure these rights and the benefits that flow from our
modern computer society, it will take a concerted effort by the Con-
gress, enlightened public officials, public interest groups, librarians,
and the information industry to develop new policy initiatives and
a consensus for workable reform.

Thank you.
Mr. WISE. Thank you very much, Mr. Berman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Berman followsd
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COMMUNICATIONS POLICY AND THE PUBLIC'S RIGHT TO KNOW

PUBLIC ACCESS TO ELECTRONIC PUBLIC INFORMATION

BY

JERRY J. BERMAN

X. Introduction

The "public's right-to-know" about the business of

government is a fundamental principle of our democratic

government and open society. In the present era of computerized

government information, this right will only be insured if public

law and policy guarantee and expand citizen access to slactronic

public information.*

Over the past two decades, the federal government has

systematically exploited computer and communications technology

to conduct its business more ffect.vel,, efficiently, and

econom-cally. In the process, federal agencies have converted

public information from paper documents and data files into

In this essay sublicjagreation is defined as federal
government information which is either disseminated by federal
agencies or which must be disclosed undo: the laws of the bated
States. Thus, it does not include government created or
collected information which is exempt from disclosure under the
Freedom of Information Act, such as classified national security
information or personally identifiable information which would
violate individual privacy. Citizen access to electronic public
information under state law is beyond the scope of this essay.
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electronic databmte systems. Federal agencies routinely

manipulate this computer data to fulfill agency missions from

determining the taxes owed by citizens to calculating eligibility

for social security benefits. A griming number of agencies

require businesses and corporations to provide data collected for

regulatory purposes in electronic formats and in turn the

government fulfills its intonation disclosure responsibilities

by dissesinating electronic public information through

yovernmont, commercial, and non-profit interactive computer and

communications networks.

This fundamental transforsation ot public information and

public decision-making into computerized data processes has

occurred without serious public policy attention being paid to

how it may affect the publioOs'right to know. Moreover, there

has been no public policy debate or concerted effort initiated to

resolve electronic intonation pcliv4 issues with citizen access

rights as a core concern.

This debate is of critical importance today. As federal

officials taut the potential macergeno of wholly "paperloss"

agencies by the year 2000, the laws and policies that spell out

citizen access rights to government information in the age of

electronic government are woefully cut of date. The Freedom of

Information Act, the pri4cipal federal information access,

statute, was enacted psior to this full-scale government

computerisation and vas crafted to reeolve citizen access rights

to published information or to.printouts frau computerised files:

2
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The Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 Was designed to stream-line

federal information resource management in part through increased

government computerization. The Act offers little guidance on how

feueral information management goals should be achieved in

relation to public access rights to electronic information.

When those statutes were enacted, it was valid to assume

that government policy did not have to consider such a right of

access. the ability to own and use powerful computers capable of

receiving, storing, and manipulating government electronic data

was beyond the econosic and technical roach of most of the

constituroies that seek and use government information to

conduct their business or monitor government decision-making. In

the last several years, however, the "PC Revolution" has brought

advanced computing power within the reach of most citizens and

organizations who use government data. Today, small businesses,

public interest groups, the press, and other users of government

information do not have to rely solely on published public

information or "printouts" of computerized government data.

They possess.the technical potential for receiving and analyzing

electronic public information.

If this potential is to be realized, the constituencies that

principally rely on published government information first need

to understand their stake in achieving effective access to

electronic public infornation. Public policy that supports

citizen access rights to electronic information will not be

instituted until constituencies committed to the public access

3
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rights actively work to forsulate'and implement such a policy.

A principal purpose of this essay is to describe through

concrete examples how citizen access to computerised government

data can be a powerfUl tool:for monitoring government and private

sector decision-making which affect important public interests.

The tnvironmental Protection Agency's effort to implement a

congressionally mandated database to disseminate information on

toxic cheatical emissions into the environment will provide a

vivid case in point.

The case for new electronic information policy also involves

public awareness of haw traditional access to published

government information, es well as computerized public data, may

be compromised if public rights to electronic information are not

instituted. As this essay document*, outmoded government

information law and policies are creating new forms of goverment

secrecy in the computer age and inequities between different

constituencies in terns of their ability to afford, access, and

use electronic public information.

To establish why expanding public access to electronic

public information through on-line databases and other

inforsation technology mediums should be a public policy goal is

only the first step." Significant legal, policy, and practical

issues need to be addressed and resolved by the Congress and the

1111

"Throughout this essay, public access to electronic public
information should be understood to broadly include access to
public information available through online.databsees, tape,
floppy diskette, CD Roa, or Other electronic storage mediums.

4
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Bxecutive Branch before effective access will be realized. This

essay attempts to identify some of the critical electronic

information access issuer and sets out a number of policy

initiatives and proposals for addressing them. It also

recommends policy initiatives to achieve the ultimate goal---an

"electronic" Freedom of Information Act.

II. Ilectronic Government and Who It Serves

The federal government today is ushering in the era of

electronic government by developing electronic information

collection, processing, and dissemination systems. Federal

government expenditures for information technology and electronic

data systems are increasing at a significant rate. In 1922 the

federal government spent $9.2 billion for information technology.

Recent estimatas indicate that expenditures for electronic data

systems have now reached over $15 billion annually.1

As the government transforms public information into

electronic formats and databases, this information is then made

available to the public by geVernment and commercial information

providers.2 My ome estimate, there are ever 440 gcvernment

databases disseminating electronic information to the public

today..3 The Minorco and Labor departments provide en-line

databases of significant business and labor statistics and

reports. The Census Bureau makes statistical data and reports

available over its =DATA system. The Commerce Department's

National Technical Information System (BTU) distributor tapes

and diskettes of scientific research reports and statistics. The

5
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National Library of Medicine, a government agency which markets

information in many ways similar to a commercial firm, offers a

number of on-line technical information databases through its

MEDLARS electronic disseaination system.4

Commercial information industry.providers such as DIALOG,

MEAD Data, and DRS are principal casseminators of electronic

public inforaation.5 As government data increasingly resides in

electronie mediums, these fires actively mask out and obtain

governaent computerized data, add "value enhancements" to make

the data more useful and "user-friendly" and sell it to

commercial subscribers. rhey also serve as "gateveye" for

public systems by offering their subscribers many of the

government databases available dinectly from federal agencies.6

The development these public electronic databases greatly

enhances the ability of those who access these government and

commercial systems to monitor govirnment activity and regulatory

affairs. They permit users to access tima-sonsitive data,

search through document databases to seek out and rapidly find

relevant inforaation, and work with data subsets to perfora

complicated statistical and data analysis.7

If the federal governments,- development of electronic public

information system were gaided oy an overall policy to enhance

public access, 'one would expect to find evidence of government-

wide programs to implement electronic data systeas to serve a

crosewsection of public constituencies. for exaaple, one eight

find major electronic projects underway lot only to disseainate

6
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information about business, scientific, and business regulatory

affairs but also electronic data relatingto government programs

and decision-making in areas such as environmental protection,

lait enforcement, and occupational health and safety. In

developing these databases, policymakers would be wrestling with .

issues of pricing to insure that interested constituencies could

afford to use these information systems. They.would also be

exploring'necessary systee requirements to make these databases

readily accessible to computer users who are not proficient in

computer skills.

Instead of government-wide programs, the major federal

agency electronic collection and dissemination systems under

development are concentrated in the business and regulatory area.

Significant federal expenditures are targeted for the development

of electronic systems such as the Patent Office's Automated

. Trademark System, the Federal Maritime Commission's electronic

tariff filing system, the Department of Transportation's

International Tariff Filings, and the Security and Exchange

Commission's Electronic Data Gathering System (IDGAR).$ For

example the EDGAR system, which will handle over 6 million pages

of security filings per year, saking the SEC potentially the

first "paporless" agency of the future, will cost $50 million

dollars over the next five yemn.9

While the development of those systems will serve important

governmental interests, the principal gasCiirnmet policyobjective

has boon to improve the efficiency and cost effectiveness of its

123
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regulatory operations. These systems have that potential because

there are commercial markets for this information since it is

vital to business and regulated industries. This potential in

turn has spurred members of ttla growing information industry to

develop partnerships with government to design and.build these

major systems and to-work to structure them in ways which will

permit then to develop commercial markets for this data.10

The government's preoccupation with cost savings over public

access Considerations is amply demonstrated by the initial

efforts to establish an Automated Trademark Office. Even though

the rates charged for electronic databases are a major factor in

determining who may be in a 'position to afford to use them, the

Patent and Trademark Office tried to minimize the government's

cost to develop an Automated Trademark system but in a way which

wou/d make it expensive for potential users. As documented in a

Rouse Governsent Operations Import, the 'latent and Trademark

Office attumpted to satisfy its internal needs for electronic

trademark data by entering an agreement with a private

inforaation contractor -atter which the Trademark Office would use

the system at no cost in exchange for which the private

contreotor would have the exclusive right to sell the electronic

trademark data to all others under non-competitive conditions.

This "bartering', arrangement, which had thspotential for

creating a private inforaation monopoly over-eledtronic trademark

data, was successfully oppomed by a members of Congress, user

groups, and other information vendors."
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In contrast., the SEC's EDGAR systes has been designed to

meet government needs for electromAc data but to broaden public

access ts EDGAR data through a diversity of information sources

and competitive pricing. ZDGAR, the product of give-and-take

between SEc officialse.the Congress, and information industry

representatives, is viewed as mpossible model for future

electronic information systems.12

As siructured, the SEC will expend appropriated funds to

establish the basic EDGAR system. All "value-added

enhancements", such as sophisticated search capabilities and

menus which make the system userfriendly, will be developed by

the contractor who sarkets the EDGAR data commercially. However,

to prevent the development of a private information monopoly and

create a "level playing field* among competitors, the statute

governing EDGAR sandates that other information vendors msy

purchase the EDGAR data at the marginal cost of reproduction,

addvalue enhancesents, and alma market the data. As the

information will be available through a diversity of sources, it

is anticipated that competitive pricing will r-like the system

affordable to many potential users.13

The IDGAI motes constitutes an important step in the

development of electronic inforsetion policy options because it

avoids the creation of an information nonovoly and insures a

diversity of EDGAR datmsouroes. Rower, it does not resolve

critical issues about how to deeign and implement electronic

information systems hat insure broad public &omits to electronic

I.t-Avi.)
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information.

While the public at large may be uninterested in security

filings and studying "10-E forms," public interest groups,

investigative reporters, and academic researchers may well want

access to this information. While competition among vendors may

bring the cost of the EDGAR database systems within the reach of

the general public, there is no guarantee that it will. If it'

does not,.the government will in effect have developed a

sophisticated information system which disseminates the most

useful version of public information only to the affluent:-

The EDGAR systen's provision for general public aCcess to

the database demonstrates this point. While the commercial user

"dials-ups, downloadss, and manipulates EDGAR data, the public

user who may not be able to afford these services may use public

terminals. However, they are available at only three locations-

-the SIC Headquarters in Washington, D.C. and at its New York and

Chicago regioLal offices. 14 Of course,'not all interested users

are located within easy reach of these SIC reference rooms.

Moreover, the system will be a basic version of EDGAR which

permits reading files and's...robing through the database but will'

have none of the avalueaddeds enhammements, moth as ualysis

capthility which likely will be available through the commercial

systems.15

This may be adequate public access for security data.

However, it will not be sufficient for meeting public access

needs for the electronic diseemination of date of'importance to
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wider public constituencies. For example, EDGAR's public access

requirements would not provide sufficient public access to

electronic data disseminated by egencieo such as the Food and

Drug Adninistretionla or the Environmental Protection Agency.17

The larger issue is whether electronic data systems will

only be developed when the system is cost-effective because there

is a ready commercial market for the information. If this is the

case, it is difficult to foresee the circumstances under which

the government will develop major systems on its own initiative

dealing with health, education, and welfare---areas of vital

public importance but where the profitability of electronic data

dissemination is uncertain. In such circumstances, public access

and use say have to be undervritten by "fee waivers' or reduced

fees similar to those available under the treed= of Information

Act."

One response is that.the fedazal government is establishing

electronic information systems responsive to broader,public

interests. In fact, a few government agencies are making efforts

to provide citizens with inexpensive on-iline databases of public

information and reports.19 These include agencies which have a

statutory obligation to disseminate information to the public

euch as the Census Bureau, the Department of Agriculture and

Department of Aducation.20 Some agencies will even do computer

searches for citizens who lack computer skills or provide some

user training in how to use their databases.21 But these systems

'are nct the principal recipients of federal electronic

11
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information expenditures or the focus of information policy

managers. The government is doing little to inform citizens

about these programs or to make them user-friendly. It does not

even provide a printed or computerized listing of available

government databases.22 Thus, a computer user may be surpri4ed

to learn that some government databases may be directly available

from an agency at half the price of accessing these same

databases'through a commercial network."

The federal government is not going to develop government-

wide electronic information systems responsive to broad public

information needs on its own initiative. In the same way

citizens achieved access to published government information,

public constituencies will have to make a political demand for

access rights to electronic government information and address

the legal barriers and public policy assumptions which today

limit their ability to share in the benefits of the emerging

electronic government.24

III. Legal and oltcy Barriers to labile access to liestronio
Public Inf

Today, citizens have broad statutory rights of access to

published government information but no clear right to electronic

publics: information. The Freedom of Information Act, the

principal statute establishing citizen riltita to public

information, vas enacted in 1964 and significantly amended in

1974.25 While the legislation was considered when the government

was in the process of computerising its iptemal operations, it

was not yet contemplated that the computer revolution would soon

12
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give citizens the capability of accessing and using computerized

public information. Thus, the provisions of the Act are crafted

exclusively in terms of citizen access to published data. while

the legislative history of the 1974 amendments deal with

government computerization, the drafters did so only to make it

clear that the Act required federal agencies to conduct

reasonable 'searches of their computerized databases and produce

"printoute of public records subject to disclosure under the

Act.26

In 1910 Congress passed the Paperwork 'eduction Act which

has since guided government aymputerization.27 The Act, designed

to minisize the federal paperwork burden on citizens and

"minimize tho cost to the dderal Government of collecting,

maintainingiusing, and disseminating information"28 encourages

federal agencies to use advanced computer and communications

technology to accomplish these missions. In the statement of

purposes, the Act makes no mention of using this technology to

serve the goal of enhancing public aocess t4 information in the

computer age. The aia of federal information technology

management is to:

ensure that automatic data processing and
telecommunication:: technologies are acquired and used
by the federal Government in a mannac which improves
service delivery and program menegement, increases
weductivity, reduces waste and fraud, and whenever
practicable and appropriate, reduces the informetion
processing burden for the federal Government-4"

Under the Paperwork induction Act, the authority for

developing and implementing *uniform and conristent information

13
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managaaent policies" is vested in the Office of Management and

Budget's Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA).30

In December 1985, OIRA published its final version of 0M3

CIrcular A-130 on "The Management of Federal Information

Resources" which sets out current federal information policy

assumptions, procedures, and gnidelinee.31

As a statement of federal government management policy on

electronid collection and dissemination, Circular A-130 adheres

to the mandate of the Paperwork.Reduction Act. It contains no

policy assumption to support or enhance broad citizen access to

electronic information. CircularA-130 recognizes the value of

the public's right to know by stating that "knowledge of their

government" is essential for citizens and a means for ensuring

"the accountability of government." It also states that "the

free flow of inforsation from the governeentto its citizens and

vice versa is essential to a democratic society."" But the

federal information management policy set for.11 in Circular A-130

assumes that the public's right to know is satisfied if citizens

have access to puvlished informetion.33

Circular A-13q defines access to information as the function

providing citizen., "upon their request", with government

information which they are entitled to under law.34 In sawing

federal information resources, Circular 1-130 states that this

"right to access government information must be protected..."35

Am already noted, however, the Freedom of Information Act does

not establish a clear public right of access to electronic data.

14
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while judicial interpretations of the FoIA have held that

computer data may be subject to the Act,26 the courts have ruled

that the government is not obligated to provide citizens with the

electronic version of public information.27 If the information

is available in published and electronic format, the government

may choose which to provide in fulfilling its FOIA responsibility

to respond to citizen requests for public record information.28

Ciroilar A-130 incorporates the assumption thlkt citizens are

not entitled to electronic public information into its policy on

information dissemination. A..130 states that intonation should

be disseminated to citizens "se required by law."29 The problem

again in that there is only one federal statuteTitle III of

the 1986 Suportund Lawwhich explicitly requires the federal

government to make electronic public information available to the

public on-lins and through other electronic inforaation

technology seans.40

Circular A-130 hes significant public policy implications

for public access to electronic information since oss's

information resource management policy objectives include the

active encouragement of federal agencies to develop electronic

database collection and dissemination systems for their internal

purposes and for disseminating information to the public.

However, under A130, the justification for developing electronic

information systems is to achieve government efficiency and cost

savings rathur than to expand the public's right to know. As

Circular A-130 states:

15
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Over time, changes in laws, economic conditions, or
information technology can result in changes in public
demand, public purpose, or dissemination costs; for
example, an agency's shift to electronic filing of
reports, perhaps carried out primarily in order to
improve internal information management, might generate
a public demand for electronic dissemination that could
be satisfied at minimal cost to the government and also
improve the perfgrance of the agency's information
access function.4

To achieve cost savings and efficiencies, A-130 requires

federal agencies to.place maximun feasible reliance on the

private sector for...dissemination of (inffrrmation] products and

services.442 Before agencies embark on developing electronic

information systems, they also are required to exaaine private

sector services to avoid possible duplication.43

While.the requirement that federal agencies rely on the

private sector for the development of information products and

services has been criticized by some as detrimental, in and of

itself, to public information rights, 44 this is not the

principal policy barrier to advancing public informatiOn access

rights. En many cases, the private sector information industry

may develop or offer more economical and usefUl information

products and services than the government could develop on its

own. Instead, the fundamental barrier to public access to

electronic inforeation is 1-130's requirement that

where the information is already subetantially
available in printed form agencies may consider
dissemination in electronic form to be a service of
special benefit the oggts of Which should be recovered
through user charges."

This, in effect, amounts to a public policy which permits

the development of electronic informatton dissemination systems

3.4
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but structured in ways detrimental to public access. The

government is encouraging federal agencies to develop

governmental electronic information systems in partnership with

the private sector information industry but to minimize the cost

to the government by passing much of it on to the end users.

tven though this say create price barriers that make electronic

data systems unaffordable and inaccessible to most citizens,

government policy assumes that access rights are not infringed or

affected because "the information is already substantially

available in printed form..."

Under Circular A-130, the only circumetances under which a

government agency has an obligation to develop electronic data

systems which make them readily accessible to the publics at large

through fee waivers and reduced charges is vhen an agency has

a positive obligation to place a government
(information) product in the hands of certain specific
groups or members of the public and also determines
that user charges vill constitute a significant barrier
to discharging this obligation, the agency may have
grounds tor reducing or eliminating its user charges
tor the prcduct or service,,gr for exempting soma
recipiefts from the charge.",

However, since there are no general statutory requirements for

federal agencies to disseminate electronic information to

citizens when a printed version is available, the policy is

inoperative.

To underscore the present government's assumption that

citizen access rights are met by merely providing phblished

information, one other facet of 0M2 information polisey is worth

highlighting. Circular A-130 points to the depository libraries

17
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as serving as an information "safety net" for the citizenry. As

stated in the Circular:

The depository libraries provide a kind of information
safety net to the public, an existing institutional
mechanism that guarantees a minimum level of
availahility of government information to all members
of the public. Providing pnblicatime to the depository
libraries progras complies with the ley and costs
executive agencies virtually nothing."

In the context of present federal electronic public

information, the "safety net" is shredded fres the outset. The

definition of "publication,0 in A-430 does not include electronic

data tapes, diskettes or other electronically formatted

information products. In effect, federal agencies are aerely

required to supply paper documents to the depository libraries.48

Iv. Governsent Secrecy in the Computer Aga

In this advanced era of computerized government, the failure

to establish or clarify citizen accuse rights to computerized

data is having a negative impact on the public's right to know.

As already stated, public policy barriers are in place which may

deny many citizens effective access to publin information which

the government affirmatively sakes available through electronic

databases. The uncertainty of citizen rights to coaputerized data

is also acting as a legal impediment to citizen access to both

published and cosputsriied versions of government inforaation and

transacta which federal agencies do not want to mako

public or only consider making public wtan a citizen makes a

request for it.

Transactional data involves the specifics of how the

111
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goverment "transacts" government affairs from dispensing welfare

to meeting its legal mandato to collect taxes or clean up the

environment. tt is the information which citizens seek under the

Freedom of Information Act. Obtaining access to it is critical

for protecting open gomemument and insuring government

accountability. However, because the disclosure of this data

often subjects the government to pUblic criticism, agencies often

attempt tO resist citizen efforts to make it public by claiming

that it is "exempt" from disclosure under the FOIA.49

Today, citizens are finding that the government is using

computerization and the uncertain status of citizen rights of

access to electronic information under the MIA no a new means

for keeping information secret both in published and computerized

form. A "technology of freeda050 threatens to become a

"technology of secrecy."51

Traditional Access Rights and Computer Secrecy

As citizens ply the government for published information

about sensitive matters scab as the enforcement of health and

safety laws or on-going scientific research which may have

national security implications, the goverment is using the fact

that transactional information is today stored in databases which'

require new programming or complex computer queries to extract it

as a roadblock tc amass.. Citizeno are finding that sams.

sensitive transactional data is no longer readily accessible Pros

agency "records" subject to disulosure ...hailer the nu.

The potential tor a new form of secrecy in the computer age

19
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was broached as early as 2174 in a seminal article by Professor

Alan Westin. In The Technology of socrecy,"52 Westin observed

that in computerizing its operations, the government was not

motivated by a concern tbout the impact of computerization on

public access to knformation. After interviewing agency

officials, Westin determined that while computerization was

inking it no more difficult and *coatis's more easy for agencies

to meet citizen demands for information under the Preedoe of

Information Act, these public access results were

essentially. by-products of the primary goals of
improving data services to client* and managesent.

"W:CIX,.ia"!9X9daA""il""IthenrsonoriMtljtntjajLtailtartstarouga

tt IL
thasmolinips.

Westin worriml that unless government made public access a

goal of cosputerization by insuring that computers were

prograsmed to extract inforsation valuable to citizens it was

possible that citizens would not achieve the benefits of

computerized information processing but instead encounter new

form of government secrecy. In attempting to interest policy

makers in the issue, Westin gave concrete examples of how

appropriate public access programing could enhance the public's

right to know as well as examples of how the failure to require

such programsing could impede access.

To illustrate the positive case for access to computerized

information, Professor Westin used W3 example provided by Ronald

Plesser, then working with Ralph Wader, of data that would have

AO
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been Ndiffioult it not impossible to get f*an the previous manual

file."54

When the Nader Congress project was under way in 1972,
the researchers vented to find out what stocks were
owned by each Congressman and candidate for congress in
1972. Out Mr Messer noted, 'We would have had to go
through 10,000 files to get the names.' However, the
Nader group learned that the SHC had a naes-access
program for this limership file and asked to have a
lint compiled of each Congresamln and candidate for
Congress in /972....(Tlhe Wader group persuaded the SHC
to sOPply the Usti and it aided the Nader Congress
research greatly.*2

To illustrate the possible negative Implications for public

access if government computers were not programmed to nepond to

sPooitic citizen requests for information, Weitin again used the

Nader group experiences

(flits Nader associates Messer and Marrison 'Milford]
cited several examples where files had been
computerized, but the absence of a eottware program to
produce the desired information prevented them trom
obtaining the data they needed....(Onej example
involved meat-inspection reports and pesticide data.
The Center tor Responsive Law son the right to inspect
these at the agriculture Department. Some of these data
.aere computerised, but when the Center wanted
information on a statewide basis, it was told that it
would require costly reyrogramming shich, Vg. Wellford
observed, was 'beyond our ability to pay.'"

Xfs Westin emphasized:

The Wader group experience undersoores the fact that
more information of the kind sought by public interest
groups is potentially available in the computerised
files than had been provided in manes& records. Slut
share the agency has not provided software programaing
to extract what these peeps WWI, it is net yet clear
under intexpretatioas of the freedom of Information hat
whether a demand can be mode that mob expensive
reprogramming, often inharferimg; with vital ggmputer
services, uan be required of the goverument.me

If citizens could not demand accism.to computerised data as

21
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a utter of right or caid not 'sake it a public policy objective of

government to develop computer systems to enhance citizen ac.giss

to information, Westin feared that advancing computerization of

government obarations might continue to be "a case of lost

opportunities end...potentially great d4,7ar..."54 to the

public's right to know.

In 1974, wham Congress amemded the treedom of tnformation

Act, cititens did not demand and the final statute did not

rewire the government to program its computers to insure that

public informatioseeuld always be available. Although

legislation was prnposed by democratic Penater Lee Mattelf to

mandate such a requirement, it was not included in the final 1974

asendments to the Act.04 While the legislative history made it

clear that agencies would have to search throe* computers for

"records" subject to disclosure, neither the Act nor the

legislative history dealt with the right of citizen &acacia to

transaitionel information which may reside in a pool of computer

data rather than the computer equivalent of a manual record file

and which would require new software programming or complex

coeputer manipulations to make it available in ways responsive to

citizen requests.

Westin's worry that the public's failure to develop citizen

access policy for compu6rized data might pose "great danger in

the future" has even greater resonance today.40 Citizens

concerned about health and safety'and other public matters are

discovering 'that the computer can become a !black hole" fok
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contested public information. Here are some recent illustrations

of this dangerous development.

Recentl Y, Public citizen filed an FOIA lawsuit against the

occupational Safety and Health Admiaistration (OSHA) to challenge

its withholding of public information on grounds that it would

require reprogramming t) access it.61 Public Citizen describes

several inatances in which citizens have sought records from

ragional Offices of the OSHA relating to such matters as

inspection data on cospAes within a cer*21a geographic region

only to be informed that the documents najjonger existid in

published form or if they do, are more readily retrieved fro*

OSHA's central computer* operated by OSHA's Office of Management

Data Systems (OMBO3).62

OHMS has taken the position that to access the information

would zequire it to "reprogram" its computers. Because federal

agencies interpret "reprogramming" to seen the "creation" of a

new record and that the creation of new records is not required

under FOIA,63 OMMOS has told these requesters that they must "pay

the computer programming costs which often run Into hunareds and

even thousands of dollars."64 If the document exietad in

publiehed form, it would not be a new record and the requester

would be emtitled to a fee waiver. Public .Citiman is litigating

the issue of whether or not this reprograming is A rinse:LI:las

search within the meaning of MIA and thus required to be

conducted without cost to the requester.

The critical public access issue is posed by OSHA's
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acknowledgement that "[w]here information is sought by

occupational hazard or subject matter investigation...information

cannot always be produced with existing agency programs..."5 The

public policy question that must be resolved is whether OSHA, or

any other government agency, can "turn its computer system into a

black hole for information that would otheruiso be accessible

under the FOIA."66

Recently, officials at the Department of Energy denied the

existence of public information on similar grounds. The National

Security Archive, a public interest group, learned that the

Department of Energy(DOE) saintains a series of reports on

microfiche and requires recipients to "agree to limit

access...only to those persons and organizations authorized to

receive thou.*" The Archive filed a FOIA request for the list

on the grounds that this was public information subject to the

Freedom of Information Act." DOE responded that "there is no

list that covers the itemm.""

As the National Security Archive pressed its case, it

turned out that the *limited access list° could be produced but

not without reprogramming DOE cOmputers to retrieve it. On

appeal, the Department of Energy's Office of Bearings and Appeals

held in favor of the National SocUrity Archive and ordered the

list produced On the grounds that the reprogramming vas a

reasonable sear* under FOIA.70 Nevertheless, the ' yubliw;

issue is the initial "no record" responee.to the Archive's

request. Unless cosputer progressing issues are resolved by the
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courts cr by law, this can become a common agency response to

requests for information under the POth in the computer era and

signals the emergence of a new form of government secrecy.71

Government Secrecy and Electronic Data

while citizens have always understood the power of the

government to uso caaputers as a tool of analysis and query, only

recently have some outside the business and scientific community

come to realize that the ability ;.0 analyze electronic public .

data is within their own capabilities. Owning inexpensive yet

powerful personal lomouters and complex search software programs,

these new computer age investigators awl government ',watchdogs"

arc requesting access to electronic public data from the

government to monitor and investigate government decision-making.

For example, Professor Susan Long, Director of the Center for Tax

Studies at the University of Syracuse and David Rumbas, an

investigative reporter, are seeking to establish an institution

to gather important government transactional electronic data to

study government operations and to make both their analyses and

the data available to other reporter*, researchers, and citizens

interested in doing computer studies of government decision-

making.72

Without an established legal right of access to computerized

public information, these efforts to obtain computerized

transactional information to do complex and unprecedented studies

of governmert may be compromised. Pederal officials, resistant

to the idea of citizens using computers to probe the inner
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workings of government, have fovght diligently to block citizen

access to computerized inforsation.73

Professor Long has had to litigate several cases with the

government to win access under the FOIA to computerized

"transactional'information" s.:rom the IRS. In 1979 she won an

important case which gave her access to the IRS computer program

which deteraines who will be audited.74 Using the computer tapes

for analytical purposes, Professor Long has conducted studies

which demonstrate, for example, that the mathosatical formula

which the IRS uses to select returns most iseeding audit doss a

poor job. In another study, she used computer analysis to show

that citizens in one part df the country aril more likely to be

audited than in another.75

In a recent case, however° where Professor Long sought

computer data of IRS return information stripped of personal

identifiers to protect privacy, the government won a Ninth

Circuit Court decision denying her access to the computer data.

The case was decided in part on the Court's acceptance of the

government's contention that the request for the data without

personal identifiers. to protect citizen privacy was a

reformulation of the information and was thus the "creation" of a

new agency record which is not required to be disclosed under the

POIA.76 Assuming that privacy rights could ba protected, the

only logical reason (in addition to the usual refrain of

government that it would be costly and timm-oonsuming) why the

government fought the case is its fear of what citizens might be
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able to learn about government froWusing and manipulating

computerized data.
4r

The federal government's recnnition of the power of

computers to delve into the public business and its fear of

public access to sensitive computerized information is best

exemplified by its recent effort to restrict public access to

*unclassified but sensitive* computer data twprotect national

security and other federal inlArests. Some proposals to restrict

access to this data were based on the assumption that the public

has no right to the electronic version of governsent data.

In September 1984 Presidant Reagan issued a secret National

Security Decision Directive 145 (NSW 145) giving the Department

of Defense government...vide responsibility aver protecting

telecommunicatiort !! and cosputer security.77 In 1985 a DOD

official testified that the genesis of NSW 145 was the

recognition that

rvjirtually every aspect of acvernment and private
infatuation is readily available to our adversaries6--
unfriendly governments and international terrorist
organisations are finding easy pickings in the flood of
unprotected telecommunications and automated datg
processing information afloat in this co-ntry."1*

That same official, in a interview with the Whinat2n_22it,

statea that the government was concerned about more than what our

*adversaries* might be doing with computer data.

Iou very coneerned about what people are doingand not
just the Soviets. If that mane putting a monitor on
Nexis-typ systems, t..ima I'm for it. The question is
how do yea do.lt technically without unnecessary
inteeferenos."

Pursuant to NIDD 143, the government issued a National
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'Telecommunications and Information Systems security Policy which

defined "unclassified sensitive information" broadly td include:

information the disclosure, loss, aisuse of which could
adversely effect national security or other Federal
Governmental interests. National seaurity interests are
those unclassified setters that relate to the national
defense cm the foreign relations of the U.S.
Government. Other government interests are those
related, but not limited to the wide range of
5overnment or government-derived economic, human,
financial, industrial, agricultural, technological, and
law enforcement information, as well as the privacy or
confidentiality of personal or commercial proprietary
intonation provided to the U.S. Government by its
citizens."

At the same time, DOD officials announced that to limit

foreigners and citizens from using computers to delve into this

information in ways which might adversely affect federal

inVezests, they were not only conedering monitoring who uses

government and commercial computer system but

limiting the availability of on-line data in government
databasest placing selective limits on who may access
governmeW, databases; refusing to release or sell...
(same]...data in electronic forst licensing government.
database information subject to reitrictions on access
or further dissemination; Contracting with private
dattbase oompanies to provide database services sub) ect
to restrictions on access or further
disseminationt...(andl...reolessifying ire already
disseminated to private data vendors...

Congress and a broad public interest and information

industry coalition roundly condemned NSW 145 and DODos plans as

a threat to the free flaw of information.. As a consequence, the

policy directive defining unclassified sensitive information was

reminded" and legislation was passed to,reetriat n0Dos

authority to set computer security policy for unciassified data.

systems." The government has also retreated frau implementing
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the proposals to limit access to computer data.

Nevertheless, the government at some.future time might

again claim it `tas authority to ispose such access restrictions.

For example, it might try to take sensitive technical database

tapes off the shelf of the National Technical Infornation center

or use licensing schemes to restrict the usage of public

computerised data---ozercising what amounts to Wag= copyright

controls Over public information." It could base these actions

on the case law which suggests that electronic data is exempt

from the POI& or that the public is not entitled to data in

electronic form if a hard copy is available.

In fact, the Department of Commerce today attempts ta limit

through contractual arrangements the sale of database services to

companies likely to transfer the information to any foreign third

partySS and the National Library of Midicine offers public

information databases to the public under licensing restrictions

similer to those used for copyrighted materials."

With the government acting as if it owned public electronic

data and with citizens having no established legal right to that

data, the ability of citizens to obtain and use electronic

information for analytical purpose_ which the government thinks

might harm etas federal interest or prove embarrassing to an

agency cannot be taken for granted today.

V. :::=1:11=Access to Blectreeic Public Informations The
Protection Agency's fade Meleese Database

The ultimate case for establishing a legal right of access

to electronic is to enhance the public's right ho know. But since
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most citizens have not used on-line goverment databases,87 they

need concrete examples at why acquiring rights of access tc

electronic public information is a matter of what Tocqueville

termed "self interest rightly understood." Now, for the first

time a vivid demonstration is within reach. As a matter of law,

the Environmental Protection Agency must soon make significant

transectiona1 information on toxic chemical emissions into the

environeent available to all citizens by electronic means.

This essay deals with the IDA database in considerable

detail. The statuts'ePravisions, the process EPA is following to

deal with information providers and p.Itential users of the

database, and the way in whiCh significant policy issues are

baing identified and resolved are important precedents for

developing federal information policy in the era of Iloctronic

government. These developments are also potential guideposts for

future efforts to establish rights of access to electronic public

information.

The TRI Database: The First Public Access Database

In 1916 Congress ;eased the Superfund Axendments and

Reauthorization Aat (SARA)." With toxic disasters like Bhopal

and iove Canal in mind, *ingress was determined to strengthen the

power of states, localities, and citizen organizations to maks

the government an4 industry clean up toxic waste dumps and

prevent future disasters. As part of Shah, Congress passed Title

III,. the "Emergency Planning and Community Right to Snow Act of

iSS4.149 'Title III setablishes statewide and local community'
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emergency planning agencies and includes a number of important

industrial information reporting and disclosure requirements to

provide both government and citizens with information about toxic

chemicals in the environment. Over 30,000 industries are

required to file reports on their storage and use of over 300

toxic substances. They must state haw much and in what manner

these toxic substances are emitted into the environment on an

annual bailie."

In a groundbreaking precedent for the public's right to

know, the Act .includes the first federal statute which requires a

federal agency to collect significant public data and then

dissaainate it to citizens by electronic means. Pursuant to

Section 11023 (j), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

Administrator is required to

establish and maintain in a computer database a
national toxic chemical inventory based on data
edbmitted to the Administrator under this section. The
Administrator shall make these data accessible by
computer telecommunications and other Tans to any
person on a cost reimbursable basis. 9

ntile other federal databases are "accessible" to the public

on a "coat reimbursable basis," the SARI Conference Report makes

it clear that Congress intends VA to develop the rational toxic

chamiCal databage (now referred to as the Toxic Release Inventory

or TVS Database) principally to acoomplisk Title Mos "community

right to know" objectives rather tam goals of economy and

efficiency. In this regard, the SARA Conference Report states

that while the Administrator may Charge *user fees" for accessing

the database, they must not be *prohibitive." More important,
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like the Freedom of Information Act, the Congress encourages EPA

to establish a "reduced or fee waiver" policy for certain

requests which are "in the public interest."92 To protect

traditional ACCIISIO rights, the conference Report states that

"other means" includes "responding to feisonable requests for

printouts of data for those who do not use or choose not to use

computers."92

The Migkb to Mow and Citizen Impawerment

An EPA official has described how the Toxic Release

Inventory (TRE) Database may revolutionize the public's rig!f to

know by increasing the ability of citizens to monitor the

environment and make government and industry more accountable as

Congress intends. In an interview in Chemical Times andamaga,

aptly titled "The Revolution Ahead: Public Information on Toxic

Emissions,"94 Charles Elkins, EPA's Director of the Office of

Toxic Substances and the official in charge of impleaanting the

TRI databese, describes T22 in these terms:

The program is quite revolutionary when you think about
it. We have never had...(this)... *tnd of information,
even hare at EPA. As it is said, 'information is
power.'', and these data will give citizens more power
over toxic= in their environment..."

Specifically, we are looking tor the ability for people
to sit at their computer terminals, dial up this data
base from anywhere in the country, and be able to not
only look at each individual emission report, but
actually analyse the data. lo tiny could ask questions
likes* low may tons of carcinogens are released in the
air in my community?' Or how does oany X coggare to
the companies in its etandard industr code."

As Ilkins observes, tie TAX'Oetabase has the potential for

altering the traditional.power relationships between government

32
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and citizens. Ia the past, citizens have had to rely on EPA for

analyses of environmIntal problems and issues. Title III "really

turns this process upside down."97 Under Section M23(j)

EPA collects the data, puts it up on the computer and
people analyze it any way they want to. There will be
no EPA press release or 'editorial' from EPA. That's
the way the statute was written, and our assistance to
the community in understanding the data will have to be
supplementary to this primiwi tank.""

Elkins gives a vivid example of how citizens will be able to

act independently of EPA by using the TRI database. Without EPA

issuing a report or without making a request for data and waiting

for it to be processed under The Freedom of Information Act,99 a

newspaper reporter could access the computer, sake queries about

a company in a particular location, sort the data in a number of

ways, and create unique reports for a story. Under the headline

"Local Plant Dumps Toxic Chemicals in Crystal River," the

following hypothetical story could appear:

The ABC Manufacturing CO. in downtown River City dumped
more than 200 tons of toxic chemicals, including
several cancer-causing substances, into the Crystal
River last yeas according to reports made public
yesterday by the U.S. PocIsonnental Protection Agency
The river is the major gourds of drinkAng water for
River City and most of surrounding Utopia COunty.
The reports also show that A2C, a leading producer of
chrosemplated industrial widgets, released nearly SO
tons of toxic* into the River City's air in 1987, and
sent another 300 tons of potentially poisonous material
to the Utopia waste-treatment plant for disposal.
Last year, the plant reported to SPA that it stores
nor. than 1,004 tons of hazardous substancee within a
few blocks of River City Nigh School. On three
different occasions over the past eix months, plant
accidents have released cloode ot basardous kwil_toxic
chemicals into the surrounding neighborhoods.Luu

A citizen activist could do thee sans kind of computer
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analysis and develop a report on "Crystal River" and release it

at a press conference. A public interest group could then use it

for purposes of grassroots organizing, protest, or litigation.

On the other hand, chemical companies and other industrial firms

may produce computer reporta to prove that they are obeying the

law by emitting saferquantities of toxic chemicals into the

environmant.101

If the TRI Database works as described by EPA, it has

enormous precedential valUe for charting the future course :if the

public's right-to-know in the electronic age. If it empowers

citizens concerned about toxic waste, a public demand may develop

to replicate the TRI Database for the purpose of disseminating

other important environmental data.

The public might also demand similar databases at other

agencies. Instead of pursuing "hard copy" versions of OSHA

documents, as Public Citizen is doing under the FOIA today,

citizens might work to pass a datetrIt.e statute modeled after TR/

to cover computer and hard copy requests for data at OSHA. Soon,

civil rights organisations would want to gain electronic access

to "transactional data" at the Justice Department and Department

of Education to study whether and how civil rights laws are being

enforced. Civil liberties groups would want to access computer

data from the JUrtice Department to study how prosecutors are

using the federal preventive detention statute in different parts

of the country. Conservative groups might went comvutanized

access to federal housing and employmart training grants "to
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demonstrAts* that they benefit *liberal elites* rather than the

poor or that these programs are not cost effective compared to

market solutions.

Public Access Policy Issues Poited by the TEl Database

Before any of those demands for electronic public

information can be met, significant policy issues need to be

resolved. As EPA's effort to develop the TEl database

demonstrates, making a demand for access to electronic public

information is only the first step towards making computer data

readily and easily accessible to citizens.

Over the last year and a half, EPA's Office of Toxic

Substances has bean working to resolve a number of significant

inforaation technology policy and technical issues posed by the

TEl Database. Without paAcedent ir federal law or practice, EPA

is attempting to determine how to satisfy the congresnional

mandate which requires that the TSI database *shall...(be)

accessible by cnaputer telecommunications ...to any person on a

cost reimbursable buds.* EPA has to resolve how to develop the

systee within funding restraints so that it is both cost

effective and accessible to citizens at rates which are not

*prohibitive.* VOA also has had to determine whether the

government or the private sector information industry should

develop the TEl database to meet goals of economy, efficiency,

and public access.

MA's Policy Cossultstiom Pruotes With Potential Users

Pro: the outset, EPA's Office of Toxic Substances has
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actively sought to involve interested parties in its

deliberations. It has conducted a user requirements survey, 102

issued a public report on its plans and recommendations,103 and

held a public hearing to solicit comments on its development

options.1" SPA regularly consults with environmental

organizations, the Chemical Manufacturers Association, and other

potential users of the TEl database to resolve conflicts and

refine its system design. As a Nouse Goverment Operatims

Comittee Report on electronic dissemination systems points out,

a process of this kind is essential to maxisize the possibility

that an electronic information system will serve both the needs

of goverment and potential users.105

The involvement of the user community is also important to

note. /f citizens want electronic data systems to serve their

needs, they must actively take part in the agency planning

process.106 Since the enactment of Title III, a coalition of

environmental groups has been meeting regularly with EPA to

express their views about EPA's plans.107 Taking a lesson from

the private sector information industry, the environmentalists

haw brought imtheir own technical assistance group, the Public

Interpst Computer Association, to better understand ZPA's system

specifications and to work with them and EPA to insure that the

final system will better serve user needs.101 Their involvement

has been welcomed by EPA and is likely to improve the final

system design.

The IPA Process for Determining 110w to Dewelop the Database
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On March 4, U, PA iseued a "Public Report for options to

Make the Toxic Release Inventory(TRX) Database Accessible to the

Public."109 The Public Report sets out EPA's interpretation of

the system requirements necessary to meet Title XXVI& mandate

that the TRX database must be "sccessible,..to any person." It

outlines the process Pr- followed to explore both government and

private sector options for developing the TRX databame. It sets

out the factors IPA isiØ.d im deciding which option to choose

and what level of sayvice to provide. Familiarity with the SPA

Public Report is fundamental both to understand how the SPA plans

to implement the TS! database and te consider whether IPA's

decision-naking process and reommesmdations embody sound public

policy for the electronic dissemination of public information.

The.Public Report states that EPA explored the feasibility

of meeting system or user requirements at three levels of

service. As tra outlines in the Report:

System requirements were considered in three tiers,
i.e. Tiers A, V, and C, where Tier A requirements
represent the ainimum requirements mandated by
legislation anS/or specified SPA, and Tier I and C
requirements represent optional enhanced
characteristics which are desirable for the TRI public
data base to enbanco datcgtility and analysis and
display characteristics.4"

In common parlance, these levels of service may be described as

basic, enhanced, and user.friendly. AtTier A, the system would

be "accessible," have "aggregation capabilities", and include

"search and retrieval" software and minims "user support." At

Tier I users would have in addition "statistical analysis

software" and access to "complementary files" for doing sore
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complex Analyses. At '2ier C, the system would have "menu driven

screens," "mapping capabilities,* and "crosslinks to EPA data

bases.111

Atter establishing tha.system requirements, EPA attempted to

determine the most efficient and cost-effective way to develop

the TRI Database. As required by federal law, it considered using

other current government information systole deigns (for example,

the IDGAR'system) After determining that existent systems were

ither too expensive or inappropriate for the TRI Database, the

EPA went on to explore four optioas.122

The EPA considered contracting with the private sector by

placing a notice of system requirements in Commerce Business

Daily and entered into discussions with two commercial

information providers. Second, EPA explored developing the systems'

through Purdue University, a non-profit institution. Third, EPA

considered the feasibility.of establishing its own electronic

Clearinghouse. Ftnally, it examined the possibility of setting

up the system through an interagency agreement with the National

Library of Rsdicine.113

After obtaining tentative bids from these entities, EPA

weighed which option to choose in terms of four factors. EPA

considereds (1) cost to the government, (2) cost to ths user, (3)

the risk of delays or problems in contracting and implementation,

and (4) conformance to system requirements.114

After examining the options and what they would cost to meet

system requirements at the three levels of service, the Public
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'Report states that EPA's recommendation is to establish an inter-

governsental agency relationship with the National Library of

Nedicine(NLM). Initially, NIA will provide service essentially at

the Tier A or basic levc, At the same time, the EPA will make

the database tape available through the Commerce Department's

National Technical Information Service (tan) to "encourage" the

private sector to develop alternative TRI database systems.115

The Public Report summarises EPA's reasons for making this

recommendation as follows:

Tier A has been selected because of funding restraints.
The IPA planned approach has been to select
the...[intaragenar agreement withthe National Library
of Medicina]...which has been determined to be the
option which most closely provides the best balance of
all evaluation criteria established for this analysis.
The ...(Mational Library of Medicine).., option has the
potential of providing an 'enhanced at the

thpartial Tier 2 level for e initial llmentation,
while being funded at the Tier A level. 1

IPA's Commitment to an Erhanced Oter-friendly System

EPA's recommendation to develop the TRI database through the

National Library of Medicine (NLM) establishes EPA's fundamental

commitment to develop the TRY database as a user-friendly system

accessible by most citizens. EPA chose NLM because, compared to

other system options, NLM permits IPA to provide "enhanced"

serviCe to users at the outset despite EPa's funding constraints.

Unlike the EPA Clearimizies or private vendor options, NLM will

provide users of the initial system with access to "complementary

files" of "health and environmental effects data" and more user

training and support. Moreover, in ZPA's judgment, the NLM system

is the most cost-effective option for achieving a tully.user-
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friendly system with "menu driven screens" and "mapping

capeAlities" in the shortest period of time.117

Given the cosplexity of this new technology and citizens,

lack of familiarity with it, IPA's commitment to develop an

enhanced or user-friendly database is of critical importance.

While the computer expert Can use sophisticated search software

to conduct database queries, most citizens need "value'added"

enhancements such as osenu driven screens" and prompts to help

them navigate through electronic data.

Resolving System Requirerects Issues

While the Public Report indicates MPA's intent to develop a

user-friendly system, it dose not provide sufficient detail to

perait the public to maks an informed judgement on whether the

system will bo easily accessible by the public when it in

operational. Although IPA is proceeding with an interagency

agreement with the National Library of Nedicine to implement the

TRI Database, neither the 2ublic Report nor IPA's.preliminary

EPA/NLN interagency egreementn$ contain sufficient information

or system design specificity for the public to deteraine whether

EPA's recommendations are cost-justified or reaso.enble. Somme*

system requirements have not b'en worked out, neither the public

nor RPA is in a position to judge whether the NLIS system will

seet either public needs or IPA's expectations.

',or the general public, the fundanental issue is whether the

TRI database, when it is up and running, will function in the

manner described by IPA. Will an environmentalist, local
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governmeht official, or newspaper reporter be able to "dial up"

the National Library of Medicine and qutry the database in the

way described by the Director of the Office of Toxic Substances?

Will they be able to ask and get answers to questions such as

"How many tons of carcinogens are released in the air in my

Acommunity? or Row does company X compare to the companies in its

standard industrial code?"110 The Public *sport, instead of

answering'such public concerns, is written in generalities. NLM

will provide the "best benefit for user requirements" but there

is no specificity about what $IM will provide.

The generality of IPA's Public Report does not permit the

pUblic to determine the soundness of RPA's recommendations on

such a fumdamental issue as whether or not IPA can implement a

user-friendly system within current budgetary constraints. As

already mentioned, the Public Peport states that because of

"funding.reetraints," IPA will implement the National Library of

Medicine TEl database system essentially at the Tier A level of

service.120 But Tier A is by no miens usermsfriendly.

In fact, it may be virtually useless for most citizens. At

the Tier A level of service, citizens may "access" the data on

30000 firms reporting on over 300 toxic* but only with search

and retrieval software based on "fteleen.logic (ie. AID: OR,

NOT),"121 and without menu driven screens, clues links to other

data files, am. much of any user support (i.e. IPA plans a

telephone hotline to 'newer user questions from around the

country) .122 As IPA ooncedes in its draft interagency agroiments
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It is recognised by both the SPA and the wLM that two
levels of users (novice and sophisticated) will want to
access the TRZ database.. While the current user
training services and search guides offer excellent
assistance to searchers.coefortable with searching
online systems, additional training which addresseg.tho
novice or new searcher will need to be developed.444

Yet RPA's Justification for limiting the systee in this way

because of budgetary. constraints is not clearly supported by its

cost estimates. According to the PUblic Report's summery of

costs, the National Library of Medicine option at Tier A is

estimated to cost 1407,616 for the first year. At Tier C the

cost would be 1742,686, jusiggsgsagiALmazjiumg. Averaged

over a five year period, the cost difference between Tier A and a

user-friendly system is estimated to be gilzjigauumasax.124

In fact, developing a user-friendly system Crow the outset may

even prove less costly because it will increase use of the system

by making it nore accessible to the public.125

GiVen the fact that CorTress has appropriated $10 million to

implement Title 111,124 and that only a fraction of this total

say be necessary to sake the cossoter system accessible by most

citizens, EPA's lustitication for funding only Tier A service

smarts unreasonable, particularly in view of its commitment to a

user-Criendly system, the intent of Congress in establishing the

database, and 1PA's awn concerns about pruviding toxic chemical

data without giving citisens the capability of analysing it.

In enacting the "Community Right to Pnow Act" which inaluciaa

the requirement to estebligh the 22Z Database, Congress wanted

local governments, planning:groUle, and community leaders and
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environmentalists to know about toxic dangers in their

communities without having to rely on EPA reports. 127 The

database, as the head of the Office of Toxic Substances stated,

is intended to make citizens less dependent on InA's published

reports and analyses. 128 Unless citizens can use the database,

they will continue to be dependent! on EPA for data.

EPA has also indicated that "value-added" enhancements to

the TRI Database are necessary to resolve its own concerns. EPA

3fficials worry that citizens may misinterpret the data by

translating information about toxic "emissions" into the

atmosphere directly into an indication of "exposure" levels. In

fact large quantities of toxic chemicals, if handled

appropriately, may not threaten the environment. To help

citizens understand the data, the head of the Office of Toxic

Substances has written about the need to add analytic software to

the database (e.g. 011W, an analytic modeling tool for projecting

exposure levels).199

Even if the Public Report stated an intention to provide

"menu driven screens" or "suLstantial user support and training,"

the public would not be able to judge whether the system will be

user-friendly. As EPA has not 'pacified what kinds'of'menu

screens it has ruled out At this initial phase, the public would

be in no batter position to know how it would benefit if EPA

spent the additional funds to add such an enhancement unless EPA

specifies what the menus wolf_ do. A "aanudrivan screen" can

range from "WEZCORIE TO TUX TBZ DkTABASE PLEASE READ TEE DBASE
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TIM MANUAL AND PROCEED to s series of query screens which

assist a user to sake a sophisticated search. Similarly, while

the draft interagency agreement contemplates NLX providing user

training, the agreement does not specify whether NLK will conduct

minimize or prepare manuals or both.

The failure to establigh detailed system requirements not

only places the public at a disadvantage in understanding how the

T21 Database will function. EP* has also failed to give NIX

sufficient information for it to know what software to purchase

or what programming needs to be done. If the ?RI Database does

not work am EPA contemplates, EPA's failure to specify system

requirements may mtke it impossible to hold NLK accountable.

EPA is exploring whether further enhancements are feasible

and attsapting to clarify system requirements. This includes

specifications covering such matters as how TRI dati will be

maintained, how user accounts will be adninistered, software

design, query or menu screens, help screens, gateways to other

databases, and training and technicml support functions.130

Policy sattars such as "fee waiver '. standards will Lilac need to

be addressed.131 IPA is consulting with potential users to work

through the issues. Environmental groups, assisted by their

technical assistance team, are working bath with EPA and NIX to

refine the draft interagency agreement.

Public Access and Information Pallor

The Environmental Proteation Agency,* potential development

of a government funded user6friendly TEl Database has important
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implications for evolving public policy on government electronic .

information systems. While ohoosing the National Library of

Medicine, a government agency, to establish an "enhanced"

electronic database, EPA has demonstrated that public access

rights can be achieved without sacrificing other important public

policy objectives. In particular it is possible to build a public

access oyetem while giving the private information industry an

opportursAi to develop the system and insuring that the

government does not gain memopoly control aver electronic data.

At the same time, SPA's reason for choosing NLN rather than

SPA itself or a private sector firm to develop the TRZ Database

iuggests that the current debate over whether the government or

the private sector should provide "value-added" systems needs to

be reforsulatod. The Principal issue is not whether on* sector

or the other should develop "valueadded" systemm but which can

do so most effectively in particular circumstances consistent

with the goal of maintaining a diversity of information sources.

Public Access Systems and the Private Sector

Under DNS Circular 1-130, government agencies are required

to place *maximum feasible reliance" on the private sector in

developing government electronic dissemination systems to avoid

duplication and to insure that systems ars developed in the most

cost-effeative manner. It is important to keep the government

from developing databases which the private sector may establish

more efficiently and effectively. 132

Another goal of federal information management policy is to
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insure a diversity of inforeation soueces.133 The growth ot the

private sector information industry is important for the

economy134 and a diversity of interaation sources is essential to

insure the free flow of information. Unfair government

competieion may stifle the private sector and create government

monopoliee over information. Dome contend that this policy

objective can be accomplished in most ciroueetances by limiteng

the govereeent to developing "basic" electronic databases, and

leaving all 0value-added* services to the piivete sector.135

Pally consistent with Cieculer A-130, EPA gave the private

sector information industry an opportunity to state their

interest in developing the TR1 Database by placing a notice of

the system and SPA02 requirements in Commerce Dusinese Daily.134

While two commercial firms came forward, neither was particularly

enthusiastic about tha TRI database.

As the Public Report suggests, their cost estimates; were

very tentative and higher than those projected by the National

Library of Medicine and Purdue University. /n fact, there ie

good reason to believe that the commercial firms did not believe

there was sufficient government fending or potential aerket

demand to get involved./37

However, the position that a diversity of information

sources can only ke assured if the government is limited to

providing "basic* service needs to be reemaained in light of the

TRI Database. Assuming that users of the TR1 detabase or similar

government systems need a *value added* or umeretriendly system,
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how can this be accomplished except by government initiative if

the private sector does not lang_tajacjacIALiamag_asugzsraiia
adyeelega in a particular database?

since the absence of a comseroial market *ay apply to many

potential public databases relating to setters of health, safety,

and welfare, the government should be able tmdevelop these

databases with "veluateadded" serviced without having to wait for

a market to develop. Nor should the government have to esteblish

that there is no likelihood that the private sector may be

interested before proceeding to establish important electronic

databases of government information.

/Following the Ma example, the government should only have

to give the private sector information providers an opportunity

to develop tee system and then resolve the diversity of sources

issue by making the basic database availeble for private

development. As already mentioned, ATA will provide the datatape

to WITS for sale to the private sector at cost in order to

"encooragem the private sector to develop other versions of the

TS1 Datebmee.

The public interest is best served by this arrangement. If

SPA peoducee a databees that doom not work well, there is the

potential for private development of the T1Z Database. In fact,

other sources of TM data shoeld be eneoeraged. When sensitive

data is involved, such as toxic chemical information, the

government may attempt to clamp down ea publid amuse to the

information. Vor example, the government could claim more
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information should be unavailable because of the need to protect

trade secret information. If this occurs, the more who have a

stake in the information, the better the chances are for

protecting the public's rights. As discussed earlier, when the

government tried to lisit public access to *unclassified but

sensitive" computer data, a powerful coalition of public interest

'groups and private sector information providers united to block

the government's effort.136 The best defense against government

monopolisation of information is through strong broad-based

coalitions motivated by a number of "self intermits rightly

understood."

The Government Role As neat:mai* Punisher

While the government shoubi be able to develop "value-added"

systems, the WM experience challenges the assumption that the

government should bacons the principal provider of electronic

public information.

although IPA chose another government agency to develop the

TRI Database, IPA did so after rejecting the option of

establishing its own electronic clearinghouse for toxic data

because it would have been the most costly and least useful

systee to develop. This suggests that in some case*, relying on.'

the government to develop a system may not resolve public access

needs. As in the case of relying on the private sector for .

"value-added* services, looking to the government to do so

depends on the partioular circumstances. Thar* is no hard.rule

that resolves hoe to beet disseminate particular electronic
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information to the public.

According to ZPA's Public Report, creating an EPA electronic

clearinghouse would have been the option which would have cost

both governaent and %Wen the most. It also posed the greatest

potential for delay and ultimately would prove to he the least

user-friendly. 4 principal racoon is that !PA has no experience'

or support structure for disseminating electronic information to

the public sines electronic dissemination has never been a goal

of federal policy. As EPA states in the Public Reports

The IPA Clearinghouse is at a major disadvantage in
regard to user szpport services, because support
infrastructures for public data base access do not
currently exist within the Amoy and mill have to be
established for this option."'

Never having provided citizen access to its data systems,

IPA wtuld have had to contract with commercial firms for

hardware, software, and to establish a user support structure.

The problem is that this option would cost the most and possibly

delay the /*placentation of the TEl database.

Contract vehicles exist for most of the
hardware/software proposed for the SP& Clearinghouse.
However, acquisition of oquipmemt, preparation of the
facility, and development of a support group will be
time consuming and has thp, to
delay...(isplementation].,*

. .

if IPA built the initial Tier libasic system, as a

consequence of its internal systems desiqn, the agency would not

be able to provide easy emcees to complementary files. For

example, "gateuoyso would have to be established so that users

could accese MUNN and CNIMUNN at the National library or

Medicine and users would not be able to use them simultaneously

as
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with the TRI database. Because other relevant EPA files such as

the "National Pollutant Discharge Elimination system (NPDES)" and

files on "permits, air releases, tc."141 are not networked

within EPA, extensive costs would have to be incurred to enhance

the system.

It also will require costly and extensive software
development to provide access to coaplementery health
and environmental effects files and to crosslink to
other EPA files.14"

With the clearinghouse ruled out and the commercial bids too

high, EPA chose the National Library of Medicine option because

NIX "has had several years of experience providing user support,

training, and marketing for a user community of primary health

care professionals"143 and because it would Cost less for users'

and provide them with ready access to complementary
files.144

VI. Sunman and Policy Recommendations

Over the last two decades, the federal government has

transformed public information from paperdocuments and data

files into electronic database systems. Government inforaation is

now being dissminated to the public through government and

commercial electronic dissemination systems. Yet there has been

no serious public policy debate or concerted effort to resolve

electionic intonation policy issues with citizen aocess rights

as a core concern.

It is of vital importance to initiate *this policy debate

today. As citizens ply the government low information, they are

encountering new access roadblecks remelting from the failure to

design and program government computer systems to access
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information which must be disclosed under the Freedom of

Information Act. As.citizens come to recognize the valve of

achieving access to electronic information, they find that they

have no clear legal right to the electronic version of public

data. At the same time, many citizens can neither afford nor

have the skills to use most electronic public information being

disseminated by the government today.

The debate is timely. Public demand for access to electronic

government information ' to increase significantly in the

next several years as 4 :';; Revolution" enters a new stage.

Already, a growing number of citizens and organizations are

starting to use the computer to communicate, analyze, and

.disseminate inforsetion. Organizations are etablishing

electronic bulletin boards and electronic information

dissemination systems.145 Non-profit communications networks are

introducing organizations to on-line communications.146

New electronic systems such Ss lagiumajoint will soon make it

easy for groups which have only begun to use computers to

commonicateand disaeminate information to the public through

electronic means.147 Pdhlio access to databases will soon be

facilltated when the telephone system becomes a "gateway" for

electronic information servioes.1411 As these developments expand

the captbility to use databases, acts citizens will want to

access electronic public information.

Initiating, the Rebate

The first order of businems is to initiate a public inquiry
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and debate on access to electronic information.149 The Congress

needs to explore the impact on the public's right to know of the

federal government's own creation and use of electronic public

information for internal governmental processes, as well as the

public access implications of government electronic collection

and dissemination of information. The Subcosmittee on

Information of the douse Government Operations Committee has held

initial hearings on the issue and plans further hearings in the

next Congress.150 The Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on

Technology and Lev is another appropriate forum. both

Subcommittes have jurisdiction over the Preedom of Information

Act. The hearings nhould identify legal, policy, and technical-

practical barriers to citizen access to electronic public

information.

Policy Recoemondations

The policy debete should focus on both nearand long-term

policies and strategies for establithing public rights of access

to electronic public information. A series of legislative

initiatives need to be considered by both the Congress and

Executive Branch.

Right of Access to Slectromic information

Congress should establish a right of,socess to electronic

information under the Freedom of Information Act. In doing so,

Congress will have to resolve a number of complex issues beyond

the scope of this essay. The Congress must grapple with the

definitionuf an agency sword, reasonable search reqUirements,
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fee waiver policy, and the distinction between providing

information and performing analysis of information. V! must rlso

insure that access rights are consistent with othee FOIA goals

such as protecting citizen privacy. As Congress works on these

issues, some initial policy initiatives may be taken.

First, Congress could require by law that if funds are
authorised or appropriated for any new internal
government dattbase systus which contains public
information, the system must be programmed to insure
that the information is accessible pursuant to the
POZA. A21 agencies Who plan to upgrade an existing
database containing public information with
appropriated monies shall be required to expend funds
to reprogram the database to maks public information
accessible. For systems developed or upgraded pursuant
to this requirement, the government Shall thereafter be
required to reprogram the system at government expanse
to satisfy a request for information subject to the

Second, Congress can establish a requiremert that
information which must be published or sea available
for capying under the POLk without awsiting a request,
such as agency missions, regulations, and decisions
should be "accessible to any person by computer
telecommunications on a cost-reimbursable basis"
similar to the requsent for the IPA Toxic Release
Inventory Database.k4A0

Third, Congress can amend the FOE& to provide that
requesters under the MIA may access 'Mu the printed
on electronic version of information which must be
disclosed under the Act.

Public Dissemination of Ilectronia Damnation

is the federal government develop electronic collection and

dismination systems, it must consider vivre than goals of

economy and efficiency. ilectronic dissemination systems must

also serve to insure and enhance public WOOSS to information.

As discussed earlier, public acmes requirements may va /

depending an the nature of the particular information system.
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For example, providing public terminals may be sufficient for tne

EDGAR system dealing-with security filings but wholly inadequate

for EPA's Toxic Release Inventory Database. One possible

solution is legislation to amend the Paperwork Reduction Act or

enactment of specific legislation that would change information

management resource policy in the following ways:

First, require that federal agencies consider "adequate
provision for public access,' as one of the factors that
must'be weighed in developing information system plans
in addition to factors such as avoiding duplication or
looking to the private sector to develop information
serVioes and products.

Second, require federal agencies to actively involve
potential commercial and nawasalt institutions in
commenting on agency information system plans both
through notice in the Federal Register but also by
actively seeking their participation in agency planning
deliberations as EPA has done with respect to the TRI
Databaoe.

Third, establish system requiremeets that mandate
contractors to submit plans for providing access to'
non-commercial users sunk as educational institutions,
depository libraries, and other non-profits at reduced
rates.

Public access requirements for specific database systems would be

established through tha give--and-take between federal officials,

information providers, potential users, and the Congress.

In addition, enhancing citizen access to electronic public

inforMation can be accomplished by also considering other

initiatives.

First, the federal government Aboold be required to
establish an electronic and hardcopy index of all
public databases Which describe their contents, hew
they may be accessed, what they cost, and what user
ecpports are available. It Magid be updated annually.
The electronic indeu sbould.be available through the
Government Printing Office, the Depository Library
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Program, and NTIS.

Second, the government should be encouraged to
establish government-wide open network architecture
requirements and standard formats to maks databases
more easily accessible to citizens.

Third, efforts should be made.to develop "electronic
pilot projects* through the Depository Library program.
The Joint Committee on Printing, the library
associations, and the informion industry need ta
explore "new pextmarships.*L"

Finally, legislation can be crafted to achieve public access

goals by establishing electronic databases to disseminate d'ita on

matters of health, safety, welfare, education, and other matters

of public importance based on the EPA TEX Database model.

VIL Conclusion

These policy objectives will not be easily achieved and some

will need to be recast and reformulated after public debate. But

if this paper stimulates debate and interest in this important

issue, it will have achieved its purpose. In any event,

processes are underway which will eventually make citizens users

of electronic public information.

At the end of this scenario, one can envision an "Electronic

Freedom of Information Act." Citizens dial up the federal FOIA

database which has an index of agencies and subjects. The

citizen chooses an agency and the computer provide? a "gateway"

to the agency's POIA databast. tieing a User-friendly msnu and

screen prompts, a citizen should be able to access .les already

sandated to be made public garment to the POIA. A citizen may

also make an electronic request for other public information and

*files" electronically maintained by an agency. Within a
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statutorily specified time, the agency responds to the request by

electronic mail to inform the requester that the request is

granted and asks whether the requester wants the information

delivered electronically or In hardcopy form by regular mail or

fax. The citizen responds via an electronic bulletin board that

he or she vents the inforszition electronically and enterr a

credit card nusber to have an account charged for the FoxA search

and reproduction fees. The information is transmitted to the

requester's computer.

The citizen may also use the Electronic roxA at public

libraries aml through cosmercial and non-profit organizations who

have used the electronic FOZA to sake special collections of

inforsation on national security issues, childrens' rights, or on

FCC or FDA regulatory matters or have incorporated °value added,"

enhancements which permit basic Information to be Ilyzed and

compared in more complex ways.

This electronic information revolution may be in the future

but it is not farfetched as the =I Database exemplifies.

Moreover, policy makers are already considering this

revolutionary transformation. As the Chairman of the Mouse

Govermeent Operations\Alubcommittes on Information recently

stated:

Vflhe new teokMolOgy is putting considerable pressure
on the lave tat wore passed to rigtlate Government
information policy when irformation only existed on
paper or other hard copy formats. There say soon be a
need to recognise the ociaboquaaces of the new .

t.chnology. For example, there may be a need to pass an
II c Freedom of infornetion Aot in order to make
certain that the benefits of broad disclosure of
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Government information are not Int as Government
information becomes 40Atctronic.LoJ
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Mr. WISE. Next will be Dr. Alan Westin, professor of public law
and government, Columbia University and chairman of Reference
Point Foundation.

Dr. Westin.

STATEMENT OF DR. ALAN WESTIN, PROFESSOR OF PUBLIC LAW
AND GOVERNMENT, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, AND CHAIRMAN,
REFERENCE POINT FOUNDATION

Dr. WESTIN. Thank you. Chairman Wise and Mr. Schiff, I'm ap-
pearing today in two capacities, the first as a professor of public
law and government at Columbia University. For the last 30 years
I've been studying and writing about the impact of technology on
organizations, institutions, society, and the individual. In 1973, I
conducted the first study that had been done of the impact of Fed-
eral computer use on public access. I'd like to offer a copy of that
for the record and add it to the hearing record.

Mr. WISE. It will be made a part of the record. Thank you.
[See app, 1.]
Dr. WEsTIN. Secondly, I'm appearing as the president of Refer-

ence Point Foundation, which is a new nonprofit and nonpartisan
organization dedic&ted to facilitating access to public information
by the voluntary sector and active citizens.

My testimoay today focuses on the 95 percent of Federal infor-
mation which is either mandated to be issued publicly or which is
readily available to public dissemination. I am not focusing on the
5 percent of Federal information in which freedom of information
claims and disputed access is involved.

The main conclusion of my testimony is that, nccause of current
Federal information policies and the way in which information
technology has been applied thus far in Federal agencies, the
United States is in great danger of becoming an information autoc-
racy. We find that business, science, government, and the media
have at their fingertips the stocks and flows of Federal information
and are using it for quite legitimate reasons to further their af-
fairs. They are, as I put it, the lords of the new information age.

But this is not true of the voluntary sector and the active citizen-
ry. As I'll show, in the past 5 to 10 years, this section has actually
lost ground in their ability to locate and use Federal public infor-
mation. They are becoming the information peasants of the new
age.

This is a serious danger, I believe, because of the special position
of the voluntary sector in American social and political life. It is
one of the key positive forces in our system. President Bush talks
about the thousand points of light. We all know that we world not
be able to carry out our human and social services, our cultural af-
fairs, our oversight of government, our creation of ne ideas for
social and political change, wore it not for the large, important vol-
untary sector.

Just to remind you of some numbers, there are 21,000 national
associations and 50,000 rtc.,ional and local associations. If you add
the organizations the IRS lists as the tax-exempt organizations
under Federal tax law, we're talking about a community of ap-
proximately 500,690 voluntary organizations at the local, State, re-
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gional, and national level. This sector, my testimony points out, is
being very badly hurt by the way in which Fedei al information
policies and technology applications have gone forward.

In my testimony you will find the results of a poll that Reference
Point conducted using 88 nonprofit organizations in a wide variety.
of fields. There's a table in the testimony that shows you how those
are distributed. Eight-three percent of these are not presently
using Federal online computerized information. Primarily, 40 per-
cent say they don't know how to lacate it--they're simply unable to
find the Government information that they need. Thirty percent
cite as the primary reason that it's too costly. Oniy 14 percent,
3ornewhat surprisingly, say that they don't have the right equip-
ment or they don't have the right experts to handle it. And 16 per-
cent say they don't need access to online Federal information.

Incidentally, our poll is confirmed by a statistical survey that
GAO did in 1988, this reported answers to questions from 173 na-
tional associations that Federal information uses. There was a very
close fit between our poll and the representative statistical survey
that GAO did.

When Reference Point researchers asked the organizations what
sm. happening, they cited a group of reasons why they had once
bee_i competent to get access to important Federal hformation but
how each of taose favorable factors had changed in tne 1980's.

To summarize these very briefly: First, printed materials were
readily available to them and were well indexed. Second, they
could 6 access to these materi:ils directly or through libraries.
Third, agency staffs, they found in the 1970's, had the time and the
resources to answer their inquiries and to help them find the infor-
mation they needed. Fourth, their own research staffs were ade-
quate in money and in publication-acquisition b-dgets to serve
their information location needs. Finally, there wc., nuch less time
pressure on them to get the information fast.

Each one of those five conditions has been turned around in the
1980's. First, many of the important publications are not available
any more in hard copy, or are issued in very limited supply, or vol-
untary organizations can't get them in an easy way by being on the
mailing lists of agencies because they can't stay on those mailing
lists.

Second, there is no directory that is available to locate the con-
tent and ways to acquire the important electronic data.

Third, sharp cutbacks in agency information staffs now have un-
dercut that kind of support mechanism to the voluntary sector.

Fourth, their own costa of maintaining information staffs and
travel to libraries or the Federal dissemination centers has been
very hard hit by budget reductions and they are finding that they
can't devote as much time to information collection as they once
could.

Finally, these organizations now need Federal information much
faster in order to do th;cire jobs. The old pace simply is not respon-
sive any ?onger to the s with which public policy issues need to
be dealt with or in which their role as voluntary sector organiza-
tions is needed.

Now, as a result of that kind of major shift from the 1970's to the
1980's, there are a series of concrete adverse impacts on the volun-
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tary sector which we summarize in our testimoily. These are all
drawn directly from the comments of staff directors and informa-
tion experts in the organizations that we examined.

First, important research studies into social problems are not
being undertaken. The information cannot be obtained.

Second, testimony before congressional eommittees is not as well
documented as it should and could be.

Third, human and social service agencies are not able to connect
their clients efficiently to the needed available servizes in the Fed-
eral Establishment.

Violations of Federal regulatory laws and regulations cannot be
tracked and publicized as closely as needed by various kin& of
watchdog groups. Finally, evaluations of costly Federal programs
and of agency administration are suffering because the proper indi-
cators are not even being collected any more or not being combined
with other Federal data to provide adequate analysis.

Incidentally, in my testimony I point out that that's a theme
that we heard from the conservative organizations that we polled
as much as from the liberal ones. The liberals may be concerned
with tighter regulation or social change, the conservatives may be
concerned with detecting fraud, waste, and abuse, but they both
feel that the Federal Government is not collecting the adequate in-
dicators with which they can perform their duties of evaluation of
agency performance.

Comparatively also, our poll shows that the nonbusiness associa-
tions are losing ground to the technologically sophisticated busi-
ness associations in obtaining and. applying Federal trend, regula-
toiy and program data. One m...uch director summid it up, I
think, very well. He said, "It is th.) quality of well informed and.
rational public discourse that silf!e,.1, Public interest groups have
to speculate and shout more !an't get the data on
which to make documented analyse); -e fine tuned judg-
ments."

Or, one other quote, a mental heait% CO, -.n director com-
mented, "Obtaining access to Federa. infot 1.:. c; never been a
level playing field. But now it's getting leEs all 'a time."

If that'El a correct picture of the way the v .umary is being
disadvantaged, and I believe it is, the quest.. n ;I; .1 we do
about it? Let me underscore the fact that chroloK, 'f? not the
problem here. We can use computer avid co; :rnut:;;cot., lechnol-
ogies to carry out any public policies that th Coneckw., :eta, that
the executive branch administers, or Clat voltnatarr sector
learns to use. We're talking really about th Aray in wfyich the
technology will be applied to the problem ef pu acceils.

I think that there are three primary actorE V )se effc.114. ave to
be coordinated to turn around this slide toward te informe,on.au-
tocraey society. First of all, in the executive bvz.. dt, our int,.vkews
with quite a number of Federal agencies thlt e running
It ids of data bases indicated that they watt to get much 01"
infomation out more effectively to the public. Ltut what they lei
have from OMB and from the executive branch is clear guidar'.::.
to how to do that, budget allocations to be able to spend the money
and to design system efforts in order to accomplish that, and a
sense of prioritizing.
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Second, Congress. I think Congress really set an excellent lode
star with its EPA legislation on the Toxic Release Inventory. It
said, "The public has a need to know. This agency must dissemi-
nate the information via an accessible, automated information
system, so that local communities, local police and fire depart-
ments, all kinds of g oups can get the access to information they
need."

I believe that two things have to happen from Congress. First,
subject matter committees need to write the same legislative man-
dates or oversight mandates into the work of many other Federal
agencies than EPAconsumer agencies, regulatory agencies,
human service agencies, et ceterawhose information is equally
needed and sought by the voluntary sector and by millions of indi-
vidual citizens.

Second, a committee like yours and the counterpart committees
in the Senate need to exercise continuing oversight of the effective-
ness of the Federal agencies in carrying out such a policy.

Finally, the voluntary secbr itself has to get its act together. In
1973, when I did my study of how Federal computerization was af-
fecting FOIA access, I pointed out that. the voluntary sector had
not yet understood how critical to its own viability and effective-
ness access to computerized information would become. I warned at
that time that the inability of the voluntary sector to organize
itself, to advocate for its access to information, and to indicate
what kind of information it needed and in what formats it needed
it for effective use, could raise serious problems as computerization
advanced. And, as I've now come to feel, the voluntary sector
needed to create its own nonprofit instrument, its own system for
disseminating information that would meet its requirements.

Let me turn, therefbre, to Reference Point, which is an effort to
be directly responsive to the obligations and the interests of the
voluntary sector.

As I mentioned, we are a new nonprofit foundation. Our goals
are to use advocacy, organization, education, and advanced infor-
mation technology to make sure that the voluntary sector and the
active citizenry have access to public information at the Federal,
State, and local government levels, and also to collect and dissemi-
nate the public information of the voluntary sector itself.

We have on our advisory committee a very broad representatiOn
of the groups that have a major stake here. The advisors include
the Lutheran Resources Commission, the American Civil Liberties
Union, the American Red Cross, the American Enterprise Insti-
tute, Volunteer Cancer Care, the National Urban League, Boys
Clubs of America, the League of Women Voters, United Way, the
National Urban Coalition, and the American Ausodation for Re-
tired Persons. That list gives you, I think, some sense of the stake-
holders who feel that this is a vital issue for them, and on which
they clearly are seeking congresaional help.

But we are a self-help effort essentially and our program is both
a general one for public information, which is described in the
booklet that is attached to niy testimony and also a program di..
reeled to facilitate better dissemination of Federal public informa-
tion.
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Responding to the survey results that are described in my testi-
mony as to what the nonprofit sector needs from Federal informa-
tion, we are embarked on a program to do three things within the
next year.

One, create and maintain a classified subjectdriven directory of
all Federal computerized information, starting with the list of ouch
data bases which OMB has recently compiled aad with the directo-
ries that many Federal agencies have and will readily supply. We
see our function as meeting the 40 percent of the voluntary sector
respondents who said, "We just don't know what's there. We don't
know how to get to it."

Second, we will acquire, format, and disseminate those Federal
data bases that are important to the voluntary sector, and supply
these at noneommercial rates, much lower than what they are
presently sold for, where they are disseminated. At the same time,
we will identify those important bodies of Federal information for
which there is not seen to be a commercial marketand dissemi-
nation is not presently availableout which are of vital impor-
tance to the voluntary sector. Those, we will put together from the
Federal data bases or combinations of State and Federal informa-
tion to directly serve the user communities in the voluntary sector
that have identified these as their high priority access items.

Finally, we are creating a national online freedom of iiformation
forum that will be a gathering place for information and ideas
about how to facilitate public access. This forum will have as its
users all the voluntary sector organizations that access Federal in-
formation. It will be open to the media, to voluntary sw.tor staffs,
to scholars and experts in the field, and to State and Federal free-
dom of information officers. Its purpose will be to order to try to
dramatically improve access and administration under exiAng law
and also to suggest models for new laws and for new regulations, in
order to deal with the unique elements of computerized informa-
tion that are not covered by existing Federal or State statutes.

We see the effort to provide public access to Federal public infor-
mation as one that will require a Imbination of Government out-
reach efforts; continued work by 'Ile commercial sector to dissemi-
nate the information for which tnere is a commercial market; a
nonprofit organization such as ours to directly serve the interests
of the voluntary sector and individual citizens, the library world
which will be directly connected into Reference Point via our
system being available in public libraries, university libraries and
other forms of public access terminals located in senior citizens
centers, youth centers and other public access sites.

It will take that kind of combination if we're to use the technolo-
gy and policy to serve the goal of public information dissemination
in the 1990's, and to avert the era of information lords and infor-
mation peasants that could develop if we fail to adopt effective
measures.

Thank you.
Mr. WISE. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Westin followb:j
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INTRODUCTION

Chairman Wise and Members of the Subcommittee,I appreciate the laviLsion to appear

today at your hearings on "Federal Information Dissemination Policia. and Practices." I am

appearing in two closely related capacities. First, I am drawing on thirty years of scholarly

study and public-policy advocacy as a Professor of Public Law and Government at Columbia

University, whose work las focused on the impacts of 'technology on government, society,

and the individual.

Second, I will be presenting the views of tbe Reference Point Foundation, a new non-

profit organization that I head. Reference Point is dedicated to organizing and aPPlyinll

advanced information technology to serve the interests of America's volunimy sector and active

citizenry, to Insure that dame sectors are not left behind in the move by business and

government to harness the power of information exhnology in the conduct of their affairs. (A

detailed booklet describing tls. history, goals, organization, staffing, advisors, and programs

of Reference Point appears in the Appendix. A discussion of Reference Point's plans for

facilitating public access to federal public information appears later in this testimony.)

IMPORTANCE OF THESE HEARINGS

We believe the hearings you are opening today are among the most important.for the

future operations of American democracy that will be held by the !Obit Congress. Though they

seem to be about "housekeeping matters" and to lack the glamor of hearings into crime, drugs,

jobs, the environment, civil ri ghts, disarmament, or foreign aid, these hearings are potentially

as critical as any that will be conducted on specific areas of domestic or foreign policy.

That is because we are talldng today about the giatudAynamkg1SMallini

-- the policies for information collection, combination,

analysis, and dissemination by the Federal Government. These policies will shape (1) the way

government agencies go about performing their assigned fimctions; (2) the way these

1 9 2
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government information processes contribute to the common storehouse of knowledge in

society about our lives and affains; and (3) the way government information policies do or do

utossist voluntary groups and individual citizens to be informed about and participate in the

making of public policy ar4 the conduct of the public's affairs.

It is precisely because Federal information policies are so crucial in these dimensions of

democratic governance that we must recognize and pay attention to what has been happening.

THE DANGERS OF BECOMING AN INFORMATION AUTOCRACY

Put into 'he simplest terms, the ability of the voluntary motor and the10-90 million

citizens they represent to leam about the existence of FederalpublIc information and to obtain

I I I I * I .4 °a. L.. . . I '41 . I I

lho_l910.11y_ilmnyledealininIMA11411011Oltlik.ushIBISWAnnslanio

iffs_gingslakchngi2gigaganksiumligi

And, unless these trends arc reversed, I believe historians in the middle of the 21st

century will record tLat the 1990's was the decade in wbich, despite well-intentioned lip service

to the public's right to know and Freedom of Information principles, the United States was

allowed to become an Information Autocracy.

W.1 would become a nation in which the fmancially and technologically well-endowed

-- government, business, science, and the media -- had at their fingertips the current stocks

and flows of critical Federal information (collected at taxpayer expense) and could use these to

serve their organizational interests and participate effectively in public policy-making. They

would be the LiUdLig.ihtinfamaticinlat.

But the majority of the non-commercial segments of the voluntary sector and individual

citizens would, I fear, becomeinformatigahlanla. A3 more and more Federal-agency

information goes into computerized form (with many files kept nnly in computerized form),

and as reliance on traditional printed material from government becomes more difficult and

P3
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time-copsuming to locate and acquire, most voluntary sector orgnnIzations and middle to low

income citizens will be hionnationallvdisenfranchised.

They will find it Ingwjggly.lffigaiglatinatigniguizala
11 * 'a 1. , 10 c I /

I.* II I * 1 1: I 11 1 4I ', 1 1 Ir II 11 14

t

In short, through a failure by the Federal Government thus far in the 1980's to

recognize creative opportunities to use information technology to sustain or even enhance

nublic-interest access, we could wind up in the next decade reversing the trend toward

increased voluntary sector and citizen ACCen to government information that has been our

proud accomplishment from the early days of the Republic through the 1970's.

Let me document why I think these dangers are far from hype*etical or matters of

SOME DEFINITIONS AND COWIN ONLY HELD PRINCIPLES

At the outset, it should help to list briefly some definitionsof key terms, to note some

basic principles on which almost all observers would agree, and to identify the main areas of

policy disagreement involving federal information activities.

1. By federal public information, this Subcommittee and commentators such myself

are talking about information of federal agencies that is collected and processed to carry out

government missions and programs and is not closed to public dissemination or access under

applications of restrictive statutes such as the Privacy Act, the exemptions sections of the

Freedom of Information Act, or similar statutes.

2. Though this Subcommittee has (..ksemination of federal public information through

electronic means ai its stated concern, that process is inextricably bound up with policy issues

25-914 0 - 90 - 7
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as to the collection, combination, and analysis of federal public information. (Iwill :Mow how

related these aspects are later in my testimony.)

3. The collection, combination, and dissemination of Federal Government information

to other govetument levels (state and local), business and labor, the media, voluntary sector

groups, scholars, and to the general public valrahle, necessary, and well accepted function

of the Federal Government. This task is even more critical today for managing our e momy,

diplomacy, society, and personal affairs than in the days of the Founding Fathers whc the

principles of open government and public access to government infolmation were first

enunciated.

4. Achievir4 efficiency and controllingcosts in the management of Federal information

has become a major and proper concern of the Executive and Legisladve Branches, and of the

American taxpayer. With $6 billion estimated by the U.S. Office o!Technology Assessment to

be the coat in FY 1987 of disseminating federal information (not cowling the costs of

acquiring and using it within the government), examining the need for collecting and

disseminating federal information, avoiding duplication, using non-governmental resources fur

appropriate public dissemination, and insuring the most efficient maws of meeting user needs

are entirely proper policy objectives. And, in an era of sharp budget cutbacks for all federal

government activities, it is a reality that moneys for information activities often have to compete

with applying available funds to serve clients of federal assistance programs or retain agency

personnel for progtam operations.

5. Electronic or information technologies are tools and not determinants of federal

information policies. Except in the fantasies of science-fiction writers or the technologically

illiterate, using computer hardware and softwareor telecommunications does not force Federal

officials or agencittu to decrease disseminatio* oflederal public information. Whether public

access is decreased, increased, or remains roughly the same as in the pm-computer era are

matters of policy, no: technology. Electronic tools can cost-effectively. serve whatever

195
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wess to novemment information. jiggyemmentsplicy makers so mandate,

6. However, one major feature of storing aad/or disseminating federal information in

computerized formats is that public users have to learn basic skills to access such data, must

buy or have subsidized access to basic equipment (e.g., terminals to access online data or

optical disk readers to use that storage medium), and must be given adequate directories of

available information to learn what is there. To the extent that any major sector of the American

social system does not acquire such Allis and equipment, this becomes a major equity issue for

our society, and must be dealt with if key balances in our democratic system are tobe

preserved.

7. Questions of information policy are sometimes caught up in larger sodo-political

issues. There are infonnation policy elements in debates over the desirable sizeof e &demi

Government, budget-allocation disputes between various government programs, regulation

velaus deregulation policies, functions for the public versus the private sectors, etc. In each of

these, questions about what information federal agencies should collect, use, and disseminate

are sub-issues in the larger controversies. There is probably no way to avoid this, since

information policies are often the means for accomplishing (or defeating) larger social policl

goals. It helps, however, to recognize this relationship, and to make it publicly explicit in

debates over information policy.

8. The Federal Government, unlike some Western European nations and Japan, does

not have either a unified National Information Policy or a single agency or official charged with

defining or administering a unified policy. Ours tends to be a mixed private-public and area-

specific decision-making system on such issues. While the Office of Management and Budget

has tly closest thing to a "general brief" to oversee federal information policies, its definition of

mission and its interventions have been far from the comprehensive role found in some other

democratic nations.

I.
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9. The =Or Federal statutes on information policy are largely antiquated and

confining when it comes to dissemination of and public access to computerized federal data.

The Freedom of Information Act, Privacy Act, and Paperwork Reduction Act were written for

a manual recoms environment, and their key terms leave many critical aspects of the creation

and dissemination of electronic information untreated. While regulations and court mlings have

attempted to apply the principles of those laws to computer and telecommunication contexts,

many observers (myself included) believe that we need to update and redefine those laws for

our increasingly electronic federal information environment.

With these definitions and understandings in mind, let me return to the documentation

of my assertion thet current federal information policiesare creating serious problems for the

voluntary sector and the active citizenry.

HOW MOST OF THE VOLUNTARY SECTOR IS BEING INFORMATIONALLY
DISENFRANCHISED

1. Importance of the American Voluntary Sector

Private, voluntary associations play a larger role in educa4onal, social a( mice, cultural,

religious, and public affairs in the United States than in any other nation. Gales incyclopedia

of Associath-ns (1989) lists almost 21,000 national membershipassociations, divided into 18

major areas of activity, and over 50,000 regional and local associations. The.Internal Revenue

Service has over 300,000 organizations with incomesover $25,000 listed as tax-exempt

charitable, educational, and service groups. If smaller non-profits are added, we have at least

500,000 voluntary organizations active in American local, state, regional, and national life.

When religious organizations and labor unionsare included, about 80-90 million

Americans belong to voluntary associations. According to a =ens national survey by

Independent Sector, some 80 million Americans gave an average of 4.7 hours per week or 244

hours per year to volunteer work in 1987. This is the equivalent of full-tlme work from 8.8
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million employees, for a value of $150 billion in payroll. It is this powerful volunteer force in

America that President George Bush and other governmental leaders have in mind when they

talk about the need for andtvalue of the "thousand points of light" in helping deal with our

society's problems and opportunities.

{Incidentally. the Independent Sector survey reports that ',be American nublic in 1987

caressedmore than twice as much confidence in char1tallstainlacesann1zaboibanIA4

Given the voluntary sector's historic and continuing role in our society, any

government policy that threatens its effectiveness, and that of the 80 million citizens it

mobilizm, weakens one of the most important positive forces in our national and local life. Yet

this is just what federal information policies have done in the past 8-10 years.

2. Reference Point's Poll of Voluntary Sector Organizations, April,
1989

During 1988 and 1989, Reference Point met and discuued access-to-information

issues with more than 150 diverse voluntary associations, from small community-based action

groups to large national associations with annual budgets over$50 million. A commOnA

Imslienuhcnicimulzaglohe am losing rathcijhan isiging
grouncliniheitability to blow what information relevant to theitiedlit the Fedea1LsYetaffien1

=Elm, what the content and format of suchinformailon1Land bow to get to it efficientlyg

hatmbitssaik

To present this concern in the most useful form to the Subcommittee for its hearings,

members of the Reference Point staff and P conducted a telephone poll during the first two

weeks of April, 1989, with staff members at 88 national voluntary associations.

* Irnerviews were done by the following Reference Point staff or conaultants: Anne
Finger, John Harris, Brian Puckett, David Weals), and Ricardo St. Hilaire. Data analysis was
pc-formed by David Westin. Secretarial work on the poll was done by Hope A. Campbell. All
onr,..1..z7-ii-as were promised anonymity for the reports and observations of the staff members.
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This was Lot a statistically representative survey of national associations, which

Reference Point plans to conduct later in 1989. However, it confirmed strongly what we bad

been hearing in our detailed conversations with voluntary lector staffs during 1988-89, and

also paralleled findings from a Genemi Accounting Office representative stuvey done in 1988,

which I will report following our poll.

The Reference Point poll ut-, two methoda -- entries from Gale's EK,T102«aa ot

Association& and contacts at oiganizations known to us -- in onier to provide a pool of 88

respondents that would have the following characteristicb:

-- would be broadly representative of the most relevant 15 of the 18 associational areas

used by Gale;

-- would knclude conservative, liberal, and centrist organizations, to insure

philosophical oc ideological diversity;

-- would delibtmtely over-represent the larger and better organized associations, by

selecting only organizatkons with 5 or more staff members, $100,000 or

more in Annual Budgets, longevity of 5 or more years. This

was to emphasize the eperiences and views of the presumably more

experienced, skilled and well-financed medium-to-largenon profits,

rather than newer, smaller, and less-well-financed groups, that could be

expected to have more difficulty in locating and accessing federal data.

By subject area, 33 the Table on the following page shows, the 88 organizational

respondents we spoke with were well distributed across the major areas of voluntary

association activity.
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Types of Non-Profit Orgacizations Polled by Reference Point on Use
of Federal Agency Computerized information, April, 1989
(Total - 88)

fil1Mher

Sodal or hurnan services 11

Economics, public policy, urban affairs 9

Health and medcal 6

Business, trade, and professions 6

Religion, religious action 5

Govemmental associations 5

Civil liberties, civil rights, women, minorities 5

Environmental 4

Sdence and technology 4

Research centers. 4

Foreign policy, international 4

Education 4

Labor unions 3

Agriculture 3

Legal services or liligabco 3

Ethics, governmental reform 3

Consumer affairs 2

Veterans 2

CxaJ 2

Fraternal and social 2
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As the Table indicates, we had 6 "business, trade, and professional associations"

among the organbations we called. We did this to assure ..overage of a very large and

influential sector of the associations] world (the largest single category in Gale's list of 18areas

of associations! activity.)

However, responses from these organizations confirmed our priorjudgment that such

associations are almost always atypical of the majority of voluntari ....ctot organizations. That

is, the business and professional organizations usually reflect the nature, culture, and resources

of the groups they represent. They tend to be highly automated In the management of their

internal affairs, employers of technically trained information experts, creators of online

databases of their own publications or of telecommunicrylion networks (for E-mall, etc.), and

active users of commercial and governmental gateway and database vending services. Thus, in

our poll, they reported few problems with and heavy use of various federal computerized

services. For this reason, we have generally dropped the responses of these associations from

the reporting of our poll results, to concentrate on the 82 non-business and professional

associations.

Several other characteristics of the associations we spoke with are worth noting,

!reflecting our focus on medium to larger sized and financed associations. Among our 82 non-

business and non-professional myanizations:

9% had been in eratsnce ' .10 years; 43% for 11-25 years; and 48% for

over 25 yews.

10% had between 5-10 staff members; 28% had 10-25; 37% had 26-100;

and 35% had staffs of over 100 persons.

11% had annual budgets of between S100,000-250,000; 14% between

$251,000 and $500,000; 24% between $501,000 and $I million;

and 41% over $1 million.
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How did these organizations report their expaiences with and judgments about access

to federal public Information in general, and to computerized data in pruticulatl*

1. A Majority Feel Public Access Has Worsened in the 1980's

First, a majority of the organizations tn existence in the 1970's and before (94%)

report that, overall, they were better off in locating and obtaining federal infomtsCon before the

1980's than they feel they are nowl They cite a combination of five factors:

A. Generous and adequne printed materials were regularly issued and were readily

available to them, either directly or throughlibraries;

B. Adequately-designed director... And Indexes helped them locate the printed materials

they sought;

C. Where materials were not readily described, sgency staffs weft positive and belpflal

in locating and providing information to them, and those associrtions with good Cengressional

contacts received szrong assistance from Conpeulonal aides when a final push wu needed;

D. Their own research staffs wereadequate and travel time and costs to acquire federal

information were not prohibitive; and

E. There was less pressure on them to ger information in a hurry for research and/or

representational purposes.

Now, these organizations report, each of the five supportive factor" has changed

significantly:

* Because our poll was not a representative survey, we will generally use terms such

as "a majority," "a large majority, "a small minority," and similardescriptions, and not suyey

nummical percentages. For some questions of panicular relevance to use of ccmputerized

however, we will mention percentages in preaenting the patterns of response. This is because

indicating the size oivery large mejorities or very small minorities in thollaquestiont will
communicate the strength of common experiences or viewpoints among the kinds of

associations we called.

4 I
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A. Many important publications are either not being Issued in hard copies or have

become difficult or costly to obtain. "It used to be easy to get and stay on the mailing lists of

agencies and to keep up regularly with their reports. Now, it is a hassle..."

B. As imPortant bodies of federal trend data, program reports, and research findings

have been computerized, the creation and issuance of well-designed directories describing the

content and availability of such electronic data has not kept pace. "We don't know what is there

any more. It's become a game of 20 questions to find out where the information you wsni is

located now."

C. Sharp cutbacks in agency public Information staffs and In responsiveness to

voluntarrsector informational inquiries has, as one human services agency put it, "gresdly

lessened our ability to locate what we need, if It isn't a regularly issued report w tapc." (Those

organizations in Washington report that Congressional staffs remain a major resource for them

in getting to at least some of the agency Information that they need.)

D. The high cost of staff 10, Jr and of travel onsite to libraries or federal dissemination

offices has cut back on organizational resources for information searching. Yet, as we will see,

most voluntary sector organizations have not -- as businesses and law firms have done --

reorganized their staff and publicatInns budgetting to acquire and use computerized tapesor

disks or utilize online searching of databases.

E. Finally, almost all these organizations report they arc under greater pressure to

acquire federal Information faster, because the pace of thttir research and representation efforts

has quickened so greatly. ''What used to be scheduled for six months is now a one-month

deadline," a staffer remarked, "and thc one month stuff has to be done early next week."

203
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Overarching this shift from basically favoroble to unfavorable access of these groups to

federal information is a paradoxical condition reported by manyof these voluntary association

staffers -- boklOomucluadioalfilLthalislaliclaf isumMism.

(I) In some areas important to these associations, they report that they know a great

deal more federal public infonnation is being generated in the 1980's, especially in electronic

formats; but a majority of these associations feel themselves unable to locate and/or acquire as

mnch of this new output as they would like.

(2) In other areas, however, these organizations report that fedetal agencies in the "cut-

back 1980's" arc collecting or disseminating less of the evaluative data about effects of

program operations, regulatory inspections and rule compliance, and agency cost-effectiveness

that these groups need to track and judge federal performance. Interestingly, this complaint is

heard not only from liberal and regulatory-odented assock dons but also from some

conservatives interested in tracking thr "fraud, waste, and abuse" issues more closely.

2. A very large majority are not using online federal information, and
will not be able to use it soon unless new federal policies arc
adopted and better facilitative mechanisms are provided.

A very large majority of the 82 non-business and non-professionul assJciations (E396)

report that they are not currently using online federal data. About a third (31%) my they are

obtaining and using federal computerized data or. tape, floppy disks, or other electronic storage

media.

When asked the single mst important reason why they went not using federal online

data, the auociation replies were as follows:

Not aware of who; is available 40%

Too expensive 30

Don't have necessary equipment or experts 14

No need for it in their work 16

(41..4
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When the non-using 83% were asked if they would use federal online information

relevant to their acilVitle.s if it wae adequately described and available at non-commercialrates,

68% ofthe non-users said "yes" and 32% said "no" or "not sure."

And, of the 17% of current voluntaty association users of federal online data, 88% said

theywould make greater use of such federal orline information if it was available at non-

COMUICICW fain.

Both current non-users and users attacked the high cost of accessing federal

government databases through commercial online seMces. Some of these comments were

sharp and angry:

"We are spending a fortune using Dialog and LexisNexis fora msjor study
of life for Black and Hispanic malts employment, mental health,
marital status, education, incarceration, physical health, etc. Much of
what we are paying these rates to get is fedeal and state information
produced at taxpayer mane. The number of non-profits thatare
as large and as well eaowed as we are Is vay small, so much so
that smaller organizations these days can't even think about under-
taking such studies, even though they have excellent ideas and people to do
this. This has become a rich person's game."

"Muth of the government information we need isjust financially out of :each, and
we Just have to forget doing important research. h's incredibly
pathetic in a democracy. As information becomes more complex, and it
is vital to be able to get it as quickly as possible, the present situation
just leaves the non-profit sector in the dust."

"The bottom line is always money (even for a large conservative research
organization such as ours.) The federal govenunent used to sponsor classes
for free on online searching. The Census Bureau would give flee classes for
librarians on how to use their data and statistics. Now, the clasies are in the
$100 to $200 rage. We'd like to have the electronic version of the Federal
Register but we had to abandon even the hard copy version when the Reagan
Administration raised the price from S7.5 to $300."

"We've tried to use the Federal Assistance Program Retrieval Service (FAPRS)
for I I years, but it stinks. Ies vety poorly designed, all ost impossible to
search, outdated, and I don't think it's complete. When you call on the
phone, there's nobody to help. And it's not cheap! We alsouse a commercial
version of the Federal Register, but it is very expensive. This should be offered
either free or at non-profit rates by the kederal Government. It's not just
us (as a national association) that's stnIgg1ing. It's thousands of organizations
across the country who are trying to get information ' Tvitalize their
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neighborhoods, and need federal data on affordable housing, job creation

groups, etc."

We then asked the entire group what developments-- apart from lower-cost usage --

they would need to enable them to make effective use of relevant online federal public

information. Four measures were cited by most of the organizations:

A user-friendly, multi-agency Directory of what is available;

Better formats and search software for locating the needed information in

large files;

More timely, up-to-date information than manyagencies now provide in

their online offerings; and

Effective training and guidance in using online dots, provided either by

governmental or private sources.

a. The need for a multi-agency, multi-topical Directory.

Reflecting earlier explanations of non-users that they didn't know what was available,

the need for a directory was voiced again and again by the association research directors and

infonnadon staffers with whom we talked:

"We need better information on federal grants in the atts, humanities, and
UN activities. But, we first need a publication or service to list
these sources and tell us how to use them."

"We would use online federal data a lot if it was well-descdbed, reasonably

easy to access, and affordable. People like ourselves don't know where

to find these resources."

"We know there b a wealth of information there, but we can't get to it with
what the government now releases about what it has."

"Keeping up to date with fe4- 7egtdatoty actions is getting harder and harder
without online access, uut we can't afford the commercial services and we're

not sure where to try to get this directly."

"Non-profits should have their own network andguide for getting, awaking, and
using federal electronic Information. Rs foolish to expect the commercial
services to provide us with what we need at prices we can affoei to pay."

2r 6
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3. The 1988 GAO Survey of National Association Use of Federal Public

Information

Independent and statistically representative confirmation of many of the conditions

found by our poll , as well as important additional insights into voluntary assocation

experiences and desires as to federal infonnation, appears in the results of a 198! General

Accounting Office (GAO) survey of federal information use by a sample drawn from eight

Gale categories of national associations. (Federal Information: Users' Current and Future

Issbnelggylical, GAO/GGD-89-20FS, November 1988.)

Compared to the Reference Point poll, the GAO sample included more associations

vaith less than 50 staff members (76.9% in the GAO sample to 50% in our tample), and

probably more associations with annual budgets of leas than $100,000 (though GAO did not

obtain such budget data). The GAO sample included business, trade, and professional

associations, but did not include scientific and technical associations, which were tbe subject of

a separate GAO user auvey.

of

GAO's survey examined what types of fedend infoimation non-profit organizations

sought most often. The 12 areas of federal information most used by these associations (out

41 topics specified) were:

Laws/regulations 40.5%
Demogmphict/vftal statistics/census information. 364
Education 30.6
Health/nuhrition 28.9
Environment 22.1
Colleges/universities 21.4
Labor issues 20.2
Taxes 20.2
Economics 19.7
Social programs 19.1
Consumer infotmation/product safety 18.5
Foreign affairs 17.9

When asked the soutces of federal information used most frequently, libraries scored

quite low (the largest combined "very often" or "often" rating of assocation rse was college
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and university libraries, at 11.5%.) The most often used source was the media, with a high

60.1% for newspapers and the lowest in the media group radio and television, at 42.7%.

Various publications were obtained directly from the Federal Government in a range of 17 to

37%. About 12% of associatioas reported they used commercial mail and telephone ordering

of publications often or very often. Against this background, only 6.9% of national

associations reported that they had used electronic online databasevendois very often or often

during the past 12 months. Adding the "occasionally" category increased such use to 18.5%.

The GAO sample was asked what formats they presently get 15 listed types of federal

information in, from either federal or non-federal sources, and then in what formats they would

Jike W stet federal kJ =Win "in the next 3 years." The two sets of answets relating to the 6

highest present uses of "online data base" and to ass xiations desires to have online formats 3

years from now are as follows:

Federal information Now get online Want online in 3 Years

Scientific and technical 5.2% 8.1

Congressional record/hearings/repts/bills. . 4 6 16.8

Laws/statutes 4.6 13. 9

Statistical data 4.0 17.0
Ageocy rules/regs/admin. decisions 3.5 12.1

Agency decisions/opinions 2. 9 12.7

[Press releases] 0.6 9.8

These figures show that voluntary associations get online data base information that

primarily covers federal swemment operations (4 of the 6 highest listed).When it comes to

what these assocations told GAO they want to get online in the next 3 years, 5 of the top 6

listed involve government operations, witb press releases moving ahead of scientific and

technical information.

Turning to the kind of federal information that associations feel would be useful to have

online, and ignoring whether they now have the necessary eVoment, respondents replied to

seven items provided by GAO. Paralleling Reference Poines poll, the highest ranked item was

1.1
1,1
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"Comprehensive index to federal information." The second highest was "Integrated database of

key statistical series (e.g. statistics no energy, environment, agriculture, population)." These

were prefetred over the Federal Register, Congressional Record, Agency Reports, Agency

Press releases, etc.

When asked what they would be willing to pay in hourly use fees to have each of the

seven federal information items listed, the "Comprehensive index to federal information"

scored highest in the $1-9 an hour and the $10-24 an hour range. However, this is far below

what current commercial semices chargeper hour for access to existing federal databases that

they vend. (These are usually in the $50 to $125 per hour tange.)

4. The Harmful Impact of Current Federal Information Access Realities
on Voluntary Sector Organizations

Does the current adverse condition of voluntary sector access to federal data, especially

computerized and online data, make any clifference to the public interest, or to the opetations of

our democratic society? A majority of the organizations that Reference Point polled are

convinced that it does make a difference -- anilthejbe_ Ajar= jiAlkad. Associadonal staff

members report that:

Important research studies into social problems are not being

undertaken;

Testimony before Congressional committees is not as well-

documented as it should and could be;

Human and social service agencies are not able to connect their

clients efficiently to needed available services;

Violations of federal regulatory laws and regulations cannot be

tracked and publicized as closely as needed by watchdog groups;

Evaluations of costly federal programs and of agency administration

209
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of these arc suffering because the proper indicators are not being

collected or combined with other federal data to provide

adequate analysis;

Comparatively, the non-business associations are losing ground

to the technologically-sophWicated business usociations in

obtaining and applying federal trend, regulatory, and program

data in pu5Hc policy debates.

Summing up these Impacts, the research director of one agency said

"It is the quality of well-informed and rational public discourse that

suffers. Public interest groups have to speculate and shout more

because they can't get the data on which to make documented

ar. -lyses and more fine-tuned judgments."

Referring to the growing pp between federal information haves and have-nots, the

director of* mental health orpnIzation reflected:

"Obtaining access to federal information has never been a level

playing field. But now, it's getting less level all the time."

To return to the theme with which I opened my,testimony, the day of tbe Infonnation

Lords and the Information Peasants looms ahead, if we do not correct this deepening inequity

through effective governmental policies and private efforts.

WHY HAS THIS DANGEROUS SITUATION DEVELOPED?

The response to the question, "Why has this dangerous situation developed," can be

illuminated by some recent history.

In 1973, I conducted the rust "impact study" of the ways that federal applications of

computer technology were affecting public access tntderal information available under

government policies and the existing Freedom of Information Act. (This MO just before the
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important 1974 Amendments to FOIA.) This was first published in 1974 (Alan F. Westin,

"The Techeology of Secrecy," in Dona and Gillen (eds.), None of Ppm animal

figyegnmanagargyJahnaki, N.Y. Viking, 1974) and in another version la 1978 (Alan F.

Westin, "Computers and the Public's Right of Access to Government Infonnation," in Yovitz

(ed.), AdnassalLCREUVISLLYslumdll, Aadeede Pm, 19711).

To learn whether tiv, move to automated files and ptomains had made it easier,

harder, or was having no significant effect en compliance with exisdng law, I gathered data

from two groups. The first was information-holders twenty-eight federal bureaus, agencies,

or &vestments. The second was information-seekers thitty-five groups that regulady

attempt to obtain information from govenunent agencies. The latter included five categories:

General Counsel to Congressional committers; public interest law firms and research

orpnizations; "guardian groups" (civil tights, civil liberties, consumq interest, women's

rights); freedom of infornstion committees of media associations; and investigative writers.

Of the twenty-three federal agencies that responded, four-fifths stated that their

computerization of files subject to public access had aided rather than impeded compliance with

freedom of information laws. In part, this response was related to the broad definition of

"public claimants" I had used in my survey. It encompassed individuals or organizations

seeking access to their own files or those relating to claims they were pressing; members of the

press seeking access for investigative purposes; Congressional committees requesting

information; scholan doing studies of government policks; and officials of business, public

interest, consumer, or other civic groups looking into government policies and programs.

The reporting agencies provided concrete examples where improvements in data

production and handling through computerization were resulting in better distribution of data to

each of the five information-seeking groups about which I had asked.

Far from challenging this judgment, the five groups of information-seekers generally

agced with the estimates of federal executive officials, though they offered somewhat different
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judgments about how healthy the state of public access was at that time. Many of the

information seekers stressed that the heart of the issue concerning acceis to iafonnation was

policy, not cemnulerkstion. It Is important to note that the replies most in accord with the

federal agency reports came from Congressional committees: the agencies have always spent

considerable time answering such requests, and the conunittee responder s echoed the

agencies' statements that computerization had enabled them to improve these services to

Congress. A few public interest groups described instances in which computerized files

enabled them to get information that would have been impossible to obtain from manual

records. But most of the other information-seekers I queried reported either no experience with

computerized Mes or no special problems with them.

It was apparent that the positive public-access effects of computerization up to 1973 had

been serendipitous: the results were essenthlly unintended bv-moducts of the nrimary way

goals of Improvina data serv1 to clients and manasement. Improving the Production of

information to other parties, such as the press or public interest groups investigating

government operations, was not a goal of computerization.

I concluded in 1973 that although I did not believe there had been a significant

laming of public access to government information as a result of automation, I did believe

there were lost opportunities and potentially treat deniers for the future ifpublic access to

automated data was not addressed directly. I thought then that three key players were not yet

fulfilling their roles in this unfolding area:

I. Congress has not yet realized how vitally important it is in the electronic era for

information to be collected and disseminated in ways that protect the public interest. It would

therefore become essential for Congress, its appropriation and authorization processes, to

mandate that agencies consider and provide for public access when designing or expanding

their computer systems. Congress also needed to provide funds for innovative public-outreach

programs by agencies.
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2. The Executive Branch -- essentially the White House and OBM -- had to address

and define requirements for public access in supervising the computerization programs of

fedetal agencies. Not having such requirements -- and supervising their implementation --

would signal agencies that public access was not to be a part of agency policyand spending

priorities in creating automated information systems.

3. Clearly, the public interest groups and orlters in the voluntary sector -- a vital

element in the balance of power in our democracy -- had not yet appreciatedwhat computer

technology might do -- or not do -- to public access.. Therefore, they had not yet otganized to

make certain that the process of computerization was carried out with considerations of public

access at the forefront. I spoke at that time o f the need for a catalytic force to begin that

organizing process.

I believe these three shortcomings of tbe 1970's -- which were not harmful to public

access at that time, boeause of the limited reliance oncomputerized data and the limited

presence of online systems have continued in the 1980's and produced the current,

angerous situation described in my testimony:

I. Apart from the important precedent-creating action of Congress inmandating

community access to tcodc release data collected by the Environmental Protection Agency,

Congress has not mandated meaningful public access to computerized data either in other

specific program areas or as a general supervised requirement of federal information

technology applications.

2. The Executive Branch and OMB have, through application of budget cutbacks,

deliberate shrinkage of the public-information fimction in federal agencies, and promotion of

the OMB A-130 "privitizations policy failed to address the interests of the voluntary sector and

the general citizenry in obtaining affordable, practical access to the gropwing storehouse of

fedeml electronic data.

213
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3. Until mcently, the voluntary sector has not recognized what was happening and

organized itself to seek remedial measures. That I. now changing.

Recently (April 10, 1989), almost 50 voluntary sector groups called for reconsideration

and redefinition of OMB's Circular A-130 on policies for dissemination of federal electronic

information, as well as rewriting of the Federal Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 when it

comes before Congress this year for reauthorization. An emerging voluntary-sector 'Right To

Know" coalition will also be pressing Congress to update the Freedom of Information Actto

encompass electronic information issues, and to draft provisions to insure voluntary-sector

access opportunities to computerized data.

The citation of the Reierence Point Foundation as an organizing, advocacy, and

fadlitative mechanism for improved voluntary sector and citizen access to federal public

information marks an even more comprehensive action, one to which I willnow turn.

THE REFERENCE
POINT CONCEPT
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REFERENCE POINT: A NON-PROFIT PROGRAM FOR ORGANIZING, DESCRIBING,

AND DISSEMINATING PUBLIC INFORMATION THROUGH ADVANCED
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

1. Reference Point's Overall Program

Reference Point began as an idea in 1983, was created as alegal entity in 1987,

developed the working model of its videotex-based public onlineinfotmation system in 1986-

88, and presented its concept and "'odd to almost 100 voluntary sector organizations in 1988,

all accomplished with bads from the private sector.

Reference Point is now embarked on a major, five-year progtam to see that the

voluntary sector and the citizenly rue not left behind as businessand government employ

advanced information technology to carry out their operations. (Reference Point's formation,

goals, progiam, staff, and advisors are described in the Attachment to this Testimony, and this

will not be repeated in detail here.)

Essentially, Reference Point bas three goals for its system:

1. To enable the 500,000 local, state, and national voluntary sector organizations to

describe their information, services, and resources in an online information

system utilizing a multi-topic Master Subject Index; provide Abstracts of

information materials; and disseminate the content of sudi materials to

Reference Point tows in a variety of formats (online reading, printout,

mailed hard-copy, disk, etc.). This goal also Includes connectipg voluntary

sector organizations for information-locating and communication purposes

with other wountary sector groups, especially those not in tile same field and

with whom infomia1 networking is not presentlyavailable.

2. To acquire, catalog, format, and disseminate information of federal, state, and local

government agencies of importance to the voluntary sector and the citizenly,
%.%

through user- fdendly and powerful location and search routines and at low,

non-commercial rates, as well as suusidized use for1m.y4ncome public-interest
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users.

3. To lead a "public acceas" and "educational" campaign to connect both voluntary

assodation active members and individual citizens to the online directory and

clearinajmuze of voluntary sector and government infotmation collected thtough

activities 1 and 2 above. In addition to offering use of Reference Point to

persons and families with home computers aently in about 20 million

households and 15 million of these with modems for connection to online

systems), Reference Point will promote citizen use of its public information

system through terminals in public and university libraries, neighborhood

centers (youth, senior citizens, etc.), government offices, and other public-

access sites.

This is a large-scale, ambitious, and state-of-the-art program, and it will take five years

to move from current working model and mobilization activities to operating national system.

Large funding, extensive active participation by voluntary sector leaders and staffs, high user-

involvement in design and refinement, mkjor national educational, training, and support

efforts, and dose private-public cooperation will all be necessary.

If the voluntary sector and citizens are not to be severely disadvantaged by our move

into an information-rich and data-dependent social system, however, we are convinced that

such an ambitious, cooperative effort mud be undertaken.

2. Reference Point's Program for Facilitating Access to Federal Public Information

In extensive talks with directors and staff members of major federal agencies collecting

and disseminating public information via electronic technology, we found the great majority of

them ready even anxious -- to improve the reach of their public dissemination efforts. Their

key problems were a lack of:

Stroog, enforced mandates by Executive authorities or the Congress to pursue

better outreach;
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Adequate fbnds and staff to carry out such dhsemination policies; and

Non-governmental information distributors interested in disseminating their

data if there is not a viable commercial market of users for that information.

Non-governmental information distributors ready to disseminate fedeial

automated data to non-profit organizations needing it but unable to pay

existing, high commercial rates for such access.

Reference Point starts, then, with the assumption that there I. a genuine readiness

among most federal agency officials to fulfill their information dissemination goals and public-

access responsibilities more effectively, and to satisfy voluntary sector needs, if there were an

appropriate and effective instrument to fulfill those objectives. Providing such a facility is

Reference Point's purpose.

3. Reference Point's Federal Information Dissemination Project, 1989-91

Having researched thoroughly what the great majority of non-business voluntary sector

organizations need and want, Reference Point's federal information dissemination project for

1989-91 will do the following:

A. Create and Keep Up to Date an Online Directory of Federal
Computerized Information.

This will be initiated by taking the titk-listing directory of federal databases just

compiled by OMB and the more detailed directories of databases available from some

individual federal agencies and entering these into the Reference Point s:Istan, using our

master topical classification system (thereby creating uniform and multi-gooey search

capacities). These entries will then be sent to the individual agendes for additioual elaboradon

and description, and will he kept up to date on a regular basis. Users of Reference Point will

thus have an p-to-date, classified, and described directory of federal information, indicating

what databases are present, what is in them, how the intimation is formatted, where it can be

sbtained, the coat of acquisition, and similar important information.

2
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B. Acquire and Disseminate at Non-Commercial Rates and in User-

Friendly Formats Federal Databases of Importance to the
Voluntary Sector

Through its meetings with voluntary sector organizations, Reference Pointhas

identified certain federal databases of high importance to these organizations but currently out

of reach or able to bt only partially used because of high commercial use rates. Examples are

the Federal Register and the ERIC (educational research) databases, Returnee Point will buy

the tapes of these databases from the federal agencies, format them for the interests of

voluntary sector organizations (through Advisory Committees ofusers and information-system

experts), and disseminate them at low, non-commercial rates.

C. Create a National Freedom of Information Computerized Forum

This Forum will be a focal point for the exchange of information, experiences, and

ideas about expanding public access to public information. Participantswill be voluntary sector

organizatiocs active in using state and federal FOIA laws; academic and legal experts interested

in this area; reporters and editors; FOIA officers in state and federal agencies; and similar

parties. The Forum will build up a comprehensive directory and abstract library of FOIA laws;

regulations; user and claimant experiences; proposals for amended or new FOIA laws and

practices; and other primary materials.

In the interests of time and spr , I will not develop in detail the ways in which these

efforts will be pursued in modular steps, the unique information-handling and inter-active

commentary features they will offer to users, and the user-participation and education/training

components attached to each stage. These will be fully described in later publications.

What is of central importance is ttot there is now developing a national,
non-profit foundation dedicated to improving the description, classifying,
abstracting, and dissemination of federal information, for the primary use of
voluntary sector organizations, their members, and the citizenry, at non-
commercial rates and with user-friendly, user-supported location and search
procedures.

2 1 S
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SUMMING UP

To return to the theme at the beginning of my testimony, I believe the topic It the

Subcommittee is exploring in these heaengs involves nothing less than thedirection and yarn),

of our governmental and social processes in the next decade, and beyondthat, in the early 21 st

century.

Without deliberate or malicious Intention, I believe federal policies and practices are

slowly but surely producing an informational disenfranchment of most non-business voluntary

sector organizations and the millions of citizens and communities they serve.

As I have shown, this is not an inevitable by-product of adopting information

technology in federal agency operations. It is the result of effects not foreseen and

opponunities for enhancing public access not taken.

To be sure, information dissemination issues also involve larger political questions, and

we cannot avoid debating and deciding those larger issues by invoking the general principle of

maximum public access to federal publi: information, whether on 3 by 5 cards or in online

databases.

What the American public has a right to expect from Congress, and from this

Subcommittee, is serious attention to this profound matter, updating of federal laws and

regulations to encompass access rights in the electronic environment, and mandating of

responsive and responsible system efforts by federal agencies that have built up and are

entrusted by voters and taxpayers with the common storehouse of public information on which

the whole nation and its democrati future depend.

Reference Point will do its part in assisting the clarification or these issues, the

identification of wise policy responses, and the provision of a new, non-profit information

clearinghouse to facilitate voluntary-sector and citizen access rights.

21.
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Reference
Point
an online public interest directory and
information service for the non-profit
sector and the active citizenry
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REFERENCE POINT
an online public interest directory and information service
for the non-pmfit sector and the active citizenry

This booklet describes REFERENCE POINT a combination of new information technologies and
new organizational action designed to strengthen the effectiveness of America's non-profit organi-
zations and infonnation-odented citizens.

WHY THE VOLUNTARY SECTOR
NEEDS AN ONLINE PUBLIC
INTEREST DIRECTORY AND
INFORMATION SERVICE

Our democracy has long depended upo
a balance of power among three segments of
American society: business; government; and
the voluntary sector. However, as we move
more deeply into the electronic age, this balance
of power is being seriously challenged.
While business and government are heavily
engaged in the creation, exchange, and use of
electronic information to enhance their effec-
tiveness, the voluntary sector has not yet ac-
quired the skills, technological expertise, and
resources to keep up,

Major Changri In Information Use

Over the past two decades, significant changes
have taken place in the way information is used
in our society. Access to more complex and
ume-sensitive information is becoming essential
in order to conduct business, manage govern-
ment, .d keep up with social, economic, and

. affairs. And, more and mon of this
information today is being storetark-^rAy. in
electronic form. Some experts predict that by
the year 2000, most trend and reference infor-
mation will be available on a timely basis onlx
afitose with the electronic capability and

Federal, state, and local governments produce,
gather, and distribute much of this imponant
infatuation for public use at taxpayer ex-
ile= But computerization of information
requires new approeches and distribution chan-
nels to insure public access. Unfortunately,
government has yet to establish the necessary
reguladors, procedures, and budgetary alloca-
dorm to accomplish this vital goal. At present,
government's informadon (in fact, all public
interest information) is randomly organized,
rarely cataloged, and difficult to locate and
ACCCS.S.

The Voiuntary Sector Is Lagging

To the extent that the voluntary sector is using
new information technology at all, it is primarily
for internal organizational purposes, such as
administration and mailing lists. While there
has been valuable activity and experimentation
with electronic mail and other information
services, a study of Gale's Encyclopedia o(
AssaciadonS showed that less than 2% of the
21,000 national voluntary associations listed are
either creating computerized databases or using
online networks.

Without access to electronic information and
communications, voluntary organizations are
'faint. =wad in their ability perform critical
functions: to obtain the information necessary
for their work; to monitor the operations of
government effectively; to disseminate their

APRIL, Isis
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views and publications to others; and to network
effectively with organizations in their fields of
specialty. They are not positioned to develop
new services and extend their outreach.

Yet this is a time when the vo!mtary sector is
being asked to do more, and to function more
effectively. President Bush, with his service to
America concept, and government leaders at all
levels are looking to the voluntary sector to
supplement government effons and play a
greater role in feeding the hungry, housing the
homeless, and confronting other very difficult
problems that we face as a society.

THE INFORMATION NEEDS OF
INDIVIDUAL CITIZENS ARE ALSO
BEING NEGLECTED

For individual citizens, information
technology offers far greater promise than it,
cunendy delivers.

Millions of citizens engaged in voluntary
activities also have computers in their homes,
many already equipped with modems foe using
online information systems. If there were a user-
frie idly, moderately priced national information
sYstem through which participating voluntary
sector organizations could inform their active
members of news and events, seek their opin-
ions on policy issues, and sigr. up volunteers for
important local or national assignments, the
efficiency and resch of volunteer efforts could
be significantly increased. And, once such a
prime link to valued organizational participation
were in place, additional millions of individuals
would have a reason to access online informa-
tion through computers they buy for their homes
or use in public locations.

Both cIlitehs active in volunteer work and
millions more who are not organizational
activists share need for important personal

information that has not yet been suppl.N1 by
canaiercial information services. Though
commercial information services such as Com-
puserve and The Source are providing home
computer owners with instantaneous airline
reservations, stock quotations, and mons re-
stilts, they are not yet bringing people inform-
don of even greater value vital information
from government and non-profit providers
concerning personal heshh, regulatory data on
consumer-service providers, environmental
protection data, career possibilities, and other
infocmation tailored to the exact need-of-the-
moment for individuals and families.

BOTH THE VOLUNTARY SECTOR
AND INDIVIDUAL CITIZENS NEED
BETTER MEANS TO LOCATE
VITAL INFORMATION

In addition to inadequate dissemination,
this information is being improperly cataloged.
Thus, millions of dollars' worth of public
education services and materials are going
unused because the people who need them do
Dot know about them. Libraries have been
struggling to maintain existing cataloging
efforts, while faced with the increased demands
of electronic information. While govvnment
has the technology and financial resources to
improve its cataloging, the non-profit sector
must be assisted in such efforts.

REFERENCE POINT WAS
CREATED TO ADDRESS THESE
PROBLEMS

These needs of the voluntary sector and
information-oriented citizens call for a unique
new orgsnization--one that combines research,
education, advocacy, information-systems
development, and large-scale multi-media
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operations. Reference Point was created to carry
out just those functions. It is a non-profit,
nonpartisan organization nm by and for the non-
profit sector.

Reference Point's program includes the
following activities:

Creation of a centrally coordinated com-
puter facility for disseminating major govern-
ment databases at costs far below what the
conunercial sector now charges. This facility
will also be used for designing and implement-
ing conventional and unique information service
concepts for public infonnadon, and for ena-
bling non-profits to begin implementing sophis-
ticated information systems with a centralized
pool of computer and software experts, pro-
grammers, operators, and managers. Innova-
tions or benefits i.ccruing to any user or project
will be available to all others.

Development of a computerized
clearinghouse fce cataloging and disseminating
public information, with a variety of systems
and missions. The common primary thread
running through all of them is Refitrence Point's
role in assisting information providers to cata-
logue their information more effectively prior to
or at the time of its actual dissemination. Once
an information item is ptcperly described in a
computerized system, a wide variety of dissemi-
nation and communications-based interactions
becomes possible.

Development of a nationwide,
plinary electronic directory of information,
expertise, and services a directory where the
information provider, and not a third party, is
responsible for maintaining (with Reference
Point's assistance) the recoros and classifies-
dons that describe the information or service.
This interactive directory will permit users to
locate or access via computer terminal the

services, publications, products, and ideas of
non-profits, government agencies, university
research centers, and other important resources.
It will also permit information to be dissemi-
nated to described organizations and individuals
in an online interactive manner that is consistent
with the power and promise of computer tech-
nology. The directory is being designed for
distribution on virtually all major electronic
channels that service government and public
institutions, the voluntary sector, the commer-
cial sector, and the public at large. But its
contents will also be conveitible to print and
other formats on demand. Thus, libraries,
schools, and human service and referral estab-
lishments will be able to furnish hard-copy to
the public whenever required.

Easy, Low-Cost Accessibility

The Reference Point systems will be
accessible to anyone with a computer and a
telephone modem in home, office, or any of
a number of public access locations, such as
government offices, public libraries, schools
health and human services facilities, community
centers, senior citizens centers, etc. The sys-
tems will be easy for fint-time users to under-
stand and operate, though they will also have a
command level interface to meet the more
complex demands of experienced users.

Educational and Public Advocacy
Roles

Through conferences, seminars, newslet-
ters, articles, and a series of model information
systems projects involving non-profit organim-
dons and the public, Reference Point will
educate and inspire its audience about the
exciting potential of technological applications
suited to their needs. Because meeting those
needs must be the focus of any public interest
information system, the Reference Point sys-
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tuns are being designed with =tinting interac-
don with the user communities they am in-
tended to serve.

Reference Point has alread!; begun the
process of tesdfying before governmental
bodies on the importance of public access to

government infcemation, and has also begun
drawing up model legislation. At the same time,
Reference Point will demoostrate the practical-
ity and power of such public access by obtaining
government elecnonic information and provid-
ing it to voluntary organizations and the active
citizenry in convenient fotroats and at affordable
prices.

HOW REFERENCE POINT
EVOLVED

The idea of a Reference Point began in
response to concerns by leaders of voluntary

organizations, social scientists, and esiterts in
information science that the voluntary sector
and citizenry must not be left behind in the era
of increasingly electronic information.

Dr. Alan F. Westi::. Profestor of Public Law
and Government at Columbia University and
now Reference Point's president. identified the
need in the early 1970s. In one of the first
empirical studies of how federal-agency use of
computers was affecting public access rights,
Professor Westin found that automation was nni
hindering public access as of 1973. But, in
papers published in 1974 and 1978, he warned
that the failure of public interest groups to
become actively involved in the government's
move to automate infcemation and to develop
new public dissemination rules and procedures
for computer applications represented lost
opportunities" for the 19705 and "potentially
great clingers" for the 19110: and 1990s.

At the same time, he warned, Congress and the

state legislatures were not recognizing their
crucial roles in setting public dissemination
sander& for computerizing executive and
regulatory agencies. Unless legislatures made
public access to computerized data .1 mandated
duty, Westin said, the rush into computerization
could lead to less rather than more public access
to govemment data in the so-called "Information
age."

While early recognition of the social need was
growing, expens in information system design
and technology applications began to conceive
of ways to mske automated public data truly
locatable and accessible to the public and its
reptesentadves. In 1983, Reference Point's
founders began a needs analysis and created the
concept o( a large-scale information clearing-
house. Between 1983 and 1986, they designed
and implemented a variety of model systems
and potential applications.

To test these ideas and begin assembling the
diverse talents needed to refine them, the Refer-
ence Point Foundation was created as a non-
profit Delaware corporation in 1987, with Dr.
Alan F. Westin serving as president. It has
applied to the Internal Revenue Service for 501
(c) 3 status as a tax-exempt edwational organi-
zation.

Exploring the Concept with Key Croups and
the User Communities

With Expert Advisors. Opinions about the
Reference Point concept were then sought from
several dozen experts in telecommunication.,

information management, library administra-
tion, indexing and classification, and organiza-
tional sociology, as .tell as representatives from
voluntary organizations in a wide range of
subject areas and fields of interest. A strong
consensus emerged that Refetence Point repre-
sents an exciting concept, and that it is of vital
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importance to restoring the equilibrium between
the informational opacides of the voluntary
sector and those of business and government.

With Selected Non-Profit Organizations.
During the first half of 1988, Reference Point
interviewed several non-profk groups through
phone, mail, and personal visits to seam about
the organizations' information needs and uses.
Included in these inidM contacts were the
League of Women Voters of the United States,
Boys Clubs of America. Association on Amni-
on Indian Affairs, New Hampshire Clamshe
Alliance, and the American Civil Liberties
Union Privacy Pmject. Using a sample organ-
izarional profile prepared by Referonce Point,
each group provided a detailed profa of the
organizadon and its SerVi CO, 4 '1St Of its publi-

cations, an abstract and sample ptge of a se-
lected publication, and the of expens
availabie for speaking and co.. ...ing with other
groups. All this information has been entered
into the Reference Point system.

With Study Groups of Potential Users. In
the fall of 1988, participants from a cross-
section of voluntary organizations learned
about and saw a slide presentation of the capa-
bilities and sample searches on Lhe Reference
Point system. Three groups were involved in
this study: national non-profit organizations
headquartered in New York City; national
groups located in Washington, D.C.; and local
and state non-profits in New Jersey. The latter
group was joined by experts from New Jersey
library systems, universities, and government.

Among the 70 diverse and representative
organizatims attending the User Meetings were
groups such as these:

Washington, D.C.: American Council on
Education, American Enterprise Institute for
Public Policy Research, American Red Cross,

American Society of International Law, Chil-
dren's Defense Fund, Dance USA, Independent
Sector, League of Women Voters of the United
States, and United Way of America.

New York City; American Numismatic Soci-
ety, And-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith,
Association on American Indian Affairs, Boys
Clubs of America, Cancer Care, Chamber Music
America, National Association on Drug Abuse
Problems, National Urban League, Rockefeller
Archive Center, and Trilateral Commission.

New Jersey (Local /State): American Cancer
Society (Bergen County unit), Environmental
Research Foundation, New Jersey Network of
Business and Professional Women, Planned
Parenthood of Bergen County, Private Industry
Council of Bergen County, and the United
Labor Agency of Bergen County.

The meetings generated t great dcal of
interest and enthusiasm. Attendees agreed to
prepare profiles of their organintions for entry
into the system and to participate in a survey of
the information patterns, uses, an needs of non-
profitsa study that will also be an imptytant
contribution to the literature about non-rrofits.

Many participants from these meetings volun-
teered their organizations to join Reference
Point in constructing Model Information Sys-
tems to help the organizations create ways of
using electronic information systems in con-
ducting their intemal and external affairs.

Following the meetings, the Reference Point
Advisory Committee, which had consisted of
experts in law, social science, library science,
and information technology, was expanded to
include representatives from more than a dozen
varied non-profit organizations. Advisory
Committee members (listed at the end of this
booklet) arc providing valuable suggestions as
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Reference Point's systems and organizational
development progres

Survey of the Voluntary Sector's Needs for
Government Information

Continuing work that had been started
years earlier, Reference Point undertook in
early 1989 an extensive survey to determine
which existing government databases are of
gmatest interest to non-profit organizations,
what infcenation non-profits would like to have
from government that is not currently available,
and how much they are willing to pay. This
survey will guide Reference Point in its acquisi-
tion of databases to offer to its members, as well
as in its advocacy activities (see below).

Affiliation with Syracuse University School of
Information Studien

Also in early 1989, Reference Point
established an important relationship with the
Syracuse University School of Infoemarion
Studies, one of the nation's leading educational
centers on the subject. The Syracuse pmgram
unites professors and degree prognms in Li-
teary Science, Infamation Science, Information
Policy, Information Resit= Management, ard
Organizational Uses of Information Technol-
ogy.

Syracult will conduct evaluations of all
Reference Point s organizational information
programs; test f,x1 improve the user-friendliness
of the system's search routines; and develop
innovative education programs in cooperation .

with Reference Point.

Support for Public Access to Information

Encouraging and facilitating greater
public access to government information is at
the very core of Reference Point's mission. At
the same time that Reference Point is develop-

ing technical applications toward this goal, the
organization has begun the vital process of
articulating the public policy issues raised by
electronic information.

State Legislative Testimony. Dr. Westin
testified for Reference Point in Januery of 19b9
before the Joint Committee on Information
Technology Resources of the Florida Legisla-
ture, at public hearings on "The State's Informa-
tion Policy in an Electronic Age."

Drafting Model Legislation. In &inch of
1989, the Individual Rights Committee of the
New Jeney Bar Association, after bearing a
presentation by Dr. Westin, invited Reference
Point to draft a Model Fiectronic Age Public
Access and Personal Privacy Law. Reference
Point agreed to organize &Anthem National
Task Force of experts in FOIA law and practice
and Pnvacy law and practice to draft such a
model law, and to include in the Task Force
work specialists from business, labor, civil
libnries, public interest groups, the library and
information science communities, the print and
broadcast media, the computer and telecommu-
nications community, and govetnment executive
agencies and legislative committees at all
levelat is anticipated that such proposed legis-
lation will be introduced in the New Jersey
Legislature. It could also serve as a model bill
for other states, and contribute to development
of the "next generation" of federal Freedom of
Information and Privacy legislation.

Congressional Testimony. Reference Point
has also received invitations to testify before
various House and Senate comminees holding
hearings in 1989 on federal information poli-
cies. The issues to be covered include federal
dissemination policies for computeriud data,
the needs of non-profit organizations and public
interest groups for better access to government
information, and updating of freedom of infor-
mation law and regulations to respond to the
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new opportunities and problems created by the
move of federal agencies to collect, store, and
distribute much of their infotmation in compu-
terized formats.

Contacts With State and Federal Executive
Agendes. Retail:ace Point's research to date
has shown that many government agencies are
eager for a facilitate.' to help them get their
information ba the public. Other agencies feel
they need a mandate from the executive and
legislative branches to pursue such outreach
policies. accompanied by sufficient budgets to
carry out that mandate. And some agencies will
require legal direction and enforcement of rules
to insure that voluntary groups and citizens can
get the information that is public under law and
paid for by the taxpayers.

THE REFERENCE POLNIT
ORGANIZATION

To carry out this ambitious program,
Reference Point operates through two closely
coordinated mechanisms.

Reference Point Foundation (RPF) conducts
research, education, and advocacy activities.
RPF watt fanned to survey the factors that lead
non-profit organizations to create and use online
technology; study emerging innovative pro-
grams by locsl, state, and federal agencies to
offer online data for public use; prepare testi-
mony and model legislation to insure publie
access to government computerized data; and
conduct national conferences and publish books
and newsletters to promote voluntary sector and
active citizen use of online public information.

The Reference Point Foundation's Organizing
Staff, Board of Directors, and National Advi-
sory Committee am comprised of experts in the
social uses of computers, information technol-
ogy, library science, freedom of information,

and a wide ranle of voluntary sector activities.
(A brief biography of Dr. Alan F. Westin and
listings of Foundation staff, directors, and
advisors appear at the end of this booklet.)

Reference Point Network (RPN) is the
system-development, database-management,
and operating ann of our program. This work is
conducted for Reference Point by Knowledge
Systems Inc. (KSI) of Chantilly, Virginia. KSI
has extensive experience in large-scale online
system management. (Its president was in
charge of technical development for a pioneer.
ing online consumer information service called
The Source.) KS1 principals developed the
software on which the Reference Point Model
Systems are based. (A corporate profile of KS1
is included, accompanied by brief biographies
of Jeff Entwisle, its chief executive, and Man
Edelstein, principal designer of the Reference
Point systems.)

As previously noted, Syracuse University's
School of Information Studies is serving as
Reference Point's evaluation source and aca-
demic base. (Information about the School of
Information Studies faculty is also included in
this booklet)

REFERENCE POINT'S FIVE-YEAR
PLAN

In late 1988 and early 1989, Reference
Point formulated a two-stage, five-year develop-
ment plan, based upon its consultations with
representatives at the User Study Meetings.
surv4ys of non-profit leaders, discussions with
computer experts and government officials, and
recommendations made by both the Syracuse
University School of Information Studies and
Reference Point's systems development consult-
ants.
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Stage One: 1989-1990

IMPLEMENTING STRATEGIC
INIMAL SERVICES

In Stage One, Reference Point will
pursue the following programs to further the use
of current technology by non-profits and the
public:

Government Database Dissemination.
Reference Point will acquire, link with, or
distribute at affordable prices important
federal and state government databases needed
by many public interest communities and the
federal depository libraries. Among there will
be a daily edition of the Federal Register and
several important educational, health, and
consumer-related databases.

Voluntary Sector Database Dissemination
Reference Point wili acquire, link with, distrib-
ute, and develop important voluntary sector
databases needed by the same communities and
many others. One goal of these projects will be
to demonstrate that many existing databases
may be mote broadly disseminated than they lue
now. Another goal will be to demonstrate to
potential database producers in the voluntary
sector that database projects may be created at
moderate expenv of time, effort, and resources.
Many non-profits already collect and process
vast amounts of vital information. RPN will
assist them in disseminating it with maximum
effectiveness and at minimal cost.

Directory of Federal Information. Reference
Point will implement a carefully detailed pro-
gram to consolidate existing, but disorganized,
descriptions of recurring federal information
products and collection forms. These "basic"
records will have great value in themselves, but
they will also become an important first step

toward upgrading the quality of the description
to meet a variety of access requirements for both
the producing agency and the public.

Electronic Freedom of Information
Conference. Reference Point will implement
an electronic "Freedom of Informrtion" confer-
ence concerning any one or group of the de-
scribed federal resources. This forum will
facilitate the sharing of information about the
needs, goals, and uses of the described agency,
data or nroduct among right-to-know advocates,
the media, the library community, elected
citizens groups, and the broad public and volun-
tary sectors. Access to the conferences of this
FOI network will be generally available at the
lowest possible cost.

Model Information Systems. In cooperation
with organizatioes such as the League of
Women Voters of the United States, the Com-
munity Information Exchange of the National
Urban Coalition, the American Civil Liberties
Union, Boys Clubs of America, Research Center
for Avis and Culture, and a number of other
groups, Reference Point will design and imple-
ment Model Information Systems. These
innovative systems will demonstrate the power
and cost-effectiveness of online systems for
internal and external organizational activities;
help organizations disseminate their publica-
tions more widely; and help their staff and
constituents network electronically with like-
minded groups.

Enhance Existing Bulletin Boards and
Create New Service Conferences. Reference
Point will provide a powerful mainframe facility
for existing public interest bulletin boards,
electronic conferences, and other public interest
services. It will provide worthy projects with
greater power, more sophisticated software,
essential user and billing support, and national
exposure, so that they are elevated from early-
stage operations to sophistic ed public interest
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interest systems. RPN will also develop msjor
conferencing systems of its own in cooperation
with major public and voluntary organizations.
Among them will be a National Drug Abuse
Prevention network, a Consumer Protection .

Network, and several other key projects that will
be announced soon.

Public Mall System. Reference Point will
offer a variety of electronic mail, communica-
tions, and resource sharing services (e.g. Pur-
chasing pools) via its own dial-up =muter
facility, and via "gateway" to the rapidly ex-
panding global network of public or commercial
electronic netwodts and information services.
While the system's electronic mail service mey
be used for an organization's internal uSe, it is
primarily designed es a "Public Mail" system.
The conventional type of service permits
messages to it's sent to any other member or
user. The Public Mail System will permit
senders to urger mail by assembling mailing
lists from appropriate categories in Reference
Point's Member and Services Directoey (de-
scribed below). It will also organize messages
received so that a recipient can quickly scan
headers of the general subject of the message or
message type in order to detetmine which
messages are.of greatest interest.

RESEARCH PROJECTS

'Survey of Current Government Information
Dissem bunion Practices

Reference Point will conduct a major survey of
existing governmental practices on the federal,
state, and local levels with regard to ezcess to
electronic infotmation. The entire study will be
guided by Dr. Stephen Frantzich, Professor of
Political Science at the U.S. Naval Academy.
The state component will be conducted by Dean
Donald Marchand at Syracuse, who is currently
co-directing a study of information system
planning and programs in the fifty states. A

local-government study will be led by Kenneth
Kraemu and John King at the University of
California.

'Survey of the Information Patterns, Uses,
and Needs of Non-Profits

Reference Point will make a detailed survey of
the ways non-profit organizations currently use
information, their perceived needs, and their
stated goals. Exploring a terrain where little
information currently exists, this survey will
break new ground and make a significant contri-
bution to the literature about non-profits. The
survey is being conceived by Dr. Kenneth C.
Laudon of the Graduate School of Business at
New York University, and conducted by Dr.
Wayne Parsons of Kane-Parsons, New York
City.

During the first thirty months, Reference Point
will also ref-me several key services (described
below) for subsequent implementation. Much
of the software foe these services has already
been developed, but will be tested during this
period foe Stage Two implementation.

Stage Two: 1991-1993

IMPLEMENTING INNOVATIVE
SERVICES

The services to be implemented during
Stage Two fill into three categories. The first
consists of several path-breaking technological

approaches to the collection, organization, and
dissemination of information; they constitute the
core modules of the Reference Point systems.

The second includes innovative ways to join
service delivery to unmet human needs. And
the third involves stimulative "carrots" to
encourage the voluntary sector to develop their
own creative uses for information technology.
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Member and Services Directory. This will
be the nucleus around which all other Reference
Point se,vices revolve. It will provide a national
"reference point" for describing, locating, and
disa.ainating information about and to the
people, organizations, and resources that serve
the public.

It will permit organizations and services to be
located by both keyword-based free-language
and a variety of traditional and novel classifica-
tion schemes. The Directory will also function
as an intelligent electronic mail directory,
permitting users to locate prospective E-mail
recipients by a host of criteria. Similarly, it will
permit users of the network "Document Bibliog-
raphy" (described next) to refine documents
fuund by the author's or contributor's member-
ship criteria.

Document Bibliography and Library. This
unique and plwerful bibliography and library
will permit users to locate citations, abstracts,
and full text of publications that non-profits and
government agencies wish to disseminate to
others, free or for a fee. The library will also
contain project reports, position papers, and
other transient but important information that
would not be available through normal library
channels and is rarely cataloged by them.

Documents may be found by keyword in the
citation, abstract, or full-text, by controlled or
uncontrolled subject terms, or by various classi-
fications such as document type, purpose, etc..
Users will be able to read documents at their
terminals, print them out at their work stations,
or order hard copy directly from the organiza-
tions or through Reference 2oint's Document
Fulfillment Centers,

The Master Subject Index. This is one of
Reference Point's most exciting challanges,
designed to simplify access to subject areas.

APRtl...19119

Involving the nation's leading information
scientists, expats on classification and com-
puter indexing, librarians, etc., Reference Point
will design a Master Subject Index that will
permit users to locate even technical subject
areas by popular names, jargattsynonyms, etc.
Reference Paint mernbersvill be able to con-
tribute infonnation to the system using their
own classification terms. These terms will be
linked to a master subject heading, so that the
information will be accessible to inquirers
through either the Reference Point heading or
the contributor's own terms. Users who locate a
subject of interest in the Master Subject Index
will then be able to search the other Reference
Point databases for relevant organizatic
documents, ctc.

Network Support Services: Sheltered
Workshop-Based Data Entry and Document
Fulfillment. Reference Point plans to merge
the information processing needs of the volun-
tary sector with the needs of one of the nation's
most underutilized human resources: the dis-
abled and disadvantaged.

The program will begin with two types of model
sheltered workshops to equip and train employ-
ees to conduct much-needed work. The first
will be devoted to data entry, text editing, and
document scanning. The second will handle
document fulfillment: the workshops will fill
orders placed through the Reference Point
System for voluntary sector organization publi-
cations, thereby relieving the organizations of a
function many are not equipped to handle.

The goals of both programs are to perform
important ft.nctions for the non-profit sector by
increasing th: kve: of sophistication, training,
and effectiveness of the more than 2,500 exist-
ing sheltered workshopsthereby providing
consistent and meaningful work for the work-
shops' current employees and creating new job
opportunities for others.
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Grants-In-Aid Program: During its second
stage of operations, Reference Point will initiate
a Grants-in-Aid Program to encourage posjects
that app!y online information to critical service
needs of American society. Each of the non-
profit organization& selecied on the basis of
detailed proposals will receive a cult award,
plus a number of personal computers with
modems, to put their projects into effect

A Center for Information Technokr y

In order to keep the non-profit sector and
citizenry apprised of changes in the rapidly
evolving world of technology, Syracuse Ilniver-
sity's School of Information Studies is prepared
to collaborate with Reference Point in cresting a
National Center for Information Technology for
the Voluntary Sector, This Center will provide
courses and seminars to introduce MIS directors
and informuion experts from the voluntary
sector to the latest technology and applications.
Reference Point will help develop the auricular
materials and counts on using advanced infor-
mation technology for public interest goals. The
Centtr svill serve as a national support network
for the enhanced use of computers and telecom-
munications for non-profit organizations and
citizens.

REFERENCE POINT'S
TECHNICAL APPROACH

Although this booklet is not aimed at
technical readers, it is important to explain the
philosophy that is guiding the building of
Reference Point's online infotmation systems
and the powerful classification system to facili-
tate Usti 3CCtSS.

Inforns..tion systems are continually evolving
in a way that promises to make them more

useful, efficient, and diverse. But to insure that
this evolutionary process properly SCATS the
broad public interest, the voluntary sector and
citizens must be actively involved in systems
development and implementation.

The most practical approach for the kind of
national information service envisioned by
Reference Point's founders is to construct a
system architecture that is etnigatx mdinamd,
but regiiiiiliX and 3afllt distributed. Rather
than a fixed standard architecture, it will be
flexible and conducive to development and
direction from a variety of public interest per-
spectives and technological innovations.

To maintain this flexibility, Reference Point
will follow a payllel development strategy in
implementing its key services.

Initially, its government database vend-
ing projects, online fotums, and Model Informa-
tion Syttems will be new variations ofconven-
tional technological concepts that are now
widely used in the commercial sector. Though
these projects will have some unique character-
istics, they will not employ new technology.
Reference Point's systems consultants, KSI. will
implement these projects with some of its
existing videotext, electronic mail, publishing,
and conferencing software, running on IBM
System/8B computers.

However, parallel systems will also be
developed for some of these projects. These
innovations will introduce new concepts for
public experimentation and review. The goal is
to demonstrate how the thoughtful application
of information technology can meet important
individual and organizational needs.

For the more ambitious systems devel-
opment, Referencr Point and KSI are designing
a unique index management system that will
achieve an "open index" architecture to facili-
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tate broad-besed development of a variety of
classificadoo endows-We:teeing schemes.
This open architectute will enable different
index development groups (from the Inform-
don science, library, and subject area communi-
ties, for example) to work independendy on
compooent pasts of a common system. Eventu-
ally, such a muld-indexed system will permit
users to locate data through a variety of subject
headings, maintained by librarians or subject
authorities representing varying social, political,
and technical perspectives.

The long-tenn system architecture is
being studied on an ongoing basis: conversa-
tions with major public and private networks,
facilities operators, phone companies, and other
sources art yieldirg numerous appraaches for a
national public Inform:non system backbone.
As Reference Point is an independent, non-
profit organization, without ties to any particular
technology or approach, its founders hope its
catalytic efforts will help produce a system
architecture flexible enough to meet the very
diverse needs and goals of the disparate die-
MCMS in American society.

BASIC REFERENCE POINT
POLICES

A number of important policies have
been identified and will be refined to guide
Reference Point in the coming years.

Expert Assistance Will Be Provided

Because the process of preparing information
for the Reference Po1nt system will take some
time and practice, Reference Point will have a
staff of experts and a national volunteer group
of experienced computer professionals to ac .
quaint prospective users with the system and
teach them how to prepare and update profiles
and document abstracts, make inquiries, etc.

Extensive training and a toll-free phone number
will be provided.

Non-Commercial and Subsidized Fee
Schedule

Reference Point will follow a low-cost fee
policy combined with ability-to-pay support for
non-profit groups with low incomes. Connect
time and data storage rates will be well below
current commercial rates, and a Subsidized
Research Fund will be available for those non-
profit users who qualify.

Furthermore, non-profit organizations with
limited resources may find that Reference Point
will actually save them a considerable amount
of money that alight otherwise have been spent
on paying fee outside searches, messenger
servicee, express mall, duplicadng costs, etc.
And, if they have publications, products, or
setvices to sell, Reference Point will help them
incrgisc their revenues.

Linking the Non-Profit Community

Some itnportant pioneering efforts to utilize
information technology already exist in the non-
profit community. They include communica-
tions networks such as the Telecommunications
Cooperative Network (TCN); inter-organiza
tional networking in a particular field, such as
PeaceNct and the Human Care Network; BIT-
NET, an academic electronic mail system; and
many other Bulletin Board-type systems.

A network of non-profit computer labs, such
as the Public Interest Computer Association and
the Nonprofit Computer Exchange of th: Fund
for the City of New York, has also been devel-
oping throughout the country.

Reference Point will work with these pioneering
subject-oriented and computer training groups.
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helping them to link up with other organizations
and expand their outreach in whatever way they
r:hoose.

Information Policies

Privacy. Referenee Point is com-
mitted to safeguarding the informational privacy
of its users and tho confidentiality of data
entered into the system against improper or
unauthorized use. Although Reference Point is
clearly intended as a public information and
public access system, it will carry only informa-
tion that its members wish to disseminate.
Furthermore, organizarions wishing to send
information or an action slat only to certain
organizations or to certain individuals within
their organization will be able to do so.

Security. Reference Point comes
under the protection of the 1986 Electronic
Communication Privacy Act (ECPA). This
federal law requires Out a government agency
must obtain a court order (which can be chal-
lenged) in order to search or require a system
manager to provide information from an ekc-
tronic system. ECPA also makes it & criminal
offense fur outsiders to attempt to get informa-
tion through unauthorized access. To this legal
framework governing outsiders, Reference Point
will add system rules governing its users.
Unless the user or searcher chooses to commu-
nicate openly with an information provider, the
searcher's identity will not be conveyed to the
provider, and will be stored only for the 60-90
days required for accounting purposes. To
guard against unauthorized access, the system
wilt be equipped with sophisticated security
devices, passwon:J, audit trails, etc.

Freedom of Information Reference
Point will be open to membership by all types
of lawful non-profit organizations, of every
viewpoint, interest, ideology, and organizational

style. Reference Point will exercise no cen-
sorship over the content of commimications or
documents put into the system, ptovided they
violate no laws. However, notices about the
nature of some types of information (such as
sexually explicit material) may be presented to
users. Reference Point will not certify the
accuracy or correetneu of the information
pieced in the system, or express qualitative
judgments.

FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF THE
REFERENCE POINT PROGRAM

ROM 1984 to the present, the organizs.
tional and systems development of Reference
Point has been supported by private funds.

Reference Point has been planned as a
large-scale nationwide activity with a multi-
million dollar annual operating budget. For its
1989-1993 Implementation Plan, Reference
Point is seeking grants ilom public foundations,
the information industry, and individual grantors
concerned about how infrinnation technology
can be used to improve the quality of life in our

CONCLUSION

Reference Point is an ambitious initia-
tive. Yet, as the voluntary sector leaders, acade-
micians, computer experts, and government
officials who have enthusiastically responded to
the concept attest, it is also practical, achievable,
and extremely necessary.

Reference Point is being designed to
bring greater order and accessibility to the vast
and growing amounts of information in exis-
tence. But in focusing on publia irrast Ina&
mauga, and on attempting to enhance the power
and effectiveness of non-profit organizations
and citizens, Reference Point will help equalize
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the balance of power among the major sectors of
our society that is cenval to preserving our
der ocracy in a high-tecimology era.

Reference Point's emphasis on non-
profits and citizens does not irt any way imply
an adversarial role toward the governszont and
busineu sectors. On the contrary, as previously
noted, Reference Point will work as a facilitator,
helping government agencies to better accom-
plish their mandate to deliver information to the
public. Reference Point will also serve as a link
between businesses and non-profits connect-
ing non-profits with potential funding source,.
and volunteer workers in the business commu-
nity, and helping businesses obtain the publica-
tions and serfices they seek fmm non-profits.

Reference Point plans to tap the very
best in America. In linking more effective use
of information technology to more effective
perfotmance Of volumny Klee Le the lows,
Reference Point brings together two of Amer-
ica's greatest strengths. Our nation's audition
of voluntarism and citizen action, joined with
our high technology, should enable us to work
more effectively to solve nujor social problems
and improve the quality of life in our communi-
ties and our nation.
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APPENDIX MATERIAL

REFERENCE POINT FOUNDATION ORGANIZING STAFF

President. Dr. Alan F. Wesnn, Professor of Public Law and
Government, Cohimbia University

Vice President, Orgunizational
Relations and Communications ..... ...... Anne Finger, public information consultant

and voluntary sector leadc.e

Vice President, Training and
Volunteer Services Dr. Michaer Fiore, former :BM Personnel and

Training specialist

Senior Consultants:

Marketing and Development... ...... Jim Awed, former IBM product planning and
marketing specialist

Union and Government
Applications John ihniS, former Special Assistant to the

President, American Federation of
Government Employees

Library Science and
Classification Patricia Read, former Vice President and

Publications Director, The Foundation Center

Consumer Database Projects Mary Gardiner Jones, Presidtnt, Cr .isumer Interest
Research Institute and former Commissioner,
Federal Communicationr Commission

Government Data
Dissemination Studies Dr. Stephen Frantzich, Professor of Political

Science, U.S. Naval Academy

Public Access to Government
Data Jerry Berman, Benton Foundation Fellow

(1989-90)

survey Research Dr. Wayne Parsons, Kane-Parsons, NYC
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REFERENCE POINT NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Jane L. Anderson, Assistant Director, Lutheran Resouras Commission

Gary D. Bass, Executive Director, OMB Watch
Robert Becker, Assistant Director for Publications, Reporters Committee for Freedom of

tbe Prers
Robert R. Be lair, Parmer, Kirkpatrick & Lockhart, Washington, D.C.
Jerry Berman, Director, Information Technology Project, American Civil Liberties Union

Orar les 0. Blake, Vice President, Corporate. Management Information Systems, American Red

Cross
Winifred L. Brown, Executive Director, Mayor's Voluntary Action Center (New York City)

Evelyn Caldwell, Librarian, American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research

Paul J. Di Maggio, Co-Chair, Program on NonProfit Organizations, Yale University

ICay Drake-Smith, Diff4I0f, Information Services, VOLUNTEER: The National Center

William H. Dutton, Associate Professor, Annenberg School of Communications,University of

Southern California
Michael V. Fiore, President, Management Development Associates
Stephen Franctich, Professor of Political Science, U.S. Naval Academy
Patricia Friedland, Director, Office of Information, Community Service Society of New

York
Bruce Gilchrist, Senior Information Advisor, Columbia University
Myra Glajchen, Administrative Supervisor, Cancer Care
Charles H. Hill III, Director, Management Systems and Analysis, National Urban League
Mary Gardiner Jones, President, Consumer Interest Research Institute
Bruce Hodges, Director of Research for Resource Development, Boys Clubs of America

Paula Kaufman, Dean of L'braries, The University of Tennessee
Kenneth C. Laudon, Professor of Information Systems, Graduate School of Business

Administration, New York University
Donald A. Marchand, Dean, School of Information Studies, Syracuse University
Bruce Posner, Program Director, Fund for the City of New York
Susan Reardon, Director of Data Processing and Administrative Services, League of Women

Voters of the United States
Stephen L Rose, Director, Information Services, United Way
Alice Shabecoff, Executive Director, Community information Exchange, National Urban

Coalition
Darwin H. Stapleton, Director, Rockefeller Archive Center
Denise A. Vesuvio, Manager of the Volunteer Communication Project, American Association for

Retired Persons
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INTERIM BOARD OF DIRECTORS

John P. Carroll, Jr., Senior Partner, Davis Polk & Wardwell, New York, N.Y.
William H. Dutton, Associate Professor, The Annenberg School ofCommunications,

University of Southern California
Harold B. Ehrlich, Chairman, Computer Science Capital Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Stephen E. Frantzich, Department of Political Science, U.S. Naval Academy
Dr. Bruce Gilchrist, Sr. Advisor for Information Suategy, Center for Computing Activities,

Columbia University
Edward Gottlieb, Chairman, Edward Gottlieb, Inc., Conununications Counsel, New York, N.Y.
Eamon M. Kelly, President, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana
Susan MacDonald, Principal, Continental Strategies, Toronto, Ontario,Canada
Douglas E. Mepham, Principal, Continental Strategies, Toronto, Ontario,Canada
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BRIEF BIOGRAPHY OF
DR. ALAN F. WESTIN

Dr. Alan F. Westin, Professor of Public
Law and Government at Columbi4 University,
is one of the nation's leading experts on the
organizational use of computers and the impacts
of information technology on individuals,
organizations, and society.

Among the 26 books he has written or
edited are MaarscrialDikramaL.Cassain
SszcillicsaLiBaCalligarkilich=
(Ballinger. 1988), with John D. MUM nz

alailliiIILWAkulics:AllikusubricagIL
aganizailanakaallicsukun.Mrata
Offwe Technology (Knowledge Industries,
1985), with Baker, Lehman, and Schweden
Datsbanks in 'Tree Society (Quadrangle
Becks, 1972), with Michael A. Bsken Lamm
ticaltchnologyiniDeanocricy.(Harvard
UniversitY Press, 1971): hinecracLEmedam
(Atheneum, 1967); two books on computers and
citizens rights sponsored by the U.S. National
Bureau of Standards (one in the health and
medical field and the other covering personnel
administration); and a monograph, Prilaeyied
%Wirt of Wnrh Life ItnielltLaimmder
hloaltorins.(1986) for the Congressional Office
of Technology Assessment.

Among his published essays on social
impacts of information technology are: "Tech-
nological Change And the Constitution: Protect-
ing the Framers' Balances in a Computer Age."
in Burke Marshall (ed.), A Workable Govern-

tnettlate.r.anziailianAtier.201).X11111(W.W.
Norton, 1987); and "Computers and the Pub-
lic's Right of Access to Government Informa-
tion," in M. Hovitz Adyinstain
Comnidses.(Academic Press, 1978).

His articles on issues of computers,
privacy, and public access to information have

appeared in the Nsw-ttaimuSonuar.
Cammusram&LDzianuti
iniaturidenacd.S.DDICLIMiatil
fleck, and many other publications.

From 1973-76, he was a Presidential
appointee to the National Wiretapping Commis-
sion. He saved as Senior Consultant to the U.S.
Privacy Protection Study Commission, and as
chair or a member of many panels for the U.S.
Office of Technology Assessment. He has
testified often as an Expert Wimess before
committees of the U.S. Senate and House of
Representatives.

Professor Westin has been a Member of
the Working Group on Computers of the Ameri-
can Academy of Am and Sciences and the
Computer Science and Engineering Board of the
National Academy of Sciences.

'resendy, he serves on the U.S. General
Administration's Telecommunications

Privacy Advisory Committee. He has also
written repass for GSA on privacy and freedom
of information issues in FTS2000, the new
klend telecommunications system to be built in
the 1990s.

Professor Westin is one of the nation's
leading authorities on the use of office systems
technology, particularly how the use of .ideo
display terminals (VDTs) affects productivity,
quality of work life, health and safety, and
erqloyee-employer relations.

With Kenneth Laudon, Professor Westin
is currently co-directing a National Science
Fountlarion project, "The Management of
Information Technology in the Federal Exec,i-
tive Branch. This is studying the use of com-
puters in the Social Security Administration,
The Federal Bureau of Investigation, and the
Internal Revenue Service, and the overall effects
of large-scale computer use on the staffing,
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performance, and evaluation of Federal Execu-
dve Agencies.

Pmfessor Westin earned his Bachelor's
degree from the University of Florida, his law
dew= from Harvard Law School, and his
doctorate in political science from Harvard
University. He is a member of the District of
Columbia Bar.

BRIEF PROFILE OF KNOWLEDGE
SYSTEMS, INC.

Since 1984, Knowledge Systems, Inc.
(KS% of Chantilly, Virginia, has provided
turnkey systnins for internal and external elec-
tronic communications and information serv-
ices. KSI is the creator of the "Knowledge
System," a sophisticated solution for complex
information management and distribution
problems. The Knowledge Systems' MI-text
search and relational searching capabilities can
handle the most complex search routines with
plain-English commands. The search routines
art compatible with those used by many online
full-text services, such as Lexls.

The range of services KSI pmvides to
enhance an infamation product include Elec-
tronic mail, Bulletin Boards, Conferencing,
Full-Text Search, Application Generators,
Asychrcnous and Synchronous Gateways, PC
communications, Forms management, and
accounting routines for tracking all system
activity.

KSI's clients include United Communi-
cations Group, Time Life, Citibank, Certified
Collateral, The Networks Corp., C. huh Trading
Company, KLM Royal Dutch Airways, Tax-
Analysts Corp., and many others.

Among KSI's projects have been the
development of a large subssber-besed online
service. NewsNet, which is now a major inde-

pendent provider of newsletter publications; the
implementation of one of the first international
multilingual X.400 electronic mail systems fora

large multi-natIonal corporation (C. Itoh Trad-
ing Company of Japan), an inexpensive large-
scale full-text legal information and research
system foe. Tax-Analysts, a non-profit corpora-
tion providing IRS publications online; and one
of the first large-scale efforts to integrate CD-
ROM technology with online systems.

Jeff L. Entwisle, founder and chief
executive of Knowledge Systems, Inc., is
responsible for developing and implementing
the company's reseszch and development,
operations, and strategies.

Mr. Entwisle previously served as
director of technology for The Source, where he
was responsible for all aspects of technology
development and as eastern regional systems
manager for Prime Computer, where he devel-
oped all field technical support functions end
ran Prime's eastern region technical support
operation.

Mr. Entwisle holds degrees in computer
science and humanities from the Massachusetts
Instiode of Technology, whm he was a mem-
ber of min Architecture 14..achine Group. He
also held research associate posts and managed
the development of programs for computer-
aided context recognition systems, artificial
intelligence systems, and visnal perception
technologies.

Matthew R. Edelstein, a principal in
Knowledge Systems, Inc., began developing the
core concept and service features for the Refer-
ence Point System in 1983, and has been en-
gaged in its elaboration since then. Mr. Edel-
stein previously served as a consultant to several
information retrieval projects, including a
videodisc-based picture retrieval slitem for a
major stock photography company, which
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invoed a host mainframe linked to images
stored ai:u end user's location.

Prim to entering the emerging informa-
tion industry, Mr..E.deistein was design and
production director for Kovacs Design Group,
New York, NY. He developed 80% of KDG's
very successful product lines. A number of his
products are on exhibit at museums of art and
design and have appeared in television commer-
cials, motion pictures, print advertisements, and
magazine articles.

Mr. Edelstein studied politica/ science at
the New School for Social Research and envi-
ronmental design at the Parsons School of
Design. He later taught courses in environ-
mental design and new product development
and marketing at Parsons and served as director

of the Parsons Design Resource Center, a
unique program to develop and license student
and faculty-generated designs to major manu-

facturers.

The Syracuse University School of
Information Studies

The School of Information Snidies is a
leading center for defining both the theory and
practice of information management in such
major institutions as libraries, schools, govern-
ments, and businesses. It conducts interdiscipli-
nary research and eduational programs based
on the view that timely, accessible, appropriate,
corrhc:, and useful information is a crucial
resource in modern society.

Dr. Donald A. Marchand, Dean of the
School and Professor of Information Studies, is
an internationally known researcher, teacher,
lecturer, and consultant on information re-
sources management and the strategic uses and
impacts of information technology in business
and government. He is co-principal investigator

with Dr. Sharon Caudle for the first National
Study of Infonnation Resources Management in
the 50 State Governments, organized in coop-
eration with the National Association for State
Information Systems and sponsored by leading
information industry fmns.

Dr. Marchand has written and edited a
number of books and over fifty articles, book
chapters, monographs, reports, and conference
proceeding papers. He serves as consultant and

lecturer foe leading corporations, government
organizations in the United States and other
countries, and non-pmfit associations.

Dr. Sharon Caudle, Dean Marchand's
co-principal investigator on the state govern-
ment study, teaches information resource man-
agement and serves as a consultant on informa-
tion resources management to the U.S. General
Accounting Office and others. She previously
served as a Budget Analyst at the U.S. Office of
Management and Budget and in Management
and Specialist positions in state and federal food

stamp and social service programs.

Dr. Caudle is the author of Ecdual

InformarinalkiellE0111111113=111Lidiging
YiSkilLialtaili(l987), and Many book
chapters and articles. She received her Ph.D. in
Public Administration from George Washington
University.

Dr. Susan Bowl is an expert on infor-
mation retrieval, information resource manage-
ment and related topics. Her study, "Trends in
Information Science Education," appeared in the
1984 Bowker Annual of Libnuunagnk
Trade Information. She has received research
grants from the Council on Library Resources,
the National Science Foundation, and others.
Dr. Bonzi received her Ph.D. in Library and
Information Scier from the University of
Illinois.
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Mr. WISE. Our final witness, Kenneth Allen, senior vice presi-
dent of government relations for the Information Indust- Associa-
tion.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH B. ALLEN, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
GOVERNMENT RELATIONS, INFORMATION INDUSTRY ASSOCIA-
TION

Mr. ALLEN Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-

As noted, I am Kenneth Allen, senior vice president of the Infor-
mation Industry Association. It's generally a pleasure to be the last
witness of the day and to have an opportunity to hear everyone,
although it is somewhat daunting to know that I'm the last witness
between us and lunch. So, I wiE. attempt to keep my remarks brief.

The Information Industry Association represents 750 leading
companies pursuing business opportunities associated with the cre-
ation and distribution of information. The membership covers the
entire spectrum of the information industry, traditional and elec-
tronic publishers, data base providers, financial information ven-
dors, interactive electronic services, computer manufacturers, and
telecommunications providers.

Although the association is only 20 years old, the private sector
information industry is clearly much older. The first information
companies, the newspapers and publishers who testified earlier
today, have played a vital and valuable role in our society for the
past 200 years.

During the past 20 years, we've seen this industry dramatically
change, thanks to the introduction of new information technologies
and communication systems. No longer confined to ink print on
paper, newspapers and publishers are able to offer a diversity of in-
formation products in a variety of media. More importantly, today
the information industry has expanded to encompass hundreds of
new companies offering innovative products and services serving
all sectors of our society.

For example, Dialogue Information Services provides librarians,
students, and researchers immediate access to hundreds of data
bases throughout the world. Our legal community, as many of the
people in this room know, depends upon the accuracy and timeli-
ness of the statutory information contained in Mead's LEXIS and
Publishing's Westhiw.

Decisionmakers in both industry and government rely upon the
economic reports in the forecast created by DIU and Compustat.

Sur world financial community invests billions of dollars apatually
as a result a the information crtated and prcvided by companies
such as Dow Jones, Bechtel, and Disclosure. Today, statisticians
and market researchers in industry and government may make
greater usci of Dun and Bradstreet's Duns number than they do of
the Standard Industrial Classification Code. And congressional in-
formation services provided our citizens with excellent access to
over 200 years of congressional hearings, reports and related infor-
mation. Access, I might note, that was not available to our citizens
before the private sector stepped in and provided it.
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These are just a few of the thousands of products and services
made possible by the private sector information industry. There
are many benefits to that industry. The economic benefits alone
and an annual growth rate of 20 percent annually and a positive
balance of trade in new jobs is substantial.

More importantly, as an input to other sectors of our economy, it
provides the capited and the necessary resources needed to enhance
productivity throughout all of society.

Perhaps the most important benefit of the information industry
is the role it plays in fostering the free flow of ideas and the right
of citizens to acquire, create, and use information without fear of
government control or intervention.

The value of the information industry and the emerging informa-
tion age i not in the media of the information or in the provider of
that information. The value is in the information itself, the con-
tent, and in the diversity of information sources.

The continued growth of this industry obviously depends to a
great extent upon the role played by the Federal Government in
the information age. We are therefore vitally interested in the
issues before this subcommittee.

I wish to do as others have today, applaud this subcommittee on
its willingness to address these important and complex issues. This
subcommittee has played a critical role in leading the public
debate on these issues and continues to do so. In fact, as men-
tioned, the 1986 report, Electronic Collection and Dissemination of
Information by Federal Agencies, remains today, I believe, the best
overall discussion of some of the issues we are here to debate.

Turning to the issues, the public's ability to acquire and use Gov-
ernment information is an important and complicated issue, as
we've obviously heard today. Poor management of Government dis-
semination activities inhibits the ability of citizens to obtain access
to information. It diminishes the value of that information which is
available and it results in the unnecessary and inappropriate ex-
penditure of taxpayer dollars.

But most importantly, the ability of citizens to acquire Govern-
ment information is essential to the public's right to know and to
the preservation of our individual liberties.

The issues themselves are not new. They've been debated and
discussed for more than 200 years. What is new is the complexity
and the importance that they take on with the advent of new infor-
mation technologies which permit us to fundamentally reshape the
ways in which we create, use and disseminate information. Yester-
day's rules will not apply to today's problems.

Federal information policy, as perceived by the Information In-
dustry Association, rests on three major principles. First, the public
interest is best served /hen citizen access to Crovernment informa-
tion is guaranteed through a working partnership between all
levels of government, the private sector information industry, non-
profit groups, and the important intermediaries in the library and
education community.

Second, there should be a clear Governmentwide statutory policy
framework to guide those responsible for Federal decisions about
these activities.

4 a
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Third, this framework should recognize that irsuring public
access to specific types of information or formats may require case
by case decisions.

The goal of Federal information dissemination policy should be
to insure that citizens have access to the Government information,
they want and need in the most efficient and effective manner.
This goal is best achieved thtough the partnership. In establishing
that partnership, which a number of us have 'talked about, we be-
lieve that Federal agencies and Federal decisionmakets must recog-
nize that there are alternative methods for providing access to in-
formation.

Tradition illy, the Government has approached active Govern-
ment dissemination as the only or primary means of providing
such access and today it remains a valuable tool in many instances.
But there are alternatives. The inherent scarcity of taxpayer dol-
lars and the inability to assess the value of Federal information
dissemination programs guarantees that those users dependent
upon Government for information will never be fully satisfied.

In some cases, it is in the public interest to explore alternatives,
perhaps through organizations such as Reference Point. But per-
haps as a catalyst in encouraging the private sector information in-
dustry to invest private capital to develop new information prod-
ucts and services responsive to the needs of a diversity of users.

The major impediment, we believe, to the issues we are discuss-
ing has been the tone of the debate. And we believe that recent at-
tempts at shaping a Federal Governmentwide information policy
have suffered becauE they have fostered the impression that the
arena of Government information is territory to be carved up mid
protected. We believe that is a misjustice and a disservice to the
public.

Federal policy must emphasize the public interest in efficient
and effective information dissemination. And that policy must
make clear that all three branches of our Government have an af-
firmative responsibility beyond the requirements of the Freedom of
Information Act to insure that information is available for use by
the public and that such availabili4 is on an equal access basiF to
41. The policy should also recognize that there are a number ot
players who participate and contribute to the dissemination of in-
formation.

In establishing the policy framework, we believe a number of
principles should be set forth. These include: Citizens have a right
of access to public information; second, Government should employ
new information technologies to improve the efficiency and effec-
tiveness of Government programs and services; third, citizens
should not be dependant upon Government as the primary or sole
source of information; Government policy should seek to establish
and preserve a diversity of voices and information sources by en-
couraging a fair and competitive marketplace for information prod-
ucts and services; and finally, no single entity, public or private,
should be 1)ermitted to exercise monopolistic control over informa-
tion essential to society's well-being.

Establishing the policy framework and the policy principles is
critical. But within that, many of the decisions that we are going to
make, that you are going to be called upon to make, are going to be
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case by case decisions. Ultimately, each issue or each activity de-
pends upon a 'Limber of factors. It depends upon the type of the
information, the users of that information, the Government's re-
quirements and responsibilities, the resources needed, and the ex-
istence of similar information products. There is no decision tree
that we know of that will provide a clear answer as to how the
public interest will best be served in every instance.

You have previously, heard about the SEC's activities to develop
an EDGAR system. It is true that few agencies will tackle an initi-
ative as significant as that. On the other hand, the policy princi-
ples that have evolved as a result of the 5 years of public debate
and deliberation over EDGAR we believe are meaningful for many
other Federal programs and agencies.

I am pleased to note that in that instance, as in many of the sig-
nificant issues of information policy, the Congress and particularly
this committee have played an important role in both leading the
debate and providing a forum for the EDGAR system.

Let me turn for a moment to another issue on today's agenda,
the Freedom of Information Act. Let me make no mistake that we
in the information industry agree with those today who have previ-
ously stated their full support for the Freedom of Information Act.
The public's right to acquire information hald by the Government
as expressed by this act is and must continue to be a major compo-
nent of Federal information policy.

We are distressed to see those in the executive and judicial
branches who are attempting to retrench from this fundamental
policy. Furthermore, we believe that the provisions of the Freedom
of Information Act mu.it ft4ly apply to information in all of its
media. The public's right to obtain Government information should
not be dependant upon or diminished by the media in which the
information is made available.

Within that, let me suggest several specific provisions that this
committee may wish to consider as it guides the debate on Federal
information policy and provides guidance to executive branch agen-
cies.

First of all, the Government should provide access to public in-
formation in whatever media it is available. We have run into a
number of instances where agencies have information in both
paper and electronic media and declined to provide the public with
access to the electronic version because they had provided informa-
tion in paper format. We believe that is a disservice and is not in
the public's interest.

Second af all, in disseminating information the agency should
insure that no party has the ability to exercise monopolistic control
over the information. As stated by definition, monopoly control of
inf.( )rmation denies the diversity of information sources essential to
preserving a free flow of ideas.

Third, Government information available to the public must be
available to all members of the public on an equal basis, the cost
not to exceed the marginal cost of dissemination.

Fourth and finally, a critical policy is that Federal agencies must
not assert copyright or implement copyright provisions over their
information products absent clear statutory authorization.

2,1 5
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Finally, the subcommittee has asked for our thoughts on the
mechanism for developing Federal information policies. There is
clearly no single national information policy, nor any single body
within the Government that has the expertise nor the mandate to
develop such a policy. We believe that is appropriate. Nevertheless,
we believe that the responsibilities assigned to the Office of Man-
agement and Budget pursuant to the Paperwork Reduction Act are
appropriate and we urge that they be permitted to continue their
activities. Thone are essential activities which serve all of us. More-
over, within the policy framework discussed each agency must de-
velop its own policies and regulations for those case by case deci-
sions.

The public's ability to acquire and use Government information
is an extremely important and complex issue. The debate on Feder-
al information policy evolves just as the technology is. We appreci-
ate the opportunity to share our thoughts with the subcommittee
and look forward to working with you on these important ifisues.

Thank you.
Mr. WISE. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Allen followsd
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U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am Kenneth Allen. Senior Vice Presidint for

Government Relations of the Information Industry Association

("IIA"). I am pleased to be here today to testify on behalf of

the HA on the Federal government's information dissemination

policies and practices.

The Information Industry Associe.ion is a twenty year

old trade association representing 750 leading companies

pursuing business opportunities associated with the creation,

distribution, and use of information. The IIA's membership

encompasses the entire speoir m of the information industry,

including traditional and electronic publishers, data base

provideru, financial information vendors, interactive electronic
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services, computer manufacturers, and telecommunications

providers.

Although the Information Association is only twenty

years old, the private sector inZormation industry is much

older. The first information companies -- newspapers and

publishers -- have played a vital and valuable role in our

nation for the past two hundred years. During tae past twenty

years, however, we have seen this industry dramatically change

and expand thanks to the introduction of new information

technologies and communications systems. Newpapers and

publishers are no longer confined to inkprint on paper -- they

are able to offer a diversity of information products in a

variety of media. Of more significance is the fact that the

information industry has expanded to encompass hundreds of new

companies offering innovative information products and services

never before imagined or possible. These products and services

are used by all sectors of our society.

For example, throlh the services of companies such as

Dialog, librarians, students and researchers are able to gain

immediate access to the knowledge contained in hundreds of data

bases. Our legal community depends upon the accuracy and

timeliness of the statutory information contained in Mead's

NEXIS and West Publishing's WESTLAW. Decisionmakers in both

s
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industry and government rely upon economic reports and forecasts

created by DRI and Compustat. Inventors have fast and efficient

access to information on patents thanks to the products of

companies such as DERWENT and Pergamon. The world financial

community invests billions of dollars annually as a result of

information c ced and provided by companies such as Dow Jonea,

Bechtel, and Disclosure. Statisticians and market researchers

in industry and government may make more use of Dun EA

.Bradstreet", Dun's Number than they do of the standard

industrial classification code. Thanks to the initiative of the

Congressional Information Service, our citizens have excellent

access to over two hundred years of Congressional hearings,

reports, and related information. And finally, many of us in

this room track the status of Federal legislation through the

services of the Washington Post's Legislate. These are just a

few of the thousands of products Lnd services made possible by

the private sector information industry.

The economic benefits alone -- an annual growth rate of

20% and a positive balance of trade -- are very significant.

Moreover, as an input to other economic sectors, the private

sector information industry contributes to enhancing the

productivity and economic growth of our entire nation. The most

important benefit of the private sector information industry is

the role it plays in fostering the free flow of ideas and the

f
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right of citizens to create, acquire, and use information

without fear of government intervention or control. History is

repleted with examples of societies where the citizens are

dependent upon the government as the primary sources of

information and are denied the safeguards offered by a

competitive, private sector information industry. Fortunately,

our nation has chosen a different path. it is important to

remember that the value of the information industry and the

emerging information age is not in the media or the provider.

The value is in the information -- the content -- and in a

diversity of information sources.

These are the companies represented by the IlA --

companies investing substantial private capital in new

technologies to create and distribute innovative information

products and services that contribute to our nation's economic,

political, and social growth. Since the continued growth of

this indui:ry depends, to a great extent, upon the role played

by the Federal government in the information age, we are vitally

interested in the issues before this Subcommittee.

In addition, our industry -- more they any other --

knows the value of information and the challenges inherent in

developing and offering information products and services based

on new technologies. We are pleased to draw upon this expertise

-4-
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and assist the uovernment in meeting the challenges of tne

information age.

For a ,ost twenty years the IIA has watched -- and

assisted -- Federal agencies pursuing the use of new

technologies to collect, manage, and disseminate public

information. In addition to working with nolicy organizations

such as the Congress and the Office of Management and Budget,

the IIA has actively participated with the Securities and

Exchanvi Commission, the Interstate Commerce Commission, the

Department of Transportation, and the Federal Maritime

Commission, among others, in the development of their respective

electronic collection and dissemination projects. The earlier

hearings of this Subcommittee and its seminal 1986 report,

Electronic Colleoltion_and Diszeminetion_of Information by

fpderal Agengie1, has led the way for all of us.

The Importance Of Gavernment Information Policy

The public's ability to acquire and use government

information is an important and complicated issue. Poor

management of government dissemination activities can inhibit

the ability of citizens to obtain access to government

informatic:, diminish the value of that in brmation which is

available, and result in the unnecessary and undesirable

-5-
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expenditure of taxpayer dollars. Most importantly, the ability

of citizens to acquire government information is essential to

the public's right to know and to the preservation of our

individual freedoms. The ability of individuals to acquire

government information -- and how they get it -- ultimately

defines the relationship between citizens and the state. These

issues, therefore, strike at the very core of our political

system. We commend this Subcommittee for its past work and its

continued willingness to tackle these sensitive and complex

issues.

The issues are not new; they have been debated and

discussed for more than 200 years. However, they have become

even more complex and important with the advent of new

information technologies which permit us to fundamentally

reshape the ways in which we create, use, and distribute

information. We therefore urge the Subcommittee to focus its

attention on those policy issues emerging from the creation and

distribution of information in electronic media.

Our suggestions regarding Federal information policy

are based on three majoi principles. First: the I/A believes

the public interest is best served when citizen access to

government information is guaranteed through a working

partnership between all levels of government, the private sector

-6-
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information industry, non-profit groups, and the important

intermediaries in the library and education Community. Second:

there should be a clear government-wide statutory, regulatory,

or policy framework to guide those responsible for Federal

information dissemination activities. Third: this framework

should recognize that ensuring public access to specific types

or formats of government information may require case-by-case

decisions -- there are no hard and fast rules that can be

universally employed. I will addrnss each of these topics.

An Informakim flieeemilLeti on Par tnershie

The IIA's position is that the goal of Federal

information dissemination policy should be to ensure that

citizens have access to the government information they want and

need in ,.e most efficient and effective manner, This goal is

best achieved through a partnership in which government, the

private sector information industry, non-profit groups, and the

library and education community complement one another's

activities in providing wide public access to government

information. Ensuring and strengthening this partnership

requires that, among other thinga, Federal agencies recognize

there are alternative methods for providing public access to

this information; and the method -- or methods -- selected

should be those which best serve the overall public interest

-7-
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within the practical constraints that must dictate all

governmental functions. Federal officials may consider direct

government dissemination, financed through taxpayer dollars as

the only way to provide the public with access to governMent

information. However, the inherent scarcity of taxpayer dollars

and the inability,tc assess the value of such information

programs guarantees that users dependent upon the government for

information will newer be fully satisfied. Federal information

policy should recognise that an alternative exists In many

cases it may be possible to better meet the needs of information

users at less cost to the taxpayer if the government acts as a

catalyst to encourage the investment of private sector dollars

in the competitive creation and dissewination of new information

products and services. By choosing the catalyst role, the

government can guarantee the diversity of information sources on

which a democracy thrives. It will also stimulate the investment

of private capital towarla the production of new jobs and the

retraining of existing employees to use new technologies, and

foster economic growth and maintain a favorable balance of trade.

Recent attempts at shaping a Federal, government-wide

information policy have suffered because they have fostered the

impression that the arena of government information

dissemination is territory to be crrved up and protected -- this

part for the gcvernment and this part for the private sector --

-8-
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just as sheep herders and cattle barons carved up the Old Wesi.

We do not support such a rigid, "either/or" approach to the

disseminati of government information. Ve believe that

Federal policy should emphasise the public in erest in efficient

and effective information dissemination. At a minimum, Federal

policy should make clear that all three branches of our Federal

government have an affirmative responsibility beyond the

requirements of the Freedom of Information Act to ensure that

its information is available for use by the public and that such

availability is on an equal basis to all. The policy should

also emphasize the valuable and legitimate role played by

non-governmental entities in enhancing public access to

government information. If the public is to fully benefit from

its investments in the creation of government information,

agency officials must recognize the private sector information

industry as collaborators -- and not competitors -- in providing

access to informaticn.

Where the priA8ate sector is already disseminating an

agency's information, for example, the agency's daily

distribution of electronic copies of its data base often will

suffice to get the information widely disseminated. The

availability of electronic data at marginal costs will usually

result in the availability of more private electronic services.

This, in turn, will further stimulate what is often an already

-9-
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very competitive intonation marketplace. This competition will

provide the public with a full range of services in terms of

price and quality. If, however, the government provides the

same services at little or no cost, this could jeopardize and

discourage private sector investment in diverse information

services. If the net result is that the government alone

disseminates this information, then we are all losers as

taxpayers and.users ot the information.

plinclai,u_rski_hEsaicy_ExAganwsuji

The IIk believes that the following concepts should

form the basis of a government-wide framework for the

development of federal information dissemination po/icies:

Citizens have a right of access to public

information.

Government should employ new information

technologies to improve the efficiency and

effectiveness.of government programs and services.

Citizens should not be dependent upon government

as the primary or sole source of informatinn.

Freedom of speech can only survive by ensuring a

-10-
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diversity of voices and sources through the

marketplace of ideas independent of the

uncertainties oc. the appropriations process.

Government policy should seek to establish and

preserve a diversity of voices and information

sources by encouraging a fair and competitive

marketplace for information products and services.

No single entity, public or private, should be

permitted to exercise monopolistic control over

information essential to society's well-being.

A_Case-ay-Case Approach

The preceding framework is essential to the development

of Federal information policies. At the same time,

implementation of these policy principles (loft, not mandate the

same solution for every agency considering how best to

disseminate public information. Ultimately, these decisions

will require r case-by-case approach. In each instance, the

decision will depend upon a number of unique factors such as the

type of information, the users, the government's requirements

and responsibilities, the resources needed, and the existence of

similar information products. Inasmuch as there is no decision
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tree to provide a clear answer as to how the public interest

will best be served in every instance, these issues must

ultimately be treated on a case-hy-cass approach, subject to the

goals established by the overall policy framework.

A good example of this point is provided by the

Securities and Exchange Commission's ("SEC") experience in

designing its EDGAR ("Electronic Data Gathering and Retrieval")

system. EDGAR will permit the SEC to annually collect, process,

and disseminate over six million pages of securities filings

electronically. All of these documents currently are printed

and filed on paper. EDGAR will support internal SEC processing

of registrations and other filings. The information collected

by the SEC will be available to any member of the public in raw

output form from the contractor under 3 regulated pricing

scheme. This equal access approach to dissemination permits the

SEC to substantially reduce EDGAR's development and operxtional

costs, and simultaneously provide the public with much better

sources of information by encouraging a competitive market for

new products and services. Few, if any, agencies will seek 'co

pursue an automation initiative as extensive as EDGAR. Hovever,

the policy objectives and principles developed during

consideration o this EDGAR proposal are applicable to many

other agencies.

-12--
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Another good illustration is the cu;rent initiative by

the Department of Commerce to establish the National Trade Data

Bank created by last year's Ommibus Trade Bill. The National

Trade Data Bank, which we supported, will enhance our nation's

ability to export by providing a single source for government

information relevant to international trade. No longer will

U.S. companies have to wander through the halls of many federal

agencies seeking relevant trade information. Once this

information is collected by the Department of Commerce, it will

be available to all members of the public on an equal access

basis for the marginal cost of reproduction. This means that

all citizens will have better access to the information at less

cost. At the same time, this approach encourages the investment

of prisite sector dollars in the development of new, more

sophisticated information products and services that will

further enhance our ability to export. This approach guarantees

that the public benefits from the Data Bank -- both through

better access to information and through the economic growth

that will come from U.S. success in the international

marketplace.

I am pleased to note that the Congress played a major

role in shaping both of the above partnerships. By addressing

these issues through the legislative process, all interested

members of the public had an opportunity to participate in the

-13-
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deliberations and debate. The openness of this process resulted

in the current approaches, embodied in statute, which are

clearly in the public interest.

One final example of the public/private partnership is

worth mentioning. The previous Administration proposed to

eliminate the National Technical Information Service ("NTIS") by

turning it over to the private sector under a privatization

proposal. Although this function could be performed by the

private sector -- perhaps quite profitably -- the IIA opposed

this proposal because it was not in the public interest. NTIS

serves the nation by providing a single source for much of the

information produced through the government's investment in

research and development. Moreover, the government has a

responsibility to ensure the availability of this information --

a responsibility which the government would have abrogated

through privatization. In testimony before the Congress, we

urged that the NTIS be retained within the Department of

Commerce and that steps be taken, such as reducing the cost of

NTIS reports, to stimulate complementary private sector

investment in new information products and services. Although

not all our suggestions were taken, we are pleased to note that

the original privatization proposal was deeated.
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Through a partnership with the private sector

informatien industry, the government is often bettor able to

meet the needs of information users and to save taxpayer

monies. These funds are then more readily available for new

information collection efforts, and for the dissemination of

information where there are no alternative sources. The result

is funding for important government information projects such as

the Environmental Protection Agency's new Toxic Release

Inventory Database.

The Freedom of Information Act

This Subcommittee has also asked for comments on the

Freedom of Information Act. Let there be no mistake, we fully

support the FOIA. The public's right to acquire information

held by the government -- as expressed by FOIA -- is, and must

continue to be, a major component of Federal information

policy. FOIA is the one Federal statute that most fundamentally

advances the public's right to know. Without FOIA, there would

be dramatically reduced public access to government

information.

The IIA is concerned, however, that the pool of

government information available through FOIA is rapidly

shrinking. While we debate the proper role of government in the

-15-
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dissemination of government information -- as well we should --

the excutive and judicial branches appear to be embarked on a

path of retrenchment in the types of government information that

the public may access. We urge the Subcommittee to be vigilunt

and ensure that a retrenchment does not occur.

Furthermore, we believe that FOIA's provisions must

fully apply to electronic information. The public's right to

obtain information held by the government should not be

dependent on -- oc diminished by -- the media in which the

information is made available. Agencies should not be in the

position, for example, of denying access to existing electronic

information on the grounds that the same information is

available in a paper format, or that other formats which may be

created by a governmental entity other than the agency -- such

as the Government Printing Office -- automatically remove that

information from FOIA's purview. We urge the Subcommittee to

support whatever steps are needed to preserve the public's right

to know.

Ensurina_Accese to Puhlic_informatioa

To ensure efficient and effective access to government

information, we recommend that Federal information dissemination

policies incorporate the followiny specific provisions:

-16-
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1. The government shall provide access to public

information in whatever media it is available.

The form in which information is provided can make a great deal

of difference to the way the data can be used. The cost and

immediate availability of using electronic copies of a data base

cannot compare to the onerous task of creating a data base from

thousands of pages of paper documents. Indeed, the format in

which the informixo, is available from the government may

determine the f the audience that receives that

information, or even if it is disseminated at all. In

particular, agencies responding to Freedom of Information Act

requests should not be allowed to curtail the dissemination of

public information by denying access to data alread., available

in a specific format merely because they have provided access to

the same information in a different format. Cf. Dismukes v.

aewitineat_saf_thilantgxjar, 603 F. sum 760 (D.D.C. 1984).

Agencies currently are spend%og valuable resources opposing what

are clearly reasonable requests for information in existing

electronic formats. A recent illustration of this is gatimal

atandards Associatiem_Inc_y_a_ke2aitment_Aa_the_AiLigicat,

Civil No. 88-0172-TFH (D.D.C. 1988), a case settled last year

wherein the Air Force agreed to routinely make available to the

Department of Commerce, for public distribution, the magnetic

computer tapes from which the Air Force makes microfiches of

publicly available information.

-17-
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2. In disseminating information, the agency should

ensure that no party, public or private, has the ability to

exercise monopolistic control over the information.

Monopolistic control of government intormation, regardless of

who exercises such control, is not in the public interest and

must be avoided. By definition, monopoly control of information

denies the diversity of information sources essential to

preserving a free flow of ideas. Moreover, monopoly control of

government information will deny citizens the innovative new

products and lower prices that can only come from a compPtitive

marketplace. ThuL, agencies and their contractors should be

required to sell copies of their data bases in bulk. Federal

policy should also require agencies to disseminate electronic

information in a form or media which does not unduly favor a

particular technology, software package, or hardware

manufacturer.

3. Government information available to the public

must be available to all members of the public on an equal basis

at costs not to exceed the marginal cost of dissemination.

Discriminatory access tu government information is outlawed by

the fifth amendment to the U.S. Constitution and serves no

-18--
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public interest. Government informati:11 should be available to

all members of the public on an equal basis. Agencies should be

required to disseminate information products in an even-handed

manner, without being forced to do so by a court order as

recently occurred in aelarjliti_eLgsunraurdli,_nezutmenLig.
Treasury, Civil No. 88-2132-CRR (D.D.C. 1988). In this case the

Customs Service was forced to change its policy of

electronically transmitting ship manifest data to U.S. ports

weeks before the press or the rest of the shipping industry

could gain access to the same data. The government should not

be able to barter or trade preferential treatment as it

attempted to do in this case.

4. Federal agencies must not asseLt copyright, or

implement copyright-like provisions, over their information

products absent clear statutory authorization.

For nearly a century, Federal law has specifically prohibited

government agencies from asserting copyright in its basic

information. This critical feature peimits any person to

-reproduce and use government information. This has, in turn,

enhanced public access to government information by encouraging

the private sector information industry to take such

information, add value to it, and create new information

products and services. In those instances where a government

-19--
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agency has controlled its information through the assertion of

copyright-like policies, such as the National Library of

Medicine, the public has been denied the same diversity of

information products and ha u! had to rely primarily upon the

government for information. We believe that restrictions on the

redissemination of government information are inconsistent with

the public's interest in a aiversity of information products.

Copyright law binds government agencies in other ways as well.

Thus, Federal policy should clearly state that agencies

disseminating information products which incorporate

non-government materials protected by copyright are responsible

for ensuring that all rights of the copyright holder, including

prompt payment of royalties, are protected.

DeaT191.2iNS_Zederal_1nformation Dissemination Policies

Finally, the Subcommittee has asked for our thoughts on

the mechanism for developing Federal information policies.

There is no single national information policy and no single

body within government is assigned the exclusive responsibility

for developing such a policy. The IIA believes that OMB Should

continue developing policies pursuant to the Paperwork Reducti:n

Act and other congressional directives. These are essential

activities and they should continue. However, each agency must

be responsible for the development and execution of its own

-20-
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policies. An example of this has been the Department of

Commerce's effort to implement its own rules under OMB Circular

A-130.

Conclusion

The public's ability to acquire and use government

information is an extremely important and complex issue. The

debate on federal information policy continues to evolve as

information technology fuels changes in American society. The

debate's evolution requires open-minded approaches by all of the

participants. As the debate has evolved, our thoughts on

federal information policy have similarly evolved. We thank

this Subcommittee for the opportunity to share our views with it.
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Mr. WISE. I want to thank the entire panel for presenting very
well prepared testimony. I was able to read your statements last
night, but I'm going to be frank. Some of your attachments wore
me down too. So I promise to get back to them over the weekend.
But I do appreciate the information that you've supplied.

I'm going to, in the interest of time and in the interest of lunch,
submit a number of questions. I'm going to make you the same
deal I made the previous panel, if that's agreeable. Some of them
will be specifically directed to one or two of you and others will be
broad based questions. But I would greatly appreciate it. And those
responses will be made part of the record.

Mr. Schiff, do you have any questions?
Mr. SCHIFF. Mr. Chairman, I have no questions. I just want to

say that as a new Member of the Congress and a new member of
this committee, I appreciate listening to people who've obviously
spent a number of years working in this area. I'm just glad to
listen and learn.

Thank you.
Mr. WISE. Well, I think you've stated it well. You may be a new

member to this committee. I'm a new chairman to this committee.
The witnesses both in this panel and the ones preceding have reit-
erated one of the most important areas of je Action for this sub-
committee, which is the Freedom of Ir formoon Act and informa-
tion in general.

I think, Mr. Berman, you made the point, as others have; that we
are moving into the new electronic era. And I think that's an area
that's definitely something that we have to keep exploring. I do not
anticipate, as I said, for legislation necessarily moving this rar.
The Paperwork Reduction Act is something else. But I do antici-
pate that in the next few years that Congress is gohig to have to
come to grips with this situation of electronic dissemination of in-
formation.

What we've got developing is a topsy turvy approach. Some are
doing it well. Some aren't doing it. Or some aren't doing it at all
and some aren't doing it well. It's mandated somewhat by econom-
ics and by popular demand, but that doesn't mean that some agen-
cies don't have informatic that's very important in certain areas.
So it is something that this subcommittee will be extensively in-
volved in.

I suspect w&re going to be back to all of you asking yo.Ar assist-
ance in t ie future. I appreciate your being the ones to start our
initial set of hearings.

At this point, I'll declare the hearing adjourned.
Thank you.
[Whereupon, at :16 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene subject to thc call of the Chair.]
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FEDERAL INFORMATION DISSEMINATION
POLICIES AND PRACTICES

TUESDAY, MAY 23, 1989

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GOVERNMENT INFORMATION, JUSTICE,

AND AGRICULTURE SUBCOMMITTEE
OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,

Washington, DC
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:12 a.m., in room

2203, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Robert E. Wise, Jr,
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Robert E. Wise, Jr., Glenn English, Al
McCandless, and Steven Schiff.

Also present: Robert Gellman, chief coumel; Susan Chadderdon,
clerk; and Brian Lockwood, minority professl onal staff, Committee
on Government Operations.

Mr. WISE. This hearing will come to order. I promised Mr.
McCandless and Mr. Schiff that I would express my reasons for
being late on the record. I had 90 constituents, average age of 11,
drowning on the Capitol steps. They were waiting for a picture.
The photographer never showed and they were getting soaked. So I
had to take immediate steps to solve their problem. I think that's
something we can all appreciate. I invited them to the hearing, in-
cidentally. I told them it was the dryest place around. I want to
express my appreciation for your patience.

This is the second in a series of a hearings on Federal informa-
tion dissemination policies and practices. This subcommittee is cm-
tinuing its review of issues, problems, and activities affecting the
public availability of public information. Today's focus is on librar-
ies and library functions. We have four library associations reprn-
sented, as well as two other organizations that perform library liIi
functions. The National Technical Information Service is a Federil
agency collecting science and technical information from other
agencies and making it available to the public. The National Secu-
rity Archive is a private nonprofit organization performing a simi-
lar function with defense and foreign policy information.

We will begin the hearing with the demonstration of compact
disk technology. Because a CD-ROM disk can hold so much data, it
provides a useful and economic way of making a lot of information
available to users. While CD-ROM is not the only technology al-
lowing for the wholesale dissemination of Government information,
it is one of the most exciting.

(263)
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I'd like to spend a minute on tne idea of wholesale dissemination
of information. In some ways, we ean view the Freedom of Informa-
tion Act as a retail information gissemination mechanism. Each
FOIA request is from one individual or group and each response
satisfies that one requester. While the FOIA will always remain as
a vital way of making Government information available to those
who want it, the Government cannot meet its obligations to inform
the public solely through FOIA. We need to support other ways of
sharing Government information.

One way is to provide users with copies of Government data
bases, along with the proper software tools. Each user can then ma-
nipulate the data to meet his or her own needs, rather than rely on
the Government. Another approach is to make Government data
available to those in the business of sharing information with
others. This includes libraries, public interest groups, like the Na-
tional Security Archive, and private information companies. Those
who make Government data available to others help the Govern-
ment meet its obligations.

A diversity of sources also keeps the Government from being the
only supplier of information to the public. Wholesaling is impor-
tant because the Federal Government cannot provide every infor-
mation product and service to every possible user. It simply cannot
afford it. The Government cannot afford to provide every informa-
tion product and service to every library. Because of limited re-
sources, the Government has to make hard choices.

We have to find the most effective, efficient, and equitable infor-
mation dissemination methods. That is a principal policy issue con-
fronting the Congress.

Let. me add a noteI've got to get a plug inabout a bill that I
introduced last week. The Information Policy Act of 1989, H.R.
2381, is designed to establish Governmentwide information dissemi-
nation policies by directing the Office of Management and Budget
to issue guidance under the uthority of the Paperwork Reduction
Act. I hope that the ideas in this bill will be considered in the con-
text of the reauthorization of the Paperwork Act.

While comments on the Information Policy Act are welcome, I do
want to make it clear that we're not conducting a hearing on H.R.
2381 today. This series of hearings has a different, albeit overlap-
ping, purpose. Papeiwork legislation falls within the jurisdiction of
another Government Operations subcommittee. Nevertheless, I
hope to work closely with Chairman John Conyers on this aspect of
the reauthorization and to play a role as that bill proceeds to the
full committee.

I want to exPress my appreciation to those of you vho have
taken the time and some of you have traveled long distances to be
here today. We look forward to this" hearing.

I'll now ask Mr. McCandless ',I' he or Mr. Schiff has an opening
statement. Mr. McCandle.s.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no opening
statement.

Mr. WISE. Mr. Schiff.
Mr. SCHIFF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Neither do I. I'm just

looking forward to listening to the witnesses. Thank you.
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Mr. WICE. Thank you very much for attending, both of you. We
will first hear from Mr. Jerry McFaul, with the Office of Scientific
Information, U.S. Geological Survey, and the Chair of SIGCAT,
Special Interest Group of CD-ROM Applications and Technology.
Mr. McFaul, and to all witnesses, in this committee, so as not to
prejudice any witness that may appear before the subcommittee,
we have a tradition of swearing all witnesses. Do you have any ob-
jections to that?

Mr. McFAtm. No, sir.
[Witness sworn.]
Mr. WISE. You may proceed.
Mr. MCCANDLESS. Mr. Chairman, this gentleman is from the

Weather Service, is that right?
Mr, Mama,. No, sir. The weather's not my fault.
Mr. WISE. If you could have told me that the Elizabeth Grade

School was going to run into this, I'm sure we could have saved a
lot of time over here.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. We might prejudice him, realizing that weath-
er is not an exact science, you understand, and you've just sworn
him in.

Mr. WISE. Neither is politics, that I'm awar of.

STATEMENT OF JERRY McFAUL, COMPUTER SCIENTIST, OFFICE
OF SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, DE-
PARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, AND CHAIRMAN, SPECIAL IN-

TEREST GROUP ON CD-ROM APPLICATIONS AND TECHNOLOGY
Mr. McFatm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. :_lood morning. My

name is Jerry McFaul. I'm with the U.S. Geological Survey, so we
have no direct responsibility for the weather. We, at the USGS,
have been tracking this technology called CD-ROM for over 4

years. We first saw it as a very exciting potential to distribute
earth science informatn. Our agency, the USGS, of course, deals
with large earth science data bases. We now believe this technology
will give us a brandnew way to disseminate this information to
many more people than would otherwise have access to it via the
mainframe environments in which it typically resides.

What I'd like to do today is just give you a very general overview
of this technology as to how it relates to something you may be fa-
miliar withthe CD audio disks that you car now buy in music
Froresand try to bridge the gap between that and this thing we
call CD-ROM, which is the computerized version of CD audio disks.
The disk that you have in front of youwe've given each one of
the subcommittee members a copy of the GLORIA diska disk we
producK1 at the U.S. Geological Survey. This is equivalent to about
51 magietic tapes worth of information fitting on this one particu-
lar disk.

Before, when that information, which is from the Gulf of Mexico
sea floor was to be duplicated by someone interested in thai, par-
ticular are,i of the world, it would take a considerable amount of
time to repiieatt, those 51 tapes, obviously. We can have these disks
replicated a c thf? facility that produced this for us, of which there
are dozen ak-ound t,he country, for about $2 a piece. The disks ac-
tually are made about one every 10 seconds in the mastering facili.
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ties. So things have come quite a long way in terms of being able to
replicate extremely large volumespicture 51 magnetic tapesin
about 10 Emonds and at a cost of about $2 a piece.

There is an upfront mastering cost to set up the disk, which is
typically around $1,500 today, but the replication cost of about $2is the industry average. That, then, makes it a very, very low-
priced way to disseminate large mainframe-sized data bases to
anyone who has a PCthis is a typical PCand a CD-ROM
readerthe CD-ROM reader is embedded right in this PC. I take
the disk that you have in front of you and I'm placing it in the CD-
ROM drive. It fits into the same cavity that a half-height floppy
drive would typically use, and I've now introduced 600 megabytes
or so to this PC.

So I've put a mainframe-sized data base into this PC and that's
the exciting potential of this technology. What I'd like to do is just
give you, again, some highlights of the technology. There are vari-
ous types of optical technologies on the market now. You've prob-
ably heard of things like write once or erasable optical technology.
But CD-ROM is different, distinctly different, in the fact that it
has standards. It has physical standards, by virtue of the audio
market and the audio industry, where they were established. Com-
pact audio disks have standardized the technology worldwide in
terms of size, diameter of the hole, and the other physical proper-
ties.

The physical dimensions, that is, the physical standards are a bigplus to this technology. But probably even more important, is the
logical layout of this disk; in other words, how this disk appears to
a microcomputer. That is also cast into a standard from the Inter-
national Standards Organization [ISO] 9660, as the logical layout.
So the result of all that is that we ha, e a very standardized tech-
nology in this thing called CD-ROM, and Jiat goes a long way in
making a very interchangeable, a vet, disseminatable, if that's a
word, technology. People can buy any of a dozen different readers.

They can use any of 100 different PC's, in both the Apple and
the IBM environments, and read this disk. So it's a publishing and,
a distribution technology. It's not just another peripheral to a PC.It's not just another interesting little thing to add. It is a publish-
ing technology that is very significant, we think, to the Govern-
ment because we have so much data rilding in our Government
vaults.

We want to be able to get it out to the public, to people who have
paid for the accumulation of this information, and we think this is
the most cost-effective way that has ever come along and will ever
come along because of the standardization inherent to it.

The cost of production, as I mentioned, is low; $2 a piece for
these disks is what the industry is currently charging. The readers,
this sort of reader, is roughly a $600 item right now. We believe
that cost will go down to Vie $200 or $300 level because it's follow-
ing the exact cost curves of the audio player that I can buy at a
local discount house for $88. So we see a very attractive potential
there for these things becoming so low priced that they'll become
almost a nonissue.

You'll buy a PC and you'll have a hard disk and a floppy and a
CD-ROM drive and not think twice. That will be the standard con-
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figuration. The density of the media, as I said, is extremely high.
This holds upward of 650 million characters, or 650 million bytes in
computer terminology, which is equivalent to, as I said, that rack
of 51 tapes in the case of this GLORIA disk.

Suffice it to say that's a lot of information; 300,000 pages of text
would fit on here. The entire Code of Federal Regulations, titles 1
through 50, easily fit on here with an index to every word. Those
types of volumes easily fit on a CD-ROM disk. Encyclopedias have
been _lout on very effectively. The media is very stable. In addition
to it being 50 times less expensive than magnetic tape to store in-
formation, it has a shelf life that's really indeterminate. If you put
these away in a safe or a coffee can they'll probably last forever.

A magnetic tape, as you are probably aware, does have a mainte-
nance requirement associated with it which is nontrivial in the
case of large tape libraries. But with CD-ROM, we have a media
that's extremely stable and long lived and it provides something
much different than magnetic tape in the fact th.at I can get to any
place on this disk very, very fast. So it lends itself to use on a
microcomputer, as we'll see in a second, by giving an interactive
responE e time. I can find a word anywhere in this huge text
volume or I can paint a picture from an image file.

1 can that very fast because an optical head inside is search-
ing in what's called a random access mode as opposed to a magnet-
ic tape where I've got to sift through the entire tape reel. So
there s an entirely different organization to this disk that makes it
much, much different from the traditional magnetic tape world. So
with that little overview on the technology, let me get into a dem-
onstration of a couple of disk:, that we have produced at the U.S.
Geological Survey. This should give you a better feel for 'he re-
sponsiveness and the types of things that one can put on these
disks and make available to scientists.

I gave Mr. Gellman an article I found in the Scientist Mapzine,
in which a professor at UCLA was talking about using the CD-
ROM disk that was produced by the National Oceanic and Atmos-
pheric Administration [NOAA], where the world's definitive data
bases on geomagnetic and solar flare information are all in one
spot.

[Material referred to found in appendix.]
Mr. MCFAUL. They're all right here on this one disk. And the sci-

entist, by virtue of that information being available to him in a PC
and cn a single CD-ROM disk, made a discovery that apparently is
rather significant. It saved the Government money not having to
redo an experiment.

The scientific agencies were quick to take to this technology.
Also, the library environment was a natural to pick up i the tech-
nology because they deal in such massive information and textual
data bases. Most library environments have CD-ROM readers al-
ready. For instance, the Federal depository libraries [FDL] are over
40 percent populated right now with CD-ROM readers.

GPO is taking advantage of this and helping distribute disks to
the FDL's. So we're seeing a natural marriage of this technology to
information environments, like libraries, and I think that's impor-
tant, because it's getting the Government's information and
making it accessible to the public in a whole new dimension than
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heretofore was available. So if you don't mind, I'll dim the lights a
little bit, and if everyone promises to try to stay awake, we'll take
a look at this technology.

[Demonstration follows:]
Mr. MCFAm. What we are looking at or will be looking at first is

the disk we call GLORIA, which stands for the geologic long range
inclined ASDIC, a fancy name for bouncing sonar off the ocean
floor. We are finding out what the sea floor looks like and then
puttirg that information into a file, and that file is on this disk.
We are now able to look at those images, in this case for the Gulf
of Mexico. We and the British. They developed the technology; we
use it.

We have scanned all the exclusive economic zones around the
territories of the United States, a 200 mile swath, which is actually
a larger area than our land mass. We put all the information on
magnetic tape, and we have taken the set of that data for the Gulf
of Mexico and put it on the first disk that has been made generally
available from the USGS.

We can look at the images via this menu. We have put this disk
together with software that is typically known as public domain
software. It is readily available and we have tried to use it to keep
the cost of this disk very low. In fact, this particular one we are
giving away to interested parties.

We get into this disk by first looking at what are called the 2-
degree squares. Now, I typically just select menu items as a friend-
ly way to get into this information. We are also using two different
software packages, one developed at NOAA, the agency I men-
tioned before that put out the geomagnetic disk that sort of caused
that discovery to be made, and another software package from
NASA.

We were aware of these two other organizations getting into CD-
ROM and developing software for the display of images by virtue of
the organization that I mentioned earlier called SIGCAT. SIGCAT
has pulled together over 300 Government organizations that are in-
terested in CD-ROM. I started SIGCAT CD-ROM about 3 years ago
to just share information about this technology throughout the
Federal Government. One of the benefits of that has been the
awareness of software packages of the type we are n r.v going to
look at and then applying those to our disk and not having to rein-
vent the wheel.

So we typically will look at the opening images with NOAA soft-
ware, labeled "NOAAD" on the display screen. What it does is now
go out and access a small amount of information off the CD-ROM
disk and draw the Gulf of Mexico. We divide the display up into 2-
degree squares and we can pick any one particular square by
moving the cursor aroundthere is one of my favorite squares
and blow that particular square up now to a much larger size.

Wo do something called false coloring. We take the image of the
ocean floor, which might not be particularly meaningful to you and
I but, it meam a lot to an ocean scientist. Suffice it to say there iz
a lot of very meaningi el geological information being shown there,
including things like debil.: flows and ancient riverbeds. In fact,
one of those ancient riverbeds is interesting to look at.
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We can do things like change the false color on hex,. NOAA did
a very fine job in providing us an interface, which is the result of
about one or two person-months worth of effort.

I can also put a small window on the screen, a zoom window, and
move it to the place that we want to investigate; for instance,
somewhere up around here. Now, the small window I drew there
will now be expanded, and it pulls the original data now off the
CD-ROM. This is a rather large file that it is reading. It is about a
16 million byte file, so that is like reading, almost a full magnetic
tape. A typical magnetic tape will hold about 25 mega bytes. It is
reading two-thirds of a full magnetic tape this quick.

Now, if you can remember back to the classic view of a comput-
er, tape reels always seem to be spinning in some room somewhere,
giving you the impression the data is flowing all around. Well, one
of those tape reels contains the equivalerk amount of data that we
are drawing here.

You can start to see the meandering riverbed. This is an ancient
riverbed, about 10,000 years old, under the Gulf of Mexico, and is
starting to become visible by virtue of the data we are now display-
ing. I can do this on a computer system that costs roughly $2,000 or
$3,000, including the CD-ROM drive. I couldn't do, even this rela-
tively primitive level of analysis for anything less than 10 times of
that price 2 or 3 years ago.

So what we are doing here is providing a tool to researchers and
scientists by virtue of high-end PC which are becoming even
more and more powerfuland massive data sets on CD-ROM. In
this case we are able to get 51 tapes worth of information to the
scientist at his or her desktop.

We can now take a look at that same file with the NASA-provid-
ed software. Now we are taking advantage of something that was
developed for the NASA Deep Space Voyager Program where they
transmit images back from the outer planets and use this software
to display it on PC's.

We can apply this software to our GLORIA data, and now we are
looking at that same image I just showed you, but now using that
software from NASA. If I were to change from color to black and
white, it allows one to further investigate that meandering river-
bed. I could again change the colors by using a palette to edit.
Assume for a moment a scientist wanted to investigate those white
a.eas. I'll highlight those arcas with color to give them a little
more definition. 'You can see the image changing in real time on
the display and some of the olors starting to take shape.

This tool is a pullicly provided piece of software from NASA,
and offers a very powerful tool for analyzing iarge Earth science
data bases, in this case a sonar sea floor map of the Gulf of Mexico.
This software gives scientists a tool that many of them never had
before, or if they did, it might have cost $20, $30, $50,000 for sup-
porting hardware. Now they can do the same thing for one-tenth of
that price.

I can also do things like overlay a profile on this image. I move
the cursor up here, as if I were a scientist investigating that river-
bed. I can move over and put one end of the line there and move
down and place the other end of the line about there and the soft-
ware quickly draws a cross section or a profile across the image.

*I "I. .-
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You can see the two peaks that correspond to the maximum data
values within the ancient riverbed. This type of analysis is a pow-
erful asset in the hands of a scientist who is working in this field.

These types of tools now are available on the PC, and when they
are coupled with the incredible data storage of mainframe-sized
data bases that the CD-ROM offers, it is a rather exciting prospect.
On this particular disk we also put the baseline data so scientists
can go back and analyze the original 6-hour images.

We also put the documentation for the GLORIA project directly
on the disk, which was written by Dallas Peck, Director of the
USGS. One could page down and read this entire thing, so this is
on the disk itself, or I could even search for the word "GLORIA"
and quickly find the occurrence of the word in the documentation
that which are just convenient tools but it is all very possible and
doable now that the PC has the power it has. We are able to, again,
marry up the power of the PC with the voluminous data capacity
of a CD-ROM disk.

That is a quick overview of the CD-ROM disk called GLORIA,
the one you have in front of you. This disk contains data which a
scientist dealing in this area of the exploration of our ocean re-
sources would find very, very powerful and useful. We have distrib-
uted about 200 of thebe disks to researchers and scientists around
the world and have thus gotten the entire 51-tape archive into the
hands of 200 scientists. So it is no wonder that correlations and dis-
coveries are being made because this is the first time that such a
capability is being put directly into the hands of scientists.

There is another capability inherent to CD-ROM which I will
touch on as I change this disk. We are looking here at images, and
images typically take up a lot of space. That is why CD-ROM is
powerful for this type of application, but there is an entirely differ-
ent type of use of CD-ROM that I touched on earlier when I said
encyclopedias have been put on CD-ROM. The Groliers Encyclope-
dia, as well as several other scientific encyclopedias have been put
onto CD-ROM with an index to every word.

In the case of that Groliers Encyclopedia, which has been a prod-
uct for a couple of years, there are about 50 million bytes or char-
acters of words that comprise the encyclopedia, but the index of
that encyclopedia is 60 million bytes. The index is actually large,.
than the text of the encyclopedia. That is because the index is so
powerful and allows ()he to find any word within a matter of sec-
onds.

We have a diek here with selected water resources abstracts.
These are all of the published scientific papers about bodies of
water anywhere in the world that the USGS accumulates through
its WRSIC program, Water Resources Scientific Information
Center. About 2 years ago, WRSIC adopted CD-ROM because it
provided the capability of arxessing massive amounts of informa-
tion, again at the desktop. So I have just switched the CD-ROM
disks here. I want to put this other one in.

We will take a quick look at the WRSIC disk. This disk contains
about a quarter of a million abstracts from scientific research
having been done on bodies of water around the world. They are all
on this one disk with access to the information very, very quickly.
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The first display gives you a little introductory screen as to what
we are looking at.

I can search any Of the fields in the record here. I will typically
search the abstract field. We had a couple of suggested topics to
look for. Let me back up a little bit. For some reason my color
turned off here. Let's see if we can get that to come back. Murphy
attends, as I said, almost all demonstrations, and he is definitely
sitting in the room today.

There is something in the computer profession referred to as re-
booting the computer. This sets things anew and resynchronizes
things. While we are doing that, I would like to touch on some of
the other disks that have recently come out of the Federal Govern-
ment.

The Census Bureau is putting massive amounts of census infor-
mation on CD-ROM. They are putting the 1982 agricultural
census, the American housiigg survey, as well as the 1990 census is
going to be on CD-ROM. In fact, they are putting on CD-ROM
some files that have never been put into print. The ability of CD-
ROM to provide access to these files is interesting from a couple of
as

the files can be accessed very, very quickly, and you will
see us do a word search here in a second. But No. 2, those words
are machine readable, meaning I can pull them into a word proces-
sor and develop reports and items that are directly manipulatable
by word processing software, or I can pull them into a spread
sheet. I can do things with the information other than just look at
it because it is machine readable. It is compatible with this little
box I have got here and the software that runs in this box.

As we did before we will pick the abstract field and that is the
field we will search and we will hit the F10 key to go to the search
mode. The system is now setting up and letting us look for any
word in any of those 250,000 reports or papers. By the way, that
equates to about 525 million bytes of information or characters of
information. Now we're going to search it and I am going to look
for the key word "stonewall." I'm not a typist as you can tell. Now,
we're going to do what's called a boolean "and.' We're going to
look for the word "stonewall" and the word "dam" in any of those
250,000 abstracts.

I found "stonewall" 16 times. It's now searching through the
index which, as I mentioned, is oft,m bigger than the text file itself.
As you can see, it's ticking off the numbers of occurrences of the
word "dam" that it's coming across as it performs the search in
real time. Typically, before CD-ROM came along and before the in-
dexing power of the software that goes with C1D-ROM was avail-
able, you could only do this on a mainframe and you would do it
under what's known as an online timesharing service. You would
also typically have someone do it who knew what they were doing.

In other words, a "priesthood" often grew up around the use of
online services because first of all, the meter was running all the
while the online service was being used. There's a time charge as-
sociated with it and the search procedures are somewhat sophisti-
cated. So typically a group would delop that knew how to do
searches very efficiently and that's who you would go through to
have your searches done.
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CD-ROM's changed all that with the intuitive interfaces such as
the one that you're seeing demonstrated here. Anyone in this room
given this disk could probably sit down and work their way
through it in a lalf hour and be fairly comfortable with it.

We'rg now looking at the first of four occurrences of the Stone-
wall Jackson "dam. Does that ring a bell with anyone there? I
hope it does. We can blow that screen up and make the whole
screen readable. We can hit the next record. See the top left band
corner? We're at record one of four. I'm going to pull to record two
off the CD-ROM disk. Now we're looking at that again, the Stone-
wall Jackson "lake" and associated "dam" projects, and so forth.

We've just searched through 250,000 articles and found four of
interest to us here if that were our search criteria. We are able to
now peruse those afticles. We can actually look at not only the text
of the abstract here but we could look at the entire record. We
jump back to view the entire set of fields in a record and they lwk
like this. We have an I.D. number and some corporate authors,
title, citations, all the typicai things that go along with a biblio-
graphical citation. We're focusing on the abstract information ane
again, if we go down to the abstract and blow it up, we see the text
that actually got us into this particular record.

You can see the speed of access and that's typical of a CD-ROM
disk. It doesn't matter how full it is. The indexing capability of the
software is se powerful every word is accessodnot just the key
words. So you'll find any subtle reference to whatever you're look-
ing for buried anywhere in thatin this case the selected water re-
sources abstracts [SWRAI data base or the Code of Federal Regula-
tionsyou'll find that obscure reference very, very quickly and
then you can do things with it like merge it into a word processing
system and so forth.

So those are two quick examples of an image file and a text data
base file search. Maybe I ought to turn the lights back on and open
it up to some questions here.

[The prepared statement of Mr. McFaul followsd
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT INFOIIMATION, JUSTICE, AND AGRICULTURE

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MAY 23, 19E9

Good Morning. My Dame b Jetty 140Faul. 1 Jon II computer scientist at the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) and a principal investigator of optical storage for USGS,
focusing on cn ROM. I am also chairman of the Special Interost Group on CD ROM
App lifations and Technology (SIGCAT), currently involving over MOO members in
governinent and the private sector worldwide.

The USGS collects and Interprets data and disseminates information on water, mineral,
end energy resources .whIch are critical to the well being of our Nation. This task hes
been performed admirably over the years by a dedicated and professional corps of USGSPeople who have earned the respect of scientists around the world.

ita the USGS, likt most other scientific agencies, date collection has been developed to a
true science, but data dissemination is still an imperfect att. This is mainly due to the
Met of an effective means with which to huplemeat wide:Dread data dissemination. Thissituation is now about to change. A new and revolutionary means (or the cost-effectivedistribution of digital data now *Ant Ind it beginning to be explored. Known as CD-ROM (Compact Dim Read Only Memory), this technology offers orders-of-meenitudeimprovements over previoUt methods of data dissemination.

A c'D.rtOM Mu is nothing more thee computer version of the increasingly familiar audio
compact disc. The CD-ROM techeology embodies and takes edvantage of many desirablecharacteristics of the audit, disc waking it extremely attractive for a wide range ofbeorma.102 management and dem disuminetion application. Some of these characteristicsere as toilet:ex

I) The Existeace of Standards CD-ROM 12 distinctly different from other typesot optical sterile ix that both piqsical tad logical standards exist. ThePhysical standard resnIteli from the CD audio specification promulgatedworldwide by Philips and Sony. The logical standard is a result of the effortsot the High Skutt Group and, more re4eattle the Interasuonal Standards
Organitatioa. The existence of thew standards adds a degre.4 of stability andlongevity to tht; teck,notogy. that tWirts hardware and software compatibilityfor the foreseelble future.

2) Low Cost of Production The i-ort of prOtivliug of CD-ROM disc has fallensignificently over the put it months. A dite con tow bt [Watered for around61,300 and replicated at a cast'of 52.'4 per disc. Thus, for at run of SOO titscs,
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the cat per disc would be approximately MK These prices are WWI on 5-
day turnaround, with I-day turnaround available at a higher con.

3) Ineaeons Ive CD-ROM Readers - The cost of readers is currently in the $500 to
$700 range and is expected to drop further as prices contiaue to follow the
lead of CD audio players which use essentially the same technology.

4) High-Density Media A single CD-ROM disc weighing lett than an ounce Is
capable of storing over 650 mesabytes (millions of characters) of data. At $5.00
per disc, the Coat Of using CDROM storage works out tO a media cott Of len
thee 1 cent par megabyte compared to a coat of $30 pm megabyte on a
medium density (1600 bpi) magnetic tape. The small site of a CD-ROM disc
trsaslates late reduced data dissemination costs, when 650 million byte (about
300,000 pages of text) can be mailed across the country for less than a dollar.

5) Stable Media - In addition to CD-ROM media being about SO times Ins
expensive than magnetic tape. CD-ROM disc* require no speciet storage
environments or periodic maintenance as Is often the ease with magnetic tape.

6) Direct Access Data Structure - CD-ROM provides direct scam to any dats
contained on the disc in Contrast to magnetic term which affords only
Sequential access. With an average access thee of well under a second, CD-
ROM provides an information enviroarnent well seited to interactive processing.

We've just taken the first few steps of a tong journey that I believe will change the way
la which our society deals with data and informed**. Mary of these applications are
already beglanias ta revolutiostin f s dais distribetiess activities is * number of our
governmental institutioes. set, eve* beyond its ability to make data aad information more
readily available at lower costa, CD-ROM holds out the prospect of actually altering the
distribution of global information processing resources.

As head of the Federal Oevanment's Spacial latereat Group on CD-ROM Applications and
Technology (SIGICAT), I receive several plume calls a day from people all over the
Country inguiring about Ws sew technology celed CD-ROM. The level of interest,
particularly throughout the Federal sector, seems to be accelerating. Many agencies are
now moving beyond the prototype stage and are gearing up for mass production. If some
of our production estimates hold true, the Government gloat will double the total number
of diffetent discs available in the industry over the next )2 months. That preeictIon
seems rather bold, but given the resourcn now being committed to these projects,
there's a good chance It will come true.

Mete art several moans bolded all of the domestic CD-ROM activity. First is the
eCOPOSIC motivation. CD-ROM applications can produce some rather dramstic reductions
in the costs of accessing and clisseminatiag informatioc The Patent and Trademark Officerer Its that It financed its satire CD-ROM project through the savings realised by
detreased online costs. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration lowered the
price of one of its date products by a factor of over 100 (from $1,000 on magnetic taim
to $21 on a 3-dise CD-ROM set). Another reason for the groundswell of CD-ROM activity
is productivity improvement. Wken the USGS can reduce the time reouired to access
eerth science information from half an hour on microfiche to several mlnutes on CD-
ROM, the project receives a lot of attention and encourages others to try for Shailat
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All of these CD-ROM projects are coatributing to no.5 helping build a technology base.
Such a base is necestary for the sMbility and longevity of CD-ROM and provides the
foundation needed for continue! growth. Then arc many contributors to this technology
base. Users are coutributing by accenting CD-ROM as a sew wey of managing their
information at the PC level. Tease/logy end service providers are contributing by
opening up new opportunities aid markets as they begin to truly uederstend and exploit
the benefits of CD-ROM. Entreprenaare are contributing by developing innovative new
products incorporatins CD-ROM. Rut the potential of CD-ROM technology to profoundly
change our global society is only beginning to be explored. In fact, the Federal
government, through its ienovetive end increating use of ills technology, is among the
leaders in spurring other oronizetions, both private aid public, to use CD-ROM
tecknology for creative spoils:rifle= worldwide.

Without a doubt, all of the domestic activity in CD-ROM is very exciting. Indeed, a
Whole OM Antaciam industry hos been established in just a few short years. But the use
of CD-ROM also bat implications on a worldwide scale. This technology can finally
provide underdeveloped countries with the ability to become full-fledged members of the
global computing community. CD-ROM's ability to provide amen to hundreds of
megabytes of ditto, eoupled with the incredible power of today's microprocessor chips,
allows any Third World country to ;assemble a workstation with mainframe.like data
processing csoability for under SI0.00. That tome country can then begin to address
national resource notuagement projects that were heretofore imponsible. This capsbility
translates int0 I potential for enormous WIC, CCOOOMIC, and environmental progress. lt
also encourages a feeling of independence and Ulf-determination that is not possible
when a country must depend on wealthier nations to provide *mainframe aid."

In many countries, where telecommunicstions to support conventional Online database
access are either outrageously expensive or simply nonexistent, CD-ROM offers the only
practical Alternative for large database access. In light of this situation, the Pan
American Health Orgaulestion has distributed over 300 CD-ROM systems throughout Latin
America; as a result, for the first time, local health officials now have access to up-to-
date, comprehensive r dival detabases. Tbe implications of these tyoes of applications,
which can dramatically improve the *minty of life for an entire populace, are immente.

Another attribute of CD-ROM, that I belkvc will eventually eclipse all of the economic
and productivity benefits discussed so far, is its ability to combine multiple disciplines
and information perspectives on a single, low-cost medium. For example, the USGS is
currently developing single disc which will contain several large and distinctly different
datobases addressing the same goographical region. Geo:rouble Information Systems tGIS)
technology already ernplys this multidisciplinary approach to problem analysis by
°overlaying' various geographically related data sem In the past, tbc data sets that are
typically used with todey's GIS's were so large that only mainfrione and minicomputer
systems conlj accommodate am. The vitt storage capacity of CD-ROM has changed all
that and allows 01S technology to be implemented on high-end PC's, so that a global
community of users can have scats; to this powerful means of problem analysis.

We are already beginning to witness this 'synergy of CD-ROM" in the scientific
coramunity, where dhcs are now being produced that contain virtually all of the available
tefinitive information on specific subjects. This capability is beginning to provide
researchers with tools that immeasurably enhance the single-discipline approach that has
dominated scientific research for many years. Indeed, the very feel thst all of this wide-
ranging information is now avoilable on a tingle inexpensive piece of plastic is actually
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fostering new scientific discoveries.

Instead of analwing a database through a aarrow information channel typical of
conventional online database access. CD-ROM and today's powerfol PC's mak* it possible
to analyze that same database right on a scientist's desktop. A CD-ROM drive inovides
an information conduit to the user that is at least a 1000 times greater than a typical
medium speed telerammunications line (1200 baud). This allows for the use of color,
windowing, graphics, and other information-intensive operations. Thus, not only can nil of
the data on a particular subject be made available through CD-ROM, but these data can
be accessed in a way that allows the full )owr of tbdurs ranged computing
techniques to be applied. When one considers that this entire cepshi,..y nial now be made
available to scientists and researchers anywhere in the world at affordable costs, one
begins to appreciate the true power of CD-ROM to change the ways in which our global
society deals with and benefits from one of its most IMOOttlint fillthtte.44 information.
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Mr. WISE. Thank you very mue.i. Opening up, I have a basic
question. You mentioned the agri:ultural census and the housing
survey. Where would that be available?

Mr. Mama,. OK. The Census Bueeau has placed the agricultur-
al census on their test disk No. 2 which contained those data bases
plus many others. They made several hundred copies of this disk
and I believe the Government Printing Office rode the contract
the mastering contract for this disk and made an additional 1,500
or 1,600 copies, one for each Federal depository library. So, one
could actually go into one of the FDL's around the country and if
they had the CD-ROM readerapproximately 40 percent of them
docould read that information right from a PC.

Mr. 'WEE. I'm thinking of the Kanawha County Public Library
which is the county library system which is our FDL. Today, how
enensive is it for that library to have this operation, this CD-
ROM reader?

Mr. Mamie. Well, again, you need a PC. So that could be a
$2,000 item. The street price is in that ballpark and the CD-ROM
reader would be an additional $500 or $600 to add to tha' and
that's all you need to access the disk. I think the Census Bureau is
selling this particular diskif the public were to buy itfor $125.

In somt cases, the scientific agencies are making disks and
giving these away to selected researchers. So it depends. The prices
of the commercial disksthey're all the way from $49 to several
thou -and dollars for some of the high value-added disks, ones that
the vendors feel they have aaded a whole lot of value to and in
most cases, indeed have.

So, the price range is quite large on the commercial product side.
The delivery system, $2,500a ballpark price that's reasonable.

Mr. WISE. As far as preparing the data to go on a disk, how com-
plicated is it? Do you need to have one agency hi charge of the
technical work or can each agency learn on its own?

Mr. Mamie. As it's turned out, most agencies are learning on
their own. It's not that complicated. As a matter of fact, the indus-
try by virtue of something called premastering work stations, has
made it a fairly straightforward operation to organize your infor-
mation, be it textual, images, display graphics, or whatever. You
can do all that within your organization now with tools that are
available from industry and then create the final image, if you
will, of your CD-ROM disk, place it on a magnetic tape and send it
off to a mastering plant.

Mastering plants are a fairly capital intensive operation, typical-
ly involving a $5 to $10 million clean room-type far lity. There are
a dozen of those around the countra that typically will accept tapes
and make them into CD-ROM disks, and send them back to you
typically within 1 week to 2 weeks. They can do it overnight if
there's a need for that turnaround.

So, to answer your question, yes, agencies can do it en their own.
The technolopy is not that complicated and many agencies are
doing ia We aed about a dozen other agencies in the Washington
area have the ability to do ths premastering or data formatting
within our own organizations.

The coordination function of an organization like SIGCA.T fosters
cooperation between agencies such that disks that are being made
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could be made with something I refer to as the synergy of CD-
ROM. This synergy is simply the ability to place data bases from
differing agencies on the same disk and allow different perspectives
of the same issuean environmental issue or a science issue, regu-
lawry issues, whatever. Because we can hold so mucn data on
these disks we can effectively accr,mmodate major data bases from
different agencies.

We've done that. As a matter of fact, on one of the disks we're
now in the process of making at the USGS, we're placing two dif-
ferent disciplines of datawere placing sonar and radar data from
two different groups in a survey that never really got together
before because the data bases were scattered in mainframes or
large computers. We're placing both of those with the same geo-
graphical area, in this case Puerto Rico, on the same disk, allowing
researchers now to take a radar view of Puerto Rico, if you will,
and a sonar view of that same area.

So, I think the coordination function between agencies could be
enhanced by having some group, committee, or whatever, to pro-
vide a clearinghouse function to perhaps enhance the synergy
that's possible with this technology.

Mr. Win. Following up on that, the technical standards for CD-
ROM have already been established, but does the Government need
to set standards for data ind..-ming, search software, and for data
formatting? Of course, as a followup question to that who sets the
standards?

Mr. McF AuL. That's a rather interesting question.
Mr. WISE. How much zmordination among Government agen-

ciesI understand the priN sector's doing what it does buthow
much coordination amon* A:" (narnment agencies is there and does
there need to be more or h agency going off on its own?

Mr. MCFAUL. Well, I'd that SIGCAT is preventing
some of that. At least, were in every other month. We
e.szt: to meet monthly. Wt. pill: .4na lundred people together,
representing again a cross e4im . ',36f) ..fferent Government or-
ganizations, to at least share and t beCoIrt. "vare of what projects
are going on in other agenciea so pi doT reinvent wheels any
more than necessary.

That could he extended I thiA to perhaw. formal body
just thinking out loudand the seam: sofiwat e indexing soft-
ware, is a big issue because the orival secioy does have the
best answer in that area. They haw: 1ev6opecl. some very, very
powerful retrieval engines.

All of,the ones we'Nre been using--i one you saw here being
used with this full text are a comrierc product. We went out on
a competitive bid and acquired that pa zular preSict and used it
with our disk and I think that's tiT, e. e for riv.s .t. high perform-
ance products where you have this at amount 6. ',ext you want
to search very quickly.

There may be a need or a use for perilaps a low a "bread
and butter" retrieval capability if you wU that coui. i,p 6.3veloped
or perhaps already is developed and is in the public 11 some-
where. I m not aware of one specifically but let's say there were
one available that would do some basic full text rotr;eva .! trat
would give the Government thc ability to publish its textual iwor-

2 gel
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mation. An index could go out with the disk such that users could
acquire a private package to use with that disk that already has
the index and the text on it.

So, the final end user interface could very well be handled by the
private sector. The Government puts everything else on the disk,
that is, makes the disk, with the index.

Mr. WISE, What I'd appreciate is if you would think some more
on what kind of standards or whether or not there needs to be a
more formal procedure for setting standards at the Government
level, at the agency level. If you have some ideas, if you'd respond
in writing, we'll leave the record open because I think that's going
to be an area that we need to be looking at more and more, is
making sure there is that coordination. [Material referred to found
in app. 8.]

Mr. McCandless, questions?
Mr. MCCANDLESS. No, M. Chairman. This is way over my head. I

am still working on a Smitl, . Corona typewriter. [Laughter.]
Thank you.
Mr. WISE. Two weeks ago we had a breakdown of all the comput-

er equipment in the office. I was the only one who rememberedit
was kind of like finding a rubber dinghy down in the basement of
our office--I remembered somebody put a Smith Corona down
there. That is what we cranked our statement out with. I have or-
dered since then that a nonelectric, non-self-correcting, nondigital
readout typewriter be always available for these kind of emergen-
cies.

Mr. McFaul, I want to thank you very much for the time you
have taken. You set the stage well for this. What we will do is to
grant a couple of minutes recess while you break your equipment
down. I understand you need to be leaving. We want to thank you
very much for bringing it over.

The committee will stand in recess for 3 minutes or however long
it takes Mr. McFaul to 'oreak his equipment down.

Mr. Masan., Thank you. I appreciate the opportunity.
[Recess taken.]
lib. Wm. The subcommittee will come back to order. The hear-

ing will resume.
We have now seen the possibilities. We will hear about our abili-

ty to implement them. We have a panel of professionals in the li-
brary service. On our panel we are delighted to see Harold [Hal]
Shill, Evansdale librarian and associate professor of library science
from West Virginia University, representing the West Virginia Li-
brary Association and West Virginia University Librariee, Hal,
good to s 3 you again.

We also have Nancy Kranich, director of public and administra-
tive services from New York University Libraries, representing the
American Library Association; D. Kaye Gapen, dean of libraries,
University of Wisconsin, representing the Amociation of Research
Libraries; and Nicholas E. Mercury, director of information serv-
ices, System Planning Corp., representing the Special Library Asso-
ciation.

Your prepared statements will in their entirety be made part uf
the record, so if you would care to summarize, that weuld be help-
ful.

At this point I would ask all of to you stand and he sworn.
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[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. WISE. Hal, would you like to start off?

STATEMENT OF HAROLD B. SHILL, EVANSDALE LIBRARIAN AND
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF LIBRARY SCIENCE, REPRESENTING
THE 'WEST VIRGINIA LIBRARY ASSOCIATION AND WEST VIR-
GINIA UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES

Mr. SHILL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As Mr. Wise stated, I am Hal Shill, head librarian at West Vir-

ginia University's Evansdale Library, and also Federal relations co-
ordinator for the West Virginia Library Association.

It is a pleasure to be here with you this morning. The subcom-
mittee's investigation is a very timely one because we are moving
rapidly into an era of electronic information dissemination. One of
the facts which I discovered while preparing for my testimony is
that while the production of printed products by the Government
has been reduced from about 16,000 to 12,000 in the 1980's, there
are also about 7,500 electronic products in existence.

This is something that we are seeing in the private sector as
well, a migration away from the traditional print resources and
into either a dual format or exclusive access in electronic format.

The perspective that I bring, I think, is a fairly important one
here. I am both an intermediary and a user of Government infor-
mation. I am also a librarian in a research library which both
serves the research programs of West Virginia University and has
a very important role in economic development in the State of
West Virginia. I would like to talk in particuh e,. about some of the
uses that we make of Government information products at my own
library and some of the plans that we have for the future, and if
time allows, share a fecwrof my ideas on policy needs and policy ap-
paratus.

The West Virginia University Libraries are the regional deposi-
tory library for the State of West "Tirginia. We receive everything
which is disseminated through the depository library program. We
provide a real value in this, as do the other depositories, including
Kanawha County, which you mentioned earlier. That is of geo-
graphically dispersed loch.. access with expert assistance present in
the library to aid people who wish to access Government informa-
tion through the depository library program.

are a full depository, as I mentioned. We provide access
through the monthly catalog in printed form. We also have access
to machine readable versions of it through several of the commer-
cial data base services.

The WVU libraries are also an ERIC depository. We receive the
full Educational Resources Information Center collection on micro-
fiche, which is a unique resource that many of you may be aware
of, prqviding access to educational information which is not avail-
able esewhere. It includes testimony before congressional commit-
tees, pcesibly including this one. It also includes reports of ciunty
school boards, studies of State agencias, and so on.

There are more than 300,000 documents in the ERIC collection
right now and we do provide access to them in microfiche format.
We have reader printers where people can make copies. We have
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assisted several of the local school districts in getting access to the
ERIC collection by getting their own copies of the indexes and or-
dering individual documents when they wish. This is another one
of our functions, assistance in getting information and referral.

The third resource that we have, which I think will be addressed
in the next panel, is a large part of the NTIS collection, the Na-
tional Technical Information Service. We receive about 20 percent
of the NTIS documents, about 75 percent of which originate in the
United States, about 25 percent of which originate in foreign coun-
tries. These are mainly in energy and coal-related areas. We _have
31 areas which fit within our profile.

We provide access to that. We have heavy use among small busi-
nesses and the Morgantown Energy Technology Center. We provide
commercial access online through commercial data base vendors as
well.

The chairman, I know, is interested in methanol fuels. Last year
I did a search for Senator Rockefeller on methanol and discovered
that there are 57 citations on methanol in the NTIS data base,
many of which originate in West Germany where, apparently, a lot
of research is being done in that technology, too.

We are also a census depository and a census aff We pro-
vide access to the printed volumes of the U.S. Census, ineluding the
State by State breakdowns of the census of agriculture, the census
of population, the census of housing, retail trade, and others. We
provide expert assistance in accessing them. We are also able to
access therri online through some of the commercial services.

We are Inoving into the CD-ROM world ourselves right now. An-
other one of my hats is that of chair of our data base services com-
mittee, which is in charge of long-range planning in this area. We
are testing the ERIC data base version from one commercial
vendor right now, and we expect to be adding several others in the
very near future. We have received census test disk No. 2 from the
U.S. Government as well, and we are hoping to very soon acquire
the software to be able to access that. So we are moving rapidly
into the CD-ROM world, and I expect it will have a profound
impact on the nature of reference service.

I might add that one of the other roles which we see libraries
playing as we move into this world is training people to become
proficient users of information in electronic format. We have a
very active bibliographic instruction program in my own library
which has taught people to use resources traditionally in printed
format. We are moving into teaching data base searching.

We have done data base searching demonstrations as part >f this
program for the last several years, and we anticipate doing a lot of
direct end-user training as well as group training with CD-ROM
products. We see our role as that of preparing people to be efficient
accessors and use.s of information in their careers.

The policy needs are many in this area. One thing which ha,,
struck me in testimony several times before other congressional
committees is that there are many different facets of information
policy. We have telecommunications policy, privacy policy, copy-
right policy. We are looking at dissemination policy, collection
policy, science policy, and many others, and many different parts of
the Congress are looking at this from one particular perspective.

' r'S 74
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I would like to urge the committee to take a look at information
dissemination as part of a more global package including the col-
lection, the indexing, the archiving, and the dissemination of Gov-
ernment information. Access is particularly important. It has mul-
tiple components including intellectual access. Mr. McFaul talked
about the space taken up by indexing on the CD-ROM disk that he
was demonstrating. That is absoluiely crucial for being able to find
infomation, that it have high quality indexing.

Physical access is something .Pat libraries provide through their
geographically decentralized locations, being closely accessible to
many citizens who may not have the hardware or the technical ex-
pertise to do searching for themselves or can learn it with assist-
ance from a librarian.

The financial aspect is also very, very important, that we make
it as accessible as possible at the least possible cost to as many in-
dividuals as possible.

Another thing which I have learned in previous testimony is thst
many different countries around the world have information poli-
cies which are more fully articulated than our own. We have a
number of minipolicies, which I have alluded to a little bit earlier,
but we do not have anything which we can put our hands on as a
coherent national information policy per se.

I would suggest that the new White House Conference on Librar-
ies and Information Services, which hopefully will be funded for
1990 or 1991, would be an excellent vehicle for making recommen-
dations for iaformation policy as we are moving more and more
into the electronic era.

On the policy apparatus, a lot of what you want as far as appara-
tus is concerned depends on what you wish to have. Do you wish to
have a proactive information policy? Do you wish to have one
which focuses primarily on information management or the simple
act of dissemination per se? My preference is very strongly for a
proactive info:mation policy like the Japanese have used through
their Japan Information Center of Science and Technology, which
has very actively collected, translated, indexed, and disseminated
information to identify users.

The Soviet Union also has an active policy in that area, and I
was able to get a little sense of this when visiting in one of their
major research libraries last summer in Leningrad.

I don't see an agency right now with which I feel very comforta-
ble having a leading role in the dissemination and development of
policy on information. The National Commission on Libraries and
Information Services has a mission in the area, has made numer-
ous recommendations in the past, some of which have been imple-
mented. It is a very small agency, though, and without enforce-
ment powers.

The Office of Management and Budget is certainly large enough
and has the regulatory power to play a major role in this area.
However, my experience with OMB, and that is primarily in the
context, of the NTIS privatization controversy, has been very, very
negative, where, rather than being a positive proponent of a dis-
semination poliCy which would really help U.S. industry be eco-
nomically competitive and help our university researchers, OMB
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has worked more to inhibit that kind of access, to impair it. I have
been rather discouraged with the OMB.

The most effective agency that I have seen over the last 25 years
has been the U.S. Cor gress, which has provided policy outlines in a
numbe! of these subareas and has given mandates to agencies
which are responsible for the existing dissemination programs that
we do have.

In closing, I would like to urge that the committee focus its at-
tention on the whole area of information policy. It is not simply
dissemination per se but the collection, preservation and dissemi-
nation of information. We need a coherent policy addressing this.
We are no longer in front of the rest of the world. We are in a very
competitive environment, and as we see Europe moving toward
unification in 1992, we are no longer the rich Nation which can
afford to go its own way. We have to take a look at some careful
coordination of national policy.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Shill follows: ]
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, for inviting me

to testify before you today. I am Harold Shill, Head Librarian at West Virginia

University's Evansdale Library and Federal Relations Coordinator for the West

Virginia Library Association. My library supports the research, instructional

and service missions of my institution's programs in agriculture, engineering,

education, forestry, social work, physical education, art and theater. We will

also directly set, 'Is College of Minerals and Energy Resources once that unit

is moved to a new building nearby in 1990. We also act ,ely support a number

of economic development initiatives in West Virginia.

As a Federal Relations Coordinator since 1983, I have also gained a growing

underatanding of our public, school and special libraries aad the special role

each type of library plays in our societal information infrastructure. American

libraries have made, and continue to make, an incredible variety of contributions

to societal well-being and economic advancement. Each type of library uses

government information in ways respansive to the needs of its primary clientele,

and the ready availability of that information through the Depository Library

Program and other Federal initiatives has been a major factor in the historical

success of American libraries.

The Subcommittee's hearings on Federal information dissemination policies

and practices are extremely timely. We have been undergoing an incremental

transition from print-based information systems to electronic systems in the

Federal Government and in other institutions, both public and private. However,

there is no clear statutory guidance for agencies making that transition. As a

result, Federal egenciee are not always certain whether to follow print-era

statutes or policy directive from the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)

in developing electronic-era information program's.
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There are also a variety of statutes and regulatio6s in place which function

as mini-policies affecting certain aspects of information collection, storage,

indexing and dissemination. This category includes FCC regulatory decisions in

the telecommunications area, technology transfer policies, postal revenue forgone

subsidies for certain non-profit organizations, copyright policies, privacy

legislation, and computer security statutes, among others. Thus, although we lack

a true national information policy, these provisions collectively amount to a

de factopolicy structure which has been developed piece by piece, but without

careful scrutiny of theiroverall impact.

The Subcommittee has asked witnesses to focus on the Freedom of Information

Act, electronic dissemination of information, and the appropriate governmental

apparatus for information policy decision-making. I shall defer on the Freedom

of Information Act to others with greater expertise, though I would like to state

that libraries do serve as important sources of information for filing FOIA requests

and do initiate many requests themselves. Instead, I should like to focus on

electronic dissemination, policy-making locus and policy content issues.

My testimony will focus on five areas: 1) the types, importance and uses of

Federal information; 2) the role of libraries in providing access to Federal

information; 3) the impact of electronic dissemination of information (EDI) and

the resulting issues it raises; 4) past and current efforts to develop an infor-

mation policy apparatus; and 5) specific recommendations concerning information

policy and a desirable policy-making structure.

Federal Information: Types, Importance, Uses

Federal information comes in many forms and meets the needs or m., itry

different user groups. Statistical data is collected by agencies as diverse as

the Census Bureau, National Centcr for Educational Statistics, Bureau of Labor

Statistics, National Center for Health Statistics, Federal Bureau of Investigation,

National Agricultural Statistics Office, and Patent and Trademark Office. Although
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each organization has its own distinctive group of primary users, there is also

considerable overlap in data use by government organizations, businesses and

university researchers. Researchers studying the impact of residential mobility

on crime rates, for example, would need both population statistics compiled by

the Census Bureau and crime statistics gathered by the YBI. The West Virginia

University Libraries provide complete national and state-by-state census records

going back to 1790, the FBI's annual Crime in the United States report, the

National Center for Health Statistics' annual Vital Statistics of the United States

(homicide data) and other printed reference sources for this .ype of data. In

addition to being useful for this type of question, government statistics are also

essential for marketing reaearch, health policy planning, trend analysis, and

general planning activities of local, state, regional and national governmental

bodies. This data rnol, and ite integrity over time, are critical for each type

of activity.

Textual information gathered by government agencies is likevise made accessible

through libraries. As a regional depository library, the West Virginia University

Libraries receive all publications distributed through the Depository Libriry

Program, which is administered by the Government "rinting Office. This includes

materials as diverse as agency studies, Congressi ,nal hearings and reports,

directories, and environmental impact statements. Approximately 50 percent of all

Federal agency publications have been made widely available through nearly 1400

depository libraries and other non-depository libraries which have purchased them,

although th.. percentage has slipped somewhat in recent years. Nevertheless, it is

this broad access to government information which, by greatly facilitating use of

eovernment-produced data and helping ordlnary citizens keep Federal officials

accountable, which has led some to call the DLP an "information safety net."1

Many agencies also disseminate or sell textual reports outside the Depository

Library Program. The National Technical Information Service (NTIS) makes available

`" ,"4.
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for a fee technical reports completed by agencies, by orgsnizetions working under

contract, by foreign governments and firms, and by some corporations. Tht WVU

Libraries provlde access to approximately 20 percent of the NTIS collection, concen-

trating particularly on coal and energy-related research reports. The Environmental

Protection Agency, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Department of

Education, Department of Commerce, Departmcnt of Energy, Department of Agricultore

and Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC) also have their own dissemination

programs, with libraries providing repeated, local access to materials most relevent

to their oun clienteles.

A third type of information, bibliographic retrieval data, is critical for

anyone doing research in education, agriculture, medicine, any technical engineer4ng

area, water resource planning. In-depth indexing is indispensable for determining

what research has been done, what the law may be, or where certain information may

be found. Major bibliographic tools produced by the U.S. Government, with their

machine-readable counterparts in parentheses, include Current Index to Journals in

Education (ERIC), Resources in Education (ERIC), Bibliography of Agriculture (AGRICOLA),

Index Medicus (MEDLARS), covernment Reports Announcements and Index (NTIS), and

Selected Water Resources Abstracts (SWRA), among others. In addition to providing

the ability to identify reports or data compiled under government auspicee, these

indexes and abstracting services also lead investigators to journals and other

research reports produced by universities, non-profit organizations and for-profit

publishers. These indexes and abatracting services are among the most heavily-used

resources in any university, governmental or corporate library, and their availa-

bility in print format is also a "safety net" for student'', faculty, small businesses

and citizens who cannot afford an expensive online setrch.

Electronic Dissemination of Information (EDI)

The revolution in computer and telecommunications technologies of the past two

decades has brought with it enormoua gains in productivity, new opportunities, new

information services and new threats to the underlying value of equal access to
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information. According to the 1988 Statia.ical Abstract Of the United States,

3.075 million personal computers worth an average of $2983 each were shipped by

manufacturers in 1986.2 The percentage of schools with microcomputers rose from

18.1 percent in 1981 to 95.5 percent in 1986.3 The number of databases and online

services increased, respectively, from 400 end 59 in 1979/80 to 406: and 600 by January

1989; in ati 'Aion, 75 "gateways" between online systems had cone into existence

by the latter year.
4 Enrollment in DIALOG'. Classroom Instruction Program, a

discount-based searching system for teaching end-users, increased from 900

educational institutions in January 1986 to nearly 1600 by April 1987.5 Online

searches performed for library patrons at West Virginia University's Evanadale

Library increased from 110 in 1981-82 to 497 in 1987-88.

At the OLIO time, public, school and academic libraries have actively inte-

grated electronic technologies into their service structures. Online public

access catalogs (OPACs) bega, appearing in larger libraries in the mid-1970's,

and advanced versions of these earlier prototypes now provide the ability to

identify library holdings, determine the tatus of a book or journal, use

sophisticated Boolean searching capabilities, and exchang, electronic messages

with the library from remote locations. In addition to using local area networks',

some libraries, such as the University of California at Berkeley, low use broadband

radio frequencies for user-library communication.

Online searching of databases from remote sites had become a standard feature

uf library service in specisl and larger academic librrries by the early 1980's.

Institutions like Texas A6M were training erd-users to search databases offered

at reduced rates after 6:00 p.m. as early as 1984. Public access CD-ROM workstations

were mounted in some libraries; in 1986, though CD-ROM really bega: to "take off"

in the second half of 1987 and early 1988. Ohio Univerety saw the number of

searches performed by end-users in 14 CD-ROM databases increase from 500 per

quarter to nearly 2000 per quarter within one year after the ser rice was introduced,

t
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thereby itating double-staffing of reference librarians for user assistance

on weekday afternoons and Monday nighta.6 Some libraries, such as Arizona State,

and Georgia Tech, and Carnegie-Mellon universitiea, have also loaded magnetic tapes

of databases into their online catalogs, thereby making them accessible to auyona

searching the c4talog from either a library terminal or a remote terminal.

In addition to these innovative uses of new technologies within individual

libraries, groups of libraries have utilized new technologies creatively to euhance

resource sharing. The national OCLC network in Co-umbus, Ohio, now contains more

than 17 million records of books and journals held in libraries throughout the

country. The svailability of these records in machin, ;:adable form has -tirtually

eliminated cataloging tacklogs, since libraries can order noir own records directly

from OCLC without duplicating the cataloging efforts of other libraries, and great4

expedited interlibrary loan activity. The West Virginia Library Commf.sion has used

microwave technology to link a network including most public libraries in the state

and some academic libraries. Pennsylvania and Maryland have developed their own

CD-ROM databasee of holdings in academic, public and school libraries, and CD-ROM

copies have bee, distributed to librariee throughout each ctate.

These technological advances have occurred, however, within a rapidly-evolving

international information environment. Ameri;:an research now comprises only 20-25 percent

of the world's output, so we are compelled to pay attention to developments abroad

in order to remain aompe!Ative. The online information industry has shown a clear

movement toward concentration, with such major vendors ea Systems Development

Corporation (SDC) and Bibliographic Retrieval Services (BRS) being sold to foreign

information conglomerates. Japanese And other non-Americsn firms have secured a

dominant position in the electronics and micro-electronics industries. At the same

time, connect-hour And per-c1.*tion charges for many databases have :acreased

significantly, as venlors have tried to recoup profit losses resulting from faster

telecommunication speeds and citation downloading. Thpse developments, in addition

to the technological advances noted earlier, help to define the information environment
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in which the U.S. goveenment m make decisions on the specific issue of electronic

dimming:Am and other, broader issues of information policy.

What have Federal agencies done to utilize new information technologies to

promote public access? The record is uneven, with twine impressive accompliehments

on record while some major opportunities have been missed or delayed in

implementation.

First, numerous Federal agencies have made use of major database vendors,

such as DIALOG and SDC (now Pergamon ORBIT/Infoline, a Maxwell Communications

subsidiary), to enhance access to such major databases as AGRICOLA, ERIC, NTIS

and MEDLINE.
Fifty-one databases developed through government agencies are now

available through DIALOG, for example! While facilitating technical availability,

however, prices for accessing theca databases have sometime. soared wildly when

demand has been high. The connect-hour charge for accessing the NTIS database on

DIALOG, for example, has incriased from $45 per hour in 1985 to $81 today. The coot

of printing a full record from tho NTIS database hao also escalated to 65c per

full record printed online and 60C per full record printed offline. At this

rate, the cost of a 10-minute search which retrieved 25 citations would be $30.50,

includirg telecommunication charges. This ie expensive for studente and many small

businesees, and my own library's use of the NTIS database has declined as a result. Were

the National Library of Medicine's MEDLINE database not also availanle directly

from NLM, it is quite conceivable that DIALOG's pricing for that database might

Argo be well ab,,A its cir.ren!- level. of $36 per connect-hour, AN per full record

printed offline and 5c per record ,lisplayed online.

Federal Agencies have made aany Lmsginative uses of optical storage techno-

logies as well. The National Agricultural Library is using optics] scanners to

transfer text from the printed pages of state agricultural experiment station

reports onto optical disks in its well-publicized text digitization project.

NTIS has made its database ava!lable in CD-ROM format through two private vendors,
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SilverPlatter and DIALOG, and one non-profit vendor, OCLC. The National Library

of Medicine has developed the extremely user-friendly "Grateful Med" front-end

searching software, which permits relatively unsophisticated and-users to search

t4e MEDLINE database using natural langutdge, rather then the intricate MEDLARS

retrieval language. The "Grateful Mod" software is available from NTIS for

$29.95 per package, and it will be used as the standard searching software for

WEST VIRGINIA CONSULT, a statewide medical network and training system now being

developed at West Virginia University, Finally, CD-RON versions of the ERIC,

NTIS, AGRICOLA, MEDLINE and GPO tarrimy CATKAG databases are now being offered

for public sale by one particularly enterprising vendor, SilverPlatter.

While the accees-promoting initiatives noted above have taken place, there

have also been soma significant opportunities missed. Efforts to modernise NTIS

were delayed for years due to OMB's protracted sf_jrt to privatize the agency,

notwithatanding five unsuccessful efforts in the early 1980'a to prove that NTIS's

lunctions could be performed more cost-effectively in the private sector and a

recommendation that the organization not be privatized by Commerces own Task

Force on NTIS Privatization. Protected by legislation and a recent reorganization

of Commerce's science and technology programs, NTIS is now proceeding rapidly with

efforts to integrate new technologies into its operating structure and enhance

access to its collection.

In 1987, the Government Printing Office (GPO) and the Joint Committee on

Printing (JCP) reached agreement with sixteen agencies to include electronic databases

as pilot projects in the Depository Library Program. The proposed projects were

to include both online and CD-ROM formats. Due to opposition from coemercial

sector critics, however, the Nouse Appropriations Comrittee decided to defer

"without prejudice" the provision of $800,000 to fund the pilot projects in

FY 1988 pending the completion of an Office of Technology Assessment report n

electronic disserination. Finally released in October 1988. tbat report,

2 S
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Informing the Nations Federal Information Dissemination in an Electronic Age,

has met with responses ranging from glowing praise to outright scorn. In addition,

only five of the original sixteen pilot projects have now been funded. Hy own library

has received Census Test Disk 12 within the pest few weeks, but we have not yqt acquired

the dBaae III software necessary for sophisticated data manipulation with this CD-ROM

product. As a result of the pilot project delay, we do not yet know how effective

depository libraries will be as providers of online and/or CD-ROM access. Also, the

number of databases to be tested by them has been reduced by two-thirds. In this

era of rapid technological advance, such a loss of two years is comparable to the

loss of a decade in earlier time'. We have neither learned the lessons nor reaped

the benefits which might have derived from earlier distribution.

Although these few examples barely begin to tap the wide array of promising

developments and opportunitiLe missed for electronic collection and dieseminstion

of government information, thar do servo to illustrate some of the many issues

raisei bv electronic information systems. Those issues include:

1. Do existing statutes requiring dissemination in printed formats apply

comparably to electronic dissemination? If not, the public will suffer a huge

loss in terms of access to Federal information, since the government now prints

12,000 publications and produces 7,500 machine-readable "products.° W. can expect

a continued decline in relative access as the "migration from print on paper"

predicted by F. Wilfrid Lancaster accelerates.
9

2. What constitutes "access?" Physical location? Price? Availability through

widely accessible intermediaries? OMD has frequently interpreted access to mean

physical availability at locations in Washington, D.C. and perhaps one or two other

major cities. Our nearly 1400 depository libraries, including st least one libreey

in every Congressional district, provi much more effective, geographically dis-

tributed phys1'.:al access for the majority of our population living beyond the Beltway.

Free or low-cost access facilitates use fcr most of our population, small businesses mid
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and non-profit organizations. In contrast, hefty fres tend to stratify access to

government information along rich-poor lines, a result clearly incompatible with

the legislative intent underlying most dissemination programs. Availability through

major irformstion providers, such as DIALOG, the National Library of Medicine and

OCLC, enhances access since many libraries and private individuals have passwords

or other forms of access to thoae systems. Selection of an obscure provider, even on

lowest-bid basis, can diminish accesm if few individuals will be able to utilise

that service readily.

3. Are xisting EDI mechanisms adequate? Should new ones be created? This

question assumes that dissemination systems should be evaluated in terms of their

contribution ro national information AC as goals. It also assumes that the concept

of evaluation is legitimate in its Min riaht, that the government should quite

appropriately engage in d systems planning activities.

4. Shculd the Federal Enl ram be proactive or focus on meeting minimal statutou

obligations? Recent hetrings by the Science, R h and Technology Subcoamittes

addressed Federal Information Reeources Policy. 10 If information is viewed as a

resource created with taxpayer dollars. there is an opportunity to develop a positive

national policy stressing the use of information to promote the attainsunt of social,

oconomic, national security and cultural goals.

5. Whet ;re tha respective roles of the Depository Library Program, NTIS, ERIC, end

other c/earinahouses for opecialized information, individual agenciee' dissemination

programs, and private information vendors? How can the unique strengthr of each of

these components of an effective dissemination system be blended into a coherent

program maximising access, minimising cost and eliminstiug undssirable duplication?

6. What will be the "environmental impact." of changes in current dissemination

svstems? What will be the costs of failures to change? Modifications in dissemination

programs should be judgeo by their probable impact on end-users of that information,

as should failures to adapt current system' to encompass EDI.

3 o
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7. Row can existing channels of dissemination be used most effectively.? Both

public and private mechanisms currently in place can be used to maximize access.

Decision-maktre should investigate whether thee. ystams, including telecommunication

networks, database vendors, depository programa, CD-ROM and floppy disk systems, are

being utilized to their fullest capacity.

8. How can standerds be developed to permit interchargeable use of different

electronic dissemination systems created by Federal agencies? Should there be

single standards for database structure, hardware, searching software, etc? If

government information systems are ever to attain the "seamlles web" status put

forward in Informing the Nation, decisions to ensure system compatibility must

be made soon.

9. What degree of "value added" enhancements should be provided by sovernmant

agencies, private sector organizations and repositories? At what point do such

enhancements create barriers to access due to their cost? Software enhancements

can greatly increase users' ability to manipulate data in machine-readable form,

thereby sharply enhancing the productivity of those who are able to use it. High

prices for such enhancements, however, may deny access to those without extensive

financial resources. The concept of a "point of diminishing returns" might be

utilized to make cost-access assessments.

10. What degree of proprietary control over public domain information should be

asserted by organizations providins,searching software and other value-added

enhancements': Some database vendors currently list such restrictions in their

rtatements of searching terms and conditions. Care needs to be taken to ensure that

a de facto copyright is not created when contracts for value-addid enhancements

are concluded.

Toward a Viable Poli-y-Making Structure

As noted ea.lier. the United States has a variety of information "mini-policies"

rather than a comprehensive national information policy. This is the result of the

diffusion of information policy-making prerogatives among many government agencies

the multiplicity of information progra...a n existence, decision-mskare' lack of a

fTh
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clear-cut perception of information policy as a distinct issue area comparable to

environmental policy or defame policy, and the lack of strong demand from,powerful

interest groups for a clearly-defined national information policy.

Numerous agencies have attempted to develop information policy over the past

25 years, generally with only partial or minimal success. The Government Printing

Office has been able to secure the inclusion of perhaps 50 percent of agency documents,

at best, in the Depository Library Program envisioned by the Depository Library Act

of 1962. The Commie ze on Scientific and Technical Information (COSATI), charged

with the development of scientific and technical information policy, was dissolved

shortly after its transfer into the National Science undation in the early 1970's.

The Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), created by the National Techno-

logy Policy and Priorities Act of 1976, has bean roundly criticized by the Science,

Research and Tschnology Subcommittee for failing to provide policy guidance.11

One of ihe ore successful policy-making agencies, despite an abysmally small

budget, hes !igen the National Commission on Libraries snd Information Science (NCLIS).

This agency has helped to realize at least partial implementation of 62 of the 64

recommendations made by the 1979 White House Conference on Libraries and Information

Services. It has oleo negotiated the Glenerin Declaration, a landmark, trilateral

declaration of intent to maximise access to each society's information regourcea

and to reduce barriers impairing access across national lines, with Great Britain

and Canada in 1937. The Commission has drawn criticism from Congress, the library

community and the press, however, for some commissioners' declarations of support

for the FBI's "library awareness program."

The Office of Management and Budget has been the most visible and active agency

participant in the information policy arena during the 1980's, serving as a zealous

proponent of Reagan Administration efforts to reduce the Federal role in domestic

affairs and privatize government functions wherever possible. Through a number of

policy circulars and bulletins, moot notably Circulars A-76 and A-130, OMB has nought

in the 1980's to "contract out" Federal libra.iee as commercial services, confine

agency information diseemination effort. to the minimum effort required by statute,

32
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prevent any dissemination programs vhich conflict (or even potenti_ily conflict)

with services which are (or could be) offered by the private ector, place maximum

feasible reliance on the private sector for dissemination, and *pose user fees

wherever possible. As noted earlier, OMB's dogmatic opposition has been a pri 7

roadblock preventing earlier initiatives to modernize NTIS, and that effort to

privatize NTIS continued unabated even when Commerce's own Task Force on NTIS

Privatization recommended against it. That doctrinaire resistance to a proactive

NTIS utilizing new technologies to enhance access to its information base culminated,

in January 1988, in an effort to privatize the agency as a test for the viability of

an employee stock ownership program (ESOP) in Me Federal agency ,.:ontext. Most

recently, OMB gave notice in the January 4, 1989 Federal Registet of its intent

to extend the policies established in Circular k-130 to electronic dissemination

of information. This policy notice is being reconsidered after extensive criticism

from the library community, information users and Members of Congress.

Perhaps the most successful maker of information policies in the past twenty-five

years has been not an Executive agency, but the U.S. Congress. Among other

initiatives, the Legislative Branch has produced the Freedom of Informeton Act

and its 1974 amendments, the National Science and Technology Policy and Priorities

Act, the Stevenson-Wydler Act, and the Japan-se Technical Literature Act. Convess

has continued its support for the Library Services and Construction Act, the 1:brary

portions of the Higher Education Act, the postal revenue forgone subsidy, the

Medical Libraries Assistance Act, the Library of Congress, the national libraries

of Medicine and Agriculture, the Government Printing Office, and the Depository

Library Program. The Congress has successfully resisted Reagan Administration

attempts to privatize NTIS and zero-fund most Federal library programo, thereby

preserving the existing collection/dissemination infrastructure for government

information reasonably intact for the current Subcommittee review. By far, Congress

has had the greatest positive impact among governmental entities on information

policy in the 1980's.
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Recommendations

The United States stands virtually alone among the major industrialized

nations in lacking a clear national information policy. Japan has very carefully

cultivated its own information resourcea and foreign scientific-technical infor-

mation through the Japan Information Center of Science and Technology (JICST), an

agency which has diligently acquired, translated, indexed, and disseminated

technical information to 1nve8t1gator9 in Japanese indUatrial and university

research centers. The Soviet Union. France, Brazil and Canada all have

ne.ional information policies. With European integration looming closer in

1992, information barriers betueen the thirteen natione involved can be

expected to fall, thereby enabling them to use each other's information resources

more readily and making them more formidable competitors on the international scene.

A similar effort to define a clear-cut information policy serving national goals

is critically needed, particularly with the United States producing a diminishing

percentage of the world's research and information impediments between the major

European powers likely to crumble soon.

An initial step toward development of such a policy would be a shift away

from the excessive concern with records control underlying parts of the Paperwork

Reduction Act, OMB Circular A-130, and several National Security Council decision

directive!: issued this decade. This statement is not meant to de-emphasize the

entirely appropriate efforts to minimize unnecessary respondent burdens, reduce

waste and eliminate duplication mandated by these initiatives. However, such

information management concerns should be one facet of information policy, not

its primary objective. Instead, informaticn policy should focus on ways in which

information rerources---both public and vivate---can be most effectively utilized

in the pursuit of national goals.

304
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Such a perspective would emphaeize the use f information, and the public

and private infrastructures supporting its collection and dissemination, as a

resource to be carefully cultivated for the attainment of selected national

goals. Such goals might include improving education at all levels, promoting

research addressing national needs, fostering regional economic development,

enabling public and private sector decision-makers to make informed choices,

enhancing citizen participation in public affairs, and making widely accessible

information on government decisions necessary to ensure official accountability.

So far as I am aware, no effort to formulate such an overview and addreas the

role of information in realizing national goals has been undertaken in recent

years. A bill to create an Information Age Commission was introduced in Congress

several years ago, but I do not believe it advanced beyond the committee stage.

Perhaps a ehort-term national commission, somethiug similar to the National

Commission on Excellence in Education. might be needed to bring popular attention

to the importance of information as a resource and to identify steps which might

be taken to enhance its collection, dissemination and effective use.

In order to achieve the broader, long-range goals noted above, a series of

short-term objectives for information policy must be defined. Such objectivee

could include:

1. Accessthie would include phyeical, financial, technological aud

intellectual accese. Consistent, comprehensive indexing is required to attain

the objective of intellectual access, while local availability, free of low-cost

use, end availability through widely-used dissemination channels would be nec.ded

to meet the first three sub-objectives.

2. Disseminationinformation which is needed by specific sectors of the

population or by the general public should be disseminaLed through recognized,

low-cost channels in multiple geographic locations. Libraries are a parti.liirly

important institution for ensuring !suitable diassenation.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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3. Selectionwhat information is needed to pursue national goals? Now

effectively do current government and private sector programs provide that

information? Should data from the National Organization for the Reform of

Marijuana Laws, for example, be made more widely available through government

or private data sources?

4. Preservation---what steps should be taken to ensure the preservation of

information which is collected only in machine-readable form and is of legitimate

interest to scholars and the general population. The American Library Association

is currently a party to a suit to aesure preservation ot tht National Security

Council's electronic "prof notes," compiled as decisions leading to the Iran-Contra

controversy were being made. Notes on the Reagan-Gorbachev summit conference in

Moecow this past summer would be similarly worth preserving. Longitudinal data

in machine-readable format must also be preserved if trend analyses of U.S. social

developments are to be continued. Careful decisions involving information users,

as well as the agencies themselves, must be made before electronic data is d.

5. Compatibility---the development of CD-ROM technology ha.7 raised the issue

of standards to new prominence. Buyers wish to be able to use various vendors'

database products, including those produced by the government, on the same hardware

and with the same searching software. Potential purch must look very carefully

at system compatibility now. The issue of data exchange between different vendors'

online library systems (online catalog, circulation system, acquisitions, serials,

etc.) has also become critical as libraries attempt to utilize resource-sharing

arrangements more actively and abandon the outdated notion of a library as a

physical entity, rather than a node in a larger communication system.

6. Access to foreign information---the Japanese Technical Literature Act was

a mall initiative, but an important precedent, in defining access to certain types

of foreign literatures as a national objective. Given our competitive global

environment and the gro th of significant research enterprises in other countries,

9 nti (it)
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it would appear prudent to identify types of literatures we should acquire,

nations per(orming leading-edge research in those areas, and channels which

should be used for dissemination and preservation. A major private initiative,

the Japanese Technical Information Service. was discontinued after a two-year

existence and widespread publicity because it could not make a profit. Ws face

a growing need for access of various types of foreign literatures to keep abreast

of new research and other developments, so this objective is also important.

7. Collection---once needed information has been identified, how should it

be collected? In print format, on floppy disks, by electronic file transfer?

How much effort should be made to produce new information sources as well as

to provide greater access to existitg oneo? Which agencies will collect which

data? How effectively is the private sector collecting needed data and making

it acceesible? Which organizations should collect data? From which sources or

samples of the population?

8. Technological advancement---should efforts be made to a) develop and

b) disseminate new technologies to enhance access to information and use of it?

It is my understanding that the French telephone system has made videotex

technologies available in every home having a telephone in that country. Does

th. United States have a similar interest in seeing information technologies

widely disseminated? Should telecommunications policy facilitate the use of

information technologies through time-sharing networks and other mechanic...

which may emerge in the future? Should efforts be made to speed the development

of new technologies as hae been done with Sematech for micro-electronics or the

plans for a Superconducting Supercollider?

The next existing opportunity for a systematic overview of EDI policy issues

and information policy structures should occur when the Second White House

Conference on Libraries and Information Services occurs in 1990 or 1991. Both
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Houses of Congress have voted to authorize that such a conference be held before

September 30, 1991, and President Reagan signed the authorizing legislation.

However, the estimated 96 million needed to hold state- and national-level

conferences has not yet been appropriated, though White House and other

appointments to the WRCLIS-II Advisory Committee have been made. This conference

would provide the opportunity for electronic dissemination and information policy

issues to be explored in depth and for a consensus on national goals to be

developed. However, since that conference will be held one or two years in the

future and some information policy issues must be add d now, it is vital that

the Subcommittee and other Congressional units not delay in imposing their

preferences on information policy legislation and regulation. which should be

reviewed in the current session. To do otherwise would create a policy vacuum

at a time when conscious, well-considered guidance is needed.

questions of information policy structure, like those of policy direction

and content covered in the preceding paragraphs, are crucial for determining

information policy outcomes. The current mini-policies which constitute a

de facto national information policy are the result of specific pieces of

legislation, regulatory decisions by Executive departments and independent

agencies, funding choices made by the Executive Branch end Congress, bureaucratic

decisions, and Congressional oversight. Though priorities are implicit and

sometimes explicit in the policy choices made, there is no well-defined structure

for inforumtion policy-making comparable to those which exist for environmental

policy, defense policy and agricultural policy.

Among the major acts of legislation which define information policy today

are the Printing Act of 1895, the Depository Library Act of 1962, the 1966

Freedom of Information Act and ite 1974 amendments, the Copyright Act and its

1976 amendments, the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, the National Science and

Technology Priorities and Policy Act of 1976, and the Japanese Technical Literatuve
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Act of 1987. The following changes in existing legislation are needed:

I. Depository Library Act---amend to require Executive agencies to

make all publications, including those issued only in electronic format, available

to the general public rhrough the Depository Library Program. It is critical that

information in electronic formats be included in the depository program, since an

increasing percentage of gw,ernment information products can be expected to be

available in this format only in the future.

2. Paperwork Reduction Act---this act has been cited by OMB as its source

of statutory authority for privatization of government information programs and

for the imposition of user fees. It does not appear from a reading of the Act

that this Map the intention of Congress. The Act hould be amended during the

reauthorization process this year to minimize the application of'user fees and

to make clear the circumstances under which privatization is appropriate and

limit uncritical reliance on the private sector. OMB Circular A-130 and other

OMB circulars and bulletins which have cited this legislation for imposing user

fees (A-25) and contracting out government libraries (A-76) should be scrutinized

closely during reauthorization

There is, at present, no agency in the Federal Government better equipped

to formulate information policy than the U.S. Congress. NCLIS has the potential

to play such a role, but it lacks the budget and rqorcement powers necessary to

implement and monitor new information programs. OMB possesses the necessary

budget and enforcement powers to function in this capacity. However, OMB has

consistently pursued policies which are the antithesie of a proactive, forward-

looking national information policy during the 1980's and has had, on balance,

a harmful effect on efforts to enhance access to informetion and utilize it as

a valuable national resource. OMB's interpretation of legislative intent has

also, on several occasions, been seemingly inconsistent with the desires of

those who framed the legislation.
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In short, there is not at present any agency which pos aaaaaa both the

financial resources and positive outlook necessary to formulate and monitor

an information policy which will be responsive to present and future societal

needs. It is my hope that the Second Whl;e Rouse Conference on Libraries and

Information Services may make specific recommendations to strengthen existing

agencies or develop new ones to perform this role. In the meantime. it is

imperative that Congress vigilantly monitor Executive agency actions in the

information area and make certain that legislative 'Antent is clearly defined

in the Paperwork Reduction Act and other pieces of legislation. I hope that

Congress will recognize the opportunities and risks 'Mich are evident as we

move rapidly into the electronic _nformation era and take a positive. proactive

approach toward making information serve national purposes.

Thank you for the opportunity to share my perspectives and thoughts. Mr.

Chairman. I shall submit a letter for the record later with more detailed

recommendatione concerning particular pieces of legislation. I shall also

follow the Subcommittee'a deliberations and new developments in the EDI area

with keen interest. I shall be glad to answer any questions you or other

Subcommittee members may have.

3
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Mr. WISE. Thank you.
The next witness will be Nancy Kranich, director of public and

administrative services in New York University Libraries.

STA TEMENT OF NANCY KRANICH, DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC AND AD-
MINISTRATIVE SERVICES, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES,
ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

MS. KRANICH. Thank you, Chairman Wise.
I am Nancy Kranich, and I am here today to testify on behalf of

the American Library Associat'_on.
Libraries have a long history of managing and providing irifor-

mation services to the public, including information in electi onie
formats. Not only have libraries forged ahead in the utilizatk 'X of
new information technologies, they have served as a partnei ii
the Government in disseminating Federal information. TIL
the Depository Library Program, nearly 1,400 libraries have served
as host institutions for distributing Government information in
every congressional district.

Until now, most of the publications provided through the Gov-
ernment Printing Office have been in print format, but many li-
braries are already equipped and prepared to disseminate Govern-
ment information, regardless of format, just as they have so effec-
tively done vvith all of the other information they have carefully
managed in recent years.

Open and ready access to ideas and information is essential to
enfranchise citizens to full participation in our society. This open
and ready access must not be lost when new technologies are uti-
lized by the Federal Government. While new technologies have the
potential to increase; public access to information, they are also ca-
pable of providing additional barriers to citizens' right to know.

The Office of Management and Budget's Circular A-130 for man-
aging Federal information resources fails to implement the com-
mitment of Congress to public access. In addition, it has sharply re-
duced the Federal Government's efforts to collect and disseminate
information to the public and has put additional burden on the
public to locate and pay for information collected and organized at
public expense. Not only does the circular obscure the congression-
al commitment to public access, it encourages the development of
information products that do not satisfy the public's need to know.

In order to consider how current policies affect public access, I
focused on one particular electronic data base: the USDA's EDI
system. The following are just a few of the concerns raised:

One, no central Government-sponsored source lists the data ease
so that the public is aware of its availability.

Two, only a limited public has direct access to this privatized
data base.

Three, standards are not adhered to that can streamline Federal
agency efforts with data entry and access and ease public use.

Four, the price of public access has soared to at least double the
cost previously charged by Government agencies. As a result, only
those with the ability and inclination to pay for access will do so.

Five, no provision is made for accumukting, archiving, or pre-
serving the data.

312
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Six, the private sector has no responsibility to assure at least a
minimum level of dissemination to the general public. A safety net
for pub1ic access has always been the Depository Library Program,
assuring distribution of Government information in every congres-
sional district. No equivalent program exists for privatized Govern-
ment data.

A renewed commitment to public access in an electronic age is
now needed and the American Library Association is eager to work
closely with Congress to develop information policies that will re-
spond more effectively to the public's right to know. In order to en-
hance public access to Government information, the American Li-
brary Association has called upon this subcommittee to take 14
specific actions. Among them:

First, reinforce and reauthorize the Paperwork Reduction Act,
the Government's affirmative responsibility to disseminate Govern-
ment information.

Second, bring to OMB's attention that the agency's position on
privatization exceeds its statutory authority and is inappropriate
for the management of Government information,

Third, review existing and proposed contracts wi0, information
vendors to assure that public access is not jeopardized.

Fourth, develop effective policies on the dissemination of infor-
mation that are in the public interest, so that decisions about indi-
vidual Government information products are not made on a piece-
meal baths.

Fifth, share resources within the Government and promote the
use of standards for data elements, search protocols, and formats.
Encourage the use of the ISO/OSI standards, which are known in
the Federal Government as GOSIP, telecommunications standards,
and dialup access through national networks, such as the
NSFNET.

Sixth, support the Depository Library Program to assure public
access.

And, seventh, require that when agencies replace hard copy with
electronic data, they remain obligatA to disseminating that infor-
mation to the public.

Thank you. I appreciate the opportunity to present ALA's views
and will be happy to answer any questions.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Kranich follows:]
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Nancy C. Kranich
Director of Public and Administrative Services

Now York University Libraries

on behalf of the

American Library Anociation

before the
Subcommittee on Government Information, Justice and Agriculture

of the
House Committee on Government Operations

on
Federal information Dissemination Policies and Practices

tityakilig

Hy name is Nancy Kranich. i am tho Director of PUblio and

Administrative Services at New York University Libraries. X am

pleased to appear on behalf of the American Library Asaociation

(ALA), an educational organisation of 48,000 librarians, library

trustees, edUcators and other information pyofessionals dedicated

to the improvement of library and information services for all

citizens. Currently, I am a member of ALA's Council and

Coordir ing Committee on Access to Information and Chair of the

Legislation Committee's Subcommittee on Government information. In

addition, I chair the Coalition of Government Information, which

includes close to 50 not-for-profit groups concerned with access to

public information.

As an actin member of a profession dedicated to meeting

the ever-expanding information needs of the American public, I

appreciate the opportunity to talk with you about the concerns of

librarians in regard to government information policy. Librarians

have a long history of managing information. Beyond the hooka and
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periodicals we have traditionally acquired, organized, and

disseminate:1, we have extensive overland with providing

information in numerous formats ranging from electronic databams

to video, audio, and film. Wa have aloo utilized new technologies

to enhance access to all formats of information through the

davelopmant and utilization of standarda, participation in

consortia and other cooperativa systems, and thi utilizatidn of

telecommunications networks. Tho matAnt readable cataloging

(MARC) format serves as a standard for describing and communicating

bibliographic information and allows for the integradd cataloging

of all types of information formats ranging frog computer files to

videorecorlings to visual materials to books and serials.

Libraries were among the first institutions to adopt the

international standards for open systems interconnections (081/ISO

standards), and have played a leadership role in urging

standardization and networking among libraries, educational

institutions, and scientific organisations involved with the

developmant of the National Science Foundation network (NSFNST).

To sive you a better idea of the role libraries are

playing in managing and promoting the use of new information

technologies, let me share with you our overland at New York

University. ft libraries at NYU were among the first in the

country to offer computerized circulation sorvioes and a public

computerized catalog with 100 terminals around the cartes end

free dial-up access for anyone with a covutar and modem. We are

in the midst of implementing the ISO/OST telecomsunications

protocols which will allot for compudr-to-computer catuunication

bowmen our local aystem and any other system using 061 protocols.
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Cur first link will be with the Research Libraries Information

Network (RLIN). Eventually these protocols will allow users to

search other systems using the commands.ot their local systems.

In addition to designing innovative appaications of local

systems, the library has lad the rest ct the campus in the adoption

of new informatica technologios and the integration of library

services with other academic information initiatives at the

Univarsity. Connactivity with various campus co:mutat, systems and

gateways to infinite rasourcee outoide New York University has been

assured through a campus network.with links to national networks

such as the h1FNET, WANT, NYSIRNET, and GTE/Talenst. .Tho

Academic Computing Facility's machine-readable data film

including many government resources acquired through tha

Intaruniveruity Consortium for Political and Social Research

(ICPSR), are listed in the library's catalog and available anyhaere

a terudnal is locatod on campus. Librarian* teach courses in the

use and analysis of machine-readable data and hog to directly query

bibliographic and textual databases. Electralic bulletin boards

ould electronic mail networks ars readily available and a campus

video and satellite dish teleconferencing service is coordinated

through the library's state-of-the-art media canter. A host of

computerised informatica services are available through the library

including easy-to-use Cto-ROm indexes, coline interactive database

services that provide access to numerous bibliographic, numeric,

and full-taxt files, menusdriven versions of onlina databases for

direct user searching, end library catalogs and scholarly

databases. Like many other libraries, we also provide student.,

31f;
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faculty, and the genera1 pUblic access to locally-created databases

of community, business, labor, and other resource information.

Not only have libraries forged ahead in the utilisatica of

now informotion technologies, they have served as a partner with

the government in disseminating federal information. Through the

Depository Library Program, nearly 140 libraries have served as

host'institutions for distributing goverment information in every

Congressional district. Until nod, most of the publications

pravided through the Government Printing Office have been in print

format. Out many libraries are almely equipped and prepared to

dieeeminate government information regardless of format, just as

they have so effectively done with all of the other information

they have carefully managed in recent years. :urthermore, their

exceptional record of developing and applying standards and sharing

scarce resources can serve as a model foc federal information

management.

Goverment Information

Information about the government's own activities is of

crucial importance if citizens are to ?mks judgnents about public

policy. Since the earliest days of the Itepublic, our Federal

government has made provisions to inform the public of its

activities and to collect informatica essential to its operations.

Today, it is the largest collector and largest publisher of

information in the Vnited States. Ibe American Library Association

has a long record of action in support of access to information and

believes that open government is vital to democracy and that there
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should be equal and ready access to informetion collected,

compiled, prooiced, and disseminated by the government of the

United States. Librarians have resisted numerous attempts to limit

access to government information. ALA has published semi-annually

nrrelie Access to Less Information Sy and About the U.S Government,"

which chronicles hundreds of specific attempts to limit acme,

including the Office of Management and Budget's attempts to reduce

the collection and dissemination of federal information and

accelerate the trend toward commercialization and privatization of

goverrznent data. The Association has alma worked closely with over

50 other non-for-profit groups to stem the trend toward government

secrecy.

From its founding, the basic principle of American

democracy ham been informed citizen participation in the operation

of popular government. Freedom of speech and freedom of the press

are only parte of the larger concept. open and ready access to

ideas and information is essential to enfranchise citizens to full

participation in our moiety. This open and reedy access must not

be lost when new technologies are utilized by the federal

government. While new technologies have the potential to increase

public access to information, they are also capable of providing

additional barriers to citizens' right to know. Regardless of

forret, the government must assure citizens ready and broad access

to information that stimulates economic, educational, scientific

ond technical developments while also increasing awareness of the

activities of their government. The American Library Aasociation

believes that policies related to Federal information policy should

recognize that:

318
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- All goverment publications and government produced
information to diessminated in whatever format in most
Ng:update far the information, most cost effective,
and most useful for government agencies, libraries, and
the general publics

- Comprehensive bibliographic control of all goverment
publications be provided through nationally recognized
databases and library networks;

- All unclassified government information of pUblic
interest or educational value to collected and
distributed to depository libraries for free public
access;

- Depository libraries be recognized and supported to
oporate as federal information centers for public
access.

The Clfice of Management and Budget's (OMB) Circular A-130

for managing federal information resources tails to implement the

commitment of Congress to public access. In addition, it puts

additional burden on the pUblic to locate and pay for information

collected and organized at pUblic expense. Citisens have had no

alternative to buying their information from the private sector at

far Steeper prices than those previously charged by the government.

OmB's Circular A-130 has sharply reduced the federal government's

efforts to collect and diseeminate information to the public and

ham accelerated the trend tmard commercialization and

privatization of government information. The Circular's emphasis

on "maximum feasible reliance on the private sector for

diseemination of [information] products or services4 has also

resulted in the discontinuance of distribution through the

depository library system which aesures free and equal public

access in every Congressional district. Because private sector

firma disseminating goverment data are under no obligation to make

government informal= available to the American public at an
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affordOblo price. nor to keep that information easily acceesible

and readily available, a gap between information "haves" and "have

note° he* evolved.

Not only does the Circular amour* the Congressional

commitment to public access, it encourages the development of

information products thai do not satisfy the requirements out iorth

by the American Library Association regarding federal information

resources. Last year a reporter asked us for an example of how the

public's access to government information had changmd because of

new technologies and privatization. My review of one particular

database diseeminated by the private sector provided an opportunity

to conaider how =rent policies affect public &WM.

The USD,I___e_rn

Tho USDA's SDI wystem is a good example of the issues and

problems librarians face in trying to provide public access to

government information in electronic formats. The U.S. Department

of Agriculture's (USDA) Mloctronic Dissemination of Information

(CDI) Service offers noes, commodity, economic, statistical and

other reports through a computerised /system operated by Martin

Marietta Data Systems (MMD8) unaer contract to tho USDA. Most of

the infurmation, which is input by various USDA agencies, is

perishable and time sensitive and is released immediately to

eubecribers.

In January 1989 the mDI system had 34 Level 1 subscribers,

17 of which are multipliers or news service. (with thousande of

eubsoribers), while the rest aro big businesses interested in

3 o
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commodities. Level 2 were are those to whom Martin. Marietta, by

contract, must give limited access at a subsidised rate. According

to a General Accounting Office (GAM Report, the recipients of

these data or the system users include the pUblic, which it defines

as "agricultural information retailers, pdblishers, the news media,

agribusiness establishments, etc., and several Department of

Aviculture agencies."

While Martin Marietta and the USDA offer system support to

subecribers, which are primarily multipliers, news services, and

pe9tte corporations, neither have direct contact with individual

end users whose access is seined through value-added vendor, such

as Pioneer Mi-bred International, became information about who is

using the data is proprietary, the UtDA gets, at best, only limited

feedback from fArmers who might use the Ip...a at the retail level.

Hence, it is difficult to know how farmers and the general public

utilize the USDA's data.

According to a USDA fact'sheet on the SDI service, "an

important feature...is the automatic trammmission of reports while

they are still current to users virtually anywhere in the world

immediately upon release by the USDA." Yet when some of the Level

1 users redistribute that data, such as Pioneer Mid-bred

International, Inc., which includes it in its AGRISUSINISS &tabus

available through Dialog, it is 10100 only every two woeks.

Hence, Dialog, a major eouroe available to the general public,

provides this timely information as much as two weeks late.

Moreover, Dialog, in its "Database Supplier Terme and Conditions,"

claims that, "This database is ccpyrighted by Pioneer Miftbred

International, Inc. No part Of AGRISUSIMUS U.S.A. database may be

3 21
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duplicated without the written authorisation of Pioneer HA-Smed

International, Inc."

The information probed cm the SDI system is in bulletin

board format. When now information comes, the old information is

supercoded. No provision la made for archiving these data.

?remedy, the USDA distributed this information for free

cc at nominal cost through the Government Printing Office to

depository libraries, farmers, and cthers. Martin Marietta no,

gets the information free from tbe USDA. But tha contract batman

Martin Marietta and the uSDA dais nct specify charges for services

to the public users; rather, they are established by Martin

Marietta in eeparate contracts with each user. Generally speaking,

these charges aro $45 per hour plus a minimum use/subecription fee

of $150 per month for Level 1 users. (USDA providers are not

charged the monthly minimum use/subocription fee.) Once this

information becomse available through Dialog, cm of several

commercial vendors, it 'vets $96/hour, $.60/full record off-line

and 1.50/full record on-line. While Dialomn and Agridata offer

cheaper rates, they ars not as widely available.

At the same time that coets have increased for public

access, unforeseen cost. have been incurred by USDA agencies.

Although Martin Merietta receives the government information for

free, it charges agencies for loading and storing the data entered

and retrieved from the system. If the purpose of privatieing

the dissomination system is to save cots to the taxpayer, then

those &assumptions need closer scrutiny. If the purpose is simply

to improve access and to assure that the government's own computer

3 9
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systems ere secure, then costs vs benefits to both the Department

and the public should be reconsidered.

No matter whet the rationale for privatising the wholesale

moment of the MIA's infnmatinn porvires, giving the private

sector a monopoly in distritmting this information hae caused

prices to inflate. The cost is passed from the government to.host

computer company to multipliers and information brokers and then to

the user. By contract, Martin Marietta is prohibited from charging

more than time-sharing costs to information vendors. But there are

no ccntrcas over foes information vendors may charge for public

access to this information, and during the three years of service,

the USDA's costs for accessing this information from Martin

Marietta have soared.

DI the past, the nation's 1400 depository libraries have

served as a safety net, providing the American people on a no-fee

basis with information they need to know in order to govern

themselves and to ensure political and personal independence. Once

essential information is no longer publiohed by the government, no

such safeguards will exist for the small farmer lacking direct

access to new technologies. The USCA has not developed policies to

deal with the information poor. And Martin &wish is not in a

position to even offer general pUblic access, let alone reduced

rates. Informatim vendors such as MA= *re simply not in

business to provide two-tiered services. Their ;riles are

generally half for government data provided directly to them

compared to their ;rims for government data provided through an

intermediary.

. I
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In sum, Martin Marietta has excelled in offering the USDA

the electronic dismemination of information database according to

tha agency's *pacification'. Building upon the company's exoess

ccuputing capacity, the EDI service has p:ovided wider distribution

ct information in a timely fashion but with no foreseeable profit.

Yet, *Wan marietta has slot addid value Lu Liu USDA ails; luelommai

it has served as a secondary wholesaler, adding one more link in

the information chain, and therefore multiplying the cost to the

end user. Even if the contract I. leaving the taxpayer funds at the

WU, it has passed additional coats on to the consumers. By

contracting out a system based on efficiency criteria, the USDA has

recast government information policy in a way that has serious

consequences on equal end ready access to pubaic information.

pjaciriaziConrns about Asseale Goorrnment Information in

Electronic format

since Martia Marietta bow operating the EDI 4%tabase,

several other databeees have been contracted out including the

Securities and Exchange Ccuadssion EDGAR system and the Patent and

Trademark Office PTO system. Like the USDA system, these datebases

prod,* speed and efficiency for "public" users. But they have

raised serious concern" for librarians who assist the general

public with identifying end utilising this vital information.

Those are the IMMO concerns librarians voice about all information

products and they inulude bibliographic leceilif phystcal access,

standards, coda and equity, proprietary control, intellectual

freedom, expert assistance, plic access and dissemination,

3 2 4
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continuity, currency and scopelformat, user profiles and feedback,

confidentiality and database security.

, Bibliographic acmes.* There is no government-sponsored

central source for listing government databaoes, those that exist

are published bi the private sector although OMB's hao proposed

revisions to Circular A-130 call on government agencies to produce

computerized inventories of these products. Because of an ongoing

debate about whether machine-rw,ziabla data files and other

non-paper formats are publications, the government has, until new,

made little attempt o bring them under bibliographic control.

Physical access. In the case of the EDI database, there

are only some SO organizations with Martin Marietta accounts. In

the case of the Securities and Exchange Commission's (SEC) database

EDGAR, there are only three public reading rooms in the entire

country. While librarians and library users have enoyed broad

access through both public und private sources to such government

databases as Medlin*, WIC, NTIS and the GPO Monthly Cealog, the

bulk of government-produced electronic databases are virtually

unavailable to the general pUblic, either directly or thmugh

commercial vendors. And those' that are available are often not

affordsble to most potential users,

Standards. ror all intents and purposes, the federal

government has no standards for databese development -- not for

data elements, not for record forfeits (except MARC), not for

retrieval protocols. Agencies are developing uncoordinated,

incompatible systems and they are not working together, which

results in wasteful spending. The office of Management and Budget

(OMB) is supposed to regulate information in the federal
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governmentt instad it has served as a promoter of privatisation,

not a coordinator of information activitiee at the federal level.

Private motor firms ars even less likely to edopt common data

elements and ccamend language.

Cost factors and equity. Many printed documents are

distributed.free to depOsitory libraries, and free or at low cost

to the general public. In contrast, databases are provided at

least cn a cast-recovery bee, in order to arlid unfair competition

with the private vector. When government databases are mcmided

directly to a vendor, they cost an average of $45.70 per connect

hour co Dialog, which is less than half of the $93.26 per connect

hour aharcedwhen government databaees are provided to Dialog by

the private sector. The few government databases which can be

accesaed directly from the government as will as through a private

vendor have an even greater disparity in ueer cost. ?or example, a

recent Joint Committee on Printing report indicated that the cost

to the federal government of delivering Snergy Reeearch Abstracts

online to the user would be $16/hour, while access to older titles

in that database offered thriyugh a commercial vendor, would be

$85-$120/hour.

Proprietary control. Works created by U.S. goverment

mployees in the court* of their employment are in the public

domain. As result, any individual or company is free to

reproduce government documents. If they add value, they can

copyright thoee enhancements, although not the information itself.

In electronic formats, it is difficult to separate the proprietary

component of a database from the public information. As a result,

companies like Pioneer si-bred International that sUbscribe to the
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EDI system attempt to restrict reproduction of USDA's public

informetion that la evailsble with enhancements in their

AGRIBUSINESS databame. When vendors exert proprietary control over

their added value to government information, they ran inhibit

researchers and others from downloading and anelyzing data that is

in the public donsin.

Intellectual freedom. The private sector has numerous

***nylon of databases that fairer certain voneors, ranging from

securities investment to airline scheduling. Exempla. include a

bond price database which tenders advantage to those companies

listed first and an airline booking system which prompts travel

agents to choose that compaffy's flights over its competitors.

Onoe government information is privatised, similar developments can

occur. Government information should not be biased in any way.

Providers should nct be permitted to change it foe their own

benefit. Purthermore, contractors should not receive unfair

advantage over the flow of information.

In amnion, the private sector has a tendency to offer or

eliminate prodbets on the basis of the marketplace. Vendors such

as Dialog are free simply to drop databases that are um*,

infrequently. Aside from those popular government datsbases

already widely available through private vendors/ moot

government-produced databases are unlikely to be commercially

viable. As a result, ths public is threatened with the complet

elimination of access to specific segments of data with limited

commercial value hit With substantial significance in terms of

policy-making, research/ scholarship and accountability.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Basset assistance. roe government-produced databases,

most expert essistance is available at the agency level with

people who create the information. Unfortunately; when vendors

provide information, they can tell you how ta search the system

using their protocols but they are molly familiar with the content

of the databases they offer. Furthermore, federal agencies that

create information 411 often smirch that information on their

internel databases for the public. Agency personnel help guide

Lusts to the actual information sources cited; provide the

documents listed in their databases; provide additional materials:

and msy give suggestions and referrals to other sources because

they are authorities in the particular fields under investigation.

This expert aacistame is very important to users as well as to

librarians who are woexing on behalf of those users.

Public aeons and dissemination. OMB's policies on how

to administer government information most up artificial distinctions

between dissemination and access. Under the OMB guidelines,

diseemination is considered tho 'distribution of government

information to the public, whether through printed documents or

other media. This is the activity that OMB has encouraged agencies

to contract out, thereby abrogating golornment's dissemination

remponsibilities. Acceea, on the other hand, is providing to

msebers of the public, 2211.41E,nwa, the goverment

information to which they aro entitled under law. This is the

activity that co officials regard as passive and can be

a000mplished simply by placing information in one location only*

Continuity. This concern was justified recently when

the Government Printieg Office's microfiche vendor defaulted and

0
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stepped prodUction; no fiche were delivered for almost a year te

depository libraries. Coneequently, huge gape developed in

depository collections unless libraries searched, ordered, and paid

the high price of correeponding documents from a private *curve.

Similar discentinuities were erperienood when Disclosure

Tnformation Group loot the contract to the Bechtel Corporation for

Securities and Eadhange Cemmissien documents.

Archiving. Electronic technology makes it poesiblo to

erase documents long before a cumulative record oan be a/ambled or

before the historical value con be judged. Obsolete electronic

equipment can also impede retrieval of government records. Am more

data is computerised, the public record will be imperiled unless

appropriate action is taken to essure the preservation and

retention of electronic records for future inquiry.

fermate Currently, electronic government information

comas in formats ranging froa CD-ROM to magnetic tape and from

dial-up to floppy disk. Different operating system, and different

software packeges are used. The new Census CDA0Ms een be used

with dBase XII. Xi R-Bame or another version of Sue is used at a

particular library, it is simply not compatible with the Census

product. Other government datebases will not necessarily run with

dBase, so libraries will be forced to buy not only a variety of

software packages but also learn how and teach others to use them.

Needle.i tc sey, them adlitional investments represent a

nignifiennt mat-shoring fnr lihrnrins en they rnmpernto with tho

federal government in prcyiding access to public information.

Omer ponies eftS fesdbadc. Thera is very little user

input into how government databases are being conetruoted and
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developed. When they are privatized/ it is likely to g0 worse.

User profiles are proprietary and therefore unavailable to system

designers. Turtherv71, informetion on use and users that vendors

are collecting is not - A for purposes of service improvement.

Hence, it is virtually impossible for the goverment to evaluate

the benefits and problem. users encounter with its privately

disseminated data.

Confidentiality and daub... ascurity, Although

librarians promote public ammo/ they stesifastly guard against

dieclosure ct personal data. Just because the government collects

certain primal data does not authorize public acmes or ndsuse

for any purpose. in addition to protecting data related to

specific individuals/ every ettempt must be made to secure the

integrity of detabasee from computer viruses/ tampering/ and sny

other unauthorised entry.

Shortem s oAL_f.,_...._ty.r.......,_mgovernmendonation Poli

Today, government information policy is nothing less than

chaotic. There are confusing, contradictory and incoherent pieces

of legislation and regulations ruling access. Moreover/ the

federal information eystes has evolved toward a oast-driven rather

than useryriented model. The yebllu amour vauuum this modal has

created cannot be filled by the nation's libraries/ which ere :tot

funded to insure that the public hes adequate acness.

On a more positive note, the Congress has passed

sisvlifinan't iegislation to guarantee the public's right to know

about toxic wastes in their communities. Kith authorisation

3 3 (
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through Title III of the 1986 Superfund legislation, the

Snvironmental Praeotion Agency is responsible for distributing

information to the pUblic about toxic. through an online computer

dItabase, the Toxic Release Inventory (TRI). This legislation

promises to to the most powerful right-to->mow tool oitistne have

to orotect public health and environmental quality in their

ccnnonity. The testLgony delivered before this Subcommittee lest

month reflects how this model legislation is being implemented not

only efriciently, but a2eo in the public interest.

SPA has taken a number ad steps to invcave users in pUblic

access decisions. It entered into.an interagency agreement with

the National Library of Medicine (NLm) to develcip a cost-effective,

widely dieseransted wets that privats vend= could aloe

incorporate into their systems. SPA *elected the NLM system

'because of its reasonable user costs ($1S to $25 per hour) and

access to complementary files. It assured that the system was

Nuser friendly" for the novioe and also searchable at en expert

level, and that training and outreach would be widely available.

SPA has studied the potential user population end designed the

system in response to user needs. SPA has the discretion to waive

TRI databame fees when this is in the public interest. It will

disseminate the data in alternative formats through the depository

library system and non-depository county libraries and ite CD-ROM

version is targetted as one of the five databases proposed for

distribution through the depository libraries. ALA has paseed a

resolution indicating the importance of IPA's effort with the TRI

database which will serve am a critical tool for citisene to judge

at first-hand Wm rinks posed by the use and disposal of toxic

331
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chemicals in their regions. The Association endorses SPA's program

snd is eager to hsve the database available through libraries which

will promote its um.

Reommzendaticess

Debate over the rise of electronic formats, privatization,

and the like is obscuring the commitment of Congress to public

access -- Commitment expressed through numerous public laws that

speak to the ixpcstanoe of goverment information and the

disseminatim of that information in carrying out agency missions

and the principles of democracy and open government. A mimed

commitment to public acmes in an electronic age is now needed and

the American Library Association is eager to work more closely with

Congress to develop information policies that will respond more

effectively to the public's right to know.

In order to enhance public access to government

information, the American Library A41400/4tion is calling on this

Subcommittee to take the followirr jtions:

- Reinforce in a reauthorized Paperwork Reduction Act the
affirmative responsibility to provide public access to
government information.

- bring to ORS's attention that the agency's position on
privatisation exceeds its statutory authority and is
inappropriate for the management ct information.

- Review existing and proposed contracts with information
vendors to assure that public &mesa is not Js0P0rdissde

- Develop effective policies on the diseemination of
information that are in the public interest so that
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decisions about individual government information
products ars not made on a piecemeal basis.

Recegniee that added value is essentisl for using

government information products. The private sector can

than add additionel value for specialized markets.

Assure that government information remeins in the public

dcesin without copyright restrictions, This will permit

the private sector to uee the data and add %slue without
xclusive agreements and in * =repetitive environment.

- Guarantee that fees charged for disseminating government

infommation are reasonable and do not place barriers in

the usy of public access.

- Call for a cost/benefit analysis to determine whether
existing policies have reduced paperwork or cut costs.

- Encourage the use of existing database. like the

Government Printing Office's GPO Monthly Catalog
Index which is in MARC format to creat an inventory of
information resources. That particular database is

widely disseminated and distributed by both the
government and private sources in print, online, and

CD-ROM formats.-

Require agencies to study user populations when they

are creating and disseminOing information. They should

not define their "public" just in terms of primary
constituency of an agency's informstion or interested
vendors or resellers, but as the general public which
includes smell businesses, researchers and other ueers
that an agency may not deal with on a regular basis,

- Share resources within the government and promote the

use of standards foe data elements, search protocols,

end formats. Encourage the um of 0E1/130 MOM)
teleccarruniesticas standards and dial-up access through

national networks such as NSPNET.

Wbrk more closely uith the depository library program to

*same rIlic access.

- Recognize the public's right to know in legislative

actions,

- Assure that when agencies replace hard cory with

electronic data, they remain obligated to disseminating
that informatica to the public.

While we have serious concerns about the effect of

privatisation on the public's right to know about its government,

331
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we are not reocasending that the private motor be eliminated from

disseminating oovernmorkt inftemation. nitrate /hector publishers

have playe41 a vital role in the process ct repeckaging, adding

value by eupplemsnting or reindexing information, and marketing

noncopyrighted government information to reach the widest possible

audismce. The diversity of channels for the dissemination of

government information musk be maintained to achieve equal and

roady access to such information for all Americana. Rather, we are

suggesting thet a better balance be struck between the privet* and

public roles in managing federal information. Perhaps it ix time to

consider the public impact of theme policies and rocognize.that

many recent actions have increased the burden on the public instead

of reducing it.

In closing, wet are eager to work with the Congress to

review federal information policies and to reauthorize the

Panerwork Reduction Act. Our Association will hold its annual

ecnferinco next month in Dallas and we intend to use that

opportunity to consider revisions of the Act and develop a position

on specific recommendations for amending the law. Attached to this

testimony are several relevant resolutions already palmed by ALA's

Council, it policy-making body. While I hive not discussed tte

Freedom of Information Act today because other panel members are

addressing this issue, I have included a resolution spelling out

librarians' concerns about fee waivers for libraries.

As an associate director of a major research library, I am

extensively involved with issues surrounding information management

throughout the New zork university caraway. Hence, I recognize

how difficult it is to coordinate information resource collection

3 3 4
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42.

and dissemination. Neverthelese, it it a task well worth the effort

since new technologies can so effectively enhance access to

information/ as lcmg as they are waged efficiently.

tle greatly appreciate your holding hearings and aeking for

our participation. Thank you for the opportunity to present ALA's

views. X will be ham to answer any quosticms you may have.

attachments
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RESOLUTION ON LIBRARY FEE WAIVERS
UNDER THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT

WHEREAS, The American Library Association has vigorously supported the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) as a guarantor of principles
fundamental to a democratic society: "the people's right to
know," the free flow of ideas, and public access to government
information; and

WHEREAS, The charging of fees under the MIA represents such a
substantial barrier to requesters that Congress amended the
MIA in 1988 to limit fees to only those requesters who sought
information for private commercial uses, such as bidding on
contracts or researching competitors; and

WHEREAS, Congress intended to provide favorable treatment to any
disseminators of information, dryly defined the dissemination of
information to the public as a protected use of the MIA, not a
commercial use, and clearly recognized libraries and depositories
of public records as active disseminators of information: "[Mat
of course is the primary function of libraries and repositories of
public documents," stated the chief Senate sponsor of the 1980
amendments; and

WHEREAS, In the modern information age, libraries serve the public by
actively acquiring and disseminating information, linking the
public to electronic databases, and creating public access to
otherwise unavailable sources of information; and

WHEREAS, The Department of State, in particular, and other Executive
Branch agencies such as the Office of Management and Budget
and the Department of Justice, have interpreted the 1988 FOIA
amendments exclude libraries from waivers of fees, by using
excessively narrow definitions of "information dissemination" and
of "educational institutions" that would allow preschools to
qualify, but not major public research libraries; and

WHEREAS, Executive agencies' denial of fee waivers to libraries has a
chilling effect on the likelihood of libraries using the MIA for
the benefit of the public; and

WHEREAS, Executive agencies have denigrated the very function of libraries
in our democratic society by describing the role of libraries as
"passive dissemination," and have further declared, in a letter
from the State Department to an ALA member library, the
National Security Archive: "Merely making records available to
those who may request them (much the same type of dissemina-
tion that government agencies provide through the MIA) will
not itself contribute significantly to the public's understanding
of the operations of government:" now, therefore, be it
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RESOLVED, That the American Library Association prge federal executive
agencies to follow the clear intent of Congress, to recognize
libraries as educational institutions and information disseminat'ro
under the Freedom of Information Act, and to waive FOIA fees to
libraries open to the public; and, be it furthar

RESOLVED, That the American Library Association recommend congressional
action to correct this egregious misinterpretation of congressional
intent, if the agencies involved do not make the necessary
changes in their fee waiver practices; and communicate these
concerns over the status of libraries under the FOIA to all
appropriate federal agencies and congressional committees.

Adopted by the Council of the
American Library Association
Washington, D. C.
January 11, 1989
(Council Document 138)
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RESOLUTION ON THE RIGHT OF ACCESS TO FEDERAL INFORMATION

WHEREAS, The right of free and equal accu., for all people to information and
ideas is essential to a democratic society; and

WHEREAS, In recent years, com:Anation of specific policy decisions, the
Administration's interpretations and implementations of the 1980
Paperwork Reduction Act, implementation of the Grace Commission
recommendations and agency budget cuts have significantly limited
access to public information; and

WHEREAS, These government policies result in privatization and commercialization
of information disseminated by government agencies; curtailment of
government collection of statistical and technical data; restriction of
sensitive but unclassified information; restraints on scientific com-
munication through export control systems; narrow interpretations of
the Freedom of Information Act; and establishment of pre-publication
Piview procedures for federal employees and researchers; and

WHEREAS, The American Library Association has a long record of action in
support of access to information, and believes that open government is
Wel to a dtmocracy and that there should be equal end ready access
to h:forsution collected, compiled, produced and disseminated by the
government of the United States; now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED, That the American Library Association call on the next President of
the United States to take immediate executive action to:

1) ffirm a policy of free and open access to information by and
about the U.S. government, consistent with the First Amendment;

2) Restrict no information solely on the basis that it is sensitive but
unclassified;

3) Ensure that government information be readily and equally
available to the public;

4) Protect the privacy rights of individuals and groups from
unwarranted government intrusion;

5) Curtail the inappropriate classification of government information;
and

8) Limit the role of the Office of Management and Budget in
controlling inforu ',on collected, created and disseminated by the
federal government and, be it further

RESOLVED, That the American Library Association send this resolution and a copy
of thu ALA chronology, "Less Access to Less Information by and about
the U.S. Government" to political party nominees qualifying for inclu-
sion on the ballot in the states and territories for the Office of
President of the United States.

Adopted by the Council of the
American Library Association
New Orleans, Louisiana
July 13, 1988
(Council Document 75)
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Mr. WISE. Thank you very much.
Next, we'll hear from D. Kaye Gapen, dean of libraries, Universi-

ty of Wisconsin, and representing the Association of Research Li-
braries.

STATEMENT OF D. KAYE GAPEN, DEAN OF LIBRARIES, UNIVERSI-
TY OF WISCONSIN, ON BEHALF OF THE ASSOCIATION OF RE-
SEARCH LIBRARIES

MS. GAPEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and members.
I come to you today from the University of Wisconsin, on behalf

of the Association of Research Libraries, and with various other
sets of responsibilities that expose me to libraries in many different
parts of Wisconsin. This year, I am the chair of the Council of Wis-
consin Libraries and also the chair of the Council of the University
of Wisconsin Libraries, and I serve on the board of Madison Public
Library in Madison, WI

With your permission, I want to elaborate on my prepared re-
marks rather than to go over them, except to summarize the four
conclusions of the ARL statement.

First, we view OMB's information policies as a major negative
force on the availability of Government information to the public.
Information technologies have not been fully exploited, and in fact,
in many instances, legislative intent has been subverted as a rw-ult
of these policies.

In addressing possible resolutions, the need for collaboration
among committees of Congress and among Government agencies is
high. There is no single national information policy, and we benefit
by having many applicable laws which sustain adequate checks
and balances. In the same vein, there is no single agency dealing
with these many issues. In fact, NTIS, GPO, and the Consumer In-
formation Center all have charges to disseminate across all agen-
cies. Then, we also have individual agency programs.

As we sat this morning talking about an analogy for this situa-
tion and encouraging cooperative action, I was struck by the under-
graduate culture at the University Wisconsin-Madison. I will share
their dimensional view of this situation in which in a waterbed you
can make great sex, but you have to stay in sync. To make group
sex in a waterbed, you have to really be in sync. We encourage
that sort of cooperation.

I want to talk to you just a little bit about the University of Wis-
consin-Madison.

Mr. WISE. I just have to interruptand people said that this was
going to be a dull hearing.

Ms. GAPEN. Well, we hope that the public news records of this
will show that librarians encourage group sex in waterbeds.

Mr. So xFF. I have to admit my view of librarians has changed
dramatically.

Ms. GAPEN. We could talk in the hall.
The University of Wisconsin does have a more serious side.

We're part of a higher education system in Wisconsinthe Madi-
son campus is. We are the land grant university in Wisconsin, and
we have responsibilities to serve the State. We participate with li-
braries of all kinds in the State and in the region. We lend over
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100,000 items a year to people outside the university, answc hun-
dreds of reference questions, and give lending cards to thousands of
citizens who come to campus. We're a member of the Depolitory
Library Program in conjunction with the State Historical Society,
which is the regional depository, and we are a university maiked
by deep commitment to teaching, research, and outreach. last
year, the Madison campus brought in over $225 million in unclassi-
fied research grants. There are 43,000 students. The State exten-
sion program is part of the university, and there are hundreds of
outreach programs.

Within that context and in the testimony that we submitted, we
talked about the impact of technology on libraries and on universi-
ties and on the general use of information, and I want to share
with you a little bit about some of the strategic decisions we're
trying to make today in order to provide access to electronic as
well as paper collections on the campu , and in the State.

We have an online library system that acts as a public catalog
and maintains the regular working files of the library. In that
online system, not only do we have the holdings of the campus, but
we can also mount the monthly catalog data base, and the ERIC
data base, and we are in the process of bringing both of those to
that online system. That system is available not only on the
campus but through dial access from any part of the State and
through computer-to-computer linkages from other universit es in
the UW system.

We're beginning to addand we'll be sending out an RFP in the
next montha software package that will handle text manage-
r lntfull text data basesjournal articles, newspapers, and data
bases which we might construct on campuspolicy manuals, for
example. That will enable us to mount such data bases as the Fed-
eral Register and the Congressional Record, available through the
same online system as our other catalog information.

The benefit of a system like this can be exemplified by looking at
the example of a small businessman who comes to Madison to take
advantage of the university faculty and their work in biotechnol-
ogy. The small business person wants to do some work on the
bovine growth hormone. It takes 8 weeks complete the search.
The person will have gone to six libraries, many of them four or
five times. They will have searched 14 data bases in 7 data base
vendors, using different search protocols for each of those informa-
tion resources, and they'll come out with a basic list of 256 hits.
That search will cost at least $8,000. On the Madison campus, $45
of that is for parking tickets, because we have a serious parking
problem.

If we are able to bring to the campus a text management system
and one that handles data bases of the sort as MEDLINE and
chemical abstracts and business news, we will have in one software
package the ability to handle numerous data bases of all sorts, in-
cluding the Federal Register and the Congressional Record.

We're working with IBM in the next year to move to imaging, so
that we can also maintain phot,ographs with high resolution capa-
bilities, images of manuscripts, photographic images, and so forth.

The capabilities that we're building to support teaching and re-
search can also support public access, and indeed, the university
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has an outreach mission. Let me give you some examples of how
that's working.

The Census Bureau has designated one unit in each State to
serve as a business information center. That, in W'sconsin, is locat-
ed on the Madison campus. That business information center pro-
vides analysis of census information for business people at a cost-
recovery basis. In order to bring those same capabilities onto the
campus and to the school of business program, the dean of the
school of business and I are supporting part of the operating costs
of that center, trying to provide on the campus, no-fee access to
what is available off the campus at cost recovery. I think, by the
way, that the Census Bureau has had to require the cost recovery
basis in order to make access to this information possible. We bring
a rich resource to campus that we haven't had before.

We have, in the Madison library system, a minority high school
outreach librarian, who is going to high schools where there are
high densities of minority populations and teaching the lifelong
learning skills of how to access electronic information and how to
respond to social and economic issues that they are talking about
in high school. We then follow up and establish interlibrary loan
procedures between the campus and those high schools.

We have a small business outreach program, where we bring rep-
resentatives of small business, including the economic development
officers of the reservations in northern Wisconsin, to the campus
and train them in the use of census and marketing information as
well as general information access, and much of this relates to Gov-
ernment infnrmation.

We serve extension agents. We serve doctors, lawyers, the medi-
cal profession in general, and now we're beginning to talk about
the judiciary.

In Wisconsin, in the last 4 weeks, you would have heard a great
deal about the r.?servations and the Indians who are taking advan-
tage of their treaty rights and doing spear fishing before the sport
fishing season starts for walk ve. There has been a mountain of
legal opinion and precedent that has been created during the
course of many judicial hearings of this mattet. The information
doesn't exist anywhere except in boxes of paper. That sort of infor-
mation we can put on the information system and make it broadly
available across the State to help people make better public policy.

These are the sorts of things we have been doing. VVe're finding
that user patterns are changing as we implement these new tech-
nologies.

We now can deliver access to the home. We have libraries with-
out walls and in our Depository Library Program we have Govern-
ment document depository collections "vvithout walls." We can pro-
vide bibliographic citations and then by telefacsimile the actual
documents themselves. The Department of Education in its HEA
title II-D program funded a $230,000 grant for Wisconsin to estab-
lish a high speed telefacsimile program during this year.

We bring together with Government information the rest of the
collections that exist on the campn3, expert library staff and the
excellence of faculty members who are available for analysis with
people who come to use the information.
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We also bring the scholarship that is developed on the campus.
For example, we have a data library which is made up of the tapes
from social scientists who have done research using the census
tapes.

This kind of capability, distribution and access are in the end
only effective if the information is used and so I want to talk very
briefly about the second very important component that we haven't
really addressed before. How can we enhance information literacy
through our library programs?

I have here a copy of an American Library Association, presiden-
tial committee report on the development of information literacy
and I want to just read from the introduction:

How our country deals with the realities of tho information age will have enor-
mous impact on our democratic life and on the Nation's ability to compete economi-
cally. Within America's information society there also exists the potential for ad-
dressing many long-standing social and economic inequities. To reap such benefits
people as individuals and as a nation must be information literatc. To be informa-
tion literate a person must be able to.recognize when information is needed and
have the ability to locate, evaluate and use effectively the needed information. Pro-
ducing such a citizenry will require that schools, colleges ond governments integrate
the concept of information literaq into educational and information dissemination
programs. They must play a leMership. role in equipping individuals and institu-
tions to take advantage of the opportunities inherent with the information society.
Information is the grist of knowlefte. Knowledge is the grist of wiedorn.

In order to best benefit from the investment we have all made in
the production of Government information using your three words
from your earlier presentation, efficiently and effectively and equi-
tably, we need the following things.

We need OMB policies that are supportive of the Depository Li-
brary Program.

We need OMB policies that are supportive of the use of electron-
ic formats and the power that they bring.

We need flexibility. We should not harden our options too soon
and I would be glad to speak to that in terms of standardization
during the question and answer period.

We need new collaborative coalitions for the design of these sys-
tems and for the evaluation of their use because use patterns are
changing.

We need pilot projects and other GPO funding to support GPO in
this period of enormous transition.

And finally, we need electrcnic information to the people, where
the heightened powcq of its use will be at their disposal, for infor-
mation literacy is a personal empowerment. As we together make
it available, together we can limit or enhance its capability.

Teilhard de Chardin has said that the future is in the hands of
those who give generations reason to hope and live. As I spent the
last 3 years working on issues related to Government information
in electronic format, I often work at home. I uit and look at my 8
year old goddaughter and do some reality checking.

Will what I am doing, what I am thinking, and what I am hoping
to accomplish give her hope as she grows up?

I think that we have to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for taking the
leadership in introducing the legislation that provides a platform
for bringing these many complex discussions into focus. The last 3
years have been challenging and frustrating to all of us.
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As you provide leadership, I would suggest that at this point we
are not really addressing national information policy. We are
really beginning to try to build a national information strategy.
That requires of us different approaches than the development of
policy.

If I could leave you with one thought, it is that it is too early for
any single agency to be given authority, sole authority, for forming
complex and interlocking strategies.

Particularly in the development of policy on the public dissemi-
nation of Government information Congress must direct agencies
to collaborate and universities and libraries must help.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Gapen followsd
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Mr. Chairman. My name is D. Kaye Gapen. I am Dean of Libraries at the

University of Wisconsin - Madison and I am pleased to testify today on behalf of tip :19

research librams that are members of the Association of Research Libraries (ARL).

ARL is an organization of research institutions, mostly universities. Each

insti ,n i3 represented in our deliberations by the chief library officer - the dean,

univesjity vice-president, or director of the main library on each campus or within each

ins.itution. I note this because it is important for Congress to recognize that the

itions reached by ARL represent the conclusions of many individuals who are

responsible for planning and managing information services that support the major

research institutions of the U.S. and Canada.

To meet the information needs of the communities we serve, research libraries

acquire information from a wide variety of sources including commercial publishers and

government agencies. Government information is a resource in demand by our

collective faculties, students, and the business and general public who use research

library services. The terms and conditiens that the U.S. Government sets for access to

government information make a tremendous difference in a library's ability to meet

these diverse demands.

Government information provided by libraries furthers; research in a broad range of

disciplines and arenas and contribute to new scientific and technical breakthroughs.

Research libraries are a significant source of information and services tor individuals .

seeking to create new knowledge, conduct R&D, and move the research results into the

marketplace. Research libraries are of course not the only source of information for

the communities they serve, but they do play a pivotal role in support of national goals.

Therefore research libraries represent a key component of the national infrastructure

that supports and fulfills federal information policy.

0141 4 z.-
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ARL appreciates the attention that the Members of the Subcommittee are giving

to the issue of federal information policies and practices. In view of the number of

library representatives invited to testify today, we assume the Subcommittee is already

aware of the wide range of concerns our community has about federal information

policies and practices. My statement highltghts what we believe to be major points.

Additional information will be found in attachments to my statement and, I am

confident, will be provided by my colleagues.

It is ARL's position that

OMB policies have had a major negative impact on federal information

policies.

Information technologies have not been fully exploited by the government and

have in fact subverted legislative intent.

In addressing possible solutiuns, there is a need for collaboration among

Committees of Congress and among government agencies.

Research libraries are positioned to play a pivotal role in support of federal

information policies.

OMB Oimunition of Uovernment Role in Preference to Privatization:

ARL views the Office of Management and Budget's information policies as a major

negative force on the availability of government information to the public. The policies

have contributed to a government-wide crisis generated by pressure from OMB and

2
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exacerbated by a relatively small but vocal segment of the Information industry. The

library community is all too familiar with the consequences of these pressures on the

information policies and practices of federal agencies. The result has been a chilling

effect %. efforts to improve information management practices throughout government

to the detriment of public availability of government information.

The results of these misguided OMB info7mation policies are confusion in some

cases gridlock that delays agencies' pursuit of the opportunities afforded by using

information technologies. Opportunities such as: improved productivity, potential for

significant cost savings (estimated conservatively at hundreds of millions of dollars a

year) and enhanced public availability to government information.

We understand that OMB has undertaken a review of Circular A-I30 and the

proposed supplement to the circular. We urge the Subcommittee to encourage OMB to

bring these policies in line with Congressional policy to support wide availability of

government information. In particular, we seek reaffirmation by the Subcommittee of

the responsibility of the government to disseminate its information.

Government has a responsibility to disseminate its information and while ARL is

supportive of private sector partnership with the Federal Government to carry out this

responsibility, we have concerns about the terms of such partnerships. We begin by

defining the private sector as non-governmental, including libraries (public and private),

not-for-profit organizations, as well as commercial information industry companies.

And we insist that any partnership adopted by a federal agency be accompanied by a

public statement explicitly detailing how Congressional mandates in support of public

availability of infurmation will be fulfilled.

3
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The Paperwork Reduction Act is cited as authorizing legislation for OMB Circular

A-I atl and a proposed supplement. The law states that one of its purposes is to increase

the availability and accuracy of agency information. The legislative history

explicitedly states that the law is not intended to limit dissemination of information,

but to limit the collection of information judged to be an unnecessary burden on the

Nation. There are references to avoiding duplication of information collection - but no

reference to avoiding duplication of dissemination.

OMB's privatization agenda skewed the development of information policies as Iva

technology. In electronic files, the line between information collection and

dissemination is blurred when technology provides a continuous flow.

A more detailed account of our objections to OMB's information policies is

attached to this testimony.

Technology Subverting Legislative Intent

We all know that technology offers opportunities to manage and use information

more effectively, and potentially at less cost. We also know some technological

applications can inhibit access if user needs are not considered in the design of the

system.

Many new technologies have been introduced since key pieces of national

information policy legislation were passed. The development Of new technologies does

not change legislative intent. But, in fact, the use of new information technologies by

agencies of Government has subverted legislative intent and increased the tension

4
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i>etween achieving the goal of public access and containing the costs of dissemination of

government information. As always with the formation of sound public policy, policy

decisions should be made first, followed by cost considerations and choices available to

policy makers.

Specific technologies or formats need not and should not be included in any new

legislative language due to the fast-paced nature of technological change. Instead, it is

important to maintain the policies of public access and cost-effectiveness and include

flexibility to anticipate the development of yet unknown technologies and formats.

Need for Colaboration Among Congressional Committees and Government Agencies

ihe appreciate that the issues the committee is addressing are complex and that

the jurisdictions of the Committees of Congress and agencies are intertwined however,

from a users' perspective, and as taxpayers, our concerns are access to government

information, and access in a timely and cost-effective manner. It is important

therefore to keep the policy objectives of public access and cost-effectiveness in mind

and sort out '..ampeting jurisdictions and agency roles.

As this Subcommittee looks to changes in the Paperwork Reduction Act, we believe

it is important to recognize other efforts underway and work with other Committees of

Congress to better define agency roles and authorities. This will be particularly

important as both the Government Printing Office and Commerce's National Technical

Information Service (NT1S) develop and implement electronic services. Increased

cooperation among governinelt agencies, and in some eases coordination of programs, is

necessary.
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Recommendations for Policy Analysis and Agency Decision-Making

Highlighting ARL's strong commitment to equitable public access to governmAnt

information, the chief executive officers of the major research libraries of the Nation,

adopted six principles concerning government information in electronic format. We

concluded that each principle is of paramount importance in the shaping of federal

ineormation policy and ask that the Subcommittee consider them in your analysis of

fejeral information policies and practice&

The six principles are:

1. The open exchange of public information should be protected.
2. Federal policy should support the integrity and preservation of government

electronic databases.
3. Copyright should not be applied to U.S. Government information.
4. Diversity of sources of access to U.S. Government information is n the

public interest and entrepreneurship should be encouraged.
5. Government information should be available at low cost.
6. A system to provide equitable, no-fee access to basic public information is

a requirement of a democratic society.

AR1 also identified a need for Congressional understanding of information flow

patterns rot just within the government, but also through institutions that are in

partnetship with the government to provide information to the public on its behalf.

Libraries leverage the information programs of the government, expanding the

number of points of possible contacts for users and maximizing the uses made of the

information. The financial investment now made by libraries in support of equitable

public access to U.S. Gviernment information is considerable. An estimate is that

libraries spend $10 for every $1 spent by the federal government in support of

access to government information.

6
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A. you weigh policy choices, he effect on libraries, or more pointedly, the

effect on the users who turn to libruries for government Inform; tion, must also t*

considered. ARL's findings represent our best effort to understand the effect of

these changes for ourselves. Attache, if a summary of our report on the issue:

Technology and U.S. Government Information Policies: Catalysts for New

Partnerships. Wo will of course make the full report available at the request of the

Subcom mittee.

NEW FRAMEWORK FOR LIBRARY SERVICES

Libraries play a pivotal role in providing information services to a wide variety

of communities including those that seek to create new ideas, to undertake research

and development, and to move the results into the marketplace. Research library

services are used by people who the Nation depend upon to fuel local and ittatichal

economies and to support efforts for the U.S. to hold a competitive edge

internationally. How we serve these communities is affected by federal information

policy. Therefore I would like to spend a few mintues highlighting the changes

taking place in libraries.

Libraries are in the midst of a transition in response to the new information

reality. "Electronic information" and "electronic communication channels" allow

creative shaping and expermentaticn toward an entirely new context or framework

for library services. A ne.w paradigm for library services is developing because

these technologies have characteristics which are different from anything libraries

have dealt wi":h in the past.

7
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VOst library collection resources (paper, microformat, tapes, sound recordings,

maps, AV materials, etc.) exist in "handleable" form and are delivered physically.

Electronic information, however, is created m digital form, is stored digitally on a

variety of computer disc devices, and is delivered digitally over a variety of

telecommunications/telephonic networks.

Providing users with access to electronic information is significantly different

from providing access to a traditional, print-based library. Diversity, rather than

uniformity, and varying information access skills, characterize gateways to

electronic information. A computer tape or CD-ROM containing data is useless

technology without the software that enable the information to be retrieved. The

aegree of assistance from a librarian is substantial when the originator of electronic

information, eg, a government agency such as the U.S. Geological Survey, does not

provide the retrieval software.

Even with the provisior of user firendly software in any electronic product, the

library provides assistance to users who need to access data from a wide variety of

sources available in different formats and with different retrieval protocols.

A distinctive characteristic of the research libraries that are members of ARL

is the provision of collections, and accompanying services, tha: are broadly based

and comprehensive in discipline or topic. In this setting, the library role of assisting

a user to understand the scope and limitations of any single source and to identify

others, takes on extraordinary dimensions. The broadly based collections, and

service'', of research libraries advance the research process not just by providing

narrow, well-defineo search services, but also by enhancing discovesy through

serenaipitous exploration of concepts and data.

8
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Most users lack many of the necessary computer skills to use the wide variety of

electronic resources available to them. They therefore require an Intermediary a

librarian. Librarians find It necessary to add information and therefore value to

electronic databses in order to make them more readily usable by a wider audience.

This is the application of library skills and information technology to retrieve,

reformat, interpret, and summarize data.

Libraries are well Into this evolutionary transition that encompasses both print and

electronic formats. Critical to the success of this transition is that actual possession of

information resources, be it a book, film, or magnetic ta?e, becomes less significant

than access to information. This has lead to a reexamination of resource sharing among

libraries and in turn has fueled the development of new access and delivery systems.

Because of the breadth and depth of their collections, research libraries tend to

serve as resource collections for other Iii,raries. Evolving patterns associated with

electronic information will have a significant impact on the role of research libraries in

the provision of national information services. Catalogs of research libraries serve as

regional or national gateways that contain references to information in electronic as

well as printed formats whether held locally or elsewhere. And this has lead in turn to

an increased emphasis on linkages with state-wide and regional systems through

advanced telecommunications networks.

All libraries are changing as a result of the new information environment within

which we provide services. However, depending on the characteristics of the library,

and the institution it most immediately serves, the pace and dimension of change

varies. Therefore federal information policy must recognize, at least in the short term,

9
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some disparity among libraries. This disparity should mt suggest a renunciation of the

role the library community has alway assumed for this nation: that is, as sative

partners with the U.S. Government In making government information widely and

equitably available for the people of the nation.

Thank you. I will be pleased to answer your questions.

Attachments:

I. ARL Comments on OMB Information Policies

2. Technology& U.S. Government Information Policies abridged

3. ARL Fact Sheet
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0 ASSOCIATION OF RESEARCH LIBRARIES

AKE COMMENTh ON OMB INFORMATION POLICIES

ARL views the Office of Management and Budget's Infor../ation policies as
the major negative force on the availability of government information. The
policies have contributed to a government-wide crisis generated by pressure from
OMB and exacerbated by a relatively small but vocal segmen l. of the information
industry. The library community is all too familiar with the consequences of
these pressures on the information policies and practices of federal agencies. The
result has been a chilling effect on efforts to improve information management
practices throughout government to the detriment of public availability of
government information.

The result is confusion, in some cases gridlock, that translates into lost
opportunities afforded by using information technologies. Opportunities such am
improved productivity, potential for significant cost savings (estimated
conservatively at hundreds of millions a dollars a year), and enhanced public
availability to government information.

Main Objections

ROLE OF GOVERNMENT IN THE DELIVERY OF INFORMATION TO THE
PUBLIC: Circular A-I30 supports a role for the private sector in lieu of a
government role. ARL supports a role for the private sector in addition to a
government role.

Private sector entrepreneurship that facilitates the dissemination of
government information should be supported. Extraordinary products and services
exist and fill a need in the marketplace for some parts of our society.
Unfortunately, the expense of these fine services is beyond the reach of other
parts of our society. Not every citizen wants, or can afford, to pay the fees
charged by commercial database suppliers fees that range between $65-$175
per hour of use. The result is access for those who can afford to pay for it, and a
barrier for those who cannot. information haves and have-nots are the result
an affront in a nation founded on democratic principles of an equitable, educated,
and informed citizenry.

We reject a policy that makes public access to government information
created or collected at public expense d endent on the private sector because
the government is precluded fmm provid ng the I ormation. This extends support
for private sector entrepreneurship too far.

There are other serious problems that arise fre n reliance on commercial
sector sources for delivery of public information. These include: the potential
for imposition of proprietary control over public domain Information; the
uncertainty of corporate stability or continuity of service; and the
Inappropriateness of what amounts to a public subsidy to commercial interests.

I SD New Fivnpaune Avow*. N W . Washintioo. C 20:134

202 222-206 FAX 202-462-2249
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OMB POLICY VS AGENCY MISSION: There is significant confusion cencerning
the actual intent of A-130 via-a-vis the legislated responsibilities of agencies to
disseminate their own products.

Agencies have difficulties complying with both the regulatory requirements
of A-130 and applicable statutory mandates. An example is the debate over
provision of remote public access to a Federal Maritime Commission database.
The database contains shipping tariff information that the FMC is required by law
to make available to the public. OMB cites A-130 as policy prohibiting remote
public access to the database. The library community, and major segments of the
shipping industry, support this capability. Private sector information industry
firms are divided on this issue.

BASIC VS VALUE-ADDED: The A-130 supplement instructs agencies to "prefer
to wholsesale" goverrunent information and leave "retail" value-added functions to
the private sector.

ARL objects to limiting the role of government to the dissemination of raw
data and the mandatory reliance upon private sector services for access to this
same data. This OMB policy would result in significant additional costs to users,
including the government itself, and libraries. Users will pay the government for
raw data, and then pay a private sector enterprise for software that enables
access.

The public should not be obliged to buy an expensive and complex software
package to access a government electronic product.

AVAILABILITY AND FORMAT OF INFORMATION: A-130 makes a policy
distinction about how information is to be made available based on the format of
the information (paper or electronic). ARL contends that the format should not
dictate policy.

We insist that fundamental principles inherent in a democracy be reflected in
government information policies and that they should not be dismissed because
the format of the information changes. Prominent among those principles is equal
and ready access lo gove6ment information for all Americans.

THE DEPOSITORY LIBRARY PROGRAM AND A-130: The Deposit,..0, Library
Program (DLP) is significantly affected by OMB information policies.

To help fulfill its responsibility to inform the public on the policies and
programs of the Federal Government, Congress established the Depository Library
Program. The Nation's almost 1,400 depositories participate in a joint ventui4
with the federal government to provide no-fee public access to federal
information. With certain specified exceptions, all government publications are
required to be made available to depository libraries (44 United States Code 1902).

2
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OMB has actively discouraged incorporation of electronic formats in the
1)LP. In a September 29, 1988 letter from OMB Director James Miller to Joint
Committee on Printing Chairman Rep. Frank Annunzio, OMB declared the DLP
law not applicable to government information In electronic formats and placed
the burden on agencies to make a case for incluar4-, such products in the program.

As more information is maintsined electronically in computerized databases
or magnetic tape, the legislative intent of the DLP will be eroded if depositories
are limited to paper and microfiche products, and a limited range of electronic
products. The General Accounting Office estimated that in 1987, there were 7500
existing electronic information products created by government agencies. None
of these were distributed to depository libraries. In addition, most of these
products were not available from other government-wide public information
programs sueh as the GPO Superintendent of Documents Sales Program, the
National Technical Information Service, or the Consumer Information Center. As
a result, the general public whose tax dollars supported their creation, has limited
awareness and access to these electronic information products.

COST RECOVERY: A-130 has been interpreted as requiring agencies to recover
costs from information users. ARL argues that it is the nature of the information
itself, and circumstances specific to the agency and the information product, that
should dictate if, and the extent to which user fees should be assessed.

Conclusion

Opposition to OMB information policies is not new. In 1985, over 300 letters,
including letters from Members of Congress, were filed with OMB commenting on
the then draft Circular A-130. The majority of the letters were strongly critical
of the Circular's provisions regarding access and dissemination of government
information and of the privatization policy embedded in the policy. Critics
argued that OMB's approach would allow and in fact encourige practices
detrimental to the public availability of government information.

There is nc statutory authority for OMB's A-130 privatization policy. A
review of the Paperwork Reduction Act, cited as the authority for OMB's activity
in this area, does not reveal Congreesional support for privatization of
government information. Nevertheless, OMB was successful in mitending an
overarching privatization initiative into federal information management policies.

Instead of providing federal agencies with useful guidance, OMB information
policies are a major obstacle for agencies that seek to use technology for
effective information management. In addition, it le well documented that these
policies have had an adverse impact on the availability of government information
to citizens. The proposed supplement places additional constraints on government
agencies in their efforts to fulfill their statutory obligations. Public availability
of government information is.further eroded and additional financial burdens are
imposed on those seeking to gain access to this information.

5/89
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Technology & U.S. Government
Information Folicies:
Catalysts for New
Partnerships

Association of Research Libraries*

rechnology, moving faster than policy development, has left U.S. government informa-
tion programs resting on uncertain foundatioos. This article, an abridgement of a report
by the ARL 'task Force on Government Information in Electronic ForMat, is tbe result
of an effort to develop a framework for understandingphilosophically, functionally,
and fiscally the patterns that exist for government information today, and the shifts
in those patterns resukirvi from the introduction of government information in elec-
tronic formats. Four questions ate identified that should be considered by government
agencies and libraries as decisions are made &win bow to provide the public with govern-
ment informtion in electronic format. The report points to be need for a clearer picture
of how government responsiblities for public availability of government information in
elctronic formats might be fWfilled in parmersEp with the private WWI' without the
loss of* the characteristics that make this information distinctive: the absence of restric-
tions on use, including for basic government information, absence of a fee.

Federal policies affecting public availability of government information arise froi a wide
variety of laws and regulations, some of which do not -Wu clear guidance when addreu-
ing issues associated with electronic information. rervasive and profound economic,
political, and technological trends have exacerbated longstanding tensions inherent in these

policies.
Historically, there has been Federal support for education and libraries in general. The

government of the United States is founded on the premise that there will be an informed

°The Assocituton 0.161taltql Libmnes kik Force on Croarrnment Information in Eleettonle &mar Wel Cirsistel
by 0 Kaye Capra, University ofiViscormin. Other Nu* &rev members were: Nancy alow, halysylaviia Sane
University, Malcolm Gets, lbmierbar University, Jean Lamp, University o f Michigan, and Barbara von Wade,
Slaw Unhersity of New Ibri m &dila Dina all corm:minima to: Jala Sarnia, Association opesaarch Wearies.
1527 New Hampshire Amuse, N.W Nitshingson, AC 20036

Government Inforniattoo Quarterly, Wane 5. Number 3, pure1b7-27i USN: r40-621X.
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electorate, with educated, responsible citizens participating in their governance. This obliga-
tion to provide the public with information that ensures government accountability and con-
tributes to an informed citizenry is the foundation of laws within the chapters of Tide 44
of the United States Code that provides for the Government Printing Office (GPO) sales
program and the depository library program.

On a number of fronts, in a seemingly endless variety of ways, these basic premises and
partnerships are now challenged. Three major trends are:

Primization of govetsunent fiinctions The move towards privatization of public func-
tions, an international trend, is part of an efSirt to shrink the size ofgovernment by
assigning government function to the private sector. Privatization a infonnation pro-
grams that had previously been an integral part of government agency programs can
have undesirable consequences such as: increased prices for services that leadto classes
of information-rich and information-poor; elimination of limited-use reports or ser-
,,. t.e aspects of a program not supportable when subjected to commercial, market-
driven product design; the possibility of private, self-interested influence over the
delivery a public information; and exertion of copyright or copyright-like contiol over
public information.
Reduction of government agency budgets. Another strategy for shrinking government
has been to reduce agency budgets. This has had a profound impact on information
programs and services of agencies as well as on the availability a government infor-
mation in libraries. It has also led to unusual arrangements between Federal agencies
and commercial information companies to develop joindy agency electronic informa-
tion systemsarrangements that sometimes lead to undesirable agreements that give
exclusive control of public information to private organizations.
Over-zealoscs protection of government information. A penchant for secrecy has led
to overclassification of government information, efforts by the defense and intelligence
community to impose controls on unclassified information, and pollutionof informa-
tion sources with an active disinformation campaign intended to mislead all except
those with a "need to know."

In 1985, ARL adopted a "Statement on Access oi Information" affirming the Associa-
tion's commitment to the principle that unrestrictol access to and dissemination of ideas
are fundamental to a democratic society. Recognizing that legitimate goals a national security
and economic competition exist side-by-side with the principle a unrestricted access, ARL
concluded that the latter must take precedence unless a clear and public case can be made
for restricting access in a specific instance or to a clearly defined body of information.

Increased application a new technological developments (large computer databases with
interactive online capabilities, diskettes of data for use in personal computers, laser optical
disks, and so Wit) Sir the storage and retrieval a U.S. government information has challeng-
ed traditional practices a providing the public with access so this information. lb address
these challenges, ARL is developing a statement a princinles that specifically address the
public availability a U.S government information in electronic foimat (see Thble 1). Iden-
tification of essential elements or measures against which stwernment information pro-
grams might be evaluated in terms a equitable citizen access to U.S. government informa-
tion would contribute to efforts at striking the proper balance between competing prin-
ciples in an enviionment of fiscal constraint.
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Table I. Government Information in Electronic Format:
A Statement of Principles

Note: The following principles, with accompaning rationale statements. were submitted to the membership

ARL in October 1987 for review and were adopted in May 1988. Readers are encouraged to contact the

ARL Office ior the full statement as adopted by ARL members.

The ARL Task Force on Gomm ment Information in Electronic Format deseloped the followingSlx principles

and encourages full discussion of them in terms of the opportunities, challenges, and financing questions

posed by electronic information products.

1. The open ',Khans, of public information should be protected.

2. Federal policy sha.ild suppon the integrity and preservation oi schernmenI electronic databases.

3. Copyright should not be applied to U.S. government information.

4. Divsysity of~COS of access to U.S. gwernment information is in the public interest and entrepreneur-

ship should be encouraged.

S. Government information should be ava,lable at low cost.

6. A system to provide equitable. no4ee .cels to basic public information is a requirement of a demccratic

society.

Fundamental principles inherent in a democracy must be reflected in government infor-
mation policies and should not be dismissed because the format of the information chariots.
Inattention to fundamental principles in support of public availability of government infor-
mation allows a vacuum to form wherein decisions are based largely on environmental
pressures such as political polemics. budgetary constraints, marketplace economics, and/or
administrative convenience. Decisions so made can result in practices of benefit to one
segment of our society but to the disadvantage of others.

Some basic areas of contention, where policy is unclear or challenged, include the ex-
tent to which tax dollars should fully support the collection and active dissemination of
government infotmation and when user fees are acceptable to recover some of the costs
of these activities, and how to determine the proper balance between encouraging com-
mercial entrepteneurs so enter the market with government information products while main-
taining government responsibilities to provide information services.

PRIVATE SECTOR ROLES AND GOVERNMENT
RESPONSIBILITIES FOR DISTRIBUTING INFORMATIO1

Government information, in a variety of formats, is made available to the public by a diverse
assortment of providers including the government itself (e.g., GPO, NTIS, and/or direct
from source agencies including Congress), commercial and non-profit information com-
panies, and libraries. This variety of sources of access to the same information is in the
public interest because it ensures that users, both within and outside of government, have
available a sufficiently vaned array of sources to support judgments on data credibility
and auesstnent of governmem accountability. However, questions have been faised about
government duplication of commercially availabk information products.

The private sector, both for-profit and non-profit, plays an active and important role in
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distributing government information in print as well as in electronic form. Entrepreneurs
can invent new iruormation products that meet particular market demands. New ptoducta
can improve the well-being of consumers by identifying and filling consumer demands more
effectively or by offering lower costs. As electronic systems grow in importance, private
entrepreneurs may be expected to develop new products that take advantage of the new
opportunities.

Concerns about private sector development or operation of government information
systems include the uncertainty of corporate stability or continuity of service, the imposi-
tion of proprietary control over the conteat or use of public domain information, and the
imposition of high, profit-motivated fees for access to information created or collected with
public funds.

Government Responsibilities

What is the tppropriate scope dm government action in providing information and where
should we Woe for effective private action? For certain classes of information, thll and
effective government participation in the provision of information products is essential.
For other classes, government participation should be limited or the information collec-
tion aciivity eliminated. In particular, where broad citizen access to information isessen-
tial to the operation of our democratic institutions, effective government involvement in
the production and distribution of information products is important.

Indeed, the level of information to which legislators themselves have ready access depends
on an active and subsidized program of government publication. The effectiveness of elec-
tortl institutions in managing a complex governmental enterprise, then, depends critically
on ready anti general availability of documents that describe governmental actions, pro-
grams, and policies.

For this class of information, government tax-financed creation and distribution of pro-
ducts are essential. Our democratic institutions will not engender trust S e information about
their activities is not broadly distributed and routinely and convenient ailable. As elec-
tronic formats become desirable means for citizen access, the', the ernment, and in
particular, the Congress, should play en active role in supporting apeopriste, new elec-
tronic information products and delivery systems.

In these cases, government publication and distribution of information products are
valuable and appropriate. Of course, if the government failed to publish such products,
private firms would find mom opportunities to create products. However, our society will
be the poorer if it does not have tax subsidies for certain kinds of Information products.
The test, then, is not whether a for-profit firm could sustain an information product if the
government did not have a similar product, but rather whether there is a legitimate pevern-
mental role and public need in creating and distributing particular information p oducts.
The value of tax supported publication has long been recognized for print prod Acts. The
same logic militates die tux support of particular electronic publications.

The Federal deficit rightfully highlights the need for reassessment of Federal spending
patterns. Government activities associated with the public availability of government in-
formation have costs associated with them and should be subject to the same scrutiny ap-
plied to other parts of agency budgets. Essential to undertaking an efSective, long-term view
of agency information programs is identification of the purposes that the information con-
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tent serves, within and outside government, and a judgment of its relevance to fulfilling
government responsibility for making information available.

The government may fmd its purposes well met for certain information sets that support
a particular market. e.g., crop reports, by gathering the information with tax support but
allowing consumers to support distribution through fees. How the depository library pro-
gram might be affected by such distribution is a quest:on that should be addressed in a
review of the program.

In some instances, there is no compelling reason for government involvement. When
the government has no particular advantage, or need, to gather a given set of information,
market forces should lead to an appropriate array of private information products.

Defining Complementary Partnerships

There are compelling reasons to delineate complementary roles for the government,
libraries., commercial and non-profit information organizations in making government in-
formation available to the public.

All libraries designated as part of the depository library program (a mix of publicly and
privately supported organizations), and many other libraries as well, have and will con-
tinue to play key roles in fulfilling government information responsibilities by providing
no-fee access for the general public to government documents. New electronic formats for
the information do not change library commitment to that role. What is key is that govern-
ment and libraries collaborate on developing a common understanding of respective respon-
sibilities to the public.

What is needed is a clearer picture of how government responsibilities for public availabili-
ty of government information in electronic formats might be fulfilled in partnership with
the private sector without loss of the characteristics that make this information distinctive:
the absence of restrictions on use including, for basic government information, absence
of a fee.

The pnvate sector has already contributed to the development of a diverse array of infor-
mation systems that form critical supports for all aspects of our democratic society. If com-
mon goals can be established the privste sector with its acknowledged strengths could also
coot:Mite in a significant way to fulfilling government responstbilities to make informa-
tion available to the public. What is key ; entification of mutual private sector-government
goals that support partnerships for the ueivery of public information unencumbered by
copyright or other use restrictions. For that information where broad citizen access is essen-
tial to the operation of our democratic institutions, such partnerships must function so that
the costs do not force the imposition of user fees by the government or libraries.

FRAMEWORK FOR POLICY ANALYSIS

The characteristics of government information in electronic formats demand a new
framework for analyzing and defining how this information should be made avlilable to
the public. I*, elements of such a framework are pnesented: a taxonomy to categorize
the characteristics of government information in electronic format, and a model that iden-
tifies potential value-added processes for an information system. In addition, hypothetical
scenarios illusuate the need to consider four key questions as decisions are made about
approaches to distributing electronic information.
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Taxonomy of Government Information in Electronic Format

Identification rA a monomy or classification of government electronic information systems
or products would contribute to policy analysis. For example, electronic inforrinaion pro-
ducts or syst ems might be categorized on the basis of the following four dimensions.

e.ectro...c FM highly volatiledynamic and highly time sen-
Mimi, g^ I r"
sitive; overs are static.
Public Policy Relevance. Some systems convey information that is highly relevarn
to consideration of important public policies and thus are of broad public significance;
others ham information of little policy relevance and are of interest only to a specialized
audience
;blue to Reseatrh. Some systems convey information that is highly signifLant for
research; others convey information of limited research value.
State of System Development. Some systems could be compared to wholesale pro-
ducts, requiring significant hardware and value-added software support before end-
users may make use of it; others are more like retail products, fully packaged and
presented for end-users.

These four dimensions are described in te, of two extreme points on a spectrum. In
reality, consideration of the chanctr istics c. a specific system following such a clauifica-
don will fall anywhere between the, .,vo extremes. A taxonomy reflecting these four dimen-
sions is not intended as an absolute measure for policy making but rather is put forward
to illustrate that not all government information in electronic format is lie same and to
identify some obvious categories of systems that will encourage policy dixussions to move
from generalities to specifics.

Each category of such a taxonomy may suggest different ways to address policy issues
associated with dissemination of the information. The taxonomy could be subdivided fur-
ther into files that are textual as opposed to other kinds of information as well as by the
anticipated extent of ?"lie audience for the information, should these kinds cf
characteristics, or others, need to be considered in making policy decisions.

Scenarios for Dissemination

How governmat information in electronic format is disseminated will have an impact
on existing punier nips between the government and for-profit and non-ptufit institutions.
The partnerships may, in fact almost certainly will, continue in some capacity. However,
the responsibilides, especially those concerning which partner ir curs what costs, are vety
mach in question.

Policy development for dissemination of government information in electronic format
is in great flux. Even so, it is important to anticipate if not all of the pouible options.
at least some di the general approaches that may be taken. By comparing two very dif-
ferent dkianination scenarios to one another it becomes clear bow government WORM-
tion con be provided with varying levels of user accessibility mechanisms. While an
awkwaru phrase, the notion of Witt accessibility mechanisms is significant to any defini-
tion of the government's responsibilities for ensuring public availability of government in-
formation in electronic format,
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For =epic, a ,avernment agency may produce electronic fdes with no user accessibility
mechanisms, expecting that if those mechanisms are needed, they will be added and paid
for by someone else. At the other extreme, a centralized government agency could pnwide
full support for an array of electronic information products that an inexperienced end user
can master quickly.

Key Considerations

Four questions should be considered by government agencies, or libraries acting as in-
termedianes, as decisions are made about bow to provide the public with government in-
formation in electronic formats. Responses to these questions, when applied to a particular
information system, may suggest how access to that system should be paid forfor exam-
ple, fully tax supported or partially tak supponed with inteimediaries and/or users paying
part of tbe costs.

What is the significance of the information in the system for the development, pur-
suit, or assessment of public policy positions'?
What are the user accessibility mechenisms Of value-added processes needed ano/or
added by the creator of the information, the mediator of the information, and the user
of the information?
What are the relative costs of adding specific value-added characteristics at Any point
in the information chain (erestioo , mediation, and use) in order to assure equitable
public availability of government information? And bow will the costs of providing
these value-added processes be distributed among Federal and state agencies as well
as private organizations?
If a shift in costs (among government, libraries, and users) is anticipated when this
government information is disseminated in an alternate format, how will this affect
resource sharing among libraries and the ability of the depository library system to
support no-fee public access?

A Value-Added Model

A &web for a mean: to analyze such complex and shifting relationships and respon-
sibilities identified a model in a book by Robert S. Thylor titko %Luc-Added Processes

in /Orme:ion Systems.' Taylor views an information system as a totality from originator
to end-user. His definitions and conceptualizations, particularly the transformation ef a
"wholesale" information product through value-added processes o one that is "retail,"
are highly applicable.

Thylor defines value-added activities as those procedures that st engthen or render more
accessible messages in an information system. His definition of an information system in-
cludes librarians in their function of mediating information to the public, as well as others
such as analysts, evaluators, and synthesizers who perfonn similar functions. In viewing
the uansformation of the "wholesale" ptoduct, in this cue raw governmeet data that are
unusable without mediation or intervention, into a "retail" information source, the model
illustrates bow responsibilities for adding value may shift among originators, mediators,
and users. It also suggests the kinds of changes needed in total information systnos as elec-
tronic infonnation is substituted for print sources.
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Taylors model, based en 23 elements, allows an assessment of the presence and quality
of values added at each stage of the infonnation process, that is, by the originating source,
the library or other mediating service, and the user. The model stresses end-user needs
and the structure of the information environment as major elements in the evolution and
evaluation of information systems. The fullest application ofthe model implies the crea-
tion of problem-clarifying systems, significantly different from westion-answering systems.

NEW FRAMEWORK FOR LIBRARY SERVICES

Government informationits creAtion and disseminationis a microcosm ale elements
and layers of a new paradigm for libraries.2 The prospect of GPO providing government
information in electronic format to depository libraries accelerates the need for libraries
to address the shifting paradigm and turn concepts into very real questions of library and
public rolicy.

There is increasing need, because most users lack all the necessary computer skills and
require an intermediary, for librarians in archives or libraries housing machine-readaille
data to add information and therefore value to these resources in order to make them niota
readily usable by a wider audience. In a sense such librarians are information technologist
working with a variety of print and non-print formats, electronicdatabases, and other sources
and, adding their skills in retrieving, reformatting, interpreting, and summarizing data.

The evolution of a bimodal library environment that encompasses both print ard elec-
monk formats will also lead to a mexaminetion of resource sharing among libraries. Owner-
ship of information resources becomes less significant than access to information and leads
to the development of new access and delivery r,-1..ems.

Because of the breadth and depth of their collections, research librnries tend is., serve
as resource collections for other libraries. As more multi-type libraries have mai' OCLC
or RLIN for retrospective and current cataloging, the presence of ski,: holdinis a thesc
networks has spread interlibrary loan requests among a larger numbei sithougi=
the general pattern of research libraries as net lenders seems to be coatiouips.

Evolving patterns associated with electronic information will have a r4,,Itificant impact
on the role of research libraries in the provision of national information ui-.Acts. C :Wogs
of research libraries could serve as regional or national gateways that Cet1A.. retaences
to information in electronic as well as printed formats whether held lotaify :5T elsewhere.
This could lead, in turn, to an increased emphasis on linkages with state. w?.4 and regional
systems through advanced telecommunications networb. It is unlikely, ;:eraever, since the
use of electronic sources requires larger capital and 1,,,..esonnel invesumnts, that t:Aring
will necessarily lead to a reduction of current expendirmes for any ;.udivkinal Orary.

THE DEPOSITORY LIBRARY PROGRAM

Strong depository collections, including regional depositories, inside in s wide varicy of
types of libraries with varying degrees of institutional resouroes cliff meet instinKional
missions. As resour.-; sharing becomes more expensive, the Lbility and willingness ofsome
regionals to sem as resource centers are in question. As the pattern of resource shariti
among different kinds of depository libraries changes with the iwtoduction of electronic
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formats. it is possible that participating libraries will define new scopes for their depository
collections and offer a more focused but well defined array of services for the collection.

The particular kind of ekcironic format chosen to make government information available
to depositorki will probably largely determine the willingness of depository libraries to
add it to their collection.

Some formats would involve incurring large fixed costs at the library, with significant
local computer systems and electronic storage devices. Such investments in local systems
may allow users to find information at very small added cost per inquiry. For example,
a library might acquire date on tape and mount the files on magnetic disk drives attached
to mainframe computers with powerful search software available to users. Other electronic
formats may involve little local investment but require significant incremental cost per in-
quiry. For example, a datafile may reside on a remote computer with &CCM charges per
unit of search levied to recover the cost of the computer time as well as the telecommunica-
tions charges.

Patterns of access to government information in electronic formats are likely to parallel
patterns already emerging in regard to other electronic information. That is, depositories
located in smaller libraties or institutions are nore likely to choose the low fixed cost and
high incremental cost per search strategy for most electronic information. Depositories
located in larger libraries are more likely to choose the high fixed cost and low incremen-
tal cost strategy at least for very commonly used datafdes. These larger libraries may be
in a position to serve other depository libraries with cost recovery from some source.

Examination of Budget Mechanisms

Access to government information through the depository program (and in addition to
it) involves costs. The GCNERNMENT bears a significant part of the costs by publishing
and distributing material to the depository libraries. The LIBRARY bears a significant part
of the cost in the provision of space, pmfessional and clerical staff assistance, the provi-
sion 'at bibliographic access, reference mediation, the continuing maintenance of the col-
lecaon, and, in an increasing number of instances, the provision of the equipment necessary
to read or use the documents. USERS bear a significant part of the cost as well, in par-
ticular, the time add travel associated with locating and using the materials (as well as through

the tax dollar).
Over the history of the depository program, each component involved has responded

to the costs involved by building the budgets required to maintain the chain of creation,
distribution, integrated bibliographic access, physicel accessibility, and use. However, even
before the impact of technology began to be se strongly felt, the pressures of budget con-
straints had begun to afSect the historical patterns. The impact of technology and the crea-
tion of a whok new paadigm of library services have accelerated the rate of changes, and
significant adjustments are now being made within library budgets.

In regard to elecnonic government information, then, there are at least two tensions that
must continue to be addressed for resolution: (1) the tension between the goal of Wound
efficiency (for the government agency, the library, and Uta) and the maintenance of
equitable access to public information: and (2) the tensioil ii.volved in the cost shifts in
the creation, distribution, and accessibility chain as technology has an :Impact on each com-
ponent of the chain.
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It is clearly important that all of the involved parties ask the correct array of cost ques-
tions in order to produce the accurate information on which will be based a host of future
decisions about information products and services.

A college or university library must also take note of relationships its parent institution
may be in the process of establishing with business, agribusiness, anti other parts of the
private sector including programs in support of technology transfer. The growth of university-
related research parks is one of the best examples of the mutual benefit that can accrue
to higher education and the private sector when cooperation occurs. Academic libraries,
by institution mandate and within institution-wide policy controls, are more and Mare closely
involved in the support of these mutual endeavors. The fsct that the costs and benefits for
the private sector and higher education are not mutually exclusive adds yet another layer
of complexity to the policy and economic context within which academic libraries provide
information and service. Certainly, that layer of complexity is present in the provision of
government information in electronic form resulting in another important element to be
considered.

The prospect of the delivery of government information in electronic Form through the
depository program raises important questions about whose budget will be affected as pat-
terns change: the government agency's, the library's, or the user's? Will the costs of the
depository program that includes electronic information closely parallel those experienced
for print formats? Will the information have relatively the same value as the material in
print to the government, to libraries, and to users so that the present array of support for
the print program can be extended to support the electionic information?

The answers to such questions depend on the details of the design of a particular file
of electronic information and on the policies adopted for implementation. The nature of
costs to the government, the library, and the user will differ markedly for different elec-
tronic information products. What is needed is an examination of Federal agency and library
budget mechanisms that have support i the statutory responsibilities of the source agency,
the GPO, and depository libraries.

/ Possible Changes in the Depository Library Program

The findings of the ARL Task Force on Government Information in Electronic Format
prompted speculation about how the depository library program might change as a result
of these trends. The following description is not presented as a final conclusion, but as

a suggestion that might stimulate discussion and further analysis within the depository library
community and those COMMUJI1L4 they serve.

Roles br depository library participants may change in some or all of the following ways.
First, since requirements for equipment and staff to support a full-service electronic
depository collection are considerable, the program may be well served by having just a

few libraries support muki-state or national public information needs u part of the pro-
gram. From this there may develop varying levels of responsibility for providing services
for electronic products. Some depository libraries may not be able to afford the equipment
and/or staff support to provide services for certain kinds of government infcernation in
electronic for a. Location, however, becomes less consequential as electronic information
can be relayed from library to library electronically, recalling, however, that the economics
of resource sharing may be different.
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This may lead to a redefinition of depository library service responsibilities in which
government documents and gateways to government information will be focused, along the
following lines:

BASIC Services. This level of depository library would serve as an information center
in which there would exist a small government document collection and a computerized

gateway to electronic government information located elsewhere. The sr rvice might
be focused more on self-help and on-demand levels. There would be a high cost per
transaction but a small fixed cost.
IMMEDIATE Services. This level of depository library would maintain a larger
government document collection and some ekctronic information and gateways to other
electronic information located elsewhere. This library might devise products that would
work well through the gateways and might invest in developing value-added approaches

to the government information. The service would include mote mediation and syn-
thesis than the Basic level.
FULL Services. This level of depository library would contain research level govern-
ment documents and a full range of electronic information and the most sophisticated
gateways to other electronic information. The depository collection would be sup-
plemented by related, locally available databases. The level of service would include
the highest levels of value-added characteristics. There would be developed software
packages and other approaches that would change wholesale government information
into retail government information. The - st per transaction would be low and the
fixed cost high.

A second kind If change that might take place within the program involves depository
library cost reccvery for performing certain functions. Del tnding on the nature of the in-
formation itself and the extent of local investment, depository libraries may begin to recover
some or all of the costs associated with adding values to electronic government files.

There remains the commitment to the role that librariei 4ave always pliyed: provider
of no-fee access for the general public to government documents. What is highlighted by
the prominence of electronic information is that not all government information is thesame
and that the level of user accessibility provided for electronic products varies tremendous-
ly depending on the system characteristics provided 'ry the government or added to it by
libraries or other intermediaries. Government information defined as essential for fulfill-
ing the citizenship information needs of the public and for fulfilling government respon-
sibilities should be distributed to depository libraries in a manner that allows libraries to
make it available at no.fee.

What may result leam such a clarification or refocusing is another category of
informationthat of considerable importance to a narrow segment of society, important
enough to justify agency efforts to collect or generate the file, but that istoo costly to justify
full tax subsidized value-added enhancements. This kied of information might be distributed
to depository libraries nn terms that allow some cost recovery mechanism from a source
outside the librarythe user, a government agency, or perhape a consortium of Unts.
Therefore, this second possible change for the program, that depository libraries may begin
to recover all or some of the costs associated with adding value to some electronicgovern-
ment files, is dependent upon the nature of the information itself and the extent of local

:A,4
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investment made in order to compensate for costs not incurred by the government.
For Pump le, some form of reimbursement may be made to support public use of a

deposited government file that has been significantly enhanced by locally developed soft-
ware. The point is: if depository library program policies define that the library is to add
values to enhance an electronic file, that policy may also define the level of value to be
added, who is to be served, and how and who is to pay to support the system.

CONCLUSION

Technology offers opportunities that may be to the advantage of users and both public and
private sectors. However, political decisions about meeting government obligations to pro-
vide information should not be contingent on format.

The U.S. government's obligation to be accountable to CitiZensi and to make available
information created or collected with tax dollars, is fulfilled in patt through partnership
with public and academic libraries. Circumstances warrant a reassessment of library respon-
sibilities with a view to new opportunities made feasible by technology.
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Mr. WISE. Thank you, Ms. Gapen.
Our final witness on the panel will be Nicholas Mercury, direc-

tor, information services, System Planning Corporation, represent-
ing the Special Library Association.

STATEMENT OF NICHOLAS E. MERCURY, DIRECTOR, INFORMA-
TION SERVICES, SYSTEM PLANNING CORPORATION, ON
BEHALF OF THE SPECIAL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

Mr. MERCURY. Thank you for this opportunity to present testimo-
ny on behalf of the Special Libraries Association [SLA].

SLA is an international profes6ional society of more than 12,500
very sexy librarians[1aughter]---information specialists, manag-
ers, and brokers serving industry, business, government, research,
and educational agencies as well as special departments of public
and university libraries in both the for profit and not for profit sec-
tors.

Regardless of the type of information center or library, inembers
of my profession would agree that we are deeply entrenched in the
information age. It is the age of competitiveness as well.

Whether we are competing for Government contracts or in the
midst of a leveraged buyout there is a need to be able to access
Government information in a timely and cost effective manner. Ob-
taining such information has become increasingly difficult with ob-
stacles preventing or delaying access to reports, studies, and statis-
tics that are supported by tax dollars.

In your letter of invitation, Congressman Wise, you stated that
current issues relating to freedom of information, the dissemina-
tion of Government information through electronic means and an
apparatus for establishing Federal information dissemination poli-
cies would be discussed. I would be happy to cover these points.

The Freedom of Information Act [FOIA], has become an increas-
ingly important tool for citizens and organizations to obtain infor-
mation collected and maintained by the Federal Government. The
1980's however has seen an assault on the intent and applicability
of FOIA.

My organization utilizes the FOIA making requests to various
Government agencies. In our case and in the case of many of my
colleagues in other corporations, FOIA requests are not elways
made by the librarian or within the context of the information
center. In many cases these requests are actually done by a third
party. I would like to cite a few examples.

Many of the requests generated have to do with obtaining Gov-
ernment records on awarded contracts. That is, if a proposal v is
not selected we Mill ask for information on the proposal which re-
ceived the Government work. The FOIA requires a response within
10 working days of the receipt of the request. Very often, this is
not the case. Followup letters or phone calls are required in order
to acknowledge receipt of the request and to ascertain an approxi-
mate date of response.

Another member in a Fortune 500 corporation does not place ti
FOI A requests eiti)(T. However the person within her organize'
who does told her that within the last 2 to 3 years he has fo, id
that much environmental data appears to be missing from Federal
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files. On a number of occasions he has been referred to a State for
data. In one particular case the Environmental Protection Agency
referred him to the State of Virginia for the material he wanted on
air pollution. However, he was told by Virginia officials that in
order to obtain that information he had to be a State resident,
which he was not. State laws are very uneven and subject to vary-
ing rules. This was not the intent of the FOIA.

In one last example of problems we have found, information was
requested on toxic materials. The data received was clearly marked
"confidential." Requestors at my colleagues' company returned the
data to the agency unread. They did not want to read anything
which was confidential. It was proprietary chemical data. Such an
incident would make other corporations nervous about sharing in-
formation which is supposed to be confidential but due to an error
is publicly distributed.

This is quite ironic. Some information which ,thould rightly be
shared is requested and could not be obtained ar.d in other cases,
material which is not for public review is freely diEseminated.

Another colleague mentioned to me that the Department of
Energy does an outstanding job on their FOIA requests. FOIA is a
great example of our Nation's view that citizens have the right to
know what their Government should and should not do but all
agencies must adhere to the legislation. The FOIA should be reex-
amined by Congress in light of the fact that so much Government
information is in electronic formats.

SLA has strongly supported the dissemination of Government in-
formation to depository libraries in electronic formats. We hasten
to add, however, that we hope that the reliance on such new for-
mats does not eliminate those which are already in place so that
people who do not have access to these new technologies can still
obta.n Government information.

As much as some of us think we are heading for a paperless soci-
ety, the reality is that some date is still stored on paper and not all
citizens who want or need to access Government information can
do so via computer. Having said that, we applaud the efforts of
many Government agencies to move into the technological age and
utilize different formats in which they collect, maintain, and dis-
seminate information.

Information should be available regardless of format. Unfortu-
nately there seems to be some thinking that electronically pro-
duced information must be treated differently. SLA believes this is
not the case.

We are acutely aware of tl- e private sector concerns over the dis-
semination of Government information in electronic formats. SLA
thinks that with burgeoning technologies there is room for private
sector involvement in this arena. However, SLA is concerned that
a market-driven environment where public information is dissemi-
nated only to those people who can pay for such data does not ful-
fill the Government's responsibilities to ,.he public.

The private sector is under no obligation to rake information
available to the public at large at an affordable price nor to keep
such information easily accessible or readily available.

We support the implementation of pilot projects initiated under
the leadership of the Joint Committee on Printing and the Govern-
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ment Printing Office, which would disseminate electronic informa-
tion from selected Government agencim to depository libraries. We
hasten to add that as these electronic products become available,
some questions need to be posed.

If the depository system starts utilizing electronic Government
products, will there be adequate training documentation provided
to the libraries? Will there be any type of training support for
those participating? Will there be a mechanism provided for feed-
back from librarians as well as end users and is some type of eval-
uation process being considered?

We have posed these questions to the Joint Committee on Print-
ing as well and hope _that consideration is given to these concerns.

The Paper work Reduction Act of 1980 was seen as a way for the
Government to cut down on burdensome paperwork, improve effi-
ciency, effectively use the information it generated, and reduce the
cost that the Government encounters in managing its information
related activities.

In order to comply with provisions of the act, the Office of Man-
agement and Budget's newly created Office of Information and
Regulatory Affairs [OIRA], issued Circular A-130, Management of
Federal Information Resources.

In May 1985, SLA offered its comments on A-130. While com
mending OMB for its efforts to provide more coordination of Feder-
al information resources and its encouragement to convert printed
data sources to automated systems, SLA raised issue with language
in the circular which called for more reliance on the private sector
to disseminate. Government data.

While the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 includes many ambi-
guities, it does require maximizing the utility of the information
which the Government collects, as well as increasing the coordina-
tion of Federal information policies and practices. It would be safe
to say that members of the library/information community have
not seen theme congressional mandates implemented by OMB.

SLA sees the need for an entity within the Federal Government
whose primary responsibility is the formulation, evaluation, and
implementation of standards or policies for agencies to make infor-
mation available. What we have seen over the past 8 years or so is
the lack of respect from OIRA staff for the knowledge base within
egencies. OMB is budget driven, and we see this as conflicting with
any viable attempts on its part to assist and work with agencies to
utilize the information it generates for the public good.

There is no doubt that the Government must contain its ever-in-
creasing deficit and cuts must be made. We wouid not argue with
that.

The public has the right to know what the Government is doing
and how it opTrates because these activities eventually affect all of
us. Basic Government information should be readily available in
all formats.

With a new administration at the helm, we are optimistic. We
recently noted an article in the Washington Post wh'cl; reported
that the new Director of OMB had deferred to the decision of an
agency to issue a questionna; a. Basically, the Director said if the
agency felt that the questionnaire would be useful, plans for the
implementation should go ahead. This is what we mean when we

1
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say that there should be some deference to an agency's knowledge
base.

We ask the Congress to closely review the role of OIRA in man-
aging our Government's information. This needs to be a priority
when the Paperwork Reduction Act is reauthorized this year.
Should paperwork reduction and information management be han-
dled by the same organization? We think it should not.

There are four final points we would like to make.
One, we think that over the past 8 years congressional intent has

not always been followed when agencies have promulgated regula-
tions in the information management area. Perhaps with the new
administration we will not see this happening as often.

Two, there are so many innovative and creative programs in Fed-
eral agencies using electronic means to collect, maintain, and dis-
seminate information, but there does not seem to be any apparatus
within the Government which enables other agencies or those of us
outside of the Government to determine who is doing what. From
personal experience, both NTIS and DTIC, the Defense Technical
Information Center, are good examples of Government data base
producers that do provide documentation training and end user
feedback, and I think both of them are doing an outstanding job.

Three, the Depository Library Program has been successful and
3erves so many different constituencies, from students to the busi-
ness community. We sometimes forget that it is there and that it
needs consistent support, especially up here on Capitol Hill.

Four, there must be Government support for the management
end use of its information. We need to look at other countries with
whom we ( empete industrially for examples of successful Govern-
ment management of information.

Peter Drucker wrote in the Wall Street Journal:
Information is the manager's main tool, indeed the manager's capital, and it is he

who must decide what information he needs :Ind how to use it. I feel information is
the general public's main tool and the public must decide what information he
wants and how to use it.

Ti aink you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Mercury follows:]
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Thank you Congressman Wise and members of the Subcommittee

for this opportunity to present testimony on behalf of the

Special Libraries Association. I am Nicholas Mercury, Director,

Information Services with System Planning Corporation in Arlington,

Virginia. System Planning Corporc.tion is a company specializing

in quality research and the inno' ,ive design and development of

high-technology systems for national security.

SLA is an international professional society of more than

12,500 librarians, information specialists, managers and brokers.

Special librarians serve industry, business, government, research,

and educational agencies, as well as special departments of public

and univesity libraries in both the for profit and not for profit

sectors.

The Assoclation and its members are concerned with pzograms

whereby public docunents and government information are easily

accessible and readily available o the special library and in-

formation community and where knowledge and information are

disseminated for the general welfare of all users. Special

librarians rely heavily on electronic information and SLA

has a special interest in advancing the uses of new infor-

mation technologies.
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This Subcommittee is to be commended for holding these

hearing*. In January of this year, the SU. Board of Directors

passed a resolution, which is attached, calling on the ExeC-

utive and Legislative branches of our government to resolve feder-

al information collection, dissemination and access issues and

urged "that public hearings be held to discuss federal

policy issues with the broadest possibAe representation

of information collectors, disseminators and users from both

the public and private sectors." We are pleased that Congress

is currently examining many of these issues.

Overview

Regardless of the type of library or information center

we are in, I think that members of the library/information pro-

fession would agree that we are deeply entrenched in the "Information

Acw," And for many in the profession, it is the "Age of Com-

petitiveness" as well. Whether we are competing for government con-

tracts or in the midst of a leveraged buy-out, there is a need to be

able to access government information in a timely and cost-eftective

manner. Obtaining such information has become increasingly diffi-

cult with obstacles preventing or delaying access to reports,

studies and statistics that are supported by tax dollars.

Budget constraints, threats to national security and explod-

ing technological advances have drematically changed the way

r.'
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in which the u.r. Goverment has collected and disseminated its

information. The 1980's ushered in a new Administration which,

over the course of the dec7.de, constructed numerous barriers to

the free flow of taxpayer-supported information.

The overal theme of federal information dissemination

policies and practices brings to mind a wide array of recent

government directives in this decade which did have or would have

had a negative impact on the way government information was handled.

Issues such as contracting-out of federal libraries, the proposed

privatization of the National Technical Information Service, impos-

ition of access fees on enhanced service providers by the Feder-

al Communications Commission, changes to the 1990 decennial

census questions and restrictions on sensitive, but unclassi-

fied irtormation have been of great concern to the library/infor-

maticrt

In yot:: :t ot invitation, Congressman Wise, you stated that

currew -7 to freedom of information, the dissemination

of federai qo,l 'ormation through electronic means and an

apparatus for e. tbish:n federal information dissemination

policies wwld lot JI,Jeu4e!.. I would be happy to cover each Point.

Freedom of 1-.forman

The Freeci-m of hformar.ion At (FOIA) , the landmark legis-
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lation enactea into law in 1966, began a trend toward open

government, which was to extend into the 1970's with the

strengthening of the Act in 1974 and the passage of the

Government in the Sunshine Act in 1976. FOIA has become an

increasingly important tool for citizens and organizations

to obtAin information collected and maintained by the federal

government. The 1980's, however, has seen an assault on the

intent and applicability of FOIA.

The company in which I work, System Planning Corporation,

does utilize the FOIA, making requests to various government

agencies. In our case, and in the case of many ct my colleagues

in other corporations, FOIA requests are not made by the

librarian or within the context of the information center. In

many cases, these requests are actually done by a third ?arty.

I would like to cite a few examples. Many of the requests

generated in my organization have to do with obtaining govern-

ment records on government awarded contracts. That is, if our

proposal was not selected, SPC will ask for information on

the proposal which received the government work. The FOIA re-

quires a response within 10 working days of receipt of the

request. Very often this is not the case. rollow-up letters

or phone calls are required in order to acknowledge receipt of

the request and to ascertain an approximate date of response.
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Another SLA member in a Fortune 500 corporation said that

she does not place FOIA requests, either. However the person

within her organization who does deal with FOIA told her that

in the last two to three years, he has found that much environ-

mental data appears to be missing from federal files. He has,

on a number of occasions, been referred to a state for data. In

one particular case, the Environmental Protection Agency referred

him to the State of Virginia for the material he wanted on air

pollution. However, he was told by Virginia officials that in

order to obtain that Information, he had to be a state resident:

which he was not. State laws are very uneven and sub)ect to vary-

ing rules. This was not the intent of the Freedom of Information

Act.

In one last example of problems we have found with agencies

not adhering to FOIA, informatirs,-. was requested on toxic materials.

The data received was clearly marked "Confidential." The people

at my colleague's company returned the data to the agency --

unread. They did not want to read anything which was confidential.

It was proprietarl. -hemical data. Sych an incident would

nake other corporations nervous about sharing information which

it supposed to be confidential, but due to an error, is publicly

distrib,.ed.

This is quite ironic -- some Information which should rightly

be shared, is requested and cannot be obtained and in other cases,

3S2
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material which is not for public review, is freely disseminated.

FOIA is a great example of our nation'o view that citizens

have the right to know what their government should and should

not do. But all agencies must adhere to the legislation

and not just to the whim of bureaucrats. The FOIA should

be re-examined by Congress in light of the fact that so

much government information is ,n electronic formats. There

are many'issues to be resolved concerning the role of FOIA

in responding to requests for information which are stored in

databases or other electronic means.

Electronic Dissemination of Information

SLA has'strongly supported the diesemination of government

information to depository libraries in electronic formats. We

hasten to add, however, that we hope that the reliance on such

new formats does not eliminate those which are already in place,

so that people who do not have access to these new technologies

can still obtain government information. As much as some of us

think we are heading for a "paperless society*, the reality is

that some data is still stored in paper and/or hard copy and not

all citizens who want or need to access government Information

can do so via a computer.

Having seid that, we do applaud the erforts of many govern-
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ment agencies o move into the technological age and utilize

different formats in Which they collect, maintain and disseminate

information, In a ;:ecent letter SLA cosigned with the AMerican

Library Association, the Association of Research Libraries and

the American Association of Law Libraries, sent to Representative

Harry Reid, Chairman of the House Subcommittee on Legislative

Appropriations, it was noted that:

"In just one year, 1987, civilian agencies disseminated

over 7,500 government information products ie electronic

format. However, these 7,500 products were not avail-

able to the public through traditional channels such

as the GPO sales program, the depository program, and

the Consumer Information Center. This means that those

channels specifically created by Congress for public

access to government information are now almost complete-

ly limited to paper and micr,fiche distribution while

the rest of the government is moving to electronic

dissemination."

As Kathleen Heim noted in her artic'cl "National Information

rolicy and a Mandate fur Oversight by the Information Professions"

which appeared in Government Publications Review (1986): "the

best example of a nationally implemented information access

policy is the system of depository libraries that provide govern-

ment-produced information to every Congressional district."
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That information should be available, regardless of format. Un-

fortunately, there seems to be some thinking that electronically

produced information must be treatly differently. SLA believes

this is not the case.

We are acutely aware of the private sector concerns over

the dissemination of government information in electronic formats.

SLA thinks that with bqrgeoning technologies there is room for

private sector involvement in this arena. Indeed, thete has

been much innovation and creativity by the private'sector in

marketing and disseminating government-related products. However,

SLA is concerned that a market-driven environment where public

information is disseminated cnly to those people who can pay

for such data does not fulfi:A the government's responsibilities

to the general public. The irivate sector is under no obligation

to make information available to the public at large at an

effordable price, nor to keep such information easily accessible

or readily available.

There is always a "bottom line" in the business world. In

this instance, the bottom line we are dealing with here is that

government information is made possible with the tax dolli $

of American citizens. It does not seem equitable that citizens

have to pay for that information twice.

We support the implementation of pilot projects, intiated

25-914 0 - 90 - 13
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under the leadership of the Joint Committee on Printing and the

Government Printing Office, which will disseminate electronic

information from selected government agencies to depository

libraries. Although we realize that there will be costs for the

depository libraries associated with the start-up of some of

the projects being considered, we view them as minimal compared

to the avenues these new technologies will open, not only for

libraries, but the end-user as well.

But we hasten to add that as these electronic products

become available, some questions need to be poised. If the

depository system starts utilizing electronic government

products:

- Will there be adequate training documentation provided

to the libraries with each project?

- Will there be any type of training support for those

librarians participating through GPO's Library Services P.o-

gram?

- Will there be any mechanism provided for feed-back

from librarians as well as end-users? Is some type of

evaluation process being considered?

We have posed these questions to the Joint Committee on

3Sf;
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Printing as well and hope that consideration is given to

these concerns.

We did note that in 4 cent Federal Register Notice issued

by the Patent and Trademar!: Office on automated search sy tems

fees, the agency etated that:

"The Office (PTO) will be making both search systems

available to the public free of charge during this rule-

making process for the purposes of self-education and

training (familiarization)."

We view this as a realization on the part of this agency that

a new electronic system cannot be utilized without training and an

understanding of the new technology by employees and the public

at large.

Establishment of Federal /nformation Policies

The Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 was seen as a way for

the government to cut down on burdensome paperwork, improve

efficiency, effectively use the information it generated and

reduce the costs that the government encounters in managing

its information-related activities. In order to comply with

provisions of the Act, the Office of Management and Budget's

newly created Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA),

3 S
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Issued Circular A-130, "Management of Federal Information Re-

sources", which deals with four general areas: 1) Information

collection; 2) information sharing; 3) economic and cost con-

siderations; and 4) information dissemination, distribution and

publication.

In May qf 1985, SLA offered its comments on A-130. While

commending OMB for its effort to provide more coordination

'of federal information resources and its encouragement to

convert printed data sources to automated systems,' SLA raised

issue with language in the Circular which called for more

reliance on the private sector to disseminate government data.

SLA disagreed with such a concept:

"Maximum feasible reliance should never be placed

on the commercial sector for the dissemination of

government products and services. Since the most

expensive aspect of information -- its creation or

collection -- is accomplished with public money, the

public should continue to have access to this infor-

mation through depository libraries and agency dis-

tribution. Special libraries rely on the present dis-

semination framework which ensures equal access to

government data whether it is for nominal fees from

GPO, free access through depository libraries, or

agency distribution."
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While the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 includes many

ambiguities, it does require maximizing the utility of the

information which the government collects, as well as in-

creasing the coordination of federal information policies

and practices. It would be safe to say that members of

the library/information community have not seen these Congres--

lonal mandates implemented by OMB/OIRA.

Obviously members of Congress have been displeased with

OIRA's handling of government information management. There

have been numerous attempts by Congress to "defund" OIRA since

1983, when the original Paperwork Reduction Act provisions

expired. Although OIRA remains within OMB, close Congression-

al scrutiny continues.

SLA sees a need for an entity within the federal govern-

ment whose primary responsibility is in the formulation, eval-

uation and implementation of standards/policies for agencies

to make information available. What we have seen over the past

eight years or so, is a lack of respect from OIRA/OMB staff for

the knowledge base within agencies. OMB is budget-driven and we

see this as conflicting with any viable attempts on its part to

assist and work with agencies to utilize the information it

generates for the public good.
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There is no doubt that the government must contain its

ever-Increasing deficit and cuts must be made. We would not

argue with that. But what we have seen is an attempt by the

previous Administration to ignore some basic rights citizens

of this country expect to exercise. The pUblic -- all members

of our society-- has the right to know what the government is

doing and how it operates, because these activities eventually

affect them. Basic government information should be readily

available in all formats. OMB through OIRA has attempted to cut

back on information, in some cases, for political *reason, such as

the haggling we witnessed 1987, between staff of OIRA and the

Bureau of the Census over (7uestions OMB wanted deleted from the

1990 decennial census test. These questions related to housing,

energy, transportation, unemployment, fertility and population

mobility. Many in the library/information community saw this

as an attempt to remove questions which could have elicited

embarrassing etatistics for he previous Administration.

However, with a new Administration at the helm, we are opti-

mistic. We recently noted an article in the Washington Post

which reported that the new Director of OMB had deferred to

the decision of an agency to issue a questionnaire. Basic-

ally, the Director said that if the agency felt that the

questionnaire would be useful, plans for its implementation

should go ahead. This is what we mean when we say that

there be some deference to an agency's knowledge base.
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OMB/OIRA should not have the final word on some Information

management decisions without some respect for the people

who are managing this information.

We ask the Cor,1 tss to closely review the role of OIRA

in managing our government's information. This needs to be

a priority when the Paperwork Reduc_ion Act is reauthorized

this year. In addition, there needs to be clearer direction

given tolOIRA or any entity which will operate under the

Paperwork Reduction Act -- and that is, should paperwork re-

duction and information management be handled by the same

organization? We think it should not.

Conclusion

There are a number of final points we wf ld like to make.

With a new Congress, obviously interested in the issue of government

information and its management and a new Administration in the

White House, we are optimistic that the two will work together

to coordinate policies and practices in this arena.

We think that over the past eight years Congressional

intent has not always been followed when agencies (particularly

OMB) have promulgated regulations in the information management

area. Verhaps witi. new Administration officials in place we

will not see this happening as often.
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There are so many innovative and creative programs in feder-

al agencies using electronic means to collect, maintain and

disseminate information, but there does not seem to be any

apparatus within the government which enables other agency

people or those of us outside of the government to determine

who is doing what.

;

The depository library program has been successful and serves

so many different constituences -- from students tb business

people -- that sometimes we forget that it is there and that it

needs consistent support, especially up here on Capitol Hill.

There must be government support for the management and

use of its information. We need to look at other countries

with whom we compete industrially, for examples of successful

government management.

SLA continues to be concerned with government actions which

impede the free flow of unclassified information. John Shattuck

and Muriel Morisey Spence, both of Harvard University, noted in

a recent report on government information controls, that the

trends of the past decade related to information policy can

be reversed. But it will not happen because it should. It

can happen if the new Prosident and his policy makers realize

the vast potential of the Information Age and recognize the harm

a
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done by Impeding the flow of information. Congressional hearings,

such as this, greatly help our cause. Thank you.
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RESOLUTION ON FEDERAL INFORMATION POLICIES FOR
THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION AND 101st CONGRESS

WHEREAS, The use of up-to-date information technology is essen-
tial to the operaticn of the United States government
in carrying out its vital functions; and

WHEREAS, The United Statesigovernment haa no coordinated infor-
mation program and has not kept up with the dramatic
technological advances which have been made in this
Information Age; and

WHEREAS, Action is urgently needed by both the Executive and
Legislattive branches of the U.S. 'government to resolve
federal information collection, dissemination and
access issues; and

WHEREAS, The Ruch Administration and the 101st Congress have
a great opportunity to make lasting improvements to
federal information systems and services to the
citizens of the nation; and

WHEREAS, The Special Libraries Association is an international
professional association of more that 12,500 special
librarians and information specialists; now, therefore,
be it

RESOLVED, That the Special Librarier Association care upon the
membera of the Bush Administration and e 101,st
Congress, in a coordinated effort, to review federal
information policy alternatives as identified in the
U.S. Office of Technology Assessment's recent report
titled, "Informing the Nation: Federal Information
Dissemination in an Electronic Age; and, be it

FURTHER
RESOLVED,

FURTHER
RESOLVED,

That public hearings be held to discuss federal policy
issues with the broadest possible representation of
informction collectors, disseminators and users from
both :he public and private sectors, and, be it

That the new President, with the advice and consent
of Congress and input from the librIllry and informa-
tion community, make appointments erc7. people who are
knowledgeab/e of the needs and concerns of information
practitioners to federal agencies, commissions and
cther relevant bodies which are key to the creation
and/or implementation of national information policy,
in particular the Government Printing Office and tha
National Commission on Libraries and Information
Science.

Adopted by the Board
of Directors

Special Libraries Association
San Francisco, California
January 26, 1989
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Resolution on the Dissemination of
Government Information in Electronic Formats

WHEREAS, The Special Libraries Association and its members are
concerned with programs whereby public documents and
government information are easily accessible and readily
available to the special library and information community
and where information and knowledge are disseminated for
the general welfare of all users; and

WHEREAS, Special librarians are heavy users of electronic informa-
tion and the Special Libraries Association has a special
interest in advancing the tuxes of new information
technologies; and

WHEREAS, The Special Libraries Association has consistently sup-
ported full funding for the depository library program;
and

WHEREAS, The Joint Committee on Printing has issued a report
titled, "The Dissemination of Information in Electronic
Format to Depository Libraries, Proposed Project
Descriptional" and

WHEREAS, The Special Libraries Association is an international
professional association of more than 12,500 special
librarians and information specialists, with 10 percent
of its membership in Canada; now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED, That the Spicial Libraries Association urges the
Government Printing Office and the Joint Committee on
Printing to move with all deliberate speed to implement
the Federal Depository Library Electronic Dissemination
Information Project.

Adopted by the Board
of Directors

Special Libraries Association
Washington, D.C.
October 21, 1988
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Mr. Wise. Thank you, Mr. Mercury.
I want to thank this panel for proving me wrong earlier this

morning. I had a friend from out of town. We had breakfast. and
then he asked me what I was going to do today, and I said I was
chairing this hearing, and he asked what is was about, and I said
dissemination of information. He said: "Is it going to be very excit-
ing?" I said, and I quote, "Well, if you're looldng for sex or sensa-
tionalism, I wouldn't come over." You proved me wrong on both
counts. I want to thank you. [Laughter.]

He probably went to Energy and Commerce or somewhere, and
what a mistake that was.

I understand that there are many Government publications that
are never made available to depository libraries. 'Mese are nome-
times referred to as fugitive documents. How serious a problem is
this? Does anyone care to comment on this? Do you want to be
granted immunity, or what? [Laughter.]

Mr. Smu,. Consultation period on this.
I think that is probably a growing problr n as more and more of

the products of the Government move from print into electronic
format and we may not have availability in electronic format. The
electronic formats give us tremendous opportunities for the rapid
collection, indexing, and disse-nination of information, and I think
we would support their use to the fullest there, but we are seeing a
light decline in the documente included in the Depository Library
Program. We have also seen in a few cases, especially with micro-
fiche doclments distributed, some defaults on the part of Govern-
ment contractors who have been assigned to develop the products
and get them out. The GPO has had a great deal of difficulties with
these several contractors over the last few years.

I would say it is a growing problem, but it is really difficult to
get a handle on the magnitude of the problem at this point. I will
defer to others who might want to comment.

Mr. WISE. Anyone else?
Ms. GAPEN. I would just say that faculty members on the campus

often come up with something that we haven't gotten through reg-
ular channels, from whatever activity they may be involved in, and
our intent with the information system is to then convert those to
machine readable form and mount them. In fact, we may be able
soon to tell a little more what is flowing through what channels
and why it is useful or not.

Mr. VVIse. Does OMB have any specific responsibility under the
Depository Library Act? My next queation then is whether you
think things might be better if OMB were given an increased role
in enforcing the Depository Library Act.

Ms. KRANICH. I think OMB's record so far with managing infor-
mation has not been promising to librarians, so we would be quite
concerned to see OMB take a greater role if it wasn't better defined
than the current role.

Ms. GAPEN. If I could speak to that just a tad as well. During the
last 2 years when GPO has been attempting to make a transition
to include electronical/y formatted agency materials, OMB has
often told agencies that they don't have to submit those materials
to GPO nor to the depository program. In fact, there are very few
electronicalty formatted materials in the depository program. Of

3
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the 7,500 or so agency produced items, there might be only tve., or
three in the Depository Library Program.

The notion of what should be accessible to the public at no fee as
part of the depository program is still very much in flux. My own
reading of OMB's first recommendation on the revision of A-130 is
that their tendency is still to focus on the private sector and not to
deal with the issues related with the public need. to know, such as a
core of electronically formatted Government information available
to the public at no fee.

It has not been encourag ng to those people participating in the
depository program to see OMB's directions.

Mr. WISE. Anyone else?
[No response.]
Mr. WISE. Has anyone ever considered any type of en:arcement

action: for instance, a lawsuit to make an agency distribute docu-
ments to depositories?

MS. GAPEN. We have not.
Mr. MERCURY. We have not.
Mr. SHILL. I have heard the idea raised, but mainly in Washing-

ton.
Mr. WISE. Among lawyers, I suspect.
Mr. Sum,. Among lawyers, right, which I guess is good for busi-

ness. This is very difficult for people outside this immediate area to
do. At times, as Dr. Gapen was mentioning, it is difficult to deter-
mine what has been done or by whom, and the actual discovery of
a gap may postdate the need for that information by some period of
years. So I would think that the filing of individual lawsuits and
the time that they would take to go through the courts would be a
real impediment to getting necessary information out to the people
who actually need it in a very timely manner.

Mr. MERCURY. SLA has no knowledge of any such suits.
MS. KRANICH. We have tended to resort more to FOIA suits than

we have to suits related to the Depository Library Program in
order to get information, and some of that information, in fact, is
sometimes de_pository library information in nature.

Mr. WISE. FOIA suits, though, can move slowly also, can't they?
MS. KRANICH. Quite slowly. I think we will hear more about that

in the next panel.
Mr. WISE. I said in my opening statement that the Government

cannot provide every type of information product and service to
every potential user. I just wondered whether you agreed with that
statement?

MS. GAPEN. The ARL does agree wit,- that, and attached to our
testimony is an executive summary of the study that we did on
Government information in electronic format. There are two im-
portant elements, I think, in that ARL report. The first is that not
every piece of Government information needs to be made available
directly to people at no fee via the depository program or from
agencies. In fact, we suggest a taxonomy of identifying characteris-
tics of Government information that might help you make deci-
sions.

Is the information highly important to creating public policy? If
so, that would be on the side of distributing it at no fee. For univer-
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sities, is it important to research? Does it have longstanding impli-
cations? If it does not, it possibly cl(,es not need to be submitted.

I think that taxonomy approach is important for all of us in
making decisions because we are going to make decisions. In this
unautomated system that I described to you, we made hundreds of
decisions about how we were going to invest money to get the
greatest good for the amount of money that we had.

In the second important part of that ARL report we talk about
the cost of each part of the information chain being constructed,
the cost to the agency to create it, the cost to disseminate it, the
cost for a depository library to mediate access to it, and then the
cost to the user. What we -.re seeing with electronic information is
that the costs and the savings are different than they are with
paper-based Government information.

We need to understand how those costs are silk ving so that we
can determine how best to invest the funding in the continued sup-
port of the depository program, and those two elements coming to-
gether are one of the tktings that agencies and users need to be dis-
cussing.

Mr. WISE. I am going to save the rest of my questions. What I
would like to do is submit them to each of you in writing and
would appreciate a response. We will leave the record open for
that.

Mr. McCandless.
Mr. MCCANDLESS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I listened with a great deal of interest because the disciplines

here do have a similarity yet there is a variation in the way you
kind of approach this. From a layman's point of view, the amount
of information that I receive is overwhelming. We referred to it fi-
nally as the governmental paper blizzard.

In Wisconsin you have certain special interests. You have re-
search projects and so forth that would differ, I am sure, from West
Virginia. Conversely, New York. If we were talking about Florida,
that would still be different.

How do you make an assessment of what you feel would be in
the best interest of your library for the purposes on that campus or
in that location the library is intended to serve? Ms. Gapen.

Ms. GAPEN. It is really not that complicated a situation, because
what you have in a typi. ,$..1 situation is a faculty memberand I'll
use a faculty member as an example, but it could just easily be a
student or a citizen who comes to the libraryfaculty member who
has a research question, and you have, then, a librarian who is
knowledgeable about that disciplinary area and about publishing
patterns and about new trends in scholarly communication, and
those two come together and they talk about that research topic,
and between them, they share enough information to construct the
first set of filters for choosing from that avalanche of information
that can simply overwhelm )N.u, and that discussion is follower' by
another diseussion w;th another faculty member, and in a period of
time, then, you build a picture of what people are working on, a
general pattern of the kinds of information most likely to be impor-
tant, and as new things come along, you can fit it in more easily.

I liked your question very much, because it focuses on exactly
what we should be thinking about: How is this all used?

a h
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If we look at the CD-ROM product that was demonstrated here
and the other hundreds of ROM products that are available, many
of them with different retrieval mechanisms and so forth, we know,
from the way people are already using electronic information, that
their use is changing. They are beginning to formulate the re-
search questions differently as they have access to online electroni-
cally formatted information.

Therefore, we want, I think, as much variety as is practical in
the way that we look at the design of the retrieval mechanisms.
The way that we look at standardization is to keep the options
open until we can see how much the use is going to change and
respond to it. You, the person who needs the information, must
come together with the mediator who knows how to provide the
gate ini,t; the information, until you reach a level of expertise
where you can wind your way through the various information re-
sources by yourself.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. Did you have a comment? Whoever wants to
comment--

Mr. MERCURY. I was thinking, first there is that frustration with
the enormous amount of information out there. From the point of
view of an information professional in the private sector, yes, it's
all out there and no one person can use it all, but I would like to
be confident that if one of my researchers came to my organization
asking for a piece of information that he was fairly certain was out
there somewhere in the Government information community, that
we would be able to have access and retrieve it for him. I think
that's the important thing. There is so much of it. Not one person
uses it all, but when someone steps forward and says, "I need x, y,
and z," we can be confident that, through GPO, NTIS, DTIC, or
whatever, we will be able to provide that piece of information for
the user.

Ms. KRANICH. Libraries have a long history of resource sharing.
What we do at the local library is build our collections to respond
to the needs of our constituents. So, if we have a geology depart-
ment, we're likely to have that geology CD-ROM. If we don't have
a geology department, like at NYU, we probably won't get that
CD-ROM. We fine tune our collections to really represent the
teaching and research interests of our students and faculty, and
then, we network with each other and we share resources through
highly sophisticated technological telecommunications networks, et
cetera, and through standardized information products throughout
the world to find those information products that we can't have lo-
cally.

We not only fine tune our own collections and the way we staff
our libraries to have specialists in the areas that we specialize in as
institutions, but we do the same for most of the depository librar-
ies. Every depository library is not a full depository. In fact, there's
very few depositories that are full depositories. Most of outs, like
NYU's, are selective and we try to only collect those items that we
think our constituents, being the general public or our teaching
faculty and students, might be interested in, but through these so-
phisticated networks, which we encourage the Federal Government
to get more involved with, we can then identify information at
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remote sites and share information that we might not have as
great a need for in an immediate sense.

Mr. Slum. I would just like to add two additional thoughts to the
excellent comments from the other three witnesses, and right now,
one is, first, as both user and an intermediary, very sympathetic to
the problem of information overload which you're describing.

I have two profiles--research interest profiles stored in the
DIALOG information service's mainframe computer. We called
them SDI, or selective dissemination of information profiles. One is
on libraries for information policy and Government, and so, every
month, when the ERIC data base is reloaded in DIALOG, I get a
new list of printouts which also contain the abstracts of these indi-
vidual articles or reports which may be in there. I will frequently
just read the abstracts and have an idea of what is there, rather
than reading a 30- or 40-page document and feeling consumed by it.
This helps me very much, as an information consumer, and this is
also a service we provide for many of our faculty members.

Second, on addressing the needs of our own users, we are also
proactive in the library community jurselves. We have an impor-
tant role in collection development, as well as the provision of new
services, and one thing that I do in my library, which serves engi-
neering, among other aciplines, is take a look at State economic
development needs, too We are trying to bring in resources which
will support research in high-tech areas, even if faculty members
may net already be asking for this at this moment. We want it to
be there when they need it.

Senator Byrd has sponsored something called Software Valley to
bring high-tech industries into West Virginia, help diversify our
economic base. We also work with the Monongahela River Develop-
ment Basin Cooperative, which crosses the borders between West
Virginia and Pennsylvania. So, we also anticipate needs. We use
both collection development and knowledge of our clienteles, and
also, we use the new technologies to try and get a compressed kind
of Reader's Digest version of what is out there, get an overview,
and then identify what we really need to read and delve into it in-
depth.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. Just a quick followup, if I may: Now, you have
all done your job and everybody is happy, because when they
present themselves"I have got just what you need," big smile on
your face, and you have satisfied the inner &mi. As a librarian, you
now have it. All right. There is a limited amount of area to any
facility, as time passes and accumulation takes place. Now, once
you have this information and it is on the shelf or in some form or
another, what kind of a system do you use to begin to call it when
it's not being used, in terms of making room, in whatever form, for
the newermore material or used information come on line? How
do you decide that? If somebody has not asked for it for 90 days,
then you do not order it or something like that?

Ms. KRANICH. Ninety years in research libraries is more like it.
We do the same kind of profiling with deaccessioning as we do with
accessioning. We look to preserving some materials on microfilm or
other kind of micro formats. We have been working with the Li-
brary of Congress at putting older titles on various types of optical
disk formats and, therefore, having a network where we know one
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library in this country has the last copy, if we need to go to it, and
we put that information in a national data base. So, we have all
different kinds of scientific ways to make sure we not only acquire
the right information but also deaccessionweed our libraries of
the kind of information we probably will not need, but making sure
there is at least a copy somewhere.

Ms. GAPLII. Basically, we angst.
Mr. MCCANDLESS. Basically, you what?
Ms. GAPEN. Angst, worry, deeply troubled. The people who makethose
Mr. MCCANDLESS. Those long winters up there. I understand that

Wisconsin has the highest rate of brandy consumption per capita.
Is there any tvAith to that?

Ms. GAPF.S. Absolutely not. That is entirely true. Angst and
brandy ef; together.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. You opened the door a little earlier, you know.
MS. GAPEN. Well, I am sorry. I did do that.
Mr. MCCANDLESS. I spend my summers in Land 0' Lakes.
MS. GAPEN. Have you ever been to Stoughton? You know,

Stoughton is a great Norwegian community in Wisconsin, and I
went to Stoughton a couple of weeks ago.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. I afraid, Mr. Chairman, we are straying here.
Mr. WISE. Can we get all this on a CD-ROM somewhere?
Ms. GAPEN. Anyway, spring came to Stoughton, because the tap

buckets were on all the telephone poles.
The fact is some people do not weed much, and ihey try to

manage that information and collections, because research is often
cyclical, and what you have today which was used heavily yester-
day may not be being usee today, may be coming back around next
time, and Government information falls into that same category.
Managing and making those choices are, to some extent, risky.

Mr. MCCANDLE28. I am sure that I have overused my time.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. WISE. Mr. Schiff.
Mr. SCHIFF. Mr. Chairman, I have no questions. I have appreciat-

ed listening to the witnesses, and I have always wondered what li-
brarians did back in the stacks all those hours, and now, I am glad
I found out for the first time. I want to thank the witnesses.

Mr. WISE. Well, that is going to be left for another hearing, Mr.
Schiff.

Mr. SCHIFF. I would add, however, Ms. Gapen, that although I
represent a district in New Mexico, I was born and raised in Chica-
go, and we are very familiar with Wisconsin. That is where you go
if you live in Chicago and you wanted to see Et Chicago Bears home
game televised.

Ms. GAPEN. That is true.
Mr. WISE, I do have a question for Ms: Gapen and Mr. Mercury.

It seemed to me that you all might approach this, from a policy
standpoi4, a little differently. Ms. Gapen seemed to be suggesting
that, at this point, it would not be a good idea to have a single
agency setting standards or setting a Government policy, and you
were very--I think you were the one very careful to distinguish be-
tween policy and strategy. Mr. Mercuu,-31ou seemed to suggest
that you thought that it would be a good idea to have standards of
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some sort as a central system, and I just wonder if you twomight
Mr. MERCURY. Well, I think one thing I would like to make

clearI think it is probably unrealistic to set a national informa-
tion policy, and I think what is evolving and the word that I like to
latch onto is strategy rather than a national information policy.
Let me make that clear. I do not think it is possible, but I think
that in discussing it, thinking about it, it does not do any harm to
look at policies from other countries. I think the key here is to look
at some type of strategy. So, I do not think we are that far off
track. It might be a matter of semantics.

Mr. WISE. Ms. Gapen.
MS. GAPEN. I think that is probably true. We have gotten so in-

volved in the last couple of years with talking about information
policy that when you look at the decisions that are being made
today, apart from reviewing the legislation, so much of which is
under review such as the notion of the investment of funds for
equipment for access, today's decisions are really strategic. They
are, however, supported by underlying policy. We may have more
agreement on the actual policy than interpretation. The strategic
questions are the ones which we should, I think, look to first and
relate to policy. I think many of the things we have been talking
about with GPO, and so forth, are strategic, and certainly, for us,
the financial investment we are making is strategic.

Mr. WISE. Thank you very much.
Hal, you do you want to add something?
Mr. SHILL. I just wanted to add something briefly, because I

spoke in favor of policy, so I would like to get a last word in on
that, too. I think policy is reflection of national purposes there, and
I thinkI disagree in nuance, though not totally, with my col-
leagues on the left here that we do really need to be looking at
some national information policy questions right now. Two exam-
ples, in particular, come to mind:

I testified a couple of years ago at hearings on the Japanese
Technical Literature Act, and we have defined a national need for
getting Japanese technical information. I do not think a lot of
people would disagree that there is a need for that. There are, po-
tentially, multiple channels and multiple strategies to be used in
getting it.

Second onethere are types of data that we do not have. Do we
need these? Data on the homeless, right now, is one major domestic
policy question on which I think we really could use some hard
data. One which I mention in n y testimony, too, was on marijuana
growth and consumption, which we might like to know for control
of illegal substances, and the reason that I brought that in was we
got a question on that a little while ago from one of our patrons on
how much marijuana was grown in West Virginia.

Mr. WISE. A lot, unfortunately.
Mr. SHILL. A lot. We did not have the enswer. VT,3 knew about

the pot plane crash north of Charleston P. few years ago, but that
was the major example _that we had, :aid we foundwe checked
with the National Organization for Reform of Merijuana Laws,
which said that there is an $800 million cash crop in the State.
That is another type of information that, perhaps, we have a na-
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tional interest in knowing about. What is the production? What is
the consumption? I am not sure they are going to give it readily to
census polltakers, but I think there is a need for that information,
and if we can get it from third parties who may not be viewed as
Federal agents, potentially, there is the need for that. So, I do see a
need for policy.

Ms. KRANICH. I might also add, though, that we also have a great
need for standards, and standards can be viewed separately from
policy. Unless we have standards in this data base developirent, we
are never going to be able to really take advantage of the full po-
tential of electronic technology in the Federal Government or in
the private sector, as well. Users definitely benefit from standards,
not only providers, in that, at some point, all of us are going to
need to use these CD-ROM's. But if every single one is different
structured differently and the protocols for accessing it are differ-
ent, there is no way any one human being 13 going to be able to
learn how to use all these data bases.

Mr. WISE. Well, I want to thank this panel. You have come a
long way. You have covered a lot of ground, taught me a few
things, and we are going to title this panel with Hal Shill's latest
introduction of subject matter. We are going to call it the sex and
drugs panel.

Ms. GAPEN. That is Wisconsin and West Virginia.
Mr. WISE. Our winters are not as long, but we try to make up for

it in other ways.
Thank you very much.
Our final panel will be Joseph Clark, Deputy Director of the Na-

tional Technical Information Service, Department of Commerce,
and Scott Armstrong, executive director of the National Security
Archive, and I believe Mr. Armstrong is to be accompanied by Tom
Blanton. Is that correct?

[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. WISE. Mr. Clark, if you would like to start off. Your entire

statement, of course, will be made a part of the record routinely
and so you may summarize.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH E. CLARK, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, NATION-
AL TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE

Dr. CLARK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the sub-
committee, it's a pleasure to be here.

I'd like to briefly summarize my testimony. I do appreciate the
opportunity to appear before you to tell you about the unique role
of the National Technical Information Service [NTIS].

NTIS is the central source for acquisition and public sale of both
domestic and foreign government funded research, development
and engineering reports and associated business information.

Our base program promotes the development and application of
science and technology and provides channels for the dissemination
of specialized information to business, industry, academe, govern-
ments, and the public.

Our history goes back to 1945 with President Truman and so the
Japanese Technical Literature Act is for us a bit of deja vu. Since
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1950 the Commerce Department has in fact operated the clearing-
house which constitutes the core 43' the NTIS functions.

Last fall there was an act passed, Public Law 100-519, which es-
tablished the Technology Ad.ministration and gave the National
Technical Information Service a new lease on life and it's given us
an opportunity to provide a greater focus on technology and com-
petitiveness. It also provides for a stronger representation for in-
dustry in discussions of technology issues both here and abroad.

We're a relatively small orgganization of about 350 employees.
The law requires that we be self-supporting an as a result we fund
all of our operating expenses. That includes salaries, printing, post-
age, our office space, our warehouse, and all of our marketing and
other expenses. We no longer get a penny from congressional ap-
propriations.

Our collection includes materials from over 200 U.S. Government
agencies with major collections from NASA, Defense, Energy, Com-
merce, Transportation, Health and Human Services, and the Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency.

Last year more than 66,000 titles were added to our collection,
and these titles are no longer just 100 pages or so technical
reports, although that includes the bulk of the items that we col-
lect. We now also have software, data bases on various kinds of
both magnetic and optical media, patent applications, published
searches, and a rich diversity of items.

Our archive, going back to about 1945, is approaching 2 million
items and those are, as was discussed in the earlier panel, perma-
nently available. They are never out of print and are intended
always to be available.

I'll tell you a little bit about our special programs and as I do
this, I'd appreciate some special note of how electronic technologies
are creeping into the information that we supply.

We operate a mandated Center for the 1.ftilization of Federal
Technology [cum, which keeps U.S. industry aware of Govern-
ment research and engineering efforts having special potential or
that have come to a breakthrough stage.

One of the items of this program is the must active patent licens-
ing program in the Federal Government. We are now licensing at a
rate of greater than one per week, and the royalties that come
from the commercial sales of the items, the products that result
from these patents last year totaled about $53/2 million. Most of
that $51/2 million in royalty revenue was returned to the research
agencies.

As the central point for information on all the Government in-
ventions, not just those that we license, we announce them in a
number of NTIS publications, and they are also available for online
searching. In fact, we will soon implement an electronic bulletin
board for even faster announcement of all Federal patent oper-
ations, whether those are the ones that we will license or not.

On the international scene, of course, there's a lot of scientific
and technical developments taking place abroad. We have agree-
ments, in fact, in place in over 55 countries. A third of our input
comes from abroad these days as more and more research is done
outside the United States. The Japanese Technical Literature Act
was mentioned. One of our functions under that act is to annually
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publish a Directory of Japanese Technical Resources in the United
Slates. This directory provides information on commercial services,
Government programs and libraries that collect, abstract, trans-
late, or disseminate Japanese technical information in the United
States.

The directory also includes a unique set of citations of Japanese
technical documents that are translated at Government expense in
the preceding year. With the focus on electronic information in this
hearing, it occurs to me to mention that our counterpart agency in
Japan, the Japan Information Center of Science and Technology,
provides an online information service in the Japanese language in
Japan. It's how Japanese scientists and engineers become aware of
the work that not only the Japanese Government is funding, and
Japanese industry is doing, but also that which is done around the
world. We provide that same electronic access to any American sci-
entist or engineer who is interested in the same results that Japa-
nese scientists and engineers need.

Another one of our international activities is technology monitor-
ing. We're a partner with the National Science Foundation and the
State Department in Project STRIDE. The science counselors and
other technical experts in our embassies abroad gather data on the
latest scientific developments and they cable it electronically to the
State Department here in Washington. It is then shared with NTIS
and the National Science Foundation for our evaluation and fur-
ther dissemination outside of the Government.

We have expanded the availability of the resulting material by
circulating it weekly in our "Foreign Technology Newsletter" that
goes particularly to small businesses all over the country. We find
that big business needs for Japanese and other foreign information
is largely met by their own offices abroad.

Our newest program in fact is quite nonelectronic. It is technolo-
gy seminars. We found that with all this electronic information, a
veritable flood of information that we all find in our in boxes, we
need much more face to face communication in order to deal with
the actual decisions on implementing technology. So we are in fact,
through these seminars, accelerating the dissemination of domestic
and fore*n competitive information to American business and in-
dustry. These seminars are conducted in cooperation with selected
Government agencies and they focus on selected, recently complet-
ed reports in high interest areas.

We arrange for speakers, facilities, and the other services and
mount a seminar that will bring the report authors and the experts
together with those in private industry who are most interested in
the subject and for the purchasers of the reports, those seminars
are conducted at no additional charge.

Our Federal Computer Products Center may be of particular in-
terest. This Center offers computer products produced by the entire
Government. It maintains a steady flow of new and updated com-
puter software, data fihs, and various bibliographic data bases.
Currently we have a collection of more than 1,700 software items
and 1,300 data files and from more than- 109 Federal agencies. I
would like to mention two data bases in particular that are offered
by the Center. Our own data base, the NTIS bibliographic data
base, contains summaries of almost 1.4 million technical reports
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that wo have collected and archived since 1964. Online access is
provided through a number of private sector vendors, DIALOG,
STN, ani others.

We invest about $21/2 million each year in the creation and main-
tenance of this widely-used data base. It is one of the top 10 data
bases, in fact technical data bases, in the world in terms of conneet
hours searched.

The second data base is our Federal research in progress data
base, a successor to the Smithsonian's science information ex-
change data base which came to its demise in the late 1970's. This
is a collection of summaries of tens of thousands of U.S. Govern-
ment funded research and engineering projects that are currently
underway. There may be no reports out of these projects as of yet.

This data base provides a urnque opportunity to identify existing
research projects so ideas can be shared without waiting for the
availability of technical reports or the journal literature. It also re.
duces duplication of research efforts within the Federal Govern-
ment.

Switching to CD-ROM, we are particularly interested in the po-
tential of this technology and in fact we've been involved with it
with private sector partners for about 4 years. We are participating
in SIGCAT, which was described in earlier testimony. The idea
behind their FedROM project is that an agency with a useful data
base that's too small to put on a separate compact disk could put
the data base on one disk along with small data bases from other
agencies. I noted in the citations that were projected on the screen
here earlier during the demonstration that our private partner,
which is a new startup firm in the University of Maryland's incu-
bator program was the producer of the data base and software that
were describedof the final bundle of the package, if you will.

We are also investigating the feasibility of offering CP aom pro-
duction services to other agencies to make it easier for those agen-
cies to provide access to their data. Also, the NTIS data base that I
mentioned is available on CD-ROM through three private vendors.

You may be particularly interested in our experience over the
past decade with the decline in the unit sales of our paper and
microfiche products, the full text of these tens of thousands of re-
ports that we collect annually. There is a gradual, slow decline in
the demand for these reports, and we have done an extensive study
of the cause for that decline.

The explosive growth in the number of information alternatives
and continued user migration toward online services and other
electronic products like CD-ROM, we believe have been the two
major causes of that decline. Price also undoubtedly has been a
factor, particularly as information budgets in libraries have failed
to keep pace with the growing array of information offerings, but
our pnce increases have been no greater and frankly no less than
those of other information suppliers.

Paper and microfiche technical report sales generate about half
of all of our re Ames therefore the decline in unit sales for these
products has furced us to raise prices in order to cover the cost of
our operations and keep the ship afloat.

Over the past decade the price of the average paper technical
report sold by NTIS has increased by approximately 180 percent.
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This is about in line with the rest of the information industry
where according to a recent survey conducted by the Library Jour-
nal, the price of the average scientific and technical journal has in-
creased by approximately '.00 percent over the last 10 years.

Electronic informatioh products are replacing traditional for-
mats, and we have developed a modernization plan to allow our
products and services to keep pace with this change. We plan to
standardize input formats, a:quire equipment for electronic infor-
mation management, develop full text optical storage and dissemi-
nation systems and use state-of-the-art technologies as they
emerge.

In addition to emphasizing electronic dissemination we will in-
creasingly seek joint ventures with the private sector for distribut-
ing the information products to the targeted audiences in business
and industry as well as the general public.

NTIS will continue to modernize its procedures, systems, and
equipment in order to provide the best possible access to this vital
information which, when it is properly organized and rapidly acces-
sible, is of the utmost importance in today's competitive environ-
ment.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you
and the subcommittee, and I would be pleased to answer any ques-
tions.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Clark followsq
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOSEPH E. CLARK

DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF TH,3 NATIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE

Before the House Subcommittee on
Government Information, Justice, and Agriculture

Committee on Government Operations
May 23, 1989

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I would like to

thank you for inviting me to testify before you today. I

will address the role of the National Technical Information

Service in the dissemination of Government information and

our current and future activities regarding electronic

information products and services.

NTIS operates as the central source for the acquisition and

public sale of domestic and foreign government-funded research,

development, and engineering reports and associated business

information. The Information Clearinghouse Program (NTIS' base

program) directly promotes the development and application of

science and technology and provides channels for the

dissemination of specialized information to business, industry,

academe, governments, and the public.

Our predecessor organizations go back to 1945 when President

Truman established the Publications Board to make available

Government research reports that had been withheld because of

their security classification. In 1950, Public Law 81-776

directed the Department of Commerce to operate a national

clearinghouse for government-funded scientific and technical

information, Then in 1970, the Department of Commerce

established the National Technical Information Service as a

primary operating unit of the Department, to assist other

Commerce operating units in the dissemination ot business and

1
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statistical information as well as to continue disseminating

scientific, technical, and engineerino information.

Last Fall, NTIS became part of the new Technology Administration

within the Department of Commerce. The Technology

Administration was created by Public Law 100-519 to provide a

greater focus on technology and competitiveness within the

Department and to provide for more effective management of these

responsibilities. It also provides for stronger representation

for industry in discussions of technology issues both here and

abroad.

NTIS is a relatively small organization of about 350 employees.

The 1950 law provides that we be self-supporting. As a

consequence, we fund all of our operating expenses, including

salaries, printing, postage, and space, through the sale of

products and services--not through appropriations.

The NTIS collection includes material from over 200 agencies,

with major collections from the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA), the Departments of Defense, Energy,

Commerce, Transportation, Health and Human Services, and the

Environmental Protection Agency. In 1988, more than 66,000

titles (technical reports, software, databases, patent

applications, published searches, and other items) were added

to the collection. Nearly two million different technical

publications are now available, none of which is ever "out of

print" at NTIS.

We operate the Center for the Utilization of Federal

Technology (CUFT) which keeps U.S. industry aware of

Government R&D and engineering efforts having special

potentia. or being at a breakthrough stage. CUFT conducts

the most active patent licensing program in the Federal

Government, handling the activity for those agencies that

want us to negotiate for them. In FY 1988, we issued 66

2
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licenses, approximately 65% of which were issued as

exclusive. Also in FY 1988, royalties exceeded those of the

previous year, totaling $5.6 million, nearly $4 million over

program costs. Most of these revenues are returned to the

R&D agencies.

Furthermore, NTIS is the central point for information on all

government.inventions which are available for licensing.

These inventions are announced in a number of NTIS

publications and are available for online searching as well.

We will soon implement an electronic bulletin board for even

faster announcement of federal patent applications.

CUFT also maintains a strong foreign patenting program,

handling the filings by using contract attorneys. Patents are

filed primarily in Canada, Japan, and the industrialized

countries of Western Europe. CUFT's foreign patents now

1..rovide protection against foreign competition for about $80

million in export sales by U.S. licensees. Without this

effort, foreign companies could use the U.S. Government

technology covered in these patents without any direct benefit

to the U.S.

Conversely, it is evident that scientific and technical

developments of high interest to the U.S. community are

taking place overs ls. We have agreements with over 160

organizations in countries. Input from these foreign'

cooperating organizations and foreign material collected

through our sister federal agencies (notably, DoE, DoD, and

NASA) now exceeds 30% of our total annual input. Based on

our four decades of experience in collecting Japanese

technical information, NTTS has focused recently on

requirements of the Japanese Technical Literature Act. We

support the policy activities of the GomMerce Department's

Japanese Technical Literature Program by publishing special

reports that summarize the current status of Japanese

3
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research and development in key high technology fields. In

addition, we publish an annual nixactary a apanese

Technical Besnurcea in thl United States. This Directc /

provides information on commercial services, government

programs, and libraries that collect, abstract, translate, or

disseminate Japanese technical information. The Directory

also includes citations of Japanese technical documents

translated at government expense in the preceding year.

Another international activity is technology monitoring. NITS
. .

is a partner with the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the

Department of State in Project STRIDE which responds to

Executive Order 12591. The science counselors and other

technical experts in U.S. embassies gather data on the latest

scientific developments, and they cable it to the State

Department where it is shared with NTIS and NSF for evaluation

and dissemination. NTIS has expanded the availability of the

resulting material by inclueng much of it in our revamped

"Foreign Technology Newsletter," distributed weekly to

subscribers. The STRIDE effort suggests that the foreign

service SO' reporting function needs to be strengthened.

Unlike other industrialized countries, the U.S. has had no

coordinated and effective method for collecting, evaluating,

and distributing information about these developments.

The newest program at NTIS is our Technology Seminar Program.

It was created to accelerate the dissemination of domestic and

foreign competitive information to the private sector.

Seminars axe conducted in cooperation with selected Government

agencies as part of the Technology Administration's efforts to

increase competitiveness of U.S. firms. The seminars focus on

selected, recently completed reports in high interest areas

which are printed and marketed to a carefully researched

audience. We then arrange for the most appropriate speakers,

facilities, and other services necessary to mount a seminar

4
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which will bring the report authors and other experts together

with those in private industry who are most interested in the

subject. The seminars are conducted at no additional charge to

purchasers of the reports.

The NTIS Federal Computer Products Center offers computer

products produced by the U.S. Governmert. Using extensive

contacts within various federal agencies, this Center

maintains a steady flow of a variety of products, including

new and updated computer software, data files, and

bibliographic databases. Currently, we have a collection of

.more than 1,700 software items and 1,300 data files from more

than 100 federal agencies including the National Energy

Software Center, the Environmental Protection Agency, and the

National Institute of Standards and Technology. I would like

to mention two databases in particular which are offered by

the Center. The first is our own NTIS Bibliographic Database

-zontaining summaries of all 1.4 million technical reports we

have announced since 1964. Online access is provided through

a number of private sector vendors. We invest $2.5 million

each year in the creation of this widely used Database. The

second database is our Federal Research in Progress (FEDRIP)

Database, a collection of summaries of U.S. Government funded

research and engineering projects currently underway, FEDRIP

provides a uniquc opportunity to identify existing proiects so

that ideas can be shared without waiting for the availability

of technical reports or the journal literature. FEDRIP also

reduces duplication of effort within the Government.

As for electronic dissemination, NTIS is particularly

interested in the potential of CD-ROM technology. We are

participating in the FedROM Project of SIGCAT, the Special

Interest Group on CD-ROM Applications and Technology. The

idea behind FedROM is that an agency with a useful database

that is too small to put on a separate compact disk, could

put the database on a disk along with small databases from

A
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other agencies. In addition, NTIS has a new joint venture

with a private firm to increase access to several databases

vla CD-ROM. We are also investigating the feasibility of

offering CD-ROM production services to other agencies--

through private sources--to make it easier for the agencies

to provide access to their data. Also, the NTIS Database

mentioned earlier is available on CD-ROM through three

private vendors.

The past decade has seen a decline in unit sales of paper and

microfiche products sold by NTIS and most other information

suppliers. Explosive growth in the number of information

alternatives and continued user migration toward online

services have been the two major causes of this decline.

Price has also undoubtedly been a factor, particularly as

information budgets have failed to keep pace with the growing

array of information offerings. However, NTIS price

increases have been no greater than those of other

information suppliers. Paper and microfiche technical report

sales generate about 50% of all NTIS revenues. Thus, the

decline in unit sales for these products has forced us to

raise prices in order to cover our cost of operations. Over

the past decade, the price of th2 average paper technical

report sold by NTIS has increased by .4oproximately 180%.

Thia is about in line with the rest of the information

indust,..y where, according to a recent survey conducted by the

Librai. journal, the price of the average scientific/

techr:cal journal has ii. reased by approximately 200% over

the last ten years.

Electronic information products are replacing traditional

formats and NTIS has developed a modernization plan to allow

our products and services to keep pace with this change. We

plan to standardize input formats, acquire equipment for

electronic ii.formation management, develop full-text optical

storage and dissemination systems, and use state-of-the art

6
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technologies as they emerge. In addition to emphasizing

electronic dissemination, NTIS will increasingly seek joint

ventures with the private sector for distributing scientific

and technical information products to targeted audiences in

business and industry as well as the general public.

The enactment of P.L. 100-519 last year placed NTIS in a

stronger position to serve the technical information needs of

Government, business, industry, universities, and the general

public. NTIS will continue to modernize its procedures,

systems, and equipment in order to provide the best possible

access to this vital information, which when properly

organized and rapidly accessible, is of the utmost importance

in today's competitive environment.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the

Subcommittee, Mr. Chairman. I would be glad to answer any

qucstions you may have.

7
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Mr. WISE. Mr. Armstrong.

STATEMENT OF SCOTT ARMSTRONG, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NA-
TIONAL SECURITY ARCHIVE, ACCOMPANIED BY TOM BLAN-
TON, DEPUTY DIRECTOR

Mr. ARMSTRONG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Schiff.
I want to thank you for inviting us today to talk to the subcom-

mittee. As you mentioned, I am Scott Armstrong, the founder and
executive director of the National Security Archive. Accompanying
me today is Tom Blanton, deputy director of the archive, who has
particular responsibility within orr organization for monitoring
Federal information policies.

We are very appreciative of this opportunity to address these
questions. We are a primary library user of the Freedom of Infor-
mation Act for the past 31/2 years, and we have worked collegially
with many of the other organizations, FOIA requesters, litigators,
and the dedicated access professionals of the Federal Government
who service the Freedom of Information Act.

We have also been familiar through our own application of com-
puters and other technologies with the access that is now available
to previously unavailable Government documents on national secu-
rity and foreign policy.

In the interest of brevity, I am going to leave my formal written
statement and ask that it be submitted for the record, although I
would like to note that the National Security Archive is a success
that exists today because of a failure of Federal information poli-
cies. Three and a half years ago, a v ital national resource, informa-
tion collected and analyzed at taxpayer expense and released under
the Freedom of Information Act, was alternatively being hoard&
and squandered.

Agencies seemingly went out of their way to make important
materials inaccessible to even the most experienced information
users, such as journalists, scholars, former officials, and public in-
terest experts, essentially the coalition that we represent in our or-
ganization. Delays la processing, the storing of information, inac-
cessible spots, all of this made information less and less accessible
to everyday users.

There are three specific cases that we have encountered at the
archive that I would like to put my emphasis on today and then
move to six basic recommendations of the subcommittee's consider-
ation. As a routine practice at the National Security Archive, when
we begin work on any given topic an archive staff member will file
a Freedom of Information Act request for the electronic data bases
or other information, lista of previously released and unclassified
and unpublished materials that might be relevant to the subject.

With such lists and indexes it is then possible for us to make a
narrow Freedom of Information Act request to avoid redundancies,
to make the maximum use of previously released Government
agency information to pick specific documents with the greatest
public interest, and to reduce the burden on those agencies.

The reactions of two archive requests such as that, one with the
Department of Energy and the other with the Central Intelligence
Agency, I think are quite illustrative. The Department of Energy,
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after an initial negative response, ultimately directed its compo-
nent offices that the reprogramming or manipulation of an existing
data base to respond to a Freedom of Information Act request was
essentially nothing more than the electronic equivalent of a
manual file search.

While they clearly had other concerns in mind and recognize
that there are limits to what they can do with data bases at tax-
payer expense, the message was clear. The FOIA applies to comput-
er records, and agencies should appreciate the efficiencies made
possible by electronic searching.

In contrast, the Central Intelligence Agency not only attempted
an initial stonewall to a Freedom of Information Act request for an
index of requested documents but ultimately produced those docu-
ments in the least usable form. When we filed our request, we
found that the only form the Central Intelligence Agency had this
information in was electronic. We said that's fine, we will take it
electronically.

They were unwilling to provide it and we had to go to court, and
they ultimately provided it but they provided it in what you have
before you on your right side: a random data dump of 5,000 pages
of the contents of that data base. So instead of our being able Way
to use key word searches, search by request or search by topics,
search by virtually any criteria that you could choose on an elec-
tronic data base, we have what amounts to the equivalent of pro-
viding a library card catalog ordered by the date which the book
was received rather than something that is truly useful to a user.

Unfortunately, in both the district and appellate court we essen-
tially received the response in those domains that you have won,
you have gotten the information you asked for, it's time to go
away.

Similarly, we have had problems with the White House and the
National Security Council on the question of electronic mail
system. At the end of the last administration in the closing days of
January, we recognized that there was some concern about what
would happen with the so-called PROFS system, electronic mail
system that IBM provided to the White House that became more
familiar to the American public in the course of the Iran Contra
hearings because it was the source of much of the information that
was used that Oliver North and others transmitted their informa-
tion on.

We went to the National Archives and Records Administration
and asked what their plan was to deal with the PROFS system at
the end of the Reagan administration, and they indicated that as
far as they were concerned, this did not rise to the level of a
record, that this information was up to the President and the
White House to determine how they would deal with it. We learned
shortly thereafter that it was this information, that they intended
to delete this information on the eve of the inauguration.

We went into Federal district court along with the ACLU Public
Citizen, the American Library Association, the American Historical
Association, and the Center for National Security Studies and a va-
riety of other plaintiffs, including former Senator Gaylord Nelson,
in essence to preserve these materials.

tp,
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On the eve of the inauguration, the Acting Deputy Attorney
General, John Bolton, showed up to argue the case himself, and he
likened this instance of the necessity of destroying this electronic
information to a tenant moving out of the house who, if he were
required to leave his furniture in the doorways and windows, that
would happen if the court were to grant a temporary restraining
order, thus preventing the new tenant from moving in.

Judge Barrington Parker, experienced in such matters as land-
lord/tenant things, considered this for a moment and said: Well,
Mr. Bolton, that may be all well and good, but it is unusual when
the tenant who is departing wants to burn all the furniture on the
front lawn, and proceeded to grant our temporary restraining
order, although we til1 battle in this case on through today, still
unsure whether the National Archives or the current administra-
tion will see to it that these records are maintained.

We will be happy to report back on the progress of that case. As
was noted in an earlier panel, these cases take some time, and that
one has already taken us 4 or 5 months. We expect it may take
several more yet as similar cases have in the past.

The lessons ot , ose three cases are clear to us. First of all, we
need to affirm that the Freedom of Information Act applies to Fed-
eral information in whatever form rather than describing the stat-
ute as obsolete. We are encouraged by a number of cases, but most
particularly I would call your attention to the Nina! Circuit Court
of Appeals case, Long v. Internal Revenue Service, which was writ-
ten by then Judge Anthony Kennedy, now Supreme Court Justice
Kennedy, which made it char that the information in whatever
form is available under the Freedom of Information Act.

The danger of treating the current statute as if it does not apply
to electronic information or is otherwise obsolete is that it will
assure that some Federal agencies will make the "obsolete" analy-
sis a self-fulfilling prophecy.

Second, as in most areas of the Freedom of Information Act, the
key problem for electronic access is not with the statutes or the
case law but with agency practices. The road to bureaucratic hell is
paved with good congressional intentions.

Essentially, we have seen since the 1986 attempt to loosen the
few requirements under the Freedom of Information Act, accommo-
dation of Office of Management and Budget definitions, Depart-
ment of Justice guidances and agency regulations that have vught
to thwart the intentions of that act. Likewise, agencies have devel-
oped multiple rationales for denying destroying electronic informa-
tion, and unfortunately, as we mentioned, the courts occasionally
hold them up.

Unless there is a stringent congressional oversight pressuring
agencies to comply with the intent of the Freedom of Information
Act on electronic information as in other areas, access will inevita-
bly lose out to the permanent bureaucratic tendency to avoid em-
barrassment.

Third, we see the same barriers to accessdestruction, controls
and feesthat apply to paper records under the FOIA apply to
electronic information, only more so. As the PROFS case shows,
the destruction of records in an electronic environment is even

25-914 0 - 90 - 14
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easier than before. A single keystroke does what a night or two
nieits of shredding or carrying out burn bags would otherwise do.

The National Archives and Record Administration, always reluc-
tant to challenge other executive agencies, will have to toughen its
approach to monitoring agency recordkeeping and disposition if
practices are to be changed.

We encourage Congress to strengthen NARA's watchdog abilities
and 0 encourage NARA's use of those abilities to actively monitor
agency practices.

The development of electronic data bases has become another
excuse for increasing classification and other controls on Federal
information. The sensitive and unclassified information categories
are but one problem that we can anticipate as we approach techni-
cal data bases.

We are particularly concerL d, though, that there is a possibility
with electronic records of finding some solutions to the classifica-
tion problem, of beginning to generate automatic sequences of de-
rivative declassifications so that classification can be tracked across
classified documents, so that, in fact, once something is declassified,
it will be declassified Governmentwide. So we take some encourage-
ment here. We again believe that Congress must play the crucial
role in managing this area.

Electronic information poses new problems in terms of fees to be
charged for access or copying, which has already become the most
contentious barrier to access paper records. According to the State
Department's 1988 annual report, this effort in the State Depart-
ment alone involved many tens or possibly hundreds of thousands
of dollars in order to collect $8,131 worth of fees.

The enormous value acd inherent in the electronic informa-
tion collection also raises the stakes in the pitched battle between
private industry and public interest advocates over Government
dissemination of information. One person's access is another per-
son's dissemination. We are concerned that we should consolidate
the access principles on which we can all agree to include the
fewest possible barriers.

Next I would list the record and nonrecord distinction and the
blurring that has occurred in Freedom of Information Act case law
as a directly derivative problem in the case of electronic informa-
tion. When applied to relational data bases which link disparate
terms through nonlinear pathways, the record, nonrecord distinc-
tion loses its precision.

We are concerned that OTA's report recommendation that the
FOIA is an access to information statute rather than an access to
record statute be reaffirmed here.

Next we are concerned that the commitment to the principles
embodied in the Fre ,clom of Information Act need to be restated
and enforced by rigorous, effective, and, most importantly, regular
congressional oversight. The current hearings by this subcommittee
as well as the hearings and interrogatories by Senator Leahy's sub-
committee in the other House are welcome developments in this
regard.

The committee's recent oversight of the State Department and
the report recaived from the General Accounting Oilice we consid-
er an impottant development in precisely this type of oversight.

4 S
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Ultimately there may be a need for explicit statutory language
that will clarify and codify Congress' commitment to these princi-
ples in an overall expansion of access right& Electronic issues will
be the leading edge of the new consideration. But unless we deal
with the problems that have plagued paper records, the electronic
language will fall prey to the same vicissitudes as previous access
statutes.

I commend you, Mr. Chairman, and the members and staff of
this subcommittee for beginning the process of addressing the new
issues raised by electronic information. We at the National Securi-
ty Archive, as we attempt to open the doors .of electronic access,to
Federal information, look forward to working with you and report-
ing back on our attempts to open more access to more information
for a more truly democratic society.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Armstrong followsl
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee.

I want to thank you for inviting this testimony from the National Security

Archive on our recommendations for federal government policies on public access

to electronic information. I am Scott Armstrong, founder and Executive Director

of the Archive, and accompanying me today is Tom Blanton, Deputy Director of

the Archive, who has particular responsibility in our organization for monitoring

federal information policies. We very much appreciate the odportunity to brief

you and the Subcommittee on our extensive experience with me Freedom of

Information Act, our collegial work on these issues with many hundreds of other

FOIA requesters and litigators, as well as with the many dedicated access

professionals in federal agencies whu process those requests, and our own

application of computers and other new technologies to enhance access to

previously unavailable government documents on national security and foreign

policy.

Background on The National Security Archive

The National Security Archive is a successthat today because of a failure

of federal information policies. Three and a half years ago, a vital national

resource -- information collected and analyzed at taxpayer expense,-- was

alternately being hoarded and squandered. Agencies seemingly went out of their

way to make important materials inaccessible to even the most experienced

information users, such as journalists, scholars, former officials and public interest

experts.

Delays in processing requests often resulted in the requester losing interest

and failing to followup, having finished the article or book or piece of research

421
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for which the information was requested. In the rare -- but significant -- instances

in which information was successfully requested and released, agencies rarely kept

conic, of the released documents for public refercncc, and certainly never provided

catalogs or indexes of released materials to assist rcsearch or future requests undcr

the FOIA. The results of even thc most successful requests, once the research was

done, often were consigned to basements or off-site storage, inaccessible to anyone

else.

In 1985, a small group of journalists and researchers decidcd to begin to

take on this problem of no institutional memory or followup on FOIA

documentation, by pooling their Central America-related documents obtained

through the FOIA. With the help of Congressman Jim Moody, a former academic

himself, we founded the Central America Papers Project and started the labor-

intensive effort to use computers to catalog all the released documents. Very

quickly, through conversations with major philanthropies like the Ford Foundation

and with our colleagues in the library community, wc discovered the need not just

for creating access to documents on Central America, but for as many foreign

policy topics as the available resources would allow. Thus was born the National

Security Archive, a non-jHofit tax-exempt research institute and library of

declassified and unclassified government documents.

Now wc occupy an entire floor of the Brookings Institution Annex, with 40

professionals on staff. We are guided by a distinguished Advisory Board of

academics, journalists and former officials, headed by John Shattuck, a vice

president of Harvard University. Foundations provide a $1.5 million per year

budget, including a major puL" ntions program to cnsurc the widest possible

dissemination of the unique and previously inaccessible materials in thc Archive's

collections to more than 200 research libraries throughout the country and around

the world

0 9
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Each of the Archives documentation projects benefits from the advice and

he!p of a review panel comprised of experts in the field, whether that field is the

Cuban Missile Crisis or the Philippines or nuclear nonproliferation. Archive staff

collect previously released materials (not just from the FOIA, but from court

records, Congressional hearings, private collections, and many other sources), file

systematic FOIA requests to fill in the gaps in the record, and build detailed

reference tools such as chronologies of events and glossaries of names and

organizations. Then, by computerized cataloging and indexing of the documents,

we create true access to what otherwise would amount to jumbled reams of

unconnected paper.

Our internal computer system utilizes a mini-mainframe linking 30

workstations in a massive shared database with controlled vocabulary, standardized

terms, and extraordinary search capabilities. We currently have more than 40,000

records cataloged and arc adding records to the database at a rat.: of about 2,500

per month. We organize and index the documents into topical collections such as

U.S. Policy Toward El Salvador" or "The Iran-Contra Affair," and publish a two-

volume computer-generated index and catalog for each collection keyed to a

complete set of the documents organized and preserved on archival quality

microfiche -- for subscription by university and research libraries across the

country.

Over the past three and a half years, Archive str.ff have filed more than

2,000 FOIA requests with some 150 offices and components of more than '30

departments and agencies of the federal government. We have won and lost FOIA

requests for electronic information -- described in detail below -- and currently are

engaged in sevetal pieces of litigation under the FOIA. In addition to our FOIA

experience, we have also conducted experiments using the latest scanning

technology to create bit-mapped images of documents and convert them to
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machinc-rcadablc tcxt. Although quality and accuracy problems still preclude

complete reliance on scanning/imaging technology, this spacc-cfficicnt and user-

f riendly technology -- coupled with the promise that the government will storc so

much of its information in electronic form -- promises enormous dividends for

future document processing.

We are also planning to produce Compact Disk - Read Only Memory (CD-

ROM) versions of one or more of our collections within the next year. Imagine, if

you will, thousands of actual images of declassified documents stored along with

all the associated indexes and finding aids on a practically permanent disk that

would fit in your shirt pocket, up to 600 megabytes of memory on one disk, the

equivalent of 1500 floppy disks. That is but one example of the potential of the

new technologies; but as we know from our experience at the Archive, in solving a

single problem, technology often creates two new ones.

As a routine pradtice in the early stages of document collection on any

given topic, Archive staff file FOIA requests with relevant government agencies

for the lists or indexes :if previously released or unclassified but unpublished

documents on the subject. With such lists and Indexes it is then possible to narrow

subsequent FOIA requests to avoid redundancies, make the maximum use of

previous government energy spent answering requests, pick specific documents of

greatest public interest, and reduce the burden on the agencies (thus getting the

material more quickly). Reactions to two such Archive requests, at the Department

of Energy and the Central Intelligence Agency, respectively, illustrate the poles of

the debate within federal agencies over public access to electronic information.

4 IA
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A Victory for Electronic Access: The Department of Energy Case

In the case of the Department of Encrgy, the Archive's interest was

particularly sparked by the ex:stence of an unusual group of records -- unclassif ied

but designated as limited access" documents available only to specific groups or

agencies but not to the general public. n the context of several years' of public

debate over various government21 proposals for a new category of "sensitive but

unclassified' information, Archive staff and colleagues in the library community

were interested in actual agency practices in this area. After an August 4, 1987

notice by DoE's Office of Scientific and Technical Information (OSTI) to various

agencies about these "limited access" reports, the Archive filed a multi-part FOIA

request with OSTI for lists of the reports and for materials related to the practicc

of "limited access." OSTI's response consisted of three orders related to the

program, and a denial of the list on tht basis that none existed and that the FOIA

did net require agencies to create new records

The Archive's special counsel, retired Justice Department lawyer Quin'an J.

Shea Jr., appealed this response, arguing that a list of the "limited access" reports

must exist, else OSTI could not retrieve them for those groups authorized to receive

them. Upon investigation by DoE's Office of Hearings and Appeals, it became

clear that the list existed only on a computerized database which produced

customized lists based on a "profile* of Uhl authorized recipient. The Appeals

Office granted the Archive's request with some far-reaching language: "...[Tihe

mere retrieval Jf information already existing in a database, even if a computer

must be programmed to select specified types of data, does not constitute creation

of a new record. Rather, it is more in the natur,: or selecting from a paper

document information which is within the scope of a request and deleting
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information that is unwanted or exempt." (Dccision and Order, Office of Hearings

and Appeals, U.S. Department of Energy, Case No. KFA-0146, December 18, 1987)

Needless to say, OSTI was not lpy with thc Appeals Office decision and

sought reconsideration and reversal. B decision, if anything, contained

even stronger language supporting access to electronic information even when such

access required reprogramming. The Appeals Office used the comparison of

computer searches to manual searches of file cabinets: The former "merely uses

different tools -- the computer and its software -- to conduct the search" but is not

"significantly different...3f the FOIA required anything less it would allow

agencies to conceal information from public scrutiny by placing it in computerized

form. This would be inconsistent with the FOIA's policy of the fullest possible

disclosure." The Appeals Office did rule out data manipulation, calculations or

record restructuring on the basis that they amounted to the creation of new

records, but judged the most difficult issue to be "the extent to which agencies

must search a database" to respond to a FOIA request. The Appeals Office said it

would deal with the issue on a easebycase basis, depending "upon the

circumstances presented, including how the database is structurel, the capabilities

of the agency's computer system and personnel, and the specific information

requested." (Decision and Order, Office of Hearings and Appeals, U.S. Department

of Energy, Case No. K.FA-0158, May 26, 1988)

A Loss for Electronic Access: The CIA Index Case

Exactly the opposite approach was taken by the CIA in response to a similar

Archive request for the Agency's list/index" of previously released documents.

The enormous value of such an index to rtslarners is obvious, both in facilitating

the broader dissemination of the released documents and in avoiding redundant
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FOIA requests. Yet the CIA at first stonewalled the request, and only aftcr

litigation was filc, made available the least usable form of thc list/index: a

"random data dump" printout.

The ArclCve's original FOIA request to the CIA was filed on September 22,

1987. On October 29, 1987, the CIA replied with a "no records" response,

acknowledging the existence of the index but citing CIA regulations that defined

"record" to exch., . indexes, and asserting that release of the index of previously

declassified CIA documents "may" somehow reveal intelligence mcthods by virtue

of "indexing practices and format unique to the CIA." Since under CIA

regulations, a "no records" response is not appealable, the Archive filed suit against

the CIA on January 20, 1988.

The CIA neither answered the complaint nor pursued its response arguments

in court, apparently realizing its regulations would not be upheld. Instead, the

Agency informed the Archive that the requested index existed only on computer

and offered a printout of that database, not the electronic database itself. Archive

staff met with CIA representatives on February 19, 1988, at which point the CIA

handed over a 5,000 page paper printout described as a "random ordered data

dump," specially produced as a result of the Archive's lawsuit.

Close examination revealed that the printout merely listed records in the

order they had been released, not by subject or by document date, although

extensive cataloging information was included on each document. The CIA's

reponse was essentially equivalent to responding to a request for a library's card

catalogue by providing a list of the books in the order that the library received

them. No one would seriously contend that such a list is the library's card

catalogue, nor was this "random data dump" the CIA's index. The Archive declined

to accept the CIA's settlement offer, and pressed the Agency for the electronic
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index database in stripped-down ASCII text, minus softwarC or any othcr

programming.

The CIA refused this request and moved to dismiss thc lawsuit on grounds

that it had fully responded to the FOIA request with the printout, and thcrcforc

the case was moot. Unfortunately, Judge Stanley Harris granted the CIA's motion

in a very brief order on July 26, 1988, stating that "the information is in a

reasonably accessible form. Nothing precludes plaintiff from creating its own

electronic database from the released information."

Our mistake probably lay in not hauling the CIA's printout into the

courtroom for Judge Harris to peruse for himself. Although several brave

researchers have put in the week or more necessary to make it through the

complete printout (now bound into twelve 4-inch-thick volumes), the most common

experience is to skim One or two volumes for relevant documents and then give up.

As a small non-profit liorary, we don't have the resources it would take to key-

punch the whole printout into a database. However, library colleagues at Apple

Computer are currently experimenting with a scanning -mess that may yet turn

the printout back into 'the database it once was.

The Problem of Electronic Mail and the Destruction of Electronic Informati:m:

The PROFS Case

The recent report by the Office of Technology Assessmen. on "Federal

Information Dissemination in an Electronic Age" (October 1988) defined the

question posed by electronic mail for FOIA purposes as "whether messages should

be treated like agency records or like confidential personal communications such as

telephone cells.* (p.234) Unfortunately, the officials in charge of the most

prominent electronic mail system in the U.S. government that at the White House

. I
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and National Security Council -- chose neither of these two options, and instead,

simply defined the information on the system out of existence. Were it not for the

intervention of the National Security Archive and its co-plaintiffs, there would be

no record left of the White House and NSC electronic mail system from the last

years of the Rep:ian Administration.

The Archive now enjoys the distinction of having brought the last

successful lawsuit against President Reagan and the first successful lawsuit against

Prcsident Bush. On January 19, 1989, we won a temporary restraining order from

Judge Barrington Parker of the D.C. Federal District Court, preventing Reagan,

Bush, the White House, the National Security Council, and the National Archives

and Records Administration from procceding with the planned destruction of the

internal memory and computer back-up tapes for the so-called "PROFS" system, the

IBM electronic mail system at the White House and NSC.

You will remember that PROFS notes played a crucial role in the

reconstruction of the Iran-contra scandal, as the Tower Commission and the

Congressional investigators were able to recreate from backup tapes various

extraordinarily detailed memoranda and notes that Oliver North and John

Poindexter thought they had destroyed. Nevertheless, the National Archives and

Records Administration (NARA) acquiesced in the White House decision not to

routinely preserve the PROFS system tapes for the Reagan Presidential Library or

as "agency records" at NARA.

We found out about the impending destruction in mid-January when one of

our researchers working at the National Archives checked on the progress of

turning Reagan Administration records over to NARA, and was informed that the

White House and NARA considered the PROFS to be nothing more than telephone

slips or buckslips. This rem:nded us of the NSC response when Congress first

asked for documents on Oliver North's activities with the contras: According to

41"
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internal NSC memos, thcy did not scarch lsIorth's office files for relevant

documents because those were "personal" or 'convenience files, not official files.

We quickly scheduled a meeting with the head of NARA Presidential Records

branch on Wednesday. January 18, but we could get no assurance that thc PROFS

tapes would be saved. In fact, we learned that the PROFS memory add tapes were

scheduled for total deletion on January 19 and 20.

On January 19. with the American Civil Liberties Union as our pro bono

counsel, we filed FOIA requests (to ensure standing to suc) and court papers asking

for an injunction. We also brought in the co-author of the Presidential Rccords

Act of 1978, former Senator Gaylord Nelson, along with the Center for National

Security Studies and individual researchers, as co-plaintiffs. U.S. District Judge

Barrington Parker heard the case in the afternoon, with Acting Deputy Attorney

General John Bolton appearing himself to argue for the government. Bolton told

Judge Parker that if he granted the temporary restraining order we sought, he

could not assure the Court that the new President of the United States could be

innaugurated the next day. Bolton told the judge the effect of our lawsuit on the

White House and NSC computer system would be the same as a vacating tenant

stacking up all the furniture in the halls and doorways so thc next tenant could

not get in.

Considering this statement with apparent humor, Judge Parker indicated he

was puzzled that a departing tenant would seek instead to stack up the furniture

on the lawn and burn it. At 6:10 p.m, on the day before the inauguration of

George Bush, Judge Parker issued the TRO and stopped the PROFS destruction.

Within three hours, the NSCs general counsel, Nicholas Rostow, called us at

our respective homes to plead for an understanding on thc case. Rostow included

several White House computer technicians and a Justice Department lawyer

(apparently standing at a pay phone at an Inaugural Ball) on the conference call,

4 3 0
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and said, among other things, that our TRO had effectively frozen the whole

PROFS system: No one was able even to type a single keystroke on the system

because each keystroke over-wrote some previous keystroke protected by the TRO.

As a result, incoming cable traffic including messages of congratulations from

heads of state had to be referred to offices for responses with handwritten and

typewritten notations,

With that leverage, we won an agreement from them that night (later

stipulated in court) that they would make a complete backup of the PROFS system,

including not just the "live" files but a bit-by-bit dump of the whole system

including the deleted files. In return, we agreed to let them proceed with normal

operations of the PROFS system.

Even today, we are still fighting for a court ruling that would force thcm to

preserve the PROFS backup tapes permanently. In response, the government's

pleadings argue that the PROFS information does not "rise to the level of a record"

-- conveniently ignoring more than a hundred substantive PROFS notes we have

entered into the record from the Oliver North trial and other Iran-contra

proceedings. In fact, the White House denial of oUr FOIA request for thc PROFS

tapes said explicitly, "the data generated on the PROFS system does not constitute

'agency records' under the FOIA. Agency record material within the Office of

Administration is kept in hard copy format." (April 6, 1989)

According to our sources at the National Archives, a significant proportion

of the staff there is cheering for us. Staff in charge of preserving electronic

records apparently were not consulted before thc Presidential Records branch

agreed to the PROFS destruction. Presidential Rccords took the position that the

White House and NSC staff had the responsibility to print out any "significant"

documents, and only those paper copies constitutcd records. Others at the National
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Archives believe, as we do, that this ignores the realities of bureaucratic operations

in the electronic age.

Winning the TRO amounts to an assessment by Judge Parkcr that we have a

significant chance to prevail on the merits of the case. Such a dccision will

establish a precedent government-wide that "electronic mail" should be treated just

as it would be as paper mail, as records when it discusses the business of the

govenrment, a candidate for both for preservation and for public access under the

Freedom of Information Act. The challenge of preserving and processing email

will be enormous: Just as of a 1986 OTA survey, 97 of 134 Federal agencies and

agency components responding reported the use of electronic mail, and such use

has only increased since then. Yet, these same statistics indicate that more and

more substantive government business is taking place through the electronic mails,

and we duck the challenge at the peril of losing oar own history.

Joining the ACLU as pro bono co-counsel on the case is the Public Citizcn

Litigation Group, which has suclessfully argued previous FOIA cases against the

NSC. Joining the National Security Archive as coplaintiffs in the case are the

American Historical Association and the American Library Association. We do not

expect to get the majority of the cnormous amount of electronic data contained on

thc PROFS tapes released to the public anytime soon. But we do expect to push

the National Archives to do its duty and plan ways and means to preserve and

protect records that exist in electronic form. And we do expect to force the White

House and National Security Council to stop their practic. . defining records as

"personal" or "working files" -- not 'rising to the level of records" -- which leaves

control of the information in official hands and robs us of our public history. As

technology advances, we will develop better and better ways to search electronic

information and make it publicly available. We just have to make sure the

information still exists when we finally solve the access problems.
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Recommendations to the Subcommittee

14

I. We need to affirm that the Freedom of Information Act applies to federal

information In whatever form, instead of describing the statute as "obsolete."

Federal records statutes in general and the relevant caselaw in particular are

actually quite good on this principle. The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals (Long v.

IRS, 1979), the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals (Yeager v, DEA, 1982), and the

Supreme Court (Forsham v. Harris, 1980) have all held that the FOR applies to

computerized information. The danger of treating the current statute as if it does

not apply to electronic information or is otherwise obsolete, is that this will assure

that some federal agencies will make the "obsolete" analysis a self-fulfilling

prophecy.

II. As In most areas of the FOIA, the key problem for electronic access is not with

the statutes or the caselaw, but with agency practices. The road to bureaucratic

hell is paved with good Congressional intentions. One need only examine the

practical effects of Congress's 1986 attempt to loosen fee requirements under the

FO1A, which was thwarted by a combination of Office of Management and Budget

definitions, Department of Justice guidance, and agency rcolations. Likewise,

agencies have developed multiple rationales for derying or destroying electronic

information, and have been upheld on occasion by courts deferring to the agencies'

presumed expertise. Organizations like ours are battling for greater public access

and have won a few good decisions as well. But unless there is stringent

Congressional oversight pressuring the acencies to comply with the intent of the

FOIA on electronic information as in other areas, access will inevitably lose out to

the permanent bureaucratic tendency to avoid embarrassment.
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III. Thc samc barricrs to acccss -- destruction, controls, and fccs -- that apply to

paper rccords undcr thc FOIA apply to cicctronic information, only morc so. Any

initiativc that sccks to addrcss the ncw cicctronic challenges will havc to begin by

solving thc old problcms:

(I) As thc PROFS casc shows, thc destruction of records in an cicctronic

environment is evcn casicr than bcforc, performed with a single kcystrokc as

opposcd to a shrcddcr or a burnbag. Th:. National Archivcs and Rccords

Administration, always rcluctant to challcngc othcr cxccutivc agcncics, will ha vc to

toughcn its approach to monitoring agcncy rccord-kccping and disposition. Too

oftcn hcrctoforc, NARA's stancc has occupicd only thc spcctrum bctwccn benign

ncgicct and innoccnt bystandcr. Congrcss has a major rolc to play in strcngthcning

NARA's watchdog abilitics and in cncouraging NARA's usc of thosc abilitics to

actively monitor agcncy practiccs.

(2) Thc devclopmcnt of cicctronic databascs has bccome yct anothcr cxcusc

for Increasing classification and other controls on fcdcral information. Ludicrous

notions such as "scnsitivc but unclassificd" information sec n less reprehcnsiblc

whcn applicd in thc contcxt of massivc tcchnical databascs, yet such is thc slippery

slopc lading away from thc f rec flow of idcas. Electronic information actually

has promisc in thc othcr dircction, for instancc, ,cgards to classification.

Through linkagcs with thc original sourccs, cicctronic rccords could rcsult in

automatic sequences of derivPtivc &classifications: Oncc thc original bit of

information was dccmcd releasable, all subscquent or dcrivcd bits could bc rcicascd

in an Icctronic chain. Congress must enter thc fray and cncouragc thc rcscarch

and practices that will simultancously af ford national sccurity information thc
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protcction it &serves and yct facilitatc timcly citizen acccss to this most important

of govcrnmcnt operations.

(3) Elcctronic information poscs ncw problcms in tcrms of fees to be

charged for accecs or copies, at the same time that fccs have bccomc perhaps the

most contentious barricr to acccss to paper records. At the Statc Dcpartmcnt, for

instance, a 'ciwyer, a paralegal and a profcssional staff mcmber peruse cach rcqucst

to detcrminc its fcc status, and routinely scnd multi-page form Icttcrs dcmanding

information about thc rcqucstcr's crcdentials and purposcs bcf ore a waiver of fccs

is granted, or in many cascs, dcnicd. According to Statc's 1988 annual rcport, this

cffort involving many tcns or possibly hundreds of thousands of dollars collccted

czactly $8,131 in fces. But the proccss did comc in handy in othcr ways, such as

rcducing Statc's backlog: Somc 694 rcquests thc prcvious ycar wcrc dumpcd out of

the proccssing qucue into suspcndcd animation bccausc thc fcc issucs wcrcn't

resolvcd when rcqucstcrs los, intercst in tclling their lifc story in order to gct a fec

waivcr which thcy wcre - usually falsely -- lcd to bclicve would cost them

hundrcds or thousands of dollars for each requcst.

(4) The enormous value-added inherent In any electronic Information

collcction also raises the stakes in what is of tcn a pitched battic betwccn private

industry and public intcrcst advocatcs ovcr governmcnt disscmination of

information. Whilc all sidcs can agrcc that basic principles of public acccss to

government information must bc affirmed and cnhanccd, whcn the discussion turns

to thc disscmination functions of governmcnt, it gcts mot: dclicatc. Aftcr all, one

person's "access" is another one's "dissemination': dial-up remote access to an agcncy

databasc sounds great to a rcference librarian, but may dircctly thrcatcn a privatc-

scetor franchise over the san,c or similar information. This tendcncy dictates that

435
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the first priority of any initiative on electronic information should bc to

consolidaw thc access principles wc all can agree on.

IV, The new technologies do bring some new problems beyond those we've sccn

with paper records. In this regard, the OTA report of October 1988 provides an

excellcat summary and discussion. Prime among thc new issues is the blurring of

the "rocord/nonrecord" distinction so important in FOIA caselaw. When applied to

relational databases which link disparate terms through non-linear pathways, thc

:ecvd/nonrecord distinction loses its precision. We would echo the OTA report's

recommendation that the FM is an "access to Information" statute rather than an

"access to records" statute, and toward a focus on the substance or informational

content of databases rather than the programming or other manipulation necessary

to extract or interpret them.

V. Again, we need to emphasize to agencies that Congress has made a commitment

to the principles .:mbodied in the Freedom of Information Act. These core

principles need to be rcstated and enforced by rigorous, effective, and most

importantly -- regular -- Congressional oversight, not just by public interest

litigation (although we're certainly doing our part). Committee staff reports

reviewing Congressional intent versus agency practices on key issues have been

enormously helpful in FOIA appeals and litigation, when voted Out by the cull

committee. Hearings which hold accountable agencies which have been

unresponsive arc also very useful. The current hearings by this Subcommittee, as

well as the hearings and interrogatories by Senator Leahy's subcommittee ;.i thc

other house, arc welcome developments in this regard. One recommendation here

would be to bring up the Department 4:if Josticc officials who keep telling agencies

that "no reprogramming whatsoever" should be done in response to FO1A requests.
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A productive set of interrogatories might ask Justice for all their mcmos and

guidances, which would form the bal.; for a record and a hcaring to tell them

they're wrong. It would be highly useful for thc appropriate Congressional

committees to produce a Bureaucrat's Guide to the FOIA, similar to the excellent

Citizen's Guide to the FOIA, and perhaps to host training sessions on these issues

together with the Congressional Research Service.

VI, Ultimately, there may be a need for explicit statutory language that will

clarify and codify Congress's intent these principles in an overall expansion of

access rights. Electronic issues will be the leading edge of this new consideration,

but unless we deal with the problems that plague paper records, new electronic

language will fall prey to the same vicissitudes as previous access statutes. The

other major danger of such a legislative initiative, especially in regards to

electronic information, is that it opens the prospect of a Pandora's box effect,

inviting the dozens of FOIA-gutting exemptions waiting in the back pockets of

those who are no friends of access, particularly technical data exemptions. Great

care must be taken, as this Subcommittee is beginning with these hearings, to build

a record that argues for more access, not less, and that preempts the arguments of

national security, better law enforcement, or greater competitiveness that are

always and will be again trotted out on behalf of a more closed society and

government.

I commend you, Mr. Chairman, and the Members and staff of this

Subcommittee, far beginning the urgent process of addressing the issues raised by

electronic :nformation. We at the National Security Archive look forward to

working with you towards more access to more information, for a more truly

d,mocratic society.
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Attachments:

I. Advisory Board of the National Security Archive.

2. Decision and Order, Office of Hearings and Appeals. U.S. Department of
Energy, December IS, 1987.

3. Decision and Order, Office of Hearings and Appeals, U.S. Department of
Energy, May 26, 1988.

4. Order, National Security Archive v. Central Intelligence Agency, Civil Action
No. 88-119 SSH, Judge Stanley S. Harris, July 26, 1938.

5. "White House Barred from Destroying NSC Files," Washington Post, January 20,
1989.

6. "Court Orders Halt to NSC Tape Destruction," The News Media and the Law,
Winter 1989.

7. FO1A appeal denial, Executive Office of the President, Office of
Administration, April 6, 1989.

8. Government Exhibit 177 from the trial of Oliver North, showing 736 of 737
PROFS notes in North's computer memory on November 22, 1986 being deleted by
November 29, 1986.

9. "Former Watergate Sleuth Founds Security Archive," National Journal, April 5,
1986.

10. Two PROFS notes to Oliver North from Robert McFarlane and John
Poindexter, respectively.

II. "Secrecy Before The Law," Sacramento Bee, January 10, 1987.
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Department of Energy
Washington, OC 20565

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

Quinlan J. Shea, Esquire
The National Security Archive
Suite 500
1755 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Mr. Shea:

DEC 1 8 1987

Re: Case No. KFA-0146

The Department of Energy has considered the Freedom of Information
Act Appeal filed by you on behalf of the National Security
Archive. As the enclosed Decision and Order indicates, the DOE
has determined that your Appeal be granted.

If you have any questions regarding this Decisi.on and Order,

please contact Richard W. Dugan, Associate Director, Office of
Hearings and Appeals, Department of Energy, Washington, D.C.

205 , telephone number (202) 586-2860.

SiJ

Geoge . Breznay
Directo
Office of Hearings ancrAppe

Enclosure
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Department of Energy
Washington, OC 20585

DEC 1 8 1987

DECISION AND ORDER
OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Appeal

The National Security Archive

November 24, 1987

KFA-0146

On November 24, 1987, The National Security Archive (NSA), a

private non-profit gtoup, filed an Appeal from a determination
issued to it on October 22, 1987 by the Deputy Assistant Manager
for Information Services (Deputy Assistant) of the DOE's Office of
Scientific and Technical Information (OSTI). In that
determination, the Deputy Assistant identified and released three
documents as being responsive to a request for information made by
the NSA pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA),
5 U.S.C. § 552, as impl,mented by the DOE in 10 C.F.R. Part 1004.
In its Appeal, the NSA requests that we direct the Deputy
Assistant to conduct a thorough search for additional responsive
documents.

The FOIA requires that documents held by federal agencies
generally be released to the public upon request. Pursuant to an
appropriate request, agencies are required to search their records
for responsive documents. If responsive documents cannot be
located, the requester must be told whether the requested record
is known to have been discarded or never to have existed.
10 C.F.R. § 1004.4(d).

OSTI maintains studies, reports and other documents containing
unclassified scientific and technical information. It receives
these documents from various sources, including DOE program
offices, DOE contractors, and foreign governments. For example,
all contractors engaged in DOE funded research, development, or
demonstration projects are required to file periodic reports on
the results of their projects. OSTI L-rves primarily to
disscminate the technical information it receives to contractors
having an interest in it and to the public at large. However,
access to some of the reports is limited to specified groups or
agencies. Such limited-access documents ("limited reports")

Celebrating the U.S Conthtution theentennial 1787 1987
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include reports that contain information such as "unclassified
controlled nuclear information" (10 C.F.R. Part 1017), "export
controlled technical data" (10 C.F.R. Part 810), copyrighted
information, or proprietary data (48 C.F.R. § 952.227-75(a)(2)).

In its Multi-part request, the NSA sought information pertaining
to the limited access documents maintained by OST/. The NSA
sought (1) a list of limited reports covered by an August 4, 1987
OSTI notice to various agencies and organizations regarding the
availability of selected limited reporLe on microfiche, (2) copies
of any other OSTI notices regarding liMited reports and a list of
the reports coVered by those notiCes, (3) copiee of all program
documents which explain or define the limited reports program or
which show how it in fact has operated, and (4) reading room
access in Washington. D.C., to all limited reports identified in
items (1) and (2) of its request.

In her response, the Deputy Assistant released to the Appellant
three DOE Orders identified as being responsive to item 3 of the
NSA's request. The Deputy Assistant found that there was no list
of limited reports covered by the August 4 notice and stated that
the agency is not required to create a list for purposes of
complying with the FOIA. She also stated that there were no other
notices regarding limited reports. As no lists of limited reports
were identified pursuant to items 1 and 2 of the request, no such
lists or reports were made available to the requester.

In its Appeal, the NSA argues that some list of limited reports
available from OSTI must exist, because otherwise OSTI personnel
would not know what reports to supply if they were requested
pursuant to the August 4 notice by a party authorized to receive
them. ,The NSA also asserts that other program documents must
exist concerning the operation of the limited reports program.
7'e NSA therefore asks that we remand this matter to the Deputy
Assistant for a new search for responsive documents. In the
course of the present proceeding, the Appellant informed us that
it primarily seeks a list of limited reports pursuant to items 1
aud 2 of its request, not each report itself. It therefore stated
that it will defer its request for access to the reports, until
the NSA has received the lists and informed OSTI of the specific
reports in which it is interested. Telephone conversation between
Quinlan Shea, NSA, and Bryan MacPherson, OHA (November 30, 1987).

We have stated on numerous occasions that an FOIA request deserves
a thorough and conscientious search for responsive documents, and
we have not hesitated to remand a case where It is evident that
the search conducted was in fact inadequate. Sec, e.g., Hideca
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Petroleum Corp., 9 DOE 1 80,108 (1981); Charles Varon, 6 DOE 1
80,118 (1980).

In reviewing th. Appeal, we contacted the Deputy Assistant to
determine whether additional documents responsive to the NSA's
request might exist. She explained that OSTI receivee and
processes over 1,000 limited reports per year. Records of these
reports are maintained in a computerized database. According to
the Deputy Assistant, no list of documents generally available to
authorized parties exists. Rather, if a particular authorized
party requests limited reports, the "profile" of that party can be
entered into the computer and a list of reports available and of
interest to that party retrieved. She also stated that no limited
reports have yet been provided to authorized parties pursuant to
the August 4 notice, and that no specific documents are currently
identifiable as being subject to that notice. The Deputy
Assistant claimed that processing the NSA's request would require
that the c'mputer be programmed to retrieve records concerning the
limited ret.orts sought by the NSA. She stated her understanding
that the FOTA does not require agencies to create new records.

The Deputy Assistant is correct that agencies need not create new
records when responding to an FOIA request. However, she
misconstrues the obligations of federal agencies when applying the
FOIA to computerized records. Agencies need not commit to paper
information that does not already exist in some form as an agency
record. For example, they may not be required to provide an
opinion or add an explanation to a document. NLRB v. Sears,
Roebuck, & Co., 421 U.S. 132, 161-62 (1975). With respect to
computerized records, an agency need not make computations,
restructure, or in any other way manipulate the data contained in
computerized records. Yeager v. DEA, 678 F.2d 315, 322-23 (D.C.
Cir. 1982). Nevertheless, the mere retrieval of information
already existing in a database, even if a computer must be
programmed to select specified types of data, does not constitute
creation of a new record. Rather, it is more in the nature of
selecting from a paper document information which ir within the
scope of a request and deleting information that is unwanted or
exempt. In this regard, the court in Yeager explained:

It is thus clear that computerstored records ... are
still "records" for purposes of the FOIA. Although
accessing information from computers may involve a
somewhat different process than locating and retrieving
manually stcred records, these differences may not be
used to cirt...mvent the full disclosure policies of the
FOIA. The type of storage system which the agency has
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chosen to maintain cannot diminish the duties imposed by
the FOIA.

The argument that a document With some information
deleted is a "new document," and therlfore not subject
to disclosere.has 'been flatly rejected. This is true
even if all but one or two items of information have
been deleted.

Id. at 321 (citations omitted). See also Long v. IRS, 596 F.2d
362 (9th Cir. 1979).

Consequently, the search for and selection of the titles of the
limited reports available from OSTI's database does not constitute
the creation of a new document, and the Deputy Assistant must
provide such information pursuant to an FOIA request. 1/ In
addition, our discussion with the Deputy Assistant concerning the
manner in which the limited reports program is operated revealed
that additional guidelines, manuals and other documents responsive

_.to NSA's request for "program documents" (item 3) might exist. We
also believe that additional notices responsive to item 2 of the
NSA's request may exist. Under these circumstances, we should
grant the NSA's Appeal and remand the request to the Deputy
Assistant for a new and thorough search for responsive documents.

As noted above, we have assumed for the purposes of the present
Appeal that the NSA sought a list of all limited reports in its
original request. See n.l. However, the NSA has also indicated
that it is likely to be interested in only a small portion of the
documents that are identified. Upon remand, we believe that the
Deputy Assistant, or her designee, should consult with the
Appellant in order to clarify and possibly narrow the scope of the
request. In this regard, the Deputy Assistant should inform the
NSA of the structure and general contents of OSTI's database

1/ It is reasonable to assume that by requesting both a list of
reports covered by the August 4 notice and a list of reports
cow:red by any other notices, the NSA was in fact seeking a
list uf all 1.imited reports available from OSTI. The NsA's
request should have been treated as such, or the Deputy
Assistant should have sought a clarification of the scope of
the request from the NSA, or assisted the NsA in

reformulating its request in accordance with 10 C.F.R.
1004.4(c)(2).
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containing information concerning limited reports. This will
allow the NSA to specify in greater detail the subject matter and
types of reports in which it is interested. The Deputy Assistant
shall provide the NSA With any responsive information from the
database that is not exempt from mandatory disclosure pursuant
to 5 U.S.C. 552(b). 2/

It Is Therefore Ordered That:

(1) The Appeal filed by the National Security Archive on
November 24, 1987 is hereby granted as set forth in Paragraph (2)
below.

(2) This matter is remanded to the Deputy Assistant Manager for
Information Services of the DOE's Office of Scientific and
Technical Information who shall in Accordance with the principles
set forth above promptly conduct A new search for additional
documents responsive to the NSA's request.

(3) This is a final order of the Department of Energy of which
any aggrieved party may seek judicial review pursuant to the
provisions of 5 U.S.C. 552(a)(4)(8). Judicial review may be
sought either in the district in which the requester lesides or
hasj principal place of business or in which the agency records
arJIituate o in the District of Columbia.

eo g
Direc
Office of Hearing and ppeals

Date:
DEC 1 8 1987

2/ Consultation with the NSA concerning the types of "program
documents" sought could also prove helpful, since in its
-ppeal the NSA claims that it specifically sought records
pertaining to all determinations that individual reports
should be limited, and we do not read this portion of its
initial request so broadly.



0 Richard W. Dugan
Associate Director
Office of Hearings and Appeals
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Dernminment of Energy
Washington. DC 20585

JUN 1 M8
Quinlan J. Shea, Esquire
The National Security Archive
1755 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Re: Case No. KF?.-0158
Dear Mr. Silva:

The Department of Energy has considered the Motion filed by the
Office of Scientific and Technical Inform7'.ion to clarify the
Decision that was issued to the National 4,ecurity Archive on
December 18, 1987. Enclosed for your information is a copy of the
Decision and Order.

If you have any questions regarding this Decision and Order,
please contact me at telephone number 586-2860.

Sincerely,

Enclosure
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Department of Et ergy
Washington. DC 2055L

MAY 2 5 1988

DECISION AND ORDER
OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Motion for Clarification

Name of Petitioner: Office of Scientific & Technical
Information

Date of Filing: January 26, 1988

Case Number: KFA-0158

On January 26, 1988, the DOE's Office of Scientific and Technical
Information. (OSTI) filed a Motion for Clarification of c Decision
and Order issued on December 18, 1987, to the National Security
Archive (NSA), a private non-profit organization. The National
Security Archive, 16 DOr. 1 80,137 (1987). That Decision-4FaTrWia
an AppealirtEe NSA of an OSTI determination concerning a request
for information made by the NSA pursuant to the Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. 1 552, as implemented by the DOE
in 10 C.F.R. Part 1004. The Decision directed OSTI to contact the
NSA in order to clarify the scope of the FOIA request and to then
search its computerized database for information responsive to the
request.

The FOIA requirers that records held by federal agencies generally
be released to the public upon request. Pursuant to an
appropriate request, agencies are required to search their records
for responsive %locuments. If responsive documents cannot be
located, the reqwster must be told whether the requested record
is known to have been discarded or never to have existed.
10 C.F.R. 1 1004.4(d). Where a request does not reasonably
describe the records sought, DOE regulations require the agency to
confer with the requester in an attempt to restate the request in
a manner that would allow the agency to comply. 10 C.F.R. 1
1004.4(c)(2). The FOIA applies only to existing documents and
agencies are not required to create new documents in response to
an FOIA request. 10 C.F.R. 1 1004.4(d).

I. BACKGROUND

OSTI maintains studies, reports and other documents containing
scientific and technical information. It receives these documents
from various sovr.es, including DOE program offices, DOE
contractors. and fontign governments. For example, all
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contractors engaged in DOE funded research, development, or
demonstration projects are required to file periodic reports on
the results of their projects. OSTI's archives contain over
600,000 documents, which date back to the early 1940's.

Most of the documents maintained by OSTI are publicly available,
and OSTI serves primarily to disseminate the technical information
it receives to contractors, and others, having an interest in
it. 1/ However, access to some of the unclassified reports is
limited to specified groups or agencies. Such limited-access
documents include reports that contain information such as
"unclassified controlled nuclear information" (10 C.F.R. Part
1017), "export controlled technical data" (10 C.F.R. Part 810),
copyrighted information, or proprietary data (48 C.F.R.
952.227-75(a)(2)). OSTI receives and processes over 1,000
limited-access reports per year.

In its request, the NSA sought information pertaining to the
limited-access documents maintained by OSTI. Among the
information sought by the NSA was a list of limited-access reports
covered by an August 4, 1987 OSTI notice (the Goad memorandlm) to
various agencies and organizations regarding tle availability of
selected limited-access reports on microfiche. No list of
limited-access documents was provided pursuant to this FOIA
request. OSTI stated in its determination that no list of
limited-access reports covered by the Goad memorandum existed, and
asserted that the agency is not required to create a list for
purposes of complying with the FOIA.

On November 24, 1987, the NSA filed an Appeal of OSTI's
determination. In reviewing the Appeal, we contacted OSTI to
determine whether a list of documents covered by the Goad
memorandum might exist. We were informed by OSTI that records of
both publicly available and limited-access reports are maintained
in a computerized database; however, no list of documents
generally available to authorized parties exists. Rather, if a
particular authorized party requests limited-access reports, the
"profile" of that party can be entered into the computer and a
list of reports available and of interest to that party retrieved.

In considering the NSA's Appeal, we determined that, contrary to
OSTI's contention, providing a list of documents derived from
OSTI's database would not constitute the creation of a record. We

1/ OSTI receives approximately 20,000 documents a year that are
publicly available. A list of most of these public documents
may be fsind in "Energy Research Abstracts" which is
published every two weeks by the Government Printing Office.

44S
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granted the appeal and directed OSTI to use its database to
provide the list of documents sought br the NSA. 16 DOE at

80,608. Since the NSA indicated that it was interested in only a

small portion of the documents that would be identified, and was

unaware of the nusiber of limited-access documents which exist, we

stated that upon remand OSTI should Consult with the NSA in order

to clarify and possibly narrow the scope of the request. In order

to aid the NSA in reformulating its request, we directed OSTI to

inform the NSA of the structure and general contents 1of its

database.

!n its present Motion, OSTI challenges our statement in the

Decenber 18 Decision that "the mere retrieval of information
aliftady existing in a database, even if a computer must be
progismmed to select specified types of data, does not constitute

creation of a new record." 16 DOE at 80,608. OSTI maintains that

the statement is overbroad and is inconsistent with FOIA
reqnirements. a/ The NSA in its response to OSTI's Motion argues

that the prior Decision correctly applied the law.

II. ANALYsIS

The issue raised in thia proceeding--i.e., the extent to which
agencies must utilize their computer capabilities in order to
comply with FOIA requests--involves a relatively new and unsettled

aspect of FOIA law. It is clear that agencies are not required to
create new records pursuant to an FOIA request. 2/ Thus, the FOIA

does not require agencies to answer questions, generate

explanatory material, compile statistical data, or provide any
other information that is not already contained in agency records.
See, p.g., NLRB v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 421 U.S. 132, 162 (1974);

Boron v. CrrorT, 651 F.ii1 TIT0--(76Eir. 1981); Giza v. HEW, 628
ITYU 748 (1st Cir. 1980); Johnny Paxton, 10 DOE f7NU,TY7-1-1982);

2/ In its original Motion, osTI also argued that we may have
misunderstood the facts of the case as they relate to the

capability of OSTI to rec^ver information from its database.
OsT1 therefore also asked that we modify those portions of
the prior Decision which required it to use its database to
provik:e the NSA with a list of documents. Subsequent to the
filing of the Motion, OSTI provided the NSA with a list of
the documents covered by the Goad memorandum, which the NSA
states satisfies that portion of its request. On March 30,
1988, (WI withdrew this portion of its Motion.

3/ Of course, an agency may elect to prepare a new record either

in order to accommodate a requester or because it is the

least burdensome manner of complying with a request.

4
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Stephen N. Shaw, 6 DOE 1 80,177 (1980). But cf. Diamond v. FBI,
487 P. supp7-714 (s.D.N.Y. 1979) (explanalE51-ariliallinal-3afiOn
contained in documents required).

It IR also clear that the FOIA is not limited to paper records.
See, Aege, Weisbere v. Department of Justice, 631 F.2d 824 (D,C.

TWO) (photogriPli); Save ifi; Mitplins v. avartment of
Commerce, 404 F. Supp. 407 (IFE j1. 1975niotiOn plot:ai)-1"pr
RIZERT-v. United States, 325 F. Supp 130 (D. Kan. 1971), aff'd "Fri
Faiii-aual7-1"66-171Z 671 (10th Cir. 1972) (gun, cloth-7574-6'a
other physii1 articles aro not urecords"). In this regard, there
can be no doubt that computer-stored records, whether they are
maintained.in the central processing unit, ou magnetic tape or
disks, or in.some other fore, are still orecords" and are subject
to the FOIA. Coats have emphasized that differences in the form
in which computerized information is maintained and in the manner
in which computerized records are located and retrieved may not be
used to circumvent the full disclosure policies of the FOIA, ead
generally have applied by analogy the FOIA requirements applicable
to paper recnrds. 1/ See, e.g., Yeeger v. DEA, 678 F.2d 315, 321
(D.C. Cir. 1982); Lou v. IR", 596 F.26 n27165 (9th cir. 1979);
St. Paul's Benev. tar. &Nisi'. Inst. v. United States, 506 F. Supp.
III 15T1T7 Ui7-74.071 ae17-71so brie-geirrSETere,-6 DOE i 80,177
(1980). While the processes may be alferant, many computer
searches are in substance essentially the same as manual searches
and involve compareble methods and skills. For example, to search
paper records a methodology must be developed and the relevant
files or file drswers manually searched for the requested
information. Similar methodologies must be developed and used
when a computer is instructed to perform the search. A computer
search may be electronic in nature, but it is not necessarily any
different in essence. It merely uses different tools--the
computer and its software--to conduct the search. Database
programs generally can produce lists of i.tems in the database.
'nue, were a request made for a list of all documents in a
database, OSTI would be required to produce the list.

4/ For example, the FOIA requires that where a requested record
contains both material that is exempt from xendatory
disclosure and material that is not, agencies must release
all reasonably segreqable non-exempt information. The eourts
in Ye eer and Long held that, a with deletions from paper
records, using a computer's capabilities to delete exempt
material from computerized records does not constitute ihe
creation of a new record, and therefore does not justify
denying access to the non-exempt information.

4 o
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There is also no doubt that agencies are not required to perform

calculations, manipulate '411, or restructure records in any way

pursuant to an FOIA requeet, since this would constitute the

creation of a new record. 5/ The more difficult issue is the
extent to which agencies must search a database in order to select

those records within the database that are requested pursuant to

the rm. On this issue, no precise &newer can be formulated in

the abstract. As noted above, this is an unsettled area of the

law and there are few judicial determinations to guide us.

Furthermore, an _agency's obligation to search its database may

depend upon the particular circumstances presented, including how

the database is structured, the capabilities of the agency's

computer system and personnel, and the specific information

requested. We believe, however, that to the extent that OSTI
maintains records in a database and already has software that is
capable of searching the database, the POIA requires OSTI to use
that software to search the database for the requested records.

This is true even if the type of seareh that must be performed is
different from the type normally pereormed by OSTI. A search of
this nature is not, in substance, significantly different from a

search of a file cabinet for paper records that are responsive to

a request. If the FOIA required anything less it would allow
agencies to conceal information from public scrutiny by placing it

in computerized form. This would be inconsistent with the FOIA's
policy of the fullest possible disclosure.

We do not believe, however, that the FOIA requires OSTI to edit
the records obtained through such a search. Thus, a requester may
not ordinarily require an ageney to delete fields the requester
does not want from a record or to print the record in any specific

format. 5/ To the extent that our prior Decision could have been

The requester in yeager had argued that the agency should not
delete the exempt portions, but should utilize its computer
capabilities to modify the data to render it non-exempt, so
that it could be released in a form that would be useable by

the requester. The court rejected this argument. It held
that the fact that records are maintained in computerized
form does not impose any special obligations on an agency
that would not be present if the records were maintained in

paper form and that the agency consequently need not

manipulate the data in order to comply with the request.

5$/ A database is a collection of information on a given subject.

Toe information is grouped into "records" and each record is

composed of "fields." For example, in a database similar to

(cont'd)

4 5
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read as implying that the NSA could specify the format or the
contents of the list, it went beyond the requirements of the FOIA.
Of course, OSTI may choose to comply with requests to present the
information in a particular form and it may delete segregable
exempt information.

A more difficult issue arises where OSTT does not already possess
the software necessary to comply with an FOIA request, and
therefore must write or modify a program (but not manipulate data)
in order to perform the search necessary to retrieve the requested
data. In our view, "programming" a computer may involve a simple
procedure that can be done in a few minutes, such as changing a
few lines in an existing program. It may, on the other hand,
require many man-hours to write a complex program. Moreover, the
distinction between writing a new program and using existing
software is not always clear. There have been no definitive
judicial pronouncements on this issue, and we did not intend to
imply in the December 18, 1987 Decision that OSTI must reprogram
its computers in order to comply with an FOIA request irrespective
of the amount or type of programming required. Based upon our
understanding of OSTI's computer system and the facts presented to
us, we concluded in our December 18, 1987 Decision that OSTI had
software capable of searching its database in a manner that would
provide the NSA with the requested list. We know of no basis for
modifying that case-specific determination. Nor do we believe it
appropriate at the present juncture to specify the extent, if any,
to which an agency is required to write or modify a program in
order to retrieve computerized information. 2/ We shall consider
this matter in the future on a case-by-case basis.

(cont'd)

OSTI's, all the information on a given document could
constitute a record and each item, e.g., author, title, or
spedate, would constitute a field. Generally, it is possible
to search a database and retrieve records where a selected
field meets specified parameters. For example, if a database
of a listing of documents contained a field for the date the
documents were authored, it would usually be possible to
retrieve a list of all documents that were authored during a
specified time period.

2/ OSTI cites Clarke v. United States, No.84-1873 (E.D. Pa. Jan.
24, 1986) (unpliblaluiiraiEiiiiiF) -in support of its position
that agencies are not required to reprogram their computers
in order to extract information pursuant to an FOIA request.

(cont'd)
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We wish to point out that even if the FOIA might not in a

particular case require an agency to "search" a database, the
entire database nevertheless would be subject to the FOIA, Thus,

an agency, even where not required to reprogram its computer,
would still be required to identify and provide a copy of the
entire database, except for those portions falling within one of

the exemptions to mandatory disclosure (or beyond the scope of the

request), either in paper or computerized form (allowing the
requester to perform its own search). Moreover, any paper records
containing information that is also in a database would continue

to be stibject to the FOIA. For example, the NSA's request to OSTI
for a list of documents could have been satisfied by providing a

copy of the title pages of the relevant documents. Milgrim,

Thomaiao, Jacobs & Lee, 5 DOE 1 80,181 at 80,826 (1980)(quoting
Ass'n v. Rumsfeld, 428 F. Supp. 454, 457-58

(D.D.C. 1977)). FIEWFIY, asliFiiIted out in our December 18
Decision, before OSTI could properly deny a request on the ground
that it would require extensive reprogramming of its computer, it

should consult with the requester in an effort to reformulate the
request in a manner that would not require reprogramming. 10

C.F.R. $ 1004.4(c)(2). See also Ferri v. Bell, 645 F.2d 1213,
1219-21 (3d Cir. 1981).

In sum, the
computerized
of the law.
agencies to
reformulate

issues involved in the application of the FOIA to
records involve a relatively new and unsettled area
While it is clear that the FOIA does not require
use their computer capabilities to manipulate or
data in response to an FOIA request, computerized

(cont'd)

In Clarke, the requester sought the names and addresses of
institutional holders of cc.rporate bonds. In order to

retrieve this information, not only would it be necessary to
develop a computer program at a cost in excess of $3,800, but
entities identified as a result of the computer search would

have to be contacted to determine whether they were in fact

institutional rather than individual bondholders. Thus the
request would have involved much more than a mere search of a

database. Moreover, there was an alternative ground for
withholding the requested material in Clarke, and the court
did not give any detailed explanation-Tr-its reasons for

denying the request. Under these circumstances, we do not

believe that this single district court opinion can be

interpreted to mean that agencies can never be required to

perform any reprogramming in order to comply with an FOIA

request.

.453
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records are nevertheless subject to the FOIA and agencies must use
their existing software and computer facilities to retrieve such
records pursuant to an appropriate request. We take no position
at the present time on the extent to which agencies must reprogram
their computers in order to respond to an FOIA request. We will
address this issue in the future on a case-by-case basis.

It Is Therefore Ordered That:

The Motion for Clarification filed by the Office of Scientific and
Technical Information on January 26, 1966 is hereby granted as set
fo in tI f9,egoing Decision.

eo . Brez ay
Direc sr
Offic of Hearings

Date: MAY 2 6 1988

A

a/s

45,4
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FILED
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA JUL ? 6 1988

NATIONAL SECURITY ARCHIVE,

Plaintiff,

V.

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY,

Defendant.

CLERK. U.S ,IRIC7 COURT
DJSIRICI 1.:3LUMBIA

Civil Action No. 88-119 SSH

ODER

This matter is before the Court upon defendant's motion to

dismiss this action brought under the Freedom of Information Act

(FOIA), 5 U.S.C. 5 552, on the ground of mootness because

defendant has produced the information thrt plaintiff requested

from it. Plaintiff concedes that.defendant has produced the

requested information; however, plaintiff objects to the form in

which defendant has produced the informatioL. Plaintiff wants

defendant to releatv. its electronic data base of the information

and is not satisfied with the release of a list containing all

the requested information. "It is true that an agency need not

respond to a FOIA request for copies of documents where the .

agency itself has provided an alternative form of access." Tex

Anay_ktt_y_,_gnlosLjittrjatwurjnmtjzfagLtjgs, No. 86-5625,

slip op. at 8 (D.C. Cir. April 25, 1988), reh'g denied, slip op.

(D.C. Cir. July 15, 1988;. lee Also plizukri_mt_1212ArtmenLat

the Interior, 603 F. Supp. 760 (D.D.C. 1984) (an agency has no

obligation under FOIA to accommodate a particular requester's

preference regarding the format of requested information, and the

agency need only provide responsive, nonexempt information in a
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reasonably accessible form). Defendant has responded to

plaintiff's request under FOIA, and the information is in a

reasonably accessible form. Nothing precludes plaintiff from

creating its own electronic data base from the released informa-

tion. Accordingly, it hereby is

ORDERED, that defendant's motion to dismiss is granted.

SO ORDERED.

Date: 2 6 JUL 1286

4 5

Stanley S. Harris
United States District Judge
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TH :SE WAIMIo:T POO

White Ikuse Barred From Destroying NSC Files

By Gouge Ladner Jr.
wow...MI SW Wren

A federal judge ordered the Rea.
gen White Home lest night to stop
its lastnninute destruction of secret
Nallonalleeurity Council computer
mcquges Myth at them unearthed
in the ireolontra scandal.

Asaistant Attorney General John
R. Bolton ecaidained that the de.
cree would'gravely impair "an or .
derly transfer ad power` to Prod.
dentelect :Mile Bush at noon
today, but senior lI.S. District
Court Judge Barrington Parker
brushed Aside the administration's
complaint at an emergency hearing.

"The world isn't going to care
in." Parker saki in :miring tempo.
rary rentraining order Against Pres.
ident Readsn, Hush and the Nation.
al Security Council (N$C) staff,

The order, lamed at 6:10 p.m.,
prohibited further destruction or
alteration of lapel In the so-talled
PROPS system used by NSC and
some White Home staff members
to tend messages to one another
electronically.

Dolton told the court that "some
deletions have been made over the
course of the last several days," but

he said he would immediately tell
the White Rouse to stop purging
the electronic files.

The lead plaintiff in the case,
Scott Armstrong, executive direc.
tornf the National Security Ar.
chive, nonprofit research insti.
tute, said he' had ben told by goy.
ernment archivists it went days
that PROPS system tapes other
than those turned Over to Iran.
rows investigators 'have not been
;Ind will not bo preserved as A 'per.

manent record' oi the Regan ad.
ministration."

The erchivists, Armstrong mid in
an affidavit, teld WM the NOY

to bsdept 'mold ,
be then jwintia out led
mints le paper form. Arm-
strong mod the Jrimcontra affair
demonstrated that many knportent
IMMO existed only Or tape.

The Semite end Home, trio-
contra committees useW then% for
example, In (rutting the controver.
'Mal revisions of dr White Horse
`chronoloey" that was put together
November UM Net before It bo-
urne public that profits from arms
sales to Iran bed been diverted to
the contra rebels in Nicaragua.
PROPS menages Include the time
and date they were recorded.

Roltnn argued that all PROPS
messages relevant to the Iran.
contra affair had shady been
turned over to inveatigators And
that It was Important for departing
NSC staffers to clean out their corn-
outer files Along with their desks.

'This is not some sinister con.
spiracy," Bolton mid. 'There's
nothing untoward or improper
About it,' Leaving the NSC comput.
er !system clogged with Reagan ad.

ministration data, be argued, would
"affect the sbIUt of the new pros.
{dent to est ids adaninietration up
and running.'

Parker saW he doubted that his
order, width will expire Jan. 30,
would poses greet inconvenience,
lie assigned the cue to U.S. Div
trlct Court Judge Charles R. RI.
they, who is to conduct a hearing
Wednesdey.

The attorney (or the plaintiffs.
Kate Martin, director of the Amer.
Ian Civil Liberties UnIon's National'
Security Litigation Project, said the
suit was Med only after government
Archivists sald the tapes would not
be preserved because they were
not covered by the 11.year-old
Presidential Reeords Act. Former
senator Geylord Notion ID.Wis.),
another plaintiff, was co.auther of
the law.

Parker said he did not consider
the case 'the strongest" candidate
he has seen for a temporary rs .
straining order, but sold he was sat.
ladled that it warranted one until
Richey takes a claw look.

Armstrong told reporters after
the hearing that he does not know
how many PROPS measages might
still be retrievable.
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Cowl Orders Ma It to NBC Tope Dostniclion
no the eve of the hsauguntion, the
%10 National Security Archive and
other public interest /pupa persuaded
a federal Judge to Nock temporarily
Reagan administration plans to (saw
massive amounts of While House doe-
marts stored on computer tapar.

The groups wiped drat under the
Presidentiel Records Act, the Nation-
al Archives should dtasetsine whether
documents on the tapas should be pew
segued for the publlc

1,1

I. 19113, the National Security Cosa-
I cil begot Wag IBM'S Pro/WNW
Oars System software to marests is-
formation produced hey networktd
commealers. With PROFS the agesey
could emote indeX, NOM anti retrieve
records on magnetic tape sod elinti
nate the avalanche 9( psper records
that would accumulate otherwise.

The paperless spleen worked effi-
ciently and well A year later the gov-
ernment expanded PROFS so that
high level officials in the White House,
the Old Executive Office Building and
Cabinet agencies had access to it.

Another facet of the system made it
very useful: it maintained backup

'copies of all document& When the
Iran-Contra scandal came to light, the
NSC staff shredded important paper
records and deleted records from its
computers. But the PROFS backup
tapes allowed investigators to recon-
struct much of the infonnanon.

Both the Tower Commission and
the independent counsel relied on
PROFS information.

In late January a researcher for the
Natinnal Security Archive asked an
employee of the National Archives
and Records Adnunistratitm about
how to locate White House record:
from the PROFS network. The Ar-
chive is a public interest group headed
by former Washington Port reporter
Scott Armstrong, which collects and
studies unclassified national security
information.

The NARA official said those re-
cords %mild not be preserved by the
National Archives.

The National Security Archive and
other groups which require govern-
inent information for their work met

Ig with Milli Fawcett, bead of the

-

Scott Mootra& had al Neforma **WV Waft lad lops Ontivelien Net*

Office of Presidential Libraries of
NARA, to urge the agency to preserve
the tapes.

Fawcett said NARA would collect
only PROFS nameages that the White
House determined were "presidential
records" and committed to paper for
permanent retention.

The Presidential Records Act re-
quires NARA to preserve historitally
and administratively significant re-
cords. Fawcett said that NARA has
advised the White House and NSC
that, to comply with the act, they
should create paper copies of eiectron.
re records they deem significant. Other
records on the PROFS tapes could be
erased, NARA said.

Relieving that Reagan edministra-
lion olicials would erase PROFS tapes
as a housecleaning measure on the eve
of President George Bush's inaugura-
tion, Armstrong, the Center for No-
tional Security Studies, former Senator
Gaylord Nelson, an author of the Presi-
dential Records Act, and others asked
the U.S. District Court in Washington,
D.C., to order the Reagan and Bush
administrations to stop destroying
PROFS tapes. They said that the Ar-
chivist of the United States should re-
view the tapes to determine the "signiii.
Mier" of documents

If Ihit Court did 00 act, Aniistrong

argued, valuable records would be
lost. He contended that the law covers
electronic as well as paper records, cit-
ing a proposed NARA policy on elec-
tronic recoeds that recognizes that
they, like paper records, must be dis-
posed of in accordance with federal
laws and regulations.

In a hearing Jan. 19 before Judge
Barringtan Parker, the government ar-
gued that a delay in trash., the tapes
would prevent "an orderly transfer of
power" and "affect the ability of the
new president to get his administration
up an! running."

If !Fe Reagan administratim were
to leave the tapes full of data it would
be like leaving old furniture bchind
when new tenants are trying to move
in, government lawyefs saki.

Judge Parker countered that old
tenants do not stack up their furn
and burn it. At 9 p nt on th:
the inauguration, the judge ism.
temporary order barring, deseak,
of data on the Reagan administt this
PROFS tapes, lie assigned the case to
another judge for a hearIng as to the
need for a permanent injunction
against destruction before the archivist
reviews the tapes.

Briefs on a preltininary Injunction
woe duc iii mid-February. (Armstrong

Reog.in)u
7Primer t BB9 THE NEWS MEDIA AND THE TAW WINTER 19A4
(pohl ished by The Report ers Commit tee

(.21- 1.1.1a-Si.
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EXECUTIVE MICE OW THE PRESIDENT
MICE OV ADIIINIIIRATION

Wye loglea, D.C. IMO

April 6, 1989

Dear Mr. Armstrong:

This is in response to your March 14, 1989 letter appealing the
Office of Administration denial of your January 9, 1989 Freedom
of Information Act (FOIA) request seeking "copies of all tapes,

discs, and/or other storage formats for the PROFS System serving
the Executive Office of the President (EOP) and/or the National
Security Council, and all information contained therein, as well
as all the records in whatever format derived from the PROFS
system, from the date of the installation of said system to the

end of the Reagan administration."

As you acknowledge in your appeal letter, this FOIA request is the
subject matter of a lawsuit pending in the Federal District Court
for the District of Columbia, Armstrong v. Bush, Civ. No. 89-0142.

Your appeal is denied on the same grounds that were set forth in
our initial denial to you dated February 17, 1989. Your request,
fails to reasonably describe the records sought as required by 5

U.S.C. Sec. 552(a)(3)(A). Moreover, your appeal is denied because
the data generated on the PROFS system does not constitute
"agency recolds" under the FOIA. Agency record material within
the Office of Administration is kept in hard copy format.

Finally, to the extent that the material sought is created or
retained by the personal staff of the President and/or by units
within the Executive Office of the President whose sole function is
to advise and assist the President, your request is denied because
the material is not subject to the Freedom of Information Act.

This letter is a determination of which you may seek judicial
review in accordance with the provisions of 5 U.S.C.
Sec. 552(a)(4).

Sincerely,

CULAa5,EAVAI
Paul W. Bateman

Deputy dssistant to the Presiden r r Management and
DIrector of the Office of : inistration

Mr. Scott Armstrong
Executive Director
The National Security Archives
1755 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
suite 500
Washington, DC 20036

459
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ADDITIONAL CPUA INFORNATION

Per inatructioma received from Captain Barnes at approximately l91S S Feb 87
the data files associated with userid NSOLN were restored to DASU on CPUA from
tapes that were created on IS Nov 86, 22 Nov 86, and 29 Nov 86. The following
table summarizes the size of the PROFS note logs.

15 Noe 86 files:

6 notes logs: NOTE had 69! notes Ln it.
F071 had 1 note An it.
NORTH had I note in. it.

OFSHAIL had 5 notes in it.
57TE had I note in it.
88TE had 1 note in it.

22 Nov 66 files:

6 notes logs: NOTE had 737 notes in it.
F07% had I note in it.
NORTH had 1 nots in it.
OFSHAIL had 17 notes in it.
57TE had I note in it.
88TE had I note in'it.

29 Nov 86 files:

6 notes logs: NOTE had 1 notes in it.
TOTE had 1 note in it.
NORTH had I note Ln it.
OFSHAIL had 3 notes Ln it.
57TE had 1 note Ln it.
88TE had 1 note in it.

J 1

I GO

GOVERNMENT

t 1



By DividCi Monism

In 1913, Week:von Post topcolet
Scott Arington sad thawNew York
Times reporter Raymond Bonner,
both of whom wore remarehmg books
on (mien pokey. began tempering
notes on the lowinunenl dicumenta
they were receiving wide, the Free-
dom of Information Act (FOIA),

"It was deer that whet was being
denied to we was being given to the
other; the whole was greater than the
sum of the parts." Armstrong said
"So I kind of whimsically said that we
should agree on a piece to put it all
when it's done "

ROM that offhand remark eyeful,-
ally emerged the Nalitnal Security
Archive. Conceived us mntral repos-
itory for peevioutly classified govern-
ment papeswork, the archive has been
pledged almost 200 lineer feet of al-
ready released FOIA material.

When it officially opens its doors in
the Broohngs Institution annex this
summer, the National Security Ar-
chive hopes to become, as its grant
proposal says. "the long sought-after
institutional memory for Washington"
that will bring "into a single, onwstop-
shopping, institutional setting eacit
..vailable document on a subject
... available foe use by all parties in
the ongoing debates over the direction
of national policy."

Armstrong. 40, is well suited to
serve as the new archive's first direc-
toe An FOIA fanatic of sorts, he has
filed mote than 2.000 requests during
his reporting career, freeing up tens of
thousands of pages of once-secret doc-
uments. "From what I understand,
he's unbelievable" as a FOIA fike
said investigative repotter Seymour
Hersh. "As someone who hat worked
against him. (I would sayl he's very
tough and knowledgeable reporter."

The route by which Armstrong he .
came a reporter, however, is circu.
nous, 10 say the least. It begins in his
native Wheaton, III., runs through
Yale University. where Armstrong
earned a degree in philosophy,
through Harvard University Law
Sclvaol, where he spent Ofte year. and
thou to Boston. where he worked in
corrections ati a "socially active social
wiwbcf" during the eddy 1979,

1 hanks lit discussions with high
school chum Hob Woodward of lhe
Wailungion rall, all unlikely career
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Former Watergate Sleuth
Founds Security Archive

detour opened up for Armstrong when
he look a keen interest in the budding
Watergate affair. In 1973, he secured

job as on investigator for the Senate
Select Committee on Presidential
Campaign Practices, the so-called
Watergate Committee. "In Boston I
was working lo return offenders to l'ac
community," Armstrong said. "Not: I
was taking prominent members of the
community and getting them into
prison."

As a result of Its work for the Sen-
ate committee. Armstrong assisted
Woodward and Carl Bernstein at The
Final Days (Simon & Schuster Inc.,
1976), a chronicle of the Nixon Ad-
ministration's last paps. He joined the
Post as a reporter in 1976, coauthor-
ing with Woodward a book on the
Supreme Court, The Brethren (Simon
& Schuster, 1979), and winning sev-
eral awards for his reporting on the
Irsnion revolution and the Korean in .
fluenrsceddling scandal that became
knor . as Koreagate.

A rnstrong took a leave from the
Post in 1994 to COMMele a book on
foreign policy decisior making during
the late Carter years and the early
Reagan years. Shoved to a back
burner by the archive project, the
book-- Armstrong and his editors at
Alfred A Knopf inc. hope should be
finished by hic sirrrrirrer ll C plays 10
return to the Prot lake the archive
becomes self-supporting through the

sak of indexed document sets to uni-
versity libraries.

Armstrong is no stranger to Wash-
ington's OffiCial national security cont.
munity. He spoke last month to a
meeting of intelligence and security
agency directors, and he has been con .
sulted by Pentagon officials who, bur-
dened by cumbersome security proce-
dures, are seeking to pare down the
roughly two billion currently classified
documents they must keep track of.
"What they don't want classified,"
Armstrong said, "I want to get."

By god large, those officials are
undisturbed by plans for the archive.
"As long as he sticks to his Platt just tu
catalog information that has been re.
leased. then I don't think there's too
many problems," said L. Britt Snider.
the Pentagoo's director foe informa-
tion security. Snider acknowledged.
however, that archive users "putong
all of the pieces of a mosaic together
and getting into sensitive area"
could create some official discomfort.

Armstrong argued that the archive
should save Ihe SCOMS of FOIA offices
that process requests in the Washing .
ton area considerable time and money
by reducing redundant requests for
d0C11111tnis

MOM important, he said, the ar .
chive represents "the ultimate dellIOC

Or At 11:111010 scuritv tie
bate, taking it oulstik I W,ihtugtou'sl
lteltway once and for all "
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MOIL MN: JOIN POINDENTER
Subject: PRIVATt SLAM: CHECK
You may go attain and so. but I ant soveral points

made clear to them. Moro

ere MOt tO be any partS del ttttt d until 411 the
hostage, Ore free in

ccordance vIth thc plan that you 14,.4 out for
na.before. Keno of this half.

'Mignon% before Any Are roleasod trap. It ts either
all or nothint. Also you

may tell chme that the President as getting very annoyed
at their continual

stalling. No will not agree to any more changes an this plan. Esther they agree

finally en thi arrang000nts that have boon discussed or we
Are going to

permanently cut off all contact. If they really vent to save their fro*

the Sov:oits, they should get en board. 1 an beginning
to suspect that

doesn't have ouch authority.
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enwairalLwes
NOTE FROM: ROUST MOTAXLANt
Suklonc: Mow's It GeLag?
Roger 011ie. I guess I. a little puzzled about the Iranian wiring diagram.

Fres whim ere wo getting the word'coa II 4 seating ill the Gulf? la Garbo

involved la that dialogue or I. that unto coming through the Israelis? It

strikes se that it is probably 01.to teep Gorba us the
dark.-to the extent

that is pas:11bl* to do so it there. Ls another channel. Gerbil LS beettelly

self..earwins sischief either. Of CONtle the ttOUOle is that as far as we MOW.

SO is the elicits lot of thee we lite dealing with. rhe SOvieC threat LS MI

sic mesace aod I would guess that they would like to w0Le Aewthg

Ruseions la Iran. But 1.c Ls going to take some time to gei feel for just who

the playera are fie the contemporary steno in Teheran.
So the *Gomm we get

ed M. better.

I would be gl4d to meet to talk about he nacLhe Corps. I w%ll be hawing lunch

with Paul Mitre this Friday. How about right iifteli that eV About 2:00pm La

your office?

Frank.y. I would expect the heat (roe the Mill to become lamense.on you by

summer. Consequently Lc strilrea eel as wise that you leave the White Nouse..At

lb. sama time chare will be no one to dm all (or swage e mall part Oi whet)

you have done. And if it isn't dohs. virtually all of the investu4ot of tne

past five
years gill go do wn the drain.

Mow's this (Or A self-serving scenario: 1. North l.aves the gnith Mouse in nay'

end taker. 30 days leave. 2. July 1st tiorth is assigned
s A (ellow -et tho CSIS

and fld and banold) is assignee to Mcferlane's offlts 3. McFsrlan.INorth

continue to wort the Iran account as well as to begin to build other

Clandestine capaailities so such in deoand here and there. Just a knee jerk..
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'Me Saciamexito Bee January, 10, 1987

Secrecy Before The Law
Q ver the last two decades, hundreds of
\-/ historians and journalists, mostly work-
ing alone, have used the leverage of the Free-
dom of hiformation Act to pry out of unwill-
ing federal officials public documents that
shed light on subjects ranging from the Ro-
senberg spy case to U.S. policy In El Salvador.
But often the light has been fleeting and faint.
Individual researchers frequently lack the
time and money to make systematic use of
the law, and national security agencies have
not hastened to make documents released tin-
der the act easily accessible to other scholars
and reporters.

Thus the chagrin of the Reagan ad ministra-
hon, no friend of open government, at the
new National Security Archive. The archive
has been set up by Washington reporters to
serve as a public repository for documents re-
leased under the Freedom of information Act
and as an active participant In efforts to use
the act to build a more complete public re-
cord for research Into recent U.S. military
eind foreign policy. To the dismay of the ad-
.ininistration, the research center offers a

dividual scholars and make public informa-
tion released under the act more genuinely
public.

Unable to get rid of the law, the administra-
tion is subverting it to makelife impossible
for the new center. Under its provisions, gov-
ernment agencies are supposed to waive the
normal fees charged for searching out and
reviewing documents when the requester is a
scholarly or journalistic organization. But
agencies are refusing to grant the waivers to
the new archive, arguing that it is a commer-
dal "broker" of information, even though the.
services of the new non-profit center are
available to researchers without charge,
Without the waivers, the center win be se .
verely hampered in carrying out Its mission
of making public documents more available.

A suit filed by the archive should eventually .
overturn the government's arbitrary action
against this useful resource. But it will not
ertse the sorry spectacle of an administra-
tion so committed to secrecy as to misuse the
law to deny citizem greater access to unclas
sified information about their government at

mechanism to break down the Isblation of in- ork. HOw Petty.
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Mr. Wisz. I thank you both. Let me start with NTIS, and then
we'll move over to the National Security Archive. For NTIS, it
seems to me you're in a bit of a dilemma on pricing. I'm holding up
here, for instance, a floppy disk that NTIS sells. for $75, and yet
right here, I have another floppy disk that our staff bought from
the Public Software Library in Houston, TX, a private organiza-
tion, that cost $5. And so my question comes why a private compa-
ny sells similar product at a fraction of the cost that NTIS charges.

Dr. CLARK. In your hand, I believe, is an inventory of material
that was collected on Government publications. That was a loser.
We sold it at $75. I don't know how much money I lose every time I
sell one of those, but I'm not coming anywhere close to recovering
my cost. The reason is that there was a fairly extensive effortin
fact, probably several staff years of effortto produce the informa-
tion oi. data that are summarized on that diskette.

Mr. WISE. But is it a loser, Mr. Clark, partly because of the
price?

Dr. CLARY. Well, I could probablyif I would up the price by per-
haps a factor of 10, and I would--

MC. WISE. That wasn't what I was suggesting.
Dr. CLAY...a. I do believe that that's the only way I could recover

all costs that I have invested in producing that diskette. I
don't think, for example, if I decreased the price by a factor of 10
that I would have any hope whatsoever of coming close to recover-
ing my investment.

Mr. Win. Why can a private company sell a similar product at a
fraction of the cost?

Dr. CLARK. I don't know what that particular similar product is.
I certainly, for under $5 in fact, buy those diskettes for my PC at
home. Typically, they are shareware or so-called public domain
software. I believe the effort of producing those is the only cost
that is being collected.

Mr. WISE. But the information is not copyrighted. Doesn't your
cost come from creating the data base?

Dr. CLARK. We only recowr the cost at NTIS that we have had to
invest in order to provide the information. We don't collect any ad-
ditional moneys, certainly.

Mr. WISE. Aren't you in a bit of a dilemma, though, because Con-
gress, according to your testimony, mandated that you be self-sus-
taining, so you have to recover your cost. Yet, you're producing
some things that private industry probably would not produce be-
ca'ise there's not that much of a market, and yet is very valuable
information. If you have to recover your costs, you've got to charge
$75 or whatever for things like that.

Dr. CLARK. I think a dilemma is a fair characterization of our sit-
uation. I might, with a more optimistic view, say it's a difficult bal-
ancing act to achieve our mission, which is the maximum dissemi-
nation and the maximum utilization of the information that we
can provide.

Mr. WISE. I guess here I'm hitting Congress a little bit, because it
seems as though Congress saved NT1S from privaCzation only so
that NTIS could then sell information at 15 times the private
sector price. That was a heck of a result.
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The testimony from Harold Shill suggests that NTIS may be
pricing itself out of the market in some areas, his written testhno-
ny. Dses NTIS need a congressional appropriation in order to fulfill
its mission at a reasonable' price?

Dr. CIARK. I would say that at the current time, our prices are
reasonable. We certainly work very hard to make and keep those
prices reasonable.

Certainly, if there were congressional appropriations, one option
would be to reduce our prices. There might be other things that we
wvuld do, such as invest more heavily m electronic dissemination,
or modernizing the organization. And certainly, that's a matter of
continuing examination on the part of both the administration and
the Congress.

Mr. WISE. Well, if an agency distributes data through NTIS, the
fees charged are much higher than if the FOIA is used. My ques-
tion is why do we encourage agencies to use NTIS when the price
to the consumer is so much higher?

Dr. CLARK. I'm not sure about FOIA pricing, so I guess I can't
really respond to that in an informed way. But I can say that in
terms of our own pricing and what one gets, during the privatiza-
tion controversy in the early 1980's, one of the major things that
we were told in public hearings was that the long-term archive is
of major value to the public. That obviously causes us to incur
some costs. We were also told that the ability to have a single data
base for a so-called one-stop shop was a major value.

And what we attempt to do to the degree that we scan, is to
spread all of our costs over all of our prodiwts so that the entire
organization, in fact, can recover all of its costs.

I would point out that our labor costs are our principal cost ele-
ment, and the employees of NTIS are the lowest paid employees in
the Department of Commerce.

Mr. VVIss. I am glad we got that on the record. [Laughter.]
Like other Government information, NTIS products cannot be

copyrighted. A re you observing people reproducing and reselling
Nns information at a lower price?

Dr. CLARK. Yes. And frankly, we're encouraging that. We think
that since the information is not copyrightedin the first place,
there's nothing wrong with itour annual sales revenue for the
last year was approximately $25 million, round numbers. We esti-
mate that private companies made an additional $15 million from
the resale, repackaging of our information, sometimes at consider-
ably higher prices than we sold it to them.

Mr. WISE. How is this affecting your operations, or does it have
an impact?

Dr. CLARK. Certainly, it does. I think if we were a private, let's
say for-profit, or onceivably not-for-profit, company, where we
would either have a profit motive or a revenue maximization
motive, neither of which we currently have, we would look at those
people as competition. We simply don't look at those people as com-
petitieu; we look at them as aides to achieving our mission of get-
ting the maximum dissemination of the information.

Mr. WISE. Turning to Mr. Armstrong, you were invited to testify
today in part becaus you perform a library-like function. You're
sort of neither fish nor i'vw1 in some cases. You collect information
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from agencies and make it available to others. Now, first of all, let
me ask, before we go further, is that a fair premise, a fair descrip-
tion of your activities?

Mr. ARMSTRONG. Well, Mr. Chairman, it's fair in the sense of the
function we perform vis-a-vis agency information which is not oth-
erwise available. Most of the information that we disseminatefor
example, on a typical document set on a typical subjectless than
10 percent of it is infrrmation that we've sought under the Free-
dom of Information Act. A little more than 50 percent is informa-
tion which was never received under the Freedom of Information
Act, and about 40 percent is information that was received under
the Freedom of Information Act by other individuals. So, with that
in mind, yes.

Mr. WISE. Do you feel that your organization helps the Govern-
ment carry out a public information I Inction, and do you have any
examples of that?

Mr. ARMSTRONG. Well, I think the best exampte3 we can give you
are the number of Government agencies that refer their personnel
to us for their information: the State Department; every living. Di-
rector of the Central Intelligence Agency. A former Director of the
Central Intelligence Agency has been in, or the author of his auto-
biography has been in to use our materials from the Central Intel-
ligence Agency, period. In other words, it's easier to get it from us
than from them.

Defense Department people UK us regularly. A number of am-
bassadors who are writing their memoirs use us rather than going
back to the agency, and so forth.

Mr. WISE. Now, some have criticized the National Security Ar-
chive for making excessive use of the FOIA. I just wonder if you
might have some response to that.

Mr. ARMSTRONG. Well, I think that one or two FOIA requests
that we filed at the beginning probably constitute the first of the
elcessive uses from their point of view. I don't think it's a question
of quantity or numbers. We have tried to pinpoint our requests,
and therefore, they are relatively infrequent compared to the use
we make of other people's Freedom of Information Act requests.

There were a couple of instances where we attemptedand we
hope to do this in the future, although with I think somewhat
better successwhere we attempted to use the Government's own
indexing system in order to retrieve records. We deal with research
libraries all the time, scholars as well as journalists, and they're
very concerned that the materials that we seek on particular sub-
jects are not prejudiced by the kind of requests that we file.

For example, material relating to the departure of President
Somoza from Nicaragua, we requested things relating to certain ne-
gotiations and so forth, and got a partial picture. It really was an
incomplete picture.

So we went back, and we asked for all the State Department
cables to and from Managua during a particular period using the
electronic tags that are put on those cables, so that electronically,
all that information could be run off instantaneously.

That was, in fact, a larger request we would normally file. It
turned out to involve as many as 10,000 cables; much larger than'
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what we would normallywe seek one or two, or half a dozen, or a
dozen cables.

However, on the other hand, it allowed for a syJernatic declassi-
fication in that area of material that was as objectively sought as it
possibly could be. We used the same criteria that the Department
itself used for tagging that material, and we accommodated them
by allowing them a greaterWe had to-go to-court to get the mate-
rial at all because they didn't recognize this as properly_described
material under the FWedom of Information Act. They said ,xa
hadn't specified the subject matter, even though we used their sub-
ject matter tags. But once we had clarified that in front of a Feder-
al district court, we arrived at an accommodation, so they're proc-
essing material over a period of years rather than months, which,
in our practice, is relatively soon.

Mr. Wm. Now, there is also a problem you're having with the
way fees are assessed. As I understand it, there's a differential
treatment. Different Government agencies treat the archive in dif-
ferent ways for the irprposes of assessing fees. Have you tried to
resolve this issue by raising it with the Justice Department?

Mr. ARMSTRONG. We are in the process of reraising it .vith the
Justice Department, which we have done on a number of occasions,
and hope that witn the new administration and some new thinking
of the Justice Department, we may '.3e successful there.

We also have reraised it with some of the agencies where there
has been some change in personnel, and we are not already in
court. Tho State Department is a good example, and we hope for a
resolution there.

I think the problem has been that this was a decision made to
block access, and what we found in the State Department, which I
think is probably the best example we can give, is that it's not just
us; it's virtually anyone who's writing a book; many people who
write for the daily press. Even though they write it on 'Washington
Post/New York Times letterhead, they're sent back a questionnaire
and asked to give 15 pages of explanation about why they would
qualify as a news media representative.

So, I think that the intent to ma it as a way of blocking access
has been clear in the past, and we hope that that'll be relieved by
some new thinking in those departments.

Mr. Win. Speaking of the Justice Departmen',,, how do you assess
their overall role in the last 8 years in carrying out FOIA?

Mr. ARMSTRONG. I think the Justice Department's role up to this
point, in the previous administration, was quite tragic. They at-
tempted and successfully were able to coordinate Governmentwide
a policy, against the wishes, I might add, of most of the career Gov-
ernment bureaucracy.

There are many dedicated access professionals out there that
want to help citizens get information. They essentially went out
and said, "We will help you block access if you would like to."

Under the Carter administration, the Attorney General had
ruled that the Justice Department would not represent any agency
in court unless they saw a clearly defensible reason for blocking
access to that material. They wanted it to be clear that there was a
Government interest in that material, and not simply just a bu-
reaucratic whim.
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In this past administration, that policy, that ctandard, was in-
verted to the point where the Justice Department spends a good
portion of its resources defending Government agencies and Free-
dom of Information Act suits.

Mr. WIsc. What do you see now with the new administration?
Mr. ARMSTRONG. IVO our hope that that policy will change dra-

matically as the Office of Information is brought into the Deputy
Attorney General's office, and that the Deputy 'Attorney General
and the Attorney General, I . think, have different thoughts, are
more inclined to understand the public policy side of the 'Freedom
of Information Act; that this is truly the only way that citizens can
get access to the inner-workings of the Government and participate
in the democratic process.

Mr. Wm. You mentioned in your testimony and remarks several
times the State Department, and as you know; this subcommittee
recently released a report showing that the State Department was
probably one of the worst offenders in dealing with FOIA. I just
wondered whether you detected any signs of improvement at the
State Department over the past few months.

Mr. ARMSTRONG. We certainly detected a reaction from the focus
that this committee and the Senate have both given the State De-
partment. I think your report in particular caused some consterna-
tion. We were told that the Secretary of State had gone back into
the bureaucracy and essentially said that he wasn't sure what the
Freedom of Information Act was but he didn't want to ever hear
about it on Capitol Hill again.

I think that is the position that has come down. That is not a
solution to the problem. It is perhaps the first step in a solution to
the problem, and I think that your continued oversight and atten-
tion to it is likely to make material more accessible. It is not just
the Freedom of Information Act that is the problem in the State
Department, I should note; it is access to materials in general.

The State Department daily briefing on a daily basis is not then
made accessible to individuals or reporters or anyone without going
back through an elaborate bureaucracy. Private citizens cannot get
access to what are supposedly public briefings without using the
Freedom of Information Act. That seems to me to undermine the
purposes of the act, which were to make accessible those things
that were buried in the bureaucracy, not necessarily to hide things
that were public statements or that were essentially put out on the
public record, that make it necessary to spend 2 years waiting for
access to a press briefing from a ccuple weeks ago.

Let's talk about that for a secord. That is to me one of the more
frustrating things about MIA right now, is differential enforce-
ment of it among agencie5. You have been in this for a good period
of time. Yes, the subcommittee can focus on an agency. You can
ask GAO to make a report. You can go in and bang them, but that
is one agency. So you hit the State Department. What have you
done with Justice? What have you done with EPA? What have you
done with any one of the many hundreds of them?

Do you have any suggestions on how to try to get away from the
one-at-a-time approach?

Mr. ARMSTRONG. I think there are two, and I think Tom probably
has some others. First, of all, I think the Department of Justice has
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played an important role, and I think the Department of Justice is
a good place to focus those concerns. They have been successful in
getting the word out when there are adverse rulings or other
things that have essentiallywell, blocked citizens' access, but
they have also been willing to put the word out when there are
things that have increased citizen access.

The second thing, though, I think that comes through, and I
would encourage you to do some more one on one'sI recognize
how frustrating they are and how limited your time can be to give
them, but it has an effect beyond that initial agency. It puts out
the word, I think, that access to information and access to informa-
tion in a democracy is really the currency of that democracy, that
that information is important beyond simply some rights granted
under statute, it is right at the center of the democratic process.

Once attitudes change in an agency and change at a high level,
we have seen some remarkable access. In the Defense Depamment
prior to 1981, it changed in the middle of the first year of the
Fteagan administration. The rule of thumb was if any citizen, but
certainly any reporter asked for any information of the press office,
they were to get it for them just as if it was a Freedom of Informa-
tion Act request, but get it for them promptly and not require
them to file the request.

That system worked remarkably. Here is a department that
spends hundreds of millions of dollars on the feed and caring and
molding and shaping of public opinion through the press, and they
were willing to spend some of that money on actually answering
the questions that were being put to them. In 1981, they turned
that policy around and went the other direction, so anyone doing
systematic reporting on a subject was forced to then use the Free-
dom of Informa' ion Act.

I think, though, you can reinforce that attitude, that the attitude
toward public access to information is what you are trying to pro-
mote, and the letter of the law is the mirOmum but not the maxi-
mum of what the Freedom of Information Act requires.

Mr. BLANTON. I would just add to it that you see your actions
taking on a specific agency in isolation, but to those of us who are
down in the bowels of the FOIA process out there, you yell in one
cave entrance, but the echoes go in all kinds of mine shafts down
there. We get the reaction back from a lot ot people that they just
know you are watching. It makes a big difference, and that sort of
percolation down is very important.

The second step that I think could be done by the subcommittee
is that you have already produced an excellent citizens' guide to
the FOIA. One of the ideas that I think people are talking about
now is maybe there is a need to do a bureaucrat's guide to the
FOIA. One of the problems we have had with the Justice Depart-
ment is they filled the vacuum of specific hands-on advice to the
bureaucrats who are implementing the FOIA; that if Congress took
a whae: at doing the same thing and embodying its own intent in
a report of the subcommittee, report of the full committee, we
would certainly love to have those reports.

They are ,useful in litigation. Courts pay attention to them. They
are real clear in terms of intent, and bureaucrats will pay atten-
tion to them. If you provide some specific guidance for dealing with
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a specific fee category or a specific processing problem, that is
going to help a lot.

The third idea, I think, is maybe to get into a little bit of the
training business. At CRS you have some tremendous resources on
the information policy side, Harold Relyea and other folks. There is
an extraordinary institutional memory, and there may be some
role for Congress to actually host a couple of sessions along the
lines of what the American Association of Access Professionals
does in terms of training for FOIA bureaucrats.

That is a good way to just show congressional intent in a broad
forum that reaches the people who are actually doing the hands-on
work.

Mr. WISE. Good suggestions. Also I might add anyone who, in
speaking to a Member from West Virginia, refers to a coal mining
analogy, certainly has researched the committee well. [Laughter.]

I want to thank you very much. I suspect that you would trade
me a lot right now to be able to have all that on this one disk that
you could hold with you.

Mr. BLANTON. You bet. We tried to get Apple Computer to essen-
tially do that and turn it back into the data base that it once was,
but there are some real problems with the scanning technology. It
is still not what we would all love it to be, but you ..an imagine
that would essentially fit on just a couple of floppy disks. It is not a
lot of data but it is extraordinarily unusable for any researcher.

Mr. Wisc. I want to thank everyone who has appeared. This is
the second in a series of hearings and we will be conducting others
into the status of the Freedom of Information Act and the overall
issue of dissemination of information and how we can do it more
effectively. There have been a lot of good ideas put forward togeth-
er.

For some of you. I will be submitting questions to in writing. We
will leave the record open for at least 2 weeks to get your response,
and I appreciate your participation and declare this hearing ad-
journed.

Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 12:55 p.m. the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene subject the call of the Chair.]
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FEDERAL INFORMATION DISSEMINATION
POLICIES AND PRACTICES

TUESDAY, JULY 11, 1989

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GOVERNMENT INFORMATION,

JUSTICE, AND AGRICULTURE SURCOMMITISE
OF TIIE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room

2247, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Robert E. Wise, Jr.
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Robert E. Wise, Jr., Glenn English, and
Al McCandless,

Also present: Lee Godown, staff director; Robert Gellman, chief
counsel; Susan Chadderdon, clerk; Reid Harward, staff assistant;
and Brian Lockwood:, minority professional staff, Committee on
Government Operations.

Mr. WISE. This hearing will come to order.
This is the third in the subcommittee's series of hearings on Fed-

eral information dissemination policies and practices. Ai oue first
two hearings, we received testimony from Federal agencies, public
interest groups, librarians, and the private wetor.

Today; we will begin with several witnesses who will diseuse thc
effect of electronic information technology on the Freedom of infor-
mation Act. Representative Jerry Kleczkaone of the leading sup-
porters of the FOIA in the Housewill testify about a bill that he
recently introduced.

We will also hear more about how Government dissemination
policies are affecting private sector information companies. Finally,
the Government Printing Officeone of the principal Federal in-
formation dissemination agencieswin testify about how it is ad-
junting to new technologies and new policies.

All statements in their entirety will be made a part of the record
so witnesses should please feel free to summarize.

I am happy to welcome Jerry Kleczka of Wisconsin. Jerry is an
active member of' the Government Operations Committee and has
been a leading voice in the treating of Government information,
Jerry, I am glad to be able to join you on the legislation you have
inboduced

(467.1
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STATEMENT OF HON. GERALD D. KLECZKA, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF WISCONSIN

Mr. KLECZKA. Thank you, Chairman Wise. I am very pleased to
have this opportunity to testify this morning on Federal informa-
tion dissemination policies and practices, particularly relating to
the Freedom of Information Act [MIA].

As a Member of Congress who has long been interested in FOIA,
I would like to commend Chairman Wise, ranking minority
member, McCandless, the other members of the subcommittee, and
the subcommittee staff for holding this excellent series of hearings
on this critical open government issue.

Since I was first elected to serve in the House of Representatives,
public access to Government information has been one of my fore-
most legislative objectives. In both the 99th and 100th Congresses, I
worked closely with the Society of Professional Journalists and
other FOIA advocates to develop progressively broader legislation
to strengthen FOIA.

Just 2 weeks ago, on June 28, I introduced H.R. 2773, the Free,
dom of Information Public Improvements Act of 1989.

In large part, H.R. 2773 is similar to my two previous FOIA
reform bills with the major exception of how it treats electronic in-
formation. In this area, which I call FOIA's "New Electronic Fron-
tier," this year's legislation breaks significant new ground.

Specifically, H.R. 2773, redefines Government records for FOIA
purposes 89 covering all "computerized, digitized, and electronic in-
formation. This change is needed because some Federal agencies
have declared, and some courts have agreed with them, that Gov-
ernment computer records are not covered by FOIA.

Similarly, the measure defines a Government records search as
including "a reasonable amount of computer programming neces-
sary to identify records." This revision is needed because some
agencies holu that computer programmingwhich is required to
retrieve computer recordsconstitutes record creation, an effort
FCIA does not mandate.

I recognize that FOIA operations, particularly computer pro-
gramming, can place a financial and personnel burden on Federal
agencies. However, the appropriate response here is to meet the
FOIA challenge with greater financial resources and innovative
measures, not to restrict access to computer records.

It is my understanding that these revisions complement H.R.
2381, the Information Policy Act introduced by you, Mr. Chairman,
Bob Wise. Both bills would improve public dissemination of appro-
priate Government information in light of electronic technology ad-
vances.

After reviewing recent developments regarding FOIA treatment
of electronic records, it became obvious that any meaningful, corn-
prehensive reform of the act must address the increasingly impor-
tant electronic aspect of the freedom of information issue.

Recent literature on electronic FOIA issues points to the need for
a clarification of the OIA status of these records.

House Report 99-560, a 99th Congress report approved by the
Government Operations Committee based on a study co, pleted by
this subcommittee, agreed that this reform effort was needed.
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The report, entitled "Electronic Collection and Dissemination of
Information by Federal Agencies: A Policy Overview," found that:

Legal ambiguities, practical limitations, and economic constraints may allow fed-
eral agencies to restrict unduly the public availability of government data main-
tained electronically.

This excellent report recommended that "agencies use the new
information technology to broaden and improve iblic use of gov-
ernment information," not to restrict it. Let me add my voice in
urging this approach to our all too secretive agencies.

Last October, the Office of Technology Assessment issued a study
which drew the identical conclusion that FOIA must be amended
to deal with advances in computer and other information technolo-
gy. The report noted that the original intent of FOIA could be un-
dermined if Congress does not act to modernize its provisions.

This 333 page report, entitled "Informing the Nation: Federal In-
formation Dissemination in an Electronic Age," concluded that "if
Congress wishes to maintain the integrity of FOIA in an electronic
environment, the goals of the statute should be reassessed, and
statutory amendment pursued."

On June 18, the New York Times printed an article titled, "Com-
puters Challenge Freedom of Information Act." This article fea-
tured accounts of FOIA requesters who were frustrated by the lack
of explicit guidelines on Government computer records and the er-
ratic FOIA treatment of these records by Federal agencies.

The article also pointed to a strong precedent for updating FOIA
by noting how progress in wiretapping and electronic surveillance
technology led to the passage of the Electronic Communications
Privacy Act of 1986, a law which expanded privacy protections. Mr.
Chairman, I request unanimous consent to place this informative
article in the hearing record.

Mr. Wtsn. Without objection.
[The article followsd
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Mr. KLECZIKA. Apart from its electronic record focus, H.R. 2773
has four other MIA strengthening previsions regarding time
delays, exemptions, fee waivers, and standardization and ooenness
in the FOIA process.

With regard to time delays, my legislation would establish a
system of financial penalties against agencies failing to comply
with legal deadlines, and would broaden disciplinary sanctions
against employees who deliberately obstruct requests. This provi-
sion also would require expedited access procedures when circum-
stances demand urgent disclosures.

My freedom of information public improvements bill would
revise exemptions to FOIA for national security, inter.dal person-
nel, and financial institution recc-ds.

The national security exemption would be revised to balance be-
tween the security need to protect information and the public need
to disclose it. Currently, I believe that too much nonsensitive Gov-
ernment information is being unnecessarily withheld on national
security grounds.

The exemption for internal agency rules and practices would be
revised to exempt only law enforcement manuals whose disclosure
would significantly risk circumventing an agency investigation, a
regulation or a statute.

The financial institution exemption would be sharply tightened
to protect only the release of information that "would directly
injure the financial stability of an institution."

There has been a great deal of interest in this particular exemp-
tion on the part of publk 'mkrest groups, financial institutions and
their lobbyists. At a Gov rl!froent Operations Legislation Subcom-
mittee hearing last mentl, good friend and colleague, Chair-
man John Conyers, as well r , proposed various revisions to
this exemption.

The suggested changes raw m ,.ight repeal to exceedingly
detailed language specify!nr, .tly v. it financial information
couSd be withheld. Many of 'thest: .4terriac 'es, including my provi-
sioa, strive for the same goal: Pry -etAion financial wrongdoing
and redlining. The exact lanusge ...merfoitk exemption is not
as important to me as actual!: achi.. ring our Ion objective.

On the subject of fee waivers, H. 2773 n, it easier for re-
questers to qualify for reduced fees y fee waiver lan-
guage enacted into law by the 1v386 libu6 ant.'-drag bill.

This provision also broadens the exitegorim of those eligible for
the redsiced fees to include individual ',Ind nonprtifit organizations.

Finally, the Freedom of Infornt Publi hn.provements Act
increases standardization and opennet in the POIA process by re-
quiring that agencies maintain iog f FOIA, rviests and re-
sponses, organize their recordkeepinc ;stems to r, um-inte inexpen-
sive and easy access, and make public any special n.ouing proce-
dures in processing requests.

After consultation with FOIA users and careful cor.i6aration of
past FOIA performance by the Justice Lepartment, diii, kgislation
vests FOIA oversight powers within the Office of the Archivist of
the United States. Although the Archivist is not one Gi
prominent Federal officials, I believe that this position is 1,1v., one
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most likely to provide independent and impartial supervision of
FOIA.

I am confident that taken as a whole, these amendments to
FOIA will strengthen this landmark open government law and in-
crease public access to Government information.

Over the past 23 years, the public has benefited from FOTA in
countless ways, including exposures of wasteful Government spend-
ing consumer health risks, and abuses of power by the Central In-
telligence Agency and the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

The bulk of FOIA requests, though less spectacular, have enabled
journalists, scholars and others to build a solid public accounting of
Government's activities.

Now that FOIA has been in force for over 20 years, it is clear
that it. has fulfilled many of the public information goals Congress
intended when it first approved this legislation.

Still, we can, and must, work to overcome the law's various
shortcomings and t) meet the complex challenges of adapting
FOIA to the ever ad,rancing electronic age.

I hope that my legislation will contribute to this reform process
by stimulating further discussion and action to promote the great-
est possible public access to Government information which after
all, has been collected at the taxpayers' expense.

Mr. Chairman, I would be pleased to answer any questions the
subcommittee may have.

Mr. WISE. Thank you very much.
It still appears to be true that the biggest FOIA problems with

the press relate to the processing of requests. That seems to be the
bulk of the complaints I receive. Is that your view?

Mr. KLEczKA. I think the biggest problem is the delay problem. I
remember working with Professor Harris who experienced severe
time delays in requesting information for a book he was writing on
J. Edgar Hoover. He experienced the delays from the FBI. I have
an example that involves an October 1988 request by Joan Lowry,
the Rocky Mountain News reporter in Washington, DC. She filed a
request for the Department of Energy for travel vouchers for
former Secretary Herrington. She asked for a fee waiver. The De-
partment responded that the request was too broad and it would
cost her newspaper $1 million to fulfill the request. The request for
fee waiver was denied because the same information had been re-
leased to another news organization.

When she asked them to identify them, they said it had not yet
been released. To monitor the status of her request, whenever she

lled, she was told the agency was working on it.
Yesterday, 9 months after the request, she finally received tbe

information in the form of a 11/4 inch document. She learned the
agency compiled it 2 months ago for this) other organization. This is
the type of information I received in my office. I am sure the chair-
man receives similar types of information.

So delays continue to be a problem in response to FOIA requests.
Mr. WISE. It seems to me she frustrated them because she was

willing to keep on after pursuing the request. Because of time con-
straints, sometimes the story is no longer timely. It seems like
much needs to be done on that.
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You talked some about electronic recordkeeping. How urgent do
you think is the need for legislation to deal with this? There are
two schools of thought, both of which are being presented today.
One is that existing law can solve the problems, along with Su-
preme Court decision% to come. That is a wild card, particularly
with this Court. The other view is that Congress needs to act and
recognize there is a new age. What is your point of view?

Mr. KLECZKA. Yes. There are two schools of thought. Since there
is a great ambiguity here, your bill does address this new problem
facing FOIA. My bill also acldresses it. Basically, we have to clarify
not only for requesters but also for the court that electronic
records should be the equivalent to paper records.

Mr. WISE. Also another area I know that is close to your heart is
exemption 8, covering bank information. We had some discussions
on this when the S&L bill was before the Banking Committee.
Since you are also a member of the Banking Committee, I wonder
if you can offer an assessment on the policies and whether it is
something we chose to pursue in the Government Operations Com-
mittee and whether there is support' in.the Banking Committee.

Mr. KLECZKA. Bankers oppose it, requesters &import it. Basically,
there has been some talk by our full committee chairman, John
Conyers, on opening up more of the banking records to amend ex-
emption 8. My basic feeling is that depositors have a right to know
whether or not the institution they are dealing with is safe and
sound.

The conference committee on the S&L crisis is meeting this
afternoon. One of the items it will be discussing is an amendment
by Congressman Kennedy requiring disclosure Jf Community Rein-
vestment Act ratings. I think that is a good start.

I think exemption 8 should be looked at, possibly amended. We
have not broached the full Banking Committee on this issue. If we
can get our colleagues on Government Operations in agreement
with some language, I would be willing to approach the full Bank-
ing Committee ani whatever the vehicle might be, try possibly to
amend legislation coming before that committee. I think exemption
8 should be opened up basically for the reason that depositors have
the right to know the fh-ancial status of the institution they are
dealing with.

Mr. Wisz. I agree with you. My feelingas you will recall you
and I were discussing thisis that there was a reluctance to under-
ta-..e this question in the fast moving days when the S&L bill was
before the Government Operations Committee, and this was prob-
ably not the the place to bring something as far reaching.

However, there is a lot of interest in the Government Operations
Committee in looking at this in a more deliberate way and hopeful-
ly looking for another vehicle to move this legislation. So I look for-
ward to working with you on that.

Mr. KLECZKA. Thank you.
Mr. WISE. I want to thank you very much for appearing and also

for the time that you invested.
Mr. KLECZKA. I thank you for inviting me here today to testify

before your subcommittee. I look forwqrd to possibly working fur-
ther on your legislative product and mine and possibly bringing the
bill to the floor.
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Mr. Win. My hope is that at eome point we get everybody
around the table who has been testifying and see what we can
work out.

The next panel will be Patti Goldman with the Public Citizen
Litigation Center, Ronald Plesser with Piper & Marbury, and Wil-
liam Dobrovir with Dobrovir & Gephardt.

It is the custom of this subcommittee to swear all witnesses in so
as not to prejudice all witnesses. Does anybody have any objection?

[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. Wm. As I remarked, your written statements will be made a

part of the hearing record in their entirety. I would ask if you
ould summarize. We will begin with Ms. Goldman.

STATEMENT OF PATTI A. GOLDMAN, PUBLIC CITIZEN
LITIGATION CENTER

Ms. GOLDMAN. On behalf of Public Citizen, I want to thank you
for the opportunity to testify today. I will devote my remarks to
the applicability of the Freedom of Information Act to electronic
information which I agree is one of the most important issues that
is coming up today with the act.

Based on my experience as a practitioner woi , g with request-
ers who are seeking access to Government information and chal-
lenging agency claims, I have a different assessment of the prob-
lems and the solutions in this area. In my view the problems do not
atem from the act itself. The act has very workable standards that
can insure public access to electronic information to the same
ex cent as paper records are made available under the act. The
problem is not with the standards but with the way agencies have
applied them and the agencies lack of familiarity with those stand-
ards and how they apply to the computer records.

Because of that assessment, the solution, in my view, is not
amending the act. A rush to amend the act I think is both unneces-
sary and uziwise. It is unnecessary because I cannot imagine we
can come up with better standards that could apply in the long run
to gaining access to a wide range of electronic information and
unwise because we might end up with something worse if we spell
out particular standards that don't allow the same flexibility that
we now have.

There are several problems that have come up. In each of them
the source of the problem has been a reluctance to apply the act or
misunderstanding. Let me give some examples. The first issue has
been are electronic record:i covered by the act? The ans ver to that
question comes from the term "agency records." That is the defini-
tion of what is covered. There is no limiting principal in that term
that eliminates electronic records at all. Instead, in a recent ease
that came c A of the Supreme Court, that court said machine-read-
able records are covered. There has never been a contrary ruif that
has flatly excluded computer records. Any language to that effect
has been narrowly tailored to a specific issue before the Court.

That issue is a nonissue but is something that some agencies
have said when they first faced a computer request, when they are
basically throwing up their hands and saying what does this mean?
On reflection, those records are made available.
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The same is true with the search obligation. Under the act the
agencies must conduct a reasonable search. Some agencies have
tried to deviate from that standard and adopt a hard and fast rule
that computer programming is not a rcasonable search. If comput-
er programming is required, the argument is, that request is not
covered by the act. That argument has no basis in the act, There is
no computer programming exemption. Where it comes from is that
the act requires records that exist to be made available. It does not
require agencies to create new records.

The argument is that computer programming is the creation of a
new record and is not required. But that is taking the creation of a
record idea far too far. A lot of this requested data exists. Much of
it is available in paper form but is put on the computer for ease.
The courts have looked at the reasonableness of a search. That is
the standard that applies. In the computer programming context
the questions would be: Is that programming reasonable; is it so
burdensome, cost and resource intensive that the agency should
not be required to do it?

In the paper record context there are examples of reqt este that
are so burdensome that the request is unreasonable and therefore
not required. That is also a more workable computer record stand-
ard both for requesters and also the agencies because computer
programming could be very simple or it could be very intensive.
The term "computer programming" doesn't mean a certain amount
of effort. The same is true for the segregation duty. Agencies must
excise information that is exempt and produce the remaining por-
tions of the document. A reasonableness standard also applies to
this duty. There are several court cases which have adopted that
standard and have applied it in the process of computer records.
Redaction is required where it is not so burdensome that it
amounts to a tremendous effort and creation of an entirely new
document. But where it is so intensive that it is basically manipu-
lating data and coming up with something completely different, it
is not required. That is a very workable standard. In all of these
respects I think the standards that we have are very workable and
can insure public access to computer information to the same
extent that they ensure access to paper records.

Because of that I think it would be premature to amend the act
and instead it would be much better for this committee and the
public generally to maintain vigilant oversight of the agencies' ap-
plication of the act. Through this oversight there can be a public
information process so that agencies become more familiar with
what is expected of them under the act and hopefully we can come
to a consensus of what these standards mean so that they are ap-
plied in a way that will assure a wide range of access to Govern-
ment records.

Mr. WISE. Part of the power of legislators is not to legislate. This
is going to be an interesting panel. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Goldman follows:]
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Testimony of Patti A. Goldman Public Citizen
Before Government Information, Jutitice, and AgriCulture
Subcommittee, House Committee on Government Operations

July 11, 1989

Since the Freedom of Information Act was enacted in 1966,

tho federal government has dramatically increased its use of

computers to store and retrieve government records.

Computerization of government records can have numerous positive

effects on public access to information in the hands of the

federld government. It increases the government's capacity to

store information in ways that are useful to the public. /t

facilitates faster retrieval of information as well as the

retrieval of information in formats that are of interest to the

public. It enhances the availability of information by recording

official agency communications that previously would h3ve taken

-place over the telephone or in person. In all of these ways, the

advent of the electronic age can be a boon to the public's

ability to obtain and make use of government information LV

increasing the availability of information, accelerating its

retrieval, and facilitating the location of information in the

vast stores of government records.

In practice, however, this has not always been the case.

Some commentators have been quick to fault the kreedom of

Information Act for any difficulties experienced in ga.Lning

access to computer information. al, e.c., J. Berman,

Vommunications Policy and the Public's Rioht_to Know: Public

ACS. `P.Z.._±..Q_El_e_g_t/Olig--E1/2.1.i.Q.-Inforritatis2n 12-17 (1989); Office of
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Technology Assessment Informing _t_b_e_Netions_aclerailatarnatip_n

Dissemiv.ation in an Electronic Age 19-20, 207-08 (1988). They

and others argue that the only remedy is to amend the Freedom of

Information Act to ensure that it applies fully to electronic

information.

On closer review, however, this assignment Jf blame is

misplaced, and the rush to amend the Act is premature. The

standards of the Act can be applied to electronic information in

a logical manner that facilitates public access to computer

records. Thus, the difficulties experienced in applying the

Freedom of Information Act to electronic records have resulted

not from inilerent limitations in the Act itself, but in agencies'

reluctance to apply the Act's principles to electronic

information in a manner that ensures public access. Indeed,

after initial resistance to making electronic records available

_under FOIA, many agencies have finally begun to apply its

standards to this important source of government information.

What is needed, therefore, is not a complete revamping of

the Freedom of Information Act to reach computer records.

Instead, both the public and federal agencies need to have a

better understanding of how the well-established principles

embodied in the FOIA apply to electronic information.

The Administrative conference of the United states ("ACUS")

recently adopted recommendations urging agencies to interpret the

Freedom of Information Act to cover electronic information, to

avoid frustrating the purposes of the Act by raising the defenses

2
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discussed in this testimony, and to apply the concept of

reaaonableness in resolving controvnrsies over the application of

the FOIA to electronic records. Recommendation 88-10: Federal

Agency Use of Computers in Acquiring and Releasing Information,

ACUS, Recommendations and Reports, at 50-51 (1988); accord H.

Perritt, Electronic Acquisition and Release of Federnl_Aaencv

intaxmatigni_jutif lairlistrative Conference of the

United States, in id. at -Al.., 609-10 (1988). The appr< Ach

advocated by ACUS is entirely consistent with the FOIA id can be

fully implemented witnout without any changes in the statute.

Accordingly, at this stage in the development of electronic

information systems, it would be far nore prudent to shape

agencies' practices in applying the FOIA to such information

rather than to revise the FOIA's principles.

A. Eignitionge_ntialLianajaallaity.

Most issues concerning the application of the FOIA to

electronic information involve whether a particular request for

information falls under the Act at all. Three significant

consequences flow from the answer to this question. First,

federal agencies must disclose information in response to

requests that are covered by the Act, unless the information

falls within one of the Act's nine exemptions. In other words,

requests for information that is covered by the FOIA trigger an

agency's mandatory disclosure obligations, while an agency

generally has unfettered discretion to decide whether to disclose
.

information that is not subject to the Act.

3
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Second, and related to the first, FOIA requesters may seek

judicial review of an agency's refusal to produce information.

In any such challenge, the agency bears the burden of proving

that the information is exempt from disclosure, and the courts

must make a dt immt determination of the matter. '5.U.S.C.

552(a)(4)(13). Accordingly, where.an agency refuses to disclose a

record that is covered by the FOIA, a dissatisfied requester can

bring a lawsuit to enforce the Act's disclosure standards. On

the other hand, where the FOIA does not apply, the agency has no

obligation to abide by such standards and may choose not to

produce the requested information, with_little or no rec'.urse

available to-the requester.

Third, the Act establishes a fee structure, which restricts

the fees that agencies may charge for t}i production of records,

and provides for fee waivers for journalists, scholars, public

interest organizations, and others who will use the information

to increase the public's understanding about government

activities. If information is not covered by the Act, this fee

structure would not apply, Indeed, disputes often arise when an

agency tries to charge requesters the costs of producing

electronic information that exceed those recoverable under the

FOIA.

B. Zsgui,s_Soncsining_IIMILicsitierLefthe FOIA to
Electronic Information.

Most of the disputes that have arisen over the application

of the FOIA to electronic information concern four FOIA

4
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standards: (1) the definition of "agency records," (2) the

agency's Search responsibilities, (3) the agency's duty to

segregate and release nonexempt portions of a record, and (4) the

agency's obligation to produce information in a particular form.

The FOIA is inadequate to facilitate public access to electronic

information only when agencies adopt an overly rigid view of the

FOIA's standards. Rigid zules foreclosing access, however, are

contrary te both the principles and purposes of the Act.

The FOIA astablishes broad flexible principles that can be

applied to computer records in a way that ensures access ane

minimizes the burden imposed on agencies. The FOIA itself

contains no excusion for electronic records, and there is no

defensible basis for excluding such records from its coverage.

Indeed, such an exclusion would run counter to the legislative

history of the 1974 FOIA amendments, which stresses that an

.agency's obligations with respect to computer records are

determined by way of analogy to the standards that apply to

conventional records. S. Rep. No. 93-854, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 12

(1974). These standards, as set forth in the Act z'nd construed

by the cotrts in the context of paper records, point to coverage

of, and broad access to, computer records as well.

1. Electrulc Records_liget_EgIALQ_Agangy Recotd
jteauirement.

The threshold coverage question is whether electronic

records are recc.rds that are subject to the Freedom of

Information Act at all. Although some commentators have made

4155.
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this an issue, Ass, e.g., J. Berman, supra at 13, 14, there has

never been any serious question about whether the Act applies to

eleztronic information.

By its terms, FOIA applies to requests for "agency records."

5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(B); accord d. 552(a) (3) ("records").

Although the Act supplies no definition of this term, the

legislative history of the 1974 amendmints makes it absolutely

clear that Congress intended for the Act to apply to computer

records. Bas S. Rep. No. 93-854, 93d cong., 2d Sess. 12 (1974).

The courts have also construed the Act to cover electronic

information. Most of the court cases concerning the scope of

this term focus on whether an agency has possession and

sufficient control over records to make them the records of an

agency as opposed to those of some other entity that is not

subject to the FOIA. Aga, e.g., Eigas_y,ligssit.tr.E_Counittast
for Freedom et the Pzess, 445 U.S. 136 (1980); Forsham v. Harris,

445 U.S. 169 (1980). In this context, the Supreme Court has

recently held that "control" means "that the materials have come

into the agency's possession in the legitimate conduct of its

official duties," whici would surely encompass a wide range of

electronic information. Dapartatilt_QI Justice v. Tax Analysts,

57 U.S.L.W. 4925, 4927-28 (U.S. June 23, 1989).

When divorced from the term "agvncy, the term "records" has

never been limited in any way as covering records in one medium

but not another. Instead, the courts have adopted a definition

that includes records in all forms, and the Supreme Court has

6
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looked to the federal Disposal of Records Act for guidance. Egg

Deoartment of Justice v. Tax Analysts, 57 U.S.L.W. at 4928;

Esulham_:L,Harria, 445 U.S. 169, 186 (1980). That statute

defines records to include "all booksr papers, maps, photographs,

machine readable materials, or other documentary materials,

regardless of physical form or characteristics . . .." 44 U.S.C.

3301.

In keeping with ;he purpose of the Act, and the absence oZ

any limitation on the type of records that come within its term,

courts that have considered the is-ue have concluded that

computer records fall within the definition of "agency records."

Thus, the D.C. Circuit concluded in Yeager v. Dm; Enforcement

Administration, 675 F.2d 315, 321 (1982), that 0[i]t is thus

clear that computer-stored records, whether stored in the central

processing unit, on magnetic tape or in some other form, are

still 'records' for purposes of the FOIA." Likewise, then-Judge

(now-Justice) Kennedy stated in Long v. IRS, 596 F.2d 362, 364-65

Oth Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 446 U.S. 917 (1980),

we dispose at the outset of any contention that
computer tapes are not generally within the FOIA. The
district court apparently determined that the term
"records," as used in the Act, does not include
computer tapes. This conclusion, however, is quite at
odds with the purpose and history of the statute.. . .

In view of the common, widespread use of computers by
government agencies for information storage and
processing, any interpretation of the FOIA which limits
its application to conventional written docurents
contradicts the "general philosophy of full agency
disclosure" which Congress intended to establish.

And th1 Northern District of California recently held that the

Immigration and Naturalization Service must search all relevant

7
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electronic databases in response to a request for "all records"

on a particular subject. Mavock v. INS, No. C-85-5169-CAL, slip

op. at 18-19 (N.D. Cal. June 19, 1989). These judicial decisions

are consistent with others that hold that the FOIA applies to

audio tapes, motion pictures, video tapes, and similar materiale.

Save the Dolphins vDepartment of Commerce, 404 F.

Supp. 407, 411 (N.D. Cal. 1975) (motion picture).

In accordance with the case law, agencies rarely claim that

computer records are not subject to the FOIA because they are in

electronic form, and agency regulations that address the issue

generally define "records" to include records in electronic fcrm.

32 C.F.R. 286.5(b)(1) (Department of Deffense); 45

C.F.R. § 5.5 (Department of Health & Human Services).

The only arguments mar;halled to the contrary stem from the

misreading of one case and the position taken by the Departmer.t

of Justice in another case that is currently pending. 'Del SDC

Defelomment Corp. v. Mathews, 542 F.2d 1116 (9th Cir. 1976) and

Armstrong v. alah, No. 89-0142 (D.D.C.). First, some have argued

that $DC Development Corp. v. Mathews, 542 F.2d 1116 (9th Cir.

1976), stands for the proposition that electronic records are not

subject to the FOIA. In that case, the Ninth Circuit Court of

Appeals in an opinion written by then-Judge Kennedy refused to

allow a company to use the FOIA to obtain the Medical Literature

Analysis and Retrieval database (mEDLARS) from the National

Library of Medicine, which is made available to public users by

way of a license agreement. The court* reached this result rot by

8
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excluding computer records from the FOIA, but by reading the FOIA

in conjunction with the National Library of Medicine Act, which

specifically authorizes charges for the requested materials that

are greater than those recoverable under the FOIA. Thus, the

ultimate issue in that case was not one of access but one of

cost. As the court stated:

Here the agency is not seeking to mask its processes
or functions from public scrutiny. Indeed, its
principal mission is the orderly dissemination of
material it has collected. The agency is seeking to
protect not its information, but rather its system of
for delivering that information. Congress specifically
mandated the agency to prepare this system and hold it
as stock in trade for sale to the public. As such the
system constitutes a highly valuable commodity.
Requiring the agency to make its delivery system
available to appellants at nominal charge would not
enhance the information gathering and dissemination
function of the agency, but rather would hamper it
substantially.

542 F.2d at 1120.

To the extent that anything in that decision suggests that

,the term "record" excludes computerized records, it has been

discredited by Judge Kennedy's subsequent ruling to the contrary

in Lang, which concludes that computer records are °records"

subject to the FOIA and that $DC v. Mathews does not hold to the

contrary. Thus, it is simply incorrect to cite $DC V. Mathews

for the proposition that computer records are not covered by the

FO/A. In addition, Congress has since codified the rule adopted

in $DC V. Mathews in the 1986 anmndments to the FOIA by stating

that: °[n]othing in this subparagraph [setting forth the FOIA's

fee and fee waiver provisions] shall supersede fees chargeable

under a statute specifically providing for setting the level of

9
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fees for particular types of records." 5 U.S.C. §

552(a)(4)(A)(vi). Under this provision, the access provisions of

the FOIA apply to such records, but the statutory fess supersede

the FOIA's fee structure and fee waiver provisions.

Second, Um' recent dispute over access to what is commonly

called °electronic mail° has bean cited as support for the

proposition that the FOIA must be amended to ensure that such

'infornation is subject to its disclosure requirements. That

dispute arose at the close of the Reagan Administration when the

National Security Council was preparing to destroy the back-up

tapes for computer system that enables agency employees to

communioate with each other through their computer terminals.

This system, called the PROFS system, was the method used by Lt.

Col. Oliver North to communicate the details of the Iran-Contra

arms deals to former National Security Advisers Poindexter and

McFarlane. lag, 0.a., Report of the Congressional Committees

Investigatina the /ran-Contra Affair at 110, 689 (Nov. 1987).

The plaintiffs stled under the federal records preservation and

access statutes claiming that such records cannot be destroyed

until the Archivist of the United States has complied with the

preservation requirements set forth in those statutes. Armstrong

V. Bush, No. 89-0142 (D.D.C.). The Department of Justice has

argued that the records are not subject to the preservation

requirements, not 1-ecause they are in electronic form, but

because they are °transitory° and therefore akin to telephone

conversations. Moreover, the district court has not yet ruled on

10
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the Department's claims. For these reasons, this case does not,

at this juncture, call into question whether the FOIA covers

electronic records as a general matter.

While it is clear that computer records are covered by the

FOIA, some agencies have tried to carve out an exception for

computer software. Thus, the Department of Defense's regulations

exclude from the definition of records'eubject to the FOlA

"commercially exploitable resources, including . . . computer

software, if not created or used as primary sources of

information about organizations, policies, functions, decisions,

or procedures of a DOD component.0 32 C.F.R. § 286.5(b) (2)

(iii) (B). DDC v. Mathews is also cited as support for excluding

computer software from the FOIA. However, while the :..ourt in log

V. Mathews pointed to the commercial value of the MEDLARS

database, it based its decision on a statutory delivery system

that could not be reconciled with the FOIA's fee structure.

Under both that decision and the 1986 amendment to the FOIA,

commercial value is not sufficient to exclude computer records,

including software, from the FOIA's fee provisions; a conflicting

statutory fee system must also apply to such records.

Two agencies that initially claimed that computer software

is not subject to the Act recently reversed their positions on

appeal. The Federal Reserve Board denied a request for a

computer program msed to predict the probability of a recession

in part on the ground that the computer program is not an "agency

record." On appeal, however, the agency abandoned this claim and

11
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insteId argued that although the information constituted a record

under the Act, the program could be withheld because it would

reveal the agency's deliberative process. The requester has not

challenged this withholding further. Similarly, the Animal and

Plant Health Inspection Service of the Department of Agriculture

denied a request for the agency's animal usa data in part on the

ground that computer software is not covered by the FOIA.

However, on appeal, the agency recognized that the information is

covered by the FOIA, but stated that its proprietary computer

software falls within Exemption 4, which protects confidential

commercial information. Nonetheless, the agency then provided

the requester computer tapes of all of the requested information.

Regardless of whether these exemptior apply co the withheld

information, these examples show that the agencies abandoned the

indefensible claim that coMputer software is not an "agency

record," and focused instead on the grounds provided in the Act

for withholding information.1

These examples also show that, when agencies initially face

requests for electronic information, they tend to have an

immediate reaction that the Act simply does not apply to computer

11n response to the argument that computer software is a
tool, which can be withheld under Exemption 2 as relating solely
to an internal agnncy practices, the district court in Yeager V.
jaa, 678 F.2d 313, 318 (D.c. Cir. 1982), concluded that technical
documents necessary to read computer data are more than mere
internal agency material and must therefore be disclosed. In
addition, since copyright protection "is not available for any
work of the United states Government." 17 U.S.C. 105,
government-generated software cannot be withheld on the basis of
copyright laws, although the converse may be true with respect to
purchased software.

12
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records. HoWever, upon further review, these agencies have

abandoned their initial refusal to apply the FOIA to computer

records. These scenarios demonstrate that education concerning

the applicability of the Act, rather than unnecessary legislative

amendments, may be the answer to ensuring public availability of

electronic information. In this way, early TWA requeets for

electronic information serve to educate the agency as to their

responsibilities under the ext.

2. AgenciesLIMgh_011.2aIi202.

Where an FOIA request "reasonably describes" the requested

information, the agency has an obligation to conduct a reasonable

search for responsive documents. 2gg 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(3)(A);
.

frianding_Chursh.t1-1,511,
610 F.2d 824, 837 (D.C. Cir. 1979); Wational Cable Teevision

AssociatJAm v. FC2, 479 F.241183, 19 (D.C. C.r. 1973). In

accordance with this obligation, an agency must make a

"reasonable" effort to satisfy requests for information.

=alma Church_of Scientology, 610 F.2d at 837. Agencies must

also ensure that their policies are consistent with the "duty to

take isemolitle steps to ferret out requested documents° and that

they do not significantly impair the requester's ability to

obtain records. McGehee V. CIA, 697 F.2d 1095, 1100-01, 1110,

vacated in cart on other grounds, 711 F.2d 1076 (D,C. Cir. 1983)

(emphasis in original). /n any challenge to an agency's

policies, "the agency bears the burden of establishing that any

limitations on the search it undertakes . . . comport with its

13
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obligation to conduct a reasonably thorough investigation.°

McGehee, 697 F.2d at 1101.

The reasonableness standcv., applies to all FOIA searches,

without any exception for records that are maintained in

electronic form. Indeed, the Senate Report to the 1974 FOIA.

amendments makes it clear that this standard of reasonableness

governs searches for computerized information as well as those

for paper records:

With respect to agency records maintained in com-
puterized form, the term °search" would include ser-
vices functionally analogous to searches for records
that are maintained in conventional form. Difficulties
may sometimes be encountered in drawing ..ear distinc-
tions between searches and other services involved in
extracting requested information from computerized
records systems.. , . With reference to computerized
record systems, the term °search° would thus not be
limited to standard record-finding, and in these
situations charges would be permitted for services
involving the use of computers needed to locate and
extract the requested information.

S. Rep. No. 93-854, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 12 (1974). A D.C.

Circuit decision elaborates on the importance of reasonable

searches for computerized information:

Although accessing information from computers may
involve a somewhat different process than locating and
retrieving manually-stored records, these differences
may not be used to circumvent the full disclosure
policies of the FOIA. The type of storage system in
which the agency has chosen to maintain its records
cannot diminish the duties imposed by the FOIA.

Yeager V. Drug Enforcement Administration, 678 F.2d 315, 321

(D.C. Cir. 1982).

The reasonableness standard provides a workable test for

determining whether a computer search must be made, just as it

14
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does for paper records searches. Under this test, the am,,unt of

effort that must be undertaken is considered in determining

whether a search ie reasonable. Sag Founding Church of

Scientology, 610 F.2d at 837. If a particular computer search

requires an extensive expenditure of time and resources and the

application of specialized computer expertise, it may well

involve more than what may be considered reasonable under the

circumstances. As with paper records searches, application of

this test depends on the circumstances and full consideration of

all pertinent factors.

In lieu of the reasonableness test, many agencies have tried

to carve out a hard and fast exception for computer searches that

require computer programming. This exception is based on the

principle that an agency does not have an obligation to create a

new record in response to an FOIA request, but must only produce

existing records. 2Ag Rational Labor Relations Board_v_. Sears

goebuck & Cot, 421 U.S. 132, 161-62 (1975). The government has

erroneously expanded this principle to argue that "computer

programming" involves the creation of a record rather than

production of an existing one.

There are many variations on this claim. For example, the

Department of Health and Human services takes the vsition "that

writing a program to extract data in a new format is creating a

record and that the FOIA does not require us to do that." Access

to Health Care Financing Administration Data Training Materials

at 53. Similarly, the Department of Defense's regulations state

15
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that the definition of "record" does not include "(i)nformation

stored within a computer for which there is no existing computer

program or printout." 32 C.F.R. § 286.5(c)(2)(vii).

This argument has been made repeatedly by the Occupational

Safety and Health Administration in response to requests for

inspection data. Prior to June 1989, the Department of Labor, of

which OSHA is a part., had a regulation in place that made

existing computer printouts subject to the FOIA, but stated that

"(iinformation in the Department's computerized records which

could be produced only by additional programming of the computer,

thus producing information not previously in being, is not

required to be furnished under the Freedom of Information Act."

29 C.F.R. § 70.63 (1987). The Department of Labor's current

regulations continue this policy by defining a computer search as

the use of an existing computer program, 29 C.F.R. §§ 70.38(d) &

.70.40(d)(1), and by stating that "[Mothing in 5 U.S.C. § 552 or

this part requires that any agency or component create a new

record, either manually from preexisting files or through

creation of a computer program, in order to respond to a request

for records." 29 C.F.R. § 70.5.

Under this policy, OSHA has claimed that inserting the name

of a company into an existing program to retrieve an inspection

history for that company amounted to "computer programming" and

thus was not required under the FOIA. In other situations, oSHA

has referred requesters to 0SHA's computer office because, it

claimed, it would be too burdensome to produce the paper records

16
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which were "agency records" subject to the FOIA. However, the

computer office then claimed that the requested information did

not constitute "agency records" because they could not be

produced without "computer programming." /n this way, paper

records that met the definition of "agency records" somehow lost

that status through computerization.

A policy based solely on whether computer programming is

required is particularly troubling because that term has no fixed

meaning. As the director of OSHA's computer office testified in

a case in which Public Citizen challenged this policy, "It takes

programming of the computer to do anything and to do everything.

There is nothing that happens without some sort of programming."

Deposition of aohn,A. Katalinas at 162-63 (April 28, 1988), in

Public Citi_ml V. OSHg, No. 86-0705 (D.D.C.). Therefore, the

fact that programming is required does not indicate a level of

effort that is necessarily burdensome for the agency. Nor does

it indicate a particular level of expertise. Indeed, Mr.

Katalinas testified that computer programming can take minutes or

weeks to accomplish depending on the nature of the task. I. at

130.

Since the term "computer programming" has no fixed meaning,

it should come as no surprise that OSHA has applied this test

inconsistently. Thus, although OSHA has stated that it has

computer programming to retrieve inspection histories by company

name, it has denied at least two FOIA requests for inspection

histories for particular companies on the ground that it would

17
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require additional programming to produce the information. fin,

e.a., Community Envtronmental Health_Center v. OSHA, No. 87-1755

(D.D.C.). Similarly, although OSHA claimed that it had obtained

computer programming to produce information about violations of a

specific regulation, it later stated that it required computer

programming to respond to a subsequent request for such

information. Defendant's Answers to Supplemental Set of

Interrogatories, Public Citizen v. OSHA, No. 87-1755 (D.D.C.).

The lawsuits brought by Public Citizen and the Community

Environmental Health Center challenging OSHA's policies settled

after OSHA represented that it had expanded its computer

capabilities and now considers all of the information that these

requesters regularly seek from OSHA to be retrievable with

existing computer programming. While the computer expansion

might lave occurred without the lawsuit, the litigation.

contributed to OSHA's eventual change in policy under which it

now takes the position that it must utilize its existing programs

to produce information in the formats sought by requesters.

Since settling its lawsuit, Public Citizen has been able to

obtain computer printouts of inspection data on a wide range of

matters with a full waiver of all fees.2

Another agency reached a similar conclusion with respect to

computer searches as a result of an administrative appeal. In

2However, when we requested the same information in the form
of a computer tape, OSHA refused to produce it, claiming that it
would require the creation of a computer program to make the
information available in the form of a computer tape, a
contention that we have disputed,

18
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response to a request for animal use data, the Animal and Plant

Health Inspection Service of the Department of Agriculture stated

"we cannot restructure our records in order to provide

personalized service to each requester." Response to FOIA

Requeut of Investor Responsibility Research Center (May 18,

1988). After an administrative appeal, however, the agency

produced the requested information in the format sought by the

requester.

A rigid computer programming exception to the FOIA search

requirement has no basis in the FOIA. The Act requires agencies

to conduct reasonable searches, and the government agencies

employing this programming rule have never contended that it is

based on the reasonable search requirement. Instead, their sole

contention is that, whenever computer programming is employed, it

involves creation of a new record. However, it makes far more

sense to analogize whatever computer programming is required for

search purposes to the process of formulating and carrying out a

search of paper records. The question then becomes whether a

particular computer search, regardless of whether it requires

programming or not, is unreasonable.

Even w'nere a particular computer search requires an

unreasonable amount of computer programming or is otherwise

unreasonable, the agency's disclosure obligations are not

necessarily waived. Many agencies have regulations that require

them to assist requesters in narrowing overbroad requests or

fitting them within agency limitations. Thus, the Department of

4 P;
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Labor's current regulation& specify that

Every reasonable effort shal' be made to assist a
requester in the identification and location of the
record or records sought.

29 C.F.R. 6 70.19(c). Previously, they added that, even if the

search "unduly interfer[es] with Department operations because of

staff time consumed or the resulting disruption of files," the

agency must still confer with the requester "in an attempt to

reduce the request to manageable proportions by reformulation and

by outlining an orderly procedure for the production of the

records." 29 C.P.A. § 70.46 (1987). Under such a regulation, an

agency must inform the requester of the information that may be

obtained with a reasonable effort and assist the requester in

reformulating the request to come within any such restrictions.

In an administrative appeal decision, the Department of

b4ergy required, as part of the agency's search obligation, that

the agency ilform the requester of the structure and general

contents of the database so that the requester could specify the

particular requested information. DOE Case No. KFA-0146 at 4-5

(Nov. 24, 1987) (Exhibit S). In that decision, DOE considered the

distinction between the retrieval and creation of computer

records and defined the circumstances in which a computer search

and selection of information for retrieval did not amount to

creation of a new document:

With respect to computerized records, an agency naed
not make computations, restructure, or in any other way
manipulate the data contained in computerized records.
[citation to Yeaaer omitted]. Nevertheless, tho mere
retrieval of information already existing in a dea-
base, even if a computer must be programmed to select

20
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specified types of data, does not constitute creation
of a new record. Rather, it is more in the nature of
selecting from a paper document information which is
within the scope of a request and deleting information
that is unwanted or exempt.

DOE Case No. RFA-4'146 at 3 (Nov. 24, 1987).

The DOE's approach eliminates any arbitrary line-drawing

between requests that require programming, however extensive or

slight, and those that do not, even if they require an

unreasonable effort. In this way, computer searches are judged

by the same reasonableness standard that applies to other types

of FOIA requests.

3. Duty_tgLarduag_ituanahly_aarsadiaa
portions of Records.

Under the 1974 amendments, 0(a)ny reasonably segregable

portion of a record shall be provided to any person requesting

such record after deletion of the portions which are exempt . .

..." 5 U.S.C. § 552(b). This language requires agencies to

segregate and disclose nonexempt Iortions of records in response

to FOIA requests, unless it would be unreasonably burdensome for

the agency to do so.

In the context of paper records, agencies must produce

documents with exempt portions redacted. On the other hand, an

agency is not required to compile statistical data or change the

content of a document to allow disclosure of a record that

otherwise is exempt. see puB V. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 421 U.S.

132, 161-62 (1975).

These same standards apply to computer records. In Lona v.

21
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na, 596 F.2d 362, 366 (9th Cir. 1979), cert. glenied, 446 U.S.

917 (1980), the requester sought computer tapes of taxpayer

information with taxpayer identifiers deleted. The Ninth Circuit

held that othe mere deletion of names, addresses, and social

security numbers [does not] result() in the agency's creating a

whole new record . . . (and) is not considered an unreasonable

burden to place on the agency," even though it would be expensive

and inconvenient for the agency to carry out.

In a follow-up case, the same court refused to require the

agency to undertake a far more extensive redaction effort. Long

v. IRS, 825 F.2d 225 (9th Cir. 1987). The requester had

suggested various editing strategies that would make otherwise

exempt information disclosable. One strategy would have involved

releasing corrected line-by-line information, another would hove

required deletions of certain information on a rotating basis,

and a third would have involved releasing small enough subsets of

cycles of information to prevent insight into patterns of audit

selection. Id. at 229. A majority concluded that these

disclosure plans involved such extensive editing that they would

amount to creation of new records, which the FOIA does not

require. IA. at 230. The dissenting judge disagreed, concluding

that the first strategy would simply amount to redaction or

deletion and could be accomplished by a computer program. IA. at

231.

A similar result was reached in Yeaaer v. Drug Enforcement

Administration, 678 F.2d 315 (D.c. Cir. 1982). There, the

2 2
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requester sought access to a computer database of drug courier

profiles, most of which was exempt on law enforcement grounds.

The requester argued that the agency had an obligation to employ

certain extremely complicated computer techniques, which

reformulate computer data on individuals into statistical and

more general data that does not allow the identification of

individuals. The D.C. Circuit held that such techniques called

for the creation of new "agency records" rather than the

segregation and production of non-exempt information. 678 F.2d

at 319 n. 9, 320-23. The Yeager Court flatly rejected the

vntention that "a document with some information deleted is a

'new document,' and therefore not subject to disclosure .

id. at 321, but it drew the line at "manipulation and

restructuring of the substantive content" of information, which

it held went beyond the agency's FOIA obligations. Id. at 323.3

These cases apply the same standards the'. govern paper

records to electronic information. On the one hand, agencies

must redact and delete exempt information even if a computer

program is required to do so. On the other hand, they need not

completely restructure the substantive content of records in

3Q1arke v. Denartment of_Treasurv, No. 84-1873 (E.D. Pa.
1986), has been cited for the proposition that an agency has no
obligatiun to create a computer program in order to segregate
nonexempt information. However, that decision concerned not
merely creation of a program to extract the requested
information, but also independent verification by the agency that
the informatio.1 so retrieved concerned institutional, and not
individual, bondholders. That verification, not merely the use
of a computer program to retrieve the information, amounted to
creation of a new record.
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order to make exempt information nonexempt. Again the question

is not whether computer programming is required, but rather

whether the record is modified to such an extent that it becomes

a new record.

4. R=duction of Information in the Format Requested.

Another issue that often arises is whether the agency must

produce records in the format sought by the requester. The

statute itself does not answer this question. However, it speaks

in terms of "agency records" rather than information, which would

suggest that a requester should be able to request access to a

particular record, including a particular medium, such as

microfiche, audio tape, or computer tape.

In ilismukg_s_y_,_Qpiniramtes_iox, 603 F. Supp. 760

(D.D.C. 1984), however, a district court held that an agency had

fulfilled its FOIA obligations by releasing the requested

information in the form of microfiche, even though the requester

sought access to a computer tape of the information anti it would

be more convenient and less costly for the requester tu obtain

the information in the form of a computer tape.4 The court

suggested that the result would be different if the agency's

choice of format unreasonably hampered the requester's access to

the requested information or reduced the quantum of information

made available to him or her.

4The same district court applied the Dismukes rule to
dismiss a case as a moot where the agency had produced the
information in paper form, even though the requester sought a
computer tape. Natiomal Security hrehive v CIA, No. 88-119
(D.D.C. July 26, 1988).
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These qualifications are important limitations on the

Dismukes holding. Thus, as that court recognized, an agency

cannot diminish the quantity of information released or hamper

the requester's access by producing the information in one format

rather than another. Consistent with this principle, an agency

could not produce xerox copies of slides or photographs instoad

of actual duplicates of such records. Nor could an agency deny

access to audio tapes, while providing transcripts, since the

audio versions provide information through the voice inflections

recorded on the tape.

Unfortunately, the Dismukes case does not go far enough in

protecting the public's right of access to computer records.

Indeed, the pismukes decision could impair the public's ability

to use information obtained under the FOIA, even where there is

no cost justification for this restriction. Costs and resources

may often prohibit a requester from inputting information

obtained in the form of paper records or microfiche into a

computer system. as limjon_go. V. United States, 659 F. Supp.

239 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1987) (ordering release of computer tape as

well as printout in discovery because of limitations on party's

ability to use printout). Yet having the information in the form

of a computer tape may enable the requester to analyze the data

in ways that the government has not and obviate the requester's

need to make a series of requests in order to obtain various

computer printouts that present that data in different

combinations. The Dismukes decision also does not take into

25
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account the technical feasibility and cost of producing the

information in a requested format.

Since the Sismuhts holding is in no way mandated by the FOXA

itself, courts may adopt a different approach to the question.

Moreover, agencies are certainly free to establish practices that

honor requests for information in particular formats. Agencies

(and courts) should adopt a reasonableness test in determining

how to respond to such requests. sge ACUS Reriommendation, supra,

at 51. Under such a test, agencies would be required to produce

information in a particular format if it is reasonable to do so

under the circumstances. The cost and technical feasibility of

producing the information in the requested format would be

weighed against the quantity, quality, and usefulness to the

requester of the information in a particular format. Based on

ti.ese factors, an agency (and reviewing courts) would then

determine whether it is reasonable in the circumstances for the

agency to produce the information in the requested format, with a

presumption in favor of honoring the requent.

CONCLUSION

The Freedom of Information Act establishes flexible

principles that can be applied to computer records in a way that

ensures public accer and minimizes the burden imposed on

agencies. AlthoUgh agencies have sometimes misapplied the FOIA's

principles to requests for access to electronic information, many

of the erroneous positions can be attributed to a lack of

understanding of how the Act can, and in some cases must, be
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applied to requests for electronic information. Through

requests, administrative appeals, and sometimes litigauion,

agencies have taken a harder look at the FOIA's requirements and

adopted more reasonable interpretations of how its principles

apply in the context of computer records than was evident in

their initial responses. This experience shows that it ir not

the Act that should be changed, but the agencies' interpretations

of the Act in the computer age.

The restrictive policies that have been advanced by the

agencies have generally not been accepted by the courts. In

addition, many agencies have made assertions that computer

information is not covered by the Act or that agencies are not

required to use their computer capabilities to search for

responsive information, only to retract those assertions dUring

further stages of the administrative process. Since the FOIA

embodies workable principles that can promote public access to

electronic informaticn without unduly burdening government

agencies, and many agencies have embraced applications of FOIA's

principle8 that do, in fact, facilitate public access, it is not

at all clear that any new legislation tailored to electronic

information can provide a better structure than the one that is

already in place. For that reason, this subcommittee should

maintain vigilant oversight of agency practices ir this area to

ensure that access to electronic information is provided to the

public in accordance with the Act, but should refrain from

legislating new standards that are simply unnecessary. To open

27
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the door to wholesale amendments of the Act at this juncture

would only serve to call into question the applicability of the

FOIA's principles to electronic information, when those

principles are clearly applicable and serve to ensure public

access to computer records.
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Mr. WISE. Mr. Plesser.

STATEMENT OF RONALD PLESSER, PARTNER, PIPER & MARBURY

Mr. PLESSER. It is an honor to testify in front of this subcommit-
tee. It is the seminal 1986 report of this subcommittee that foresaw
many issues that we are discussing today. This subcommittee has
always been on top of the ,ssues. I would like to take a moment to
say it is a special occasioi to sit at the table with Bill Dobrovir, a
teacher of mine, to help him celebrate one of the few victories at
the Supreme Court under the FOIA.

The Government is approaching the year 2000 and no one has
told the Justice Department. There are standards in the FOIA for
access to electronic data bases. I think she also agrees with me, the
next step, the Justice Department in counseling agencies and de-
fending these cases are taking an old paper view of the statute.
They have an obsolete concept of how FOIA should be interpreted.

They have had a couple of favorable cases in the early 1980's.
They hold on to those precedents. What I find particularly frustrat-
ing is that we have to go to the courts fairly often to seek resolu-
tion of these issues. When we go to court in the context of public
information, and the issue is electronic access to that public infor-
mation, my experience, and I have only the experience of one prac-
titioner, is that they always work out an agreement where we get
access to the tape.

They do not want these issues to go to the court to be resolved in
a meaningful manner. I think some of the material that I put, for-
ward in my statement, some of the cases that we work on, indicate
that trend. One of the most interesting cases was the Nationa1
Standards Association which br-ught a case against the Depart-
ment of the Air Force. In that case, we were seeking the computer
tapes of spare parts information produced by the Department of
" a Air Force.

Their response to that was that the information was available in
microfiche therefor- they did not have to make available the infor-
mation in electronic computer tape form. There had been a 1983
case that had been discussed in this committee's earlier report
which said that the Government essentially had the responsibility
to disclose information and whatever the format of that informa-
tion, the Government essentially could choose which was disclosed
so they could disclose microfiche as opposed to computer tape. That
decision was criticized in this committee's report and it has not
been followed by other courts.

The Department of the Air Force tried to use the concept of that
case to withhold the access to the tapes. I received what in retro-
spect is a somewhat humorous letter from the FOIA officer at
Wright-PattIrson Air Force Base who said that since the informa-
tion was already public in microfiche and therefore he was not
going to process my appeal for the computer records.

He said you already have the information. We are not denying
anything. He sent me the appeal package back, he was not going to
send it forward. We sued immediately and without any briefing or
any discovery, the Government settled. They settled not only to
give us access to the particular record, but for the first time the
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Department of the Air Force regularly sent the tapes to the Na-
tional Technical Service for a regular public dissemination. That
trend has been repeated. I think what is needed is oversight, some
enforcement perhaps from OMB, perhaps from the Justice Depart-
ment of how Government agencies should respond.

The standards, of the FOIA, work pretty well and the amend-
ments of 1974 have been particularly effective. There may be some
need for change but I am not sure we see it now. One or the impor-
tant concepts is equal access.

I represented the Journal of Commerce in a case against the Cus-
toms Service which I talk about in some detail in my written state-
ment. Suffice it to say that the Customs Service has an electronic
system where they correct all the information on import vessel
manifests coming into the United States. They collect manifests for
tariff and quota purposes. They wanted to get the port authorities
to help them out in this process. They decided they would give
online access to certain port authorities. It was not ever port au-
thorities, but only the ones that were helping them. For everybody
else, people using this information, at first they gave no public
access, then they said we will give you a tape once a month. Then
they said we will give you a tape once a week. We filed a lawsuit
under the fifth amendment to the U.S. Constitution on equal pro-
tection of the law saying this was public information and that the
Government had no right to favor one member of the public as
against another member a the public in the dissemination of that
information.

That case was settled although with a great deal of pressure
from Judge Ritchie in the local district court. If cne knows Judge
Ritchie, he has a great deal of power in the settlement process. I
think he favored our position and strongly encouraged the Depart-
ment to settle the case.

Now anyone interested can pick up a daily tape of that informa-
tion from the Cueoms Service. I think there has been a level of
development. When I talk about the Freedom of Information Act I
often talk about equal access. I think there is some confusion some-
times that that may implicate fee structures. It does not. It is
meant to resolve the the Journal of Commerce issue. Electronic in-
formation should not be viewed as a commodity and given to one
person and not another as favoritism. I think if electronic records
are maintained in tape, disks, or CD they must be made available.
The more' difficult issues arise in terms of the obligation of an
agency to selectively retrieve it from a data base. I think the courts
will require access to that data if existing Government retrieval
programs can reasonably find some information.

The difficulty comes when the system must be designed to re-
ceive the data. I think the reasonable interpretation of the FOIA is
that reasonable programming is requiredbut the courts will bring
about a further understanding of these issues. The invitation letter
also asks for comments on dissemination .policy which is a little dif-
ferent from freedom of information. Freedom of information is cru-
cial in determining whether or not certain pieces of information
are publicly available. Dissemination policy is, once you decide
that, how do you maximize the disclosure. I think the programs de-
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veloping in the Government, EDGAR, national trade data banks,
basically have worked to further dissemination information.

In reading and reviewing the bill that you have introduced, and I
know it is just the first draft, I think it discourages that type of
activity because it requires the Government to provide end users
direct access to that material. I think, for example, the EDGAR
system would probably not pass muster under that statute. It
would probably not comply with the standards in my view and I
think the views of other people who have looked at it. I raise that
now as a concern because I know we are going through a very im-
portant process.

That is not to be interpreted as saying the Government should
not disseminate directly. They should. They should also do things
to motivate libraries, other public systems, Government informa-
tion companies, and a broad range of people to disseminate Govern-
ment information. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Plesser follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

my name is Ronald Plesser and I am a partner in the

Washington, D.C. law firm of Piper and Marbury. I have been an

"Information" lawyer since 1972 and have participated in much

of the development of the Freedom of Information Act. I worked

for several years with Ralph Nader and argued several cases

that remain significant today including Vaughn v. Rosen and

stern v. Richardson. I also assisted in the passage of the

very important amendments to the Freedom of Information Act in

1974. I then became General Counsel to the U.S. Privacy

Protection Study Commission from 1975-1977. Since that time I

have been in private practice representing individuals,

newspapers, _ base companiea, and others interested in

access to and dissemination of government information.

Unfortunately I have lost count how many times I have testified

before this Subcommittee. (I should make an inquiry of the

Congressional Information Service's computer.) It is always a

special honor to be requested to testify here because of the

deep knowledge of this Subcommittee and its staff on these

issues.

Today I will discuss access under the Freedom of

Information Act to electronic records and the responsibility of

the government to make electronic information publicly

available.

513
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The seminal work on this subject was created by this

Subcommittee in its 1986 report on Zlectronic Collection And

Pisseminution I II Feder icx
Review. Many cf the issues identified in that report are the

very ones that we are seeking now to resolve.

The government intends to be paperless in the year

2000. This is the expressed goal of the General Services

Administration. Unfortunately no one has yet told this to the

Department of Justice. In defending FOIA litigation, and in

counseling the government agencies, they remain in a world of

paper. Their obsolete attitude can not last for very long.

Interesting enough, with some older exceptions, the courts are

much more open to the electronification of the FOIA than is the

Department of Justice.

There are two distinct issues which often overlap.

First, is access to electronic records under the FOIA. Second,

is the affirmative obligation of the government to make

electronic informattzu available for public dissemination.

The FOIA has some affirmative disclosure requirements

for rules, opinions, decisiolls, and similar elements of agency

law. However, by and large it is a passive statute. That is,

someone from outside the government first must request an

identifiable record. The government must either then give it

to the requester or withhold it. If it withholds a record and

the requester files suit, then the government has the burden to

-2-
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demonstrate why it is not available. Technically, the

government and the courts can only respond to requests for

records that exist. Therefore, a request for future records or

records that do not exist in a retrievable form at the time of

the request can be denied because in the government's view they

are not withholding anything because they do not have anything

to withhold.

I am not totally critical of the concept of record by

request access because in many cases it allows for a clear cut

factual determination. If several cases are won for a type of

record, someone will get the message. The recent Supreme Court

case of Tax Analysts v. Department of Justice indicates the

value of this approach. The government's position was

indefensible because there was no reason under the FOIA to

withhold the records. If the debate was held in the broader

world of dissemination policy, perhaps the result would have

been different. Now, after access is established, the

government will have to determine how to make that information

regularly available. The FOIA only speaks to the particular

case, while dissemination policy reflects how the government

plans to affirmatively provide access to the public.

I have prosecuted many requests for electronic records

and generally I have been successful where the underlying

inZormation is public. When I proceed to court, the government

generally settles. This is fortunate for my clients who can

-3-
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require public release of data with a minimum of effort. It

may, however, be unfortunate for the development of the law,

because the Justice Department has in many cases avoided

judicial decisions on these important issues. It is my

experience that when you come to court with a case concerning

electronic access to otherwise public information, the Justice

Department usually capitulates. Meanwhile, when you go back to

agencies on the next case, they will continue to assert these

discredited theories.

Sue Long in one of her suits against the IRS was able

to persuade the 9th Circuit that computer tapes are subject to

the FOIA. Long v. IRS, 596 F.2d 362 (9th Cir. 1979), cert

dInied 446 U.S. 917 (1980). Courts have not generally

disagreed with that pronouncement. The District Court for the

District of Columbia, however, in the Palmlike& case (discussed

in this Subcommittee's 1986 report) did hold that if government

hlformation was available in other media then they did not have

to disclose the computer records. The government has held onto

the pismukes case as a matter of policy, but does not seem to

want to relitigate the issue. Last year the Department of the

Air Force refused access to computer tape used to create

microfiche copies of spare part suitability records on the sole

ground that the information was available in microfiche and

that the government did not have to provide access to computer

tapes. The Air Force's FOIA officer at Wright-Patterson Air

-4-
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Force Base even refused to process the appeal to the Secretary

of the Air Force as required by regulations because in his view

nothing was being withheld since the information sought was

available in microfiche. (Letter of George Conner is attached

hereto as Exhibit A). Finally, we brought suit and the Justice

Department, before any discovery or briefing, agreed to have

the tapes released and to have them made regularly available

through NTIS. (Copy of Stipulation of Dismissal in National

Standards Association_v, Department of the Air Force, (Civil

Action No. 88-0172-TFH) is attached hereto r.s Exhibit B)).

In another case, Congressional Information Service was

able to obtain access to the computer tapes containing the

mailing lists of subscribers to the Federal Register. The

interesting thing about that case was that it was against the

U.S. Government Printing Office ("GPO"), allegedly a

legislative agency and not subject to the FOIA. Again, in

order to avoid court resolution of sensitive issues, the GPO

entered into a settlement agreement which requires the GPO to

disclose records. It was interesting that the fact that these

were computerized records did not seem to bother anyone given

the other issues in the case. (Copy of Settlement Agreement is

attached hereto as Exhibit C).

-5-
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Perhaps the most significant case for electronic

access that rhave been responsible fOr has been Journal of

Commarce v. U.S. Department of the Treasury. et al, (Civil

Action No. 88-2132-CRR)).

That case involved a major system developed by the

Customs Service entitled Automated Commercial System ("ACS").

One part of ACS is the Automated Manifest System or "AMS." ACS

is a highly centralized system integrating all the aspects of

clearing and collecting tariffs on goods imported into the

United States. It links steamship companies, brokers,

freightforwarders, insurers, and others to the Customs Service

on an on-line basis. AMS is the sub-system by which Steamship

companies may electronically file manifests of imported

cargoes. The Customs Service thus has an on-line data base

containing all imports brought into the U.S. by ocean vessel.

The Journal of Commerce has since 1827 also maintained such a

data base for dissemination (see 19 U.S.C. S 1431) which allows

access to manifests for the purposes of publication. The

Customs Service proposed to provide on-line access to certain

port authorities (ostensibly public users for the purposes of

these systems) with no restriction on further public release.

They at first provided no public access at all to this data

base. Then they offered a monthly tape and then a weekly one.

They were using electronic information as a commodity

-6-
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encouraging certain port authorities by providing them

immediate and enhanced access to public governmental data.

We brought suit not under the FOIA but rather under

thq equal protection provisions of the Fifth Amendment to the

U.S. Consti*ution. Again the government settled and is now

providing dalil tape access to the AMS data base pursuant to a

consent order. (Copy of Consent Order is attached hereto as

Exhibit D). Here the crucial issue is equal access to

information. This is a principle that should underlie any

public access statute.

These cases and the others that have been brought do

not resolve all of the iesues. Cleccly if electronic records

are maintained in some medium like tape, discs or CD-ROM they

must be available under the FOIA. The more difficult issues

arises in terms of the obligation of an agency to selectively

retrieve information from a data base. I believe that the

courts will require, absent special circumstances, access to

that data if existing government retrieval programs can

reasonably find such information. The difficulty arises when

additional programming or system design may be required to

retrieve such data. I believe that time and reasonable

interpretation of the FOIA by the courts will bring about a

reasonable resolution of these issues.

-7-
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Government dissemination policy is a related, but

somewhat different matter. I believe that the government

should disseminate information electronically through many

means. This can be done directly by the government through the

direct provision of end user services and by c&talyzing

electronic dissemination by the press, libraries, public

interest groups and information companies. Two good ezamples

of this are the EDGAR system developed by the SEC and the

National Trade Data Base being developed by the Department of

Comnerce. In both cases the government is collecting,

organizing and making available electronic data in a timely

fashion for public dissemination. The EDGAR system is

particularly noteworthy because it will assure that filings

with the SEC are instantaneously disseminated through an

unlimdted number ot diverse and competing systems. The pub]ic

will be extraordinarily benefitted by this rapid and diverse

access. The alternative of direct end user access to the

government's system was rejected. It would have been very

costly and ultimately burdened by all of the problems including

slowness that typify big governmental systems. It is important

to note that both the EDGAR program and the National Trade Data

Bank were developed in part as the vtsult of a very particular

authorizing legislation to reflect clear legislative mandates.

-8-
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Mr. Chairman, I have been concerned that the bill

that you have introduced, H.R. 2381, would discourage or even

prohibit programs like EDGAR and the National Trade Data Bank.

The emphasis in that legislation is on the direct dissemination

of data. It ie reasonable to conclude, for example, that tho

SEC in addition to EDGAR, would have to directly disseminate

SEC filinga to any end user, thereby forcing them to compete

with their own contractor, and negate the system developed that

will encourage diverse and competitive products. I assume this

is an unintended result and will be clarified.

The First Amendment and good sense should resist the

well intentioned urge to make the government all things to all

people. If the government winds up as the primary direct

disseminator of its own data, the people will be ill-served.

niversity and competitive services, not a monolithic government

monopoly, will best serve and inform the public.

Thank you for your interest in these matters.

-9-
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
A111 rows LOSISYICU COMMANO

Wa1614T.PATTMON Alm FORCE SASE. OHIO454n-sool

1 4 JAN 1988
ir1

me Ronald L. Plesser
Nash, Rallsback, end Plesser
1193 Fifteenth Ntreat, N.W.
Washington D.C. 20006

Dear Mr Plesser

This is In response to your letter of 14 Dec 67 On behalf of your client
..NatIonal Standards Association, inc. INSAI.

Theo is to advise you that no administrative FOIA appeal rights exist when
there wee no denlei of'NSA's 9 Nov 97 FOIA request for D049 date. Our
24 Nov 02 latter to NSA clearly stated that "the'requested data is available
for public disclosure on microfiche and we ere willing to provide NSA the
information., This cannot be construed es adenlel. When there is no denial,

no admInistretive appeal rights exist under FOIA.

FOIA requires thet the government provide non-exempt information to the public
In a reosonably usable format. It does not require the Aformetion to be In
specific format to meet a specific commercial need of a particular requester.
This le not what Congress intended. It Is within the government's discretion
In what format the information is made available to the public, provided it le
accessible to and reasonably usable by tho pu011O.

NSA's motive for requesting the date or its use hes no relevance end cannot be
taken Into oonelderetlon when processing a FOIA request. Past releases of
Information In a particular format do not bind the government to that format
forever. When conditions change end it I In the government's best interest
to change, we sriunder a duty to change.

This response hes been coordinated on by our Staff Judge Advocate Office.

4eArAtitarkt...$24.
GEORGE CONNER
Records Management
Directorate of Administration

MENIIIMMIIIIIIMENIIIIMNI
EXHIB/T A

I

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA RECEIVED

APR 1 4 1988

NATIONAL STANDA:I4 ASSOCIATION, INC. )
14144, MAKS F: HOGAN

)

Plaintiff, )

)

V. ) Civil Action No. 88-0172-TPH
)

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE, )

et al.
) FILED
)

Defendants. )

)
APR 1, 1988

C1404 UAL Chtrfet

Ofttrtrtefeeurnt(.1".

STIPULATION OF D/SMISSAL

1. /n this action, plaintiff National Standards

Association, Inc., a vendor of procurement-related information,

seeks access under the Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA"),

U.S.C. 5552, to a magnetic computer tape created by and in the

possession or control of the Department of the Air Force ("Air

Force"). The magnetic computer tape contains an updated listing

of Interchangeability and Substitutability ("I 4 S") information

contained within the D043 logistics database maintained by the

Air Force. The I 4 S records pertain to the interchangeability

and substitutability of parts utilized by the Air Force. The

magnetic computer tape is currently used to update microfiche

alIMEN11111111M1111111111111111b
EXHIBIT B
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records which are produced from the computer tape on a bimonthly

basis. The I s S fiche is regularly distributed to offices

within the Air Force and is available to the public upon

request. The magnetic computer tape described above constitutes

the record to which plaintiff seeks access under the FOIA.

2. Pursuant to discussions between the parties, plaintiff

and defendants have agreed to the dismissal of this lawsuit on

the basis of the followihg arrangements:

A. 'M. Air Force will make the most current magnetic

computer tape used to generate I a S records directly

available to plaintiff, in the format used by the Air Force,

upon approval of this Stipulation of Dismissal by the Court.

B. The Air Force intends, starting within 30 days of

the date hereof, to routinely and promptly make available to

the National Technical Information Service of the Department

of Commerce, for public distribut n, the most recent

magnetic computer taps, in the format used by the Air Force,

created for the purpose of generating regularly updated I & S

records.
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C. Each party shall bear its own costs and fees.

Respectfully submitted,

/I.
Mk Stephens ona esser

(D.C. Bar 0177840)
United States Attorney

J n . mates
(D.C. Bar 0934927)
Assistant United States Attorney

(D.C. Bar 0141846)

E.Dav t. G114:A=14
(D.C. Bar 0290908)

NASH, RAILSBACK G PLESSERoh PMmi 1133 15th Street, N.W.
(D.C. Bar 0926816) Suite 1100
Attorney-Advisor Washington, D.C. 20005
Office of Information & Privacy (202) 857-0220
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
10th 5 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Room 7238
Washington, D.C. 20530
(202) 766-4796

Counsel for Defendants
Department of the Air Force
and Department of Defense

Dated: 4tnL 7 /9s(

SO ORDERED this 17 day of

, 1988.

, 1988

Counsel for Plaintiff
National Standards Association
Inc.

UNITED STATES DIST
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IN TBZ UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

CONGRESSIONAL INFORMATION SERVICE, INCe )

Plaintiff, )

)

v. ) C.A. No. 85-3408-EEG
)

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, et al. ) FILED vi
)

Defendants. )

OCT 2 1587

Of-% U.S. Dis:rkt Court

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT Dk.t. 113 of Columbia

1.. In this action, plaintiff Congressional Information

Service, Inc. ("CIS") seeks disclosure under the Freedom of

Information Act ("FOIA"), 5 U.S.C. 5552, of the list of paid

subscribers to the Federal Register (the "requested records").

2. Defendant U.S. Government Printing Office ("GPO") is in

.possession of the requested record's, and GPO disputes that it is

.an agency subject to the requirements of the FOIA.

3. Defendant National Archives and Records Administration

("NARA"), Office of the Federal Register ("OFR") and

Administrative Committee of the Federal Register ("ACFR"), ate

subject to the FOIA, and dispute that they are in possession or

control of the requested records.

4. CIS and defendants agree in settlement of this action to

the following:

A. GPO shall make the requested records available to

CIS by entering into periodic mailing list use agreements with

CIS in the form and substance of Exhit.t A hereto. Sucu

agreements shall have the effect of prOviding to CIS an accurate

A1111111111111MMIIIIIIIIIMINI
EXHIBIT C
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and complete list of the paid subscribers to the Federal

Register, upon thirty (30) days notice and at least four times

per calendar year as may be reasonably requested by CIS. CIS

shall be permitted to obtain portiona of the list based upon

particular criteria, if available, such as institutional type or

sample subsets. However, the obtaining of a sample subset for

testing purposes will not limit the right of CIS to use the full

list at least four times per year.

33. The GPO shall provide the list of paid subscribers

on machine readable magnetic tape, 4-up machine-affixable

cheshire mailing labels, or 4-up pressure sensitive mailing

labels, all in sip code sequence. For foreign addresses, if GPC,

systems are unable to print the full country name on 4-up

cheshire labels, a magnetic tape or pressure sensitive labels

.will be provided.

C. Insofar as possible, the GPO will delete the names

'and addresses of subscribers to the Federal Register who have

requested that their identity not be released. Each subscriber

request for deletion will be honored by GPO for a period not to

exceed the subscription period in which the request was

submitted, although such requests may be renewed at the time the

subscription is renewed.

D. Notwithstanding the terms of any indemnification or

hold harmless provision contained in Exhibit A or that GPO may

seek to require. CIS shall not be responsible to GPO for any ;

claim or action arising from or brought under the Privacy Act, 5

U.S.C. 5552a or any similar statute, regulation or law.

5,7
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E. GPO may modify the terms of Exhibit A, and establish

fees that may be charged thereunder, only as may be consistent

win this agreement, prevailing commercial practices for the

provision of similar type mailing lists, or as CIS may otherwise

agree.

F. NARA, OFR and ACFR agree cast if the requested

records are no longer maintained by GPO but are maintained by any

other defendant or its successor, that such defendant or

successor shall provide CIS prompt access to the requested

records.under the FOIA.

G. In the event a court of competent jueisdiction

determines, or in the event that GPO asserts, that GPO is subject

to the requirements of the Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. 5552a, GPO

agrees promptly to provide the requested records to CIS pursuant

, to the FOIA. GPO reserves the right to raise exemptions to the

FOIA.

H. The governount shall pay to CIS $26,370.50 for all

fees and costs incurred in this action.

,A4Y/
AgreediteAtpis 214 day of

, 87
Agre o t s 24P/d-ay of

, -1187

ona . esser (

Alan R. Schwartz (11933176)
NASH, RAILSBACK 6 PLESSER
1133 Fifteenth Street, N.W.
Suite 1100
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 857-0220

Attorneys for Congressional
Information Service, Inc.

p . K4nn cke J .

Public *rititer
United ' tes Government

Print_ng Office
Washington, D.C. 20401

5 9 S-
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navel!' vagenoea
United States Attorney

ed States Attorney

96793)
Assist& U.S. ttorney
United States A torney's Office
Civil Division - 4th Floor
Judiciary Center Building
555 4th Street, N.M.
Washington, D.C. 20001
(202) 272-9262

Attorneys for
United States Government

Printing Office
National Archives and Records

Administration
Office of the Federal Register
Administrative Committee of the

Federal Register

APPlaVED this dam. of cei` 0 1987.

United States D strict Je
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS

MAILING LIST USE AGREEMENT

User Name:

Address:

City, State, Zip Code:

Phone:

List Requested:

User and GPO agree that the following terms and conditions
shall be applicable to tne use of a Government Printing Office
("GPO") mailing list:

1. Pursuant to this Agreement, GPO shall provide to Use::
the names and addresses of the subscribers of the above-
referenced list of subscribers. Such list shall be accurate as
of thirty (30) days prior to the date of this contract.

Z. The GPO shall provide the list of paid subscribers on 4-
up pressure sensitive mailing labels, all in zip code sequence.

3. Insofar as possible, the GPO will delete the names and
addresses of ubscribers to the Federal Register who have
requested that their identity not be released.

4. The names and addresses of subscribers furnished by GPO:
are provided tc, the User for a one-time use only and may not be,
copied, duplicated or reproduced in any form by the User. Thel
User acknowledges that the list at all times remain the
sole property of the GPO.

5. The list may be used by the User only in conjunction:
with promotional and/or research materialu approved by the!
Superintendent of Documents, which approval shall not bel
unreasonably withheld. The User agrees to furnish to thel
Superintendent of Documents two copies of the typewritteni
manuscript of such material no less than two weeks prior to the:
proposed release by GPO of the list.

EXHIBIT A
to

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT
(C.A. No. 86-3408-HHG)
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6. The User shall indemnify and hold harmless the GPO
against any claim, damage, expense, liability or obligation
incurred by reason of User's use of this list.

7. The User agrees to pay a fee, in advance, to the
Superinbendent of_Documentr at the rata set forth on the enclosed
-"Schedule of Fees for Superintendent of Documents Nailing Lists."

Agreed to this day of , 19 .

Government Printing Office
Saperintendent of Documents

By: By:

Title: Title:

a 31
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

)

JOURNAL OF COMMERCE, INC., )

)

Plaintiff, )

II )

v. ) C.A. No. SS -2132 -CRR
)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE )

TREASURY, et al. ) F! I I. E: 1)

)

Defendants. )

) NOV 1 .6 1388

Clerk, U.S. Diottict Court

CONSENT ORDER

1. Plaintiff, Journal of Commerce, Inc. ("JOC"),

:brought this action seeking injunctive and declaratory relief to

ienjoin defendant, the United States Customs Service ("Customs"),

from granting port authorities on-line access to electronically

filed vessel import manifest data through Customs Automated

Manifest System ("AMS") while providing weekly tape access to the

press and the public pursuant to a notice published in the Federal

Register, 53 "id. Ria. 25041 (July 1, 1988).

2. Plaintiff sought an order of this court enjoining

the implementation of AMS, absent equal access to JOC and other

members of the press, and directing Customs to provide JOC and

other members of the press with access to vessel import manifest

data in the sem manner as it is accorded to port authorities.

1 3. In settlement of this action, plaintiff and

:dafendant agree to the entry of a judgment providing as follows:

EXHIBIT D
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A. Beginning within 30 days of the entry of this

order, Customs agrees to provide to JOC magnetic tapes or'

equivalent electronic media containing all vessel import .

manifest data and chonges, including electronically

pre-filed manifsq data, that Customs provides to the

port authorities via the ANS. Customs will prepare the

magnetic tape daily, seven days per week, and make it

available for pickup in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan

area by JOC no later than the clods of business the day

following the day of transmission to Customs. Custori

may change the method of distribution as long as such

changes do not materially affect the rights of the JOC

under this agreement.

B. Daily tapes will be made available provided

that the ANS system is substantially operational. If it

is not substantially operational for all purposes on the

basis of unforeseeable events, technical failure or for

required servicing, all data will be provided the next

day the system is operational. The daily magnetic tape

provided to JOC will contain the specific elements of

vessel import manifest data listed in the Freedom of

Information (FOI) Mam.fest Data File User Details dated

August 30, 1988 attached hereto, hereby incorporated by

reference; and container numbr; and seal number.

Customs may redact from the daily magnetic tape

the names and addresses of those importers or consignees,

-2 -
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and that of their shippers, that have requested

confidential treatment pursuant to 19 C.F.R. 5103.14(d).

Accordingly, there will be no time embargo or other

reatriction on the use of the vessel import manifest data

from the AMS provided to JOC via daily magnetic tape.

C. JOC shall bear the cost of generating the daily

magnetic tape provided to it by Customs. The calculation

of such cost shall include the cost of computer time, the

cost of the manpower necessary to accomplish the task of

generating the daily tape, the cost of shipping if

requested, and the cost of materials including the daily

reels of magnetic computer tape. JOC shall not bear the

expense of researching and developing the procedures for

creating and providing access to the import manifest data

in the AMS via the daily magnetic tape system, or of

maintaining the AMS.

D. If the Customs Service decides to discontinue

dissemination of AMS vessel manifest data including

dissemination to port authorities, then it shall be under

no obligation under this order to provide electronic

access to JOC.

4. To the extent that additional items of information

are placed on AMS and provided to the port authorities, they will

'be promptly included in the tapes and made available to JOC

- 3 -
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pursuant to this order. This consent order does not resolve any

issues related to the inclusion of marks and numbsrs on ANS or as

to the legal sufficiency Of electronicmanifests without marks and!

numbers pursuant tO 19 U.S.C. $1431(c).

S. Thi8 case shell be dismissed with prejudice and this

Court shall retain jurisdiction of this matter to assure

compliance with this Consent Order.

6. Each side will bear its own cost including

attorneys' fees.

; SO ORDERED,

Ronald L. P1 sser (D.C. Bar 0141846)
Piper & Narbury
1200 Nineteenth Street, S.W.
Washing.on, D.C. 20036
(202) 861-3910

Attorneys for Plaintiff
Journal of Commerce, Inc.

111 :"3 k/fLeolv
,)tay/B. Stem ns ('.C. Bar 0177840)
United States Xttorney

Jot& D. Bates (D.C. Bar 0934927)
istant United qtates Attorney

Curtis E. Nall (D.C. Bar 0385866)
Assistant United States Attorney

Judiciary Center Building
555 Fourth Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001
(202) 272-9224

Attorneys for Defendants
United States Department of the Treasury,
United St s Customs Service

rt,/ 4 cA //

Charles R. Richey Data
United States District Judge

-4 -
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FILED

NOV 1 6 Me

Cork U.S. DIOfot Coul

of

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION (POD MANIFEST DATA FILE USER OETAILS

AUGUST GO. 1046

FILL SALC$1

OATA SET NAME (USCG)

TAR! LAGEL

LOGICAL ACCORD LENGTH

AGACA Sill

NANFLIT.PROD.ACS.FOI.DATA

STANDARD

1600

ITS

2706 fl A ITS)

MC PILE CONSISTS OP FIVE ACCORD TYPES

f111 GILL OF LADINO INFORNATION RECORD

f20 SHIPPER NAME AND ADDRESS RECORD

'of CONSISNEE NAME ANO ADORESS RECORD

149 NOTIFY PARTY.NAME ANO ADDRESS RECORD

lo. DESCRIPTION MCCORD

vim WILL lc A rrna to Ammo ron Demi au or LADINO RIc0R0
THAT U.S. CUSTOMS NAS SELECTED TO GE PROCESSED, DEPENDI-S ON THE
CsISTENCE Of A SNITCHING PRIVACY PILE 'mono. THERE NAY OR NAV NOT
OE A TYPE 412f RECORD ANO/OR A TYPE @if RECORD ANO/OR A TYPE @Of
MORO. CACM TYPE f110 RECORD HAY CONTAIN UP TO FIVE Iffi OESCRIP.
TIoNs *LOWS WITH A *PUCE COUNT* FOR EACH. WHEN A *PIECE COuNT*
IS ZERO MI IT PERTAINS TO THE PREVIOUS DESCRIPTION WITH A
*PItcC COUNT* GREATER THAN ZERO III. EACH TYPE fte RECORD HAY HAvE
tAl to 909 DESCRIPTIONS, WHICH wOUCO SE AAA TYP( fit RECORDS WITH

THC LAST ONC CONTAINING FOUR 141 DESCRIPTIONS.
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AUSUST 32. loos

FROLDOM or INFORMATION tFOI) MANIFEST OATA FILE USER DETAILS

RECORD LAYOUT)

I - ILL OP LADING RECORO

01 SI1L0.0FLADIND-RECOR0.
93 RECORD ID. PIC OM)

VALUE 0141.
03 CARRIER-COOE PIC MAI.
03 445SELCOUNTRT.COOE PIC X1021.
03 4451111.41AMC PIC X11310
63 40VA41441UMUR PIC X10111.
43 01001PONLADINS .PIC 4014101.

03 EST.ARRIVAL.OATE PIC SSW.
03 SILLOFLADINONOR PIC X1111.
03 FORRISM.PORTmLADINS PIC XtOS1.
03 MANIFESTellTT PIC 01111.
03 MANIFISTUNITS PSC X1011.
03 WONT PIC SIM.
Al StIONT.,UNIT PIC Mil.
03 NEASURINENT PIC 9111/.
03 MCASUMEMENTUNIT PIC 01081.
03 FILLER PIC X1110.

2 SNIFFER NAME ANO ADIAL0S RECORD

01 SMIPPE066CORO.
03 WOO ID

03 sNIPPOROMME
03 SHIPPER-ADDRESS.

OS smIPPER-A0cR.1
IS SPIPP6110000.2
06 SNIPPER.A0OR.3
OS SNIPPIER...MR-A

03 FILLER

3 cONSIIINEE RECORD

01 CONsIONEE-RECORD.
03 14C000 ID

03 CONSIONIC*NAMC
03 CONSIGNEEADDRESS.

OS CONSISNEEAOOR1
OS CONSIGNM.ADOR.1
OS CONSIONCEA0043
OS .CONSION[4.400R4

r. 3
7

PIC X(011
VALUE 8E0.

PIC 2133).

PIC X1351.
PIC X1X11/.
PIC *US).
PIC MS/.
PIC 011921.

PIC 31011
VALUE W.

PIC 1111351.

P IC PIM.
P IC 2130).
PIC *MI.
P IC PM).
PIC 0(102).
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(TICKS.

pUOUOT 30. 10811

roocoois or urommoTtom (F01) MANIFEST OATS Imo Into otToko

POCONO LAYOUT*

4 . NOTIFY 14111TV PIAMe ANO IMAM RiCORO
..............

SI NOTIFT.PAPITTNECONO.
03 SICORWID

03 NIFYPARTTOMPE
03 NTFYPARTT-ADOMESS.

OP NTFO.PAPTY04100111
es .01TM.PANTT110042
OP NTFOPOPTY.A00113
011 1481(841ANTV110001.4

03 FILM

PIC X(811
VALOR '400

PIC 114361.

PIC X(391.
PIC X1311.
PIC IMO.
PIC 01311).
PIC 041011.

0 ,
O(OCRIFTION NICONO

4 444

01 OISCPIPTION.NICOPO. ,
13 PICOR010 PIC 0(011

VALUE W.
13 DOSCAIPTIONOREA PIC 01275).

03 FILLIP MOIFINIS OISCPIPTION.APPO.
OS OCSCRIPTIONLINE OCCURS I TINES.

07 PIECE4OUNT PIC 11(101.

07 DESCRIPTION PIC XIASIe

03 FILLIP PIC X(041.

15 3 8
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Mr. WISE. Our final panelist is William A. Dobrovi:, fresh from
the Supreme Court. It is good to have you th us.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM A. DOBROVIR, DOBROVIR & GEPHARDT

Mr. DOBROVIR. Thank you.
I thank R Plesser for reminding me how long in the tooth I

am getting. I have been litigating freedom of information cases
since 1967; about a dozen in the court of apwals, and two in the
Supreme Court. I was counsel for the plaintiffs in the case the Su-
preme Court decided June 23, U.S. Department of Justice v. Tax
Analysts. That case, I think, has settled once and for all some ques-
tions that have vexed the courts and requesters over the years:
What is an improper withholding, and what are "agency records."

The case involved the Department's copies of Federal court tax
decisions, which the Department received in its capacity as counsel
for the United States in those cases. The Court decided that agency
records include anything the agency either creates or obtains, very
specifically using the words, "studies, trade journal reports, and
anything else produced by private or governmental organizations."
The second requirement is that the agency must control the docu-
ment, that is it must be in its possession in the legitimate conduct
of official duties. It excludes personal matters that agency employ-
ees keep for personal reference. Most important with respect to
electronic information, the Court in the opinion explicitly adopted
the definition of records in the Records Disposal Act which in-
cludes "machine readable materials made or received by an agency
in connection with the transaction of public business."

Now I think that means, and cannot mean anything other than
this: Not only data that may be stored electronically in computer
records, but any program that the Government itself has either
purchased or developed for the purpose of processing and retriev-
ing that data, is an agency record and is covered by the FOIA. If
the agency is required to use its program in order to retrieve the
data to respond to a request, that is not creating a new record.

Another important holding by the Court was to lay to rest an ar-
gument that agencies are prone to make: That in addition to the
nine exemptions there sometimes is another reason, some other
basis for withholding. The Court said explicitly and finally that
anything that is withheld is improperly withheld unless it comes
under one of the nine specific exeAlptions in section 552(b).

So this decision should end any controversy about what is an
agency record, about whether electronic data is included under the
act, about whether programs or software are included and whether
or not an agency has an obligation to apply its program to its data
in order to retrieve it in response to a request.

I want to raise something here which seems to me a bear lurking
in the forest since the Tax Analysts decision: That is, the applica-
tion of the Copyright Act to data an agency may have purchased,
for example, and which it uses ili its business. Sometimes this data
is extremely expensive, is proprietary but is offered for sale to the
public often at very high prices. The agency purchases it. The re-
quester comes in under OMB guidelines asking for it at 10 cents
per page, or the machine or personnel costs if it is electronic.

53 9
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No court ever has decided what the Government's obligations are
for copy-righted data. The Supreme Court ducked the question by
an equally divided vote when it considered the case of Williams v.
Wilkins in the colirt of claims which had held that the National
Library of Medicine was not violating the Copyright Act when it
provided copies of copyrighted materials for a user at the mere cost
of copying. The Weissberg case, in the D.C. circuit did not decide it,
although the issue was raised there concerning copyrighted photo-
graphs of thern Martin Luther King assassination owned by Life
Magazine in the possession of the FI3I. The case was finally settled,
Time agreeing to give the i.equester access to the copies.

The Department of Justice takes the position that the Copyright
Act is not a section 3 statute. On the other hand, an agency may be
in violation of the act if it copies copyrighted data. This is a ques-
tion that the comrhittee might want to consider and address in the
new legislation that is being considered.

Thank you.
Mr. WISE. Thank you very much.
I am glad to be joined by Glenn English, former chairman of this

subcommittee.
Over the years, most Supreme Court FOIA cases seem to have

been decided in favor of the Government. In general, lower courts
have been supportive of the disclosure policies of the FOIA. Over-
looking the Tax Analysts case, do you feel the Supreme Court has
been more hostile to disclosure and more sympathetic to the Gov-
ernment?

Mr. DOBROVIP. It is something like government 23 or 24, request-
ers 3. It is hard to say "hostile," but on the record at least, the Su-
preme Court has generally come down on the side of the Govern-
ment. Also the Solicitor General's office has an excellent record of
getting the Supreme Court to take FOIA cases that it decides it
wants to challenge. I think one court has taken almost all my cases
where the C.,)licitor General has filed a petition for certiorari.

Ms. GOLDMAN. I think it is fair to say the Supreme court has not
been a friend of the requesters. But not all or even a significant
portion of FOIA cases are resolved by that Court. Over time, the
D.C. Circuit, where many FOIA cases are brought has been friend-
lier to requesters. The standards have been quite workable that
have been established by that court and have laid to rest a lot of
disputes that have come up over time.

Mr. PLESSER. They have been generally negative. The D.C. Cir-
cuit Court has more positive results. Once in a while there is a case
the Supreme Court doesn't like so they tend to concentrate on
those cash They also don't take some others and I think the D.C.
Circuit ; been given a fairly wide authority which is generally
positive.

The Supreme Court is generally not friendly to FOIA cases.
Mr. DOBROVIR. In a lot of cases where the decision of the Su-

preme Court is to reverse or remand a decision that had favored
the requester, as Patti said, they have announced opinions favor-
able to requesters. One was NLRB v. Sear) which settled what is
covered by exemption 5. Another is Department of Air Force v.
Rose, which was quite helpful in subsequent cases in interpreting
exemption 6.
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While both those cases were reversals of decisions in favor of re-
questers, the language the Court used was, in fact, helpful to re-
questers.

Mr. PLESSER. You are looking at three lawyers who hope to one
day again to be in front of the Supreme Court so we are being
somewhat restrained.

Mr. WISE. I understand one of the reasons the Tax Analysts case
went to the Justice Department for the opinions was the difficulty
of getting opinions from the district courts. Is this a problem? Does
Congress need to take action to get the courts to provide copies of
opinions in a more uniform way?

Mr. DOBROVIR. I don't know whether you can address it, given ar-
ticle 3. The problems are practical problems, mainly related to the
very restricted budgets the courts have. The last thing a court
wants to spend money on is to assign personnel to deal with pub-
lishers who are trying to get hold of copies of decisions.

That is the problem Tax Analysts ran into. They would get a list
of cases, make phone calls to the court clerks a round the country;
often the clerk would put their requests on the back burner be-
cause obviously he has more important things to do, in terms of
processing the court's own records and getting decisions out to the
parties.

I think the only way that effectively could help in terms of the
release and dissemination of court opinions to the public, would be
to provide budgetary support to the courts, specifically providing
them with budget for personnel to do just that job.

Mr. WISE. Maybe some of the judges would like to contribute
their proposed pay raise.

Mr. PLESSER. It is an issue that some of the higher judicial agen-
cies are looking at. The issue also implicated the Castor system
and whether or not it is federally directed or the Citator system we
have now which is established by someone c ,her than the Federal
Government.

It is a difficult issue. The courts are looking at it. I think it
would be fine for Congress to look at the issues. I am not sure what
the legislation would be at this points But I think it is a worthwhile
al...3 for examination.

Mr. DOBROVIR. There are experiments underway that the Judi-
cial Conference has approved in terms of electroniciting the courts.
The system involves putting opinions in a data base. Then you can
punch them up on line, if you have the right modem and you are
one of their subscribers.

If that became nationwide and covered all courts and courts of
appeals, the problems would be effectively ended.

Mr. WISE. This full committee will have to take up the Paper-
work Reduction Act during the year. I wanted to ask whether
changes in the Paperwork Reduction Act would help with problems
on FOIA.

Ms. GOLDMAN. There are two separate issues, one having to do
with records already there and the other with setting up a system
for the use and dissemination of reports in a more affirmative way.
I am not sure the paperwork reduction proposal will take care of
FOIA problems. The mil you introduced is certainly a step in the
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right direction in terms of the values theGovernment should apply
when it is disseminating information.

We applaud this bill. It is a step forward from what we have ,had
in the' past 3 'or 4 years. The one hesitation we have about your
proposal is the power that is given to OMB that is discretionary
and nonreyiewable, The standards are going to be set in a positive
way but the implementation is a little iffy given where it is placed
and the history of that agency.

We are lacking a bit of trust there.
Mr. RUBBER. I think the Paperwork Reduction Act of course is

up for reauthorization. I think it is important for it to have in it a
dissemination mandate. As I tried to make clear in my statement
there are two different issues. Whether or not it is public which is
the FOIA issue and how that information is best disseminated,
which is what I call the dissemination issue, : think there should
be a very positive directive from Congress to agencies to dissemi-
nate that information and to do it as well electronically.

I think that will give impetus to some implementation problems
we have been hearing today. I have some specific thoughts on how
that can be done to maximize diversity and make that information
available so that a lot of people can get involved and evaluate Gov-
ernment information needs. The public can have the benefit of a
lot of competing services and diverse services.

I think there are some sensitive issues raised. By and large I sup-
port dissemination provisions along the lines that you have direct-
ed although as I il.nted I have some specific problems. I think it will
go a long way to getting the message to the Justice Department
and the Government that that information should be disseminated
electronically.

Mr. DOBROvIR. I will pass on the Federal paperwork reduction.
Mr. WISE. This panel has a wide range of experience and repre-

sents both the public interest and the private sector. I am trying to
determine whether there are significant disagreements among you
about the goals for the public information dissemination policy. I
don't think that much difference.

Ms. GOLDMAN. In terms of the way the Freedom of Information
Act works, we are in agreement on the standards. At times there
may he disagreement when a private company is in a privileged po-
sition for obtaining or disseminating information but I think those
disagreements go to more srecific issues on the dissemination side.

Mr. PLESSER. On the freedom of inform ation aspect, there is no
disagreement I think. We all support it, a strong act, equal access.
The clients I represent and to a certain extent Bill represents have
been very sensitive about the timeliness of information as well. A
lot of it is transactional infrrnation, like SEC information. Some of
the people I represent are interested in getting instuntaneous
access to information.

EDGAR is a wonderful program because the public can see elec-
tronically corporate information filed with the SEC at the same
time the analysts at the SEC are going to see it.

That is the kind of quantum leap in information service and ac-
tivity we are looking at. 1 think we are all very positive about that.

Mr. DOBROVIR. There may only be one positive disagreement. I
think that it relates to the question of charges and costs. Very spe-
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cifically, in the Tax Analysts case toy client took the poiition that
the Government should recover its costs in full. I know a at a lot of
information processors in the business would like to Rini the Gov-
ern-Aent to recovering only marginal nests.

We it the taxpayer should not be -tr the burden and, in Iffect,
subsituze commercial operations, even tI:lugh our operation is non-
profit. We urged the justice Department, and I told the Supreme
Court in the oral argument that we were not trying to save money
by going to the Department of Justice and that we were fully pre-
pared to pay the 50 cents per page which the courts charge for
copies, even though the Department of Justice charges only 10
cents a page.

Now the Justice Department is going to charge only 10 cents a
page. We regret that. 'This is not an area where the Government
should be subsidizing publishers operations, including our own.

Mr. PLESSER. I support the GAO position which has been devel-
oped primarily in context of the EIDGAR program but it is very
consistent with the FOIA fee structure where the Government can
recover the full marginq1 cost of dissemination but not the capital-
ized or imbedded costs for developing the system.

GAO has said in the context of EDGAR that the Government
cannot charge for capital costs. They can charge for the marginal
costs, the costs of getting the information out to a particular indi-
vidual. We believe the user should pay their full share of that with
fee waivers for press groups and very similar to the structure that
they have.

I think it would be unfortunate if the Government starts amor-
tizing the hardware and software costs in developing systems for
user fees. It will probably create the wrong incentives and I think
it would be a mistake although I think it would 'ae important, as
Bill has said, for the users of those systems to be subject to pay the
full marginal cost of disseminating that information.

Mr. WISE. Mr. English.
Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. One question I kind of

wondered about for some time and I suppose with such a distin-
guished panel this is my opportunity to ask it.

I don't like to put attorneys in difficult positions but we have
talked about the law and talked about a lot of very sophisticated
technicalities with legard to the law, taking cases to the Supreme
Court, what about thf, unsophisticated requester, the fellow who
probably doesn't have the resources, the wherewithal to go to the
Supreme Court or to take them to court at all? Should the law ad-
dress that particular requester's needs in some way? Is there some
way we can get at this without going through the court proceedings
and expensive time-consuming efforts to try to make various points
of law?

I realize a lot of that may be determined by the particular ad-
ministration in power and its willingness to abide by the spirit of
law as well as the letter. So I would like each of you to kind of
address that and speak against your chosen position and tell us
how to do this without lawyers.

Ms. GOLDMAN. The act has built into it a step before going to
court, the administrative appeal. My experience is that a lot of
these issues are resolved at that stage. Once it gets to the general
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counsel's office on appeal a harder look is taken and a determina-
tion is often made that the information is coveredby the act.

So to the extent the appeals stage works it can keep requesters
out of court. Often to make a meaningful appeal a requester needs
to contact groups such as ours in Washington and elsewhere who
are more familiar with the act so they can make the kind of claims
they need to make.

Mr. ENGLISH. Let's take my home town newspaper in Cordell,
OK. We are not likely to be experts on the Freedom of Information
Act here. Should we, in fact, maybe include some provisions that
would require when the Freedom of Information Act is denied, re-
quire that particularthey are not likely to know FOIA groups
they might contact the Oklahoma Press Association who might
contact people in Washington. It is still quite frankly not likely.

I wonder if there is a procedure that should include the unso-
phisticated requester so he understands what the procedures and
steps are and see if we cannot simplify this process in some way, so
he doesn't have to write a 20-page legal brief in order to appeal the
decision on his request. Does that make any sense?

Ms. GOLDMAN. I recall a hearing a couple years ago, where we
were looking at alternative dispute resolution mechanisms, and
there certainly is a need for there to be an institutionalized way to
provide the information that my organization provides to request-
ers. The problem seems to be where to lodge that in the Govern-
ment.

There is a certain amount of mistrust from some of the most log-
ical places in the executive branch. For example, the guidance
from the Office of Information and Privacy in the Justice Depart-
ment, has often been very political and they have taken positions
in litigation that are adverse to requesters. It would be useful to
have a requester assistance service in the Government, but I don't
know where it would be placed to be an assistance to the requester
instead of a restatement of a Government position.

Mr. ENGLISH. What about this idea of requiring, when a request
is denied, that the requester be informed of the steps that he must
take to make an appeal or the fact there is such a place to make
such an appeal?

Ms. GOLDMAN. That is already a requirement. That doesn't tell
the requester how to make the arguments on appeal and whether
the agency is really saying something that is indefensible or how to
challenge it.

Mr. PLESSER. One response is to require the agency to put out the
booklets this committee has put out, to have that attached to deni-
als that go out.

Mr. ENGLISH. You are talking about, of course, the best seller of
the Government Operations Committee.

Mr. PLESSER. That is a very fancy, eye-catching cover. There are
two additional issues I wnuld like to put on the table. One of the
problems with the agency appellate process is thatand I wrote
my statement fairly carefully on this pointis that they don't have
to tell you the reasons why they are withholding on the init. al re-
quest, and when you are doing an agency appeal you really have to
guess the reasons why that information is being withheld. It is not
until they go into court that they have to come up with what we
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call a Vaughn versus Rosen index or a factual showing of why the
information isn't exempt. The burden doesn't really shift to them
until they get into court.

If there were some way the agencies could be required, not only
in terms of process but in terms of reasons, to tell the requester at
an earlier stage, that would be better.

Let me also say a lot has to do with policy way at the top. There
were concerns of freedom of information as during the Carter
years. There were Justice Department policies, directives from the
Attorney General that said, particularly in certain categories of ex-
emptions, particularly the fifth exemption, internal information, it
laws: "Yes, the exemption may be there, and you may apply it, but
don't use it unless it is going to really interfere with the agency
doing its job," and it really encouraged agencies up and down the
line to disclose more information.

I think some positive concepts like that will go a long way, so
your constituents won't have to fight so much.

Mr. ENGLISH. But that is the attitude of the administration.
Mr. PLESSER. That is right.
Mr. ENGLISH. And I have not, at least in recent Presidential cam-

paigns, heard the issue of the Freedom of Information Act elevated
to the point that we have got the majority of this people making
decisions on which administration is going to be more open in pro-
viding the votersso it is probably going to be left up to the Con-
gress to make requirements. I think we are going to have to
assume that we are going to continue to, the information is going
to continue to be forced from most administrations kicking and
screaming. They don't want to do it?

Mr. PLESSER. I think that is true. But as to public information,
where the issue of public availability has been decided, I think the
legislation Mr. Conyers and Mr. Wise are looking at will go a long
way in creating a positive a'Atude and requirements for the disclo-
sure of that information in a more regular and more automatic
manner.

Mr. DOBROVIR There are a couple points I would like to add. First
of all, practice varies among agencies, and these agencies like, for
example, the FBI, that have been battered over the head by the
courts and preqs with respect to their disclosure policies for 20
some odd yeat3 have evolved a process that is pretty much scruti-
nized and by which anyone requesting, for example, his own FBI
records will get them after a probable unconscionable delay and
with an awful lot of deletions. But the agency has learned how to
deal with freedom of information requests to get out the informa-
tion it knows it has to produce.

Other agencies with much less experience, for example, some
agencies of the Department of Defense, are quite unfamiliar with
the act, and if you mentioned the Freedom of Information Act to
them, they say, 'What are you talking about? We are the Defense
De]partment, this is sensitive data."

"Yes, but it isn't classified."
"We don't want to give it to you."
"But that is not the point, sir, " so on and so forth,
The person out there in Oklahoma, one of the problems he faces,

he wants to get information from the Governme -,4 . He doesn't
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know who to write to. The agencies all have freedom of informa-
tion officers, but I doubt if a letter addressed to "Freedom of Infor-
mation Officer, Department of Energy"I don't know whether it is
going to get to the right person or not. That is one sort of practical
stumbling block. How do you solve that?

In terms of the press, we often see in the papers I read refer-
ences like "obtained by the Washington Post" or "by the Des
Moines Register," or obtained by whatever press organization
under the Freedom of Information Act, and revealing all kinds of
things. For example, in connection with the recent revelations
about scandals at HUD, a lot of the information apparently has
been uncovered by enterprising reporters using the Freedom of In-
formation Act.

I would euggest that perhaps you invite some of those press orga-
nizations to come up here and tell you about their experience, how
they do it, and get their suggestions on how their experience can be
used by the ordinary person out there in Cordell, OK, or the Cor-
dell paper.

Mr. ENGLISH. I guess the point I am making is that shouldn't a
letter written to the Department of Energy, to the freedom of infor-
mation officer in Washington, DC, shouldn't that automatically be
referred to the proper person?

Mr. DOBROVIR Absolutely
Mr. ENGLISH. Shouldn't that person then be required to respond

in a fashion that specifically identifies, as we have heard. what
reason there is for denying the request? You know, you put Vie
stamp on upside down, or whatever the reason is that they may
come up, and some may have gone that far. But the point I am get-
ting at is there has got to be some way for the unsophisticated re-
quester to be given some consideration, and shouldn t we build in
certain rights in this thing so that he can understand in very plain
English, here are the steps you have to take to make either an
FOIA request or to appeal your FOIA request and the specific rea-
sons it was turned down?

Mr. DOBROV1R Let's suppose the request gets to the officer and he
knows he has 10 days to answer, he looks for the materiel, he de-
cides it is covered by exemption 5, so he writes a letter back saying,
"Your request is denied, Exemption 5." They ordinarily will cite
the section of the act. "If you want to appeal, you have to appeal
within 30 days under the agency's regulations, and this is the ad-
dress. In your appeal you should state your reasons why you think
you are entitled to the material."

This comes back to an ordinary person. He says, "Exemption 5?
What is that? Where do I find the language? How do I know what
he is talking about?" I think that is one of the problems you are
getting at, Congressman.

Mr. ENGLISH. That is right. I think we have to figure out some
way to go beyond that to make this thing easier to work with
rather than more difficult. I just have difficulty with the concept
that in order for the Freedom of Information Act to work, we have
got to have a battery of attorneys ready to, along with the re-
sources, to battle this thing through the court system. That just
doesn't seem to me to be quite in the spirit that we had in mind
when we talk about the Freedom of Information Act and giving
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citizens accese to their Government anal information and trying to
understand how it works.

I would be interested in any recommendations you all might
have. Would you give tin ' some thought, as to how that process
should work, if there is some way we could write it into law and
make it work easier that way?

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WISE. Mr. McCandless.
Mr. MCCANDLESS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I apologize to the

panel and the committee. After a few days' absence 0 find a water
leak on the eighth floor of a condominium takes a certain priority.
I do not have any questions for our panel.

Mr. WISE. The question we are all asking. is: Did you find it?
Mr. MCCANDLESS. It is under control. Maybe we know a little

Freedom of Information Act on how they built the building.
Mr. WISE. I want to thank the panel very much. You have given

us a lot to discuss and also to think about. I think it is important
we all keep, as they say, stay in touch.

The next panel will be Paul Massa, president of Congressional
Information Service; P. James Terragno, president, Maxwell
On .ine; and Henry Perritt, professor, Villanova Law School.

As you approach the table, it is the practice of this subcommittee
to swear all witnesses in. Do you have any objections to that? If not
stand and raise your right hands.

[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr, WISE. I notice Joe Ebersole is accompanying you, is that cor-

rect?
I would ask you to summarize your testimony, and we will go in

the order I named you. Mr. Massa.

STATEMENT OF PAUL MASSA, PRESIDENT, CONGRESSIONAL
INFORMATION SERVICE, ACCOMPANIED BY JOSEPH EBERSOLE
Mr. MASSA. I appreciate the opportunity of having the opportuni-

ty of meeting with you and discussing the subject of the dissemina-
tion of Federal information. That is something that is of great con-
cern to my company.

As you know, the Office of Technology Assessment has recently
completed a study, and that is entitled, "Informing the Nation." I
have the summary here. I also have the full study. That study was
about 21/2 years in the making, and 21 people served as an advisory
panel for that study, and I was a member of that panel.

The study has been promoted by its authors to various groups
inside and outside of Government, and since the study provided
really no mechanism for a dissenting view, I would like to devote
my testimony this morning to a dissenting view.

There are many people who have said good things about the
study, and I would like to say there are many things in it that are
useful and praiseworthy. Certainly the chapter on FOIA is a good
example of that. However, I will be very blunt and say there is also
a lot of misinformation in the study. There is a lot of information
in it that is incorrect, and there is also a lot of information in it
that is subject to misinterpretation.
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Unfortunately, as the study progressed, it became apparent to
many of us that the OTA staff didn't have a whole lot of use for
the contributions of the private sector in the deliberations of the
sessions in which we met, and I would submit the American public
has been relatively well served by what the private sector has done
with respect to the dissemination of Federal information. The
simple fact is that most Americans receive information through in-
termediaries, not only intermediaries within the information induc-
try per se, but through radio, through television, through attor-
neys, through financial information specialists or tradt; associa-
tions, and the list goes on and on.

The private information industry has a multiplier effect on the
economy that is very good. It has a very positive effect. It is also
one of the industries, one of the all-too-few industries in which
America has a leadership position with regard to export, which
should Le the respective roles of the private sector and the Govern-
ment with regard to the dissemination of Federal information.

First of all, it is our belief, and when I say our belief, I am speak-
ing of Congressional Information Service, which is a private compa-
ny, that the Federal Government should maintain its own records.
That is its primary obligation. Secondly, it is the obligation of the
Government to make sure those records are preserved indefinitely;
and, thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, that those records are
made available in a reasonably convenient form to the American
public.

What is the role of the private sector? The private sector has an
obligation, and it has taken on that obligation, to make sure there
are various kinds of more sophisticated, narrowly defined access
systems for that information. In effect, the private sector comple-
ments what the Government does and has an obligation to do. Most
Government information is distributed in print. However, there are
many electronic files that exist for the purposes of editing and com-
position.

Meaningful access to public information and meaningful access
to those electronic files involves a lot more than simply creating
electronic manuscripts. If I can use for an example, the U.S. Gov-
ernment Printing Office, wi.ich has taken advantage of modern
computer technology for the production of the Congressional
Record, it markets tapes once those tapes are created to produce
the record in print form. Yet, these tapes in their raw form are not
usable to the American public.

There are three firms that have made them usable: Media Data
Inc., LEGISLATE, and Congressional Quarterly. All of them com-
petitively distribute very sophisticated systems for accessing the
Congressional Record. Each of them serves slightly different mar-
kets, but they are all basically competitive.

But this was possible only after those firms made very, very sub-
stantial investments, up-front investments in creating access sys-
tems and creating software and determining what it is really that
the public wanted and how it wanted it. There was user training
involved, and there is an ongoing process of user support.

The GPO shouldn't get into the business of developing an elec-
tronic system when three of them already exist out there. Specifi-
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cally, it seems to me that the GPO should spend its time improv-
ing, in fact, the production of the Congressional Record.

If I could use the example of the bound version of the Congres-
sional Record and the Congressional Record Index, both of which
are paper products and both of which are years behind schedule.
This is, quite frankly, difficult to understand why, but they are.
Those wishing to acquire basic Government information have a lot
of tools at their disposal. The monthly catalogs, the Federal Regis-
ter, the Government Reports Announcements, and Index Journal
from NTIS. Those who require more sophisticated and narrowly fo-
cused access systems have those publications available from the
private sector: from LEXIS; from the American Statistics Index
that we produce; and many, many other products.

My point is simply this: those that want narrowly focused and
highly specialized research tools should pay for them. The Govern-
ment, meaning ultimately the taxpayer of this country, shouldn't
get into the business of meeting that kind of specialized need.

What about the cost for enhanced electronic dissemination? This
report generally assumes that electronic information dissemination
is going to save the Government money. Those of us who are in the
business of electronic dissemination of information ofany kind can
tell you there are a lot of advantages to it, but usually cost savings
isn't one of them. And if I can use as an example a CD-ROM, phys-
ical cost of the material in this disk probably doesn't exceed a
dollar. It is nothing more than a little bit of plastic and aluminum,
but the total cost iavolved in creating an information system that
allows you to use the material off this disk runs into hundreds of
thousands of dollars. Those are the investments that have to be
made before you end up with an informational system.

If I can give you an example of what I consider to be useless cost
data that appears in this report, it appears on page 164 in a table
headed "Estimated Cost Per Library Per Year For the Congression-
al Record." The table says that the GPO can distribute the Con-
gressional Record through an electronic information system for
$10.05. It says that the same cost for microfiche is $83.62, and that
the cost for distributing it in bound paper form is $632.83.

Well, with regard to the $10.05, I say balderdash. There's no way
that's going to be done. That table includes absolutely no cost for
purchasing, for developing software, for putting the Congressional
Record into a usable form that will make it available for electronic
retrieval.

In the column above the table, a reader is told the mastering
costs for this systemthe term "mastering cost" means creating
the very first product by which you can create othersare going to
be about $1,700, but there is no mention made whatsoever of the
substantial costs made to edit the files, to create a data base, to
test the data base with retrievable software, to encode the text and
structure data in the premastering process, to create installation
files, to prepare user documentation, and the list goes on and on.

There is also a figure in this report that says it is going to cost 50
cents per copy for the user documentation that is necessary. That
is ludicrous. There is no way you can prepare user documentation
for 50 cents a copy. There is no mention of the extensive support
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system GPO is going to have to create and develop in order to pre-
vent total chaos among the users of the system.

What happens when the system simply doesn't work? Where
does the librarian go when the system doesn't work? Whom does
she contact, where does the user support come from? None of that
is presented in this report, and none of thnse costs are addressed.

By any honest standard, the costs associated with each CD-ROM
copy that are going to be incurred for distributing the Congression-
al Record are going to be on the order of 100 times what is present-
ed in this table. And at that, even this report admits that the life
cycler of CD-ROM is likely to be considerably less than micro-
forms. Electronic distribution has a lot of advantages, but cost sav-
ings and proven durability are not among them if you are talking
about putting it on CD-ROM.

What about the prices for advanced information technology? This
report returns again and again to the notion that somehow the
U.S. Government is going to be able to produce sophisticated infor-
mational products and services at a cost way below what the pri-
vate sector is providing.

With regard to the NTIS organization referred to in the study,
there is no basis whatsoever for their conclusion that they could in
fact offer products cheaper than the private sector is producing.
And that same inaccurate logic is evident in the paragraph in the
report that refers to the possibility of the Superintendent of Docu-
ments becoming an online distributor of Federal information.

I would like to quote from that, if I may. "If the Sup Does decid-
ed to sell the Congressional Record on-line, the Record could be es-
tablished as a file on The Source on CompuServe, on Easy link and/
or DIALOG. This ould minimize GPO's capital investment until
experience with ectual demand levels and patterns could be ana-
lyzed."

I would ask this committee, by what distorted sense of fairness,
and indeed by what authority, GPO should be permitted to get into
the business of private-sector competition u.ztil it has enough expe-
rience with private-sector distribution systems to go into competi-
tion with them? How would GPO's experience enable it to some-
how or other come up with a system of distribution that is going to
cost less than the three firms who are already in that business and
have every reason to operate as competitively as they can?

Interestingly enough, on that same page that I have just quoted
from, the report even concedes, it may not be possible for the GPO
to pay for both the startup costs of electronic dissemination as well
as its current ongoing operation.

I would like to make one point clear here about my feelings of
NTIS and GPO. They are both very valuable organizations. They
perform valuable functions, and with regard to Nns in particular,
we in the information industry have been in the forefront of those
who have said it should remain a Government agency. It should
not be turned over to the private sectors.

However, both of those agencies should continue to do what they
do best instead of trying to preempt markets that have been devel.
oped by the private sector with the illusory promise that somehow
or other they are going to develop punlications and products that
are going to be cheaper and better.



I would like to turn for a moment to a comment made in this
report about the company I head, Congressional Information Serv-
ice, and I will quote from the report once again: "Congressional In-
formation Service (CIS) offers extensive indexing and abstracting of
congressional documents, sells hard-copy indexes to congressional
information and provides on-line indexing via DIALOG. The CIS
indexes have become the standard source and, in fact, are used by
GPO as a master list."

I am quite pleased to hear that last comment, that we are consid-
ered the standard source, and that we in fact are used as the stand-
ard master list by GPO. Despite that accurate and coinplimentary
remark in this report, one reads this statement: "The introduction
of electronic media to congressional operations presents congress
with the opportunity to improve public access to Congressional ma-
terials . . =vat through better tracking and indexing of Con-
gressional ation."

I have ' you I am outraged that statement is in a document
that has my name on it. I would like to hear personally from
anyone in the Government, from any Government documents li-
brarian or from any member of the documents using public who be-
lieves that existing indexes to congressional publications are inad-
equate and that we should get into the business of spending more
tax dollars providing better access. There is nc, one who knows Gov-
ernment documents better than the hard-working documents li-
brarians within the depository library system, and I would suggest
that you talk directly to them.

On what basis is it asserted that the mere introduction of elec-
tronic media would produce beaer indexing than the demonstrably
superior product that h; already available? And where is the justifi-
cation for undertaking that effort? I would like to quote something
else from this report. "Congress also may wish to develop, as part
of an overall policy a clear intent as to the role of private vendors.
Presumably vendors would, in general, be able to obtain any pub-
licly available Congressional information . . ."

Well, that access to public information is a right that we have
along with all other Americans, and that right should not be condi-
tioned in a U.S. Government report with words like "presumably"
and "in general."

As I explained to the OTA project director, Fred Wood, in a
letter containing my comments on this draft report in its final
form, when the CIS index began publications in 1970, we didn't go
to Congress to seek its intent as to what our role should be.

On page 190, there is a disturbing discussion based on the au-
thors' anxieties, that information maintained by the vendors will
not match that found in the bound Congressional Record.

Well, quite apart from the fact that private vendors have every
incentive to present an accurate version of what happens in Con-
gress, if they are to maintain their own credibility in a free
market, it is not the business of the Congress, and it hardly needs
saying in this committee, to police the subsequent use of the infor-
mation that it generates.

And I would like to quote from this subcommittee's own report
which is entitled here, "Electronic Collection and Dissemination of
Information, the 99th Congress, House Report 99-560," in which
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this subcommittee said, "Any information can always be used in
some way that may not have been intended by its creator. Thi3 pos-
sibility does not justify government control over public domain
data.'

There is more I can give in my view, but in the interest of time, I
will conclude.

None of my letters to Fred Wood were ever answered. I would
like to make a prediction. If there is a massive transition to elec-
tronic dissemination along the lines of reasoning that we have seen
over the past 2 years coming out of OTA and the Joint Committee
on Printing, we are going to have three things happen: One is
vastly increased costs, the second is you are going to have unreli-
able service, and the third is it is going to have a very chilling
effect on the private sector that will result in curtailed access of
Federal information.

As this subcommittee asserted in the record that I referred to
earlier, and this is a quote from your report:

Fair competition means that an agency should limit the servicN that it offers to
the public and should leave the private sector to provide additional value-added
services.

What the OTA report should have done, but what it didn't do,
was to look for ways to take advantage of the private sector's abili-
ty to disseminate Federal information, but it didn't do that.

Thank you.
Mr. WISE. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Massa follows]
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Statement of Paul P. Massa
Before

SO-committee on Covernment Trlormation, JusAce, end Agricuiture
Committee on Covernmerm OpersCons
U.S. Unuse of Representatives

July 11, 1989

Introduction

appreciate the opportunity to testify before this sabcommittee today. es

chief executive of Congressional Information Service, a firm that produces

reference tools for research on hearings and other congressional publications,

I take special pride in participating in this vital part of our federal

legislative pocess. I am especially pleased because these hearings are about

federal information policy. This is a topic that concerns not only accese to

government information having scienzific and economic value, but also the day-

to-day operation of our dew:teat:It republic, and ultimately the exercise of

our fundamental American rights of freedom of apeech and politicsl exeression.

As you know, the Office of Techuclogy assessment recently concluded ao

ambitious study of issues relating to the eolles' .an, proceesine, ond

dissemination 0f federal information. I served on the advisory panel for that

study, along with 21 uther persona. Because the atudy's final .eepnrt, called

Dleilails the Nation: Federal Ieformation Dissemination in tho peeerpnlc Ast,

was more then two years in the reeking, betauee it has been promoted bv its

authers before various audiences both inside and outside tbe government, and,

finally, because the study did not provide fer registration and disseminative

of dissenting views, I would like to devote fey test:Id:any today v.) a critique

of that report.

Let me begin by saying Out theta ate putts ef Naming the Netion that

hlre preieeworthy. The useful eynopsIn of court deelaione vas:tine to
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treatment of electrunie information under the freedom of Information Act

rtanda as on example. Unfortunately, the reader oleo encounters much

misinformation in the report, especially In the core chapters that treat the

major themes found In the report's summary. Moreover, mueh of whatever is

true in those chapters is either irrelevant or wrongly interpreted, or both.

At tile outset, I ahared the optimiem of everyone sesociated with the study

that it would produce some well-supported, original ideas for improving

federal information diesemination. In July, 1987, while the study was still

in its early ..teges, concluded a set of comments to its director ag follows;

My hope is the we can attain the future that e'er optimism holds
before us by raking full accoant of the creative participatie, that

mill he required from many sourcea, both within and outaide of
government. In shit toy we can develop a federal inforestioo polity
that ta fleeible and responsive rather than controllieg, one that is
driven not by technology per ma, nor by the pre-emption of the
competition that is essential for innovation end for our vary
feeedom, bvt rather by ir manse of the urgency of involving all of
the information resources of our sotiety to meet the genuine needs
of the American people.

Unforcanatel y, as the study progressed, it became increasingly obvious thet

the OTA staff had little uae for thy contributinos of the minerity of advisory

board members chosen from the private-seetor information industry. As the

re7e)rt took fora first in working papers, then in a draft report, snd

in the published report, come of the more egregious statements contained in

earlier drafts were excised. Neverehelcss, the final report retains an

overall cone of indifference to this conditions needed to promote private-

sector investment in information access and delivery systems. Thin iv both

ironic and, frankly, alarming, since it Ja the private sector that produces

the best reference and retrieval systems for federal information that can be

obtained today.

2
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The authors clearly intended the scope of private-sector activity in the

dissemination of federal information to be one of the principal theses of the

report. In the summary chapter, one of the "problems and challenges" cited is

that "Technological advances complicate the federal government's relationships

with the commercial information industry" (p.9). Later in the summary, the

"private sector role in federal information dissemination" is cited as one of

three major "crosscutting themes" in the report (p. 22).

Yet, throughout the report, references to the private sector as a

disseminator of federal information are usually marked by qualifications that

portray the private sector as little more than an interest group, whose

concerns are to be brokered by Congress along with those of various other

interests. The report only sporadically acknowledges that: (1) the private

sector is involved in an integral and pervasive way in the dissemination of

federal information; and (2) the part of the information industry that

disseminates federal information is a national asset that should be encouraged

rather than restrained.

The Private Sector: The Main Engine of the Information Economy

In our political and economic system, most market demands -- including

those in which the public interest is quite strong are satisfied by the

private sector. In industry after industry, we rely upon free markets to

permit both the expression of demand and the mobilization of capital, labor,

and managerial talent to produce goods and services to satisfy that demand.

Like all products in free markets, advanced information systems and

services are sold at prices determined by cost and by competition. Even if an

information system has no direct competition, downward pressure on price is

still exerted by other information product that may a.. AS partial

3
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substitutes, as well as by the competitive potential of new suppliers, who are

always poised to enter any free market when prices are perceived as

excessive. Another characteristic that the market for advanced information

systems shares with many other markets is the ability to generate funds for research a

continuing expenses of any supplier that is in business for the long term.

Private-sector systems that distribute data from the Educational Resources

Inforcation Center (ERIC) offer an example of these free-market principles in

operation. The basic data, which is compiled by 16 specialized clearinghouses

that are affiliated with universities or professional societies and that work

under the direction of the Department of Education, is marketed by several

private firms in microform, on compact disc, and as an online database. When

the database was first published on compact disc, it was enthusiastically

received within the library and educational communities. Within a short time,

two other organizations developed similar products, and prices fell by half

over a six-month period.

I submit that the American public has been relatively well served to date

by the private sector's applization of emerging tech' 3gical capabilities to

practical needs for government information. The simple fact is that ost

Americans rely on private-sector intermediaries -- encompassing not only the

information publishing industry, but also radio, television, trade associations,

financial industry professionals, lawyers, and many others -- as their

principal means of access to federal information. Table 5-11 on p.115 of

Informing the Nation illustrates this point with data on the sources of

federal information used by scientific and technical associations. In

response to a survey by the Accounting Office, associations mentioned

4
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four different classes of private-sector products as more frequently used

sources of federal i 'ormation than any dfrect federal source. Overall, only

10 of the 26 sources mentioned were federal sources.

The private sector has pioneered the use of electronic information

technology for distribution of federal information. The array of commercial

e lectronic services now in place that analyse, organise, and enrich

information originating in the federal government generates revenues of

hundreds of millions of dollars yearly. Moreover, these revenues are highly

leveraged in their impact on total economic activity end social welfare. The

information purchased with then becomes an essential input for the efficient

production and utnization of a vast number of other goods and services.

Market-responsive private information services thereby exert a "multiplier

effect" that has a large and favorable impact upon the entire American

e conomy. Moreover, private electronic information services are a significant

e xport industry, and one of the all-too-few industries in which the United

States enjoys a substantial margin of overall leadership in technological

innovation and successful commercial applications.

The Complementary Relationship of the Government and the Information
Industry

What should be the respective roles of the federal government and of the

private sector in the distribution of federal information? Briefly, the

proper role of the government is to meet its internal information needs, to

preserve its records, and to make them available in a form that is both

reasonably convenient and reasonably economical. The role of private sector

information enterprises is to cor,lement and extend the official distribution

5
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system by responding to the public need for scphisticated tools for

acquisition, storage, retrieval, analysis, and processing of government

information.

I would like to focus momentarily on congressional informatior to

illustrate the respective services performed by the government and the private

sector. Traditionally, government information -- especially congressional

information -- has been issued in paper form. Even if this information now

also exists as electronic files for purposes of editing and composition, most

types of documents will continue to be used by Congress chiefly in paper.

Examples are the hearings, prints, and reports of congressional committees.

Nevertheless, Congress also issues much information which, because it

requires updating or because it lends itself readily to further manipulation

by computer, appeqrs mainly in electronic form. Examples are the LECIS

system, containing bill status information, and the SCORPIO system, which

includes issues briefs, public opinion survey results, and other files

maintained by the Congressional Research Service (CRS).

Much of the information generated by Congress in electronic form is

confidential: most CRS databases, for example, are accessible only to members

of Congress and their staffs. Meaningful public access to the remaining data

in electronic form requires much more than production of "electronic

manuscripts."

Tbe possibilities for electronic dissemination depend heavily upon such

capabilities as the acquisition and maintenance of sophisticated search

software, adherence to intricate production schedules, ultra-high quality

control standards, and full-time user support. The investments necesscay to

develop and support these capabilities are large. They can be managed only by

6
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wrganisations with access to substantial amounts of capital, and which are

prepared to incur the risks of complete failure or of operating at a loss for

an extended period of time. Moreover, for there to be any chance of success,

the producer of an electronic information system must be exquisitely attuned

to the diverse and changing needs of the system's users, and quite flexible in

responding to those needs.

Congress, through the Government Printing Office, has taken advantage of

advancing computer technology in the production of the Congressional Record.

As a by-product of the production process, it markets magnetic tapes

containing all the information in the printed &lord. But these tapes are not

suitable for access by the general public. Perceiving that their database

development and marketing skills could be employed to make the Congressional

Record available beyond Capitol Hill in electronic form, three firms -- Mead

Data Central, Inc., LEGI-SLATE, and Congressional Quarterly, Inc. -- all

competively distribute the Congressional Record through online systems.

The best way that the GPO could contribute to even better amess to the

Record would not be to spend money developing a parallel system. Rather, the

proper GPO role would be to apply all available resources -- including more

electronic data processing technology, if appropriate --to timely production

of the Record. For example, accss by the public to the Record would be

greatly improved if the bound version of the Record and the Comatiliil

Record Index were not both several years behind schedule.

The development of robust markets for advanced information systems serves

not only the interests of P:le individual participants in any given transaction,

but also the larger public interest. A particularly important benefit of

market-responsive distribution of federal information through free-market

7
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suppliers is that it guarantees multiplicity of sources of government

information. As I wrote to the OTA study's principal author in the July 1987

commerts previously cited:

The private-sector information industry regularly puts at risk
substantial amounts of capital to meet the demand for ever-better
access to goverment information. Mins in part to these
investments, American citizens have a multiplicity of sources end
formats to which they can turn for government information. The
traditions of open access to federal information and of free
market in *value-added" products to meet special needs not only
contribute to our economic strength, but also form one of our best
guarantees that the flow of federal information will never be
constricted by selective release through official channels only.

Those wishing to acquire basic government information have at their

disposal such tools as the printed Monthly Catalog, the Federal ReAister, and

NTIS's Government Reports, Announcements and Index Journal, to name three of

the numerous federal catalogs, bibliographies, and databases that ere prepared

for public use. Those requiring a more detailed, intensive search of federal

information output may prefer to use such privato-sector reference systems as

LEXIS, DNA Online, or the American Statistics Index.

The pant is this: those who want significantly refined, narrowly focused,

highly specialized research tools should pay for them. The government --

meaning ultimately the taxpayer -- should not subsidize these specialized

needs.

The Costs gf Enhanced Electronic Dissemination

One unexamined -- and generally erroneous assumption in the report is

that electronic information dissemination will save the government money.

There are indeed advantages to electronic dissemination for the information

user, and perhaps for the distributor as well, but cost savings is not usually

one of them. By employing figures that calculate little more than the

8
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incremental costs of the physical media employed in electronic publishing, the

authors display a naivete that sorely tempts many of us in the publishing

industry to dismiss the entire study out of hand.

The costs of the physical material in this CD-ROM -- mostly plastic and

aluminum -- probably do not exceed $1.00. Yet the total cost involved in

creating a superior system for accessing the information on this disc,

together with the costs for organizing and structuring the information, can

run into the hundreds of thousands of dollars.

A prime example of OTA cost data that is deceptive -- and therefore worse

than useless -- can be found in Table 7-1 on n. 163. The table is entitled

"Estimated Costs Per Library Per Year for Distribution of the Bound

Congressional Record to Depository Libraries, Various Formats." The table

presents the cost of distributing one year of the Congressionel Record on CD-

ROM as $10.05 per depository library, compared to $83.62 for microfiche

distribution and $632.83 for paper distribution. The table includes absolutely

no Mies for purchasing or developing software, or for putting the Congressional

Record into a form that will make it available for electronic retrieval.

In the column above the table, the reader is told that the mastering costs

would be about $1,700. But no mention is made of the substantial personnel

costs to ndit text files, create a database, test the database with retrieval

software, encode the text and data structures in the premastering process,

create installation files, and prepare documentation, to name just some of the

more important and costlier steps. On the preceding page, it is stated that

"CPO management has determined that GPO staff will not develop the needed

retrieval saftvareeitself, but will purchase the software from a vendor."

Yet, there is no mention of software costs in the table.

9
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The figure of $0.50 per copy for documentation Ls ludicrous. Also, there

Ls no mention of the extensive support that CPO will have to provide if total

chaos is not to ensue among recipients and users of the proposed product. For

example, who helps libraries when the computer will not access the compact

disc? There are dozens of reasons why this occurs, and, given the state of

the art, it will occur in almost every depository library from time to time,

and often because of factors that only the disc's producer could pinpoint and

ct .rect.

The report contains frequent and approving references to the "information

life cycle" concept (see, for example, p. 164). I suggest that, by any honest

standard, the life cycle cost of each and every CD-ROM copy issued by the CPO

is likely to be on the order of one hundred times the cost presented in Table

7-1, and on the order of ten times the cost of the same material in

microfiche. And at that, information distributed on CD-ROM would probably

have a shorter useable life than the same information issued in microform, as

the report concedes on p. 162. Electronic distribution has its virtues, but

cost savings and proven durability are not among them.

Prices of Advanced Information Products

The OTA report returns again and again to the notion that the government

can somehow develop sophisticated information products and services at lover

cost than the private sector. I do not argue that the government could never

have a compelling reason to develop product such as an online database or

searchable compact disc. But the presumption should be that the private

sector Ls the best source for such products within our syste of limited

government and decentralized economic decision-making. As I wrote to OTA

project director Fred Wood in a letter dated November 17, 1987!

10
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If tha narrow interests of the government are put first, along with
the short-term interests of various sectors of the public in
tax-subsidised pricing of products and services that .rould be
provided in a free market, expediency could justify government
usurpation of any sector of the economy.

Moreover, in areas where the OTA report suggests that the government

emulate private sector information products, chances of success appear to be

slender, while prospects for waste of taxpayer funds appear to be substantial.

For example, the report ndorses the concept of an "Electronic Document

System" at the National Technical Information Service. Part of the reason

that OTA concludes that this would be a good idea is that, citing an KIS

estimate, it ts that the private sector generates revenue of $11-12

million from "adding value to or re-marketing NTIS products" (p. 110). OTA

goes on to suggest that NTIS is deprived of this revenue earned through the

creative endeavor of the private sector, . th the effect of "discouraging"

NTIS from improving its overall operations.

The study offers no basis for concluding that, just because the private

sector has been able to generate a certain amount of revenue by creating

specialized electronic retrieval products, NTIS could or should expect the

same revenues. Nor is there any reason to believe that, even if the same

amount of revenues were generated, NTIS would not lose money on the opetation.

Indeed, NTIS's track record argues tt. opposite. Finally, there is no

rationale for appropriating this market: there is no consideration of fair

olay, and there is not even any reason to believe that NTIS could offer

electronic products at prices any cheaper than those of the private-sector

products that already exist.

Although it houses a rich store of federal scientific and technical

information, NTIS' unit sales are only about half of what they were in 1980.
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NTIS' response to this decline has been to raise prices Steeply over that

interval by 691, in the case of paper products, end even more for

microfiche, according to Table 5-6 on p. 111 of the DTA report.

NTIS's accounting practices show that it operates roughly in a "break-even"

mode. However, these practices tend to mask a deteriorating financial

condition. In documents distributed in early 1988 in connection with

conference pertaining to the possible sale of NTIS, it was revealed that NTIS

has a negative net worth, and has depleted more than $7 illion in cash that

customers had placed in deposit accounts.

The same feeble logic and arrogance concerning app:opriation of privately

developed markets is evident on p. 103-104, where, in a paragraph on the

possibility of the Government Printing Office's Superintendent of Documents

becoming an online database publisher, it is serenely suggested that

...if Supdocs decided to sell the Conaressional Record online, the
Record could be established as a file on The Source, CompuServe,
Easylink, and/or Dialog. This would inimize GPO's capital
investment until experience with actual demand levels and patterns
could be analyzed.

By what distorted concept of fairness -- inueed, by what authority --

would GPO be permitted to use these private-sector distribution systems until

it learns encugh to go into subsidized competition with them and with existing

electronic versions of the Conuessional Record? And how would GPO's

acquisition of "experience with actual demand levels and patterns" enable it to

offer lower prices than private vendors that already have every incentive to

operate as efficiently as possible?

Interestingly enough, on the same page as the modest proposal I just read,

one finds OTA conceding that the funding requirements for electronic
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technology would detract from funding for better execution of the work that

GPO now does, and that it ay not be possible to pay for both the start-up of '

lectronic dissemination and its ongoing operation:

GPO may have to make sose difficult choices between investment in
traditional versus electronic pUblishing technology, and between
capital investment versus the training and recruitment of personnel
to apply the technology." (p. 104)

Both NTIS and GPO currently perform valuable functions. In the case of

NTIS, the information industry has been in the forefront of those arguing that

it should remain a government agency. However, both agencies should concentrate

their efforts on doing better that which each now does, instead of trying to

pre-empt markets developed by the private sector with the illusory promise of

high quality electronic products at low prices.

Other Threats To Private-Sector Distribution

A prime example of the authors' disdain for the capability of the private

sector to serve public purposes -- and of insensitivity to both the conditions

necessary for the continued prosperity of private-sector enterprise and to

judicious use of taxpayers funds -- is found in Chapter 8. On p. 187 one

learns:

...Congressional Information Service (CIS)...offers extensive
ildexing and abstracting of congressional documents, slls hard copy
indexes to congressional information, and provides online indexing
via DIALOG. The CIS indexes have become the standard source and, in
fact, are used by GPO as a master list.

Furthermore, in the September 1987 contract report 'Public Access to

Congressional Information in the Technological Age: Case Studies" written

under contract by Stephen Frantzich, the study's principal contractor on

congressional information dissemination (see Appendix C, Item 2), it is stated

that:
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Until 1970 content access to congressional :ommittee publications
was haipered by inadoquate tools for identifying relevant

1
publications and locating the material of interest within them. The
incomplete indexing and selective diesemination of comelttes
materials led to the creation of the Congressional Information
Service (CIS). CIS, a commercial indexing end microfiche production
company, acquires copies of all commtttos material (hearings,
prints, reports and documsnts).svaluatee the entire publication
and indexes it by sObject, bill number, bill name, author, witnees,
eto....The CIS indexes Pro created in electronlc form, and ars
available on.line vie Dialog. (p. 56)

Yet on page 201 of the report one roads:

The introduction of lectronic media to congressional operations
presents Congress with the opportunity to improve public acces0 to
congressional materiele...in pert through bettor tracking and
indexing of congressional information.

On what Willis is it USsOrted that the mare introduction of electronic media

would produce better indexing than ths demonstrably superior product that is

already available? and where ia the justification for undertaking such an

effort? Ot p. 184 one rota:

Congress alao nay witib to dovelop, 44 part of en overall polity, 4
cloar Intent 411 tO the role of private vendors. Presumably vendors
wcold. in general, be able to obtain any publicly available
congressional information, as they already do to sumo extent noy.

This is one of severa1 unoottling hints Ln the report that b,;ongreos ahould

have sole and ultiaate control of tht manner in which information it generates

to distributed, Ace48S by vendors to :congressional information should not be

conditioned by 4preensably,R and "in gontral*; it is in fact a right, one

Which et) enjoy along with, ell other Altific4/14. As I explained to the OTA

provict director it a 1ott4 containing my commenta on the draft final report

dated Juno 3, 1980:

Men Cut CI»ilndex began publication in 1970, we did nat go to
Congress tH sea its .into,a. an to our *role. dor will we remit)
silent today when se-oh fatuous yet poti;iblv dangerous notions ar,)
put forth for berloPii dlecuerion.
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Not Just am information putliehers, but also as lomzerned citizens, ele

decry the lsnguage f restriction, of monopoly, perhaps even et censorship

that frequently algerta itself tn Chapter S.

On p. 190, fcr example, one finds a disturbing discussion %seed on the

authora' anAieties that 'information maintained by the vendorn will not match

ttat found in the bound (Conereagionall Record." Quite apart from the fact

that vendors have every tncentive to dialesitate the most authoritative

version of the Steeped, it shoeld hsrdly need saying that it Le not the piece

of Congress to police the rubsequent use of the information that it generete3.

As this atubcommittec noted in its report Electronic Collection and

Dissemination of Information kx Federal Agassils: A ?calyx, fterview:

Auy information can always be used Ln sena way that may not have
been intended by its creator. This possibility does not justify
government control over public domain data.
(99th Congress, 26 Seseon, House Report 99-560, p. 35)

If private inveutmtnt had not been used to create an index to congressicutal

bearings and other working documents, and if private capital had not been

invested to help disseminate these documents, my guess is that we would still

not hove any such services today. I mould alf:o venture to soy Oat if it were

not fl:r the positive influence of information industry products upon such CFO

operations as the Superintendent of Documents tales program and the 7roduction

of tho Ponthlv a/ilk& the administration of these operations would not have

shoun as much improvement as it has over the past dozen years.

As for the clefs that 'batter indexing of congreeeional information is

needed, I would like to hear personally from anyone in the revetment, from

any government documents librarean, or from any member of the documents-using

1
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publ:c who believes that eXisting indexes produced by the private sector are

inadequate, and thet the government can end should Co a better job than the

pante sector is now doing.

Conclusion

None of my letters to the OTA project dirtator were ever answered; nor does

the final report reflect in any coherent way the perspectives that I and

others from the private sector attempted to communicate in the panel sessions,

or that I submitted after reading the draft final report.

This past April, together with two colleagues on the advisory panel, I

visited GTA's Aesistant Director with responsibility for the Science,

Information. and Natural Resources Division. We expressed disappointment that

the study to which we had devoted considerable time and thought had culminated

in elch a tubstandard piece of work. But the Assietant Director seemed too

preoccupied with reflexieely defending the report to recognize that, in its

authors' haste to please Congress, the report has in feet failed Congvess, as

well as the public that paid for it.

1 would like to venture a prediction. If the Joint Committee on Printing

and the Goveznment Printing Office attempt to make a massive transition to

electronic oiessminetion along the lines of the fallacious reasoning vs have

seen emanating from JCP and OTA over the past two yeare, the results will be:

* Vastly increased costs;

* Untimely and unreliable service. and

A Curtailed public Access to federal informetion.

At thin subcommittee asserted it the 1986 report Elect/vac Vel.lectiou end

piceesinatitAl of Infoostion h/ tederel Agtpcies A Pollsx 01,2adt14 to whicb

X how e4wety rofverld;
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Fair competition means that an agency should limit the services
that it offers to the public and should leave the private sector
to provide additional value-added services.
(99th Congress, 2d Session, House Report 99-560, p. 59-60)

What the OTA report should have done, but did not, is to find ways to take

advantage of the private sector's genius for innovation and responsiveness to

the domestic and, increasingly, the worldwide thirst for sophisticated access

to federal informatton.

With respect to the Government Printing Office, I suggest instead that, for

the good of all of us, it concentrate on production of basic data files, with

an emphasis on paper and magnetic tape. If we reach a political consensus

that depository libraries need better electronic reference and retrieval

capabilities. I suggest that the best way to guarantee that outcome -- and, in

the end, probably the only way --would be to fully fund the depository system

so that each libraty could acquire electronic products from sources of its own

choosing.

Moreover, I support the Information Industry Association's call for

reauthorization of the Paperwork Reduction Act, and incorporation of the

following principles:

1. In disseminating information, an agency should ensure equal access

to the information, to guarantee that no party -- public or

private -- has the ability to exercise monopolistic control, and

ensure that copies of government databases are available on a timely

basis to all.

2. Agency decisions to create, change, or eliminate informa'Aon

products and services should be made through a process which is

fully exposed to public view and in which the pablic may

17
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participate. At a minimum, an agency should provide public notice

of its intent. This notice should include an explanation of the

benefits and general costs that will result fro the agency's action.

3. User fees for government information products should not exceed

the sarginal cost of providing copies of the information.

4. The government should provide access to public information in

whatever media' it is available.

5. Federal agencies must not assert copyright, or implement

copyright-like provisions, over their information products absent

clear statutory authorization.

I and the firm that I head ate committed to continued efforts to improve

access to federal information, and we hope to continue our participation in

the development of federal information policy. Thank you for the invitation

to share my views with you today.

18
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Mr. Win. Next is Mr. Terragno, president of Maxwell Online.

STATEMENT OF P. JAMES TERRAGNO, PRESIDENT, MAXWELL
ONLINE, INC.

Mr. TERRAGNO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate the opportunity to testify today. The series of hear-

ings you are holding, are very important and hopefully they will
result in what I consider to be an over-due comprehensive, fair and
realistic information policy.

As you said, I am here as president of Maxwell Online. Maxwell
Online is an online data base vendor and text retrieval software
company obviously operating in the private sector.

Before I joined Maxwell Online 8 years ago, I served for 4 years
as the Director of the Office of Search Systems in the Trademark
and Patent Office, so I come to this hearing with a perspective
from both the private and public side.

I don't want to give a commercial, but I think it would be impor-
tant in the context of my comments to give an overview of what
Maxwell Online is. Maxwell Online is a large online vendor provid-
ing online access to over 250 data bases. These data bases include
scientific, technical and patent information through our orbit
search service. They include medical and business information
through our BRS search service.

Of particular interest to this hearing is a service we offer called
BRS/Colleague, which provides online access to biomedical infor-
mation with an easy to-use system for health care professional end
users, or if you would like, physicians operating in the research
and practice environment. B&S/Colleague'r3 customers make heavy
use of the Medline data base, which we license from the National
Library of Medicine. They also make use of other biomedical deka
bases which we offer on BRS/Colleague.

Among the data bases Maxwell Online offers are over 20 data
bases produced by the Federal Government, including those provid-
ed by such agencies as the National Library of Medicine, the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, NTIS, the Department of Agricul-
ture, and the National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health. While these Government data bases represent less than 10
percent of the total number of data bases offered by Maxwell
Online, they are important data bases because of the significance
of the information they contain. I should also add that we obtain
these data bases from these agencies in magnetic tape form.

With that as background, I would like to focus the rest of my
comments today on two Federal information policy issues, the pric-
ing of Government information, and the control over resale of the
Government data bases.

From my position in the private sector, and with a view toward
balancing our interest as a profitmaking organization against the
public interest in maximizing dissemination of Federal Govern-
ment information, I submit that the best method for pricing Gov-
ernment information is to base the price on marginal costs. I think
that not only is marginal cost pricing the best policy but that it is
supported by the copyright provisions and by the court cases which
have interpreted the proper basis for user fees.
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There is wide support for such marginal cost pricing, including
that from library organizations, that from your subcommittee in a
1986 report, arid that from Congress in !egislation that has passed
in the last 2 years, including decisions involving EDGAR and the
Patent and Trademark Office.

I am sad to report to you the I some Federal agencies impose use
charges for data bases obtained on magnetic tape. Their prices are
basW on online usage of data bases, that is a charge that is levied
to Maxwell Online and others who use their data bases for each
hour of use plus citations which are printed from the data base;
This use-based pricing, as we call it, not only is in violation of copy-
right provisions and user fee principles, as we understand them,
but it results in hindering the broader dissemination of Federal in-
formation.

Certainly I think we can all agree that wider dissemination of
Government information is a principle that should be in place, but
user-based pricing works against this principle. The primary exam-
ple of agencies using user-base pricing are the National Library of
Medicine and the National Technical Information Service. Because
we need their data bases to complement other data bases we offer,
we are forced to pay these agencies' use charges. These costs to us,
real costs to us, have to be reflected in our prices, thus increasing
costs to users of the private-sector services.

A primary example, on the other hand, of an agency that does
charge marenal costs for their information is the Patent and
Trademark Mee. The Patent and Trademark Office uses marginal
cost-based pricing for tapes, magnetic tapes, that contain patent
and trademark infornoltion, and they plan, on the basis of recent
hearings, to use mar8inal cost-based pricing for access to their
automated systems provi.led in their public search rooms.

Further, the Patent art; Tr, .4emark Office does not plan to offer
a competitive online pater:. 4emark information search serv-
ice for the public at Luxe, a" we are somewhat concerned
about the possibility of their ;. ,arial.c.;. such a service to patent de-
posit libraries. Over the past ,.,cacie, !le Patent and Trademark
Office has had some pricing nv. hods th,=+ were less than accepta-
ble, but we are pleased to lee th they iv' have what we consider
to be an outstanding priciag syk...mi in pi They are to be con-
gratulated. Their procedure is a ,lodel ot latory balance and
fairness.

As to control over resale, Maxvri::`, Online is not generally in the
business af reselling tape copies of tta basm produced by the Fed-
eral Government. However, we do ave a seivice called BRS/On-
Site, which offers data bases along .ith the TM text retrieval soft-
ware for installation on our curtorn ' computer sites. This service
includes providing a number of dat bases vih are indexed and
loaded as part of an onsite instalh, on. These data bases can be
searched on our customers' own coinputers at a '11:4ce i cost using our
software. Buyers of this service are usually uni-lierities and large
corporations.

The specific problem I want to address today Concrns a de facto
copyright situation. Many of our oust imers want die National Li-
brary of Medicine's data base as one o f the data bases to be loaded
onto their own computer. We can and do provide copkes Medline
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in the United States. However, the National Library of Medicine
does not allow us to provide copies of this data base or copies of the
subsets of the data base outside of the United States. They do, I
should point out, allow us to provide online access to the Med line
data base which is stored on our computer in the United States.

Our agont in Japan, for example, tells me that they have several
prospects eager to buy the BRS software with the Med line data
base, but, of course, we are restricted by the National Library of
Medicine from offering copies of Med line br Japan. However small,
these restrictions are affecting our balance of trade with Japan and
with members of the EEC, for example.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, penetrating the Japanese market is
difficult enough without having restrictions imposed upon us by
one of our Government agencies.

Mr. Chairman, that summarizes my testimony concerning these
two issues of pricing and resale restriction for Federal information.
We believe that the reauthorization of the Paperwork Reduction
Act provides an ,mcellent opportunity to establish a congressional
policy which will improve access by citizens to Government infor-
mation. We believe a diversity of sources and a partnership, if you
will, between the public and private sector will provide the more
effective dissemination of Federal information which is the goal of
your subcommittee and the full committee, as I understand it. The
private sector can expand and enhance overall Government infor-
mation dissemination effectively if policies that prohibit use-based
pricing and prohibit restrictions on redissemination are included in
the reauthorization legislation.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Terragno follows:]
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Thank youv Mt. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee for

inviting me to testify on federal government information

dissemination policies and practices.

my name is P. James Terragno. I an here today as President of

Maxwll Online, Inc., an online databame vendor and text retrieval

sOEtware company. We provide online access to over databases.

Prior to joining.Maxwell Online in 1980, I served four years at the

U.S. Patent and Trademark office as the Director of the Office of

Search Systems, so I am familiar with federal information policy

issues from both the public and private perspectives. I au

accompanied by our legal counsel, Joseph L. Ebersole.

Maxwell Online has four divisions: ORBIT Search Service -- offering

online access to databases containing pri ly science and

technology information, including patent Iniurmation; ABA

Information Techno.10,121 -- offering onlin aocess to databases

containing primarily biomedical and business information; ABA

Egftware Produ2te -- offering software for on-site text retrieval

applications for mainframes, minis, and PCs, with over 1000

installations; and, Pernamon Search Center -- an information on

demand service includin4 sea:ch, retrieval, and document delivery for

patents and trademarks. Alttough we are U.S. based and our primary

market in the U.S., a substantial part of our usage comes from

I .
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outside the U.S. -- primarily Japan, United Kingdom, West Germany,

France, Canada, Netherlands, Italy, and Switzerland.

We have over 70,000 active passwords. Passwords entitle customers to

use the databases available on the BRS and ORBIT Search Services. Of

particular interest in tha context of this testimony is a wirvice we

call BRS/Colleague which offers easy-to-use online access to

biomedical information for health care professional "end-users",

primarily physicians, working in both research and practice

environments. BRS/Colleague customers make heavy use of the Medlin.

database which we license from the National Library of Medicine.

We also offer access to over twenty other federal government

databases. These include databases produced by such agencies as: the

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. the National Technical Information

Service, the Dapartment of Agriculture, and the National Institute

for Occupational Safety and Health. (Databases for the latter two

agenclec are licenued from the National Technical Information

Service.) While these government databases represent less than ten

percent of the total number of databases we offer, they in fact are

very important databases because of the significance of the

information they contain.

2
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In ay comments today, I'd like to focus on two policy issuess' (1)

pricing of government information; and (2) control over resale of

government databases.

A. PRICING or GOVERNMENT INFORMATION

There is a strong consensus that user fee.' and user charges for

government information should be based on the marginal costs of

providing the requested information. This principle of marginal

costs es the proper basis for pricing government information has been

approved:

by your Subcommittee1,

by the Association of Research Libraries, which recommended

that "Copies of most government dattbases should te made

available at simple reproduction cost."2

by the National Commission on Libraries and InformatIm

Science federal Government Task Force which recommended as

"Principle 6. The federal government should set pricing

1. Electronic Collection and Dissemination of Information by
rederal Aaencies: A Policy Overview, H.R. Rep. No.560, 99th Cong.,
2d Sess. (1986) (hereinafter "Nouse Policy Report") 36-43.

2. Association of Research Libraries, Eschnoloav & U.S.
tatalystitor

(Report of the Task Force on Government Information in Electronic
Format), October, 1987, at 28.

.4
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policies for distributing information products or services

that reflect the true costs of access and/or

reproduction...,"3

1* the American Civil Liberties Union,6

by OND in the Circular A-130 Saction-by-Section Analysis,

wherein they state that Circular 8-25 "requires user charges

only for costs of dissemination of governaw.t information,

not for creation, collIction, processing, and transmission of

the information."

by economists,6

3. National Commission on Libraries and Information Science,
public Sector/Private Sector Interaction_in_ Providing Information
pervicee (Washington, D.C. U.S. Government Printing Office,
September, 1982) at 51.

4.

.13..tart_thLAigagsum_An_rdatitnianton
the Senate Coma. on Governmental Affairs, 100th Cong., 2d Sees.,
(June 12, 1989) (Oral testimony of Jerry J. Berman, Director,
Information Technology Project, American Civil Liberties Union).

6. Office of Nanagerent and Budget, HADvement of Pideral
Information Resources (Circular A-130), 50 Fed. Req. 52729,
52733, See also Sec,8.a.(17(c) at 52736, (Doc. 24, 1985)
(hereinafter cited an "QND arcUlar_A=122").

6. See Braunstein, Y., "The Functioning of Information
Markets", in National Telecommunications and Information
Administration, Iwpues in Information Policy 57. 58 (1981) (NT/A-
SP-80-9).

4
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- by the Congress in four recent Acts concerning the basis for fees

to: specific databases, Az.,

The SEC's EDGAR: marginal costs of reproduction7

The Patent and Tradexerk Office's APS G T-SEARCH:

reasonable fess9, defined by the

agency rules 'e werginal costs9

The Departs of Cormerce's NATIONAL TRADE DATA

BANK: reasonable fees consistent with the Ieedom

of Information Act10

The Environmental Protection Agency's TOXIC

RELEASE INVENTORY: cost reimbursable basis11

7. SEC Authorization Act of 1987, P.L. 100-101, Sec. 101
(1987)

9. P.L. 100-703, Sec. 104(c)

9. Notice of Proposed Rolemaking, 54 Fed. Reg. 18908, Mar 3,
1989, wherein the Patent and Trademark office, for both direct
online use fees and fees for Copies of databases on magnetic tape,
noted that they "followed Congressional direction that fees be
reasonable by reflecting the marginal cost for providing ths new
service..." Id.

10. P.L. 100-418, 402 stet. 1467, Sec. 5412 (Aug. 23, 1988).
This means fees htive to be based on the direct costs of searching
and duplicating intormation. For magnetic tape copis of the
database, only the costs of duplicating would be applicable.

11. P.L. 99-499, SuporfUnd Amendments and Reauthorization Act
of 1996, Title III, codified as 42 U.S.C. Sec. 11023(j), which
states "The Administrator shall make these data accessible by
computer telecommunication and other means to any person on a cost
reimbursable basis."

5
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Although only one of the four statutes umem the term "marginal cost",

in ach case the intent is to charge only for the costs incurred by

the government in providing the information, and in ach case the

intent im, in mo doing, to xpani dissemination and to make the data

accessible to more people.

Citing this array of authorities and xample. may make it mound am if

marginal pricing im now universally used am the basis for determining

charges for government information. Unfortunately merging') cost

pricing is not yet applied in all instances. One example that should

be added to the list above im that of tha National Library of

Medicine (NLM). Among government agencies, NLK can certainly be

considered a success story. They are an outstanding agency, they

continue to met a standard of excellence, they lead the world in

collecting, cataloging, and indexing biomedical information, and they

have been the leader in bringing about a number of technological

developments in tne information sciences. They were also one of the

first agencies to adopt a policy of basing user charges on the

marginal costs of dissemination for direct users of their Medlars

online service. I did not list them in the examples above because,

strangely enough, after endorsing and implementing the concept of

marginal cost pricing for direct umerm, they applied a completely

different policy in setting charges for licensee. of magnetic tape

copies of their databases. Thus, indirect users of NLM databases are

subject to a different pricing policy. Currently, their tape

licensee impost a use-based pricing scheme, under which an online

is
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database vendor licensee has to pay a "royalty" per hour of online

use by each of their users, and a "royalty" for each offline citation

printed by each of their users. NTIS includes a similar use-based

pricing aches. in some of their licenses.

W believe this teethed of pricing is wrong. Wrong because it

violates the copyright act, wrong because it violates principles and

guidelines stablished by the Congress and the Courts tor setting

user fees, and wrong -- in the case of the National Library of

Medicine -- because it discrininates against users of counereLd

online services and creates a situation where this class of indirect

users is apparently subsidising direct users of the NIX online

service.

Mr. Chairman, each of these recf2ons is, we believe, cause on its own

to conclude that use-based pricing for government intoraation is

wrong. Let me elaborate on why it is wrong for each of these

reasons.

1. THE POLICY OF CHARGING A PER-HOUR USAGE FEE FOR TA1E LicENUEES

AMOUNTS TO A ROYAUFY AND VIOLATES GOVERNMENT POLICY ON COPYRIGHT. BY

THIS IMPLEMENTATION ot COPYRIGHT-LIRE PROVISIONS, AN AGENCY IS

IMPLICITLY IN VIOLATION OF SECTION 105 OF THE COPYRIGHT ACT.

7
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The Association nf Research Libraries Task Force on Government

Information in Electronic Format, set forth the following as one of

its principles:

"Copyright is a private privilege and should not be

available for any work of the U.S. Goverment that is

produced with public funds. The Copyright Act prohibitiGn

of copyright of U.S. Government works is sound...Policies

and practices that allow a Federal agency or a private

organization to exert exclusive rights or other kinds

of proprietary controls over government information in any

format should be resisted."12

The prohibition to which the report refers is found in Section 105 of

the Copyright Act.13 David Ladd, then Register of Copyrights,

characterized section 105 as --

"a conclusion by Congress that the public interest is

served by keeping governmentally created works as free as

possible of potential restrictions on dissemination."14

12. Association of Research Libraries
at 27.

13. 17 U.S.C. Sec. 105 reads as
protection under this title (17 USC SS
available for any work of the United States

Report, supra note 2,

follows: "Copyright
101 at sea.) is not
Government,..."

David Ladd, Register of Copyrights, to Sen.
Charles Mathias (Oct. 11, 1983), reprinted in 1984 House rom
Laillative Hearings at 1138, as cited in Douse Policy Report.
furor::

8
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This prohibition permits any person to reproduce a government

document or government data. However, we are not here asserting a

right to obtain government data base tapes free. The User Fee

Statute and the NIX and NTIS Enabling Acts authorize charging for the

tapes. But charges based on amount of use smack directly of the type

of ownership and control permitted only for copyright holders.

Indeed, copyright is what allows authors and creators to sell their

works at a price that taflects the value of the information rather

than just the cost of reproduction.

The use of this copyright-like royalty for tape licensees amounts to

a da Zacto copyright, and not only is inconsistent with the

prohibition against copyrighting of government works, but results in

charges that are in excess of the marginal costs of providing copies

of tapes to licensees. In fact, use-based charges bear no relation

to the cost of duplicating, handling, and delivering magnetic tapes.

The cost to the government is the same.whether a given licensee's

uzlxs access a government produced data base for ten hours, for one

thousand hours, or ior one hundred thousand houror per year.

2. USE-BASED PRIC/NG FOR DATA BAsE TAPE LEAS/NG IS WRONG BECAUSE IT

VIOLATES THE LEGAL PRINCIPLES ESTABLISHED BY THE CONGRESS AS

INTERPRETED BY THE FEDERAL COURTS.

9
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The case for marginal cost pricing is, we believe, further

strengthened by the principles and guidelines propounded by the

Supremo Court of the United States and the lower federal courts in

cases interpreting the Independent Office Appropriations Act of 1952.

That Act, often referred to as the User Fee Act, was the resat of a

movement in Congress to encourage Government agenciee to establish

fees to recover some of the costs of providing services to special

beneficiaries. The movement began in 1950 with a study of the Senate

Committee on Expenditures in the Executive Branch which culminated in

a report to Congress on "Fees for Special Services."15 At the time

of the report the type of services for which fees were most obvious:y

appropriate were mervices such as: radio station ionstruction

permits, operating licenees, certificates of public convenience and

necessity, etc. The themes of recovering the costs directly

associeted with providing a special benefit to an identifiable

beneficiary, were reiterated during the hearings in 1951 which led to

enactment of the Act.16 The Act authorizes the head of an agency to

prescribe regulations establishing the charge for a "service or thing

of value" provided by the agency, and it makes such regulations

"subject to policies prescribed by the President...0.17 The

Legislative History indicates that: t*The Committee is concerned that

15. Senate Rep. Ho. 2120, 81st Cong., 2d Sess. (1950).

16. The Independent offices Appropriation Act, 1952, Tit. 5,
65 Stat.290, 31 U.S.C. Sec. 483a (Aaended and recodified in 1982
as 31 U.S.C. Sec. 9701, with the thrust of the Act remaining
unchanged).

17. 31 U.S.C. Soo. 9701(a)

10
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ths government is not receiving full return from many of the services

which it renders to aglagi_hensfislixisi. (emphasis added)

The User Fee Act includes a section stating that it "does not affect

a law of the United States ...(2) prescribing bases for detereining

charges, but a charge may be redetermined under this section

consistent with the prescribed bases."16 The legislative history

indicates that the Act is to provide authority for government

agencies to make charges for (such) services "except where the charge

is specifically fixed by law or the law specifically provides that no

charge shall be mads."19

Thus, if a statute "prescribes" a basis for charges, or if it

specifically fixes a dollar amount, that statute would, in effect,

supersede the User Fee Act, The Act is admittedly somewhat fuzzy and

this fuzziness has shown up in interpretations by Generals Counsel

over the years. However, when one reviews the court opinions

interpreting ths Act, some of the fuzziness goes away. The opinions,

we believe, establish guidelines which are generally applicable to

user fees. And, I should note Mr. Chairman, that I believe they are

consistent with the concept of marginal cost pricing for government

information. Also, as a recent (1988) opinion observed: "The statute

by its express terms sweeps teith considerable breadth....The

legislative history does not purport to limit the statute's

18. /4., Sec. 970I(c)

19. H.R. Rep. Ho. 384, 82d Cong, 1st Sess., 3.

11
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scope....The enumerated illustrations of various

benefits...cannot...be equated with implied limitations."20

The language of the User Fee Act instructs agencies to be

fair tn imposing any fee schedule and to consider such factors as:

(A) the costs to the government;

(B) the value of the service or thing to the recipient;

(C) public policy or interest served; and

(D) other relevant facts.21

The meaning of these factors was first addressed by the Supreme Court

of the United States in 1974 in National Cable Television_bosn.. In

m. flitsd Statei.22 In that case the Court rejected a fee for each

CATV system at the rate of 30 cents per subscriber per year.23 The

Court concluded that such fees went beyond the r-movery of costs for

benefits conferred upon identifiable beneficiaries, and that charget

based on revenues amounted to levying of taxes, a power vested

exclusively in Congress. 24 The Court noted that although, for

levying taxes, the Government could base the amount to be charged on

20. bvuda. Inc. v4 Attorney General, 848 F.2d 1297, 1300
(D.C.Cir. 1988)

21. 31 U.S.C. Sec. 9701(b)(2)(A)-(D)

22. 415 U.S. 336

23. It is of passing interest: to note that this fee, which
the Supreme Court rejected, represented abou *. one-half of 1% of
total subscriber chamois.

24. 415 U.S. 336, 340-44 (1974)

12
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income or ability to pay, it could not do so for fees. A fee is

diffarent, it stated, because it is incident to a voluntary act,

e.g., a request. "A 'fee' connotes a 'benefit" and the proper

standard for determining the fee is the value to the recipient.28

The remaining question was then the precise meaning of "value to the

recipient." This vac answercd in a Court of Appeals opinion

reviewing the revised fee regulations after remand from the Suprese

Court to the FCC. In that case, Eational Cab Television...Am"

InC, Y. ELS.A.1.,28 the Court stated that, in setting a fee, the agency

must look eel at the value which the beneficiary may derive, but at

the value of the services which the agency confers. This means that

a fee, in order not to be a tax, cannot be justified by the revenues

received or the profits made, but must be reasonably related to those

attributable direct and indirect costs which the agency actually

incurs in providing the service.27 This time around, the FCC had set

the fee at 13 cents per subscriber, but, the court pointed out,

"There is no evidence in the record before us that supports the

conclusion that it costs the agency twice as much to authorize and

regulate a cable system with 2000 subscribers as it does...one with

1000 subscribers."28 In a companion case, flectronio Industrie,

Ass'n.. Etc. y. f.C.C..22 the Court mphasized again that the "value

25.

28. 554 F.2d 1094 (D.C. cir. 1976)

27. 554 F.2d 1094, 1107

28. 554 F.2d 1094, 1108

29. 554 F.2d 1109 ( D.C.Cir. 1976)

13
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conferred" measure of a valid fee means that the fee cennot exceed

the cost of the service rendered, thus prohibiting fees...which

increase with the revenues or profits of the peycr without reflecting

a reasonable relationship to the actual cost of rendering the

service."

Thus, although the Congress was not specifically contemplating a

"service or thing of value" such as information when it passed the

User Fee Act, and although the sarginal cost concept for government

information pricing had not yet emerged, the principles and

guidelines developed by the Courts for determining the proper bases

for user fees, are consistent with the concept of marginal cost

pricing. In fact, the cases read as if referring to use-based

pricing. And in these and subsequent cases, the Courts have made it

clear again and again that the basis for charging in the cost to the

agency of fulfilling the request, of providing the specific service

requested, and that an agency cannot consider hours of use, or

revenues, or anv similar_msaaurcis_thejaasis_jor_a_gbarga,Jinlma

such a measure is correlated Gingtly with additional costs to tea

agsnry_aa_ALAnorsaam. The cases thus suggest that uwe-based

pricing amounts to levying a tax.

It is useful to lock at the NTIs and 11114 authorizing legislation.

STU{ fees are authorized by 15 U.S.C. Sec. 1153, which provides that

the Secretary is authorized to establish "reasonable fees or charges

3°. 554 7.2d 1109, 1115

14
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for services performed or for documents or other publications

furnished..."31 The stated policy of the PUS Act is that "...to the

fullest extent feasible...each of the services and function provided

herein shall be self-sustaining."32 This language is closely

parallel to that of the User Pee Act, yiu, "It is the sense of

Congress that each service of thing of value provided by an

agency...to a peraon...is to be solf-austaining to the extent

possible."33

The NLK statute provides that NIX "may provide for making available

such publications, materials, facilities, or services

-- (A) without charge as a public service, (S) upon a loan, exchange,

or charge basis, or (C) in appropriate circumstances, under contract

arrangements made with a public or nonprofit entity."34 NLH thus has

flexibility in that it can use fees, or

methods other than charging fees, as consiaeration for materials and

services it provides. The legislative history pertinent to this

provision states:

"The Committee expects, insofar as feasible and taking into

account accepted library practice, that such charges will

31. 15 U.S.C. Sec. 1153

32. zg.

33. 31 U.S.C. 9701(a)

34. 42 U.S.C. Sec. 266(d)(2). This section was enacted on
August 3, 1956 by Public Law 941, 70 Stat. 960.

15
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be levied when the ervices to be rendered or the materials

cr facilities to be made available are other than routine

and obviously and clearly convey a 112281lel, identifiable,

added benefit to such non-public agency, organization,

institution, or individual and that such charges will be

reasonable in liaht ot the comit and the ijaitecumatuniii
to the nublic of the particular materials, facilities, or

services involved.m35 (emphasis added)

Consistent with the statute and its legislative history, the

Secretary of RHS ham issued regulations at 42 CFR Sec. 4.5(d),

providing that the NLM Director may charge fees reasonably designed

to recover all or a portion of the cost to thu Library, including

personnel costs, of providing any services, including specifically

the cost of providing access to the ?ladling tapes.

The language and themes expressed in the NLM statute and legislative

history are the themes and language developed by the Congress in the

User Fee Act legislation. These themes included charging only if

there was a pnecial benefit; and establishing such charges reasonably

and in light of the cost.

NLM notes that their statute does not explicitly prescribe a basis

for determining charges as the User Fee Act requires, but asserts

that the legislative history of the NLM Act establishes a rule of

35. Senate Report No. 2071, 84th Cong., 2d Sess., p. 3 (1956)
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reasonableness, and that the Director may use the rule of

reasonableness36, or say determine charges based on the factors

prescribed in the User Fee Act.37

I suggest, P. Chairman, that the requirements for "reasonableness,"

or for "reasonable fees," for government information dissemination

prices, have been clearly delineated by the courts. Thus, the

criteria for determining what constitutes reasonable fees are, we

believe, clear and settled.36

36. The most recent interpretation by a government agency of
what constitutes "reasonable fees" was made in may, 1989. UnderSection 104(c) of P.L. 100-703, patent and Trademark Offig.
huthorizationq, the agency was directed to establish "reasonable
fees." Pursuant to this Act, and consistent with Department of
Commerce policy, the Patent and Trademark Office in a Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking, noted that they "followed Congressional
direction that fees be reasonable by reflecting the marginal cost
for providing the new service..." 54 Fed.Reg.18908, Nay 3, 1989.
In a companion Final Notice on Electronic Data Dissemination
Policies and Guidelines, Section G. provides that: "Foos charged
for bulk data...will be based on the sarginal cost of providing
such distribution services." 54 Fed. Reg. 18923, Nay 3, 1989.
Provision of database tapes by NLK is an example of "bulk data."

37. Electronic Collection and Dissemination of_Information by
EmslizalAstinrasaL_lisgrinsuLlagriuLkulagmaittaiLsztiligugainittason Government ()aerations. House of Representative. 99th Cong. 1st
Sess. (1985) (Hereinafter "Oearinas. 1985") 399.

36. This conclusion is further strengthened by the fact that
neither of the noted authorizing statutes have been the subject of
litigation to determine what reasonableness or reasonable fees means.
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This conclusion becomes even stronger when one 'considers the typical

typos of government services which have been the subject of law suits

challenging user fees. /n most of tho cases, the foe was for

processing an application which would result in granting a license or

privilege, without which the beneficiary could not be in business.

Further, in many cases, the license or permit or certificate, grants

the special beneficiary immunity from competition or from antitrust

liability, certainly xtremely valuable benefits! Yet, the

restrictions the courts placed on user fees were primarily within

this context. Therefore, when the type of benefit is that of being

able to further disseminate government-developed information, mig

where the government agency is itself in competition with the tape

licensee (as is the case with NLM), the conclusion is A fortiori that

the current use-based license fee is improper.

3. TH: POLICY oF clihRGING A PER-HOUR USAGE FEE FOR TAPE VENDORS

HINDERS THE DISSEMINATION OF BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH INFORMATION.

The statutory mission of NLM has as one of its implicit goals

reaching the maximum number of health professionals. Because of the

nature of information as an economic good and the 'nature of the

medical information market in '4141 United States, the effect of the

current license fee policy is to hinder tho broader dissemination of

biomedical information.

le
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Information as an econosic good differs from ordinary goods. Ona

Economist, Yale M. Braunstein, ham delineated flwe ways in wLich

information tends to differ from ordinary good. and sorvics.39 In

terms of economic efficiency, he concludes that any price other than

a marginal cost price h1nders efficiency.

A second aspect of the impact of the current use-based pricing on

dissemination is shown in the characteristics of the market for

biomedical online information compared to other markets, such as

financial and legal. Financial and investment analysts and brokerage

firms have to have the fastest available information and trert

information service costs as a necessary cost of doing business.

Information costs have been built into the finanoial mervices pricing

structure for years. In the legal profession, research using online

information services is part of the services law firms offer clients.

Costs for online searches are typically charged to clients, often

with markups (on the grounds that online searching both lowers client

research costs and increases quality). Thug, for lawyers, legal data

base services are a way for increasing quality and efficiency, and

for increasing revenues.

The medical market is quite different. First, the CPT codes which

are the basis for physician services payments by insurance companies

and Medicare and Medicaid, do not include literature searches (online

39. Braunstein, Y. upra note 6, at 24.
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or manual) or literature reviews as a basis for charges, nor are they

a basis for defining a higher level of service and thereby charging a

higher amount. Second, physicians tend to approach their practice

differently from, for example, lawyers or financial analysts, who

make frequent use of data bases. Most physicians do not normally

conduct a review of the relevant biomedical literature as part and

parcel of usual and customary services. And if a physician doss

conduct frequent online searches, there is, an noted, no mechanism

for obtaining reimbursement as in the financial or legal professions.

Thus, the medical information market ham built-in disincentives for

frequent online searches.

One result of these market differences is that profit margins are

much higher for financial and legal information services than for

medical information services. It is no accident, for example, that,

in 1987, Mead Data Central, providers of the LEXIS and NEXIS

information services, stopped marketing the NEDIS service to the

medical market and discontinued updating of many biomedical journals

(some elements of the service ware retained online for use by

litigators end hompital administrators), or that the BRS/Colleague

service yAr Mien sold twice in the past several years. In the

information industry, it is generally understood that data base

services for the financial and legal professions have relatively

healthy profit margins. Medical online search services have a

reputation of having nonexistent or relatively low profit margins.

Thum, when the NLM Director states that "the $3 or $4 charged by NLM

20
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are relatively small portions (of the hourly charges by commercial

online services), perhaps as little as 10 percent."40, it shows a

misapprehension of the impact of the IlLa royalty on commercial

service licensees. The $3 or $4 per hour represents not "as little

as 10 percent,m but actually closer to 100 percent of the potential

profit margin. The referent is misplaced. The more accurate

referent is not total hourly charges, but the potential profit

margin. From Clio more realistic perspective, it is clear that the

royalty is a barrier to new ntreats into the field and has a major

impact on operations of existing services and their ability to expand

outreach or marketing efforts so as to reach more health

professionals. Thus, the net ffect is to liait the nuaber of health

professionals reached and thus to hinder dissemination.

The impact of the NM pricing policy and the differences in markets

shows up in the size of the marketing forces, which represent a major

part of the capability for reaching additional health professionals.

Again, there is a misapprehension on the part of NIX as to the size

of the mfield forces" for commercial bioaedical online services. For

example, at the Fiscal Year 1989 Appropriations Subcommittee

Hearings, ths Director noted, when discussing the miss of the field

forces, that "Woad Data Central, for xample has 300 people who call

upon customers and show them how to operate their systems. We have

40. &airings. 1985. suns% note 37, at 281. Actually the
charges per hour are close to $5 not $4 -- because the effect
of the additional, seemingly minor, charge of one-cent-per-
offline-citation-printed is to increase the total royalty by as
much as $1 per hourh
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none.0141 This statement was made in good faith, and we are not

disputing its accuracy. But, according to our understanding, the 300

people referred to were almost exclusively supporting the LEXIS and

SEMIS services, not the biomedical information service called NEDIS.

Perhaps a more relevant comparison is with the marketing force for

BBB Colleague, which, over the past several years has had a marimum

field force of fifteen people, and for most of that period

substantially fewer.

Mr. Chairman, we recently initiated a dialogue with NLM on their

pricing policy and other subjects. The dialogue is harmonious, but I

should tell you that we have not yet persuaded the Director and the

Board of Regents that our view on use-based pricing is correct.

However, because both they, as a public agency, and we, as a private

for-profit organisation, have a mutual interest in seeing that NIX-

developed data reaches a broader audience of health professionals, we

have told them that if the pricing policy is changed as proposed,

Maxwell Online, /nc., will increase its marketing and field forces,

with the result that additional health professionals will be provided

access to biomedical information. We expect that with the changed

economics, other database vendors would make the same decision. The

ultimate beneficiaries of this change will be the unknown number of

41 I. s

Before a Subcommittee of the Committee_on Appropriation/. Hones ot
Representative/4. 100th Cong.. 2d Sess. 941 (1988) (Statement of
the Director, National Library of Medicine).
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patient. whose quality of care will be increamed becaume more health

professionals are provided access to biomedical information.

4. USE-BASED PRICING DISCRIMINATES AGAINST USERS OF NLM DATABASES VIA

COMMERCIAL DATA BASE SERVICES BY FORCING THEM TO BEAR THE BURDEN OF

COSTS IN EXCESS OF MARGIVAL COSTS. FURTHER, THE FEES COLLECTED FROM

TAPE LICENSEES APPEAR TO BE SUBSIDIZING MEDLARS ONLINE USERS.

Although it was the intention of the NLM Board of Regents to provide

"equal treatment,"42 and although the Board of Regents in 1964

rejected the concept of differential pricing by type of umer43, the

effect of the ume-bamed fee for tape licensees im xactly the

opposite. Upc.:m of Redline data indirectly via BRS/Colleague and

other commercial biomedical online information services have to bear,

am part of the cost of their service, a fee which ham no relationship

to NLM marginal cost and in fact awesomely exceeds marginal cost,

while direct MEDLARS umeAs have to pay only marginal costs. The

actual effect, then, im discriminatory against the users of NLM data

via commercial data base services, and amounts to -rutin a second

clams of user, a result which the Board of Regents has already

rejected am matter of policy.

42. National Library of Medicine, policies of the Board ot
Recent', January 27, 1903, Sec. III. "User Charges For Online
Services" (Reprinted in pearinam. 1985 at 405). The full sentence
reads "Equal treatment, shared costs, and fair prices are the
three logs on which ELK policy rests."

43. llearingsA 1985 at 416.
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Further, as the Howse Policy Report stated: "If (the HUI Director's)

contention that overall revenues from Medlars users are equal to the

costs of supporting all users is accepted, then it follows that the

fees collected from tape licensees are being used to subsidize online

users of Medlars."44 This conclusion is strengthened by a flawed GAG

Report in 198245, which involved an in depth evaluation of Medlars

dissemination costs, and a cursory evaluation of the extent to which

NLM's policy comported with regulations and statutes. One major flaw

in the GAO report was a complete failure to review the Supreme Court

and Ctrurt of Appeals decisions cited above. This, in spite of the

fact that the report cited and placed considerable reliance on OMB

Circular A-25, which was issued to help implement the User Fee Act

and was thus cubject to court decisions interpreting that Act.

Further, the GAO report failed to distinguish between the two classes

of users. It lumped together the costs of accessing Medlars with the

costs for production, replication, and distribution of tapes. At

that time, Fiscal Year 19e1, the costs were as follows46:

44. Nouse Policy Report at 29.

45. United States General Accounting Office, National Library
91.Aisslicinals_mslical_Lituatiat_AnalmaicAnLiarailiaLlietts,
(HRD -82 -66), April 15, 1982.

46. Id., pp. 4-6 of Enclosure I.
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Total costs for accessing Medlin. via Medlars: $3,241,000

Total costs for producing, replicating, and

distributing tapes (for All tape users): $25,000

The costs for accessing should have been allocated across the total

Medlars online user hours, and the costs for tapes should have been

allocated among the total number of tape licensees. However, the

$25,000 in tape costs was aggregated with the $3,241,000 for online

access costs (computer time, telecommunications cost, equipment

costs, personnel costs, tc.), and the total revenues from tape

license royalties and online user charges wore aggregated. Then the

two lump figures were compared. It thus appears that, as this

Subcommittee's report in 1986 stated: "foes collected from tape

licensees are being used to subsidize online users of Medlars." As a

result of these inconsistent pricing methods, NLM nds up competing

unfairly with commercial data base services.

The flawed GAO analysis perpetuated itself by providing the basis for

approbation of the NLM pricing policies by the House Committee on

Energy and Commerce in 1985.47 Thus, we understand why NLM has

continued the policy even though it is inconsistent with their

overall excellent policy structure. Mr. Chairman, when I was in

government, the blessing of a Congressional Committee seemed like the

ultimate confirmation that what I was doing was correct. It

47. House Report 99-158 at 43 (1985)
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certainly did not provide an impetus for change -- in fact, the

opposite.

One year after the GAO conclusion was noted by the House Committee,

the GAO reversed their position and interpreted the basis for user

fees differently. In 1986, a GAO Report concluded that current laws

-- including the User Fee Act -- bar a government agency furnishing

information to the public from charging user fees that exceed the

cost of providing a copy of tho information.48 Although the

erroneous interpretation has now been corrected, this was apparently

not communicated to NLM by GAO.

This example, we believe, illustrates why a greater degree of ,

coordination of government information dissemination policy is

needed. There is currently no administrative mechanism to effect

change, and although I have argued that the guidelines established by

the courts clearly set marginal costs as the proper basis for

pricing, a policy statement to this effect by the Congress would

reach a broader audience of Generals Counsel, since the court

decisions seem to have been generally disregarded for information

dissemination policy purposes.

48. United States General Accounting 02fice, ADP Acquisition:
a I .0

Myelin, pp. 25-27 (GAO/IMTEC-87-2, Oct. 1986)
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5. A CHANGE TO A MARGINAL COST RASED TAPE PRICING POLICY WOULD NOT

ADVERSELY AFFEtT NLM OPERATIONS.

Each year in recent years the NLM has returned in excess of $4

million to the general fund of the U.S. Treasury.49 We beiieve the

characterization and explanation which the Director has made in

response to questions at hearings about the nature of the surplus is

accurate, and the rationale reasonable and consistent with stated

policy.50 We note the existence of this amount, because we recognize

the recommended change in policy could have the ffect of reducing

ovesea11 NLM user fee revenues to some xtent. (This will not

necessarily be the result, since Medlars use is growing at a rate

which may more than make up any reduction in license revenues.)

However, the substantial amounts returned annually to the Treasury in

recent years, provide assurace that thee change should not adversely

affect NLM operations in any manner.

6. SUMMARY OF IMPACT OF USE-BASED PRICING

Mr. Chairman, you may wonder why I have placed greater emphasis on

use-based pricing by NLM than I have on the same policy on the part

of NTIS.

49. For Fiscal Year 1987 the amount returned to the U.S.
Treasury was $4.6 million. apsLopriationa_114.B.Eing12B2, BMA
note 41, at 946.

fl Id.
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The primary reason is that, although we stand ready and willing to

rise to the competitive challenge of a government online search

service whose rates are based on the marginal costs of access, we do

not believe it fair to suffer what we conaider to be a "double

whammy" -- ule-based tape licensing fees lama competitive government

online service.

NTIS presents a somewhat different situation. We do plan to initiate

a dialogue with then about use-based pricing, but have given it

second priority because with NTIS we suffer only a "single whimsy,"

in that it does not operate its own online service.

For both NLM and NT/S, the government databases provided are

complementary to other databases to which we offer access. They

sometimes cover areas not covered by privately produced databases.

For example, as part of our BRB/Colleegue service we have an online

library comprising a number of biomedical and life science databases.

None of thse completely substitute for ach other, nor do they tend

to overlap more than 35% to 40%. Instead, they complement each

other. Providing comprehensive biomedical coverage requires a

coribination of public and nrivately produced databases, and a service

of our typMcannot be co,..dlete without Medlin.. Thus, it is a very

important part of our overall BRS/Colleague service.

28
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Mr. Chairman, you may also wonder why / have had little to say so far

about the pricing policiem of the Patent and Trademark Office (PTO).

It is because the PTO uses marginal cost based pricing ler patent

database tape licensing, and they plan to use marginal cost based

pricing for access to-their automated patent system (APS) in their

public search room. Further, they do not plan to offer a competitve

online patent or trademark search service for the public at large,

although we are very concerned about the possibility of their

providing such a service to Patent Depository Libraries. Over the

past decade PTO has had some pricing methods for trademark tapes that

were less than acceptable, but we are pleased to see that they now

have what we consider to be an outstanding pricing system in place.

They are to be congratulated. Further, I should note that they have

been very explicit in reporting precisely how they compute marginal

costs and what specific cost elements are included in this

calculation. Their ruln is a model of regulatory balance and

fairness.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I should stets that we do.support requirements

in government database licenses which reasonably assur data quality

control and continuing database integrity. Further, we think it

rasonable that government licenses include a requirement that the

licensee shall report the number of online hours the database was

accessed each year. This provides thn agency with feedback which

helps it to determine the total outreach and probable impact of its

information dissemination.
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B. CONTROL OVER RESALE OF GOVERNMENT DATABASES

Re are not generally in the business of reselling tape copies of

government databases. However, we have a service called AMS/Onsite,

which offers BRS software for retrieval applications nn our

customers' sites, and which includes providing a number of databases

which are indexed and "loaded" as part of the installation. The

databases can then be searched on the customer's computer using the

BRS software. Buyers of this service are usually either universities

or large corporations.

The specific problem I want to address today concerns another di

facto copyright situation. Many customers want the NLK Redline

database as one of the databases to be loaded onto their computer

systems. This is frequently done in the United States. However, the

NLK does not allow us to provide a copy of the database, or subsets

thereof, to organizations in other countries. Our agent in Japan,

for example, tells me he has several prospects eager to buy the BRS

software with the Medlin. database. However, we cannot sell to these

potential customens because we are restricted by NLM from offering

copies of tapes containing Redline in Japan. These restrictions thus

are negatively affecting our balance of trade with Japan and with

members of the EIJ,

Let me put this in perspective. in the area of biotechnology the NLK
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is extremely important to the competitive position of the United

States versus Japan. It is estimated worldwide sales of

biotechnology-based products will be $45 billion to $60 billion by

the year 2000. The Department of Commerce emtimates such products

will account for eleven percent of Japan's gross national product by

that time. NLM is extremely important to our competitive position

because of its new National Center for Biotechnology Information,

which will play a major role in our overall national strategy for

biotechnology. X mention this, because, admittedly, the concern I am

expremsing is not nearly as important to the United States'

competitive position as is assuring progress in biotechnology. Thus,

!rm. the NLH perspective, the restriction may seam very minor. Even

so, it is important to um and to cNher commercial information

services, and it does directly affect this year's balance of trade.

Further, it is the type of restriction which may prevent us from

making an initial penetration of the Japans.* market for onsite

installation of software, and as you know, Mt. Chairman, penetrating

that market is difficult enough without having restrictions imposed

on us by one of our own government agencies.

I should emphasize, in the intereptm of clarity, that this

rcstriction applies to database copies only, and does not preclude a

user 4n another country from searching Medline via our online service

locatud in the United States, using international dial-up access.
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C. Conclusion

Mr. Chairman, that concludos my discussion of tilos. tw6 issums of

pricing and roma. rostrictions for govornmont information. Ws

boliovo that tho roauthorization of tho Paporwork Raduction kat

providos an mccollont opportunity to establish a Congroscional Policy

which sill improvo accoss by citisons to govorniont information. Ws

boliovo a divorsity of sourcos and a partnership, if you will,

botwoen tho public and privet. soctors will provido the more

effoctivo dissemination of govornmont information which is tho goal

of your Subcommittom and of tho full Committom. Th. privato @actor

can ompand and enhanco ovorall govornmont information dissomination

offoctivoly if policims that prohibit usewbasmd pricing and

restrictions on rodissomination arm includod in tho roauthorization

legislation.
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Mr. Wm. Mr. Ebersole, do you have anything you wish to add?
Mr. EsieRsou. No.
Mr. WISE. Mr. Perritt.

STATEMENT OF HENRY H. PERRITT, JR, PROFESSOR OF LAW,
VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW

Mr. PERRITT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the oppor-
tunity to be here today, and in light of your statement in the intro-
duction that our prepared statements will be made a part of the
record, I will summarize and highlight briefly my testimony.

I am a professor of law at Villanova Law School. I am the author
of a report prepared for the Administrative Conference of the
United States on Electronic Acquisition and Release of Agency In-
formation, and though my testimony draws on the research behind
that report, I speak not for the Administrative Conference but
rather as an individual, a legal academic and author of a book on
how lawyers can use this technology to serve their clients more
cheaply and with higher quality legal services. Finally I might say
I speak as a regular user of some of the information technology
that we have been talking about this morning.

I would like to begin by commending this subcommittee, which
has played a key and central role in making sure that information
policy keeps pace with information technology, and has been a
forum within which initially sharply conflicting views have come
into remarkable agreement, as we heard from the previous panel.

I think that five basic propositions should guide the evolution of
information policy from this point forward. The first two proposi-
tions are not as controversial as they would have seemed a couple
of years ago. The first proposition is that it is appropriate, indeed it
is inevitable, that the Government will add value to electronic in-
formation just as it adds value to paper information.

My prepared testimony sketches a comparison between five types
of value that might be added in preparing paper versions of an
agency regulation with the corresponding types of value that might
be added in electronic equivalent of that information.

The second point is that there is no reason to redraw the bounda-
ry between what the Government does and what the private sector
does when we move from paper information to electronic informa-
tion. Few people would argue, for example, that it is inappropriate
for the Government to prepare indexes or tables of content§ for
paper information, and similarly it is not, in my view, inappropri-
ate for the Government to add value of that type to electronic in-
formation.

At the other end of the scale, however, almost no one would sug-
gest, if we are thinking about paper information, that the Govern-
ment ought to start from scratch and develop its own equivalent of
the Postal Service or Federal Express in order to distribute paper
information.

Similarly, the Government ought not to start from scratch and
develop expensive and elaborate distribution mechanisms for elec-
tronic information involving thousands of telephone lines and
modems and other necessary infrastructure for dial-up access.
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Implicitly with paper information, costs and benefits are com-
pared in deciding where the line should be drawn between govern-
ment adding of value and private sector functions. Costs and bene-
fits should continue to be the guide for drawing that boundary with
respect to electronic information.

The issue in drawing the boundary line between public and pri-
vate sector activity is not what should be done to protect profit op-
portunities. The point is: it serves the public interest for there to
be a diversity of information product and information providers. It
is important that there continue to be an active and vigorous pri-
vate sector role in providing public information to the public.

But those are the easy propositions. The next three propositions
are the hard ones. They have to do with implementing the idea of
drawing the boundary line according to that basic cost/benefit con-
cept.

The third proposition recognizesas does this subcommittee's
report that virtually every witness this mornin* has referred to
that there are certain characteristics of electromc information that
make it even easier to duplicate than paper information. That ease
and low cost of duplication make it hard for people to recover in-
vestments in infrastructure that makes electronic information
widely useful to the public.

The difficulty in protecting investment and recovering invest-
ment tempts agencies and private-sector interest groups to come up
with arrangements for protecting markets and supportinif prices
for electronic information products. The hiStory of electronic infor-
mation policy is replete with examples of that temptation.

The early concepts for the 5EC's EDGAR program envisioned
protecting the market for a preferred provider of the EDGAR infor-
mation. The Patent Office's early forays in automating the trade-
mark data base sought to protect markets for a private sector pre-
ferred provider. The Customs Service System Mr. Plesser talked
about this morning similarly sought to protect the market forand
therefore the value ofinformation to be provided to certain port
authorities to induce them to perform useful services for the Gus-
toms Service. And yet the Freedom of Information Act policies,
about which there is remarkable agreement, make it difficult or
impossible to protect markets and prices for private sector provid-
ers no matter how desirable the activities that the private sector
providers undertake.

And that is a natural bridge to the fourth proposition, which is
that the Freedom of Information Act concepts basically are appro-
priatsly applied to electronic information as well as paper informa-
tion. There is not much disagreement any more that electronic in-
formation is a record covered by the Freedom of Information Act.
There is growing agreement that it is not per se the creation of a
new record and, therefore, outside the obligations of the Freedom
of Information Act, to retrieve electronic information from a data
base, nor is it per se outside the Freedom of Information Act to do
programming to retrieve information. That is a good thing ! because
tho .2.4-Ate-tit-the-art technology involving relational data bases re-
quires the creation of a new record in some sense every time infor-
mation is retrieved. And similarly the data base technology also re-
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quires at least some degree of programming every time a record is
retrieved.

I agree with the other people who have spoken to this point this
morning, that it is not outside the Freedom of Information Act obli-
gations to create new records in some instances or to engage in pro-
gramming.

But there in lies the rub, because there also is reasonable agree-
ment that the Freedom of Information Act ought not obligate the
Federal Government to invest the capital in providing commercial
data bases for commercial vendors. Yet no one that I have heard
speak to the subject has been able to define very clearly the line
between what ought to be an obligation under the Freedom of In-
formation Act with respect to programming and new record cre-
ation and what ought not to be required because it is tantamount
to creating a new commercial data base.

With respect to the development of legislation in connection with
the Freedom of Information Act, I would hope that the develop-
ment of legislation will be deliberateto consider carefully ideas
from various quarters on how one appropriately can distinguish
the kinds of rec.. creation and programming that must be re-
quired under the Freedom of Information Act, for electronic infor-
mation and the kind of activities that should not be required be-
cause they would force the Government into commercial activities.

The fifth and fmal point is that the best way to preserve the di-
verse marketplace the public deserves and needs is to preserve
some degree of pricing flexibility in conjunction with emerging in-
terpretations of the Freedom et' Information Act.

The clearest example of creative use of pricing in a public/pri-
vate sector partnership is the Department of Agriculture's EDI pro-
gram which relies on a private sector contractor. EDI does notso
far as I knowrely on any artificial FOIA interpretation to refuse
access to the underlying data. It does rely on a pricing structure
that furthers the agency policy determinations that private sector
vendors are in the bwt position to design value-added user friendly
front ends for access to this data.

Although one can press the distinction between wholesaling and
retailing of electronic information too far, they are useful ideas. A
particular example of wholesaling of Government electronic infor-
mation is the post:Ability that the Federal courts would make their
opinions available in electronic form so vendors who would nen
add further value to these opinions and make them available to the
public and to the legal profession. That is an example of wholesal-
ing the information. It is desirable and was endorsed this morning,
as I understand the testimony, as a way of improving public access
to court opinions, which is a very desirable thing, and yet some-
thing which is expensive in terms of the resources that are re-
quired.

But that's not the same thing as saying that the Federal courts
should undertake to develop from scratch some kind of system that
would compete with WESTLAW and LEXIS in terms of one-stop
shopping for judicial opinions and statutes. That is unlikely to be
cost effective at the present time.

The difficulty in arranging appropriate public access and public
advantages from the technology, and preserving an appropriate
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level of diversity between public and private-sector activities, is
that if marginal price costing is adopted as a uniiarm requirement
for agency electronic information, one in effect forces Government
agencies that have invested heavily in capital for these electronic
information technologies, into dumping the information on the
market in a way that will discourage private sector investment.

I don't know of anyone yet who has figured out the solution to
that problem. If an agency uses the stateof-the-art technology for
its own access to the data bases, it will have already spent the
money for user friendly software, for the hardware and, in many
casesfor agencies that have field offices all around the country
will have spent the money for a substantial communications infra-
structure so the agency personnel can easily get access to the infor-
mation. If you are not going to permit the agencies to price so as to
recover any of the cost of that capital information but force it to
price at marginal cost, then you have made it almost impossible
indeed you have made it -impossible under those assumptionsfor
a private-sector vendor to compete in that marketplace. You have
forced the agency into a position of selling the services, in a way
that does not permit recovery of the capital investment.

We need a further period of experimentation and close attention
to the alternatives in this area to see exactly how pricing alterna-
tives work with Freedem of Information Act access to the software
and to the programming.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I would once again like to com-
mend the subcommittee and say I hope the subcommittee will con-
tinue to provide a forum within which the different interests can, if
not exactly develop consensus, at least come closer together on
these important issues.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Ierritt follows..]
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July 11, 1989.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate being invited to testify in these oversight hearings
before your committee. The subject of electronic information policy for the federal
government is an important one. A growing portion of the universe of government
information is stored and communicated in electronic rather than paper form, but
the statute and case law and formal written policies covering government
information mainly address paper information. Unless public policy evolves in a
suitably comprehensive way to address electronic information, federal information
policy will apply to a progressively shrinking universe of paper information.

I am Professor of Law at Villanova University School of Law. My substantive
legal specialties are labor law and administrative law. I have a bachelor's degree in
engineering from MIT and a master's degree from management from the same
institution, and have followed the evolution of computer technology closely since
the early 1960s. I do not appear today in a representative capacity. I offer my
individual views developed primarily in the course of preming a report and
recommendations for the Administrative Conference of the United States) which
led the Conference to adopt recommendations on December 7, 1989,2 and in
authoring a 775 page book, How to Practice Law with Computers, released in
December, 1988)

My testimony elaborates on the following five propositions that should guide
electronic information policy for the federal government.

First, it is inevitable and appropriate for the government to add value to
electronic information.4

Second, there is no reason to redraw the boundary between government and

H. PERRrrr, ELECIRONIC ACQUISIIION AND RELEASE OF FEDERAL AGENCY INFORMATION (Oct. 1, 1988).

2 Federal agency use of computers in acquiring and releasing information (Recommendation 88-10);
54 Fed. Reg. 5207, 5209 (Feb. 2, 1989), to be codified at I C.F.R. 305.88-10.

3 Practising Law Institute, New York,

4 Adding value refers to enhancing functional utility, by changing organization, formats or
developing and making available retrieval software, hardware, or media.
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private sector publishing and distribution roles in the electronic arena.

Third, Freedom of Information Act concepts can be applied to electronic
information with little change; electronic information ought to be treated under the
FOIA as though it were paper information.

Fourth, the speed and low cost with which electronic information can be
duplicated makes it difficult for value-added publishers to earn a reasonable return
on their investments in electronic information technology. Electronic information
policy must recognize this and include appropriate measures to promote investment
in adding value to electronic information.

Fifth, pricing flexibility, combined with implementation of sound FOIA
interpretations, is the best way to assure that the public gets maximum benefit of
electronic information technologies at the lowest cost.

Before considering each of the five propositions in somewhat greater depth, I
would like to note the significance of the contribution made by the subcommittee
and its staff director Robert Gellman in focusing electronic information policy issues.
The subcommittees 1986 report,3 and Mr. Gellman's availability to policy analysts,
are in the best traditions of congressional policy formulation. Also, Chairman
Wise's H.R.2381, as introduced on May 16, 1989, is a useful step in making
information policy principles more concrete. I particularly endorse the proviso in
Section 2 of the bill, which requires executive branch policy to "reflect the
importance of maintaining a diversity cf sources for, and a competitive market in,
public information products and services . ...," and the requiremeni that agencies
make available to depository libraries public information in electronic form. OMB
also is advandng public policy by integrating its various statements of information
policy,6 and by reducing detailed pre-approval requirements for electronic
information products.7

The subcommittee's report did a good job of explaining that certain
characteristics make information an unusual economic good. In particular, the fact
that information can be duplicated at relatively low cost, without depriving the
original owner of his or her use, weakens the validity of the traditional economic
assumption of scarcity. Ease of duplication is a characteristic of all kinds of
information whether recorded and communicated on paper or electronically.
Electronic media and techniques just intensify the characteristic.

5 COMMTTEE ON CoVERNMENT OPERATIONS, House oF REPRESENTATIVES, ask-mow CoLLEcTION
AND DISSEMINATION Of INFORMATION re FEDERAL ACENCIEs: A Nun' OvERVIEW, H.R.Rw. 99-560, 99m
CONC., 2o Ses. (1986).

6 See 54 FtD.REc, 25554, 25533 (Jun. 15, 1989) (proposing to incorporate OMB Circular No. A-3 into
Circular A-130 after extensive revisions to both).

71(1.
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I. It is inevitable and appropriate for the Government to add
value to electronic information.

Certain characteristics of electronic information set it apart from paper
information. It is easiest to explain these special characteristics by considering a
comparison between paper publishing and electroniC publishing of government
information. The same comparison helps explain the important idea of adding
value in the electronic information policy debate.8

Consider a rule recently adopted by the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration limiting occupational exposure to benzene? Using an agency rule as
an information product example makes it easier to explore the added value concept,
without being encumbered by technical aspects of the structure vl more specialized
information such as a Federal Maritime Commission tariff or &a SEC filing. The
concepts explored in the context of an C6HA rule are, however, generic, and apply to
a USDA crop report or to a Supreme Court opinion.

The benzene rule and its preamble constitute a substantial document,
approximately 130,000 words, the equivalent of 550 typewritten pages, or about the
size of a typicil hardbound book designed for commercial sale. The rule and its
preamble took 119 pages in the Federal Register. There is considerable interest in the
information constituting the rule and OSHA's Justification for it. Employers using
benzene are subJect to civil and criminal penalties and having their businesses shut
down if they do not comply with the rule.10 Earlier versions of the, rule were
litigated in the Supreme Court of the United States because of th.4r importance in
implementing certain statutory concepts in the Occupational Safety and Health
Act.11 Many people want to have ready access to the information contained in the
rule and its preamble and few people would argue that OSHA lacks a legitimate
interest in promoting wide public availability of the rule.

Now, without regard to electronic media, consider the ways in which value can
be added to the raw information repreventing the rule.

A first, basic, form of value embodied in all written forms of the rule is taken
for granted by most people, but is nevertheless important: This form of value is
ordinary typographic format information, such as paragraph breaks, use of italics,
footnotes, subtitles, and running headers and footers on multi page material. These
typographic features make is easy for readers to browse the printed material.
Labelling particular parts of the benzene rule with subpart designations and section
numbers adds a similar form of vett% at a more formal level. These features permit

8 Releasing information with significant added value sometimes is called retailing, while releasing
information with significantly less value added is called whalataling.

9 52 FED. REG. 34,460 (1987), to be cc lifted at 29 C.F.R.§1910.

10 See generally 29 U.S.C. § § 662, 666 (1982) (injunctions and civil and criminal penalties (or violation
of OSHA standards).

" Industrial Union Dert v. American Petroleum Institute, 448 U. 5.607 (1980).
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unambiguout and efficient reference to particular parts of the document.

A second, substantive, form of value was added by OSHA when it reported a
statutory authority for the rule and specified the titles and sections of the Code of
Federal Regulations to which the rule will eventually will be codified. These cross
references make it pouible for people to know of the rules existence by starting with
the statute authorizing it, or by starting with the body of other rules issued by the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

A third, elementary, form of added value is simply to print the nile on paper in
a way that is easy to reau. This value was added in the ordinary course of OSHA's
rule making process before the Assistant Secretary of Labor for Occupational Safety
and Health signed the rule.

A fourth form of added value, also elementary, is to make multiple copies of
the rule so that everyone who wants a copy can have one. This ca.. be done on
request by using photocopiers or, in the case of a legislative rule, by printing the rule
in the Federal Register. OSHA added value at this stage by submitting the rule to the
Office of Federal Register where it was made available to the public and then sent to
the Government Printing Office where it was typeset and printed a few days later in
the Federal Register.

A fifth type of value was added when the Government Printing Office
distributed copies of the Federal Register to subscribers, to GPO book stores around
the country, and to federal depository libraries.

All of these types of valile, ranging frnm simple sentence and paragraph
structuring through fairly sophisticated delivery of a printed booklet, were added by
the government.

Other types of value have been and will be added by the private see'or, without
considering anything other than printed media. Legal research services like the
Bureau of National Affairs and Commerce Clearing House will reprint the rule and
distribute it as part of their subscription services, adding additional value by
superimposing proprietary indexing numbers on the Federal Register and CFR
conventions supplied by the government, changing type faces, type sizes and
pagination, and perhaps adding annotations that help subscribers find related
statutory, regulatory, and case law material. Theae private services may begin with
information printed by the government, simply reprinting images of the actual
pages produced by the government, or rekeying and retypesetting the information.

Now, consider each value added step in publishing the same information
electronically. The starting point for electronic publishing is a computer file with the
text of the benzene rule in it. The first two steps of adding value already have
occurred, represented by typographic information from OSHA word processing
software or GPO typesetthK. nftware. Private sector electronic publishers may begin
with a computer file obtains., from the Government Printing Cjice or from OSHA,
to which they add their own formatting information. Additional electronic value is
added when the electronic publisher supplies typographic and topical indexing
information to the electronic file. This may be as simple as translating typesetting or
word processing codes or it may involve marking and extracting words for an
inverted index necessary to permit free text search.
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Next, intermedkte between steps two and three, the electronic text of the dile
must be put in a database from which it can be extracted according to pre-existing
retrieval tags, such as the Federal Regkter citation. WESTLAW, for example,
permits retrieval by Federal Register citation, by CFR title and section number, and
by free text search query. The database structure and retrieval software are significant
amounts of added value.

For the third through fifth steps, relating to printing multiple copies and
distributing them, the electronic publisher must choose between dialup telephone
access or duplication of the information on magnetic or, more likely, optical disks. If
dialup access is the distribution medium, the electronic publisher must arrange for
an adequate telecommunications interface to permit the expected number of
simultaneous callers to access the database. If duplication by a physical magnetic or
optical medium is intended, the publisher must invest in hardware and software for
disk mastering and duplication.

The fifth major type of value added is the the distribution mechanism. This is
the communication infrastructure for dialup access, usually provided by a public
data network such as Tymnet or Telenet. For physical distribution, electronic
publishers usually use the same common carriers, such as the L1. S. Postal Service or
Federal Express, that a paper publisher uses.

This comparison helps show the appropriateness of applying the same policy
concepts to electronic information activities a3 paper information activities. Lower
levels of electronic release, such as access and disclosure, differ from higher level
dissemination12 only in the amount of value added. Access provides for release
after step two, with reproduction on paper being done only on request. Disclosure
provides for release at step three, with reproduction being doing in advance or at
least at facilities readily available to the public. Dissemination implies more active
movement to steps four and five.

H. There is no reason to redraw the boundary between
government and private sector publishing and distribution roles in
the electronic arena.

Whi/e the debate Over federal electronic information policy has produced broad
agreement on many concepts and issues, the debate cont:nues to suffer from an
ideological flavor that obscures some of the real issues. For example, it may be more
appropriate for the government to add some kinds of value than other types.
Government agencies routinely depend upon the US. Postal Service, United Parcel
Service and Federal Express to add value at the physical distrihution step of paper

12 The ACUS reco.:.mendations use the term electronic access to refer to the lowest levet of
electronic release; the ability to obtain agency information; communicating information to consumers;
the term electronic diselosure to refer to an intermediate level of electronic release; making information
available electronically to the public at one or only a few places; and the term electronic dissemination to
refer to the highest level of electronic release; using electronic means to make information widely
available to the public at places where it is used. Electronic publishing is the same thing as eledronic
dissemination.
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publishing. No one would seriously propose that an agency with a new paper
information product should start up its own postal service from scratch. Yet,
suggaiting that agencies depend upon the private sector for performing 'a similar
distribution function with electronic information can be attacked as being too
defeatist to the private sector.

On the other hand, agencies roUtinely add value in the form of typographic
features and indexes; yet similar types of electronic value added activities are
attacked simply because the medium is electronic and the value to be added is the
electronic equivalent of printed indexes or typographic features. In its latest release
on developing executive branch electronic information policy guidelines, OMB quite
appropriately recognizes that the government should add value to electronic
information In certain cases, including software development.13

Whether the government ought to engage in the activity should depend on
something other than applying the label, "value added." As my ACUS report and
the ACUS recommendations suggest,14 agencies should work from a baseline of
electronic information activity. They should define, with particularity, costs and
benefits of making existing information products available electronically. The

electronic equivalent of an existing product should be defined in the terms of
equivalent added value under the typology suggested in this testimony.
Development of new electronic information products for which there Is no existing
paper counterpart is desirable in many cases. The desirability of specific products
should be evaluated under the same basic cost/benefit approach, and so should
defining the boundary between private sector roles.

Suggesting a cost/benefit approach is not a suggestion that decisions be made
mechanically only on factors that can be quantified and expressed in dollar terms
with an existing market mechanism. Rather, cost benefit analysis is a way of
thinking about problems that imposes on the proponents of a position an
intellectual obligation to articulate particular costs and benefits and to explain why
the benefits exceed the costs, compared with alternatives. It is as flexible as the
arbitrary and capricious standard of Judicial review in administrative law,13 which
likewise is essentially a burden of articulating the basis for a decision and reasons for
preferring one alternative over another.

III. The speed and lovicost with which electronic information can
be duplicated make it difficult for value-added publishers to earn a
reasonable return on their investments in electronic information
technology. Electronic information policy must recognize this and
include appropriate measures to promote investment in adding

13 54 Fed.Reg. at 25557.

14 54 Rd. Reg. at 5209 (explaining recommendations C and D).

15 See Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Asen v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U. S. 29, 43 (1983) (explaining
arbitrary and capricious test); see generally Section of Administratife Law, American Bar Association, el

Restatement of Seope-of-Revieto Lsctrine, 38 ADMIN. L. REV. 235 (1986)
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vahte to electronic information.
Uncertainty discounges invisiment. Uncertainty abounds with respect to

electronic information activities. Soup sources of uncertainty are inevitable the
rapid pace with which technology in changing; and the difficulty in projecting
accurately the direction; in which embryonk markets will evolve.

put other sources of uncertainty are Anfluenced by government electronic
information policy. The area of uncertaink; mostly influenced by government policy
pertains to market share. If one considers investing and adding value to electronic
information, the revenue stream to be produced by dud investment depends upon
the size of the market for the result of information product in the inveotors share of
that market If one must price a particular electronic information product at, say, $50
per hour of access time by dialup link, and someone else can offer essentially the
same product for $25 per hour, one will never recover the investment. If one
believes in advance that this will happen, one never makes the investment.

So the investment-discouraging uncertainty is driven by fear that new market
entrants wilt undercut the prices necessary to recover the investment in added
value. This concern leads entrepreneurs in both public and private sectors to seek
protection for markets in which they plan to invest Fa a public sector
entrepreneur, like MEDLARS, this means not releasing the raw information at a
price private sector producers can use to undercut prices for the government-
sponsored products. This was the contreversy in SDC Development Corp. v.
Mathews.16 In other cases, a private sector producer will invest in n way that serves
the public interest only if given assurances that its market will be protected by the
government. This is the core controversy in International Computaprint Corp. v.
U.S. Department of Commerce.17

The need to encourage investment tempts agendes to define prices and Product
characteristics by contract, which protect particular markets or preserve certain
pricing policies. The ACUS recommendations noted that the need to encourage
investment may warrant agencies entering into an exclusive arrangement providing
a private sector vendor with a preferential right to electronic information, but that
such arrangements may be inconsistent with FOIA duties.18 An obvious tension
exists between the goal of promoting investment and the goal of encouraging
diversity of products in a competitive market. It may be desirable to permit some
degree of experimentation with contract approaches to shape investment and
encourage appropriate private sector pricing, rather than prohibiting preferred
arrangements altogether.

V. Freedom of Information Act concepts can be applied to
electronic information with little change; electronic information

16 542 F.2d 1116 (9th Cir. 1976) (permitting National Library of Medicine to deny FOIA request by
crmmercial publisher to MEDLARS database).

17 Clv. Action No. 87-1848, memorandum op. (D.D.C. Aug. 16, 1988).

18 54 Flo. REG. at 5211 (recommendation F).
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ought .to be treated under the FOIA as though it were paper
luiormaeon.

The POIA was written with paper tr. ..-ds in mind. The problem is to apply the
Act to Information maintained In electi The starting point, as ACUS
recommended,19 is to recognize that a le. '...des information maintained in
electronic form. A change in the form in which information is kept, indexed, and
retdeved should not erode the spirit of the FOIA. Moving from the basic idea that
records in electronic form are FOIA "records", agencies should avoid artificial
interpretations of VOIA concepts that increase the frequency with which agencies
declinehccessaltogether, or force requesters to take data in gross in forms usable only
by the technologically sophisticated. Agencies should not deny access to electronic
data on the grounds that that retrieval of the electronic information is equivalent to
creation of R "new" record, or that programming is required for retrieval. Agencies
should use a standard of reasonableness in defining the level of programming
appropriate to fulfill FOIA requests, and in determining the extent to which FOIA
requesters may ask the agency to produce data organized in formats other than those
used by the agency in the regular course of its operations. Agencies should be able to
recover the costs of complying with FOM requests, including programming costs, in
a manner consistent with the Freedom of Information Reform Act of 1986 and
related OMB guidance.

Certain interpretations of the FOIA are incompatible with an agency's limiting ib
role in release of electronic information. Agencies almost certainly cannot transfer
raw electronic information only to a preferred intermediary. Nor is it clear how
agent', indexing and retrieval software can be exempted from FOIA disclosure, and
these are paradigmatic value-added items.

IV. Pricing flexibility, combined with implementation of sound
FOIA interpretations is the best way to assure that the public gets
maximum benefit of electronic information technologies at the
lowest cost.

Prices are important souices of information about cost and benefits, and they
can be powerful policy tools. As my ACUS report explains in more detail, prices
charged by private sector electronic information producers can be important
indicators of the comparative costs and advantages of publicly provided versus
privately provided electronic information.20 Existing or projected private-sector
prices for proposed electronic information products should be compared with agency
estimates of information product costs.

Government costs higher than private sector prices for the same electronic
information product indicate the existence of private sector efficiencies or cross
subsidies that cannot, or should not in most cases, be matched by the government.

19 54 NO. REC. at 5210 (recommendation A).

29 See ELecTRONIC ACQIESMON AND RELEASE OF FEDERAL AGENCY INFORMAlION,note 1 supra, at 101,

116 (sections V(FX3), V(F)(4)(c)).
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Competing government information products at higher cost-based prices either will
not be used or will result in higher costs to information consumers for products
providing thy same benefits as lower-priced private products. The government
should not compete 'with respect to such products. Exceptions to this rule of thumb
must be Justified by 're peculiar nature of the information and special needs for its
wide dissemination.

Government costs significantly lower than private sector prices indicate either
oligopolistic or monopolistic pricing by the private sector, or government efficiencies
resulting from capital mestment in internal 'processing systems. In either event,
such a disparity ba ,,een costs and prices suggests public gain from direct
government electronic publishing initiatives. The priLes charged by the government
for electronic infornotion products also can be ffiliCti.V ways of managing
competition and defining roles. For example, substantial discounts for large
volumes of information reenforce the government's role as a wholesaler and make
it likely that private sector providers will offer retail information products that make
government information more widely available in formats and using distribution
techniques most useful to particular markets. On the other hand, higher prices for
larger quantities of information reenforce the government's role as a retailer and
discourage private parties from using the government's information to launch their
swn retail electronic information products. Charging high prices for increasing
quantities of information runs the greatest risk of conflict with FOIA fee provisions.

Even if the government becomes an electronic publisher of'some information
products, choices still can be made regarding public and private sector roles. The
government not only can retail to some degree but also can wholesale to private
sector information resellers who create retail information products different from
those offered by the government. This is expressly contemplated by ACUS
Recommendation C(2). For example, agencies might publish particular electronic
information products, while still preserving opportunities for private enhancements
such as "one stop shopping" for wider categories of information or improved search
and retrieval techniques. The market might support higher private sector prices
because of a demand for products with more value added.

Gt
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Mr. Wise. Thank you very much.
On Wall Street, they talk about crowding out, meaning Govern-

ment borrowing makes it more expensive for private companies to
borrow.

Is there a crowding out in the information business as well? If
the Government offers a product or threatens to offer a product,

ill that crowd out the private sector?
'Mr. MASSA. Yes, I think the _previous speaker to a large extent

did respond to that by' sayirlg that in fact if the Government does
make, if you will, a dump of its information in that sense, the pri-
vate sector will go elsewhere, and my closing comment in which I
said that indeed that kind of an activity would have a very chilling
effect. The private sector is in the information business, and it is a
business, and there has to be a return on the investment in order
to justify it.

I would hate to think where we would be today with regard to
access to Government iblications if it weren't for what the pri-
vate sector hai provideu in the way of access. I would venture a
guess that if the same conditions existed in 1970 that exist toda,,,
our company would think twice about getting into this business, for
the simple reason that it is providing access in a way that is very
important to a very large segment of the population, but when
there is a threat of the esovernment providing a kind of product
that may compete with it head on, then there is a question of
whether that is a wise investmeL to make.

Mr. WISE. Anyone else?
Mr. PERRITT. Mr. Chairman, I think that there are lots of hypo-

thetical examples of how crowding out cr occur. If the Govern-
ment offers an attractive product st a prk..r, lower than the private
sector can recover its investment under, then the private sector
won't get into the business.

But I think we need to be careful about what we do with that
hypothetical possibility. At the extreme, for example, we cculd say
that any form of electronic information potentially would crowd
out paper information because it is better, at least in some cases it
is better, and there would be a demand for that in lieu of paper
information. And yet I don't think anyone would propose that the
Government be prohibited from making available electronic infor-
mation because of that risk of crowding out.

So I think it would be preferable not to erect any kind of artifi-
cial requirement that the Government stay its hand and withhold
public benefits of investment in information technology. Instead we
should make sure that an agency in a particular case can demon-
strate that there are costs savings and benefits to be gained from a
new electronic informatibn product, that the full costs have been
taken into account. Full costs include the costs of maintaining a
system over time. Otherwise, we create the risk that the Govern-
ment discourages the private sector' and then doesn't follow
through, as has happened in some cases with paper information,
with the annual reports of agencies that aren't available for a
couple years after the fact, and the example given earlier with re-
spect to certain congressional materials that are not timely re-
leased.
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Air. Wise, Is there a Gresham's law of Government information?
Will poor-bgcheap Government information prWuct drive a high-
quality, m expensive private-sector product from the market-
place? 1

Mr. TERflAGNO. First of all, I. would hope the Government
wouldn't put together a poor inforination system. I think if they
were to tr to develop poor information service, and . poor and
cheaP are r4lative terms, they wouldn't_ bother to do it because I do
think in th t case it would not drive out a higher priced, higher
quality syst4m.

Informati n does have valve. There must be quality to a system,
there must ie quality of information, as there is quality, of other
products anl services. We would be verk Concerned from the pri-
vate side if the Government were to put together a so-called poor
and cheap information product, but I do not really think that it
would drive out a higher priced, higher quality systep.

Mr. Wisic. Anybridy else care to take that on?
I am going to, in the interest of time, ask the panel if you would

respond to some questions in writing that I have, and we will send
them to you.

Mr. McCandless.
Mr. McCANDLEss. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Massa, I found your statement very interesting. I would like

to expand on it, if I may.
You pointed out you were I of 21 members of an advisory group

that put together "Informing the Nation: Information Dissemina-
tion in an Electronic Age," and you went on to talk in terms in
your presentation about what encounters misinformation in the
report, you further went on to say much of what is true in those
chapters, you referred to a summary as either irrelevant or
wrongly interpreted.

You went on to say that there is little use for the contributions
of the minority of the advisory board members chosen from the pri-
vate sector information industry and that the report has a tone of
indifference to the conditions needed to promote private-sector in-
vestment in the information access systems.

For someone who served on that advisory committee, would you
kind of capsulize what it is hero you foundyou obviously had
meetings, as committees do, and discussions. You asked opinions
back and forth in various forms and manners. One comes up with
the impression that you were left out in the street, so to speak, and
that nothing much happened that had Paul Massa's imprint on it.

Mr. MASSA. If I can address and respond to your question first of
all by saying we were on an advisory panel. Are did not put togeth-
er the report. I wish to be clear on that point. There were several
meetings that were held of the advisory panel members together
with the staff. Usually at those sessions we were given material,
often at the session, to which we were expected to respond.

In many cascs the material was not distributed beforehand. In
some cases it was handed out right at the table, in some cases even
the most critical material. It made it difficult to respond at the ses-
sions. It was for that reason many of us did write letters. As far as
having my personal imy ,.Mt at the report, that was not my objec-
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tive in the beginning in agreeing to serve on the panel and it is not
my criticism today.

My criticism today is that the call for Government information
systems is based on what I consider to be inaccurate and mislead-
ing information and 1 cited sown of that information in the table,
of cost information that I considered to be inaccurate. Those of 11S
who are in the information distribution business would call it inac-
curate.

I would also say that even afterward in having a discussion with
the OTA assistant director on the report, several of us from the
private sector did meet with him, there was no order given that
somehow or another the report may have not provided for our
views. In fact, we had said throughout the sessions, we are at odds
with you on this.

I guess my objection is that we devoted a considerable effort and
put in a lot of time in what I thought was going to be a report that
would produce some worthwhile substantial recommendations
along these lines and, in fact, what we find, particularly with
regard to the items I mentioned, were suggestions that it not take
into consideration existing private sector information systems as
they now exist and are available to the public. It did not give a fair
hearing to anything regarding cost analysis, distribution, et cetera.

I am not looking for anything to put my personal imprint on.
Mr. MCCANDLESS. You talk about the report usually marked by

qualifications that portrayed the private sector as little more than
an interest group whose concerns are to be brokered by Congress
along with those various other interests. You talked in

i
your open-

ing remarks about the various types of distributors of nformation
in the public sector and how they are used.

Isn't there a conflict between your report and our coming
through the Congressional Quarterly that comes from the private
sector? I don't see how you come up with little more than an inter-
est group when these things are obviously in everyday life.

Mr. MASSA. When I hear comments that say how can we distrib-
ute Federal Government information without in effect closing out
the private sector, there is an underlying presumption in that ques-
tion that somehow or another the private sector is an interest
group to be accommodated when it comes to the distribution of
Federal information.

I would submit that the private sector with reL;ard to the distri-
bution of Federal information is not part of the problem but a part
of the solution and a very important part of the solution.

There have been remarks made. I think one of the comments ex-
cised in this report we objected to was in the final draft which re-
garded somehow the private sector as requesting special privileges
with regard to access to Federal information.

We don't ask that. We don't ask that the private sector be given
private access to Federal information. The company I head certain-
ly has no such arrangement with the Federal Government. We
don't have a single contract with regard to access of Federal infor-
mation. Anyone can get into this business and try to produce an
index to committee hearings, prints, reports, and do it faster,
better, and cheaper if they believe they can do it.

We are saying that is the concept of a free and open market.
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Mr. McCANDLEss. Mr. Terragno, Mr. Perritt, do you have any
comments?

Mr. TERRACING. I pass.
Mr. Pgaam. I don't think I have anything to add.
Mr. MCCANDLESS. I was interested in your discussion about the

different types of electronichow should we say, gimmicksthey
iare not gimmicks, they are means of conveying nformation. You

held up the disk.
Mr. MAssA. Yes. This happens to be an index to information of

committee prints, hearings, reports, that our company prodUces.
Mr. McCArinuEss. Did I understand that you felt that this type of

dissemination vehicle was somewhat substandard to a printed docu-
ment?

Mr. MASSA. No. What I said was proven durability when compar-
ing it to microform has not been shown. There has been testing to
show the length of durability to microforms. We like to think that
in the microforms that we sell we will guarantee them for 400
years or double your money back. There is no such guarantee that
can be given on that. I don't know how long that will last and I
would not give the same guarantee on CD that I would give on mi-
croform.

Mr. MCCANDLess. Is microform a synonym for microfiche?
Mr. MASSA. It can be microform or microfiche. That is a 105 mil-

limeter card.
Mr. MCCANDLESS. SO it is a matter of technology is yet to be

proven?
Mr. MASSA. It is yet to be proven in terms of durability. My ob-

jection to the figures used here related to cost primarily. 111:,. exam-
ple I used was to say that $10.05 is all it will cost the Government
to distribute an information system--

Mr. MCCANDLESS. I understand that part. I am sornawhat disap-
pointed in the approach that a percentage to have been taken by
certain members of this very important research committee, the In-
formation Dissemination Committee and then the fact that your
questions, which I am sure were very business oriented, were not
answered by the Mr. Woods that you referred to.

He was the staff person involver
Mr. MASSA. I think he was project director.
Mr. MCCANDLESS. Did you discuss it verbally with Mr. Wood?
Mr. MASSA. No. When we requested a meeting, we met with the

assistant director of OTA, John Anton. I was informed that letters
of that kind were not answered.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. What would be the example of a type of letter
that you may have written?

Mr. MASSA. Several of the things I read you in my comments this
morning are directly from those letters. I would be happy to pro-
vide you those letters directly if you would care for them.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. Do any of the other members have any com-
ments?

Mr. Terragno, have you read the report that we have been talk-
ing about?

Mr. TERRAGNO. The OTA reportno, I have not read it.
Mr. MCCANDLESS. Mr. Perritt, have you had an opportunity?
Mr. Pziuurr. Yes, I have, Congressman.

.",st
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Mt. MCCANDLESS. Whit are your general impreOsions?
Mr. Psalm. My impression first of all is that it is a valuable

contribution to the dialog in this area. My second frapression is
that there is a subtle preference that I discern from the report
other readers might discern differentlyin favor fof a more active
Government role and a less prominent private sector role in dis-
seminating electronic information.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. And the basis of that would be what in the
report? Coming to the conclusion that the one would be better than
the other?

Mr. PERMIT. I don't fmd in the report any explicit defense of any
shift in the boundary between public and private activities.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. Do you think there is any valid tie in the
thought process that the Federal Government would print every-
thing whereas the private sector would print what they felt was
salable and therefore there would be some type of an editorial se-
lection as to what would be printed in the private sector versus
what would be printed in the public sector?

Mr. Poulin. Congressman, I think it is likely that the markets
would evolve to resemble that state of affairs but I think the real
question is not what is printed so much as it is the types of value
that are added to the electronic information and by whom.

The difficulty arises when a Government agency proposes to add
value at a cost that someone like Mr. Massa thinks is greatly un-
derstated, like the CD-ROM. Or else the agency proposes to add in-
formation of a type that does not serve the public interest and that
ought to be done by the private sector.

In contrast with that, if the Government agency has already
made the investment in the software to provide information in
electronic form, then it is hard to say the agency artificially should
deny the public the benefits of access to that,

Mr. MCCANDLESS. Mr. Massa.
Mr. MASSA. No. I would not disagree with what the previous

speaker has just said.
Mr. MCCANDLESS. Thank you gentlemen.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Wisz. I want to thank the panel very n i. As I say, we will

be submitting some questions to you. I am going to declare a 3-
minute recess.

[Recess taken.]
Mr. Wm. The subcommittee is back in session.
For our final panel, I am delighted to have Mr. Joseph E. Jen-

ifer, the Acting Public Printer of the Government Printing Office.
Mr. Jenifer, we appreciate the time you spent preparing your state-
ment. It will be a part of the recor. We have a practice of swear-
ing in all witnesses, if you have no objection.

[Witnesses sworn.]
r. WISE. I would like you to summarize your statement and I

look forward to asking some questions.
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STATEMENT OF JOSEPH E. JENIFER, ACTING PUBLIC PRINTER,
US, GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, ACCOMPANIED BY
GRANT MQY, GENERAL COUNSEL, AND MARK SCULLY, DIREC-
TOR, LIBRARY PROGRAMS SERVICE

Mr. JENIFER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your invitation to
appear before this subcommittee. I feel as if the issues that pertain
to Federal information dissemination are very important for the
future of the GPO and the Federal Government as a whole.

With me is Grant Moy, general counsel, and Mark Scully, direc-
tor of the GPO Library Programs Service which administers the
Depatitory Library Program.

I will briefly summarize my prepared remarks which I have sub-
mitted for the record. The publication last fall of the OTA report
on Federal information dissemination which was entitled, "Inform-
ing the Nation," has discussed the issues. Electronic technologies
today are making significant inroads in Federal information dis-
semination, creating new opportunities for efficiencies, effective-
ness, and economy in the Government's information activities and
expanding the opportunities for access to Government information.

Although it was enacted in the preelectronic era, I believe the
intent of our organic legislation, title 44 of the U.S. Code, covers
emerging technologies. These can make a significant contribution
to the reduction of costs and expansion of information made avail-
able to the public.

We are well positioned today to accommodate the ongoing transi-
tion from paper to electronic formats. The OTA report outlines an
alternative future for GPO that foresees the provision of a ,mixture
of conventional and electronic products and services.

In many respects this alternative is already a reality. In addition
to traditional ink-on-paper formats, we are seeing magnetic tape.
Our sales program will soon offer CD-ROM formats. For the Depos-
itory Library Program we have run a successful test for CD-ROM
disremination and pilot tests will be soon underway for on line dis-
semination.

We have also tested transmission of the Federal Register via sat-
ellite dish. We need congressional resolution of what the institu-
tional structure of Federal information dissemination will be.

There has been speculation that the GPO may not be the appro-
priate agency to provide electronic information dissemination serv-
ices.

I would submit that aside from GPO, few other Federal agencies
possess the technological capability and expertise as well as the es-
tablished track record to proviae the range of information products
and services that GPO is capable of providing.

More important, no other Federal agency I am aware of has the
statutory mandate to insure the effective provision of information
that is present in the laws that govern GPO today.

This age of sweeping technological change is producing a wealth
of ideas and concepts to adapt that change to public policy needs. I
welcome this opportunity to explore and examine these ideas. I
look forward to working with this subcommittee to improve the
provision of information services for the Government and the
public.
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Mr. Chairman, this concludes my opening statement. I would be
pleased to answer any questions that the subcommit ,e may have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Jenifer follows:]
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MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE:

I am Joseph E. Jenifer, Act1ng Public Printer of the Government
Printing Office (GPO). Under the public printing and documents
statutes of Title 44, United States Code, GPO provides for the
rmproductioa of information for all three branches of the Federal
Government through inhouse printing and commercial procurement,
and disseminates that information to the public through the
programs of the Superintendent of Documents. I am pleased to be
here today to present GPO's views on Federal information
dissemination policies and practices.

Background

The impertance of access by the American public to information
about the activities of their Government has been widely
acknowledged since the Nation's founding. The belief in the
impcmtance of an informed citizenry was translated into specific
constitutional requirements for the publication of Gove"nment
infornation, and a policy for public printing was implemented as
early as the first session of the First Congress. In the early
years of our Government, Congress experimented with a variety of
measures to provide for the economical production of the
Government's printing needs. These contract-based systems
proved unsuccessful, and in 1860 Congress turned to the
centralization of Government printing in GPO.

A policy for disseminating information produced by the
Government emerged as a natural corollary to public printing
policy. In 1813, Congress authorized the distribution of
Congressional documents to the libraries of each college and
university, and to each incorporated historical society in each
state, which were to serve as Federal depositories for the use of
the public. Various officials performed distribution to the
depository librar'es in the succeeding years, including the
Secretary of State, the Clerk of the House of Representatives,
and the Librarian of Congress. In 1858 and 1859, authorization
was provided for Congressional designation of additional
libraries to serve as depositories. In 1869, the responsibility
for depository distribution was transferred to the Superintendent
of Public Documents, which was created within the Department of
the Interior, and Executive Branch documents were also authorized
to be distributed.

By the end of the 19th century, lack of control over the
distribution of public documents and evidence of abuses in
documents distribution compelled Congress to re-evaluate Fedurul
information disssemination policy. What emerged was wholesale
reform of the Government's printing and distrir-tion functions in
the Printing Act of 1895. The Act consolidated all of the laws
governing GPO and Federal printing in one statute, bringing under
GPO control other Federal printing plants then in existence and
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providing for the production of virtually all other Federal
printing at CPO itself.

Significantly, the Act relocated the Government's information
dissemination function in GY,O. The new Office of the
Superintendent of Document* retained the responsibility for the
distribution of documents Co depository libraries nationwide, and
was given additional authorities tO improve this program,
including the responsibility to conduct library inspections. The
Act further consolidated all documents distribution and control
in the Superintendent of Documents, who was authorized to: (1)
have general supervision of the distribution of all public
documents; (2) sell at cost any public document in his charge;
(3) prepare indexes of Government publications; and (4) issue a
Monthly Catalog of Government publications. By placing the
Superintendent of Documents within GPO, Congress created a system
that facilitated the efficient selection of publications for
public distribution from the comprehensive body of documents
printed by GPO.

In 1968, the 1895 Act and subsequent modifications--most notably
the Depository Library Act of 1962--were revised, codified, and
enacted in Title 44 of the United States Code. Since then, GPO
operations have utdergone a significant transformation, beginning
with the transition from conventional hot-metal typesetting
operations to electronic photocomposition, undertaken between
1975 and 1982. /n that period, GPO completed the technological
conversion in its prepress production processes for all
publications, helping to pave the way for the introduction of
related technologies throughout the Government, since the system
made possible the increased submission of text and other
publishing data in electronic media, rather than manuscript. In
general, the transition has resulted in Governmentwide
improvements in the quality and timeliness of information service
provision, an expanding variety of information services, and
continuing reductions in information services costs.

Improvements to GPO's operations since then have included
enhancements to GPO's automated prepress systems, such as
scanners and an automated electronic job shop, that have improved
productivity. GPO has accommodated the trend toward an
increasing concentration of printing and publishing functions in
Federal agencies by establisting a dial-up composition system,
expanding full-text database publishing, and installing floppy
disk conversion systems to facilitate the linkage of on-site
publisher operations with GPO's automated composition system.
This linkage has improved product and service options
substantially for Federal publishers. GPO has also incorporated
improvements in the press and binding areas featuring electronic
technology enhancements.

3
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GPO has coupled these improvements in information reproduction
services with the inauguration of dissemination services for
electronic informatiod smoducts. GPO database'tapes containing
published Government information have been available for sale to
the public for several years, and in,1987 these tapes were
incorporated into the Superintendent of Documents Bales of
Publications Progrem. Other avenues for electronic
dissemination, including CD-ROM formats, aro being implemented
for both the Sales and Depository Library Programs. To assist
customer agencies, GPO has established an Electronic Publishing
Management Section within its Customer Service Department to
market GPO's electronic services. Marketing efforts have all:,
been established within the Superintendent of Documents area to
provide Federal agencies with pre- and post-publication marketing
assistance, and to increase public wareness of the availability
of Government peblications in both ink-oft6paper and electronic
formats. Today, GPO is on the threehold of providing a
significant range of both conventional and electronic information
products and services to fulfill the information needs of
Congress, Federal agencies, and the public.

AnarintanclanLaimasumtalautzatistna
Employing'approximately 950 personnel, with a Fiscal Year 1989
budget of approximately $54 million, the Superintendent of
Documents today provides information dissemination services
through a variety of programs, including: (1) sales to the
general pUblic; (2) distribution to approximately 1,400
depository libraries nationwide; (3) distribution to recipients
designated by law; (4) distribution performed on a reimbursable
basis for Federal agencies; and (5) international exchange
distribuZion to foreign governments which agree to send to the
United States similar publications of their govifcments for
delivery to the Library of Congress. In additidh, the
Superintendent of Documents performs cataloging and indexing
services for Government publicatioce. The sales and
reimbursable distribution functions are financed by sales
receipts and agency reimbursements credited to GPO's Revolving
Fund, while the remaining programs are financed annually by the
Superintendent of Documents Salaries and Expenses Appropriation.

In Fiscal Year 1988, GPO's Superintendent of Documents
operations distributed approximateiy 107 million copies of
Government publications through the Statutory and Reimbursable
Distribution Programs (32 million coro.es), the Sales of
Publications Program (27 million), Consumer Information Sales
operated on a reimbursable basis for the GSA (21 million), the
Depository Library Program (18 million), and distribution (free
and sales) of the Federal Register (9 million).

4
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Qeyentional Prieting and Diptribution Services

Congress established GPOto fulfillsa Mission that is basic to'
our form ofGovernment: printing and distributing information on
the deliberations and actions Of the Legislative, Executive, and
Judicial branches. The public printing and docements statutes
of Title 44 were crafted to perform that mission in an economical
and cost-effective manner. These objectives remain as sound
today as they were when GPO first opened its doers for business
in 1861. Thus, where GPO's conventional printing and documents
distribution functions are concerned, I think the basic framework
of those statutes is sound.

Ibe Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) report on Federrl
information dissemination, Informina the Nation found that
despite the recent inroads made by electronic technology, there
is no evidence of a historical weakness in demand among Federal
agencies for GPO's conventional printing and distribution
services. To the contrary, OTA found that the majority Of GPO's
customer agencies are either satisfied or very satisfied with
GPO's services, including publications layout, composition,
printing quality, printing timelinesd, binding, cataloging,
marketing/sales, distribution, and depository library services.
Sales of publication copies have also increased in recent years,
due to various program modifications, and there are indications
that recent programs to increase public awareness of depository
libraries have led to increased utilization of their
collections. Moreover, all available projections show that
printing and ink-on-paper Media remain the predwinant means for
Government information reprcduction and dissemination today, and
are likely to be so for the foreseeable future.

I am concerned, however, that recent efforts to decentralize the
provision of conventional Government printing operations, such ap
the FAR revision of 1987, may impair the Government's continued
ability to provide these serviles on a cost-effective basis.
Decentralization would also sever the link that was forged
between printing and documents distribution operations in the
Printing Act of 1895, increasing the costs of disseminating
information in ink-on-paper formats to the public.

There are indications that thie link is weakening even under
current law. With respect to the Depository Library Program, 44
U.S.C. 1902 provides that "Government publications, except those
determined L)1? their issuing components to be required for
official use only or for strictly administrative or operational
purposes which have no public interest or educational value and
publications classified for reasons of national security, shall
be made available to deposPvrv libraries.li

5
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In a 1984 report, however, the GAO !wild that while most
Government publications of public interest aro made available to
GPO's Depository Library Program, GPO ha: n^ means of determining
whether an agency has submitted all of the publications it
should. The report notes that'roderal agencies frequently avoid
the responsibility assigned to them under 44 U.S.C. 1903, which
requires that they "bear the cost of printing andrbindingthose
publications diAtributed to depository libraries obtained
elsewhere than from (GPO)," by failing or refusing to budget for
depository distribution. As a result, the Program is plagued
with the problem of "fugitive" documents, whose numbers range
anywhere from an additional 5 percent of the total number of
titles currently distributed by the Program, to significantly
higher percentages.

In a decentralized Government printing system, GPO would be in no
position to remedy the "fugitive" document problem without a
statutory mechanism to make GPO aware of such publications. As
a result, the legislative intent of the Depository Library
Program would be seriously impaired. A decentralized printing
system would also impact GPO's International Exchange Program and
Cataloging and Indexing Programs, both of which also suffer from
a "fugitive" documents problem.

GPO's Sales of Publications Program would be damaged similarly.
Like the Depository Library Program, this Program relies on the
ability to make document selections directly from work being
processed for inhouse production or commercial procurement
through GPO. Without Sales Program access to a centralized
document production organization, and in the absence of agency
requests for the inclusion of publications in the Program, there
would be a decrease in.the titles--and thus the amount of
Government information--offered for sale to the public. Fewer
titles would in turn lead to an increased Program cost burden per
title, and coasequently higher prices for the information that
remains in the Program.

Accordingly, GPO does not view the decentralization of
conventional printing and distribution activities as providing
any distinct advantage over.the current system as established by
law.

Technology Impacts

As the OTA study shows, electronic information technologies are
beginning to make significant inroads in printing and
distribution processes, leading to the generation of substitute
information products in electronic formats. ht the same time,
these technologies are eroding the institutional structure
established by congress to ensure the effective and economical
reproduction and dissemination of Government information for
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Congress, Federal agencies, and the public. I agree with OTA
that Congressional action is needed to xesolve the multiplicity
of issues raised by electronic information technology and to set
the future direction of Federal inforMation policy.

Where GPO is specifically.concerned, OTA pVojects that in the
near term (1-3 years) the demand for GPO's current services is
likely to be stable. In the mid term (3-5 years), however, OTA
found that GPO is vulnerable to decreased demand for paper
formats as Federal agencies continue to convert to electronic
information tee ologies. In the long term (5-.10 years), the
transition frou .onventional paper products to electronic media
substitutes can be expected to accelerate. These projections
generally confirm my view of the future direction of GPO's
information activities.

In view of thise projections, OTA examines three strategic
alternatives for GPO's future: (1) a GPO limited to providing
conventional printing services to the Legislative Branch only;
(2) a centralized GPO providing conventional printing and
distribution services to the entire Federal Government; and (3)
a GPO providing both conventional and electronic services to the
entire Government within a highly decentralized, competitive
information environment.

Because of its feasibility and sensibP.ity, I view the third
alternative al the most practical and realistic scenario for
GPO's future. Under it, GPO would continue to provide
centralized conventional printing services through both inhouse
production and commercial procurement, expand the range of
electronic services to customer agencies, and disseminate
information in both paper and electronic formats through
Superintendent of Documents programs. GPO also would develop a
Governnentwide information index and take an active role in
standards-setting and training activities concerning electronic
technology.

Overlaid on this alternative is the assumption that a
decentralized electronic Government information system will
emerge in which Federal agencies will have the option either to
use GPO's electronic services or their own systems to reproduce
and disseminate information. To function in this environment,
GPO would have to become increasingly competitive in its rates
and service options. No one will realistically argue that all
Government information dissemination should be centralized in any
one place, including GPO. But GPO's established track record in
this policy,area makes it a logical choice to perform many
information dissemination functions on behalf of Federal
agencies, in terms of efficiency, cost-effectiveness, and
economy, and to preserve order in.the Government's information
operations.
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This alternative appears to be the most likely to be realized
because, as OTA itself notes, it "most closely aligns with the
current deVelopment path of GPO." In addition to the .

modernization'activities which have followed GPO's converSion to
electronic photocomposition technology, GPO has undertaken
several initiatives in recent years to provide non-Conventional
electronic technology services to Congress4 Federal agencies, and
the public, to facilitate the continuing transition to lectronic

, information technologies Governmentwide. Among other things,
these initiatives have included'the acquisition of a CD

1 Publisher System to pre-master data for CD-ROM applications;
work on the development of a pilot system for transmitting
gederal Resister data to subscribers nationwide via FM
subcarrier and satellite dish; the sale of Government
publications in electronic formats; and the establishment of an
Electroec Dissemination Task Force to coordinate ongoing
e lectronic dissemination projects within GPO and provide for a
continuing review of electronic disaemination opportunities as
they arise.

GPO Provision of Electronic Information Services

Although it was enacted in the pre-electronic era, I believe
that the legislative intent of Title 44 embraces new and emerging
e lectronic information technologies. As the OTA report shows,
these technologies can make a significant contribution to the
reduction of cost, improvement of service, and expansion of
information availability in the Government's information
functions, three key objectives which were present in Congress'
earliest formulations of Title 44 and GPO. This basic authority,
however, requires specific clarification in the language of Title
44.

The Join* Committee on Printing (JCP), pursuant to its oversight
authority in 44 U.S.C. 103, has directed GPO to provide
e lectronic information products and services. As I noted
earlier, GPO has been selling Government publications in
electronic formats to the public through the Sales of
Publications Program.

In March 1988, GPO requested the views of the JCP regarding the
procurement and dissemination of CD-ROM products. In response,
the JCP stated that "when a Federal agency publishes Government
information in electronic format for mass or general
distribution, whether as a complement to or as a substitute for
conventionally printed material, the GPO should and must continue
to provide its full range of services and support in the
production, distribution, and sale of such publications. This,
of course, includes the distribution of such electronic
Government publications to depository libraries." Thus, as
recognized by the JCP, and as affirmed in a recent opinion of
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GPO's General Counsel, whenever an agency publishes information
in electronic format rather than in conventional slic-on*paper
format, it is a "Government publication" and subject to the
requirements of Chapter 19 of Title 44.

ZiectronOm Dissemination to Depository Libraries

I am concerned thr... the Government's continuing shift from ink-
on-paper formats to electronic formats in information
dissemination may result in a net reduction in the flow of
documents to depository libraries unless provisions are made for
the depository distribution of electronic information products.
These provisions are necessary te avoid undermining the efficacy
of the Depository Library Program and annual Congressional
appropriations made for that purpose. In addition, provisions
are also necessary to provide for tLe increasing capability of
depository libraries to make Government information products in
electronic formats available to their users, and to meet the
growing public demand for access to those products through
depository libraries.

GPO has developed a series of pilot projects to explore the
feasibility and determine the costs of disseminating information
in electronic formats to depository libraries. These pilot
projects, three featuring CD-ROM distribution and two featuring
online database dissemination, are models of some of the
information services and capabilities that GPO envisions
providing in the future.

We have asked the General Accounting Office to monitor and
evaluate the cost data generated by the pilot projects so that
the full costs of the various methods of electronic dissemination
to all depository libraries can be determined. When the pilot
tests are completed, we will evaluate whether the current funding
mechanism for the Depository Library Program is adequate to meet
the financial requirements of electronic dissemination to
depository libraries, or whether alternative arrangements will
have to be devised to meet the needs of depository users.

There are indications that while CD-ROM dissemination may indeed
prove highly cost-effective as a means of information
dissemination, it may not be possible to fund online database
dissemination within the limits of the Superintendent of
Documents Salaries and Expenses Appropriation. The potential
costs of such dissemination were discussed in the OTA report, and
they are a very real concern to our Appropriations Committees.
Accordingly, me of the online pilot projects will also test the
feasibility and cost impacts of cost-sharing.

The OTA report discusses a variety of alternatives for
electronic depository distribution. Arong other things, this
discussion clarifies the important point that the Depository

9
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,Library Program is and always has been a cooperative effort
between the Government and participating litraries to meet the
needs of infortation users. Within this system,, the Government
has traditionally borne the costs of distributing information to
the libraries, while the libraries themselves have borne the
costs to house, staff, and otherwise make Government documents
collections available to users. In my view, therefore, the
partners in this cooperative system should be prepared to discuss
alternative methods of cost-sharing as an option to 'provide for a
reasonable And equitable distribution of the costs of access to
online database services.

Qflp_gircular A-130

I have had serious reservations about OMB Circular No. A-130
since it was issued in 1985. These reservations have focused on
two major shortcomings in OMB's information policy. The first is
that Circular A-130 makes no reference to GPO's statutory
responsibilities for providing conventional printing and
distribution services for Federal agencies, despite the
Circular's purported purpose to assiit agencies in "(performing]
their information management activities in an efficient,
effective, and economical manner." I am also concerned that OMB
has made no effort to inform agencies about GPO's capabilities to
provide electronic dissemination services. Overall, Circular A-
130, ai well as OMB's effort to update it with the publication in
January of the "Advance Notice," basically ignores GPO's
responsibility to provide cost-effective services to assist the
information resources management programs of Federal agencies.

I addressed these problems in comments on OMB's January "Advance
Notice." with respect to the information dissemination
responsibilities of the Superintendent of Documents, I asked OMB
to: (1) advise agencies to utilize GPO's Sales of Publications
Program to sell electronic publications to the public as an
alternative to the proposed user fee system revision; (2)
enforce the law requiring agencies to provide GPO with copies of
publications printed elsewhere than GPO for inclusion in the
Depository Library Program; (3) issue guidelines to Federal
agencies for the distribution of electronic information products
through the Depository Library erogram; (4) issue guidelines
strengthening agency compliance with the International Exchange
and Cataloging and Indaxing Programs, and to encourage agency
utilization of GPO's Statutory and Reimbursable Distribution
Programs for the dissemination of electronic prJducts; and (5)
revise its guidelines prohibiting the addition of access and
retrieval software to electronic information products.

I am encouraged by OMB's recently published response to the
weight of the comments received on the "Advance Notice," and I
will be submitting comments to OMB on that response. I will
continue to take the position that GPO programs and services as
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stablished by law should be made part of any overall guidance
provicled to Fedetal agencies on reproduction and dissemination of
Government information. I believe there is a substantial
opportunity for cooperation between GPO and OMB in this public
policy area that should be explored and developed.

Intormation Policy Act of 1989

I have reviewed H.R. 2381, the Information Policy Act of 1989,
which you introduced recently. Although I agree with the intunt
of the bill to provide OMB with specifically defined statutory
authority to promulgate guidance for Federal agencies on the
information dissemination, I am concerned with various
provisions of the bill.

From GPO's perspecive, there are two general problems with H.R.
2381 as introduced. The first is that the bill fails to provide
reference to the statutory programs and operations of the
Superintendent of Documents for disseminating Federal
information. The second is that it would authorize OMB to issue
and, presumably, enforce the use of technical standards for
information indexing, formatting, and retrieving that may or may
-not be compatible with GPO equipment, systems, and processes, in
effect compelling GPO compliance with OMB requirement:

The law now provides that "publications for public distribution
[are] to be distributed by the Public Printer" (44 U.S.C. 1701].
Current law also provides for the sale of publications to the
public 1. the.Superintendent of Documents (44 U.S.C. 1702); sets
the price of documents for sale to the public, and prescribes
the terms and conditions for resale of publications (44 U.S.C.
1708); provides for the preparation and publication of a catalog
of Government documents by the Superintendent of Documents (44
U.S.C. 1710 and 1711); and provides for the distribution by the
Superintendent of Documents of U.S. Government documents to
foreign libraries, under the administration of the Library of
Congress (44 U.S.C. 1719). In addition, the law establishes
that Government publications of value to the public shall be
distributed by the Superintendent of Documents to depository
libraries (44 U.S.C. 1902).

Many of the information dissemination responsibilicies currently
assigned to the Public Printer and the Superintendent of
Documents by statute would be undercut by H.R. 2381, in effect
contravening the legislative intent of those provisions of the
law which have established a centralized mechanism for the
efficient, effective, and economical distribution of Government
informa'Ion to the public.

Several problems would flow from H.R. 2381. First, by permitting
agencies to perform their own dissemination functions, the bill
would create a highly decentralized patchwork of dissemination
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systems and operations whose consistency and efficiency would
depend solely on OMB regulators. The public thus would lose the
convenience and practicality of obtaining Government publications
from a single, popular information resource currently available
through the Superintendent of Documents.

Second, by not requiring that information products and services
bound for depository libraries be disseminated to those
libraries by the Superintendent of Documents, the bill would
impose substantial information acquisition, cataloging, and
inventory problems on depository libraries, exaggerating the
problems that libraries currently face by agency (and OMB)
failure to adequately address the "fugitive" document problem.

Third, the cost-effuctiveness of the dissemination system
proposed by the bill is doubtful, since it would permit fee
waivers or reductions for generally-defined groups unlike the
current pricing system established by 44 U.S.C. l, which
applies across the board to everyone.

Fourth, the requirement for OMB to develop a comprehensive index
of Government information products and services undercuts thu
current responsibilities of the Superintendent of Documents in
this area. It also goes against the finding of the 0TA study
that the responsibility for the preparation and maintenance of
such an index is best assigned to GPO.

While H.R. 2381 provides explicitly for the dissemination of
information to depository libraries in electronic formats, it
does not otherwise appear to take notice of GPO's current
authority and ability to provide for the sale of electronic
formats, or for the dintribution of electronic formats through
other GPO programs.

I also have substantial ryservations about those aspects of the
bill regarding standards. The OTA study recommended that GPO
take a leadership role in establishing and promoting the use of
Governmentwide database standards for information reproduction
and dissemination. H.R. 2381, however, would assign that
responsibility to OMB. specifically, OMB would be authorized,
following "consultation" with the National Institute of Standards
and Technology, GPO, other appropriate agencies, and the public,
to issue "uniform technical standards for data indexing,
formatting, and retrieving" information products and services
disseminated via CD-ROM technology. The bill would also
authorize OMB to issue standards for "magnetic tape, magnetic
disk, and other electronic technologies," and to periodically
revise and update these standards. While OMB is required to
consult with "other agencies and the public" before issuing
standards for the other electronic technologies, consultation
with GPO is specifically required only for staniards applying to
CD-ROM.

12
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This part of the Bill would have a najor impact on GPO
operations, because it would provide OMB with the ability to
determine GPO's future equipment1 systems, and procedural
requiren^lts by mandating the standards that GPO's customer
agencies wil/ have to use. Without greater GPO participation in
the standar 4-setting process, a system of :tandards could result
that would equire a najor capital investment lrogram by GPO, in
combination with substantial workforce staffing, training, and
recruitment impacts.

H.R. 2381 could be made a great deal more acceptable if it
included guidance for Federal agencies to use GPO programs and
ervices established by law, se well as provisions tor greater

participation in the standards-setting process. I would be
pleased to work with this Subcommittee to remedy these problems
and develop legislaticn that clearly recognizes GPO
responsibilities undei current law.

Recommendations for Change

To summarize, the public printing and documents statutes of Title
44 have not been changed significantly since the Printing Act of
1895, so they do not reflect the changes that have occurred in
electronic information techmlogy in recent years. Where GPO's
conventional printing and printing procurement functions are
concerned, I think the basic framework of these statutes is
sound.

Where electronic technology is concerned, I would like to see
the law clarified to confirm GPO's authority to provide
electronic information services to Federal agencies.
Specifically, I would like to have statutory clarification of
GPO's responsibility to disseminate Government information
through GPO's Sales of Publications, Depository Library,
International Exchange, Statutory Distribution, and Reimbursable
Distribution Programs.

To do this, I think the definitions of "publication,"
"Government publication," "document," and "public document," as
they currently occur in chapters 17 and 19 of Title 44, need to
be updated to specifically include information in electronic
formats. Currently, only 44 U.S.C. 1902 provides a specific
definition of the term "publication" in the statute. That
section could be updated to specifically include electronic
products and services, and similar language could be applied to
chapter 17.

To remedy the problem of "fugitive" documents in the Depository
Library, International Exchange, and Cataloging and Indexing
Programs, a reporting sc.chanism needs to be devised to alert the
Superintendent of Documents to publications printed or otherwise
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produced lsewhere then GPO. This reporting mechanism will
become increasingly necessary as more publications are converte4
to Plqctronic formats by issuing ager;ies.

An expansion of GPO's authority to compile and maintain a
comprehensive index to Government information sources and systems
could be achieved by expanding GPO's current authority to
implement the Cataloging and Indexing Program. GPO leadership in
technology implementation and standards-setting could be
implemented either under clarified GPO authority to provide
electronic information products and services, or specific
training and standards-setting authorizations.

On the final question of centralizing versus decentralizing GPO's
operations, I suggest a dual approach for GPO's future based on
a strategic scenario outlined by OTA. This approach envisions a
GPO that will provide both conventional printing and non-
conventional electronic information services to the entire
Government within an increasingly electronic information
environment. My own background in information technology
persuades me that this alternative offers a practical and
realistic means for resolving the information technology issues
that you are considering here today.

Given the cost-effectivenass of new electronic information
technologies, it is not Tealistic to expect that a single
centralized information agency will best serve the Government's
electronic information needs in the future. Instead, these
technologies are more likely to give rise to multiple points of
information access and dissemination not only throughout the
Government, but through the competitive forces of the private
sector information marketplace. Within this emerging
environment, GPO will need to fine new ways to lower costs and
improve non-conventional electronic services to Congress, Federal
agencies, and the public if it is to continue as an effective
instrument of Federal information policy.

On the other hand, the Government cannot expect to achieve true
cost-effectiveness through a decentralized system of
conventional printing, at least in the foreseeable future. Every
study of this subject that I am aware of shows that GPO's
centralized conventional printing and printing procurement
operations are the most cost-effective way for the Government to
obtain ink-on-paper products.

What I envision, therefore, is the statutory maintenance of
GPO's centralized printing, printing procurement, and documents
distribution operations for the production and distribution of
ink-on-paper products, and a selective expansion of those
operatiuns into non-conventional electronic technologies to
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improve services for our customer agencies and the public. This
combination of apprbaches would allow the Government to address
many of the public poqcy issues raised by electronic
information technologies, while preserving the fundamental,
proven character of the information management system established

'by current law.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement, and I would
be pleased to answer any questions the Subcommittee may have.
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Mr. WEE. Mr. Jenifer, your written statement discusses the In-
formation Policy Act I introduced. This is not a hearing on that
and I really do not want to get into any kind of lengthy discussion
of it now but I want to say I appreciate your comments.

They are thoughtful, they are causing us to go back and look at
it. You raise some good points. I want to also assure you it is not
my intention to do anything that undermines GPO, the Depository
:Abrary Program or the Superintendent of Documents. It is my
hope that over the next few months we can sit down and took at
what we are trying to do, take in all the suggestions and address
any problems that you see in it.

My basic belief in fashioning legislation is that you put it out
there, let people react to it and bring everyone in to see what needs
to be done to accomplish the goals. I want to assure you we want to
work closely to meet your legislative needs as well as others.

Mr. Jarrow. I appreciate those comments. We look forward to
sitting down with you and talking about the issue.

Mr. Wm. The Depository Library Program has been operated by
GPO without any charge to participating libraries. Can electronic
information mducts be offered to libraries without cost sharing
and do you see any distinctions between providing CD-ROM disks
and online services?

Mr. JENIFER. I guess the answer is yes and no. I see an increase
in costs in some circumstances and in some I do not see an increase
in costs. The depository libraries now themselves undertake addi-
tional costs. It has been estimated that they spend at least 10 times
the value of the products they receive to administer the program
itself.

I believe that the policies that are in place now, with GPO ad-
ministering the program, could continue. I see our being able to
expand into other areas, particularly the areas of CD-ROM dis-
semination, which can be done in a cost effective manner.

Mr. Went. Do you see a role for GPO in setting informatien
policy or do you see GPO as providing dissemination services for
whatever information the executive branch and the Congress
decide to publish?

Mr. JENIFER. I do see us being able to participate in the informa-
tion policy process. I think that by being here today, we are partici-
pating in the information dissemination policy. I have testified
through the appropriations process, given speeches to organizations
around the country, and so on, which I view as participating in the
policy process.

I think our track record has been successful throughout the
years in the dissemination of information, and that adds nore em-
phasis to the point that we do have a valid role and people are will-
ing to listen to us for that particular reason.

Again, I think we are participating in the policymaking process.
We welcome the opportunity to participate in any other ways that
we would be asked.

Mr. WISE. At the same time, I would assume that continuing pro-
viding dissemination services for whatever information the execu-
tive branch or the Congress decides to publish, correct?
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Mr. JENIFER. We are willing to do just tLat. We function under
the basic philosophy that you never know what authority you have
until you exceed it.

Somebody will come back a, say you are stepping out of line,
GPO.

Mr. Win. I like that philosophy. I wish I had you in a meeting
with the Army Corps of Engineers last Friday when all I heard was
that they were not authorised to do something. I kept saying, can
you show me where you are forbidden to do it? They said no but if
it doesn't say we can, we can't.

Would GPO be more interested in having a role in dissemination
of products like tapes, disks, CD-ROM rather than online service?

Mr. JENIFER. Yes, sir. I have second thoights as to whether GPO
should be the disseminator of data bases. I believe our responsibil-
ity is in the area of publications. That is something that is pro-
duced and is published and distributed to the public itself. ,

That is where I feel the law strengthens our position, and we
have a responsibility to perform in that area.

Mr. Win. Thank you.
Mr. McCandless.
Mr. rieCasitaiss. Mr. Jenifer you were in the audience I believe

during the previous panel.
Mr. JENIFER. For a portion of the time I was, yes.
Mr. McaNnuess. I don't know if you were able to grasp the

dialog and questions of Mr. Massa. Would you have any comments
about his position relative to this report and what he considers to
be the overall inclusion of the private sector and its responsibility?

Mr. JENIFER. I am on record as supporting the OTA report. M..
support of it is that it enforces, after considerable research, tlie
role of GPO.

Again, I believe we have a proven track record. We have a cen-
tralized information dissemination process that works, and this is
the reason I personally support the report.

I do not see where the report excludes the private sector from
being involved. I noticed Mr. Massa had a CD-ROM in front of
him. I see GPO serving as a focal point for products of that nature,
just as we are the focal point for the production and dissemination
of microfiche. We administer these thligs, and the private sector is
involved. These products are produced through the private sector.
We go to the private sector to proeure CD-ROM's.

With reference to microfiche, we go to the private sector to pro-
cure these. We act as a contracting officer. So the private sector is
fully involved in the majority of these functions.

I would like to elaborate on something that is historical that
shows he.,' GPO can be involved, and has evolved, with these prod-
ucts. There was a product called the Master Cross-Reference List
the MCRL, as we refer to it. It originally was a job that was pro-
duced on the GPO's photocomposition system. As a matter of fact,
part of the justification for that system was to produce the MCRL.

Well, there came a time where it was impractical to run that job,
so it was run off a C:OM system and we produced microfiche and
ultimately that was the media that that job ran in. GPO served as
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the procurement agent for the Army. It worked perfectly. Right
now the product is evolving further, and it is evolving into a M-
ROM product. GPO has been selected as the contractor and the
procurer of the product for the Army. Again, it has worked perfect-
ly. We have evolved from the actual producer of the paper product
to the procurer of the multimedia products that have followed. It
has worked- well, and the private sector has been fully involved, so
I do not see the private sector being eliminated from the process at
all.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. A little technical nature, but having had a
recent experience by looking at electronic equipment and the disks,
the new aluminum disk that traverses the cassette, the salesman
was veu good, he said, you know the cassette loses its quality over
a period of time, and this is a new disk now, it is made of metal,
and it will be there forever, and the quality will retain itself.

Obviously, this man is trying to sell me something. But he was
also trying to make a point. When we talk about magnetic tapes,
aren't we talking about something that does lose its capability over
a period of time versus this new technology of a CD-ROM?

11Ir. JENIFER. The archival ability of a CD-ROM hasn't been
proven to date. I could not attest to the actual life. I think it is a
much more reliable media than magnetic tape. Will it last as long
or in a better condition than microfiche? I could not basically
attest to that. I will say this, it is something we have our quality
and test control people looking at right now to give us some basic
answers from a Government standpoint.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. In a demonstration we had, and I can't give
you the amount, but there was some fantastic amount of informa-
tion that could be placed on one side of one of these CD-ROM's by
comparison to any other type of data retaining electronic system.
Storage space then would be an attraction here with respect to
what you could do with CD-ROM's versus other types of things.

Have you gotten involved in that at all?
Mr. JENIFER. Oh, yes, sir. The storage capacity is just fantastic. I

couldn't attest to the exact amount of data. Grant might have that
as to how much data could be stored on it. But I think the access of
data, the ease of access of the data is also a major consideration.

As to the use of this pardcular type materialwe have just said
we can put the entire bound reuurd on one CD, and that would con-
sist of 80 volumes, just to give you an idea of what could be put on
a compact disk, so it does have quite a storage capacity. And the
ease of access is a big advantage.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. As you know, Washington, DC, is only a cer-
tain size, and as the years progress, we are going to run out of
buiklings to store things in. I don't know that Maryland or Virgin-
ia is going to be interested in

Mr. JENIFER. I think that electronic media is going to add tre-
mendously to our ability to store material, and it has done so far.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Win. Getting a new rig?
Mr. MCCANDLESS. He didn't sell me.
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Mr. Wisa. I want to thEink you very much, Mr. Jenifer, for ap-
pearing and also for your extensive written testimony. I know we
are going to be talking a lot more, and look forward to it.

At this time, this concludes this hearing.
Mr. "TEMPER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon .

vene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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APPENDIXES

APPENDIX 1.AGENCIES RESPONSES TO SUBCOMMnTEE QUESTIONS

RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS FOR JOHN J. FRANKE, JR. .

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR ADMINISTRATION
DEPARTMEN/ OF AGRICULTURE

1. Have any depOsitory libraries contacted the Department to inquire,
about the possible availability of EDI data? His the Department initiated
any contact with depository libraries regarding access to EDI?

When the EDI system was first announced in 1985, the National Agricultural
Library received a few questions about access by libraries. Since then,
we have neither received further inquiries from any depository library nor
initiated contact with them about aCcess to EDI data or the EDI service.
As I mentioned in sly prepared remarks, under the recompetition of EDI
which will be concluded before our current contract ends on October 1,
1989, we are allowing land-grant and depository libraries to access EDI as
cooperators. Under this provision, they will pay no monthly minimum and
will pay the same rates as we in the Department will pay for use of the
computer-based communications service.

It remains to be seen whether libraries are interested in the type of
perishable date that is disseminated through the EDI system. We will
contact them directly to inform them of the opportunity to become ofNcial
users of'the service as soon as the recompetition procurement is
completed. We are looking at alternatives for handling the billing for
cooperators who have minimal requirement to access the service. For many

the cost to bill could be higher than the actual usage charges.

2. Will archival copies of EDI data be maintained i.,:rmanently in
electronic format such as CD-ROM? If so, please describe the plans in
more detail. If not, please explain the plans for disposal of non-current
EDI filings. If a records disposal schedule for EDI data has been
approved by the Archivist, please provide a copy.

Before I respond tO the specifics of your question, I think an explanation
of what EDI actually is would be helpful. EDI is a dissemination service
only. USDA agencies do not collect data or receive "filings" specifically
for EDI. Most of the reports distributed through EDI are collected for
agency program use and distributed through various means, the most common
still being hardcopy. In most cases, EDI reports are an electronic
version of traditional hardcopy reports.

We have no current plans to place archival copies of all of the EDI
reports on an electronic format such as CD-ROM. For-much of the data

there is no interest in such access. Our plan is to identify those data
sets that are of sufficient interest to justify the production of archival
datasets.

Agencies each have established records disposal schedules for all of their
data and are responsible for maintaining the record copy of all data
disseminated through EDI, in a manner that is inoependent of EDI. A copy
of the records disposal schedule for the National Agricultural Statistics
Service is enclosed. Similar schedules are available for all of the
agencies.
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3. Now difficult would it be to prepare and distribute CD-ROM disks

containing EDI data at fixed intervals?

Preparing the CD-ROM disks of EDI data at fixed intervals would not be
difficult at all. The real cost and difficulty is in reformatting the
data to present it in useful time-series format. To better explain what I
mean, let me use as an example, the Agricultural Prices and also the Crop
Production reports of the National'Airicultural Statistics Service (MASS).
These are monthly reports containing extensive text and tables. The major
interest is in immediate.use of the information when released. Those who
want to do analyses Of the data to dete.mihe trends or compare with
previous months or years are interested only in the tables and would like
to use software such as spreadsheets to analyze the data. Because of the
format of current reports and the variation in date presented, caused by
such factors as changing crops, considerable work would be required by
NASS before the cholvemild be provided in a more usable format to then be
manipulated with réd software tools. This is the area we expect
to address, 4s m. in my testiwony.

4. Would the prospect of providing EDI data to depository libraries be
simpler if the Department were not under an obligation to provide online
access to time sensitive information?

There is no direct relationship between our obligation to orovide online
access to time sensitive information and our ability to provide EDI data
to depository libraries. In fact, the libraries currently receive all EDI
reports that are available in hardcopy. Elimination of online access to
others would not help the libraries.

S. You testified that the Department pays the cost of loading EDI data
into the system and a share of the overhead costs associated with
providing the service. Please provide a more detailed description of the
type of cost paid by the Department.

The ants paid by the Department fall into two general categories: those
that reflect specific agency usage and those that are charges for general
system overhead. The following are examples of the types of charges paid
by the Department:

a. Specific agency usage charges

. Data communications and computer resources for accessing reports

. Data communications and computer resources for loading reports

. Data communications used when modifying profiles of reports on
the system

b. General overhead cherges
. Computer resources for nightly maintenance of database
. Disk storage of database, programs, and application files
. Computer resources used by special operating software (CICS) and
application program using resources when system is up, but inactive
. Magnetic tape backups

. Software surcharge for report creation
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6. Are terminals for free public or press use of EDI data provided by
the Department? If not, why not? Would the Department be willing to
provide free public terminals in other government facilities if there is
adequate demand?

The Department does not provide any free terminals for public or press use
of EDI data. One of the key faCtors that attract publig,subscribers to
the EDI service is the opportunity it offers them to receive the reports
in machine readable format directly into their own commuters. This allows
them to immediately manipulate or reformat the reports according to their
own needs and further disseminate them through whatever communications
technologr they use. For some, it Is a form of bulletin board; others use
satellite, FM -sideband, or other methods. They don't war to have to
rekey hardcopy reports because of the labor involved, the potential for
making mistakes, and the lost time when dealing with time-sensitive and
perishable data.

We provide for other government agencies to access EDI as cooperators
under our contract which allows them to use the service, paying at the
same rate that we do in the Department for the computer time-sharing
services used, witOout paying a monthly minimum. Many states and other
federal agencies are participating in this way.

7. How does the Department respond to requests for waiver of
applicable EDI fees from deserving members of the public or the press?

We have never received any requests for waiver of EDI fees. When we
receive calls from members of the public who clearly are interested in
accessing very few reports carried by EDI, we provide them with a list of
companies that do subscribe to EDI and further disseminate the data.
Their charges tend to be lower because their service is not keyed to
absolute guarantee of equal access and they tend to be more oriented
toward the needs of the ultimate small end user. These companies alei
offer other types of end user services that make them attractive to
differing marketplaces.

8. How has OMB Circular A-130 affected the design or operation of the
EDI database? Please describe any actions that have been taken because of
Circular A-130 that would not have been taken.

The EDI system was designed before Circular A-130 addressed the issues of
public information dissemination. The approach we took of reliance on the
private sector to both provide the service for us and to further
disseminate the data through various means to the ultimate end users was
consistent with our philosophy at the time and with that of OMB in
conversation with them and in the subsequent updates to Circular A-130.
Some factions in OMB wanted us to charge a market value price for the data
as well as for the service. The Department made the decision that it
would not be appropriate to charge for the data itself in light of our
responsibilities and the importance of this,data in fostering a healthy
national agricultural industry and promoting a strong export program. We
need to encourage as wide access to the information as possible.
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9. The SEC Authorization Act of 1987 requires that EDGAR information
may be used ce resold without restriction and wivSout payment of
royalties. Would.the application of this requiremtnt to tL EDI database
require any changeS in design or operation?

There would be no change rem red because we currently encourage EDI
subscribers to further d"ci.bute the data.and place nc restrictions or
royalty fees on them.

10. The SEC Authorization Act of 1987 requires that EDGAR users must
De able to obtain information by direct interconnection with the EDGAR
system. Would the application of this requirement to the EDI database
require any changes in design or operation?

No change would be required to EDI because it functions that way now. The
thrust of EDI was to provide a single source for USDA time-sensitive and
perishable data for access by the public. This provides the public
subscribers with the option of acquiring the USDA reports directly from
EDI or obtaining them from aRy of the information retailers (multipliers).
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that the MCP& IX00000d kW disposal in this Request of _111.1_ NSW are not now needed for the business of this
piney or will not be needed after the retention periods specified: and that written concurrence from the General
Accounting Office, if required under the provisions of Title Sof the GAO Manual for Guidence of Federal Agencies, Is
ettsched.

A. GAO concurrence: 0 is attached; or gi s uAntoesury.

I. mcia C. eunicruce oinativev cizeiromorAvive

&HA trg .)0e1MIEU/". .

4 S. Omit343-0
0. TITLE

Odd. Reastement gulmas Sr
& DESCRIPTION OF ITEM

ORO Whoop DOHA. Rettraha INOWNI)

ikrp. one on 10. ACTION
stimanot0 TAXON

MO NARA UN
CITATION maw

NATIONAL ACRICELIDIAL STATISTICS SMARM (RSS)

ADIWaSTRATITI RECORDS

ASSOCIATIONS( SOMD11( COIPITITES. COLINCUSA AND COMMENCES
(Arringed alphabetically by nine and title.)

e. Mersa, At_macy rdloa :ounoll and
Conference RecftdiTriti. crTiCa by
internal one:my activities and maintained by the sponsor.
Records may include but are sot limited tos Agency
administratlwrimnapment projects and improvement
recommendations, advisory eccesittees, research project
proposals, program operatiao and procedure improvenent
recomemlations, agendas, minutes, final reports, decisions,
and related recoils documenting accomplishments.

Permanent. Creek files annually. Vander to PRC 5 years
ZiaTnial decision or actioo in completed. Transfer to
the National A:P&p*. in 5-year 'blocks Mum the most recant
records era 15 years old (e.g., transfer 195044 records In
1999).

b. All other comoittee-conference records and copies.

Creak files annually. Destroy when 3 years old or no longer
needed for reference, whichever la sooner.

1/.1)/tos
NIN 711040474-4004.
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Ma"
DIRECTIVIS

2. HASS Directives. (Arrange by file code, then
alphabetically by title in assigned number order.)

a. I4111Ie copy record files of each new and revised
internal directive dOeflimg MASS poltcy smd
procedure. Iscludest Crop, Livestock, est/vices
Sonnets. Resuale, Crop Estimating.mod Operatious
Moors:Ha, asd Operating Procedures Needbooks with

.

incorporated forms.

Permanent. Offer to NARA in 5-year blocks when 20
ii:Frair (e.g., offer 1980-134 block in 2005).

b. Related case files which document important
aspects of the developmest al the document.

Destroy 3 years after directive Is tanceled,
superseded, or become obsolete.

c. All other copies.

Destro when canceled, superseded, obsolete, or no
onger needed for reference.

HASS FORMS

(Arrange easter fors record files by file code, than
alphabetically by title or sequentially by form
amber, separated into current endrobsolete groups.)

One master record copy of each fors crested and issued
tor use by HASS Headquarters and the State Statistical
Offices ($SO's) will be kept. Related instructions
and docusentation showing Inception, purpose, and
scope will be kept with the form record copy.

3. Federal Surveys. Survey questionnaires created and
issued by MASS Headquarters end SSO's for the purpose
of collecting, tabulating, and editing date relating
to the national agricoltural sconoey. federal surveys
are conducted on subjects of wide national interest
end concern.

NC1-354-
7S-1
Item 2

NC1-354-,
7S-1
Item 3

ACTIOlt

hot @Wet, latiallot MOW, to be whor1Hod tb*Itatimal Atekse sot Iamb 114,4*
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a. One master copy ofpech Federal survey
uostionnaire approve. by OHS, work shee1 end
summery sheets will be kept by the Headquarters as the
record copy.

Dreak files when a fora Is superseded, canceled, or
discontinued. DestroY,when no longer needed for
adminlatrative use.

b. One copy of each Federal ftyve questionnaire
kept by the surveyina SSO'e. ft. imciudes those
adapted using alternative entries to the MASS Form
approved by OHS.

Destroy with SSO survey summary files for the
applicable survey when 7 years old. The survey
commenta and recosmendations must be deatroyed slong
with the survey data summmries to which they apply.

c. All other copies.

Destroy ss instructed by the Statistician-in-Charge or
Preach Chief when fora is supersoded, canceled. or

,discontinued, or when no longer seeded for reference
!correlation with collected survey data.

4. State Government Surveys. Survey quest' e.laires
'crested sod used by SSO's for the purpoik. of
collecting, tabulating, and editing statistical and
inferential data relating to the agricultural economy
of a State. State surveys are conducted by sod for
the Government of that State.

a. One master record file copy of each State survey
quesearialre including work sheets anti summary sheets
will be kept by the surveying SSO.

Dispose according to the governing regulations of the
State. If no State regulations xist, forms files may
be destroyed with the guess., of the
applicable survey when 7 years old. Ihe survey
comments sad recommendations muat be destroyed along
with the survey data summaries to which they apply.

b. pll other coda.

NC1-354-,
7B-I
Item 4

row ooploo, loshiloo ootolool,lo IN soimiliol Nolloolol Naive* oo4 Ilaeto6 hooks
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tesfirox as Instructed by the Statistician -111 -Charge
or reach Chief when fors I. superseded, canceled,
or discontinued, or when so longer needed for
reference correlation with collected survey data.

Other NASS Forme. Administratili end other
created by MASS and issued to

Neadquartsrs and SSO's for internal preparation and

a. liars master record copy files kept by MASS
Nesdquart...rs.

Destroy 3 years after related form is discontinued,
superseded, or cancelled,

b. All other copies.

Destroy as instructed by MASS when form is canceled
or superseded, or when no longer needed for
reference.

OROAN1ZATION -MANAGEMENT

6. Authority Delegations. (Arrange by file code.)

a. Copies of Departmental documents delegating
authority to the agency and/or specific ooaltIons to
perform assigned functions and/or specific action's.
Includes original copies of authority delegations
issued by agency officials to identified positiono.

Dest o 3 years atter delegation is superseded or
obsolete.

b. Original copies of tesporsry or limited
suthority delegations iseued by agency officials to
individuals by name.

paten when superseded or obsolete.

7. La al Decisionn/Opinious. (Alcange by file code.)
Agency copies of USDA Orfice of the General Counsel

NC1-354-
78-1
Item 5

NC1-354-
78-1
Item 6

NC1-354
78-1
Item 0

hes tokt.141.1114 etkicat, As to selio.111. No Os Noikeol Sinigsto sal Shwa Swrios
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(OCC) opinions and commute on General Accounting
Office (GAO) and Comptroller General,decisions or
instructioos, legislation, and court decisions

affecting MASS.

Destroy as instructed by the Statistician-4n -Charge
or kanch Chief whelk ao longer needed for reference.

a. Consultant OPinions. (Arrange by file code.)
Copies of correspondence, reports, and supporting
analysis originated by KASS experts consulted by
other agencies or proposed statistical research
projects, data surveys, or methodology.

freak files annually. Destroy whmn 2 years old.

9. Nanegement 'rousse. (Arrange by file code, then
alphabetically by title or subject.)

a. IASS
of program systems sod procedures.Iludimis study
and survey reports and recoimendations. Also
includea project statements, final reports, ana'ysea
of test performance, and lorrespondeoce pertaining
to research in statistical data collection,
processing, or reporting systems.

Perma ent. freak files at end of year in which
recommen ed actions arc superseded or Wove
obsolute. Transfer to FRC when 3 years old.
Transfer to the National Archives in 5-yaer blocks

when the most recent redords at 15 years old (e.g.,

transfer 1960-84 'block in 1999).

b. Records of internal NABS nanagement improvement
of admThiT---iiiapriWeistrativesystemur
laa-i reports and recommendations. Also includes
project statements, final reports, analyses of test
performance, and correspondence.

Break files at end of year in which project or other

78-1
Item 9

NC1-354-
78-1
Item 10

tool I, tuhue....40.a, 5.4 oodoidoll to do Noidool /Wilds dootg dodolo ddtto
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reeomsended action le completed. Destroy when 5
years old or no longer mad for re fresco, whichever
le sooner.

c. All other SASS cool. of 'moved menatemot
r. I roves. t records peeled die roved

rGe e 00 Al r . Aleo Inc es starts
pro ect progress reports, correepondeme comerning
statue of (or slam changes is) stebliaba4
objectives, or other.routine teammate of 'lotted
retrieval value. ,

fruit files at end of year la which projector other
recommended action le completed, cesceled, or
disapproved. Destroy whas 5 years old or no longer
need for reference, w !chewer le looser.

C. Documeatatioa of NASS_ParticipAtion in
Departsental samgement progress. -Includes initial
reports 424 project proposal Otatments, amendsents,
final reports, and related nosroutioe
correspondence.

Steak files at and of year in which proposed action
le cospleted. Transfer to PIC when 2 yeare old.
Destroy when 5 years old.

10. Kansepment Controls. (Arrange by file code, then
elphabetically by title or subject.)

a. Records of externally perforeed empreheosive
inspections, sudifiTand surveys of KASS operations
'by NARA, SAO, or other Federal agencies. baud..
initial reports, agency final reports of correctly*
actions taken, end related pertinent correspondence.

Steak files at end of year In which final nocesserei
action le emplaced bilrawben 10 years old.

b. Records of internal and/or Wilted audits,
Inspea Th-K-Vad specter reviews olegency
ope.ations by KASS or other USDA agencies. Includes

0-41pops

S.

"MP ACTION TAM

K1-354-
70-1
Item 11

roso 000ks, looloGoo ofttlol, to to tehooMdi to Nu 111.41.6Antive. sot Row& kooks
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Initial report, final report of correctly* sctions
taken, sad related pertinent correspondence.

Break files st end of year is which final necessary
corrective ectioc is coaplsted. Transfer to PIC
when 2 years old. Destroy when 3 years old.

c. llosecorres-seseederreDortsead

Steak files annually'. Destroy, when 2 years old.

Extexaal Relatioos. (Arrange by file code. then
alphabetically by title or subject.)

s. Record co les of Katiosal Aseocistion f State
Departments of Agriculture (USDA) cooperstive
agreements, interagency cooperative agreesents,
rseeerch satsumas. Mesorasda of Understandins
with State Government agencies or university
@yeti's, and formal approval of

estension(e)Famendmeate that significantly affect
agency program functions. Also Includes non-routine
related corresponds's*.

Permanent. Break files at end of year In which
agreesent or understandins is superseded or becomes
obaolets. Transfer to PIC when 3 years old.
Transfer to the National Arehives is 3-year blocks
when the most recent records ere 13 yeara old (e.g.,
transfer 1910 -64 bloek in 1999).

b. Recorde of gnu response to Conaress
c.. *ruing leslelatioo and requests for
lotOrsatIoe. Records of ratline Interaction and
cooliTaria with ether Federal, State and 1 =cal
government agencies, educational lastitutif is, and
private orgsnications. Also iscludes agency
requests for federal Resister publicatioo of
regulatory, functional, or policy lefornation.
Includes correapondence and reports.

Break files annually. Destroy when 3 yesre old.

NC1-354-,
76-1
/tem 12

feat e*.114,1Amital 04.1.1,1* 0.6.1**11 0. Wu Ifolosallti Oh*. sal NNW& knif
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12.

13.

14.

Ineraency Preparednees. (Arrange by file mode.)
Record& of MASS perticipetioo in the Departsental
program. Includes Departsental instructioss,
correspondeace, sod reports telating to cosplience
and related actions.

Destroy when superseded, obsolete, or no longer
needed for reference.

INPINONTION/PVILICITT

Official_loesches. (Arrange by file code, then
alphabsticelly by subject.)

a. cordeceSIshrepacriote ofofficialepftcbse-precaeoetce by
the MASS Administrator or his Deputies concerting
amity policies and programs. Includes &pooch
scripts, indexes, and a clear copy of aborts and
other visual aids which the agency or USDA hes not
.hublished.

Permanent. Break files annually. Transfer to PIC
when 5 years old. Transfer to the National Archives
In 5 -year blocks when the moat recent records are 15
years old (e.g., transfer 1960-84 block in 1399).

b. Single record copies of prepared ecripte of
official speeches aod lectures presented by bivielon
Directors and *Ler MASS officials, such as section
hemds, assistant Statisticlass -in -Merge, and
rematch personnel, to the public, or to Federal,
State, or local government groups. These speeches
and lectures are presented to inform the audience of
established agency policies and progress. Includes
scripts, charts, end other visual olds which nay or
say not here been published by war or USDA.

Break files annually. Destroy, when 3 years old.

Published Article Manuscript.. (Arrange by file

IC1-354-
78-1
Item 13

NC1-354-
78-1
Item 14

NC1-354-
78-1
Item 15

UTICA TAXON
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15.

16,

code, then alpholetically by subject or title.)
Camera or noel draft copies of articles written by
agency officials and officially approved for
publication by amotber agency, USDA, or public sedia.

Steak files at sod of year is which pub;leatios is
issued. Destroy when published tart le verified,
when es looter seeded for reference, or whom 3 years
old, Althaver is gooier.

Survey (Amaze by file
CirliaSScosiWir recognition swords presented
to private classes wbo voluotarily costribute
statistical survey data regularly tor s umber of
years. Includes correspoodesce, sward settees, and
copies of newspaper articles if award is presented
publicly.

Break files annually at eed of year award le
issued. Wary whom 3 years old or Ass so looser
needed for re emote, whichever.is sooser.

Headquarters Publicatioue and Pearliest leleAses.
litmus, by filo code, then alphabetically by Eras
in issue date order.)

a. Single record copies of ttS -PreParetintd.
-Issuird-0,70:. booklets tins ei rulers

st calII MOO CC IWO SCtS.
survey sts, a Spec et I reports.

MOTS: Record copies of publicatioos issued
through tbe USDA, Office of Ooverssental and Public
Affairs COOPA), are malotained by 00PA.

Permanent. Break files annually at end of year of
isalW7Traufar to FRC in annual stomata when 3
years old or when values warrants. Transfer to the
National Archives in 5-yeer blocks when the moot
recent records ere 15 years old (s.1., transfer
1980-84 block in 1999).

NC1-354
71-1
Item 17

tow Miu,laellIlag w1.1.4 YIN maimiled 14114. Italkaal &ANN sal RawSa amyl.,
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17.

b. Single record coples of MSS lead r @re-

primand and -issued iaterim statistical survey dsts
reports. Interim iiperts cooteln statisticallate
or a specific end netted survey period which are
later summarised and published tor am enteaded time
period such as annually. Interim reports are issued
on cold storage, fertilisers, various crop
e otimetes, livestock re,orts, asd other,posmodlties
e nd subjects such as prices sad lpkor.
yehipieeetoes-peinmed-hy-480.*prr ftlC4o 11.1490/997 rpim,

Sneak files en:welly at mid of year ot issue.
Trensfer to PIC la annual segments whom 3 years old
or when velum warrants. De:troy when 7 years old
or when final census review s satisfactorily
completed, whichever is somieraa &mislead by the
Statistician-In-Charge or Stanch Chief.

SSO Publications and Procedure Isles.... NCI -364 -
76 -I

a. noels record conies of $80-propared and Item 18
- ublisbed data summery reports of Federally -
sponsor. ststisttial surveys. Mese reports
reflect nettoost oats when available, as well es
comparstive data for the regios or State the SSO
serves. Summary reports ere issued at the end of s
survey period or upon completiou of surveys
(aanually or less frequently, It'leding ose -time
surveys). Includes spacial ISO lies end reports
requiring considerable elm and effort to prepare.

Permanent. Break files at end of year of issue.
PIC in annual Hematite when 3 years old

or when volume werrents. Transfer to the National
Archives In S-yser blocks when tho most recent
records ere IS years old (e.g., trensfer 1980-84
block in 1999).

b. Single record copies of SSO-prepared end
-published interim statistical date reports of
statistical serve s. These reports ere issued
peniodicelly t roughout a survey period and reflect

*Waal, leN. *.o.inof 76 *7 &swim .01 Now& M.N.
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deta ea of a certain date for especified period of
tise. They refloct data for the restos or State the
$SO serves and say cattalo comparative satiosal
statistics. Reports nay also costmis commute as
sissifieset local factors ouch as weather affecting
forecasts.

break tilos usually at sed of year of isms.
Trassfer to FRC whim 3 pars old or whes voles*
imamate. bissae Asa 7.yeare old.

c. Siege record copies of red
bliellY1 data 111 tate

WOW atat s Germs.
astable, seseral !gaieties, such es
seuelettors. %Komi cosi*, of isformation
volume prepared by as SSO mid tossed by soother
State Oeverssest'asoscy art sot covored by this
ocbsdele.

Break files nasally at rad of nor of lease.
Dispose *contain to State Goverment reselatiose.
li se such reselatioss exist dispose aceordins to
the schedule for amonty data reports for Peuoralli
sponsored surveys. (Ices 17.a. above.)

Pubiicetio. Rdltorial Policy. (Arrange by file
cod., t ss alphebetically by title.) boards
damming officially approved purpose, policy,
format, sad productios standards of each agescy or
SSC publicatios issued. Also iscludos approved
chews esd venoms for, and approval of, gargles or
caacellas.

a. MU Official Iosuasess.

brook files at sad of year publication is caballed
or superoaded. Destro S years atter publicatios Is
oboolota or superseded.

b. Stets envenom:A Isseasees.

C1-754-
7S-1
Item 19

Not mt... 4stkaayp WOW, ko be ealholehml ie ilaalWas WI Weed. Ikerks.
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19.

20.

21.

Break files at end of year publication is canceled

or superseded. Dispose according to State
Government regulations. If ma reguIntion exists,
the Federal schedule for agency issuances applies.
(Item 18.a. above.)

Publicatipt Developpmat. (Arrange by file code,
alphabetically by title sad issue date.) Records of
development for an individual issue. Includes
corresposdesee, reports, agency approval for
publication, printiog instructions, and utaequent
comeents or suggestions received.

Break files at end of year of issue. Destroy when 1
yeer old.

Historical. Narrative. (Arrange hy file 'Code, then
alphabetically by subject md year(s).) Narrative
historical accounts describles the agency, its
structure, policy, and/or programs. Nay els* cover
some aspects of theee, or tha manner in,which
functions were performed.

Areak files at end of year in which account was
published or otherwise issued. OGFA hes the record
copy for all Departmental publications. Destroy
when oo longer needed for reference.

Nie_oric 1 Gollectipop. (Arrange by file code,
alphabetically by subject, then by year of origin or
accumulatioo.) Special collections of information
in printed, microfiche, or machine-readable fore.
Includes mauual end machine-teadable records of
survey estimates and isdications, as well es
statisticlaus' collectioes of sonrcord published
survey data on specific commodities by locale for
extended time periods. Aloe, may include
corresposdonce, charts, instructlies, photos, asps,
and unique collections of documents relating to
agency functional performance.

e. WASdifeadSSOollectlons relating
to hsadquartersdtracted programs.

NC1-354-
78-1
Item 20

NC1-354-
78-1
Item 21

NC1-354-
78-1
Item 22

h****, MI be WINiml As NA 144411.1 Asabw omi tofteei 11...14"
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1 Deatroy when no longer seeded for reference.
1 transfer to rim ic not authorised.

0
ACT$ON MON

b. IMselleslitLe relating to State Government -
directed programa.

Destroy when so looser needed for referents.
Transfer to PIC is sot authorised.

1.11w.metesen. (Arrange by file code, then Cl -354 -

ilieWWWkwilryrif-subject.) Records of the 78-1
establishmest, collectice, mad maintenance of Item 23
centrally located collections of technical reference
books, articles, and report. pertiust to specific
functiosal needs. Includes correspondence, reports,
sod instructions.

8reek files annually. Destgov whelk 3 years old or
when library is discontinued asd collection Is
broken up sod transferred or destroyed.

lar...vtariwriSYSTID4SPIADDOG8ANTIPLANNIDG,

DZ

23. ADP Systess Planning/Deve1911141. (Arrange by file Cl -354 -
code, thee alphabetically by subject.) 78-1

Item 24
a. Iscorde of reports and recom}endations mode
concerning converrIon from manual te automated
systems eod revising or impeding existing automated
systess for MASS headquarters esd/or 8805.
Includes decussate on system scope, projected costs,
equipsents needs and recommendatioes, and methods of
collecting, processing, issuing, storing, ead
retrieving d.ta. Also includes records relating to
system design, evaluation, Implemestatiee, end
agency approval of now or revised systems.

Tommie. Utak filse at end oi year in which
Te.c.=m7esed system Is approved, installed eod
operating, replaced, or discontinued. Transfer to

0010.1.011440 040104 so be look00041 I 1611160041 /00.064 eal 14~611 .00
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24.

rAc when 3 years old. ?reactor to the National
Archives Is 5-year blocks when the most recent
records are 15 years old (e.g., transfer 1980-84
block In 1999).

b. Routine reports correspondence. tacksrood
material, and miscellaneous decussate relating to
recommeodatioss on mew or revised mita/sated
syetems. &eludes routlos record materiels relating
to implemeststioo and day-to-doy systems operations.

Speak files annually. DestrovIten 3 years old.

MASS Research Proiect Plassimg/Oevelopmant/ t4:1 -354 -
Performsocs. (Arrange ly file code, thee 78-1
iipIgbSiCally by project title and/or by Item 25
cooperative group, lastitution, or agency.)

a. Recoroactstatts
up_retv_al -Clearances, deist deljes_wilmfiegim

ect,reporte. ate. to
iTP1esk projects coidietia to fled mew or bettor
ways of collecting, proeeesios, .md reporting
stetiatical data. Records of cooperative projects
also include copies of signed cooPsratiss sAreessst.

trsak files st sod of yeer is which project is
officially completed or discontistv 1. Transfer to
FRC when 3 years u14 sod #ostroy whoa 10 years old.

b. lecon. project progress including
correspondence, reports, decussate, akd
machine-readable media collected and produced for
tests and aoalysis. Also includes copies of
periodic payment sothorisetica to cooperators and/or
receipt notices.

Steak !ilea ennuet/iy. Oast a 1 year otter project
is closed or even of 40 urt r retrieval value.

c. teparno diniEroved zo2ortic
including Peagrourd muesli], correespoedesce,
reports, proposed project statawat, end disapproval.

ciOspo..0%13 064 ttoSe..0 Aoeklm Voll114444 entin
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MHO.

Break files annually. Destroy S years after

disapproval or when ao looser needed for reference,
whichever is sommr.

Tromodinlleve...._ (Arrange
case filaniryfire-node-,tinnsalgally by
subject.) Collections of backgromad material os
ProP4444, sot, or sajor modificatioas of existing
statistical survey programs partsitriss to the
sericulture' economy or commodities, Requests for
sew or sodified surveys does fres sundry public and
private sources including Congress, private
Interest groups, mod cosmuniestions media. NW
surveys or additions and sodifitatioss suet be
cost-justified and be important to a ignificant
properties of the population bofore subsission of
forum/ applicatioas which include public reporting
requirements sad saluted mote, date collectios
processing end reporting drociderea, estimated
costa, justification, and agency
approval/disapproval.

4. AP.MILIA 1144 S4v1.11.1.52.1101.1LASSMILS4121.

Persanent. Steak files at end of year approval for
TiggiaTirloa le greeted.. Transfer to rim when 5
years old. Offer to the Nationel Axchives when
approved survey is discontinued.

b. Dilli:rured_ADLEprertal_s_s:RuirmaLbaflutions.

break films at the tad of the year proposal is
disapproved. Transfer to FRC When S "'wars old er no
longer needed for reference or resubeission,
whichever in Sooner. Deqsa when 15 years old.

c. New Serve a or ScIlmOodificettoos Not
Motet le or 2 rission.

arca files st end of year decision of
unacceptability is reached. Troasfor to TRC when 5
years old. Otorrsx when 15 years old.

NC1-354-
78-1
Item 26

..-..-.-
keto & salow/11.4 a, Oa WAk...41,140.1m.t.al Lbw& 114.14,1

BEST CPPY AVAILABLE

G 4
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50.
NIttftiON 01 MIN

(WITh wawa wow memo mom
a.

26.

27.

mammy RECORDS

List Prose. Records consist of lists of
larallifs, businesses, or other entitles which ars
used to provide a sampling tram for MASS'eurveys.

a. Waster List for each 880. Records consist of a'
listing of individuate, businetses, or other
entities that are constantly apdated by the $80 in
charge of the list. Records ere *abashed ea
megnetic tape or disk"at a centralised location.

Primarily working file; however, a back-up file is
maintained and should be IttLrolle, when superseded
or obsolete.

b. Chanties andtlellasterList.
Recoas consist ofellehanges-anddeletiots to the'
Hester List. Records are saintalded es magnetic

tope or disk at a ceatralised location.

Break files annually. Destney,when 1 year old.

wachaiTaWals record- -Of the Master List.

Destro when no longer neoded for administrative
use. ansfer to /RC is not authorised.

Appyyed Survey Desi . (Acreage by file code, then
siphabetically by survey title and/or commodity.)
Survey specifications, guidance for data collection,
editing and processing, glossary of terms, ample
forms, and information collected into handbooks for
najor surveys. !base handbooks are based on
directives procedures and are used to train survey
and other SSO personnel.

a Master FilsilS211.2;ffl,

Break files annually. Desttoy 5 years after
satisfactory survey coop etion. Forms and other

NC1 - 35 4 -
7 8-1
rltem 27

Istaft tau

1114w tatIsang MOW, le los ntaollita4 N n 10.14.4 NA 11~6 Sortie.
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28.

29.

cospeeest record !tees are tiled asd d'iposed

separately. (See lease 2 and 3 of this schedule.)

b. £11 other handbook copies.

Destroy following eurvey cospletioe cr when no
loe&sr setded for reference.

ArmyraImIg_8aoltio4_. (Arroyo by file cods, NCI -354*
tipi .UTUDhclitIfestapk1481 ores asd year 711-1
date were applied or collected.) Cortespondesce, Item 28
assail or sachise listings, sad frame operettas
decussate relstins sample selecties wIthit specific

survey. Used to ideetify load ores by usage for
agriculture or other purpoess. Also seed tor
atratificaties, apportiesmost, sed oelectioe as/
rotatios of lead ems seed for probability sample
surveys to estimate agricurmrel producties. The

selected sasple survey frasu is rotated sod replaced
st a rate of 202 of the saaple Lend area per year.

Destroy whoa no looser seeded tor adainistrative use.

ODD CLEARANCE 111002.423

!legman.. (Arrange case files by docket number I. C1 -354
**queues.) Records of requests for ODD clearest@ 78-1
approval and OMD decision for issusnes of Item 29
regulatioss, lastructioss, and fortis plsciae
recordkospleg/reportiag burden ou the public. 00
clearances ere aloe seeded for sew or revised
ttetistical survey progress, resumes projects, end
studies which require date to be obtained from the

public. Records Seclude the reqesst trassolecal
fors, supporting decussate &mollies purpose,
justificatioe, estimated costs, public recordkesping

and reportlas required, sod attached regulations,
forma, etc.

Brest ills st tod of year is which COD cleanses
aspires, is cancelled, discostinued, or becoess

obeolets. Destroy wben 7 years old.

Iffta C.Indfiy WOW. es 50 sehathlea to a* nalUvie sal beembe $ mete

c
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Isdes. (Arrange by docket number In sequence.)
Ureit card records of case file requests tor
clearance request retrieval.

bestrot along with case file.

Corr..po Mance. (Arrange by tile code, then
n*.rica1It docket number.) touting
correspoadence records coseerning OMS clearsoce
processing, approval requirements, sod status of
ale. rilOCe requoists.

Break files annually. P..trp2 when 2 years old.

OPIUM HASS MUT ROMANS
MUTING MORN POS NATIONAL SWIM

PASS surveys provide primary camole source data
about specific areas of the tattoo's agriculteral
economy. Sample turvey data are edited,
cooperatively analysed, processed, and eummerised.
The Individuals and busiaesses surveyed voluntarily
provide information about their operations.
Processed primary data plus observation, comments,
and other factors such as weather are statistically
improved to produce estimated mei forecasts. These
relate to lend uee, productiom volume, production
cost versus price received, commodity stocks,
distribution, losses, wlices received farm labor,
and other economic factor'. Surveys are conducted
by:

a. Mailing out questioenaires,

b. Ptreonal and telephone interviews, end

c. Computer-assisted telephoto interviews.

Special surveys may be made only once but most
surveys are periodic. The following describe
briefly a few of the major types of surveys made.

1-U4-
M-1
Item 30

79-1
Item 31

now M whoa f led I. Nattimal Assbh. eob& Uwe& tattle.
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a. The 0% ective pad dorm involves personal
interv ews of Sara operators, plus mosthly
observant's', plant asd relsted measerememte of
randomly selected sample plots. This survey
primarily isoludes corn, cottom, gralm, sorghum,
potatoes, rice, soybeses, sunflowers, sad wheat.
Other trope covered in ledivideal States include*
Michigan - tart cherries: Collieries - grapes,
peaches, almonds, levees, amd Wallitp$ Ploride -
citrus irate; Kentucky tobaccos Mains -
creaborries: New Tut - otiose; K.:Oregon -
filberts. The purpose of the survey is to provide:

1. Counts and meseureneete which are used to
forecast or estimate crop yield per'acre.

2. Covets and weights of tke crop left la the
field or otthard after hsrvest to estimate
harvesting losses per acre.

3. Changes in acreage inteeded for harvest
based on sample fields being plowed up or destroyed
before harvest.

b. The June Enumerative Survey is a probability
survey in that each surveyed laod tract is readomly
selected. The survey is conducted by personal
interview with enueeretor observsties, convects, or
quotes hoe the operator to supplement. It includes
laud use, crop stress.; livestock, members of farms,
and fare labor. Thiel survey peovides bseic data for
published major crop ;1924.tae Oseleatee, as well as

hog and cattle inventailns.

c. The December Zinultl,ftlin Su

probibility eubeemprilicto ;',44

Survey laud tracts. TUIL.

for setting year-esd cattV,
Inventory *embers. 1 etso 11'4-
intonation on intenttca for vl
wheat and rye.

--,EME if f
wes Isumerative
-.ft-idea basic

mckes

Jut stt , :Asa

data

tor

ftwot It el6ole 4.
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d. Tha Agricultural Lebor Survey Is conducted
quarterly by nail and personal interviews with farm
operators or agricultural service firms. It
provides timely data OS wage rates mad estimates
agricultural laborers employed at the State,
regional, and oatlonal level.

e. Intearated Survey hoarse (pit) cashless
eaveral probability survey qmsattoeseires Sato One
survey. These surveys may be emedicted as
frequently se once a. month and are desisted to
reduce the reporting hordes co respoodeate and still
coaect the data needed la a elegy mangier. The
type of survey data collected is dependent om the
state and the urvey date.

f. The IP rues C'ets and Rotuma Sur'', le conducted
annually to ecU mte production expenditures of
fermate by major espendlture categorise. The purvey
also collects cost -of-gtoductloo data for specific
types of farming esterpriees oo a rotating basis.
The survey is a probability interview survey with

samples drawn from lists of large farms or farms
with the enterpriess chosen for that year. Aa area
simple unit is selected to accoUnt for operations
not on the list.

19.D4ART MASS SMUT SCO1C1 DATA

(Arrange by filo code, then alphabetically by survey
title, date and/or assigned proceseing program code
as applicable.)

Survey Data Source Documepte. This includes
questiunnaires coopleted by Interviewers,
landowsers, farm/ranch operators, producers,
processors, or agribusiness operators. Also
included are sample count reporting fortes and
comments, and recordings for cosputer -assisted
telephoss Interviews (CATI).

s. Crops Price SuPport louseet Source Documents.
Documeots with OMB spproval nunber 0333-0003. Crops

NCI-354.-
75-1
Item 32

row H h /4.141/ N. sebn064 I. 11.1100.41Antl/e. sa Siewai /HOS/

6f11)
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33.

subject to deficiency or other Federal price support

payaents sad program adminietraties includes feed
grains, wheat, rice, and cottea, or others.

Steak files at *84 of each survey year. Destroy, 3

years after complete prisery source date are
verified as satisfactory sad complete. 111012s

Times doctorate are subject to CAO &edit.

b. All Other Sours' Decussate.

Destro, 30 days after primary data summary is
verified as complete sad satisfactory. The
Statiaticiam -la -Charge or Breach Odef has the
optic's of retaining source decussate longer thee the
shims designated if seeded for oditimg the east
succeeding survey or for other anticipated future
seeds. Nowever, sech such deeisies must be weighed
individually and tbe retained decussate destroyed as

044e & the seed is met.

Wits All other input sed intermediate
sechine -processing records ere covered by CRS 20,
Part II, Items 3-12. (See the MASS rile.
Meintenence/Dispositios Medal sed the $SO Piles
Maisteaance/Dispositioe Manuel for complete
dispositioe instructions.)

Source Mese data are
for For most

of the autesated ystems, the final, edited data
file is referred to as the "edited raw date !spat"
for summary programs.

Mb Tech surveying office soy select the record
media it prefers for its records files. All other
media decussating the ease date ere to be disposed
as sees as immediate program requirseents ars
satisfactorily cosplete.

a. 'tic, SuPoort Payouts Date, Cospiled primary
date which include prices received for erope subject

C1-354-
11-1

tem 33

few **the, kelwilag m4gia4 loo b. seionlft be 1* Molea4 &din* owl MOM* I ro.lo
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to Federal deficiency Or other price support
payments, sod records pertainlog to program
adeint loa.

freak files at old of each survey year. Dispose of
the preferred record media 3 yeers otter
satisfactory completive of survey dote summary for
crepe subject to deficleacy or other Federal
payments. MOTIt These retort% maybe subject to
GAD sudit.

b. Source Dispose of

the per-M.record-sedia-14monthsater
satisfactory completios of'tbs survey data ememary.
The Statistician-is-Charge of the urveying office
may selectively authorise delayed destructies of the
records for a particular survey if the quality of
future, similar survey may be jeopardised. Sommer,
each such decisios must be weighed individually asd
the retained records destroyed as soros as the seed
is met.

34. Survey Vorkins Paper.. Records include tabeletioce,
forms, old lists used to edit, correlate, process,
compile, sod trey sit primary 'puree date. Aiso,

% includes routime pollinates and reports whizb

relate to ourvey data collection cud which may
supply or request more information than is included
on survey fore's.

a. Surveys Related to Price Support Payments.
Pepeatir surveys iscludirm prices-received Sete
for crops subject to Federal deficiesey or other
price support pelmets, and records pertaining to
program edainistraties.

freak files at ow of each surve3 year. Tiestrov 3

years after setiefectory verifitition of survey date
summary. Milt These records auy be subject to
GAO Audit.

b. All Other Survey Workina Pipers.

NC1-354-
7 11-1

Item 34

9.0144 *AM effilleet le N tabmifte N IS. WNW Antirts saml tow& wk.

6 71
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35.

Destro upon estiefectory vorificatioa of irway
eta sureties. Iteasfer to PSC le sot authorised.

SORVII DATA MARY RP. 'IDS

Survey date ammeries reflect summerised raw waver
data by pogrephical area or strata. Althewgh
summarise enerally serve as the heals to aggregate
survey indicatioes, they are s_21 the official record
of the survey indications. Survey glamorise,
include State, pogrephic, or %Mosel computation
sheets and listings, rheas. slips, sat letoreediate
coeputatlee sheets.

WASS Neadquartere Survey Summery Records. (Arrange
by Elle code, that alphabetically by survey title,
coemodity, and/or geographical area.) lianual,
printed, microfiche, s magnetic media
sachine-readablo records of suemarlsed survey dots.

a. Annual Surve e. break tiles annually. Destro
the pr.f.rr.d record media when 7 years old or ihii
final ftriculture Census review is satisfactorily
coepleted, whichever Is sooner.

b. Periodic Surveys Conducted biannually or Lass'

break files annually. Destroy 2 years ofter
satisfactory updating of data on the sect survey.

r. Ono -21so Surveys and Special Studies.

I. Paper copy.

Permanent. Offer to the National Archives whom data
WriTrio further value for reference.

2. Nachine-reedable records.

Destro/ after subeequent data files that coots!.
3M-Til date have been created and proven
satisfactory.

NCI-354-
711-1
Item 33

ha, implo,laslease ..10.4 No be sehaeiWoll to e. NolioNNI ANNIN ood Smile NerN.8

5.-914 0 90 22
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36. SSO Survey Smeary Besords. (Image by file MCI -354 -
code.) Manual, Printed, microfiche, or genetic 7S -1
nte 'whin-readable records of summarized survey Item 36
data.

a. Annual COPerative Surveys.

Break files ansually. Destroy, the preferred record
eedie when 7 years old or nes Sisal Agriculture
Canes review is satisfactorily cosplated, whichever
is 44080C.

.b. Pjfito srve Coodusted

Biannual y or less OCCOO.

Break files annually. teqtroy 2 years after
satisfactory couplet!** of tic.: sent survey that
updates the data.

c. Periodic State-1,0'speed Surveys Conducted
Biannually or L444 Ogres.

Break files annually. Dawn eccording to State
regulating or requireeents. If so State
regulation exist, destroy as for periodic
cooperative lurvey suenries. (Item SO. b.)

d. On-Tin State Cooperative Surveys aod Special
Studies.

Destroy when of so further reference value to filing
offic. or when IS years old, whichever is sooner.

4. One-/Ise State-Sponsored Sarni's.

Offer to State Archives when so longer of further
value for reference. Transfer to PIC is not
authorised.

Wilt SASS headquarters and SSO's dispose of ell
other media document* then survey smeary data
after satisfactory nrificetion of the preferree
media summary recori.

hes leelm. Wisely aleleek, M I. seeneMod le we &Mew& &miaow NW Poem* &Mei
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37. Survey Comments and Recommendations. (Arrange by
file code, then alphabetically by survey title
and/or geographical area.) Manual, printed, typed,
microfiche, or magoetic media machine-readable
records of Headquarters and/or the !ISO's. These are
comments, observatiooa, or recommendations which
explain aod/or affect statistical review end
adjustseet of survey indicatioes or summarised data.

Break files annually. Destro along with the survey
data summaries to which they apply when 7 years old
or when final Agriculture Census review is

satisfactorily cosplote, whichever is s000er.

SURVET ESTIMAXIS =MODS

Slectronic records will be tressferred Is
accordance with the provislose of 36 Ult 1226.166.
Docemestatioe pertaining to elettratic rtcords
scheduled for transfer to the Notional Archives is
permanent and ferried with related eloctronic
records.

3$. MASS Meadow: rrrrr Official Crop Estimates Seta
Sale. The survey estimates reconti are published
milal estimates of comodities adopted by the
Agricultural Statistics Board. The data base
provides a reliable source of official crop
estimates for the agency and other information
users. It supports publication of monthly Crop
Production and Annual Crop Summary releases by the
Agricultural Statistics bard.

a. Magnetic mile machine-readable records of
official crop estimates based on data provided by
SSO's. The major data elements by crop include:
Acres planted, harvested, and yield per acre,
production, and stocks (on hand). Monthly soles and
disposition are estioated for selected crops.

Permanent. irnak file st S-year intervals to
Z;Tiiiiii-With the Agriculture Census. Transfer to

MCl-354-
76-1
Item 37

NCI-354-
78-1
Item 38

her soola,lastraso aaolool, le le telisaltsd be Nelkrwl 'Whim ord Oracle enIs*
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39.

NARA Machise-Readeble Archives after final cosus
review is coepleted.

b. Normal end Ilialzprinted records of official
crop estimates 114tisinii7lik-irire mot
available in mlehAsewrsadable form. Includes all
types of crops such as grades, other field crops,
nuts, peanuts, fibers, fruits, vegetables, flowers,
and foliage plants. Records leclude Agricultural
Statiati(.., Board statistical forecasts and estlintss
based on summarised survey isdications and analysis,
comments, and recoamendations.

break files annually at es4 of each crop year.
Detroy when so longer seeded for administrative
use. Transfer to FRC is not authorised.

N.41=4Ef_Wf112/1.6.3/4+=331114_111kaSelbeckealt
(Kegs beflOWIfefe 11,10 f 011 moral

Statisticskerd ststistical stimats sad cosmoses
for the 0.S., based os primsry statistical survey
data collected froe millers, warehouses, aid
processors. Nay also be bawl on conputatioas for.
certain products. Primary data are collected
monthly by SASS Headquarters. These records support
the information network for the agency, other
intonation users, and publication of a monthly
estimates release.

a. Magnetic media machine-readable records of
official peanut stock end processing estimates for
the U.S.

Break files annually. Destroy when no longer seeded
for edninistrative use. Transfer to /RC is not
authorised.

b. Manual end machine-printed records of official
peanut stocks and processing estimates, which are
not available in machioe- readable form. Records
include forecasts and satinets@ based os summarised
survy indications and analysis, commute, and
recossendatione.

oar

Cl-354-
75-1
Item 39

KIM MVO

WOW. is be esbebibeel ee Me 1444.4 &Maw tail few& emotes
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40.

41.

Break files annually. Destroy when no looser seeded
for administrative use. Transfer to rac is not
authorised.

MASS Neadsua rrrrr Official Crop Estimates by
CooLait. (Astons by'ille code then alphabetically
Ii7Eiip and/or geographical location asd crop
year.) These records provide a reliable source of
official crop estimates and indications at the
county level for statisticians and other information
MOM
a. !lunatic media machine-readable records of
official crop estinates at the CiiiiiirWrI177 The
majordsta elements isclude commodity (crop), acres
plantol, urea harvested, yield per acre, and total
production for specific county.

Permanent. Draak files at -year intervals to
7.7110U--With the Agricultural Census. Transfer to
the National Archives after the final census review
is cospleted.

b. Manual and machine-printed records of official
county estimates of crops and other agricultural
elements, which are not available is
machlas -readable form. Includes statistical
forecasts tad estimates based on survey indications
and analysis, coolants, and recoemeadatioss. Data
consist of processed aggregates of prinary
statistical survey data summarised fete ISO surveys
of farmers.

NOTSs These files are maintainad by tho $W's.

Steak files annually at end of crop year. Destroy,

when no longer needed for administrative use.
Transfer to PIC is sot authorised.

MASS Headquarters Official IlltiO4tOS of Fertiliser.
-(Arrange by file code, then alphabetically by title
aad/or geosrephical location and year.) Sources of

NCI-354-
711-1

Itsla 41

WC1-354-
7S-1
Item 42

tn. wielook 40. 1at1 to Do sok/1MM 4041W loaa1 Ay/Wm 01111.o4s Iffy let
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42.

primary statistical survey date are manufacturers
aad State Control Officials. SSO's collect sod
summarize data which are input to Headquarters'
records to support sonthly and annual summary
relealas. Headquarters consolidated estimates data
provide a reliable source of fertilizer statistics
by State.

a. Maanetie Nadia sachina-roadsbls records of
official estimates of cosserciel fertilizer
rammed.

Break file aosually. Destroy when so louger seeded
for odeloistrstive use. transfer to FRC Is mot
authorized.

b. Itsteualandchinsadrecords ofcooriiiiirs. which ere
not available in machise-readabla form. Includes
summarized primary eurvily data, and statistical
estimates from SSO'a.

Break files annually. Destroy whin no looser needed
tor administrative sae. Transfer to FRC la not
authorized.

HASS Headquarters Official Dairy Tatisates.
(Arranse by file code, thee alphabetically by title
aod/or geographical ores sad survey year.) Mese
records serve as chi source for monthly, quarterly,
and annual releases; agency review; and comparative
data for MASS and other isforaatios users.

e. Annual Relaaso of Dairy Fatimates.

Iscord copies of the printed versios are scheduled
in items 15 and 17 ot this schedule. Destroy when
no longer needed for edainistrative usa.

b. Magnatic Nadia eachlee -readable rscords of
official deity statf.ticat survey estimates provided
by SSO surveys. The sajor deta elements include the

Item 43

C. notes, 1.81.814 f .4.1841. 8.1.8111,0 $8 law %Awl &Alva. sal eserdo fo.4.
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43.

number of milk cows, milk production, disposition,
and income At State end U.S. levels.

Perusuent. Steak file in 5-year int6rvale to
7iiiiig-with the Agriculture Census. Transfer to
NARA Machina-Readable Archives after the final
census review is completed.

C. Mental er machiss-pristed records of official
dairy estimates, which are mot available in
machine-readable fors. Imaludes official
statistical stimates based on purvey indications
asd analysis, casuists, and recommemdatiees. Rey
also be based in part ou manufacturer asd processor
surveys or computations for certain commodities,
products, or other agricultural lecvnts. Data
consist of processed, aggregated primary data
summerised fres SRO- or Headquarters-conducted
surveys of fareers/producera.

Steak files at end of each survey year. Destroy,

when Do longer needed for administrative use.
Transfer to /IC Is sot authorised.

MASS Headquarters Official Estimates of Manufactured.

Dairy. Products. (Arrange by file code, then
alphabetically by title and/or geographical area.)
The official estimates fIle provides the historic
easter record and ability to create camera-copy
listings of U.S. totals by month and total
Production of liaise products by south and by State.
Primary statistical survey data are collected from
dairy assufacturing plants, then processed and
@unmerited by SSO's. Input to Kfadquartere is
reviewed, ed:ted, sod processed tor published
monthly releases and aseual suumary release.

s. Annual Summary Release of Masufactured Dairy
Products.

Record copies of the printed version are scheduled
in items 16 and 17 of this eche& le. Destroy when

no looser needed for adninistrative use.

rapitr__
mu

NC1-354-
70-1
Item 44
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44.

b. Magnetic media machies -readable records of
official estinstes of produotioo, utilization, sod
prices of sanufecturod dairy products. major
products lacludos cheeees, butter, dry milk, canned
milk, clew, sad frosem products. Major data
lowel'. recorded ores commodity Is4 State, 'outlay
mad av...1 totals, number of planer, and
coolidential cods.

Pernoneat. Break file st d-year intervals to
conTairwith the Agriculture Census. Transfer to
MASA Machine -Readable Archives after the flat
census revie, is completed.

c. Manual or machine -priated records of official
e stimates of nanufectured dairy products production,
utilisatios, and prices of milk mad for
soeufecturing, which are sot available in
machine -reodeble fors. Data include official
tatistical estimates based oil survey indications
soA analysis, comments, end recommendotioes. May
also be Mead la part on cooputatioas for certain
related coamodities, produLts, or agribusiness
ecosomic elements.

B reak files annually. Destro when no longer waded
for administrative use. rangier Co PIC is not
authorised.

MVLACtILEMLUMJIMAIILJWIXJDU@25' 211 C1-354-
-biates.(41rrswiebyfilecodetboll 78-1
iljhabeiLcally by title and/or geographicel ores./ Item 45
The U.S. primary statistical survey data are
collected from producers by SSO's, then 'focused,
ummarisel, end input to Mitadquarters. Summary data
are revieved, edited, processed, sad summaricod for
tbo U.S. These records support the information
network and published monthly releases.

a. Monthly Salaam's of OfficisiDelry Production
Estimates,

hog Now wo.s..t mow+. l00 obbrix.S so So 11.141.A mul
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45.

Record copies of the printed version are scheduled
in items 16 and 17 of this schedule. Destroy, when

no looser needed for administrative uee.

b. Magnetic sidle machine-readable records of
official estimates of milk productios and price per
hundred waliht by States and for the U.S. Major

data elements include:

1. Mosthly *umber of milk cows.

2. Milk production per cow.

3. Total milk production for States.

Perleanent. freak file at 5-year intervals to
eiaWarreith the Agriculture Census. Transfer to
NARA Machina-Readable Archives after final census

review is completed.

c. Manual or machine printed -recorde of official
milk FaUction end price estimate. by States and .

for the U.S., which are not available in
machine-readable form. Data isclude official
statistical estimate. based on survey indlcatioms

and analysis, coomesta and recommeidatlfts. May
also be based in part os computations for certain
related products or asribusisess *camels elements.

Ireak files annually. Destroy when so loftier seeded

for admioistrative use. Transfer to FRC is sot
authorised.

MASS Mea4qu.rt.rs Official Estimates of Meat Aural.
oduct1ea. (Arrecie y

nisa4ds-thenalPtabeticalaybytitle and/or
geographical area.) Official estimates are based on
farmer/producer surveys which are processed mid
summarised by SSW. or by Moadqua for the U.S.
May also be based in part on computation. for
certain c0000dities, products, or airibusiness

economic elements. These records support the

I.
ACTION IMO,

CI-351-

I tem 16
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Informatios network, published monthly end annual

summary releases, and day-to-day reference by XAB$
and other intonation users.

a. listsetleentletdetWasItiltof
amd sheer

production, supply, dispositios, s:d income (1,70 to
date). Major date @lemons includes

1. Cattle, bog, or sheep begisaiss laventory,

births, Iushipments, marketings, farm slaughter, and
deaths.

2. Productios and marketing. In pomade,
annual average price, veins of production, cosh
receipts, value of home consumption, Nod Bross
income.

humanent. Break file at S-yesr laterals te
loigali-vith the Agriculture Ceusus. Traosfer to
MARA Machime -Readable Aschives after flail census
review is completed.

b. Minuet or "'chime rioted records of official
estimates of cattle, hos, and heap productios,
supply, dispositioa, asd income, which IIICO not
available in machine-readable fors. Major date
aliments includel

1. Meat animal inventory, births,
in/shipments, marketing, farm slaughter, asd deaths.

2. Production and marketing's in pounds,
annual average price, value of production, cash
receipts, velum of home coosumption, and gross

Break files anausllY. pestrof when so longer needed
for administrative use. Transfer to rim is not
authorised.

how feel" WIIaase afolsel, 1.11, whealtied I. I. Motheal &Mow owl Ilmells !wive
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47.

MASS Headquarters Cattle and Calves Dots Mee
yetee. (arranse by file code, tbes slphsbetically
ly title and/or geogrsphical ares asd survey year.)
SSO's collect prinary survey data from
fsrmers/producerer then process, summarise, sod

input to Beadquarters via setwork. Pile contains

official estimates supporting published semi-annual

releases.

a. Magnetic madla machine -rlsdeble nage@ of
olficial cattle inventory estimates (1970 to dete).

Major data elegant@ !wieder

1. 411 cattle, all cows, beef cows, silk
cows, tulle over 500 pounds, ell heifers wet 500
pounds, sod calves under 500 pounds.

2. Calf crop and operations with cattle.

Permanent. Break filo at 5-year intervals to
NUM-awith the Agriculture Census. Transfer to
NARA Machine-Readable Archives after final census
r4.4011 is completed.

b. Manual or sachin_pe-rintadacm_is of ofricial
cattlie-TOWOINTiiiimates, which art not available

in mschiom -readable form. Dots include inventories
of $11 cattle, cows, bulls, heifers, steers, and
calves. Aleo !schrift@ the official statistical
estisates and forecasts based oa survey isdicstions
and asalysis, comments, and recommendations.

Steak files annually. Destru when so longer seeded
for administrative use:--ffionfer to PIC is sot

dutborieed.

NUS Mandquartera Cattle -oo -Peed Data lase S stem.

(Arrange by file code, then alphabetically by title
sod/or geseraphical area.) Official estimates are
besed on farme.:/feeder surveys processed by SSW@

and @memorised. These records support the
inforsation eerwork and published monthly and
quarterly estimstes releases.

NC1- 3 5
7S-I
Item 4/

C1-354-
I-1
tem 40

row 0444,1441.41.1 .041..1, 4 i. .....111.1 4 $ka 10114.1 al @MIMI mad 4411.14414

Gs

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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48.

a. Mqnetic ms machine-readable records ofof ficrife---ose (1968 to
date). Major data elegant@ lneludel

1. Cattle on feed by date, placements,
marketings, and other disappearance.

2. Steers by five weight groups, heifers by
four weight groups, cows aid others.

Pareauent. Stash file et 5-year !stomas to
747Earytth tbe Agriculture Census. Transfer to
NARA Machine-Readable Archives after final census
review is completed.

b. Manuel or machine printed records of official

cettle on feed setluatei-hy States sot available in
machine-readable fors, includes

1. Cattle on feed by date, placeeents,
marketinge, end other disappearance.

2. Steers by five weight groups, heifers by
four weight groups, cows and others.

Steak files annually. Destro- when to longer needed
for ada.oistrative use. tranefer to FRC le not
authorised.

MASS Headquarters Mos_and fts:Data Rase System.
(Ar-loge by file code, then alphabetically by title
andfor geosraphical area sad germ year.) SSO's
collect primary survey dots from farmers/producers;
then process, summaries and input to Readquerters
via network.

a. agnetic media machine-readable records of
official hog end pig estimates. Vile contains
official estimates supporting published reports
(1969 to date). Major dote dissents includes

NC1-354-
76-1
Item 49

rim ft, yiy., km sy by gmber0044 tIm NoItoei anhly sod 111..a. fk.vlat
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1. Investory of all hogs, breeding bogs, aad

market hogs.

2. Estimates for quarterly sow forrowings,
pig crops, and intestioos to farrow.

3. ihe somber of hog operatioss (1970 to

date).

Permanent. Break file at 5year intervals to
aTialirwith thm Agriculture Census. Transfer to
NARA Machias -Readable Archives aiter fisal team
review is completed.

b. Kanadins.riuttdreuslorseora of official
hog saifiitaverysod productioa astimates,which
ere sot available os magnetic media.

Break files annually. Destro w 41 so looser media
for adoinistretive use. Trasafer to PIC is sot

authorised.

49. Mised.ASSILivekrroducts
rt--f-a"i(1r-Isebyfilecode.thesIIAMITeally by title and/or geographical arse and
survey year.) Major data are collected directly
fros eleughtek plants through the combined
cooperation of the Agricultural Marketiag Service,
Food Safety all Inspectioo Service, avid the
Agricultural Statistics Board, MASS.

m. Magnetic media anchine -readable recorda of
official livestock slaughter estimates (197i to
date). Major date lements include head kill, liam
weight, dressed weight, aid red meat productioc by
species sod class for hogs (pork), cattle (beef and
veal), sed sheep (suttee sod lamb).

Permanent. Break file at 5-year intervals to
colialreith the Agriculture Census. Transfer to
MARA Machine -Readable Archives after final census
review is cospleted.

MC1-354-
70-1
Item 50

Vow onnIno, loolsollano Mika, to be oabalttoil to No llotionel on& 11oo10 looelno
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b. Menual_or machingylinted records of official
livestock slaughter estinstes, width ere not
avillable in machine.Teadeble form. Dela include
officisl statistical 'abates based cm survey
indicatioss and analysis, comments, and
recommendatioas. May also be based la part on
computation for certain commodities, products, or
agribusisesa economic elements. Data c Islet of

processed, aggregate primery data summarised by
$110's or fro, Deadquarterovonductod Reload
surveys of slaughter plants or other agency
reports. The major data elements locluda head kill,
live weight, dressed weight, and red scat production
by species sod close for bogs (pork), cattle (beef
sod veal), and sheep.(mutton and lamb).

Break files annually. Destro when no longer needed
tor edministrative u.e.Tran.ter to FRC is not
authorised.

50. LIAJJ61_11_1_121tUl._ftUjOLAuarerair
iiiiiiiip. Arrenge ilia code, t
alphsbetically by title end/or geographical area end
survey year.) Primary survey data collected from .

farmers, ranchers, and producers are edited,
processed, and sumearised by SSO's and input to
Headquarters vie network. Thees records support the
inforsation network and a published annual sumsery.

a. Annual Srmaary of Wool and Mohair Estimates.
Major data eleNntS imcludet

1. Number of sheep and goats shorn.

2. Volume of wool And mohair production.

3. Price received by sheep growers and nohair
prices receivrd by growers is Tense.

Record copies of the printed version are scheduled.
It item* 16 sod 17 of thie schedule. DeAtroy when
no loaner needed for administrative use.

a
%VI

NC1-354-
78-1
Item 51
Item 54

actrwas
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b. lackgrouo4 or workitiopere. Beta include

statistical estisates ad forecasts for wool end
110helf estimates based on survey indications and

analysis, comments, and recommendations.

Break files annually. Deetrot when no longer nestad

for administrative use. sAlfilt to PRC is not

uthorised.

MASS Headquarters Official ShasR an4 Coats Inventory

Estimates. (Arrange by file code, tbes
lphabetically by title ao4/or geographical 411M4 end

survey year.) Primary survey date collected from
farmers, ranchers, mud producers are edited,
processed, and summarised by SSO's end input to
Headquarters via network. These records support the

information network and published annual report.

a. Annual Summary of Sheep and Goats Inventory.
Major data elements include:

1. All sheep and lamb inventory, value per
head, and stock sheep inventory by class.

2. Sheep mud lambs on feed inventory.

3. Annual bulb births, and new crop Liebe.

4. Operations with sheep.

5. Co.it inventory and value for Texas.

Record copies of the printed version are scheduled
in items 16 and 17 of this schedule. Destroywhen
no longer needed for administrative use.

b. Background or workikl papers. Data include
statistical estimates and forecasts for sheep and
goat inventories based on survey indications and
analysis, memento, and recommendations.

NCI-354-
76-1
Item 52
Item 53
Item 54

:to lorhmilso *Waal. NI b. ealm114.41 I. 5 Notts.! &Alm sad Mem% gaud*.
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Brook files annually. Destroy Aso no tosser needed
for administrative sae. Transfsr SolDlC is not
authorised.

MASS Needtuerters Official Mink production NM-354-
[4084am Data Include the meet of volts 78-1
prorar price sod value, ember of pelts producod Item 55
by sajor color classes by State for major stets§ end
the U.S., and tbs somber of females bred for the
nest season. Rouords support the animal publication.

a. Annual Mink Production Estimate.

Record copies of tbe printed verelos aro scheduled
la Item 16 end 17 of this schedule. Destroy lobes
no loner needed for administrative use.

b. Dackeyound or workial,peoers. Dots include
statistical satisfies§ sod Earnests for official
sink production estimates based on survey
Indications and analysis, consents, aid
recommendetions.

Break files annually. Destro shoo so longer needed
for adainistretive use. Yrmn.fsr to PIC is not
authorised.

MASS Msadouarters Official Now Production NCI -354 -

Istisates. Ibis. rocords support the inforsation 70-1
network end published manual summary. Item 56

a. Annual Summax2_02 Money Production. Date
Inclurir

I. Number of bes colonies.

2. Volume of beeves: produced.

3. Money production volume, stocks, end
prices.

rim Hoke, 01.1010e hi tebolood 4. i 111.1464 &Wu. 04 saw& keyke
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Record copied of the printed version are scheduled
im items 16 and 17 of this ecebdule. Destroy, when
no lonaer needed for adsinistratIve use.

h. Maenttic media sachine -readable records.

Yermam_nt. Break file st S-year imtervels to
TiliaU--With the Agriculture Census. Transfer to
MARA Machins-Readeble Archives after final coleus
review is cospleted.

c. Sackground or workina,papers. Data include
statistical satinets@ end forecasts for official
honey production estiaatea based ow survey
lodications and analysis, comments, and
recommendations.

Break files annually. 21.112z when no looser needed
for admimistratfAi use. Transfer to IBC is not
authorised.

Cl -354 -Arrallionaliticay by title 76-1
aod/or geographicol area.) Official estimates are Item 57
based on primary survey data collected by SSO'a from
producers and hatcheries ao4 summarised for imput to
NeodquArters via network. These records support the
information network and published monthly and annual
summary releases.

a. Magnetic medic machine -resdable records of
officiol poultry production, disposition, end income
estimates by States and the U.S. Major date
elements include:

1. Inventories of poultry by class and value,
chickens sold, value of productioa of broilers,
eggs, and hatchings.

2. Monthly production of eggs end number of
bens and pullett of laying age. Monthly hatchings
by hatcheries.

Pap
of-AA-pops

to
ACM& TAM
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Permanent. Break file at 5-year'istervele to
colacide with the Agricilture ammo. Treader to
MARA Machine-Readable Archives after flail census
review is cospleted.

b. Manual or madden-printed records of official
poultry produetios, dispoeities, sad image
e stimates by States med the U.S., which are set
vailable is machise -readable form. Iscludes
official statiOtical forecasts sad estimetem lmsed
os survey Medications did dialysis, comments, sad

recoeseidatioss. Hey also be bawl or data reported
by other avulse and is part on competences for

la comeodities, products, or egribusisses
sconosic elesests. Official sodium are based on
primary survey data collected by !ISO's, or
natiosally by Headquarters, aid summarised. Data

includes

1. Inventories of poultry by class and value,
disposition, income, value of broilers, chickens,
e ggs, dud hatchingo.

2. Eggs, broilers, and turkeys.

ask files annually. Destroy when do longer needed
for administrative use. --17ansfer to tic to not

authorised.

MASS Headquarters Official Federally Inspected

Poultry Slaughter Ratisates. (Arrange by file code,

then alphabetically by title sod/or geographical
area.) Official estimates are lased om the Food

Safety ad Inspection Service (FSIS) Federal
Inspectios reports. May also be based la part on
other agency reports, coaputatiees of certain
products, or egribusiness ecosomics easiest.. These
records support the information network and
published monthly releases and annual summaries and

releases.

MC1-354-
79-1
Item 58

feu togto, odeool, bo seboolttoll 10 0.11.44.01Asehlwoo end lloosoo Norte*
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. Annual Suamary of Federally Inspected Poultry
Sls hter Redlines.

Permanent. Steak files at 5-year intervals to
coincide with the Asricalturs reissue. Transfer to
NARA when the final census review is completed.

b. Manual or machles-pristed records of official
Federally inspected poultry slaughter estimates for
selected States asd the U.S., which are sot
available la Nimblest-readable form. Includes
official stotisticel estimates of number of heed mid
live weight pounds of poultry slaughtered and aumber
of pounds used in processing, cut-up, asd packaged
under Federal inupection. Data ems based on PSIS
Federal Inspectors' reports. May also be baeed in
part on other agency reports, computations for
certain products, or agribusiness economic
elesents.

Steak files annually. Destroy when no longer needed
for administrative use. Transfer to PIC is not
authorised.

MASS Nesdguarters Official Egg Products Production
Under federal Ins1.ectton Estimates. (Arrange by
rise code, then aipn.betically by title/or
geographical area.) Official estisates ere based on
PSIS Federal Inspection reports. May also be based
in part os other agency reports, computatioss of
(411.:4n commodities, products, or agribusiness
economic elements. These records support the
Information network, published sonthly releases, aod
annual summary releases.

a. Megnetic media machine-readable records of
official estimates of egg products produced under
Federal inspection. Major data elements includes

1. Number of eggs broken at processing plants.

NC1-354-
78-1
Item 59

n 10014441.4* Ibisehatlefed Se ib 'WNW Anblim sea .5.
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2. Volume of liquid, frog's, and dried sgs
products produced under Federal inspection.

Record copies of the printed versios are scheduled
in item 11.54 17 of this schedule. Destroy when
so looser seeded for administrative use.

b. i&osaloreechleist.._orde of official
e stimitii-OriMii-Ohmati-iiidiiid-iiier federal
Inspection, shich are 114t available la
malaise-readable form. Data ars bmisd on PSIS
federal Inspectors' reports. May &Inv be based in
part on other agency reports, computatioes for
certain products, or agribusisess eccemalc
e lements. Includes offiCial atatistical estinates
of:

1. Number of egga broken.

2. Volume of liquid, frosen, and dried
products produced wader Federal inspectioa.

Steak files annually. Destroy when so longer needed
for adainistrative use. Transfer to FRC is not
authorised.

MASS Neadkuarters Official Cold Stone! Commodities
Volume Estimates. (Arrange by file cods, thee
ilphateticelly by title and/or geographical arse.)
Data consist of official estimates and forecasts
booed on survey data collected free refrigerated
warehouses ty SSO's or Headquarters. Primary data
e re edited, processed, and suemerilged for regions
and ths U.S. These records support the information
network and published monthly releases and annual
summaries.

a. Magnetic media machine-readable records of
official solutes of commodity volumes is cold
storage by region and for ths U.S. Major data
elements record the total pounds of seats, dairy
products, poultry, egg products, fruit end fruit
products, and vegetables in refrigerated storage.

NC1-354-
70-1
Item 60

f. sladbm oftisolAs b iuu5. Nobtiaaai &OA., so& 1.4, 5on4
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58.

Permanent. Break file at 5-year intervals to
iiiiiccrirwith the Asriculture Census. Transfer to
KARA Machine-Readable Archives after final census
review is completed.

b. Manual or mashies -printed records of official
stimates of commodity volumes is cold storage by
regiou end for tbo U.S., which are est available in
machine-readable fors. Seta Laclede the total
pounds om bead of major commodities in refrigerated
storage at Om sad of each mouth. Official
estimstes and forecasts are based ea survey
indications sad analysis, comment", sad
recommoodations collected from refrigerated
warehouse by $SO's or Neadquerters. Primary date
e re edited, processed, and summarised for each
region and the U.S.

break files annually. Destroy when no longer seeded

for administrative use. transfer to FRC is not
authorised.

MASS Headquarters Official Algricultural Prices Paid
e nd tars Labor tetlastes. (Arrange by file code,
then alphabetically by title sod/or geographical
area.) Official stimates ars based on priaary
survey data collected by SSO's from faras sad
agribusioesses, which sre then summarised and
subeitted to Meadquarters. These records support
the information network of the agricultural
statistics program which includes indices. Data ere
published is monthly or quarterly releases sad an
annual summary by States, regions, sod the U. S.

Manual or machinelrinted records which are sot
available in machine-readable form. Data summaries
e nd supporting documents for official estimates are
based on survey sod supporting data provided by the

$SO's. Primary 'cures date are edited, processed,
e nd summaries are input to leadq for further

processing. Estimates may also be based in part on
other agency reports and/or privets data sources.

NC1-354-
76-1
Item 61

Pep
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MUM TOR AUTHORITY TO DIST= OT RIZORDIIContinuaMon Shoot

59.

tocawnal OF 11111
onni iraum Duties *mew tam 4ugge MOM MOM

Major data elements loclodet

1. Prices paid by farmers for farm production
goods and services and associated price indeses.

2. Number of farm workers and wage rates.

Break files annually. Rec.,rd copies of tbe printed
version are scheduled in ices* 16 and 17 of this .

schedule. Destroy when no longer needed for
administrative use.

MASS Headquarters Official Fars Costs snd Returns
Data. (Arrange by file code, than alphebetically by
Elle and by major classifiers.) Official estimates
are based om primary survey data collected by SSO's
from agricultural enterprises, which are then
sumparised and subeitted to Headquarters. These
records support the information network of the
agricultural statistics program. Data are published
annually by geographic regions and economic claSs of
fere.

Manuel or machine-printed records of official fare
costs sid returns data, which are not available in
machine-resdable form. Dots summaries and
supportins documents for official estimates are
based on surveys mod supporting date provided by the
SSO's. Primary Aurvey data are edited, processed,
and SUOSAILiOS WA input to Headquarters for further
processins. Major data eleeents includes

1. Detailed expenditures for farm production
goods and services.

2. Selected data on types or quantities of
items purchased.

Break file at the end of the calendar year. Record
copies of the printed version are 'scheduled in items
16 end 17 of this schedule. Destroy when no longer
needed for administrative use.
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60.
itividVt-ranienirranisbYtilecodethen
alphabetically by title aed/orgeographicel ares.)
Survey data ars supplemested by data from other
sovernment agencies end/or private data sources.
These records support the informatiom Network sod
the published moethly releeees sod annual summary
releases. Official estimates are baeed on
SSO-comducted surveys of:

1. Suyers and processors of aericultural

comeodities.

2. tamers, ranchers, and producers of
agricultural comeodities.

a. Magnetic media machine -readable records of
officiel estimates of prices received by farmers for
States asd the U.S. Major data elements include:

1. Monthly sod season average pricee received
by farmers for agricultural commodities by States
and for U.S.

2. Inderes of agricultural commodity prices.

Permanent Steak file at the eed of the calendar
Yiii7-igansfer. to KARA Mechine -Readable Archives
after publication of annual SUMMary. Delta reference

files In manual, printed, microfiche, or duplicate
sagnetic eedia say bi retained to meet continuing
agency needs.

b. Manuel end eschine -printed records which are

n ot aveilable in whine-readable fore.. Data
sumesries and supporting dorm:este for official
e stimates are based oe surveys coeducted by SSO's.
Primary survey data ere edited, processed, and
summarise ars input to Headquarters for further
processing. Estimates may also be based in part on
other agency reports and/or other data eources.

NM-354-
71-1
Item 62
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MUTAT TOR AUTHORITY TO DISPOSE or RECORDSContistuallon SUM

61.

& MINTON of NEN
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Steak files minimally. Destroy when so lesser seeded

for administrative use. Treosfer to FRC is sot

uthorised.

$SO iptimatos Records. (Arrange by file code, rhea VC1 -354 -
alphabetically by survey title aad/or commodity.) 71-1

Item 63
A Printed, microfiche, or sernee media

::::ge-readable records of lefties, estimates and
forecasts based oe summerised survey data asd
isitial computatIosa sad the officially issued

figures. Records cover est% eurvey cosdected by the

SSO.

a. Cooperative Federal-State Surveys.

freak files annually et eel of year is which survey
cycle is completed, whether aseually, bteesually, or
less frequently perforsed. Dispose efter third

cycle.

b. Stets SPOSSOrOd SurVOYO.

Retain records indefinitely for day-to-day referesee
seeds. Offer all estimates records of a
discostimued survey to State Archives whop records
of filial slimy are S years old, or when so looser
seeded for reforests. If offered coterie era
refused, they may be destroyed.

VOIDICATIMI RECORDS

(Artemis by file code, them alphabetically by survey
title sed/st commodity aid geographical area.)

Indicaties records are asireestes of swomerised
sample survey data (aosetimss adjusted by iscluelon
of vmrious %Nightfall factors) upon uhich official
estimates are based. The results are seealeiful for

specific geoirephicel 11iO4, crop-growing region,
or ether specifically identified size group.
Official estimates are booed es theee isdicatioss.
Iscludes computations for cereals commodities and

I.
AMON TARIM
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reflects survey indicatiosa relating to prothertion,

yield, price, inventory, diapositios, sod other
statistics for individual States end/or the satioe.
Nay iselude documents used to record official survey
ledicatioss, Agricultural Statistics Beard *atlas,
State input unneries to Neadquarters, battle
sheets, etc. These records may be is sessal, machine
pristout, icrofiche, or emetic media
machine -readable fore. Mese records are
continuously referred to is day-to-day operatics*.

62. SASS Headquarters Indications Records.

a. Cooperative Periodic Surveys.

B reak files at esd of year is which a survey cycle
is completed, whether assually, biannsally, or less
frequently performed. Destroy after subsequent data
files that contain detail data hive bees created and
proven satisfactory.

b. Federal and Cooperative Ose -Ilse Surveys.

break file at end of year la which survey is
completed. Destro after subsequent data files that
contain dots ate bave been created and proves
satisfactory.

63. SSO Indicatlopulecords.

a. Cooperative Federal-State Periodic Surveys.

B rea files at end of year is which a eurvey cycle
is coepleted, wbether annually, blessually, or less
frequently performed. Destroy after subsequent data
files that contain amirrana have bees created and
proved satisfactory.

b. Coo ratty* Fecier_rTheOse Surv
B reak files at and of year in which survey is
coopleted. Destroy after subsequent data files that

MCI -354 -
76 -1

Item 64

NC1-354-
76-1
Item 65
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cottain detail data have been created and proven
satisfactory.

C. latrIponeored Periodic Surma.

Steak files at es4 of year la which survey cycle is
cospleted, whether annually, biannually, or leas
frequently performed. !*.tr.y accordiss to State
Government regulations. If no ouch regulation
exist., destroy when 2 years old.

d. State-Sponsored One -II*, Surveys.

Break files at end of year In whlch survey le
coepleted. Summaries for ma-time State -oponsored
surveys should be offered to State Archives when no
logger of further value for reference. If offered
records art refused, they say be destroyed.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

Jill I 4 KO
OOPCI Of

ADM14e$TRATiON
MO OsSOUOCIS

MMAGIMINT

The Honorable Robert E. Wise, Jr., Chairman
Government Information, Justice, and

Agriculture Subcommittee
Committee on Government Operations
13-349-C Raybum House Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Wise:

I am pleased to respond to specific questions about the
Environmental Protection Agency's Toxic Release Inventory (TRI).

The attached responses provide more detail about the Agency's
plans for releasing the TRI database to the public and address
related questions about EPA's pokies for public dissemination of
information. Please do not hesitate to call me or Connie Tasker
(475-8075) for further information.

Very truly yours.

Edward J. anley, Director
Office of Ynformatlon

Resources Management

Attachment

cc: Charles Elkins, Director
Office of Toxic Substances
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Responses to AddltIonsl Questions
Edward J. Hanley's Testimony of April 18, 1989

Question 1. Please provide more details about EPA's plans to
make the TM database available to depository
libraries, including the pilot CD-ROM distribution
through the Government Printing Office. What type
of software will be provided to canav recipients?

CD-ROM

GPO will send a survey form to each of the depositories in
advance of production giving each library the option to select thls
medium. Approximately 400 depository libraries will receive the
pilot CD-ROM version of the TRI data through GPO. In addition, EPA
plans to distribute about 300 copies. It is anticipated that, should
the pilot prove successful, additional copies of the TRI data on CD-
ROM will be distributed in subsequent years.

FICHE

A full COM-fiche set of the national dats will be distributed to
the Regional depository libraries and to each State Library. GPO will
distribute State dela to the remaining depositories. In addition, EPA
will distribute a COM-fiche version of the TRI data for the state to a
non-depository library in every county.

NATIONAL REPORT

EPA is also preparing a National Report which will provide a
statistical overview of the national data from the TRI database. A
copy of the National Report will be distributed to ail of the
depositories.

TYPE OF SOFTWARE FOR CD-ROM

EPA W.; use a commercial software package and
requires that the software support full text indexing, full text
searching, field specific searching, boolean combinations using the
logical AND, OR, NOT, range searching, truncation searching, and
arithmetic computation (ability to compute or to import data to a
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spreadsheet or similar package where computations can be
performed.) User interfaces must be provided at two levels:

Menus for the novice user
Commands for the more experienced user.

In addition, the software must have a save (query or test) feature,
support downloading to a microcomputer, print results to hard copy
printers, display results 'on the screen, and provide help messages
and an explanation of commands and functions available at the touch
of a function key or highlight bar.

Software search arid retrieval programs will be available on
magnetic floppy disk. TRI data will be on the compact disc. The
search software, the CD-ROM, and documentation will comprise the
package to be distributed.

In addition to the products described above, EPA will make the
entire TRI database available on magnetic tape and has also produced
state subsets for distribution. These products--the COM-fiche and
the CD-ROM versions of the TRI data--will be available for purchase
by the public from GPO and NTIS.

Question 2. What thought is being given to providing TRI
information to small community organizations
like volunteer fire departments? Are other EPA
databases whether or not maintained in a form
currently accessible to the general public --
available to all types of communities? Describe
both the information and the possible users.

The Office of Toxic Substances (OTS) has focused on meeting
the requirements of the legislations and has not yet targeted other
specific points of distribution, like volunteer fire departments.
Section 313 of the Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know
Act of 1986 did not, itself, require that data under Section 313 be
directly submitted to local governmental entities, although it must
be submitted to a designated office in each state. In addition to this
state access point, however, OTS has designed the TRI to make the
data available to the widest possible user community. Evaluation of
TRI may well indicate the need to include specifically small

7otp
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community organizations In addition to the central state
distribution office. Our current plans take such a distribution
strategy Into account. OTS has done thls by combining on-ilne
computer access through the National Library of Medicine with
various °other means° of distributing the data. These other means
include:

Offering the full computer tape through the
Government Printing Office (GPO) and the National
Technical Information Setvice (NTIS)

Offering the full database on CD-ROM through the
same two sources

Distributing subsets of the database on computer
output microfiche.

The on-line version of the database will be available to any
organization which registers with the National Library of Medicine
and is willing to pay the nominal ($18.00 to $25.00 per hour)
charges.

Both the microfiche and CD-ROM versions are also designed to
reach local communities. Microfiche versions of each state's data
will be distributed to local county libraries in accordance with
plans developed in concert with each state librarian. In addition to
county libraries, fiche and CD-ROM will be distributed to EPA
regional libraries, state 313 contacts and 1400 Federal Depository
libraries. There are a minimum of two depository libradea per
congressional district. We believe that this distribution strategy
ensures access to the TRI data by all communities regardless of
size. The use of multiple methods of access was also designed to
allow access to users who may not have access to a computer.

There are over 500 indMdual Information systems in EPA.
While EPA guaroltees public access to Agency information, the
public does not have direct access to these databases which are
designed and operated to meet lhe Agency's regulatory and
enforcement mission. These systems also contain certain
categories of data not readily available to the public, including
°enforcement sensitive° data, confidential business information, or
data protected by the Privacy Act. A catalogue of EPA systems with
abstracts Is maintained In the Agency's Information System
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Inventory (ISI) which is available through NTIS and EPA regional
libraries. The Agency is committed to improving public access to
information on environmental risk and health data, much of which is
in document collections rather than automated databases. These
document collections include the Agency's public dockets on
rulemaking, the Administrative Record on Superfund site cleanup and
the Asbestos in Schools Program.

Question 3. How will fees for the different versions of the
TM database be established? if fees are intended
to recover costs, please identify as specifically
as possible which costs will be recovered.

EPA does not intend to recover directly any Agency costs
associated with the development, production, replication and
distribution of the °other means' products. However, GPO and NTIS
will recover their Usual reproduction and distribution costs in
accordance with their respective authority for determining fees
based on marginal recovery of costs.

Prices for an TRI products will be set by GPO and NTIS in
accordance with respective legislative authority, regulations,
policies and guidelines for setting user fees for public access to
Federal government publications in various media. At the present
time, neither precedents nOr guidelines for pricing the CD-ROM have
been established by either GPO or NTIS. This is a new publication
medium and a fee must be established.

Question 4. Please submit a copy of the rules or guidelines
that will govern waiver of lees for users of ths
TM database.

The Office of Toxic Substances (OTS) is currently developing
the fee waiver guidelines. When complete, we will be glad to
provide a copy for your information. The pilot fee waiver program,
expected to begin this summer, will be announced through a Federal
Register notice and is expected to allow access to groups which
might otherwise not be able to obtain the data.

702.
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Question & Will free terminals for public or press use be
provided by the EPA? If not, why not? Would the
EPA be willing to provide free public terminals in
other government facilities if there is adequate
demand?

Terminals for accessing the TRI database will be available
through EPA libraries. We need to gain experience supporting this
kind of a public service before we commit to expanding the number
of terminals and service sites available to the public. The cost of
the terminals themselves Is but one component of the Investment
and expertise needed to ensure responsive public access to the TRI
information. Other more Important costa and capabilities include
software and communications technology appropriate for public
access and the infrastructure needed to assure effective user
support. In addition, we do not yet have the experience to determine
whether there is public 'or press demand for free terminal and other
forms of access to ?RI data beyond those already planned. We plan
to re-visit this issue after the first year's experience with TRI.

Question 6. How has OMB Circular A-130 affected the design or
operation of the TR! database? Please describe any
actions that have been taken because of Circular
A130 that would not have been taken anyway.

The general principles arficulated in this Circular that the
public has the right to access information gathered by the Federal
government have guided the design and operation of the TRI databas4.

Question 7. The SEC Authorization Act of 1987 requires that
EDGAR information may be used Of resold without
restriction and without payment of royalties.
Would the application of this requirement to the
TRI database require any changes in design or
operation?

This requirement would require no changes in the design or
operation of the TRI database.
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Question It The SEC Authorization Act of 1987 requires that
EDGAR users must be able to obtain information by
direct interconnection with the EDGAR system.
Would the application of this requirement to the
TR1 database requke any changes in design or
operation? Would there &a any significant
advantages to public users?

Direct interconnection to the TR1 databose through EPA's
internal computing utility would require considerable changes
without significant advantages to public users.

It makes no difference to users whether they are directly
connected or we accessing a copy in paper, CD-ROM or COM-fiche as
long as the information is the same. EPA's internal computing
utility is neither designed nor budgeted to permit direct public
access, and the costs of doing so would be substantial. Design and
management decisions ensure the integrity of the TRI database
regardless of the means by which the public accesses it.

70 4
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UNITED STATES

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
tikh WASHINGTON. D.0 20549

OF; f I Of
EDGAR MANAGEMENT May 23, 1909

The Honorable Robert E. Wise, Jr.
Chairman
Subcommittee on Government Information,
Justice, and Agriculture

House of Representatives
B-349-C Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Wise:

Ennloued are my responses to the questions attached to
your letter of April 25, 1989, which supplement my testimony of
April 18, 1989 before the Subcommittee on Government Information,
Justice, and Agriculture.

I A you for the opportunity to testify at the April 18th
hearing on federal information dissemination policies and
practices. If you have any further questions, please contact me.

Enclosure

Sincerely,

0 c5,./eep
John O. Penhollow
Director
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QUESTIONS FROM CHAIRMAN WISE REGARDING THE EDGAR PROGRAM

I. Q. You indicated that the SEC has no plans to make
electronic versions of filings available to depository
libraries. Have any depository libraries contacted the
SEC to inquire about the possible availability of EDGAR
filings? Has the SEC initiated any contact with
depository libraries regarding access to EDGAR?

A. None of the depository libraries contacted the SEC to
inquire about the possible availability of EDGAR
filings. Furthermore, the SEC has not initiated any
contact with depository libraries regarding access to
EDGAR.

2. Q. Will archival copies of EDGAR data be maintained
permanently in electronic format such as CD-ROM? If
so, please describe the plans in sore detail. If not,
please explain the plans for disposal of non-current
EDGAR filings.

A. Archival copies of EDGAR data will not be maintained
permanently in CD-ROM format. Official copies of all
EDGAR filings will be archived on microfiche in
accordance with the requirements of the National
Archivist.

Current EDGAR electronic filings will be stored on-line
on high performance magnetic disk units. Initially,
all non-current EDGAR electronic data will be stored
off-line on high density magnetic tape. However, the
EDGAR contractor may later elect to replace the
magnetic tape with some form of optical storage,
although not necessarily CD-ROM technology. The
migration from on-line to off-line storage of EDGAR
filings will be based on retention schedules furnished
by the'SEC.

3. Q. How difficult would it be to prepare and distribute at
fixed intorals CD-ROM disks containing the whole EDGAR
database or subsets of the database?

A. As stated in the previous answer, at this time, the SEC
does not intend to purchase the equipment necessary to
generate CD-ROM Askettes. However, if funding were
available, it would not be technically difficult to
create CD-ROM diskettes containing all or part of the
EDGAR data base. As an alternative, these diskettes
might be produced and distributed by the dissemination
contractor at fixed intervals under a regulated price
schedule. However, the SEC currently anticipates that
one or more of the Level I or Level /I subscribers will
decide to create and sell CD-ROM diskettes to the
public.
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4. Q. would the prospect of providing EDGAR data to
depository libraries be simpler if the SEC were not
under an obligation to provide online access to tine
sensitive information.

A. The obligation to provide online access to time
sensitive information would not prevent the SEC from
providing EDGNR filings on CO-ROM to the depository
libraries if there is a demand for that fora of
dissemination and the necessary funds are provided.

5. Q. You testified that the SEC Authorisation Act of 1987
did have an impact on the EDGaR procurement. Did any
of the requirements of that :let significantly increase
the costs of the system? If so, please be as specific
as possible.

A. In general, the EDGAR procurement was impacted by the
requirements of the Authorization Act, particularly new
Section 35A(d)(1) of the Securities Exchange Act of
1934, and the EOM Request for Proposals ("RIP") was
subsequently amended to respond to some of these
requirements. However, some of the requirements were
already covered in the original IMP.

'To date, the requirements of Section 35A(d) (1) have not
significantly increawed the cost of the EDGAR system.
However, Section 35A(d)(3)(A) may increase filer costs
in the short run. The section states that the
Commission, by rule or regulation shall require all
persons who make any filing with the Commission to
submit such filings in written or printed form for a
period of at least one year after the effective date
specified for such person or class or for a shorter
period if the Commission determines that the EDGAR
system is reliable, provides a suitable alternative to
such written and printed filings, and assures that the
provision of information through the EDGAR system is as
effective and efficient for filers, users, and
disseminators as provision of such information in
written or printed form. Although this requirement
will not increase the cost of the EDGAR system, it may
increase the cost cf filing, particularly for those
filers who are participating in the SEC's pilot EDGAR
program, many of Whom have modified their internal
operctions to prepare only electronic versions of their
filings.
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6. Q. What procedures will the SEC follow in setting fees for
regulated public services? Will a proposed fee
schedule be published for public comment?

A. The EDGAR dissemination contractor has already begun a
market survey to determine the number of prospective
subscribers to regulated services. Once that market
study is completed, and once actual costs for building
and opezating the dissemination subsystem are known,
the SEC plans to have the EDGAR dissemination
contractor propose a schedule of fees for regulated
services based on the actual and projected costs of the
dissemination subsystem divided by the number of
subscribers, including the dissemination subcontractor.
The SEC will then analyse those costs to ensure that
the fees are justified and uniform. The SEC will also
ensure that dissemination activities are not predatory
or anti-competitive.

In addition, an annual review of operations will be
conducted by the SEC, based in part on an audit of
operations by an independent accounting firm to be
selected by the contractor subject to prior SEC
approval or at the SEC's discretion by the Defense
Contract Auditing Agency. This audit will be conduct4d
under the direction of the SEC and will reView all
aspects of regulated services. It will also review any
and all other contractor activities related to EDGAR to
ensure that costs of service are properly apportioned
between the regulated and unregulated activities and
between all subsystems.

The SEC does not plan to publish the fee schedule for
public comment.

7. Q. How will the SEC handle requests from deserving members
of the public or the press for waiver of EDGAR fees?

A. The SEC has no plans to grant waivers of EDGAR fees to
members of the public or the press. As stated in the
following answer, the SEC will provide free use of
EDGAR terminals for public or press use.

7411
';
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8. Q. Will the sEC provide free terminals for public or press
use? Would the SEC be willing to provide free public
terminals imother government facilities if there is
adequate demand?

A. Users of the SEC's Public Reference Rooms and Press
Room will be provided with free access time to the
EDGAR system functionality. However, these users will
be charged for paper copies of any EISGAR information
they request. Subject to availability of funds, the
SEC is willing to provide similar EDGAR access to other
government agencies if there is a demand for such
access. We have already approached several agencies
but interest in such access seems low at this,time.

9. Q. How has OMB Circular A-130 affected the design or
operation of EDGAR? Please describe any actions that
have been taken because of Circular A-130 that would
not have been taken anyway.

A. As you know, OMB Circular A-130 he.. as its stated
policy that agencies should look tirst to private
sources when planning information activities and not
disseminate information that might otherwise be sold by
private companies. The EDGAR project has, from its
inception, followed this policy. However, agency
economic considerations pointed toward a decision to
proceed with EDGAR using a private company even had the
OMB policy as stated in Circular A-130 not been
aoplicable. The final funding basis for EDGAR was
impacted by discussions with OMB, GAO and Congress.



APPENDIX 2.CORRESPONDENCE ON COST OF PROVIDING SERVICES TO
DEPOSrrORIt LIBRARIES

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OP COMMERCE
Patent mod Trademark Mee
ASSISTANT SECCIETAkt MD COMMSSIONER nt't
Or PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
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Honorable Bob Wise
Chairman, Subcommittee on Government

Information, Justice, and Agriculture
Committee on Government Operations
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairmans

Thank you for your letter requesting that the Patent and Trademark
Office (PTO) estimate the cost of providing the automated patent
and trademark systems information to certain libraries.

Enclosed are estimates of the significant hardware and comaunication0
oosts that would be incurred in extending to tho Patent Depository
Libraries (PDLs) one system, the patent image search service, that we
will provide to the corps of Patent Examiners. We have made a nuMber
of simplifying assumptions to develop these estima'..es as qnickly as
possible. These assumptions are detailed in the enclosed estimates.

The estimated costs, particularly those associated with acqniring
the nec sssss y high-speed communication links, are substantial.
Nevertheless, these estimates are lower than the actual costs that
would be incurred in providing this service because our assumptiona
tend to understate the actual costs. On September 5, 1989, Assistant
Commissioner Giammo discussed the enclosed estimates with Robert
Gellman of tho Subcommittee aPeff. and provided him with additional
details.

Sincerelyi

//
+'

0_ ald'J. Ouigg
Assietant Secretary and commissioner

of Patents and Trademarks

Enclosure

(705)
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UMTIO STAINS IMPARTMENT OF COMMIES
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ASSMTANT SIORITAIN AND COMMDENONER\Rm./ OF PATtnil AND TRADEMARKS
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Honorable Bob Wise
Chairman, Subcomaittes on Government

Information. Justice, and Agriculture
Committee on Government Operations
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman.

Thank you for your letter requesting that the Patent and Trademark
Office (PTO) estimate the cost of providing the automated patent
and trademark systems information to certain libraries.

inclosed are stimates of the significeit hardware and communications
costs that would be incurred in extending to the Patent Depository
Libraries (PDLs) one system, the patent image search service, that we
will provide to the Corps of Patent Xxaminers. We have male a number
of simplifying assumptions to develop therm estisates as quickly am
posoible. These aosumptions are detailed in the enclosed estimates.

The estimeted costs, particularly those associated with acquiring
the necessary high-speed communication linko, ars substantial.
N evertheless, these estimates are lower than the actual costa that
would be incurred in providing this service because oar assumptions
tend to understate the actual costs. On September 5, lSSS. Assistant
Commissioner Giaamo discussed the enclosed setisatee with Robert
Gellman of the Subcommittee staff and provided him with additional
details.

S incerely,

$OO: JEMMY M. SMAUELS

.0 Donald J. Obigg
Assistant Secretary and Commissioner

of Patents, and Trademarks

Enclosure

7 t
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Cost estimates -- extending APS Image search to all 65 PDLs

Configuration Item One-thne
costs

In- ttra--
StIvp..4

Monthly
unft costs -

uantIty Total Costs

Qne time Monthly Annual

,unft

Purch Usms Meg.
IBX Intermed Bufr Assy 5,000 50 50 65 328,250 3,250 39,000
Local LDI400 750 8 8 45 49,2311 488 5,850
Remote Bridge 9,000 90 90 130 1,181,700 11,700 140,400
APS Workstation 60,000 600 600 65 3,939,000 39,000 468,000
Interface Multiplexer 85,000 850 850 5 429,250 4,250' 51,000

Site Preparation
AC Unit 10,000 65 650,000 0 0
Circuit Breaker 65 65 4,225 0 0

Wiring 215 65 13,975 0 0

T-1 Circuit IFTS20001 4 840 11,000 65 314,690 715,000- 8,580.000

Totals 6.91 1 35 773 6811 9 284 250

Notes:
1. One remote bridge Is required at each end of the connection.
2. Site preparation cost estimates include materials and labor.



IBX Intermediate
Multiplexer

Buffer
Assy

FTS - 2000

T-1 Circuit

PTO Arlington,VA
703-557-xxxx

I
00 .0

1.3

Additional Hardware Requirement per PDL

Patent
Depository
Library
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Enclosure-- Assumptions

I. The setvice to be distributed is specifically the Classified Search,
Image Retrieval (CSIR) System, currently being developed for the
Corps of Patent ExaW-ctrs. We have assumed that only the 65 Patent
Depositiory Libraries e? ,'! ^'nose to participate in this service.

II. Only remote workstatitr.... tnose components essential to form
the communications links are costed. In particular, other hardware
and software modifications or components that may be required at
the central site have not been considered.

III. Remote high-speed communications links have been estimated using
the most recent figures projected for T-1 service on FTS 2000. Two
PDLs (Boston and Los Angeles) were costed in detail, with monthly
usage tgures of $4,742 and $16,718 respectively. The figure of
$11,000 for monthly FTS usage for each PDL Is an estimate rather
than an average of precise values for the 65 PDLt One PDL is in
Anchorage, Alaska, and the monthly usage charge for this PDL may be
substantially higher than the average.

IV. Documentation costs and the costs of training the PDL personnel who
would support this system for the remote users have not been
considered.

V. Monthly maintenance on remote configurations, estimated at 1% of
purchase price, may be understated. For example, It may be
necessary to establish local maintenance agreements and stock
spare parts locally in order to ensure reasonable repair times for
failed components. These costs have not been considered.

VI. The workstation costs reflect the inclusion of a laser printer in
order to provide for the remote user the same high-quality printed
output available to the patent examine/.

7 I 4
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECT'ON AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

October 5, 1989

Conljressman Robert E. Wise, Jr., Chairman
Government Information, Justice, and
Agriculture Subcommittee

B-349-C Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

OFFICE OF
ADMINISTRATION
ANO RESOURCES

MANAGEMENT

Des, .,ongressman Wise:

I am responding to your October 2, 1989 letter to
Administrator Reilly requesting information which will help
your response to issues before the Government Operations
Committee related to the reauthorization of the Paperwork
Reduction Act.

Specifically, you asked EPA to estimate how much it
would cost the Agency to provide the 1400 depository
libraries free online access to the Toxic Release Inventory
(TRI) database. Our best estimate is an initial cost of
$1,700,000 ($1.7M) per year for connect time to the TRI
database available through the National Library of Medicine's
(NLM's) TOXNET system. This estimate is based upon
conversations with librarians who are familiar with and
currently accessing the TRI thru NLM, and we realize that it
is substantially larger than current use. Few depository
libraries are using TRI at the present time. We assume that
half the depository libraries (700) wOuld access TRI if it
were available at no charge. We also assume their initial
usage would be the same as the librarians we spoke with--
about two hours a week during regular office hours. Access
would be through the current arrangement of a National
Technical Information Service (NTIS) account (available at no
cost to the libraries) with the NLM which charges a nominal
rate of $25 per hour for CPU (Central Processing Unit) ant,
telecommunication charges during prime shift which
corresponds to regular office hours.

I would also like to pass along the opinion of these
librarians that CD-ROM iS the most efficient way to access
the TRI data. However, if depository Aibraries had i'ree
access to online searching their use and therefore our coLts
would increase geometrically. User training and support
services may also be required to assist the libraries with
More complicated searches and queries as users became
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familiar with the database and its potential
research and analysis.

I hope these assumptions and estimates
to you. Please feel free to call on me
assistance you or your staff may require in
important legislation.

Very truly yours,

applications for

will be of value
for any further
considering this

A44A^c1(
Edward J. Hanley, Director
Office of Information Resource
Management

9

M./
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UNITEOWATES
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, 0.0 20549

September 8, 1989
MCI OF

f0410 1.404NMIEMMY

Chairman Robert Wise
House Of Representatives
Government Information, Justice

and Agriculture Subcommittee
-340-C Rayburn House Office Building

sington, D.C. 20515

Jear Chairman Wise:

This letter responds to your letter of August 29 in which
you asked for an estimate of the cost to implement free access to
EDGAR public reference terminals in 1400 Federal depository
libraries. Since Mr. Bob Gellman of your staff had already
alerted me to your need for such a cost estimate, my office and
the EDGAR contractor, SDK International (BDMI), had already
agreed on the basic assumptions and had developed a preliminary
estimate when your letter arrived.

The basic assumptions and the associated cost estimates are
contained in the enclosed letter from Mr. William McQuiggan of
BDM, International. As you will note, we assumed 2000 EDGAR
public reference terminals would be installed in 1400 Federal
depository libraries during the 1991 to 1996 period.

If these terminals were used 25% of each business day on
average, the estimated cost of installing and operating the EDGUI
terminals during the 1991-1996 period would be approximately $63
million. The operating cost of those terminals at the same
average usage level would be nearly $9 million per year. If
these terminals were used 50% of each business day on average,
the estimated cost of installing and operating the terminals
would be approximately $78 aillion over the 1991-1996 period. At
this usage level, the operating cost would increase to
approximately $17 million per year.

The estimated cost to install and operate the terminals is
clearly very sensitive to terminal usage. This is due to the
data communication costs. To keep thes costs low, BDKI assumed
that a Public Data Network (PON) would be employed to link each
terminal with a second EDGAR Analysis and Review subsystem. BDMI
also assumed that the communications link for each terminal would
operate at 2400 bits per second which is relatively slow. A less
costly solution would require elimination of the ou-line service
altogether. At that point one could talk about using cD-ROK and
distributing the disks to the Federal depository libraries on aweekly basis. I did not ask BDMI to cost this alternative.

7 7
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Chairman Robert Wise
Pawl Two

It is important to note that the enclosed cost estimates
would not change materially if the 2000 terminals were deployod
in half as many W:aries but with twice as many terminals per
library. On the other hand, the installation costs would
decreas4 by approximately a third over the 1991-1996 period if
the total number of terminals were cut in half.

If you or your staff have further questions regarding this
estimate, please call me or the EDGAR Deputy Director, David
Copenhafer on 272-3808.

/e John O. Penhollow
Director

Enclosure;
SEC Letter on Cost Estimate for
Supporting EDGAR Workstations in
Federal Depository Libraries dated
September 6, 1989

cc: David Copenhafer, EDGAR Deputy Director
Nina Gross, Director of Legislative Affairs

7 s
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BMA INTSINATIONA,
Me JONES BRANCH DANE
eAciZAK MONA MOMS
D03) 51114000

DOECTOMLNUMBER

383-9315
UDR/SEC-WPM-05823-89

September 6, 1989

1989

Mr. John O. Penhollow
Director
Office of EDGAR Management
U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission
450 Sth Street, N.V.
Washington, D.C. 20549

SUBJECTs Cost Estimate for Supporting EDGAR Workstations in
Federal Depository Libraries

REFERENCEs 1. SEC natter of August 211 1989 on *EDGAR Cost
Estimates"

2. Letter of August 31, 1989 on Cost Estimate for
Federal Depository Libraries

Dear Mr. Penhollows

V. have conducted an analysis of the costs associated with
installing and operating EDGAR workstations in Federal depository
libraries. We conducted the analysis under the following
assumptionss

1. The workstation would be similar to that planned for
SEC pmblic reference rooms.

2. Workstations would be on-line to the EDGAR system.
3. ' Terminal numbers ares

New Cumulative New Cumulative
Tuning' Terminal' Likamigut Lilmaxim

1991-1992 400 400 400 400
1993-1994 800 1200 800 1200
1995-1996 800 2000 200 1400

719
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Mr. John 0. Penhollow
W M/SEC-WPM -05823-89
September 6, 1989
Page 2 of 3

4. Average public reference room terminal workload has
been estimated at 15 minutes por session, one filing
downloaded per session (120,000 characters of data);
usage Level I is 25% of the average public reference
room terminal (36 sessions pe- (ay); usage Level II is
50 percent of the average public reference room
terminal.

Using the Level I usage stimate, we catimate the costs for
FY 1991 through 1996 to bet

a. Equivalent of a second Analysie and
Review (AAR) subsystem. Seel Enclosure
1 from INMI best and final bid. Mead
service is included.

b. Purchase and installation of terminals
$5800 each

c. Maintenance of terminals (assumes one
year warrantee)
1991 - 1992 $160,000
1993 - 1994 $480,000
1995 - 1916 8800,000

d. Communications (assumes 2400 bps dial-up
access to public data network; does not
include a separate phone line for each
terminal which will be required)
- Transmission (PDM; $4,000 per year per

terminal)
- SEC system front-end (PDS termination

and Tl line)
e. Contractor fees

Total costs, 1991 - 1996
Annual Operating Cost Past 1996

$18,000,000

611,600,000

$ 1,440,000

$20,800,000

$ 321,000

$ 2,600,000

$62,767,000
$ 8,850,000

Workload assumptions are very critical to the cost of
operating the system. If Level II workload estimates are used
(each terminal generating SO percent of the average public
reference room terminal) the coot in 1991-1996 is increased by
approximately $15,000,000, and the annual operating cost after
1996 is increased by approximately $8,000,000.
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NroJohn 0. Penhollow
11DM/SEC-WPM-05823-89
September 6, 1989
Page 3 of 3

This letter contains our beast estimates based on the limited
information available. It is not a proposal. If you have any
technical questions about these estimates, or if I can be of
further assistance to you, please feel free to contact me.

WPM/dam

Very truly yours,

BEIN INTERNATIONAL, INO.

216.,241;;2

William P. McQuiggan
Vice President
Information Systems Engineering

Enclosures as stated

721
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Dear Mr. Was:
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THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20340

October 18, 1989

This letter is in response to your request of October 2, 1989, for
assistance in estimating how much it would cost the Library of Congress to
provide remote access to the Library of Congress Information system (LCCIS) to
1,400 depository libraries across the United States.

As you know, we recently began a simmonthipilot to put the Library
of Congress online to the Illation by offering direct access to its automated
bibliographic, Congressional bill-status, copyright and.referrel information

to 14 test sites around the country. The ate of ths pilot, thichstuted in
OctOber, is to determine the feasibility, desirability, and need for remota
online aces.' to IDOIS. Sims the pilot has just begun, wham no hard data
yet an costs.

However, with the assistance of the Library's Information Technology
Services, the online access pilot team estimates that expanding online acmes
to 1,400 libraries would require $2,677,728 in stertoup costs and a yeerly
appropriation of $423,228 (based an FY39 rermonnal and telecommunications
courts) whidh obviously would increase in the eneuing years. Enclosed are a
mummery sheet and itemizations of capital and personal costs, including any
asemptions minds to readh those figures. All costs estimated arm charges
to the Library of Congress; as in the pilot, we have assumed the depository
librarlemwould be responsible for their own telecomainications costs as is
the usual practice in the library field.

for your information, however, we have estimated the following costs
if tns Library of COngrees worn tom the teleammunications charges far the
depcsitory librarias: boned on our earlier amemption of similtanscus worms
by 20 percent of the libraries, we estimate a range from a maximum of $1,764
annum' in telecommunications charges if we had full use; $882 an hour for
50 percent ume, and $177 an hour for 10 percent ume. It is important to note
that even this range of costs is very rough, sinoe rummy factors which would
influence thous. (and thus costs) are unknown, e.g. , number coftrurs a week
each library is open; 1110,4 many terainals eadh library available and
where; time zone differences; and how many LC files are used by eadh library.

3 el
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- 2 - October 18, 1989

ln addition, you ehould be mare that saes versians of and data fram
the Library of Congress Informatim Symtmm are currentlyavmilable on
cammarcial datebama sold by vendors suah as Edalog, DRS, and OCLC. It seems
likely that if depository libraries were offered free telecommunications in
addition to fres use of IfaS, there might be same impact on the subscriptions
to the ccumercial versions.

If I can help you further, please call mm at (202) 707-5530.

Sincerely,

Enclosures: Summary Ebeet
Itemization

Itaxemble Robert E. Wise, Jr.
Ommittee co GovernmentCpermtione
U.S. House of Representatives
Weald:100n, DC 20515

tr.
E. Thorin

Acting Chief
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October 18, 1989

Estimate for Providing the Library of Congress On-line System (LOCIS)
to 1,400 Depository Libraries

SLIM& sumo

TO provide 1,400 depository libraries access to the Library's online
public files would require upgrades to the Library's mainframe computer and
front-end processor; increseed telecommunications costs; staff to provide
troubleshooting, training and end-tiser documentation; and equipment for the
user support office.

Onetime Capital COstm

Mainframe upgrade $2,000,000
Front-end processor upgrade 150,000
Thlecamernicatione 25,000
Ueer support office equipment 79,500

$2,254,500

Yearly Telecommunications and Personnel Cbsts

Telecommunications 108,000
User support staff 315,228

$ 423,228

Tbtal first-year coats $2,677,728

Tbtal subseluent-year costs $ 423,228

5
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October 18, 1989

rrounnati

liaintona_Maatio $2,000,000

The TEK 3084 would need tote upgradsi to a 3090 class machine that
would double its amplting power. Although the cost of the upgrade would be
$4 million, only 50% ct the upgrade cost should be attributed to support of
the 1,400 depository libraries, sinoe the /EN 3084 already supports Library
applications and would be upqradel to maintain that support. Thus, $2 million
is estimated.

EIMILIVI1 2122Migir-ASUak $ 150,000

The upgrading of the front-end processor is alreedy underway and
will cost an estimated $300,000. Aoosss by the 1,400 deposibory libraries
would consume 50% of this increased power that %gad becOnavailable for other
purposes; therefore, $150,000 would be charged to supporting this service.

Telgommisitises $ 133,000

Teleocemunicaticos costs are estimated far both Telenet and Direct
Dial. These costs are based co an assumption of simultaneous access by 20% of
the depository libraries.

Telenet commalications are anticipated to smaart 90% of these
accesses. In order to aocomeodate the libraries, LC would require two 56,000
keud Telenet lines costing $9,000/month, with a coe-time installation charge
of $4,000.

Bgttatal $ 4,000 coe-time
108,000 per year

Direct Dial support to handle 10% of the accesses will require 28simultaneous connections, estimated at $750 per connection.

fiittdal $ 21,000 one-thee

Mr_aii3X1I-Etat $ 315,228.31

A user-mcport staff would !..le requested for troubledhooting and to
provide training and documentation for the 1,400 libraries. The size of this
office and its reepoosibilities ars based co the existing support services
provided to present remote and internal users. Figures include salaries and
tenefits.

One GS-13 Supervisor $ 52,388.15
Five GS-9/11/12 Automation Support Specialists 183,787.20

(Average based on the GS-11 step 1 salary.)

-t''
7°r4. X
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One 08-7/9 Technician 24,834.08
One 08-6 Secretary 23,839.08
Ome 08-9 Teleommunicaticus Specialist 30,379.80

(located in Information Technology Services)

Uttar SuaggEtLakitiquilsest $ 79,500

Ihe staff of 9 will require personal computers with desktop
publiehing capabilities set up in a network configuration.

Personal computers (8 $3,000) $ 24,000
Software (8 I $16000) 8,000
Grighicslimdkotatim 8,000
Server 10mrkstadal 7,000
Laser Printers (2 II $2,500) 5,000
Nam& Equipaant/Software

Boards (8 I $500) 4,000
Comnections to Mainframe 8,000
Ocomunicatiors Software (8 I $500) 4,000

COpier 10,000
Fax 1,500

727



APPENDIX 3.OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUE/Ger INFORMATION
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT CIRCULAR

Tuesday
December 24, 1985

Part IV

Office of
Management and
Budget
Manaaement of Federal Information
Resources; Final Publication of OMB
Circular No. A-130

(723)
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Federal Register / Vol. 50, No, 247 / Tuesday, December 24, 1985 / Notices

OFFICE OF MNIAGEMENT AND
SUDOET

Menegement of WINN Information
ROM301111141

liteMensi Nene Thus reprint incorporates a
conection that I. published In the Federal
Regis* of Monday. January O. 1948.1
December 12, 111115.

ROOMY' ats of Management and
Budgei .utive Office of the
Presidio
ROOM OMB Circular No. A-130; final
publication.

1,118/AMY: This Circular provides a
general policy framework for
moo gement of Federal information
resources. The Circular implements
provisions of the Paperwork Reduction
Act of 1980 as well as other statutes.
lb.auotive Orders. and policies
concerning general information policy,
information technology, privacy, and
maintenance of Federal records. The
OM,* of Management and dudget
(OMB) published a draft Circular for
public comment on March 15. 1085. and
received comments and suggestions
from the public. This Circular
supersedes OMB Circular Nos. A-71, A-
90. A-108, and A-121.
ORM This Circular is effective
December 12. 1985.

FOR PURTRIIR INPORMATION COSITACT:
J. Timothy Sprehe, Office of information
and Regulatory Affairs, Room 3235 New
Executive Office Building. Office of
Management and Budget. Washington,
D.C. 28503. Telephone: (202) 395-4814,
ISOPPlemasseAne poroarranorc The
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1900. Pub.
L 90-511. IM Stat 2812, codified al
Chapter 35 of Title 44 of the United
States Code, establishes a broad
mandate for agencies to perform their
information activities in an efficient,
effective, and economical manner.
Section 3504 of the Act provides
authority to the Director, Office of
Management and Budget (OMB), to
develop and implement uniform and
consistent information resources
management policies: oversee the
development and promote the use of
information management principles,
standards, and guidelines: evaluate
agency information management
practices in order to determine their
adequacy and efficiency: and determine
compliance of such practices with the
policies, principles, standards, and
guidelines promulgated by the Director.

This Circular Implements OMB
authority under the Paperwork
Reduction Act with respect to section
3504(b). general information policy,
section 3504(e), records management,
section 3504(4 privacy, and section

3504(g), Federal automatic data
processing and telecommunications; the
Privacy Act 011974 (5 U.S.C. Ma);
sections 111 and 254 of the Federal
Property and Administrative Services
Act of 1049. as amended (40 U.S.C. 750);
the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921
(31 U.S.0 1 et seq.); and Riseoutive
Order No. 12045 of March 27.1978. The
Circular complements 5 OPR Pan 1320,
Controlling Paperwork Burden on the
Public. which implements other sections
of the Pspenvork Reduction Act dealing
with conisolling the reporting and
recordkeeping burden-placed on the
public.

In addition. the Circular revises and
consolidates policy and procedure. in
five existing OMB directives and
rescinds those directives.
A-71Responsibilities for the

Administration end Management of
Automatic Data Processing Activities

Transmittal Memorendum No.1 to
Circular No. A-71Security of
Federal Automated Information
System:

A-90Cooperating with State and Local
Governments to Coordinate and
improoe Information Systems

A-108desponsibilities for the
Maictenance of Records about
Individuals by Federal Agencies

A-121Cost Accounting, Cost
Recovery. and Interagency Sharing of
Data Processing Facilities

Development of the Circular

On September 12. 19&3. OMB
published a Notice in the Federal
Roemer. 48 FR 40064, announcing
development of the OMB Circular on
Federal information resources
manage, lent and soliciting public
comment. In response to this notice.
0' 33 received comments from 14
Federal agencies and 30 members of the
public. Or. March 15. 1983, OMB
published its draft Circular on the
Management of Federal Information
Resources (50 FR 10734-10747), inviting
the public to comment by May 14, 1965.
OMB informally extended the public
comment period in order to allow
Federal amncies and the public more
time to submit their views. By August
1965, OMB had received about 350
letters of comment: 62 percent of these
were from the library end academic
community. 28 percent were from other
members of the public. and 20 percent
from Federal agencies and Members of
Congress.

Vona of the Circular and Addition of
Appendix IV

The draft Circular followed the form
of a notice of proposed rulemaking,
which is to say that the text of the
proposed Circular was accompanied by

Supplementary Information containing a
lengthy analysis of key sections. The
analyst. explained the management
coolant and philosophy behind the
language of the &eh Circular.

The Circular i".so follows the form of a
notice of propc.sd rulemakine. Many
who commented on the draft Circular
requested that the explanatory
contextual materials not be lost when
the Circular was published in final form.
OMB ameepted this recommendation.
Accor. I. addition to the three
appendices included in the draft
Circular, OMB has added Appendix IV.
Analysis of Key Sections. Appendix IV
contains a revision and expansion of the
analyst. of key sections that
accompanied the March 15 draft
Circular.

This Supplementary Information
section foram, on comments received to
the March 15 draft Circular and the
disposition OMB has made of the
comments.

Additional Comment

Because of the perceived seriousness
of defIciencies in the &aft Circular of
March 15.1965, several commentators
urged that OMB revise the draft, and
issue the revieion for another round of
public comment. With the public notices
of September 12, 1983. and March 15.
1985, OMB has twice sought public
comment. After analyzing public
comment on the March 15 draft and
revising the Circular, OMB decided not
to accept Ills recommendation. OMB
believes that the Circular as now
revised accommodates valid criticisms
and objections, that odequate public
comment has been 'ought, and sees
little benefit and much delay in a third
round of public comment.

Sectiocoby.Section Analysis

Section I. Purpose

OMB rejected a recommendation that
the phram "management of Federal
information resources" be riminged to
"manamment end diest..Onation of
Federal information resources" because
the definitions of information resources
management and government
information already include
dissemination within management.

Section 3. Authorities

OMB expanded the citation of the
Federal Property and Administrative
Services Act to include section 206 in
order to reflect Federel
telecommunication standards
authorities. Executive Order No. 12472.
Assignment of NationalSecurity and
Emergency Preparedness

_
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Telecommunications Functions, has
been added to Ude section.

Section 4. Applicability and Scope,

OMB revised this section to include a
teferenoe to national security and
Imereency preparedness
telecommunications activities subject to
lixecutive Older No, 12472. One
commentator suggested that general
disclaimer he added hers stating that
the policies' apply only where feasible,
coat effec.tve, and appropriate in the
context of a particulsz.aativity. OMB
rejected this suggestion because specific
disclaimer, are Included in specific
policies and because section 94(1)

AUDIOS that heads of Federal agencies
are responsible for managing their
information resources in the context of
particular activities and agency
missions.

Another commentator suggested that
the Circular address which euidence
will be controlling in the event of
inconsistency: the Circular or national
*aunty directives, OMB does not
believe such inconsistencies exist until
shown In specific instances; if they
should exist, they should be resolved on
an individual basis. Another
commentator recommended that this
section should make exception for the
exclusions Identified in the Warner
Amendment in the Department of
Defense Authorization Act of Dm. OMB
believes these exclusions are
appropriately treated in the contexts to
which they apply, and notas that statute
always takes precedence over policy
guidance. For clarity, OMB added an

'Icit reference to thle Department of
Defense exclusion In the definition of
information technology (Section eh).

Section 6. Definitions

a. Agency. Although no one
commented on the definition of
"agency," OMB chenged the definition
because the previous wording was
confusing and did not adequately
convey that independent regulatory
agencies are included within the
meaning of the term.

b. Information. One commentator
noted that the definition is broader than
the definition of the earns term In OMB's
regulation. 5 CFR Parr 1320. The breadth
of the definition is due to the fact that
the scope of the Circular is breeder than
the scope of Ihe regulation. Another
commentator believed there ware major
omissions in the definiticm, e.g.,
micreeraphics. printing and publishing.
mail and distribution, libraries, voice
communications, reprographics,
audiovisual, and manual information
systems. OMB believes these are
information media, processes. or

Institutions, rather than information ao
such, and that the definition as
formulated covers them.

C. Government Information. One
commentator noted that the definition of
"government Information" does not
Includainformation that may be
required to be maintained by a Federal
agency, presumably as in Federal
recordlteeOng reguireinents imported
upon members of the public (e.g..
individuals' tax records). OMB does not
intend that euch inforination should be
considered govemmellit information, nor
does the Circular extend to such
Information except as specifically
provided (e4. Appendix I. Section
3a(1)). Anotr commentator pointed out
that the definition would Include
Information maintained by the
legislative and judicial branches of
government. While It Is true that the
definition encompasses Information held
by the legislative and judicial branches,
the Circular applies only to asencies of
the executive branch es defined In
Section ea. Another reconunended that
the definition of government information
be restricted only to Information crested
or collected by the Federal Government,
and not be extended to information
processed, transmitted, disseminated,
used, stored, and disposed of by the
Federal Government. OMB relected this
recommendation because 44 U.S.C. 3504
clearly applies, for example, to
Information processing and records
management.

Several commentators recommended
that the definition should pertain to
information "crested . . , or disposed

by. or on beholf of the Federal
Government." (emphasis added) The
intent of the recommendation was to
make clear that the Circular's policies
applied to all information under
government control or sponsorship.
inespective of the information
processing agent; that Is, to Include all
information created, collected,
Proceseed. transmitted, disseminated,
used, stored, or disposed of by
government contractors or grantees.

OMB rejected the recommendation for
several reasons. First, while agencies
doubtless have the choice to treat
information created or collected on their
behalf as government information. OMB
doss not intend, except where explicitly
stated, that policies in the Circular
extend to persons or entities that create,
collect, process. transmit, disseminate.
um. store, or dispose of information on
behalf of the government. Section 4 of
the Circular states that the policies
apply to executive agencies; Section
31i(1) of Appendix I is an explicit
statement of application to Federal
contracts. Second, existing and

loRlItendlod police embodied in OMB
Circular No. A-110, Uniform
Administrative Requirements for Grants
and Agreements with Institutions of
Higher Education, Hospitals, and Other
Nonprofit Organbtatione, permits
grantees In such institutions to copyright
information crested or collected under
Federal grants. The fact that such
information may be copyrighted implies
that the information is not government
information, because the govemment
may not copyright government
information (17 U.S.C. 101 and 106).
Third, the courts have held that requests
to Federal agencies for relies', of
information under the Freedom of
information Act do not always extend to
those performing information activities
under grant or contract to a Federal
agency; hence, such information is not
government information.

Several commentators recommended
that government informativi be
subdistinguished, with speci
definitions being formulated for, and
special policy treatment given to.
scientific aM technical information,
statistical information, or printed
information. Ohth did not eccept the
recorrunendation because the Circular is
Intended to implement the Paperwork
Reduction Act, end the Act itself does
not distinguish among various kinds of
information.

I. and 8. Access to Information ond
Dissemination of Informotion. The
definitions of "access to information"
and "dissemination of information,"
particularly when considered tosether
with Section ea on Information
management, drew more comment than
any other definitions. Twenty-three
persons commented on the definitions.
Commentators specially objected to the
phrase "upon their ruest" in the
definition of access. They noted that the
public may gain access to government
information through Freedom of
Information Act requests but argued that
the Circular makes no provisions to
ensure Ihe public knows what
information is available or how to
obtain the information. They suggested
that the tone of the definitions wee
narrow, negative. and restrictiu and
the implications ran contrary to the
proper role of government in providing
information In a democratic society.

OMB believes that the definitions of
access and dissemination, as found in
the draft Circular, are sound. in OMB's
view, the commentators' objections
arose not out of the definitions
themselves but out r" the uses to which
they ware put In the draft Circular's
policies and their explanation.
Accordingly. OMB has made revisions

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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to the policies and to the Analysis of
Key Sections (Appendix IV), but has
retained the definition..

1. Information Technology Facility.
Several rer pointed out the
desirabi ity 1andardizing the
definition of information technology
facility," as found in the Circular and
Appendix IL with "Information
tscliffilogy inotallation," as found in
Appendix Ill. The two terms are
retained beam* they apply to different
contexts, and the relationship between
the terms Is explained in Appendix II,
Section 2b.

It Government Publkation. A new
term, "government publication," hes
been defined because a new Policy
statement pertains to government
publicattons. The definition of the term
is taken directly from statute (44 U.S.C.
1901).

Section 7. Boric Considerations and
Assumptions

70 and 7b. Theae statements have
been amended and broadened to reflect
points raised in comments, namely. that
the statements were too narrowly
conceived.

Deleted statement. The draft Circular
contained the statement The value of
government Information to the
government is soloiy a function of the
degree to which the information
contributes to achieving agencies'
missions. Comments concerning this
statement alleged that the statement
tuderestimated the value of government
information to the government, end
failed to take account of other public
needs, including those of Stets and local
governmente, that ere Included in the
value of information to the Federal
Government, Because of other revisions
to Section 7, OMB determined the
statement was superfluous end deleted
it.

7c. A new statement has been
inserted in response to many comments
that the draft Circular failed to address
he positive aspects of government

information. The statement incorporates
three of the purposes of the Paperwork
Reduction Act (44 lac. 35011.

7d. Commentators on this statement
oblected to the application of cost.
11.... !It analysis to government
Information activities. Many stated that
the benefits of government information
cannot be easily calculated and that
such information holds more benefits
than simply economic. Recalling that the
statement is eV assumption underlying
policy, not itself a policy pi escription,
OMB notes that the statement does not
preclude the existence of benefits other
than economic (some of which ere
enumerated in statement 7h) nor does It

necessarily presuppose that benefits min
be easily calculated. The statement has
been reviaed to incorporate by reference
the purposes of the Peperwork
Reduction Act cited in the preceding
statement. Ensuring that benefits exceed
costs, insofar as these are calculable, I.
a means to minimizing burden and coats
and maximizing use .

7. Because many oommentators
misperceived the role accorded the
private sector in the dreft Circular, a
new statement has been added that
summarizes the exisung policy found in
OMB Circular No. A-76, Performance of
Commercial Activities. The import of the
new statement is simply that policy
stated in Circular No. A-7e is and
consistently has been so/tuned to apply
to the management of Federal
information rt$04110011.

78. Several commentators believed
that this statement (fonserly statement
71) did not sufficiently minim the
importance of public discloeure of
government information. The statement
has been revised to strengthen this
point.

One commentary focused on the fact
that this statement pertained le the
management of Fe&ral agency records
rather than management of Federal
information reeounms. Althoush the
Freedom of information Act and the
Privacy Act pertain only to information
in agency records, the statement has
been broadened, as a basic assumption,
to extend to all information resources.
The statement is not limited, either by
intention or Implication, to paper
documents, but may also include
electronic records.

7h. The comments on this stelement
(formerly statement 78) offered
suggestions already provided for in
statute or policy; for example, a
distinction involving statistical uses of
personal information, No changes were
made to the statement,

7j and 7k These statements (formerly
ststements 7h and 7)) were revised to
incorporate language suggested by
commentators,

Section A Policies

a Information Management
Wand (2). Information Collection and

Sharing. Meng commtmk: ma believed
that the formulation of Sa(l) In the draft
Circular was too narrow and restrictive,
that in fact the Circular would limit the
collection of information by Federal
agencies more then was Intended by the
Paperwms Reduction Act. Revised
policy statement ea(1) uses the
expression "necessary for the proper
perfonnance of the functions of the
agency." which IN taken directly from
the language of the Act (44 U.S.C. 3504
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(c)(2)), and introduces a requirement for
practical utility, ahm taken from same
section of the Act. Some commentators
believed the language should be
couched in even broader terms. such as
information needed by society or the
geonzfjublic. The intent of the Act.

, was to circumscribe, not to
broaden, nom discretion to impose
information coWcUoit and
recordkeeping burdens on the public.

Commentators pointed ont that many
statutes condition the interalency or
intergovernmental sharing of
information by Federal oracles.
Revised policy statement as(2) reflects
the existence of such conditions. Many
also commented on the phrase "or
through commercial mulcts" in this
statement. The revision qualifies this
phrase and Appendix IV provides
further explanatory analysis of the
policy.

(3) through (0). Privacy Act and
Freedom of Information Act OMB
revised statement SO) t, be consistent
with statement UHL Statements
Se(4)(b) and NO) have been amended to
eliminate ambiguity identified by
commentators.

(8) through (IV. Information
Dissemination. Statements le(e) and
SOO in the draft Circular received more
comments than any other sections. First,
as reserds the policy that dissemination
be either required by law or essential to
agency rinsinont commentators
believed these criteria were too negative
and restrictive, and failed to emphasize
the positive value olgovernment
information dissemination and the
obligation of the government to inform
the citizenry. OMB reformulated both
the Circular and the analysis in
Appendix IV to emphasise the
government's obligations to disseminate
information, and to conform more
closely to the language and Intent of the
Paperwork Reduction Act.

Second, commentators challenged the
policy that agency information products
or services should not duplicate similar
products or services "that could
reasonably be expected to be provided"
by other agencies or the private sector
"In the absence of agency
dissemination." Thio policy was
believed to be vague and impossible to
apply. OMB acknowledges that "could
reasonably be expected" is an
inadequate formulation and has
accordingly revised the policy.
However, the general stricture against
duplicating products or services that are
or would otherwise be provided by
other government or private sector
organizations has been retained because
the criterion of non.cluplication for
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government information resources is
thistly Mated in the Act; if it is deer
that an agency'. dissemination would
duplicate that of a private organization,
the same ^s.--.4tierationo apply. The
analysis in Appendix IV hes been
expanded to clarify the meaning of this

Third, many nornmentators suggested
that agencies provide adequate notice
and opportunity for public comment
before terminating information products
end services. OMB believes this
suggestion hes merit as applied to eny
significant termination, and has
incorporated the idea in the revised
policy and Appendix IV. With respect to
the non-duplication criterion. OMB
added the provision that adequate
notice should be provided before
initiating new information products and
services. This provision will allow other
seencies and private sector interests to
inform the Initiating agency if new
product or service will duplicate their
product or service, and hence satisfies
the intent of the dreft Circular's
language. Further explanation of this
policy is also roma in Appendix IV.

Fourth, commentators questioned the
language in the draft Circular's
statement lia(111)(a) requiring that
agencies disseminate information
products end services "in s manner that
reasonably ensurea the information will
reach the members of the public the
agency le for reaching."
OMB has s ily altered the language
while provi ng a fuller explanation in
Appendix IV.

-Fifth, commentators challenged the
languese in the draft Circular's
statement fra(9)(b) that dissemination
should be accomplished "in the manner
most cost effective for ths government.
Including placing maximum feasible
reliance on the private sector. . OMB
hes retained this language, but added a
reference to OMB Circular No. A-78
which provides the context for the
policy and cenditions that address most
points raised by e.ommentstors. For
example. OMB Circular No. r -78
distinguishes between functions that ere
inherently governmental In nature, sod
hence should be performed by
government employees, end functions
that ere commercial in nature end may
be performed by the privet. sector.
Again. Appendix IV contains additional
discussion of the role of the private
sector in disseminating government
information products and service,.

Sixth, commentators criticised the
referent* to user charges in the draft
Circular'. Statement es(g)(c). OMB has
retained the draft Circular's language.
because OMB Circular No. A-25 already
lakes account of objections raised. For

example, some pointed out that the
costs of assessing user charges can be
greeter than the revenues yielded from
the charges: Circular No. A-25 provides
for this contingency. Also.
commentators failed to note that this
policy statement requires user charges
only for costs of dissemination of
government information, not for
creation, collection, pro,using. and
transmission of the information. User
charges also are more fully discussed in
Apundix IV.

Eleventh, In response to comments
OMB added new lawsge requiring that
agencies establish procedures for
ensurom compliance with 44 U.S.C.1002
conceWm Federal depository libreries.
Many commentators referenced the
Federal depository library program as
en existing institutional mechanism for
ensuring that much government
information is disseminated to and
actually ruches the general public.
They believed the Circular should
strengthen the depository library
system. Because OM agreed with the
comments, and since the law provides
that government publications be made
available to the depository libraries.
OMB accepted this recommendation: the
Circular requires agencies to make
government publications available to
the depository library system. and
Appendix IV elaborates this point.

b. Information Syetems and
Information Technology Management.

(I) through (3). One commentator
recommended that therm policies be
expended to include a requirement that
agencies document a 10 percent return
on information technology investments.
G... 8 robected this recommendation as
being too specific for Inclusion in
general policy statement.

(4) and (5). Several commentators
recommended that these statements also
include provision for cut effectiveness
and meeting specific agency needs.
OMB revised the policy to reflect this
recommendation end also expended on
the point in Appendix IV.

(0) and (7). Coeunentators noted that
the deoirebility of competition is
sometimes conditioned by the fact that
competitive processes unnecess liy
slow down procurement of information
technolop, end that other requirements,
such as tbe need for compatibility, may
legitimately limit competitive processes.
OMB recognizes the validity of these
points but tudieves they may be taken
into account without altering the policy
statements.

(0). Commentators pointed out thst
agencies have some legitimate needs for
customised software, and that
acquisition of off.the-ahelf software
carries its own risks, such as uncertainty

over continued maintenance. OMB
believes that these quite meritorious
considerations do not invalidate the
policy statement es it stands.

Pi. Several commentators said that
the term "Interconnecnvity" has specific
end limited meaning in
telerommunicetiono, end that
"necessary compatibility" would better
convey the =mina intended. OMB
revised the policy to reflect these
comments end expended on the point in
Appendix IV.

(1.) . Commentators recommended
that the background materials for thrs
policy statement be strengthened to
stress the positive values of standards
and that national security directives be
referenced. OMB revised Appendix IV
to reflect this recommendation end the
fact that the General Services
Administration issues Federel
Telecommunications Standards.

(13). Several modes commented that
what may be cost effective for
Individual program managers may not
be cost effective for the eget :y as a
whole end that the policy as drafted
places the burden of proof on the aunty
rather than the program manager. OMB
recognizes the potential conflict
between agency and program cost
effectiveness but believes the burden of
proof belongs with the agency to
demonstrate that its arnmeements for
information technology facilities end
services are the most cost effective for
agency programs.

One commentator recommended that
agency information technology facilities
be permitted to charge users market
rates rather then cost recovery, because
cost recovery will not be competitive
with market rates. OMB's view is that, if
COM recovery Is nOt competitive with
market rates. thls IS Primo facie
evidence that agency information
technology facility arreneements are not
cost effective, and that program
managere should be freed from
mandatory use of such arrangements.

(la Agencies commented that cost
recovery systems Inky be expensive end
should not be required where there is no
clear benefit to such systems. OMB
recognises this problem end has revised
Appendix 11, but not the policy
Statement to cover this contingency.

Section 9 Assignment of
Responsibilities

Some commentators on this section
objected to a perceived concentration in
OMB of decisionmsking power over
Federal Information resources, believing
that the Circular places program
decisions in OMB's hands. OMB notes
first that the Paperwork Reduction Act
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requires the director of OMB to develop
and implement Federal informetion
policies, principles. standards, and
guidelines (44 U.S.C. 3304). Second, the
Circular states. and Appendix IV
emphasizes, that program
Secisionmaking for Federal information
resources belongs with the heads of
agencies, °pendia' within the policy
framework set forth by OMB.

Several commentators recommended
that this eention include a statement
concerning the Federal depository
libraries. OMB bellevee the addition of
statement 6e(12Xb) regarding the
depository libraries covers this
recornmendatkm. Also, OMB did not
accept a comm.mtator's
recommendation that certain
responsibilities be aesinned to Federal
libraries; such libraries are subunits of
agencies and the Circular assigns
responsibilities ody et the agency level.

Several commentators recommended
that OMB assign responsibility for the
Office of Personnel Management to
develop and implement occupational
and position standards for information
resources managers. OMB does not
believe management of Fadersl
istformaP resources requires
establiehing new fob titles and varies.
Furthermore, such establishment would
require legislation and could not be
legally accomplished through an OMB
Circular,

Several Federal agencies requested
that vatioue statements assigning
responsibilities be revised to Include
reference to their statutory or regulatory
reeponsibilities. OMB reviewed these
requests end determined that revisions
were unnecessary. The Circular
presupposes the existence of, and
compliance with, other applicable laws
and regulations.

a(e). In response to comments OMB
revised this statement more accurately
to reflect agency responsibilities for
Federal records management.

alel. OMB inserted a reference to
convey that the "sen,..1 official" is
identical to the provision of 44 U.S.C.
35060).

10. At the suggestion of a
commentator, (3610 substitut+d
"information resout ces management
policy" for "infore:Alon policy" because
the latter term is not defined or used
elsewhere In the Circular.

e(4). One commentator noted that
assigning GSA responsibility for
providing guidelines and regulations on
the use of loformation technology
contravenes the Brooks Act (40 U.S.r..
750(g)). OMB revised the statement to
reflect this point.

104 OMB revised the statement In
the same manner as atatement

Appendix I
Several commentators expressed

concem that promulgation of the
appendix would rescind the OMB
"Guidelines on Implementing the
Privacy Art," and others suggested
combining the nppendix with all
guidance OMB has issued on the Act.
OMB did not intend to replace existing
guidance with the appendix. The
appendix replaces only the procedural
requirements contained in OMB Circular
No, A-101 All other Atidance remains
in force, end OMB has revised the
appendix to make that clear. OMB
declined to follow the summation that
the appendix and other euidence be
combined. became the purposes of each
Issuance am different.

Other commentators pointed out
inconsistencies in the timing of various
reviews required by the Circular's
different appeedices; @tweeted
clarifying; by examples what constitutes
a "minor change to a system of records";

. summated changing the timing of the
review of section (m) contracts to moo
frequently than every Ilve years, since
review is conducted on a random
sample basis and should not prove
overly burdensome; and suggested that
the first triennial review of routine uses
be commenced immediately upon
issuance of the Circular. OMB revised
the appendix to reflect them comments.
OMB added a requirement for an annual
review of all systems notices; added
certain date collection requirements for
the annual report pursuant to section (p);
and dropped a requirement for the Office
of the Federal Register to provide OMB
with a consolidaied list of changes to
agencies' systems of records.

Appendix 11

Several commentators expressed
concern about the coot effectiveness of
requiring detailed accounting and
chargebeck for use of relatively mall
information technology facilities. OMB
°greed with these comments. The intent
of Appendix 11 is to encourage cost
effective behavior in the management of
Federal information technology
resources, In revising the Appendix
OMB raised the threshold so that the
Appendix applies only to facilities
having obligations in excess of
million per year.

A number of commentators pointed
out that the Appendix does not allow
facilities to Justify resource requests
based upon sharing, except in unusual
circumstances. OMB revised the
Appendix to clarify that this restriction
le Included because .1 normal practice
I. for users of a fach.ty to include
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resource requests for ihe amount of
technology use in their budget End
appropriation requests.

Several commentators believed that
requiring full coats to be recovered from
all users withinen asency would not be
coot effective. OMB disagreed with this
viewpoint and retained the draft
Circular's formulation. Viable
management of large information
technology facility requires that
managers know the amount of resources
devoted to each user when providing
services. Furthermore, effective
manamment of the UPS of information
technology requires that the user have
responsibility for and control over the
reaoureas consumed by use of the
facility.

Finally, a number of commentators
questioned the advilibility of giving
users of significant new applications
primary respoosibility for selecting
which facility will support the
applications. OMB disagreed and
retained the draft Circular's formulation.
When users are dependent on effective
technology support to perform their
function, control over selection of
facility is essential and consistent with
bolding users responsible for producing
their government information products.

Appendix 111

Several commentators asked for
clarification of the relationship between
Appendix III and OMB Circular No. A-
129. The Appendix itself relates certain
of Hs requirements to requirements in
Circular No. A-123 (e.g.. annual
reporting of security weaknesses es
material weaknesses, and a separate
assurence of the security of agency
automated information systems in the
annual internal control report required
by Circular No, A-123). Beyond these
specific requirements, application
controls specified in the Appendix
should be verified in vulnerability
assessments end intern& control
reviews of the functional area supported
by the application. Installation controls
specified In the Appendix should be
reviewed as one of the generic controls
of an information technology unit itself.

Several commentators asked how the
Circular relates to OMB Circular No, A-
127, Financial Men...meat Systems.
The evaluation and repotting
requirements for the systems integrity
objective contained in OMB Circular No.
A-1V may be met by fulfilling the
evaluation end reporting requirements
contained in Appendix Ill to this
Circular and in OMB Circulu No. A-
123.
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Several commentators also expressed
confusion about the relation between /
Appendix Ill end security of nationel
security information. OMB revised
Appendix III to clarify that the
Appendix provides &minimal eat of
requirements for the enmity of Federal
automated information systems:
required agencies to also incorporate
additional requirements for Isecurity of
information &sallied for notional
security purposot and clarified central
agency responsibilities related to
national security information.

Several commentators suggested that
Appendix III use the turm "information
!ethnology facility" for consistency with
the Circular and Appendix II. The term
"information tecimology installation," as
used le APPendix Ill. includes
information technology facilities es well
as small localized processing
capabilities. OMB retained the term
"Information technology installation" in
order to emphasize the importance of
assurins adequate security of such
smaller systems as well as of larger
facilitiee. OMB expects that
management processes foe assuring a
proper level of security at small
installations will be less detailed and

*resource intensive than et larger
facilities.

Several commentators expreased
concern that personnel security
responsibilities in the Appendix focused
only on screening employees. They
pointed out that other personnel
activities, such a. separate,. ef duties
and actions misting to employees
leaving an agency, may be more :est
effective security measures. OM
agreed with thew comments aril
dunned the language concetolas agency
Personnel prostrame so es not to limit
agency personnel programs to
employment screening of personnel,
while still requiring employment
screenins as one tool in agency security
programs.

Circular No. A-11111

To the Heads of Executive Departments
and Establishments

December iz. MM.

Sublect: Management of Federal
Information Resources

1. Purpose: This Circular establishes
policy for the management of Federal
information resources. Procedural and
analytic guidelines for implementing
specific aspects of these policies are
included as appendices.

2. Rescissions: This Circular rescinds
OMB Circulate No. A-71. e-eo. A-106,
and A-121. and all Transmittal
Memoranda In those cireetare.

3. Authorities: This Circular is issued
pursuant to the Paperwork Reduction
Act of 1990 (44 MEC. 35k the Privacy
Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 582a). sections 111
and ane of the Federal Property end
Administrative Services Act of 1948 as
amended (40 U.S.C. 758 and 487,
respectively), the Budget and
Accounting Act of 1921 44 amended (31
U.S.C. 11), Executive Order No. 12040 of
Match 27, 1973. and Executive Order No.
12472 of April 3.1964.

4. Applicability and Scope:
e. The policies in this Circular apply

to the information activities of all
agencies of the executive branch of the
Federal Government.

b. Information classified for national
security purpows should also be
handled in accordance with the
appropriate national security dime . .3.
National enmity emergency
preparedness activities should be
conducted in accordance with Executive
Order No. 12472,

5. Background: The Paperwork
Reduction Act establishes a broad
mandate for agencies to perform their
information management activities in an
efficient, effective, and 001:01n1C411
mannet To assist agencies in an
integrated approach to Information
resources manasement, the Act requires
that the Director of the Office of
Manaatiment and Budget (OMB) develop
and implement uniform and consistent
information resources management
policies; oversee the development and
promote the use of infoemation
management principles, standards, and
genital:tem evaluate agency information
manestment practices in order to
determine their adequacy and
efficiency; and determine compliance of
such practices with the policies,
principles, standar& and suidelines
promulsated by the Director.

6. aslinitions: As used in this
Circular-.

a. The term "agency" means any
executive department. military
department, government corporation.
government controlled corporation. or
other establishment in the executive
branch of the government, or any
independest regulatory agency. Within
the Executive Office of the President,
the term includes only the Office of
Management and Budget and the Office
of ..dmie.ztration.

b. The term "information" means any
communication or reception of
knowledge such as facts, data, nr
opinions, including numerical 4raphic
or narrative forms, whether oral or
maintained in any medium. Including
computerised data bases, paper.
microform, or magnetic tape.

c. The term "novernment information"
means information created, collected.
procesmd. nsnamItted &Geminated.
used, stored. or disposed of by the
Pedant Government.

d. The term "information mum"
means the organized collection,
processing, transmission, and
dissenguation of Intonation in
accordance with defined procedures,
wheeler automated or manual.

a. The term "malor information
system" mune an information system
that requires special continuing
management att-.illon because of its
impriance to en agency wisdom its
MO development, operating, or
maintename costs: or its significant
impact on the administration of agency
programa, finance% PrOPedy, of ether
feSOUICel.

f. The tam "access to infornation"
refers to the function of providing to
members of the public, upon their
request. the government information to
which they ere entitled under law.

g. The lane "diseemination of
information" refers to the function of
distributing government information to
the public, whether through printed
documents, or electronic or other media.
"Dissemination or information" does no'
include intro-agency use of information
interagency sharing of informstion, or
responding to requests for "access to
Information."

h. The term "Information technology"
means the hardware and eoftwere used
in connection with government
information, reprd1411, of the
technology involved, whether
computers, telecommunications.
micrographics, or other.. For the
purpoese of tIde Mauler, automatic data
processing and telecommunications
activities related to certain critical
national security missions, aa deftned In

U.S.C. 3502(2) and 10 U.S.C. 2315, are
excluded.

I. The term "information technolosy
fccility" means an organisationally
defined set of personnel hardware,
software, and physical facilities,
primary function of which is the
operation of information technology.

I. The term "information resources
management" means the ()hinnies,
budgetin& organizing, directing, training.
end control asociated with government
information. The term encompaswe both
information Itself and the related
resources. eel as personnel, equipment,
funds, and technologs

k. The term ''eovernment publication"
means informational metier which is
published as an individual document et
government expense, er as required by
law.
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Other definitions specific to the
sublects of the appendices appear In the
appendices.

7. %sic Considerations and
A. nptions:

The Federal Government is the
largest single producer, consumer. and
disseminator of information in the
United Stales. Deems of the size of the
government's information /tenants:v,
dependence of government informative
activities upon the public's cooperatimi,
and the value of government intowattAtto
to the entire Nation, the menegement nf
Federal information recources Is an
issue of continuing Imp mance to the
public and to the gover merit itself.

b. Government infort ninon Is a
valuable national resin rte. It provides
citizens with knowledge of their
government. society, ant: economy
peat present, and future: is a means to
ensure the accountability of government;
is vital to the healthy performance of the
economy: is an essential tool for
miming the govwument's operitions;
end is itself a commodity often with
economic value in the marketplace.

c. The free flow of Information from
the government to Its citizens and vice
versa I. essential to a democratic
society. It is also essential that the
government minimize the Federal
paperwork burden on the public,
minimize the cost of its informatMn
activities, and maximize the usefulness
of government information.

d. In order to minimize the cost and
maximize the usefulness of government
information activities, the expected
public and private benefits derived from
government information, insofar as they
are calculable, should exceed the public
and private costs of the information.

e. Although certain functions are
inherently governmental in nature, being
so intimately related to the public
interest as to mandate performance by
Federal employees the government
should look first to private sources,
where available, to provide the
commercial goods and services needed
by the government PO act on the public's
behalf, particularly when cost
comparisons indicate that private
performance will be the most
economical.

f, The use of up-to.date information
technology of fere opportunities to
imp,rove the management of government
programs, and access to. AP
dissemination of, governi-ent
information.

g. Because the public disclosure of
government information is essential to
the operation of a democracy, the
public's right of access to government
information mist be protected in the

management of Federal information
resOUrCes.

h. The individuak right to privacy
must be protected It Fedora)
Government Inform, ,on activities
involving pereonal lriorr,

I. The open end efficlei., exchange of
got emment scientific and technical
Information, sublect to applicable
national security controls and
proprietary rights others may have in
such Information fosters excellence In
scientific remerch and the effective use
of Federal research and uavelopment
funds. .

j. The value of preserving govemment
records is a function of the degree to
which preservation protects the legal
and financial rights of tha government or
ite citizens, and provides an official
record of Federal agency activities for
agency management, public
accountability, and historical pommies.

k. Federal Government information
resources management policies and
activities can affect, and be affected by,
the Information policies and activities of
other nations.

8. Policies:
a. Information Management. Agencies

shall:
(ll Create or collect only that

informtion necessary for the proper
performance of agency functions and
that has practical utility, and only after
planning for Its processing,
transmission, dissemination, use,
storage. and dispositiote

(2) Seek to satisfy new information
need, through legally authorized
interagency or intergovvrnmental
sharing of information, or through
commercial sources, where appropriate.
before creating or collecting new
information;

(3) Limit the collection of Individually
identifiable information and
proprietary information to that which is
legally authorised and necessary fur the
proper performance of agency functions;

(4) Maintain and protect individuelly
Identifiable information and proprietary
information in a manner that precludes:

(a) Unwarranted intrusion upon
personal privacy (sea Appendix I); and

(b; Violation of confidentiality;
(5) Provide individuals with access to.

and the ability to amend errors In,
systems of records, consistent with the
Privacy Act;

(a) Provide public access to
government information, consistent with
the Freedom of Information Act:

(7) Ensure that agency personnel are
trained to safeguard informatMn
resources:

(a) Disseminate informatior., as
required by law, describing agency
organization, activities, programs,
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meetings, syr mie of records, and other
information ) Wings, and how the
public may gain access to agency
information rammer

(0) Disseminate such information
products end alnico, as are:

(a) EFecifically required by law; or
(b) Necessary for the proper

performance of agency hinctions.
provided that the latter do not duplicate
similar products or eervices that ere or
would otherwise be provided by other
government or private sector
organizations;

(10) Disseminate significant new, or
terminate significant existing,
information producte and amylase only
after providing adequate notice to the
public:

(11) Disseminate such gm. ernment
Information products and services:

(a) In a manner that ensures that
members of the public whom the agency
has an obligation to reach have a
reasonable ability to acquire the
information;

(b) In the manner most cost effective
for the government. including placing
maximum feasible reliance on the
private motor for the dissemination of
the products or services In accordance
with OMB Circular No. A-70 and

(c) So as to recover costs of
dissemineting the products or services
throagh user charges, where
appropriate, In accordance with OMB
Circular No, A-25;

(12) Eatablish procedures for
(a) Reviewing periodically the

continued need for and manner of
dissemination of the agency's
information products or services; and

(b) Ensuring that government
publications are made available to
depository libraries as required by law,

b. information Systems and
Information Technology Management
Agencies shall:

(1) Establish multiyeer strategic
planning processes for acquiring end
operating information tochnoloey that
meet program and mission needs, reflect
budget constraints, and form the bases
for their budget requests;

(2) Establish systems of management
control that document the requirements
that each major Information system is
intended to serve; and provide for
periodic review of those requirements
over the life of the system In order to
determine whether the requirements
continue to exist and the system
continues to meet the purposes for
which it was developed:

(3) Make the official whose program
an information system supports
responsible and accountable for the
products of that system:
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(4) Meet information processing needs
through Interagency sharing and from
commercial sources, when it is cost
effective, before acquiring new
information processing capacity;

(5) Share available information
processing capacity with other agencies
to the extent practicable and legally
permissible:

(6) Acquire information technology in
a competitive manner that minimizes
total life cycle costs:

(7) Ensure that existing and planned
major information systems do not
unnecessarily duplicate information
systems available from other agencies
or from the private sector;

(8) Acquire off4he.shelf software from
commercial sources, unless the cost
effectiveness of developing custom
software Is clear and has been
documented:

(9) Acquire or develop information
systems In a manner that facilitates
necessary compatibility:

(10) Assure that information systems
operate effectively and accurately.

(11) Establish a level of security for all
agency information systems
commensurate with the sensitivity of the
information and the risk and eamnitude
of loss or harm thin could r:sult from
improper operation of the information
systems (See Appendix DI);

(12) Asoure that only authorized
personnel have access to information
systems:

(13) Plan to provide information
systems with reasonable continuity of
support should their normal operations
be disrupted in an emergency:

(14) Use Federal Information
Processing and Telecommunications
Standards except where It can be
demonstrated that the costs of using a
standard exceed the benefits or the
standard will impede the agency in
acc.omplishing its mission:

(15) Not require program managers to
use specific Information technology
facilities or services unless it is clear
and is convincingly documented, subject
to periodic review, that such use is the
most cost effective method for meeting
program requirements:

(16) Account for the full costs of
operating information technology
facilities and recover such cosh from
government users as provided In
Appendix II:

(17) Not prescribe Federal information
system requirements that unduly restrict
the prerogatives of heads of State and
local government units:

Oaf Seek opportunities to improve the
operation of government programs or to
realize savings (Jr the government and
the public through the application of up.

25-914 0 90 24

to.date information technology to
government Information activities,

O. Assignment of Responsibilitlee:
a. All Federal Agencies. The head of

each agency shell:
HI Have printery responsibility foi

managing agency information resources:
(2) Ensure that the Information

policies, principles, standards,
guidelines, rules, and regulations
prescribed by OMB are implemented
appropriately within the agency;

(3) Develop internal agency
information policies And procedures and
oversee, evaluate. and otherwise
periodically review agency information
resources management activities for
conformity with the policies set forth In
this Circular

(4) Develop agency policies and
procedures that provide for timely
acquisition of required information
technology:

(5) Maintain an inventory of the
agencies' major information systems
and information dissemination
programs;

(81 Create, maintain. end dispose oil a
record of agency activities In
accordance with the Federal Reccrda
Act of 1950, as amended;

(71 Identify to the Director. OMO.
statutory, regulatory. and other
impediments to efficient management of
Federal information resources and
recommend to the Director legislatioc.
policies, procedures. and other guidance
to improve such management;

(8) Assist OMB in the performance of
Its functions under the Paperwork
Reduction Act. Including making
services, personnel. and facilities
available to OMB for this purpose to the
extent practicable;

(9) Appoint a senior official, as
required by 44 U.S.C. 3568(b). who shall
report directly to the agency head. to
carry out the responsibilities of the
agency under the Paperwork Reduction
Act. The head of the agency shall keep
the Director. OMB, advised as to the
name, title, authority. responsibilities.
and organisational resources of the
senior official. For purposes of this
paragraph military departments and the
Office of the Secretary of Defense may
each appoint one official.

h. Deportment of State. The Secretary
of State shall:

(1) Advise the Director. OMB. on the
development of United States positions
and policies on international
infcrmation policy issues affecting
Federal Government information
activities and ensure that such positions
and policies are consistent with Federal
information resources management
policy;

73

(2) Ensure. In consultation with the
Secretary of Commerce, that the United
States is represented in the development
of international Information lecimology
standards, and advise the Director.
OMR of such activities.

c. Department of Commence. The
Secretary of Commerce shall:

(1) Develop find issue Federal
Information Processing Standards and
guidelines necessary to ensure the
efficient and effective acquisition,
management. security, and use of
information technology;

(2) Advise the Director. OMB, on the
development of policies relating to the
procurement and management of
Federal telecommunications resources;

(3) Provide OMB and the agencies
with scientific and technical advisory
services relating to the development and
use of information technology;

(4) Conduct studies and evaluations
concerning telezommunications
technology. and concerning the
improvement. expansion, testing.
operation. and use of Federal
telecommunications systems and advise
the Director. OMB, and appropriate
agencies of the recommendations that
result from such studies;

(5) Develop. In consultation with the
Secretary of State and the Director.
OMB, plans, policies. and programs
relating to internetional
telecommunications issues affecting
government information activities;

(6) Identify needs for standardization
of telecommunications and Information
processing technology. and develop
standards. in consultation with the
Secretary of Defense and the
Administrator of General Servcies, to
ensure efficient application of such
technology:

(7) Ensure that the Federal
Government is represented in the
development of national and, in
consultation with the Secretary of State.
International Information technology
standards, and advise the Director.
OMB. of such activities.

d. Department of Defense. The
Secretary of Defense shall develop, in
consultation with the Administrator of
General Services, uniform Federal
telecommunications standards and
go' defines to ensure national security.
emergency preparedness, and continuity
of government.

e. Geneml Services Administration.
The Administrator of General Serviceo
shall:

(1) Advise the Director. OMB. and
agency heads on matters affecting the
procurement of information technology;

(2) Coordinate and, when required.
provide for the purchase, lease. and
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maintenance of information technology
required by Federal agencies;

(3) Develop criteria for timely
procurement of information technology
end delegate pr mrement authority to
agencies that ct,..mly with the criteria;

(4) Provide guidelines end regulations
for Fadersl agencies, as authorized by
law, on the acquisition, maintenance,
and dispositicn of information
technoloilY;

(5) Develop policies and guidelines
that facilitate the sharing of information
technology among agencies AA requried
by this Circular;

(8) Review agencies' Information
resources management activities to meet
the objectives of the triennial reviews
required by the Paperwork Reduction
Act and report the results to the
Director, OMB;

(7) Manage the Automatic Data
Processing Fund and the Federal
Telecommunications Fund in
accordance with the Federal Property
and Administrative Services Act, as
amended;

(Il) Establish procedures for approval.
Implementation, and dissemination of
Federal telecommunications standards
and guidelines and for implementation
of Federal Information Processing
Standards.

I. Office of Personnel Management.
The Director. Office of Personnel
Management, shall:

(1) Develop and conduct training
program, for Federal personnel on
information resources management,
including end user computing:

(2) Evaluate periodically future
personnel management and staffing
requirements for Federal information
resources management;

(3)Eatablish personnel security
policies end develop training programs
for Federal personnel associated with
the design, operation, or maintenance of
information systems.

g. Notional Archives and Records
Administration. The Archivist of the
Unite,: States shall:

It) Administer the Federal records
management program In accordance
with the National Archives and Records
Act..

RI Assist the Director, OMB. in
developing standards and guidelines
relating to the records management
pogrom.

h. Office ..., t.,nagement and Budget.
The Director oi the Office of
Management and Budget shall:

11) Provide overall leadatehip and
coordination of Federal information
resources management within the
executive branch:

(2) Serve as the President's principal
adviser on procurement and

management of Federal
telecommunications systems, and
develop and establish policies for
procurement end management of such
systems:

(3) Issue policies procedures, and
guidelines to assist agencies in
achieving integrated, effective, and
efficient information resources
management;

(4) Initiate and review proposals for
changes In legislation, regulations, and
agency procedures to Improve Federal
information resources management

(5) Review and approve or disapprove
agency proposals for collection of
information from the public. as defined
in 5 CFR 1320.7;

(6) Develop and publish annually, in
consultation with the Administrator of
General Services, fiveyear plan for
meeting the information technology
needs of the Federal government

(7) Evaluate agencies' information
resources management and identify
cross-cutting information policy issues
through the review of agency
information programs, Information
collection budgets, information
technology acquisition plans. Racal
budgets, and by other means:

(8) Provide policy oversight for the
Federsl records management faction
conducted by the National Archives and
Records Administration and coordinate
records management policies and
programs with other information
activities;

(91 Review, with the advice and
assistance of the Administrator of
General Services. selected agencies'
information resources management
activities to meet the objectives of the
triennial reviews required by the
Paperwork Reduction Act:

(10) Review agencies' policies.
practices, and programs pertaining to
the security, protection, sharing, and
disclosure of information. In order to
ensure compliance with the Privacy Act
and related statutes;

(11) Resolve information technology
procurement disputes between agencies
and the General Services
Administration pursuant to Section 111
of the Federal Property and
Administrative Services Act;

(12) Review proposed U.S.
government position and policy
statements on internath lel issues
effecting Federal Government
Information activities end advise the
Secretary of State As to their
consistency with Federal information
resources management policy.

10. Oversight. The Director, OMB, will
use information technology planning
reviews, fiscal budget reviews.
Information collection budget reviews.
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management reviews. GSA reviews of
agency information resources
management activities, and such other
measurea as he deems necessary to
evalisate the adequacy and efficiency of
each aiency's information resiouroen
manaroment and compliance with this
Circular,

11. Effective Date. Thie Circular le
effective upon publication (December
12 1035).

12. INuiries. All questions or
inquiries should be addressed to Office
of Informatim and Regulatory Affairs,
Office of Mimagement and Budget.
Washington. D.C. 20503. Telephone:
(202) 395-3287.

13. Sunset Review Dote. This Circular
shall have an Independent policy review
to ascertain its effectiveness three years
from the date of Issuance.
lama C. Millar III,
Mester.
Appendix I: natal Agency Responsibilities

for Maintaining Records about
Individuals

Appendix 11: Cost Accounting. Cost Recovery,
and interagency Sharing of Information
Technology Facilities

Appendix ID: Security of Padrsi Automated
Infonnatior Systems

Appendix IV: Analysis of Key Sections
Denali A. lainew.
Assistont Director forAdministration.

Appendix I to OMB Circular No. A-
138Faders! Agency Responsibilities
for Maintaining Records About
Individuals

1. Purpose ond Scope.
This Appendix describes agency

responsibilities for implemeang the
Privacy Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C. 552, as
amended (hereinafter "the Act"). It
applies to all agencies subject to the
Act. The Appendix constitutes a
revision to procedures formerly
contained in OMB Circular No. A-106,
now rescinded. Note that this Appendix
does not rescind other guidance OMB
has issued to help agencies interpret the
Privacy Act's provisions, e.g.. Privacy
Act Guidelines (40 PR 211949-28978. July
9. 1975), or Guidance for Conducting
Matching Programs (47 PR 21056-21658.
May 19. 1982),

2. Definitions.
a. The lams "agency." "Individual."

"maintain." "record." "system of
recuri ,." and "rouPne use," as used In
this Appendix, are defined in the Act (5
U.S.C. 552a(a)). The definition of
"agency" In the Act differs somewhat
from the definition in the Circular.

b. The term "minor change to a system
of records" means a change that does
not significantly change the system; that
is, does not affect the character or
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purpose of the system and does not
affect the ability of an individual to gain
access to his or her record or to any
information pertaining to him rir her
which is contained In the system; e.g.,
changing the title of the system
manager.

3. Assignment of Responsibilities.
a, 111 Pmieral Agencies lit addition to

meeting the agency requirements
contained in the Act, and the specific
reporting requirements detailed in thin
Appendix. the head of each agency shall
ensure that the following reviews are
conducted as often as specified below,
and be prepared to report to the
Director, OMB. the results of such
reviews and the corrective action tseen
to resolve problems uncovered. The
head of eech agency shall:

(1) Section (m)Contracte Review
every two years a randces sampb of
agency contracte that provide for the
maintenance of a system of records on
behalf of the agency to accomplish an
agencyfunction. In order to ensure that
the wording of each conttact makes the
provisions of the Act apply. (5 U.S.C.
552a(m)(1))

(2) Recordkeeping Practices. Review
annually agency recordkceping and
disposal policies and practims in order
to assure compliance with the Act.

(3) Routine Use Disclosures. Review
every three years the routine use
disclosures associated with each system
of records in order to ensure that the
recipient's use of such records continues
to be compatible with the purpose for
which the disclosing agency originally
collected the information. The lint sech
review should commence immediately
upon the Issuance of this Appendix.

(4) Exemption of Systems of &curds.
Review every three years eath system
of records for which the agency has
promulgated exemption rules pursuant
to Section (J) or (k) of the Privacy Act in
order to determine whether such
exemption is still needed.

(5) Matching Programs. Review
annually each ongoing matching
program in which the agency has
participated during the year. either as a
source or as a matching agency. In order
to ensure that the requirements of the
Act. the OMB Matching Guidelines, end
the OMB Model Control System end
Checklist have been met.

01 Privacy Act Twining. Review
annually agency training practices In
order to ensure that all agency
personnel are familiar with the
requirements of the Act, with the
agency's implementing regulation, end
with any special requirements that their
apecllic lobs entail.

(71 Violations. Review annually the
actions of agency personnel that have

reaulted either in the agency being found
civilly liable ender Section (g) of the
Act, or en employee being :mind
criminally liable under the pruvteions of
Section (1) of the Act. in order to
determine the extant of the problem and
to find tbe most effective way to prevent
recurrence. of the problem.

(8) Systems of Record* Nalices.
Review annually each system of reoorde
notice to ensure that it aecurately
describes the syetent. Where miner
changes era needed, ensure that an
amended notice le published in the
Fe&rat Registee. Agencies may choose
to make one annual comprehensive
publication consolidating such minor
changes. This requirement la
distinguished from and In eddition to tho
requirement to report to OMB and the
Congeals maior changes to system of
records and tu publish those changes in
the Federal Register (etre peregraph 4b
of this Appendix).

b. Department of Commerix The
Secretary of COMMITe shell, consistent
with guidelines issued by the Director,
GMB, develop and issue elandereis and
guidelines fur assuring the security of
information protected by the Privacy
Act in eetomated information pythons.

c. General Sandals, rldntinistrotion.
The A iministrator of General Services
shall, consistent with guideline: issued
by the Director. OMB, issue inetnctione
un what agencies must do in order to
comply with the requirements of Section
(m) of the Act when contractine for the
uperetion of a system of records to
accomplish an agency purpose.

d. Office of Pervonnel Management.
The Director c; the Office of Personnel
Management shall, consistent with
guidelines Issued by the Dhector, OMB:

(I) Develop and maintain government.
wide standards and procedures for
civilian personnel information
processing and recordkseping directives
to assure conformance with the Act.

(2) Develop and conduct training
programs for agency personnel,
including both the conduet of courses In
various substantive areas (e.g.. legal.
administrative. information technology)
and the development of materials that
agencies can ose in their own courses.
Te assienment of this responsibility to
OPM does no affect the responsibility
of individual seency heads for
developing and conducting training
programs tailored to the specific needs
of their own personnel.

e. National Archives and Records
Administration. The Archl -let of the
United States shall, consistent with
guidelines Issued by the Director. OMB:

(1) Issue instructions on the format of
the Agency notices Ind rules required to
be published under the Act.
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(2) Compile end publieh annually the
rules promulgated under 5 U.S.C. 5520(f)
and agency notices published under 5
U.S.C. 552e(e)(4) in a form available to
the public.

(3) Issue procedures governing the
transfer of records to Federal &words
Genwrs for storage, prommaine, and
ervicing pursuant to 44 U.S.C. MAI. For
porpoises ot the Act, sech record: ens
coneidertil to be reatonittred by the
agency thei demented them. The
Archivist may disclose depostled
records only accenting to the er_CtiSs
rides established by the agency that
deposited them.

I. Office of Monagemeni end Budget.
The Direttor of the Office of
Menagement end Budget will:

It) Issue guidelines and directives ;is
the agencies to Implement the Act.

(7) Amnia the agencice. al thelr
request, In implementing their Privacy
Act programs.

(3) ROYIstir the new and altered
eystem reports agencies ubmit gammen
to Section (0) of the Act.

(4) Compile the annual rennet of $4
President to the Cowes. In accordance
with Section (p) of the Ach

4. Reporting Requiremerds.
a. Privacy Act Annual Report.. To

provide the neoessary InfoneatInn for
the annual report of the President,
agencies shall submit a Pdvecy Aet
Annual Report to the Director, OMB,
covering their Privacy Act activities fur
the calendar year. The exact lormet end
timing of the ree...:e. he established
by the Director. OMB (5 U.S.C. 55italp));
but, agencies should, at a minimum
collect, and be prepared to report the
following date on a calenciar yesr heels:

(I) Total number of active eyeteme of
records and changes to that population
during the year, e.g., publications of new
systems, additions and deletions of
routine uses. exemptions. automation of
record systems.

(2) Public comments received on
agency publications and implementation
activities.

(3) Number of requests from
individuals for crass lc .etcords at out
themselves In srstems of wards th it
cskad the Priv( cy AO in supplrt of sir
mum is.

(4)Numher granted In whole e. pr ^i,
denied in whole, and for which nil
record was found.

(5) Number of amendment reque,-.11
from individuals to amend records a lout
them In systems of retorde Mot citeci the
Privacy Act in support of their requests.

(5) Number granted in whole or pert.
denied in whole, and for which no
record WAS found.
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(7) Number of appeals of access end
amendment denials and the results of
such appeals.

(6) Number of instances in which
individuals litigated the results of
appeals of access Of amendment, and
the resulta cf such litigation.

(9) Nember and description of
matehing programa perticipated In either
as source or matching agency.

b. New and Altered System Reports.
The Act requires agencies to publish
notices In the Federal Berdater
describing new or altered systems of
records, and to submit reports on these
systems to the Director. OMB, and to the
Congress.

(1) Altered SysWrn of Records. Minor
changes to systems 'if records need not
be reported. For example. change In
the designation of the system manager
due ta a reorganization would not
require a report. so long as an

abilPy to gain access to his
or her records is not affected. Othee
examples include changing applicable
safeguards as a result of a claim analysis.
deleting a routine use when there is no
longer a need for the authorized
disclosure. These examples are not
intendud to be all,Inclueive.

The following changes are those for
which a report is naquind:

(a) An increase or change in the
eumber or types of Individuals on whom
!scolds are maintained. For example, a
decision to expand a system that
originally covered only meldents of
public housing in me!or cities to cover
such reeidenta nationwide would require
a report. Increases attributable to
normal mcwth should notbe reported.

(b) A change that expands ihe types
or Clitegorles of information maintained.
For example, personnel file that has
been expended to include medical
recorde would require a report.

(c) A change that alters the purpose
for whir4t the Information Is used,

(d) A change to equipment
configuration (either hardware or
ephemera) that creates substantially
greater access to the records in the
system. For example. locating
Interactive terminals at regional offiees
for accessing a system formerly
accessible only at the hesdquerlere
would require a report.

(e) 'Die Addition of an exemption
Ipursuent to Section DI or OA of the Act).
Note that, in submitting a relemaking for
en exemption es per, of a ieport of n
new or altered erstem. agencies will
meet the reporting requirements of
fbiecutive Order No.12201 and need not
make a separate subritiesion under that
ordor.

When an agency niekes a c.hswe :o
an information technology Installation.

telecommunication network, or any
other general changes In information

Ilection. processing. dissemination, or
swinge that affect multiple systems of
records, it may submit a single
consolidated new ce. altered system
report, with changes to existing notices
and supporting documentation included
in the submission.

(2) Contenta of tho Repot': The report
for a new or altered system has theee
elements: a transmittal letter,
nanative statement, and supporting
documentation that includes a copy of
the proposed Federal E4itter notice.
There Is no prescribed format for either
the letter Of the narrative statement. The
notice must appear In the tonnat
prescribed by the Office of tho Federal
Register's Document Drafting
Handbook.

(a) Transmittal tier. The transmittal
letter shoud be signed by the senior
agency official responsible for
implementation of the Act within the
agency end should contain the name
and telephone number of the Individual
who can beet answer questions about
the system. The letter should contain the
agency's assurance that the proposed
system does net duplicate any wadies
agency systems. It should also slate that
mi copy of the report has been distributed
to the Speaker of the House and the
President of the Senate as the Act
requires. The letter may alto Include
requests for waiver of the reportIne lime
period.

(b) Nanutfre Statement. The
nareative statement should be brief. It
should make reference, as appropriate,
to information in the supporting
documentation rather than restating
euch information. The statement should:

If I Describe the purpose for which the
agency Is establishing the system of
records.

(2) Identify the authority under which
the system is maintained. The agency
should avoid citing housekeeping
statutes, but eathee cite the underlying
programmatic. aethority for collecting.
maintainine, and using the Information.
When the syutem is being operated to
support an agency housekeeping
program, e.g., a cetpool locator, the
agency may, however. cite a general
housekeeping ;Wats that authorises the
agency head to keep such records as are
neceesa. .

(I) Provide the elency's evatuation of
the probable or potential effects of
the proposal on the privacy of

(4) Dearaibe the relationship of the
proposal. If any, to the other branches of
the Federal Government and to Slate
and local governments.
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(3) Provide a brief deacription of the
steps taken by the agency to minimise
the risk of unauthorized access to the
system of records. A more detailed
assessment of the risks end specific
administrative, technical!, procedural.
and physical 'lifeguards established
shell be made available to OMB upon
request.

(8) Explain how each proposed routine
roe satisfies the compatibility
requirement of subsection (07) of the
Act. For altered systems, this
requirement pertains only to any newly
proposed routine umms.

(7) Provide OMB control numbers.
expiration date'', and titles of any OMB
approved Information collection
requirements contained in the system of
recoras. ff the request for OMB
clearance of an information collection Is
pending, the agency may simply state
the title of the collection and the date it
was submitted for OMB clearance.

(c)SuPporting Documentation. Attach
the following to ail new or altered
system reports:

(1) An advance cope of the new or
altered system notice (consistent with
the provisions of 5 U.S.C. 452e(e)(4)) that
the agency proposes to publish for the
new or altered system. For proposed
altered systems the documentation
should be in the same form as the
agency proposes to publish In the public
notice.

(2) An advance copy of any new rules
or changes to published rules (consistent
with the provision of 5 U.S.C. 562. lf),
()), and (k)) that the ageo.,-; rmooses tn
issue for the new or altered system.11 no
changes to existing rules sue required.
the agency shall so stale le the narrative
portion of the report. -rooted changes
to existing rules shall be provided In the
same form as the agency proposes to
publish for formal notice and comment.

(0) Timing and Distribution for
Submitting New and Altered System
deports. Submit reports on new and
altered systems of records not Idler thee
so days prior to establishment of a new
system or the implementation of an
altered system (5 U.S.C. 552e(o)). Sohmit
three copies of each report 10:
President of the Senate, Washington.

D.C. 20610
Speaker of the Douse of

Reprebentativea Washington, D.C.
=IS

Administrator, Office of Infornietion and
Regulatory Affairs, Office of
Management and Budget. Weehington.
D.C. Ma
Agencies may assume that OMB

CorIcilit in Privacy Act segment of their
proem) if OMB has not commented
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within 80 days from the dele the
transmittal letter was signed. Agencies
may publish system and routine use
notices as wallas exemption rules in the
Federal Register at the same time that
they send the new or altered system
report to OMB and the Congress. The 00-
day period for ome and Congressional
review and the 30.day notice and
comment period for routine uses and
exemptions will then run concurrently.

(4) Waivers of Report Time Period.
The Director. OMB, may grant a waiver
of the 80-day period if the agency asks
for the waiver and can demonstrate
compelling reasons. Agencies may
assume that ome concurs in their
request if OMB has not commented
within 30 days of the date the
transmittal letter was signed. When a
weiver is granted. the agency is not
thereby relieved of any other
responsibility or liability under the Act.
Note that OMB cannot waive time
periods specifically established by the
Act. Agencies will still have to meet the
statutory notice and comment periods
required for establishing a routine use or
claiming an exemption.

Appendix II lo OMB Circular No. A-
130Cost Accounting, Cost Recovery.
end Interagency Sharing of Information
Technology Facilities

1. Purpose.
This Appendix establishes procedures

for cost accounting, cost recovery, and
interagency sharing of Federal
information technology facilities. The
Appendix revises procedures formerly
contained in OMB Circular No. A-121,
now rescinded.

2. Applicability.
This Appendix applies to all

information technology facilities that are
operated by or on behalf of a Federal
agency: provide information technology
service to more than one user; operate
one or more general management
computers; and have obligations in
excess of $3 million per year.

3. Definitions.
a. The term "information technology

facility" means an orgenizatiorally
defined set of personnel, hardware,
software, and physical facilities. a
primary function of which is the
operation of information technology. An
information technology facility includes:

(1) The personnel who operate
computors or telecommunications
systems; develop or maintain software:
provide user liaison and training;
schedule computers. prepare and control
input data; control, reproduce, and
distribute output data: maintain tape
and disk libraries: provide security.
maintenance, and custodial services:
and directly manage or provide direct

administrative support to personnel
engaged In these activities.

(2) The owned or leased computer and
telecommunications hardware, including
central processing units; associated
peripheral equipment such as disk
drives, tape drives, drum storage.
printers, card readers, and consoles;
data entry equipment; data
reproduction, decollation. booking, and
binding equipment: telecommunicationa
equipment including control units.
terminals, modems, end dedicated
telephone and ;satellite links provided by
the facility to enable data transfer and
access to users, Hardware acquired and
maintained by user; of the facility is
excluded.

131 The software, including operating
system software, utilities, sorts,
language processors, access methods,
data base processors, and other similar
mulF-user software required by the
facility for support of the facility and/or
for general use by users of the facility.
All software acquired or maintained by
users of the facility is excluded.

(4) The physical facilities, including
computer rooms: tape and disk libraries;
stockrooms and warehouse space: office
space; physical fixtures.

b. The term "full costs" merlin all
significant expenses Incurred in the
operation of an information technology
facility. The following elements am
included:

(1) Personnel, including salaries.
overtime, and fringe benefits of civilian
and military personnel: training; and
travel.

(2) Equipment, including depreciation
for owned, capitalized equipment:
equipment rental or lease; and direct
expenses for noncapitalized equipment.

(3) Softwere, including depreciation
for capitalized costs of developing.
converting, or acquiring software: rental
of for software; and direct expenses for
noncapitalized acquisition of software.

(4) Supplies. Including office supplies;
data processing materials; and
miscellaneous expenses.

(5) Contracted services, including
technical and consulting services;
equipment maintenance; data entry
support; operations support; facilities
management; main'enance of software;
and telecommunications network
services.

(8) Space occupancy, including rental
and lease of buildings. general office
:arniture, and equipment; betiding
maintenance; heating, air conditioning
and other utilities: telephone services:
power conditioning and distribution
equipment and alternate power soorces;
and building security and custodial
services.

(7) !nue-agency services, including
normal agency support services that are
paid by the installation.

(8) Interagency services, including
services provided by other agencies and
departments that are paid by the
installation.

c. The term "user" means an
organizational or programmatic entity
that receives service from an
information technology facility. A user
may be either internal or external to the
agency organization responsible for the
facility, but normally does not report
either to the manager or director of the
facility or to the same immediate
supervisor.

d. The term "general management
computer" means digital computer that
is used for any purpose uther than as a
part ef a process control system, space
system, mobile system, or a system
meeting one of the exclusions Identified
in the Department of Defense
Authorization Act of 1982.

4. Accounting and Reimbursement for
Sharing of Information Technology
Facilities.

a. Interagency Sharing. Agencies
shall:

(1) Share their infnrmation technology
facilities with users from other agencies
to the maximum extent feasible;

(2) Document sharing arrangements.
where the total annual reimbureement
exceeds $500.000. with Individual
written agreements that Identify;

(a) Services available for sharing;
(b) Service priority procedures and

terms (e.g., quality performance
standard) to be provided to each user

(c) Prices to be charged for providing
services;

(d) Reimbursement arrangements for
services provided; and

(e) Arrangements for terminating the
sharing agreement;

(3) Provide standard terms and
conditions to users obtaining similar
services insofar as possible;

(4) Include such sharing arrangements.
when fully documented and part of a
formal sharing program, in lustifications
to OMB for resource requests (see OMB
Circular No. A-11, revised) and
allocations. Direct funclin3 by a shared
facility should be requested only where
exceptional circumstances preclude the
user agency from using alternative
sources.

b. Cost Accounting. Agencies shall
account for the full cost of the operation
of information technology facilities.

c. User Cost Distribution System
Agencies shall implement a system to
distribute the full cost of providing
services to all users. That system will:

7.10
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(1) Be consistent with guidance
provided In the Federal Information
ftps iing Standards Publication No.
"Guidelines for Developing and
Implementing Charging System for
Data Processing Services" (National
Bureau of Standards. Department of
Commerce, UM).

(2) Prim sachlISTVICe provided by the
facility to the OHM of that service on an
equitable basis commensurate with the
amount of resources required to provide
that service and the priority of service
provided. The price of individual
transactions may be estimated provided
that they are periodically reconciled to
11111111fe that the full costs of operations
are equitably distributed among all

(3) Directly distribute to the recipient
of the services the full costs of dedicated
services. Including applications
developed and maintained; software
unique to a single application; and
telecommunications equipment,
including control units, terminels,
modems, and dedicated telephone or
satellite links provided by the facility to
enable dela transfer and computer
SCC4/11 to users.

d. Cost Recovery. Consistent with
etatutory authority, agencies shall:

(1) Submit periodic statements to aft
users of agency information techr.ology
facilities specifying the costs of services
provided:

(2) Recover full costs from ''ederal
edam of the facility; and

(3) Recover costs from nonfederal
users of the facilities consistent with
OMB Circular No. A-25.

5. Accounting for Reimbursements
Received. Asencies shall:

Ill include resource requests for the
amount of planned imonnation
ledmulore, use in user budget and
approOation requests;

(2) Mauro that shared fecifilles
reduce budget and eppropriation
requests by the amount of planned
reimbursements from usets;

(3) Prepare, al the close of each fiscal
year, a report that documents in the
agency's official records the full pest
year cost of operating information
teehnolosy facilities that recover more
than $500,000 per year from sharing
reimbursements; and

(4) Use the portion of reimbursements
arising ff0111 equipment and software
depreciation for the replammonl of
equips...4i sell software capital assets,
Provided such OMAN is included in the
lifloncy's budget.

5. Selection of Information
Technology Facilities To Support New
Applications.

In selecting information technology
facilities to support new applications.

agencies shall establish a management
control procedure for determining which
facility will be used to support each
significant applicadon. This procedure
shall ensure that;

(a) All alternative facilities are
Lonsidered, including other Federal
sgency and nonfederal facilities end
services;

(b) Agency rules do not require that
priority be given to the use of in-house
facilities; and

(c) The user of the applicetion has
primary responsibility for ',electing the
facility,

C. Assignment of Responsibilities.
a. All Federal Agencies. The head of

each agency shall:
(1) Establish policies and procedures

and assign responsibilities to implement
the requirements of this Appendix; and

(2) Ensure that contracts awarded for
the operation of information technology
facilities include provisions for
compliance with the requirements of this
Appendix.

b. General Services Administration.
The Admirlistrator of General Services
shall:

(1) Ensure that information technology
frcliities designated as Federal Date
Processiq Centers comply with the
procedures established by this
Appendix;

(2) Ensure that provisions consistent
with this Appendix are included in
contracts for the operation of
Informetion technology facilities when
acquiring services on behalf of an
agency:

7. Implementation Requirements.
Agencies shall implement the

provisions of this Appendix effective at
the beginning of fiscal POO 1907.

Appendix III to OMB Circular No. A-
IMSecurity of Federal Automated
Information Systems

1. Purpose.
Thls Appendix establiehes a minimum

set of controls to be included in Federal
automated infonnation systems security
programs; assigns responsibilities for
the security of agency automated
informstion systems; and clarifies the
relationship between such agency
security programs and internal control
systems established in aocordance with
OMB Circular No. A-123, Internal
Control Systems. The Appendix revises
procedures formerly contained in
Trenemittal Memorandem No. 1 to 0M13
Circular No. A-71, now rescinded, and
incorporates responsibilities from
applicable national security directives.

2. Definitions.
a. The term "automated information

system" means an into:ration system
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(defined in traction ed of the Circular)
that is automated.

b. The term "Information technology
inalsilation" sena one or more
computer or °dice automation systems
including related telecommunications,
peripheral and storage units, central
processing units, and operating and
support system ironware. Information
technology installations may range from
information technology facilities such as
large centralized computer centers to
individual standmlone microprocessors
such as personal computers.

c. The term "sensitive data" means
data that require protection due to the
risk and magnitude of loss or harm that
could result from inadvertent or
deliberate disclosure, alteration, or
destruction of the data, The term
includes data whose improper usc
disclosure could adversely affect the
ability of an agency to accomplish its
mission, proprietary dale, records about
individuals requirins protection under
the Privacy Act. and data not releasable
under the Freedom of Information Act.

d. The term "sensitive application"
means an application of information
technnlogy that requires protection
becaum it processes sensitive date, Of
because of the risk and magninide of
loss or harm that could result from
improper operation or deliberate
manipulation of the application.

e. The term "security specifications"
rum a detailed description of the
safeguards required to protect a
sensitive application.

3. Automated Information Systems
Security Programs.

Agencies shell assure an adequate
level of security for all agency
automated information systems.
whether main!ained in.house or
commercially. Specifically, agencies
shall:
--Assure that eutomated information

systems operate effectively and
accurately;

Assure that there are appropriate
technical, personnel, adminietrative,
environmental, End
telecommunications safeguards In
automated information systems; and

Assure the continuity of operation of
automated information systems that
support critical agency functions.
Agencies shall implement and

maintain an automated information
systems security program. including the
preperation of polieies. standards. and
procedures. This prosram will be
consistent with government-wide
policies. procedures, end standards
issued by the Office of Management and
Budget, the Department of Commerce,
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the 2cpartment of Defense. the General
Services Administration, and the Office
of Personnel Management. Agency
programs shall incorporate additional
requirements for securing national
security Information In accordance with
apptopriate national security directives.
Agency programs shall. sea minimum.
include four primary elements:
applications secunty, personnel
security. Information technology
installation security, and security
awareness and training.

a. Applications Security.
(1)Manogsment Control Process and

Sensitivity Evaluation. Agencies shall
establish a management control process
to assure that appropriate
administrative, physical, and technical
safeguards are incorporated into all new
applications, and Into significant
modifications to existing applications.
Management officials who are the
primary us. 3 of applications should
evaluate the sensitivity of new or
existing applications being substantially
modified. For those applications
considered sensitive, the management
control process shall, at a minimum.
include security specifications and
design reviews and systems tests.

(a) Security Specifications. Agencies
shall (Mine and approve security
requirements and specifications prior to
acquiring or starling formal
development of the applications. The
results of risk analyses performed al the
information technology installation
wherc the applications will be
processed should be taken into account
when defining and approving sectrity
specifications for the applications. Other
vulnerabilities of the applications, euch
as In telecommunications links, shall
also be consideied in defining security
requirements. The views ene
recommendations of the infoimation
technology user organization, the
information technology installation, and
the individual responsible for security at
the installation ehall be considered prior
to the sppnral of security specifications
for the applications.

(hi Design Reviews ond System Tests.
Agencies shall conduct and approve
design reviews and system tests, prior to
placing the application into operation, to
assure the proposed design meets the
approved security specifications. The
objective of the system tests should be
to verify that required administrative,
technical. and physical safeguards are
operationally adequate. The results of
the design reviews and systems tests
shall be fully documented and
maintained in the officiel agency
records.

(cj Certificolion. Upon completion of
the system tests, an agency official shall

certify that the system meets all
applicable Federal policies, regulations.
and standards, end that the results of
the tests demonstrate that the installed
security safeguards are adequate for the
application.

(2) Periodic Review and
Recertification. Agencies shall conduct
periodic audits or reviews of sensitive
applications and recertify the adequacy
of security safeguards. Audits or
reviews shall evaluate the adequacy of
implemented safeguards. assure they are
functioning properly. identify
vulnerabilities that could heighten
threats to sensitive data or valuable
resources, and assist with the
implementation of new safeguards
where required. They are intended to
provide a bawls for recertification et the
security of the application.
Recertification shall be fully
documented and maintained in the
official agency records. Audits or
reviews and recertification, shall be
performed at least every three years.
They should be considered as part of
agency vulnerability a sssss ments and
internal control reviews conducted in
accordance with OMB Circular No. A-
123. Security or other control
weaknesses identified shall be included
in the annual internal control assurance
letter and report required by Circular
No. A-123.

(3) Contingency Plans. Agencies shall
establish policies and assign
responsibilities to assure that
appropriate contingency plan. are
developed and maintained by end users
of information technology applications.
The intent of such plans is to assure that
users can continue to perform essential
functions in the event their information
technology support is interrupted. Such
plans should be consistent with disaster
recovery and nordir. lily of operations
plans maintained by the Installation at
which the application is processed.

b. Personnel Security. Agencies shall
establish and manage personnel security
policies and procedures to assure en
adequate level of security for Fedei .!
automated information systems. Such
policies and procedures shall include
requirements for screening all
individuals parlicipating in the design.
development. operation, or maintenance
of sensitive applications as well as
those having access to sensitive data.
The level of screening required by these
policies should vary from minimal
checks to full background investigations.
depending upon the sensitivity of the
information to be handled and the risk
and magnitude of loss or harm that
could be caused by the Individual.
These policies shall be established for
both Federal and contractor personnel.

Personnel security policies for Federal
employees shall be consistent with
pclicies issued by the Office of
Personnel Management.

c. Information Technology
Installation Security. Agencies shall
assure teat an appropriate level of
security is maintained at all Information
technology installations operated by or
on behalf of the Federal Government
(e.g., government-owned, contractor-
operated installations).

(1) Assigning Responsibility. Agencies
shall assign responsibility for the
seturity of each installation to a
management official knowledgeable in
information technology end security
matter".

12) Periodic Risk Analysis. Agencies
shall establish and maintain a program
for the conduct of periodic risk analyses
at each Installation to ensure that
appropriate, cost effective safeguards
are incorporated into existing and new
installations. The objective of a risk
analysis is to provide a measure of the
relative vulnerabilities and threats to an
installation so that security resources
can be effectively distributed to
minimize potential loss. Risk analyses
may vary from en informal review of a
microcomputer installation to a formal,
fully quantified risk analysis of a large
scale computer system. The results of
these analyses should be documented
and taken into consideration by
management officials when cerlifyina
sensitive applications processed at the
installation. Such analyites should also
he consulted during the evaluation of
general controls over the management of
information telmology installations
conducted in accordance with OMB
Circular No. A-123. A risk analysis than
be performed:

(a) Prior to the approval of design
specifications for new installations;

(b) Whenever a significant change
occurs to the installations (e.g., adding a
local area network; chenging from batch
to online processing; adding dial-up
capability). Agency criteria for defining
significant change shall be
commensurate with the sensitis ity of the
data processed by the installalion.

(c) At periodic intervals established
by the sgency commensurate with the
sensitivity of the data processed. but not
to exceed every five years if no risk
analysis has been performed during
that period.

Disaster and Continuity Plan.
Agencies shall maintain disaster
recovery and continuity of opt', tions
plans for all information technology
installations. The objective of these
plans should be to provide reasonsble
continuity of data processing support

:71 2
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shoold events otcur that prevent normal
opel aliens at the Installation. For large
installations and installations that
support essential agency functions, the
plane should be fully documented and
operationally tested periodically, at a
frequency commensurate with the risk
and magnitude of loss or harm that
could result from disruption of
information

techno"?
nee "rd.(4) Acquistion Speaficat one.

Agencies shall assure that appropriate
technical, administrative, physical, and
personnel security requirements are
included in specifications for the
acquisition or operation of information
technology installations, equipment.
software, and related services, whether
procured by the agency or by G":,,A.
These securi' .. its shall be
reviewed at: . the
managemer .,,..onsible for
security a . :ation making the
acquisition.

d. Security Awareness and Training
Programs. Agencies shall establish a
security awareness and training
program to assure that agency and
contractor personnel involved in the
management, operation, programming,
mulatenance, or use of information
technology are aware of their security
responsibilities and know how to fulfill
them. Users of information technology
systems should be apprised of the
vulnerabilities of such systems and
trained In techniques to enhance
security.

4. Assignment of Responsibilities
a. Department of COMM? TM The

Secretary of Commerca shall:
(1) Develop and issue standards and

guidelines for assuring the security o'
Federal automated information systems;

(21 Eutebltsh stendarde, upproved In
accordance with applicable national
security directives, for systems used to
process sensitive information the loss of
which could adversely affect the
nations/ security interest; and

Pi Provide technical aseistance to
Federal agencies in implementing
Department of Commerce standards end
guidelines.

b. DIpartment of Defense. The
Secretary of Defense shall:

(1) Act, in accordance with applicable
national security directives, as
executive agent of the government for
the security of telecommunications and
automated information systems that
process information the loss cf which
could adversely affect the trattoria
security interest; and

(2) Provide technical material and
transience to Federal agencies
concerning security of Fedural
telecommunications and automated
information syneme.

c. General Services Administrclon.
The Administrator of Seneral Services
shall:

(1) Issue policies and regulations for
the physical and environmental security
of computer rooms In Federal buildings
consistent with standards Issued by the
Department of Commerce and the
Department of Defense,

(V Assure, that agency procurement
requests for computers. software.
telecor ._ounicatione services, and
related services include security
requirements. Delegations of
procurement authority to agencies by
GSA under mandatory programs, dollar
threshold delegations, certification
programs, or other so-called blanket
delegations shall include requirements
for agency specification of security
requirements.

(3) ASS ure that information technology
equipment, software, computer room
construction, guard or custodial
services, telecommunications services,
and any other related service, procured
by GSA meet the security requirements.
established and specified by the user
agency and are consistent with other
applicable policies and standards issued
by OMB, the Department of Commerce,
the Department of Defense, and the
Office of Personnel Management.

(4) issue appropriate standards for the
security of Federal telecommunications
systems. Standards related to systems
used to communicate sensitive
information, the loss of which could
adversely affect the national security
intereet, shall be developed and issued
in accordance with applicable national
security directives.

d. Office of Personnel Management.
The Director, Office of Personnel
Management, shall maintain personnel
security policies for Federal personnel
associated with Ms design,
programming, operation, maintenance,
or use of Federal automated information
systems. Requirements for personnel
checks imposed by these policies should
vary commensurate with the risk and
magnitude of boa or harm that could be
caused by the individual. The checks
may ranee from merely normal
reemployment screening procedures to
full beckground investigations.

5. Reports. In their annual internal
control report to the President and the
Congress. required under OMB Circular
No. A 123. agencies shall:

a. Describe any security or other
control weaknesses identifed during
audits or reviews of sensitive
applications or when conducting risk
analyses of Installations; and

b. Provide assurance that there Is
adequate security of agency automated
information systems.

Appals& IV to OMB Circular No. A-
MAnalysis of Key Sections

1. Purpose

The purpose of this Appendix is to
provide a general context and
explanation for ib contents of the key
sections of the Circular.

2. Beckpround

The Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980,
Pub. L. 99 511,94 Stat 2812, codified at
Chapter 3, of Title 44 of the United
States Code, establishes a broad
mandate for agencies to perform their
information activities in an efficient,
effective, and economical manner.
Seetion 3804 of the Act provides
authority to the Director, Office of
Management and Budget (OMB), to
develop and implement uniform and
consistent information resources
management policies; oversee the
development and promote the use of
information management principles,
standards, end guidelines; evaluate
agency information management
practices in order to determine their
adequacy and efficiency; and determine
compliance of such practices with the
policies, principles, standards, and
guidelines promulgated by the Director.

The Circular implements OMB
authority under the Act with respect to .

Section 3504(b). general information
policy, Section 3504(e). records
management, Section 3504(1). privacy,
and Section 3504(g), Federal automatic
data processing and
telecommunications; the Privacy Act of
1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a): Sections 111 and
205 of the Federal Properly and
Administrative Services Act of 1049, as
amended (40 U.S.C. 759 and 487,
respectively); the Budget and
Accounting Act of 1921 (31 U.S.C. 1 et
seq.); and Executive Order No.12048 of
March 27, 1978 and Executive Order No.
12472 of April 3, 19M, Assignment of
National Security and Emergency
Telecommunications Functions, The
Circular complements 5 CFR Part 1320.
Controlling Paperwork Burden on the
Public, which implements other sections
of the Paperwork Reduction Act dealing
with controlling the reporting end
recordkeeping burden placed on the
public.

In addition. the Circular revises end
consolidates policy and procedures in
five existing OMB directives end
rescinds those directives, es follows:

A-71Responsibilities for the
Administration and Management of
Automatic Data Processing Activities

Transmittal Memorandum No. 1 to
Circular No. A-71Security of
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Federal Automated Information
Systems

A-90Cooperating with State and Local
Governments to Coordinate and
Improve Information Systems

A-108Responsibilities for the
Maintenance of Records about
Individuals by Federal Agencies

A-121--Cost Accounting, Cost
Recovery, and Interagency Sharing of
Data Processing Facilities.
OMB's review of the five existing

policy directives led to tfie conclusion
that much, but not all, of their content
was procedural in nature, concerned
chiefly with how policies were to be
carried out. OMB determined that it was
importent clearly to distinguish the
statement of policies from the
procedures for implementing those
policies. For this reason, the main body
of the Circular conalsts of basic
considerations and assumptions,
policies, and assignments of
responsibility; the appendices to the
Circular comtt.' of procedures for
implementing various policies and with
analysis of key sections.

OMB developed the main body of the
Circular relying upon comments on the
Federal Register notice as well as other
forms of Federal agency and public
input, principally meetings with
interested parties. For the procedural
revisions, OMB relied on the assistance
nf interagency task groups.

The revised contents of OMB Circular
No. A-71, dealing with assignments of
responsibilities, are in the main body of
this Circular. The contents of OMB
Circular No. A-00 are rescinded entirely,
with the exception of a policy statement
at Section e(b)(17) of this Circular.
Revisions of the procedural aspects of
the other three policy directives
Trensmittal Memorandum No. 1 to A-71,
A-106. and A-121are appendices to
this Circular, Appendices I. II. and III
have the same prescriptive force as the
Circular, Appendix IV is an explanatory
document.

Ott September 17,1984, the President
signed National Security Decision
Directive (NSDD) No. 145. National
Policy on Telecommunications and
Automated Information Systems
Security. The NSDD requires that the
Director. OMB. review for consistency
with the NSDD, and amend as
appropriate, OMB Citcular No A-t.
Transmittal Memorandum No. 1. Tlie
Circular and Appendix III satisfy the
NSDL1 requirement.

3. Analysis

Section a Definitions.

I Access to inform(,!ion.
Dissemination of Information. The

Circular defines "access to Information"
as the function of providing to members
of the public, upon their request, the
government information to which they
are entitled under law. Access refers to
those situations in which the
government agency's role is passive;
access is what the government's
responsibilities are when the public
comes to tbe government and asks for
information the government has and the
public is entitled to. "Dissemination," in
the Circular's usage, refers to the
function of distributing government
information; dissemination connotes .

active outreach by a government
agency. Dissemination refers to those
situations in which the government
provides the public with information
without the public having to come and
ask for it.

The distinction between accrete and
dissentination is posed in order to
elaborate the responsibilities of Federal
agencies for providing information to the
public. Two fundamentally different
situations evict: one In which the public
goes to the agency to ask for information
the agency holds and may or may not
have disseminated; and one in which the
agency chooses to take the information
it holds to the public. In the first
instanceaccessCongresa has
provided specific statutory policy in the
Freedom of Information Act IFOIA) and
In the Privacy Act. These laws and
policies concerning access to
government information are explicit,
well known, and now so widely
accepted in practice by Federal agencies
as not to require policy elaboration In
this Circular. Agencies should know
that, if members of the public ask for
information subject to FOIA or the
Privacy Act, the agencies should
normally provide the Information
forthwith, because the public has a
formal legal process for forcing the
agencies to yield the information.

The relationship between access to
and dissentination of information la
explained below, in the discuselon of
ea(e) through (12).

Semion 7. Basic Considerations and
Assumptions

Basic considerations and ashumpllons
are statements that provide thc
underpinnings for the prescriptie
policies in Section & they are not
themselves policy statements. They are
either derived from statutes or
legislative history, or represent
executive branch management
philosophy as embodied in the Circular.
Statements 7-a through 7-cl provide

the general context for managentent of
Federal information resources.

Statement 7-e summarizes policy
found in OMB Circular No. A-70.
Performance of Commercial
Activities.

Statement 7-f states a general
predisposition to use up-to.dste
information technology to manage
Federal information resources.

Statements 7.8 and 7-h pertain to the
Privacy Act and the Freedom of
Information Act. respectively,

Statement 7.1 pertains to the National
Science and Technology Policy.
Organization and Priorities Act.

Statement 71 pertains to the Federal
Records Act.

Statement 7-k states a relationship
between Federal Information policy
and international information policy.

Section & Policies

This Section is divided into two
cuissections that generally correspond to
the twofold definition of information
resources management in Section 04
namely. Information itself and the
resources associated with Information.

a. Information Management. The
Paperwork Reduction Act acknowledges
that information is a valuable resource
and should be managed as such.
Proceeding from this premise, this
subsection slates policies concerning the
management of Federal information.

(1) and (2). Information Collection and
Sharing. Tha Circular's basic
considerations and assumptions
(Section 7) establish the value of
government information activities.
Without question, Some information
created or collected by Federal arm; ...
Is BO vital that the American form of
government, the economy, national
security, et," citizens' safety and
wellbetro Id not continue to exist In
its absem othing in this Circular is
intended to ohninish or derogate the
creation or collection of such
information, ttor to serve as a pretext
uttder which a Federal agency could
damage the Nation's critical needs by
failing to create or collect ouch
information.

At the same time, the Paperwork
Reduction Act was designed to remedy
deficiencies Congress perceived in
Federal information activities. In the
words of the report of the House
Committee on Government Operations
(Report No. 96-835, p. 3);

The legislation Is the scout of a growing
concern that the way the Government
collects, uses, and disseminates informstton
must be improved Inefficiencies in currant
Eederel information practices drastically
reduce the effectiveness of the Government
while, at the same time, drowning our

?,14
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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citizens la sea of forms mostionnaites and
reports.

The Act intends that the creation or
collection of information be carried out
within the context of efficient. effective,
and economical management. When
Federal agencies create or collect
Information-0st as when they perform
any other vital functionsthey consume
scarce resonente and such activities
must be continually scrutinized in light
of good management principles The
spplicable principles provided in the
purpose, of the Act are:
To minimize the Federal paperwork

burden for individuals. small
businesses. Slate end local
governments, and o her persona;

To minimize the cost to the Federal
Government of collecting.
maintsining. using and disseminating
infortnation: and

To maximise the usefulness of
information collected by the Federal
Government. (44 U.S.C. 3501)
Agencies must Justify the creation or

collection of information In the light of
their statutory functions. Policy
statement Bala) uses the standard,
"neteseary for the proper performance
of agency functions," taken directly from
ihe Paperwork Reduction Act (44 U.S.C.
3504(c)(21). Further, the policy statement
includes the requirement that the
information have practical utility, as
defined In the Paperwork Reduction Act
144 U.S.C. 3502(15)) end elaborated in
Controlling P. perwork Burdens on the
Public 15 CFR Part 1320). Note that
practical utility includes characteristics
pertaining to the quelity of information
such es accuracy, adequacy. and
reliability, and that. In the case of
general purpose stetistics or
recordketAing. practical utility means
that actual uses can be demonstrated (5
CPR 1320.7 (q)).

Good management and the
requirement of practical utility dictate
that agencies musl plan from the outset
for the steps In the information life
cycle. The Act also stipulates that
agencies must "formulate plane ear
tabulating the information in a .anner
which will enhance its usefulness lo
other agencies and to the pubfie" (44
U.S.C. 3507(a)(1)(C)). When creating or
collecting information agencies must
plan how they will process and transmit
the information, how they will use it,
what provisions they will make for
access to it, whether and how they will
disseminate II, how they will store it.
and finally. how the information will
ultimately be disposed of. While
agencies cannot al the outset achieve
absolute certitude In planning for each
of these processes. the requirement for

Information reemeces phoning is
clearly container' in the Act (44 U.S.C.
35011(c)(1)), and the absence of adequate
planning is sufficient reason not to
create or collect information in the first
place.

Before creating or collectlne now
information, agencies should look fleet
to other agencies and the private sector
so es not to duplicate existing
information sources or serdces that
would satisfy their needs. The Act
requires that agencies shall not conduct
or sponsor information collections
unless they have eliminated collections
"which seok to obtain information
available from another source within the
Federal Government" (44 U.S.C.
3507(a)(1)(A)). Each agency must also
"ensure its information systems do not
overlap each other or duplicate the
systems of other agencies" (44 U.S.C.
3:5011(c)(2)). The Act also contains
provisions governing the shanc9 or
information between agencies (44 U.S.G.
3510). Applying the policy of OMB
Circular No. A-70, the Circular also
requires agencies to exemine the
possibility of acquiring the necessary
information from titivate sector source*.

This is not to r that information
creation or colh ..linn functions should
be indiscriminately turned over to other
agencies or to the private sector, but
rather to say that agencies have an
obligation to examine other potential
winces of information which may
satisfy agency needs. Some information
can only be created or collected by
Federal agencies themselves in the
exercise of the government's sovereign
powers. For some information, the
government can satisfy its legitimate
needs only when a Federal agency is the
creation or collection agent. But other
information needs can be met, and in
many cases are routinely met, thneigh
existing services and moves in other
agendas or the private sector, in many
cases there is no inherently
governmental function that I. served by
having information dillected by a
Federal agency; agencies should end do
consider acquiring information
collection services from the private
sector. The Circular emphasizes that
these sourees should always be looked
to first in the interests of efficiency and
economy

(3) through (6). Privacy Act and
Freedom of Information Act These
statements contain policy statements
pertaining to the Privacy Act and
Incorporating the policies of OMB
Circular No. A-105, which is rescinded
and superteded. Agencies ere to ensure
that they meet the requirements of the
Privacy Act regarding collection of
Individually identifiable information.

74 5

Such information is to be maintained
and protected so as to preclude
intrusion into the privacy of individuals.
Individuals mule be accorded access
and amendment rights to records, as
provided in the Privacy Act. Appendix I
prescribes procedures for the
maintenance or reeords about
individuals in accordant* with the
Privacy Act.

In addition to Privacy Act
consideration,. statements (9) and (4)
include provisions concerning
proprietary information. Articles are to
minimize their collection of proprietary
information, consistent with legal
requirements and operational necessity
and, when such information must be
collected, agencies must provide for Its
protection.

(7). nainins. Apncy le 'sonnet must
receive proper training to safeguard
information resources. Training is
particularly important in view of the
changing nature of information
lesources management. The
development of end user computing and
office automation, for example, place
the management of information and
information technology in the hands of
nearly all agency personnel rather than
in the hands of a few employees at
centralized facilities such es large
computer centers. Policies and
procedures for computer security,
records management, protection or
privacy, and other safeeuards need to be
incorporated into information resources
management training programs.

(8) through (12). Information
Dissemination.

(8) and (0). General Policy. How does
the public know what information is
available from Federal agencies? That
is. given the distinction the Circular
makes between access and
dissemination, what is the relationship
between the two? How dose the public
know what government information is
accessible? The answer is: through the
government's dissemination or
information on what is available and
how to gain to access It.

The Freedom of information Act
requires each agency to publish
currently in the Federal Register, for the
guidance of the public, descriptions of
agency orgarization; where and how the
public may obtain informatiom the
general course and methods by which
agency functions are determined,
Including all procedural requirements;
rules of procedure; descriptions of forms
and how to obtain them substantive
regulations; statements or general
policy; and revisions to all the foregoing
(5 U.S C. 552(a)(1(). The Privacy Act also
requires publication of information
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concerning systems of records bete
Appendix I); the Government in the
Sunshine Act requires agencies to make
public announcement of meetings (5
11.S.C. 552b(e)(1)). The Paperwork
ReductIon Act (44 U.S.C. 3507(a)(2)) and
Controlling Paperwork Burdens on the
Public (5 CFR Part 1320) require
agencies to publish notices whan they
submit information collection requests
for OWdi approval.

In sum. every Federal agency has
obligations to disseminate basic
information to the public concerning
what the gene), doe., bow its programs
operate, whet the public must do to
comply with laws or regulations, how to
receive benefits, and how the public oan
use agency earvices. These obligations
are the basic linkage between access to.
and dissemination of, government
informstion.

Beyond generic requirements, specific
laws affect agency dissemination of
Information In two ways. !first, for some
agencies their basic enabling legislation
stipulates that Information
dissemination is part of their statutory
mission. General purpose statistical
agencies, for example, have information
dissemination as part of their very
reason for existence. These agencies
conduct substantial information
dissemination programs in order to
carry out their necessory functions. In
contrast, other asencies such au some
rwilatory agencies have basic
information access, but minimal
information dissemination,
responeibilitime the existence of
substantial Information dissemination
programs in euch agencies would be
unusual. Second. statutes may
sometimes regeire that agencies produce
and disseminate specific information
products or services. For example. the
law may state that the President or head
of an agency shall make reports to the
Congress on given r.blectse these would
be legally required dieseminations of
information.

Beyond generic and specific statutory
requirements, agencies have positive
obligations to disseminate information
as a necessary part of performing their
functions. Each agency head must
clarify the nature of these oblige lions for
the agency's particular mission and set
appropriate boundaries for
dissemination functions. Before deciding
to disseminate an information product
or service, and periodically thereafter,
an agency mast be able to demonstrate
that the dissemination of the product or
service passes the test of either being
required by law or being neceseary for
the proper performance of agency
'.nctions.

In conformity with the purposes of the
Paperwork Reduction Act, the agency's
positive obligations to disseminate
information must be discharged within a
responsible management framework of
minimizing costa to the Federal
Government while msximizing the
usefulness of the information. Efficient,
effective, and economical disasmination
does not translate into diminishing or
limiting the flow of information from the
agency to the public. To the contrary.
good management of information
resource* should result in more useful
information flowing with greater facility
to the public, at less cost to the
taxpayer.

Given an adequate bests for
dissemination, agencies must also ask
themselves whether a proposed or
existing information product or service
substantially duplicates similar products
or services that would otherwise be
available, either from another agency or
from the private sectcr. This
requirement of non-duplication,
originating In the Paperwork Reduction
Act, husbands scarce resources and
leads to more efficient, effective, and
economical information dissemination
by the government.

Similarly, the fact that an agency has
created or collected information Is not
iself s valid reason for creating a
program, product, or service to
disseminate the information to the
public. Agencies create and collect
much information, often for purely
internal governmental purposes, that is
not intended for dissemination, for
which there is no public demand, and
the dissemination of which would serve
no public purpose and would not be
cost.justified; e.g., compilations of
routine time end attendance records for
Federal employees, or publicetion of the
thousands of pages of common carrier
tariff filings by regulatory agencies.
While such information may be subject
to access upon request under provisions
of agency statutes, the Freedom of
Informmion Act, or the Privacy Act, the
agency must demonstrate In each case
the need actively to disseminate such
information. Over time, changes in laws.
economic conditions, or information
technology can result In changes in
public demand, public purpose, or
dissemination costs; for example. en
agency's shift to electrontc filing of
rapes. perhaps carried out primarily in
order to improve internal information
management, might generale a public
demand for electronic dissemination
that could be satisfied at minimal cost to
the government end also improve the
performance of the agency's Information
access function. The decision to

disseminate information, however,
entails potentially significant cost., must
be addressed separately from the
decision to create or wilect Information,
and must :tinge upon a determination
that dissemination is necessary for
proper performanee of agency functions.

If agencies do contemplate
disseminatine particular information,
they should plan for its dissemination
when creating or collecting the
information (see es(1)). Planning for
dissemination shoild proceed from the
Paperwork Reduction Act premises of
minimizing the cost to the government
while maximizine the usefulness of
information. The focus of information
dissemination plans should be on
elevating to policy level decisions
regarding the agency's positive
obligations to disseminate information
and ensuring that the agency discharges
the obligations la the most efficient,
effective, and economical manner.

(10) Adequate Notice. Becaum many
government information activities are
important to the government and to the
public, agencies must exercise care not
to act capriciously with respect to
information products and oervices.
When agencies intend to commence
offering new products or services, they
should provide adequate advance notice
so that the public may comment as to
the need for the product or lierViet. For
example. If private sector interests
believe they are already offering or are
about to offer the same or similar
product or serviceIn which event the
government may potentially be entering
into unfair competitionsuch notice will
allow these interests to present their
case before the product or service is
launched. By the same token. If many
members of the public greatly depend on
a particular product or service, they
should be permitted to voice their views
to an agency that is contemplating
termination of the product or service.

The Circular -es to "significant"
information pp and services. It is
not the Circuit, ent that agencies
should follow r and comment
procedures when ...mingling relatively
inconsequentic, information products
and Kavicam exemplee might be minor
brochures or flys", products and
services that were never intended to be
continuing, or for which there is now
little or no public audience. Agencies
should determine for themselves
whether information products and
services are "significant," and in some
cases may wish to establish procedures
and threshold criteria for making such
determinations. If a product or service is
considered significant. as determined
ultimately by the agency head, the
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agency msy be well advised to follow
notice and comment procedures prior to
initiation oe termination.

(111(a). &milting the Public. Avoiding
Information Monopolies. When agencies
have justified and made the basic
decision to disseminate information,
they must also satisfy conditions
tvgarding the manner of dissemination.
First. agencies must take steps to ensure
that members of the public whom the
agency has en obligation to reach have
a reasonable ability to acquire the
information. The audiences for
information products and services will
vary, and agencies should tailor the
dissemination method. so as to place
the information into the hands of those
whom the sgency intends to receive it.

Federal agencies are often the sole
holders of certain information; hence,
when they disseminate, they are sole
suppliers and in a position of natural
monopoly. When agencies use private
sector contractors tn accomplish
dissemination, they must take care that
they do not peimit contractors to
exercise monopolistic controls in ways
that defeat the agencies' information
disseminstion obligations, for example,
by setting unreasonably high prices. In
some cases agencies may need to
formulate contractual terms with a sole
supplier contractor so that the
contractor functions as ,t mere
intennediery for the agency in dealing
with end users in the public.

(111(b). Reliance on the Private
Sector. In disseminating informationes
with other activitiesagencies must act
in the most cost effective manner, which
includes maximum feasible reliance on
the private sector. This is merely an
application to agency information
dissemination progroms of the policy
stated in OMB Circular No. A-76,
Performance of Commercial Activities.
and summarized in Section 7f of this
Circular. It Is "the general policy of the
government to rely on commercial
source, to supply the products and
services the government needs."
including products and services the
government needs in orr'er to
disseminate Informstior to the public.
For example, before en og ncy
establishea a service for electronic
dissemination of governm int
Information vie an online computer
system, the agency should compare the
cost of contracting for operation of the
service versus in-house performance
end determine whether in.house
performance is less coolly both for the
government and for the public who mil
receive the service.

Policies eontained in OMB Circular
No. A-76 are applicable to information
dissemination, Including the policy that

Inherently governmentel functions
should be performed by government
employees. The general policy of
reliance on the private sector is
balanced by the "inherent governmental
function" policy, and the Circular in no
way intends to abrogate the latter.
Where agencies determine that
information dissemination activities are
inherently governmental, the agencies
themselves should cany out the
activities.

(111(c). User Champs. The Federal
Government Is the sole po eeeee or and
supplier of certain types of information,
which I. frequently of substantial
commerical value. Dissemination of
such information, or its dissemination in
s specific form or medium, may
represent s government service from
which identifiable recipients derive
special benefits, in which nese they may
be subject to OMB Circular No. A-25,
User Charges. For example, where the
information Is already subetantially
available in printed form, asencies ma)
consider dissemination in electronic
form to be a se7ViCe of special benefit.
the costs of which should be recovered
throu8fi user charges. Many agencies do
not have consistent. agency.wide
policies and procedures for setting user
cherries for information products and
services with a view to cost recovery.
Agencies 'lust establish user charges for
the costs of information distemination,
and recover such costs, where
appropriate. Whether user charges are
appropriate depends. In principle, on
whether identifiable recipients will
receive special benefits from
information products and services.

The requirement to establish user
charges is not. however, Intended to
make the ability to pay the sole criterion
for determining whether the public
receives government information.
Agencies moat balance the requirement
to establish user chsrges and the level of
fees charged against other policies.
specifically, the proper rwrformance of
agency functions and the need to ensure
that information products and services
reach the public for whom they ere
intended (see Section 8a(11)(4)). If en
agency has a positive obligation to place
a given product or servics hands
of certain specific groups r anbers of
the public and also determtnas that user
charges will constitute a significant
barrier to dischargtng this obligation, the
agency may have grounds for reducing
or elimienting its user charges for the
product or service, or for exempting
some recipients from the charge.

(12). Periodic Revicw cnd Depository
Libraries. Agencles must also establish
procedures for periodically reviewing
their information dissemination
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programs. Agency information
dissemination plans must ask whether
Vie agency should disseminate a given
information product or service at all; if
the agency is already dieseminating the
2roduct or service, reviews should ask
whether the agency should continue to
do so: or whether the manner or medium
of die3emlnation Is the most efficient,
effective, and economicel.

In addition, agencics must establish
procedures to ensure compliance with 44
U.S.C. 1902. which requires that
government poblications (defined in 44
U.S.C. 1901 end repeated in Section Ok
of the Circular) be made available to the
Federal depository libraries through the
Government Printing Office. The
depository libraries provide a kind of
information "safety net" to the public.
an existing institutionsl mechanism that
guarantees a minimum level of
availability of government information
to all members of the public. Providing
poblicationa to the depoeitory library
program complies with the law and
costs executive agencies virtually
nothing.

b. Information Systeme and
Information Technology Management.
Thle subsection states policies
concerning the planning, acquisition.
operation, and management of Federal
information systems and technology.
The Federal information systems and
technology budget, which wee $te
billion in FY11105, Is projected to
increase at a rate faster then that of the
overall Federal budget. With outlays at
these levels and agencies becoming
Increasingly dependent upon
Information tecMology to accomplish
their missions. It Is essential that
planning processes be applied tn the
acquisition and application of
information technology.

(1). Planning. The Paperwork
Reduction Act rrsndates a stronger
central role In h. menet% resources
planning. Specifically, the Act requires
that OMB: (1) publish s five.year
government.wide eutomatic date
processing end telecommunications
plan; (2) review and coordinate agency
proposals for the acquisition end use of
information technologr and (3) promote
the use of the technology to improve
governmental effklericy end
effectiveress. In order to meet these
oblectvett, it is necestary to initiate a
government.wide process for developing
and institultonalizing information
technology planning diet Is based in
asency prognuna and missions. The
planning must eloc be tied to the budget
so that budgetary decisions derive from
plans. and conversely, so that budgetary
constraints are reflected in the plans.
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The process must further ensure thet
sufficient information ix available to the
central agencies to enable them to
monitor compliance with Federal
policies and klentify major issues.
including cross-cutting issues where
more active centralised planning and
management may be appropriate.
Hence, agencies must institute
information planning proceases tied to
both the conduct of megrims and the
preparation of the agency's budget.

Mond (3). Management Controls and
Accountability. Basic menegement
controls for agency information whims
are fundamental to sound information
resources management. These controls
should ensure the documentation and
periodic review of major information
systems, as well as periodic cost.benefit
evaluation of overall information
resources management in light of agency
missions. In order to provide greater
incentive for management efficiencies,
accountability for informatiun systems
should be vested in the officials
responsible for operating the programs
that the systems support.

Program managers depend upon
information systems to carry out their
programs, and yet frequently they du not
have direct control over the technical
and operational support for those
systems. Program managers often
depend upon agency computer routers
or contracted service organizations the
heads of which may not be directly
accountable to the program managers in
a formal organizational sense. Program
managers are nonetheless responsible
for conducting their programs and. to the
extent successful conduct of the
programs entails support from
Information systems, program managers
must be held accountable for r.cquiring
that support. The responsibilities of
program managers are therefore
presumed to include securing
Information systems support as needed.
and ',binning for contineencles.
Technical support organizations have a
concomitant responsibility to mem !^4^
commitments, contractual or otherwise,
to their program clients, but the program
official has the ultimate responsibility
for delivering a program's product or
service

Oland (N. Sharing Information
Processing Capacity. OMB Circular No.
A-121. which is rescinded anti
superseded. required enly the, the
holde uf excess automatic data
prrxessing capacity share such capacity.
Becaust the holder of excess capacity
has little incentive to seek opportunities
for sharing, however the new policy
requires both that the holder share
capacity and that the agency seeking

information processing capacity fulfill
its needs from other @trench» or the
private sector, whenever possible.
before acquiring the new capacity i tsolt.
The policy establishes an order of
preference in meeting needslook first
to existing sources before acquiring new
capscitybut Is not intenled to assort
blindly that sharing or commercial
sources are the sole considerations,
Agenclea must also consider whether
existing sources are more cost effective
and whether they in fact will meet
agency specific needs. Procedural
aspects of these policy statements are
found In Appendix II.

(5) ond (7). Life Cycle Costing; and
Avoiding Duplication, Agencies
frequently develop information
technology incrementally, through a
settee of interim upgrades, without
regard for longer term considerations
such as the information systems' life
cycle. As part of their planning, agencies
need to consider the full information
system life cycle when determining the
cost of information technology. While
competitive procurement is generally to
be valued. Its costs ehould be taken into
account, Including thr cost to program
effectiveness of unnecessarily lengthy
procurement procesnes. Other
conditions, such as the need for
compatibility, may also bt 4itimate
limitations on the comp. process.
Similarly, agency plat should
ensure that tiformath, systems are not
unnecee duplicative of systems
available .,,isewhere in government or
from the private sector.

(8). Software Management. The
prevailing agency practice of developing
customised computer software Is a
source of ine fficiency. as the Genera/
Accounting Office and Where have
noted. Whlie some agency applications
csn only be satisfied with customized
software, the tendency to prefer custom
development is excessively costly in
terms of Initial development, continued
maintenance, and eventual conversion
to new technology, because it requires
the agency to bear the full cost of
developing and maintaining the
software It uses. While recognizing that
off-the.shelf snftware has pitfalls, such
as uncertainty of continued
maintenance, managers ore generally to
prefer acquiring generic. off-the-shelf
soilware available from the private
sector Instead of developing their own.

(9f. Necessary Compatibility.
,tgencies often acquire technology that
is incapable of communicating with
other systems with which the agencies
need to communicate. Compatibility
among information systems has
consequently emerged as a significant

information resources management
problem. Agencies must scquire or
develop information systems In a
manner that enhences necessary
compatibility. The qualifier "necessary"
is treed because compatibility Is not an
unrestricted goal; information systems
need to be compatible with other
systems only to the extent that they
must communicate with those systems.

(10) through (13). Security. Security of
Information systems means both the
protection of information while it Is
within the systems and also the
assurance that the systems do exactly
what they are supposed to do and
nothing more. Information system
security entalla management controls to
ensure the Integrity of operations
including such matters as proper aC011116
to the informstion in the systems and
proper handling of input and output. In
this sense, security of Infonnatere
systems is first and foremost a
management issue and only secondly a
technical problem of computer security.

The recent introduction of smaller and
more powerful computer systems and
new communications technology and
transmission media, together with the
greater Involvement of end users in
managing information resources, have
increased the potential vulnerability of
Federal information systems and hence
the level of management concern.
Protecting personal, proprietary, and
other sensitive data from unauthorized
access or misuse; detecting end
preventing computer related fraud and
abuse; and assuring continuity of
operations of major information systems
in the event of emergency related
disruptions are increasingly serious
policy issues. Policy previously found in
Transmittal Memorandum No. 1 to OMB
Circular No. A. "1 lo here revised;
procedural aspects of the policy are in
Appendix III to the Circular.

The General Accounting Office
reported in its reel, w of the first-year
implementation of the Federal Meregers
Financial Integrity Act (FIA) that
internal controls in automatic data
processing systems received inadequate
coverage in FIA evaluations. GAO noted
that some agencies were uncertain of
the relationship between (s) OMB
Circular No. A-71, Transmittal
Memorandum No. I. Security of Fedetal
Automated Information Systems. and lb)
OMB Circular No. A-123, Internal
Control Systems. The relationship
between security of automated
information systems and agency internal
contre' reports le nc e stated clearly in
Appe

III provides s minimal set of
requirements for the security of all
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Federal automated information 'systems.
The Appendix also requires agencies to
incorporate additional requirements for
the security of information classified for
national lecurity purposes. In
accordance with appropriate national
security directives.

(14) Standards. The National Bureau
of Standerds,Depatiment of Commerce,
develops and issues Federal Information
Proceuing Standards. The National
Communications System develops and
the General Services Administration
issues Federal Telecommunications
Standards. Some standards are
mandatory for Federal agencies, while
others are voluntary. Agencies may
waive the use of Federal standards
under cattails conditions and pursuant to
certain procedures. which vary
depending upon the individual standard.
In general, OMB strongly recommends
use of these standards government-
wide. Such standards can contribute to
overall government economy and
efficiency by increasing compatibility in
comi der and telecommunications
networks. improving the transportability
of eoftware, and enat'ing computer
systems to he developed using
components of different manufacturers.
These advaltagee can result in reduced
procurement costs for equipment end
services. Improved competition, and
better utilization of staff training and
skills. While government-wide
standards can result In management
efficiencies, agencies should be mindful
that standards can also have the
untoward effects of regulations, as noted
In OMB Circular No. A-119. Agencies
should continuously assess relative
costs and benefits of standards and
their effects upon the agency's
accomplishment of int mission. Note
also that national security directives
prescribe standards for computer
security.

(15) Avoiding Informotion Technology
Monopolies. Many agencies operate one
or more central information technology
facilities to support agency programs. In
these agencies, program managers are
often required to use the central
facilities. The manager of such a
monopoly facility has a Ismer incentive
to control costs, since he or she hu a
captive clientele. The program manager
has little leverage to ensure that
information processing resources are
efficiently allocated since he or she
cannot seek, or can seek only with great
difficulty, alternative sources of supply.
When users are dependent on effective
technology support to perform their
functions, control over selection of
facility is essential and consistent with
holding users responsible for producin4

their government information products.
To provide incentives conducive to more
businesslike procedutes in Information
technology (*dillies, agencies should
avoid monopolistic information
processing arrangements and should
enter into them only if their cost
effectiveness is clear and they are
sublezt to periodic review. Appendix 11
specifies certain procedures with
respect to this policy.

WV Cost Recovery. This policy
constitutes a revision to policy stated In
OMB Circular No. A-121. Whereas
Circular No. A-121 required only that
costs fur automatic data processing
facilities be allocated to users, agencies
must now recover the costs of
informetion technology facilities from
government oars. Viable management
of a large information techr olcgy facility
requires that managers know the
amount of resources devoted to each
user when providing services.
Furthermore, effective management of
the use of information technology
requires that the user have
responsibility for and control over the
resources consumed by use of the
facility. Experience with Circular No. A-
121 showed OMB that allocating costs
had little effect on agencies' behavior,
recovering costs means that actual
transfers of funds will take place
between suppliers and users of
Information technology facilities.
Procedural aspects of the policy appear
In Appendix IL

(17) Coordination with State and
Local Governments. This policy
reaffirms policy previously ;mind in
OMB Circular No, A-120, Transmittal
Memorandum No. 1. The interagency
group the worked on the revision of
Circular No. A-020 recommended, and
OMB agreed, that the Circular should be
rescinded except for a single policy
statement prohibiting Federal agencies
from placing unnecessary restrictions on
the information systems that Stale and
local governments use to carry out
federally financed program activities.

(18) Application of Up-to-date
Information Technology. Recent
availability of low coat, *My efficient
and effective electronic information
technology can greatly increase worker
productivity and facilitate operation of
Federal agency programs. The Circular
states a predisposition, based in the
Paperwork Reduction Act, In favor of
applying such technology to the
Information life cycle within a
responsible management context. Two
broad areas of information technology
merit further discussion; (1) electronic
information collection and
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dissemination, and (2) end user
computing.
Electronic Collection and

Diesemination of Information. Federal
agencies are moving rapidly to
provide for collection and
dissemination of information through
electronic media. In developing this
Circular, OMB considered whether it
was necessary to provide specific
policies concerning electronic
collection and dissemination of
governmental information. OMB
concluded that, except for the general
predispoeition in favor of applying
new technological developments to
information resources management.
the policies that apply to information
collection and dissemination in other
media also apply to electronic
collection and dissemination. II Is
important, however, that agencies
recognise the necessity of
systematically thinking through the
application of policies stated
elsewhere in this Circular to
electronic collection and
dissemination of information. For
example, when developing electronic
collection programs, agencies should
give particular attention h_ issues such
as privacy, public access, and records
management. When developing
electronic dissemination programs.
agencies should ensure that access is
provided to tuck class of user* upon
reasonable terms. avoid problems
arising from monopolistic control,
ensure maximum reliance upon the
private sector, and take neceseary
steps for cost accounting and cost
recovery.

End User Computing. Federal
agencies are also moving rapidly to
acquire end weer commting
capabilities. OMB endorses the
managed innovation approach to end
user computing presented in GSA's
publication Managing End User
Computing In the Federal Government
(June 1983). Because end user
computing places management of
information in the hands of Individual
agency personnel rather than in s
central automatic data proceasing
organization, the Circular requires
that cgencies vein end users in their
responsibilities for safeguarding
Information: Appendix II I deals In
part with the security of end user
computing.

Section IA Assignment of
Responsibilities

This section assigns responsibilities
for the management of Federal
Information resources addressed In this
Circular. OMB Circular No. A-71 Is
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rescinded and its contents are revised
and incorporated into this section along
with responsibilities aesigned under the
Paperwork Reduction Act Section 111 of
the Federal Property and Administrative
Services Act, as amended, and
Ex.culive Order No.12048. Certain
assignments of responsibility from OMR
to other agencies. as noted below. are
also included. Following are principal
noteworthy sspecte of this faction.

Responsibility for Managing
Information Resources. Statement 90(1)
Is a key element In the Circular because
it establishes that the locus of
responsibility for nctual management of
Federal information resources is the
head of each asency. This means, for
example. that the determination of what
is "necessary for the proper
performance of agency functions" with
respect to Information c-vation or
collection (fia(1)) and information
dissemination (gale)) lies with the head
of the agency. In the Circular OMB sets
the policy framework within which such
determinations re to be made and the
standards end provisions for reviewing
the determinations, but the management
decisinns and their Implementation
belong properly with the agency holding
the information resources.

Triennial Reviews. The Paperwork
Reduction Act provides that the Director
of OMB ". . . shall, with the advice and
assistance of the Administrator of
General Services, selectively review, at
least once every three year'. the
information management activities of
each agency to ascertain their adequacy
and efklency." 144 U.S.C. 35131 The
Administrator of Information and
Regulatory Affairs. 0MB. and the
Deputy Administrator or the General
Services Administration. In an exchange
of correspondence dated June 13 and
July 22. MI concurred that GSA has
the necessary statutory authmity to
conduct reviews of Federal agency
information resources management
activities. Separate triennial reviews of
agency activities by OM13 and GSA
would be unnecessarily duplicative.
which would not be consistent with the

Act. According!), the triennial review.
conducted by GSA will be designed to
meet OMB's requirements under the
Paperwork Reduction Act as well as
GSA's own needs.

Senior Officials for Information
Resources Management. In accordance
with 44 U.S.C. 3506(b) and S CFR 1320.8,
agencies are required to designate a
senior official to carry out
responsibilities under the Paperwork
Reduction Act. The designation of the
official lo intended to assure clear
accountability for setting policy for
agency infometion resources
management activities, provide for
greater coordination among the agency's
information activities, and ensure
greater visibility of such activities
within the agency. The responsibilities
of the senior official for information
resources management were identified
in OMB Bulletin No.81-21, which has
expired. Those responsibilities are now
estabished in this Circular.

International Information Policy. The
Circular deals with the management of
information resources held by the
Federal government. While the creation,
collection, processing. transmission,
dissemination, use, storage. nod
disposition of information by the
Federal government has international
ramifications, Federal government
information resources management
policy Is not the same as "U.S.
Information policy." which refers to U.S.
national interests in the information
field vireo-vie the policies and Interests
of other nations. The Circular formally
acknowledges thls distinction and
assigns responsibilities for International
information policy only insofar as it
relates to Federal government
information resources management
policy.

Timely Technolosy Procurement.
Inherent in effective management of
information technology I. the ability of
program managers to acquire technology
in a timely manner. GSA is assigned the
responsibility in Section 9 to develop
criteria that will streamline procurement
procedures and delegate procurement

authority to agencies t:rat comply with
those procedures. :II Federal agencies
are directed In fsectIon 9 to develop
Internal policies and procedures that
further provide for timely acquisition of
information technology.

Records Management. The Paperwork
Reduction Act makes the management
of Federal records an integral pert of
Information resources management.
While no new policies are embodied in
this Circular, responsibilities have been
assigned in order lo ensure that agency
records management programs are
considered within the zontext of Federal
information resources management.

Section 10. Oversight

The broad scope of the Circular
dictates a strategy of focusing oversight
on a series of aspects of information
resources management rather than on a
single comprehensive reporting scheme.
OMB intends to use existing
mechanisms. RH, as the fiscal budget,
information cohection budget, and
management reviews, to examine
agency compliance with the Circular.
For example, during 1984 the
management reviews for the FY 1986
budget year concentrated on five cross
cutting information issues: overall
information resources manegement
strategy, telecommunications. eoftware
management "electronic filing," and
end user computing. OMB issued data
call bulletins requesting information
specific to these issues, targeted the
issues fnr special attention during the
management reviews. and requeJled
individual agencies to submit
management improvement plans ot,
specific aspects of the issues. Pyrsult of
this kind of selective oxernight strategy
permits OMB nnd the agencies the
flexibility to shir, he ;:cus of ursigtmi
as information issues and the
techrological cnvInatent chtmge,

!PR Doc. 115-303 if, t.tied d.:5 aml
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OFFICE Of MANAGEMENT ANO
BUDGET

Advance Notice of Further Poi Icy
Deveiopment on DitasininatIon of
Information

I& tem
ausamorn The Office of Monogamist% I

Marabou

and Budget tow) solicits public
continent in the development cr Prig
concernine ths diessminetion e
information by executive brunch
agencies. Tbs proposed policy, whidi
supplement. guldsoce found in OMB
Circular No. A-1S0 end incorporates
OMB Circular No. A-3. covens wiltted
mopeds of information dlasentinetioo.
Including electronic disseminaUon et
informetion.
DATIL Comments from the public should
be submitted no later than March 0,
1909.

ADONIS& Comments should be
addressed to: J. Timothy Sprebe Office
of Information 4nd Regulatory Affair,,
Roam 3233. New Executive Moe
Buildine. Mrs dlAanasemest and
Budget. Washington. DC 20303.
Telephone: (2021 315-014.
suffumisirouiv 11.001MATIOSC Tabs
Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) has Statutory respon
ander the Paperwork Reduction &Las
amended. 144 DSC allow gm: to
establish soya:m.01.We policies that
reduce the Federal paperwork burdem
to enhance the appropriate application
of Information technology; to develop
and implement uniform and consistent
information resources man mment
policies; and to oven** the development
of information management piindples,
standards. end guideline. soul to
promote their use.

in the 1003 emandmeets to gee
Paperwork Reduction Act. Confirms
inserted the term "diesemlnation" at
several places In the law. noting In the

legislative history dist disseadnutioe le
key Information management ores not

specified le the estigine) Act but
increasingly Imortent tn recent years.
The report of the Senate Committee on
Goverment Mien rate*

Msaressesi et the Fed:Hsi Govansrants
Wauseon momrm ladedes all steps ri
informed@ .a.ag..anteeidsfl types a
infolusailen techoology " flea
menasement else includes *mai end
organising fro die emoted eod coordineted
collectioo, trod we end diesestetstteu of
Information. and ropey training employees
to cany sat such Meta &oats Comnittle
on Governments! Matto Report an Podstal
Managionaat Reorgsoisatios end Cost
Conool Act of twei eakCermses. &port
No. 119-317. fey 31, um)

In December 1183. OMB lamed OMB
CIrcularNo. A-130, Management of
Federal Information Resources 00
Fedeni Register 51730-52751. December
fe. 19431. which provided e Pm? tsi
policy frarnewirk fee the management of
Federal information meenuon. The
Circular contained a number cipolicy
Hotelman conemong the colletakte
and dissemination of Wormed= (see
OMB Circular No. A-130, Sectioa Oa.
and ppoodlx II Sectim 3).

OMB further e Amsted Information
collection Mom with the poblicetton, on
August Y.10117, ole Notice of Policy
Guidance on Electronic Collection of
Information (32 federal Register 20414-
194371. OMB's summary of comments
received is available at en address
listed above.

In response to Interest on the part of
Congress. the agendas. end the public.
OMB h determined that IL rit Is need
for ad,Itional guidance meeting the
collection ond dissemination of
Information by Federal windse.The
present mace solicits pWle commen
on development of proposed farther
information dissemination policy. This
motion will he monodic the light ef
comments received &ad. Incoroareted
into OMB Moira No. A-131. .

In addition la requesting comment on
the substance of the notioe's Policy mid
Analysis of Policy. OMB eolkila
on the following mostioes
Are the policy end accompany/1m
Analysis sufficisody comprehensive
Ars then other motor topics pertaleir
to information dlammiaalloo that &mid
be treated?
Is the procedural guidance provided
dficient to ensure adorcoment of the
polities? More broadly. b7W should
OMB ensure enforcemen . of the
policies?
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Analysis el Polley

Manojernent and Information
Dissemination

Agencies sings the diseemlnation of
Information in ths same sense that they
manage any other legitimate agency
function: they carry out policies and
procedures to any& that the function is
&where& efficiently and effectively in
accordance with apOlcable laws An
intesnal part of infonnation
diesembiation management is ensuring
that ths agency appUee modern
information technology to ths
dissemination function.

As OMB Circular No. A-130.
Appendix IV. points out. an agency's
obligation to disseminate information
must be discharged within a responsible
msnagement framework of minimizing
costs while maidmizini the usefulness of
the information. Efficient. effective, and
economical dissemination doe. not
Mondale into diminishins or limitins the
flow of information from the asency to
the public. To the contrety. good
management of information resources
should msult in mont useful information
flowina with greater facility to tho
public. at less cost to the taxpayer.

Incorporation of OMB Circular No. A-$
Section 1105 of Title 44 U.S.C. states

In part
The head et en executive department.

independent wog or enehlishment of the
Government, with the approval or the
Director of the Office of Menagemest and
&idyl. say we hos the eppropstauone
andlabk for priming and binding sub sune
es ate ntemeary toe ilk pdnUng of Iamb.
agulnin penoclicals. sod SWIM
publkatIono he °Wk. In uniting to be
necessary in the transaction of the publk
tuninium numbed by law of tha dapartment.
!Ike, of enablklusent.

OMB Circular No. A-3. Government
Publications, Implements this provision
by requiring that each agency mainteln
end implement an OMB epprovid
publications control system, and prepare
an annual report on periodicals and
nonrecurring publications.

Because government publications ere
a form of iniormation disseminstion,
snd in order to integrals information
policy as much is possible. OMB
pmpooes to revise herewith Circular No.
A-3. to incorporate the revised Circular
into OMB Circular No. A-130. and to
rescind Circular No. A-3. Whereas
Circular No. A-3 covered only
periodicals end nonrecurring
publications. I.o.. printed products, the
propoNd policy covers all information
&nomination productsprinted as well
es electronic, with the sole exclusion of
audiovisual products. Audiovisual

products oontinse lo be covered by
OMB Crosier Ns. A-114. Manaesment
of Federal Audiovisual Adivitun.
Hence. tbe (imposed polloy applies lo
products so& aa porioacals and
nonrecurring pubW allow whatever
Ur* medium of &Nomination. whethw
micrographice, machine-readabla data
fiks, ioftware like. CD-ROMa (compact
&skitreed-only manory), elscirortic
bulletin boards, or online lamination
services.

no definitions of the tams
"palatine end "nonrocutring
publication" have been Incosporata
ftm OMB Circular No. A-3, with some
modification&
Circular No. A-3 defines those terms
simply aa publications Issued by an
agency% hencn li may Include
publications strictly internal to an
agency. The definition in the

Ppolicy clarifies that the termsrier
documents disseminated or routinely
math available to the public. OMB
introduce* this change because ths focus
of dissemination is on Information
distributed to the public. and because
the concept of InteNal publication is
difficult to &fine la practice.
--Ma definition of periodical in Circular
A-3 excluded "pit:sadly (00 parcant or
more) statistical materials." The
pmosed policy drops this exclusion;
such materials would now be
considered periodicals. The reason is
that them is nothins intrinsic to
primarily statistical materials that
should cause them lo be exempt Iron
routine management controls.
Historically. statistical materiala were
excluded with ths intent of guarding
against tampering with Federal
statistics. OMB alms that alleticin
must erect safeguards so that Federal
statistics will not bo tampered with.
However. ths safeguard. ontht 001 to
mean omission of stetistical
publications, from r ul na management
controls such as lw ntory and
re

:6'strillyiStMencists appear not to know
what miblicatione Of databases they
may be issuing. how decisions are mad*
to renominate Information
dissemination products, or how much
they wet. The policy first requires
management control systems,
requirement corded over from Circular
No. A-3, and specifies soma minimal
foctions the control systems are to
perform. The pumas dim control
systems is to ennui that sound
manasement practices are followed in
mangling di seetnination. If an egency's
information cL .samination
responsibilities, as determined by the
agency head within the context of the
agency'a mission and the OMB policy

framework. call Pm an oggressive
Information diseeminalion outreach
program, then the control system is a
management tool lot anemias that Ms
gooney achieves and maintains soch a
program. Similarly. If the agency's
information ditessination
responsibilities are quits limited, the
control system le a tool for ensuring that
ths army continues to us. public
resources only foe thew ectivilles
nocsasary foe ths proper performance of
agency functions.

One fumed& of the cootrol system I.
establishing and maintaining
comprehensive Inventories of the
Informer,* disessInation products they
diseetninste. The rstiocala for requiring
inventories Is primarily that
agenciescannot manse* ths
dissemination function if thsy do not
know what Information products they
keys to &Nominate. and that an
inventory is au menial tool for
managine oho function. A corollary Is
thet agendas can better serve their
public information Nods with current
comprehensive inventories that can be
used as finders' aids for locating
information &Nominated by the
agent:Ms.

OMB lime an annual bulletin
instructinS armies to report on
inform&

wi
dissemination product..

Agencissshould mairiain Ilse
information sottobt in the annual OMB
bulletin in their invatitoeles. in addition.
agencies ohould make use of their
inventories for other management
purposes. Foe example. agencies may
wish to odd keywords and abstracts in
order to maks the inventories more
useful as finders' aids for locatine
Information they disseminate, While
agencies should be responsive to the
public's requests foe aseistance in
Waiting Information. the agencies
should bear In mind that private firms
also provide government information
locator services, and avoid offerina
information services that essentially
duplicate services airsady available.

The proposed policy next stoles the
general policy for periodicals that is
based directly on 44 U.S.C. 110e. and Is
taken verbatim from OMB Circular No.
A-3.

tie proposed policy also continues
ths annual reporting and approval
provisions found in OMB Circular No
A-3.

Adequate Notice

Circular No. A-130 states that
"agencies shell disseminate significant
now, or terminate 81111OfiCIO.1 existing.
information &Nomination products only
after provIdine adequate notim to the

7,5 2
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public." (Section Se) Me Circular
contained no mucedural guidance foe,
not soy provision for enforcing. the
adequate nein policy. ft left to au
geodes the determinations as to what
wee s significant tnformation
distectina Ilan product and what
consthutes adequate notice. Nearly
three years' experience with the Circular
Indicates that most *genies In fact hen
not made them determtnetions. carbine
they ensblIshed procedures for ensuing
that adequate notice is given. During
that period the public has beau* _to
OMB's linen Instences In wh.
some ikon a advance public Oetial
might reasonably have ben expected
under the policy, but no notice was
given. Therefore, OMB is penning
additional guidance concerning
adequate nonce.

Significant information dissemination
products. OMB's Intent In Circular No.
A-130 wee that agencies would
designate certain kinds of Information
disseminstion products as significant,
meaning that the decision to initiate,
terminate, or substantially modify the
c intent, form. Of availability of strrh
products should trigger a form of public
notice in advrnce of actual Initiation,
taint:lotion. or modification. Other
-r3ducta deemed eot to be elgolficam
require no 'Wrenn notice.

Examples of nonsignificant products
might be those that:
From the outset, were neverintended

De continuing: hence. net
nonrecurring. oceoime publication.

Are Generally murderedephemeral
rich as brochures. handbills flyers,
vmphlets, and the Wm

it solve Little exprvecion of public
interest as evidenad by the lack of ot
ceding in subscoptiona. Wes, or
requests for amiss.
Examples of significant product.

might be those that:
are required by laim .4. a statutorily

mandated report to Congress:
Involved expenditure of rubs:wad

funds for the dissemination; a dollar
threshold might be appropriate hen:

By reason of the nature of the
information. ate matters cf continuity
public interest ag. key ecnomic
indialon

By f MOO of the timeliness of the
Info/matron, command pablic interest
e.g.. monthly cop reports m tbe day
of their Metre

Disseminate in a new medium; e.g..
disseminating a printed product in
electronic medium. or disseminating a
mechine.readabie date file via online
acmes

Have already received (at will
receive) substantial esperesion of
public Interest; e.g., those that hese ics,

753

gen expel) cseularfollowines or
subscribers

May reesonabbtbe viewed as
duplicating and/ar competing Weft
existirtyprodocts disseminated by
other modes or private sector firms
e.g., value.edded electronic
database nodal.
Form of Notke. Similaify. agencies

must determine whet form a notice
should lake in esiven coos. Several
forms of notthe sweet themselves.
--Oral public annotmcements al

meetthgt, moderences, end
conventions attended by nen or
pinning'', of the ploden

Written public announcement' In
periodicals and ether pablicatione
circulated to nem or potential nen

Letters to subecribers Of potential
subscribers

Notices with nt without regent lot
comment In me Federal Register or
Commerce Business Dailin or

Publicbearings convened for the
porpoee of discussing Initiation or
terminstion.

These (onus of *otter involve different
level. of effort and expense on the pert
of the agency, and urgencies should
choose level proportional to the
significance of the product and the
action beinp proposed.

Deitroues.tion of significaece acid
adequate notice ars matters of agency
judgment. The key point is that enocias
must make the lodgments and act irpon
them. When initiating or terminating en
information dissemination product, the
agency has an obligation to assess end
rake account of the impact of its action
upon the public. Where members of the
public consider proposed new agency
product unneceesery end duplicative,
the agency should find oM, in edvanoe
of initiating the product, why they think
tills and whether the agency should
reconsider a deohion to initiate. Where
members of the p MIc consider en
existing sgency prodoci import snt end
necessary. the agency should find out, in
advance oi terminating or curtailing the
product, why they third( this and
whether the agency should reconsider
Ile decision.

Moreover, members of the public
should be able to seek meonsideratlim
or redress from agencies when they
believe agencies' have acted capriciously
with raved to Initiating ar terminating
information diegenninstioe pmducts.
Agency pomeduree should include
mechanisms feel-mom/Mg to the
contingency that army actions may
violate the adequate notIce policy, and
for how the egency will rectify the
violation.

In order to ensure that *gender In fed
develop the oftener, ptocedures, the

propond policy nines dun agencies
report the preceding to OMR

Electronic Diuemkatian

The 'angst of available ialormalloo
dissemination meths expands is
Itched/iv tontines to develop.
Yesterdsy's monthly index to scientific
literature Is today** online information
servics yesterday's newsletter is
today's electronic bulletin board:
yesterday's magmatic tape la today's
Soppy disk ot online database acul
tomorrow's CD-ROM. Pert of rumen
the intonation dissendoallon unctloo.
therefore, Is the responsibility io
Indian regularly the media of
disseminallon I. order to determine
whether the medium le use continua to
be the most appropriate.

The decision to disseminate
information electronically in many
respects I. identical to the decision to
disseminate information In any other
medium. Agencies moat ask themselves
the question:
la dissemination of thia information

dissemination product required by

Is diesemisation of this information
diseemintion product necessery for
the proper performance of agency
functional
At the present time, electronic

dissemination more often thso nol Is an
agency's secondaty lasuance of the
product, the primary having been I.
come convectional paper format (Mess
release, report. etc.). Where this le the
case, electronic diseemination Is more
discretionary then the peimary issuance,
end agencies may wish to consider
additional conditions before deciding for
electronic dissemination. The policy
etatement lists conditions tarceeble to
electronic dissemination.

While electronic products are more
fre,,ently the secondary mode of
inf(,, nation dissemination, ses.des
must recognise that thia condition le
changing. Integration of Information
technology Into the workplace Is rapidly
res-hlue the point that both Internal
agency practising and anelysls of
Information as well as the public's use
of information often occur primarily in
electronic form. Supplying the
information on paper Is sometimes
practically unless, particularly when
the volume of information is large and
computer search nod retrieval
capabilities are essential to efficient use.
Moreover, the printed product is often e
summary or aggregation of the larger
body of information which, although
useful in In own right, does net setisfy
all legitimate user needs se well as the
entire body or Information In e:itetrimic
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medium. II:samaras conditions. an
agency might reasonably conclude thst
dissemination in electronic medium is
necessary foe the prow performance of
asency Nadine.

A basic purpose of the Paperwork
Reduction Aol le "$o maximise the
usefulnaes of Information collected.
maintained, and disseminated by the
Federal Government." 144 MOO
Thus. disranination In electenie media
I. often highly desirable because. ander
certain estumptione the elect:es*
informatioa dissemination prodoct is
submit n tislly MON woeful. Electronic
information dissemination products tend
to tont sin mom Inforstionoften an
enact and completo copy of a
sovernment electronic database, and to
present tho Informstioc la a format that
Is more rinunpolable by the neer. and
hence more conducive to learning to a
wide v4riely of user nerds. Agracies
Con frequently enhance the valoe of
government Information se a national
resource end increase Its usefulness by
disseminating Information in electronic
media.

At the same time. It bears
remembering that electronic
dissemination is not applicable in en
Claes. Everyone In the public likely to
be Interested In the information may not
be computerhttrets or have access to
Information technology. Dissemination
In the electronic media alone may
render the information inaccessible to
such users. Similarly, some government
information holdings evoke little or no
public Interest and are not in demand.
even when the public is well informed
about what Me holdings are. Absent
Statutory or mission mandates, sAy
dissemination. let alone electronic, is of
questionable utility in ouch cases.

As Circular No. A-130 notes, the fact
that an agency has crested or collected
,nfonuation is not Itself a valid reason
for creating a program, product, or
serviue to diesel:al:tate the information
to the public. By the sem, token, the foci
that an agency is capable of offering an
information service Is not itself a valid
reason fur offering the service. Agencies
should avoid offering dissemination
services they know (or should know) to
be available In the marketplace. An
agency. for example may have the
capability to offer dial-up online access
to in, da tabases. but the same capability
may also be available from private fame
that purchase the agency's database,.
Fur the agency to offer the savice will
siways entail some Cott to the
government, and the availability of
'Arty lily identical services horn private
firms is a compelling argument against

Ma need for tio government to oar tho
servioe.

While elschoota dierominstion lo
generally desirable, agencies muon
observe certain bem am sod
activities. As a rale of thumb, Federal
@gentles should Mks it as a rebuttable
pemumptIon that they are to concentrate
dieromination sonorities on ;emptying
basic idolisation. die provision of
whit:Isle unique to the government, and
to avoid offering value-added products
So end seem. That is, given a choice
between expending twosome's on
dIsrominating more government
information in fosse that are Noble for
general purposes and expending
resources on tailoring fewer information
dissemination product. to specific Veer
needs, agencies should presume they are
to choose the former, In effect agencies
should prefer to "wholesale"
government Information and leave
"retell," velue-addad functions to the
privet, sector, especially when they
know that the Private Helot to nal
and able to perform the value-adds
functions. Indeed, the existence of a
private sector, value-added provldsr is
preemptive evidence that. barneg
extenuating circumstances such as
urgent public policy considerations or
distorted market forces. the Fadersl
agency need not expend public funds to
provide the valua-addra rondos.

For example, many agencies Ma
currently planning to Issue tarp
databases on CD-ROMs. suiLble for
processing on microcomputers. and the
question arises as to whether the
agencies should include on tha CD-
ROM' the searsh.and-retriaval software
necessary to mem the databases.
OMB's vlew Is that the agencies should
disseminate CD-ROMs that contain only
the databasen and should not include
the software. The Mat mason for this
view is thst. as Circular No. A-130 has
ilorady noted and the Cameral
Accounting Office has frequently
pointed out. the practice of developing
nd maintalnins customised computer
software Is a source of inefficiency in
Federal agencies. While the software
may maks the CD-ROMs more resdily
accessible by users, its development and
maintenance alto represent a cosily
diversion of agency rem:mice.. because
software development by sod large la
not part of imamate information
dissemination mandates-The second
reason is that the software development
is value-added feature that can be
performed by the private orator, and
Lena a commercial activity that the
government neither needs to nor should
perform Itself. Agencies might better
devote their resources to Improving the

217

databases thentaelves or to preparing
other &Mame, foe dissemlnation, foe
rases an tasks that may the agendas
can perform.

Circelar No. A-130 mensala sondes.
when using contractors for currying out
dissemination activities, to "nears that
contractors are not permitted to exercise
monopolistic cootrob over government
information mows's. By the same
token, agencies themselves must avoid
behaving In a monopolistic fashion with
rumen to their Information
dissemination products. For @Semple, an
agency that sells online access to Its
databases but refuses to sell copies of
the &debases themselves may be
presumed to Its behaving se a
monopolist because its practice
precludes the possibility of a competitor
selling the same service et lower pricer.
If an agency is willing to provide public
tiecen to a datsbasa, the asancy should
be willing to sell copies of Me database
Itself.

Dy the same reasoning, agencies
should behave in an even-kandod
manner in dieraminatins infonnation
products. If sn away is willing to sell a
database or database services to soma
members of the public, ths agency
should la principle Its prepared to sell
the same products under similar trans
to other members of the public. absent
statutory basis foe acting otherwise.
While an agency may have public policy
reasons for offering different terms of
sale to differant groups in the public. the
sgency should provide a clear statement
as to its reasons and their basis.

User Charre

0M13 Circular No A-23, User
Charges. (proposed revision published In
52 Federal Register MOO, July 1. nen
Implements Title 5 of the Independent
Offices Appropriations Act of 1932 (31
U.S.C. Mt). establishing Federal policy
regarding fros assessed for government
services and fur eels or use of
government property or resources. The
generel policy stated In Circular No. A-
25 (Section 01 is that a user charts will
be assessed assinst each identifiable
recipient for benefits delved from
Federal &enviesa beyond those received
by the general public.

As Circular No. A-410 notes, the
Federal Government possesses much
information of substantiel commercial
value Dissemination of such
information, or its dissemination In a
specific form or medium, rosy represent
a g,, vernment service from which
tdentiliable ret.,Aents derive special
benefits. hi which came over chilies
mg), be epplicable. Many @oracles that
here substantial Information

75 4
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dimemiartloo propos meow sot to
have ccestelant, apecyultle parks
and procalwes he waft wet charges
for aferrallten dissemination products.
The prowled poky provides that
apaise most establish um charges foe
the eats el dissemlnaling Siam
precincts mad mower scar eats, where

aPrrilliareseet. Chapter 17 oIThla 44. U.S.
Cods. MITYN to the Public Meer and
the Isparialoodent eloper-ants the
pricins and eels of paled permanent
docureats. la pada. Suer se.
executive spay &cretin kith*
'atlas of war chirps foe information
disembodies wawa Is limited to
thaw that are mot piloted. lot.
principally to elatrostio products.

Chalet No. A-130 stated that .
e podes shall recover only costs of
disseminating information products
through wer charges, where
e eprnitilste. In accordance with Circular
No. A-11. Citcular No. A-130 Ow
balanced the requirement to establish
ear charges against ths need to ensure
that govantment information
diteemination products nisch the public
for whose they ars intended Paden
ea(111(e))1f an agency has e positive
oblisation to places given product oe
O ff*, la the hands of calsIn specific
poops or memben of the ublic and
also determines that user charges will
angina a sipikant barna, to
discharging this obligation, the spay
may have grounds for reducing or
elhainatieg Hs war obeli's for the
product a maim or foe exempting
some recelpients from the charge"

Mwon& IV). The Circular pee no
guidance as to bow agencies

should balance thew requirements.
Circular No. A-23 also establishes

that user chaps should be sot at a level
sufficient to recover the full cost of
palatine the Novice. resource. or

. The proposed policy clarifies
Flier :pftptcation of Circular No. A-23 to
information dieeemination products.
About ststutory requirements to the
contrary, the standard for user charge'
for information dissemination producti
should be to mover no more than the
full cost of diseemination.

Maio propoeed revision to Circular
No. A-Is makes a distinction (in Section
11.(3)jb1) between wet charges when the
Covenunent is acting as property owner
and when the Government I. acting as
sovereign. In the former case user
chimps will be based on market prices,
and in the latter on full cost. For all
instances in which the Government
itself creates or collects informetion. or
causes creation or collection thew eh
sponsorship, the Covarrumnt to acting
se sovereign. User charges the
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Covernmsnt may assess fa predate
malting fres seri elation or
collectioe shoodd be so pasts, than the
full cost of dleautleation.

The peopeed policy, therefor*, treats
Information produsts-es &Berme from
other goods and services with respect to
um charm FLA statutes such as the
Freedom of Informatioe Act and the
Government a the Sunshine Act
establish that Wend agencies have a
broad and pant obligatica to make
government infoomation available to the
public; and to avoid stectity barna*
that impede public access. Mader No.
A-130 continues des tradition with its
Basic Considerations and Assumptions
(Settee 7), and with the poltcy
balanoft wee charges againet reaching
the inti4 public. User chaps higher
than the coat of dissemination are a
barrier to puling access. Second. Oven
that the Government has sunk the coats
of cresting and processing the
information for governmental payees,
the economic benefit to tacitly I.
maximized when the informalloc A
publicly disseminated at the we: of
dissemktation.

The full cost of dissemination may
generelly be thought of as the sum of all
costs speak:41y associated with
preparing for public dissemination and
actually disserninetins to the public. For
e xampnall ortfiCy may prepare an
information product for its own internal
use. and cats aseociated with torch
production ere not recoverable as user
charges. When the agency takes the
product. prepares II for public
di nation, and actually
dhoti mites it, costa associated with
preparation and actual dissemination
are recoverable as user charges.

While the proposed policy generally
limits user charges to the coat of
diewmtnalion, aunties should take
care to set charge. at the full cost of
dissemination, where sppropriate. Soma
agencies apparently limit user charges
for licformation dissemination products.
for example, to the costs of rereoducing
and distribvting computer tapes without
e nunciating a refloate for such
limitations. In fact. recoverable cools
may be signfIcantly higher. For example.
for an online database service.
recoverable eat elements might Include
personnel. materials. and Halms
associatsd with the following
telecommunications between the
computer system and user terminals:
computer asp online network
management trainins of personnel
operating online services; preparation
and distribution of manuals end training
materiels; and accountins and billing for
online services. Cat elements might
silo include associated administrative

overhead oats sub as pasties.
patsy. Mewl. and Indirect amts.

In addition. OMB Circular No. A-23
provides for charges for government
moods end services that convey special
Weals to recipients beyood those
accruins So the general publit. Where
agencies provide custom talloted
information services to
Individuals or group. frocalm:recovery
for such sandeee le aptopriate. Poi
example. Ilan assay prepares special
tabulation. or similar OOTVICOO from Its
databares In answer to

srequest from a memberoftredpiatitblie, all
cats emaciated with NUMB)g the
request would he chereed. and the
requester would be eo lafolmed before
work wu begun, fa a few mums
egencies enessing hi information
collection activities segment the
Info:math= collection at the request of,
and with fonds provided by, vivant
sector group Since the HMOs, the
Bureau of the Census has carried out
surveys of attain Industries at greater
frequency a at a peeler level of detail
than Federal funding would permit.
because Industry mous have mquested
SIXHO frequent Of detailed government
data and have josid the additional
information collection and procesoins
costs, and the additional Information is
consistent with Federal purpotes. While
results of theta ways ore
disseminated to the public st cost of
dissemination, the existence and
availability of the additional
government dote are special benefits to
certain recipients beyond those accruing
to the public. It is appropriate that those
recipients should beer full costa of
information collection and processing
as well as dissemination.

At the same time, as Circular No. A-
130 points out the requirement to
establish low charges is not intended to
make the ability to pay the sole criterion
for determining whether the public
receives government information.
Agencies must bilance the requirement
to sotablish user charges and the level of
fees charged against %her policies.
specifIcally, the proper performonce of
agency funetims and the need to ensure
that information diasemination products
reach the public for whom they sue
Intended (ees OMB Circular No. A-130.
section ea(110)). If an agency has a
positive obligation to place a given
product In the hands of certain specific
groups or members of the public and
also determines that user charges will
constitutes sipificant barna to
&charging this obligation. the agency
may have grounds for reducing or
eliminating its corer charges for the
product, or for exempting some
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recipients from the charge. Etch
teductime or elimineUms should be the
subject of formal agency detarminatiom
on case by case basis and 'Miffed in
terms of clement army polklen

Smoll Agencies .

TM foregoing di:au/Moo and
promoted policy are mitten with a view
to agencies that have sizable multimedia
Information dissemination program.
Not all @geodes are large. ace ham such
provams. Formal management control
systems, adequate notice procedures.
and the administrelim of electronic
informed= dissemination may be
inappropriate foe small agenclee. The
policies themselves, however. are
appropriate for all agencies. Smaller
arencles should implement the policies
with procedures ppropriate for their
size.
*nee I, Meats. fr,
DeaulyAdminisaator Jar Information and
&indoor y Affoni.

PROPOSED POLICY

I. Definitions
a. me term "periodical" means any

publication disseminated or routinely
made available to the public by an
agency annually or mon often with a
formal, content. sad purpose consistent
In nature. The term includes internal
agency newsletters and anneal reports.
The tem does not Include;
Memoranda, directives. regulations,

legel opinions and decisions,
proceedings, programa for cermonien
press raise as. environmental impact
statements and assessments, pigmies
documents. and olicer purely
administretive materials:

Research and development reporti
that ere the direct result of research
contracts and are distributed to
Federal Government emplomm and
the contractor involved in tM work,
and technical books. monographs and
lournel articles that are published by
commercial publishere end
profeseional associations:

Official instructionsi/informational
documents of permanent nature,
publirhed as a supplement to directive
system@ of executive branch agencirs;
and

Annual update of instructional
it:for:ninon publications made
available to the public to Lnform them
of lows and regulations nd to assist
them in complying with reporting
requirements.
b. The term "n

publication" mesorsirecnYrtrglication,
including pamphlets. dissemin .rd or
routinely made evailabte to the pblic
by an egency on s one-edition Maio, or
len frequently than ennuelly. The items

aid Included la the tem are die same ea
for the tem periedlog .

a The term "Mforosatios
diseemlastiaa prodecta" memo .

periodicals, ecureourring publications.
madtimmsdable data Ilse. software
files. Wine database services, and
electronic bulletie Omuta issued or
distereinated by awoke to the public:
the term includes media such as
magnetic tape and commt disks but
does not Include eudloviesal activities
covered by OM Circular No. A-114.
Diasemination to the public means
distributing withoet restriction aa to
recipient, and Malls public .

announcement of dietributlost ,

Distribution restrict:id to government
employees or to agency eadrectore or
grantees is not considered dissemination
to the public
Z. Policy

a. Mendes shall manage the
dissemination of information so as to
maximize efficient and effective
performance of agency functions,
maximize the usefulness of government
information, and minimize the coat to
the Federal Government.

b. Agencies shall maintain sod
iniplammt a =easement control
system for all Info.mation dissemination
products. The management control
system shall, at a minimum perform the
following (modem

ill Monitoring and miewleg
Womation diemmlnation product:1 to
assure that they ars coddled to be
emmeary for proper performance of
agency functions. or, la the case of
periodical*. necessary in the transaction
of the public busineee required by law of
the rummy

(2) Establishing and maintainine in
electronic format a current and
comprehensive inventory of all agency
information dissemination products:

(3) Recerdine actual and proposed
spending of funds for information
dieseminetion productm

(1) Providing en annual report to the
Director of the Office of Menegement
arid Budget accordine to specifications
provided in annuel reporting
instructiom end

(3) Supporting such ether functions es
are mammary foe effective end efficient
management of information
dissemination, men as developing aide
to locating informetion &modest:A by
the agency.

C. Expenditure of funds shell be
appeoved only for periodic's!, that
provide informatio, the dissemination
of which 1.^ mummy le the transaction
of the public business required by law of
the agency.

el. Agencies shell determine which of
their exieting and propoted information

allamaileatim products are elplikaite .

for wpm el peovidirm adequals
aotica. and what constitute* adequate
notice for elgaincent Womanize
disseminatios productm asencim shall
disavowals them delerminatkos to the
public@

e. Agendas shall establish Iliad
implement procedures for
adequate mike, In acoordaTcevilvbill the
pc:reeding agency determinatime. when
Initiating or torminatism strained
Information dissemination prodoctm
procedures *hail Include hom to
determine what informed=
dismal:Mims products are eignifterust.
what constitstes adequate notioa ead
how the /Alia may seek redeem (or
agency violations.

f. Agendas should examine their
information dissemination products to
determine whether conditions favor the
electronic dieseminetion of inforeation.
Condition* favoreble to electronic
dissemination include:

MTh/ agencyleactruesent maintains the
information le e medium for its
own mamma

(2) The ageacy will not incur
substantial mew coats L. diseeminating
the hdoemallon electronically

(3) Edating or potential users of the
Information have expensed a mad for
the Information In electronic medium:
e.g., a documented public demand:

(4) The swag can point to real
benefits to the government and/or the
public from disseminating the
information electronically e.g.. more
timely use of information, or the ability
foe users to manipulate the information
In way. not avaiNble with other media;

(3) The agency Fes determined that
infoteletion dimemiaation products
already available to the public ere not
so similar that the pog'a electronic
dlemmication wouM constitute unfair
competition with the private sector.

g. Agencies should periodically review
their Info:motion dissemination
products to determine whether the
medium of dimemleation is appropriate
to the product

h. Agencies shall avoid disseminating
information distemination product@ that
piece the Comment in unfair
competition with the private vector,

I. Agendas awn sive perference to
diseemisetism basic electronic
Informal:as diseencluation prodoete.
and, absent companies ream a avoid
cll aeminating retie-raid electronic
informetion prodects:

1. Armies shall oetablish consistent.
egv..wide polictee and procedures.
including regulations as memory. for
setting and collecting user charges for
information dissemination products.

75
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I. Agencies diall eel see dory* foe
information disemednaticc products at a
level made& tom:over the fall cost of
dissemination. and exclude trom
cskulation dills charges costs
associated with collecting and
procesaing the information. Exceptions
to this policy um

(I) Where statutory requirements are
at variance with the policy;

(ii) Wham the ppm collects and
processes, es well as diserminales, the
information for the benefit of epecific
identifiable group beyond the benefit to
the general public or

(Iii) Wham the agency has mad.
determination that suer charges at full
cost of &nomination unatituto a
significant burnt to properly
performing the gooey e functions and
regains the public whom the agency
has an obligation to reach.
3. Reporting

a. Within 160 days of the effective
date of this palicy. the head of each
e lem..), shall submit to the Director.
Office of Management end Budget

(1) Copies of policies end procedures
for the agercy information
dissemination management control
systems: and

(2) Copies agency procedures for
providing adequate notice when
initiating or terminating significant
Information dissemination products.

(3) Copies of agency policies and
procedures for setting end collecting
user charges fir information
dissemination products.

b. Unless otherwise individually
directed by OMR specie, with fewer
then 1500 fulltime equivalent employ**.
need only provide certification that the
above policies are in effect and that the
agency has provided the most recent
annual report on information
dissemination products.
4. Approval

OMB will respond to the asency's
annual report on information
dissemination products within 45 daya
of receipt, in its responte. OMB will
approve or disapprove the periodicals
listed for new or continued use, or may
request additional information on
certain periodicals.

Although new periodicala should be
proposed st the annual mooning time
whenever possible, periodicals may alio
be prennted to OMB for approval at
other times of the year. OMB will
respond to these supplemental requests
within 45 days of receipt.
WR Doc. 594 Valid 14.11 143 lmi
O 111/111 C001 11164141
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SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE
COSSAISSION

Met bees leeterEcels.essel

la Cahn controls Deetardine du
Quebec

D ecember 341. 1011

AUNCV: Securities and Exchange
Commission ("SEC").
AC11014 Notice of Application foe
Exemptios under the investment
Company Ac1 of 1960 ("1940 Act").

Applicent: La Caine central.
Despirdins du Quebec.

Relevant 1940 Act Sections:
Exemption requested under section 6(c)
from ell provisions of the 1940 Act.

Summary o f Application: La Celina
centrals Desiardins du Quebec (the
"Applicant") seeks an order to issue and
itell commercial paper notes (the
"Commercial Paper Notes") In the
United Slates. In eddltion. the order
would permit the Applicant to issue and
sell debt second*. other than
Commercial Paper Notes ("Other Debt
Securities") in the United States. The net
proceeds of all offerings made in the
United States by the Applicant will be
utilised by the Applicant to carry out its
function as (imolai agent foe tho
Desiardine Croup, which ls
cooperative of savinss and credit unions
located in Quebec.

Filing Dote: The application was filed
on August 10, 1007 and amended on
December 1, 1999.

Nearing or Notification of Nearing: If
no hearing I. ordered. the application
will be panted. Any interested person
may request basting on thia
application, or ask to be notified if a
hearing is ordered. Any requests must
be received by the SEC by 5:30 p.m.. on
January 23, 1999. Request hearing in
writing Myths the nature of your
interest. he reason for the request, and
tha Issues you contest Serve the
ApplIcant(s) with Ilia request. either
persaully or by malt and oleo *end it to
the Secrotary of the SEC alms with
proof of service by affidavit or, for
lawyers, by certificate. Request
notification of the dale of a hearing by
writing to the fiestaltry of the SEC
A0091411141k Secretary, SEC, 450 5th
Street, NW., Washington. DC 20449. La
Cakes centrals Despirdine de Quebec. 1,
Complexe Des(ardins. South Tower.
Suite 2522. Montmel. Quebec HISBIB3.
ION MINNA NNIONSRATION CONTACT:
Cecilia C. Kalish, Staff Attorney at (202)
272-3035 or Stephanie N. Monaco,
Branch Chief 411202) 412-3030.
41.114.1511NTAAT NWONMATION
Following is a sununary of the

spoliation: the complete application is
available for fee hom either the SEC's
Public Reference Diana in person or the
SEC's commercial copier who can be
contacted at (600)2314212 (In Maryland
(WI) 2511-6300).

Applicant's Repreeeentiorse

1. The Applicant ins corporation
established by the Quebec Lesislature to
act as financial spot for IN Deslardlne
Gm%) (the "Catnip"). The Group is
composed of approximately 1.345
savings and credit cooperatives knowo
as ulnas pop.4,:ltes eivi raisin
d'economis (collectively the "Cusses")
which are located throughout the
Province of Quebec, Eta Calms is
affiliated wills one of eleven rnenal
federations (the "Federations"). The
Federatione provide technical and
financial services to their affiliated
Calms. The Federetions together form

confederation, La Confederation des
callus populake at d'economie
Desferdins du Quebec (the
"Confederation").

2. The Appllant. as financial agent of
the Group. mangles a liquidity fund for
its members, provides its members with
access to financial markets. and offers a
range of financial services to large, and
medium-else builmes corporetions.
Applicant makes loans so (I) members
and affiliates of the Group and Oil
business corporations, governmental
and paregovernmental entities whoie
credit needs @snood the capabilities of
the individual Caine* Applicant
accepts deposits from the Deolardins
Croup, from governmental and
paregovenunental entities, and from the
short-, medium. and longterm Canadian
and intarnatIonel capital markets.

3. The Applicant's operetions are
extensively regulated both by the act
under which it was incorporeted (the'
"Incoeporeting Act") and by other
cueboc legislation which le similar to
that applicable to Canadian chartered
banks governed by the Bank Act
(Canada) ("Chartered Banks"). Including
inter olio the Savings and Credit Unions
Act of Quebec anti the Quebec Deposit
Insurence Act. The Calesee and the
Federations are governed by the Credit
Unions Act. The Confederetion is
governed by the Credit Unions Act end
the Incorporating Act. Under the Quebec
Deposit Insurance Act. deposits with the
Gimes and with the Applicant are
insured to a maximum of $90,000 (all
figures contained herein are in Canadian
dollars unities otherwise Indicated) per
depositor.

t. Applicant Is sublect to the
supervision of the Inspector Ceneal of
Financial institution, of Quebec (the
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MICR 0 KANAGUNNT AND
B UDGIT

Second Advance Nollts el Further
Poky Development on Dieeerninetion
of Information

lune 11,1181

ILUMARY: The Office of Managranent
e nd endlet (OM) Mints further public
comment in the development of policy
conzentine the illuminati= of
information by exec-Wive branch
agencies. The notice summarizes public
comments received to OPA's notice of
January 4.1111. mining prepaid
changes to OMB Circular No. A-1312
Manseemeat of Federal Ieformattoo
Resources; pratents OMB reactions to
the comments; Mateo preliminary
conclusion.; and runlets further
co:Innen. For the reason. indicated. the
notice of January 4. len I. withdrawn.
oan: Commenta from the public should
he submitted no later than August 14,
1989,

apelUISS: Comments should be
addressed to: J. Timothy Sprehe. Office
of hifortnation and Regulatory Affain.
Room 1233 New LUPO:Hive Office
Building. Office of Management and
Budget. Washinelon. DC 20503.
Mignon*: (202) 303-411141.
suenvessrrmw 8141116141400E On
January 4.1911. the Office of
Mereement sod Midget (OM)
published for comment a notice
(hereafter referred tO as the January
1989 notice) mined Advance Notice of
Further Poky Development on
Dissemination of thfonnation (54 FR
214420). OMB originally sat the
deadline for comments on the lenuery
UM notice as Minh & 1969 In
response to many fetrlifit. OMB
announced that the deadline was
emended until April 10, life ($4 FR
ikOmi March U. 003)

OMB Waived :28 littera of comment
on the January 1989 notice. Fire percent
at the lettere were from Members of
Congress: nun percent fiwin Federal
epodes: 14 mutant from state aml lonsl
government agencies: 88 percent &on
tibterianic and 10 patent from ;Mute
individuals or other noosot,onuurntai
organizations. The couriers :set or
comments io availably for hupection
and copying In the dte;ket reeding ronm
at the Office of Management and
Budget. Room 3201 New Executry.
Office Building, 323 Itth Street, NW..
Washincton, DC 335133. Persons desiring
e-cess oi the comments may telephone
(202) IL-600 to armee for entry to the
budding.

Thio oscond edvince notice pronents
OKB's summery ol 4:emanate on the

'7 ;

?mazy INII notice. 0Mrs reaction to
the commotte. end preliminary
coackestoos. TIN public Is invited to
comment further on the =tents of this
second advance notice.

Stronsety at Centmeob

Genital Commanta

A ma}ority of *omen:in-tors
expesseed views coacernine the overall
=teats end tone otOMBI Mosso
tere oaks. The most common opined
was that the Pommy 1NII soda sad
OMB Mager No. A-1BI were heavily
Weed. ocoantrating so much an
private enter prerogatives that OMB
bed fulled to elabante s peOtive role
for Federal agenda to the
(Itemised= If loom mast
information, even la situations where
dissemination of such infamation wee
basic to agencies IMIIMOOL The molt
favorable comments on this general
point concluded that a public/private
sector sharing of responsibility for
information dissemination is good public
policy and pod economic& but that the
notice failed to capture any such
positive theme.

Two other frequently groaned
general comments inn: that OMB
should withdrew the fumy ISO
nonce. len Portend agencies basin to
implement the notice as established
pol187: and Mt OMB should proceed no
NOW with revisions to 01,01 Circular
No. A-IN until Congress acted as the
reanthorisatlon of the Paperwork
Reduction Act.

Mother generel comment was that
the p. nosed policy. u well as OMB
Circular No. A-130. I. silent on the role
of the Steno la lefornietko retuned
museement policy. With rsspect to
information Nomination policy.
commentators noted that the States are
both penmen with the Federal
Devour:41ot is diseemthation end a
reefer,usen grove for federally
disseminated Information.

OMR lisoction: OMB did not intend
that either OMB Gimlet No. A-230 or
the fumy UM notice abould express

favor of private sector
protractile to a manner that would
denigrate the antral rale that Federal
agencies' play in Federal information
cLicsonnation. Appendix IV of Circular
A-120 analyzed senate and specific
statutory Nquint-lenta affecting
agencies' information disemination
activities, as well as disuminstion
responsibilities crying tnim proper
sntionnence of aunty function; u
rietenninae by head. of egencies.
Nunn, comments Wheat* that Were
lune nolky on then menet s may not
have been well comminuted. OMB

plane to review and revise the pertinent
metloos of OMII COW.: No. A-130.
namely MOW 9. Basic Considerations
and Assumption& &anon e(e).
haformation Management and
oorrespooding maim of Appendix IV;
and also to reconsider fully the content
aid tens et the January 19I9 none* (see
below).

As to the oommentthat OMB ehould
withdrew die leanly 11109 notice, toe
Mit of that notice was neither fins/
policy sore wposed polio% but an
adman soft of proposed policy. That
lei the notice was two steps from final
pelloy, and thengara did not constitute
Other a statement of policy Jr even
ascormartly e statement of intended
policy. Bourse mements indicated that
tba notice gave rise to substantial
concern end some confusion among the
public. OMB herewith withdraw. the
advance notice published January 4,

Other comments indicate that the
objection was not lo OMB's formunting
policy on electronic dissemination.
Commentators desired some policy on
the sublime espeeially to help address
the lacrusingly complex lams posed
by duping technologe but in the
opinion of many, not policy as they
understood ft. The Paperwork Reduction
Act directs OMB to develop and
Implement uniform end consistent
thformation resources management
policies, so that undertakieg further
work on information dissemination
policy I. a responsibility under OMB',
statutory mandate. OMB is mindful of
congressional and public interior in this
subject. OMB intends to continue work
on developing Information
dissemination policy conoistent with it,
mandate.

With respect to the role of the States.
OMB emu that the January 1984 notice
and OMB Circular A-I20 do not
adequately Mat the role of the States,
In revising the Circular and the notice.
OMB intends to work wtth State
oreanizations to ensure that the role of
the States I. approprietely articulated.

Comprshonol ram and Enforcement
The January 1989 notice asked two

!general questions:
Are the policy and sc.mroponying

analysis aufficienrly
comprehensive? Jere there other
major topics portainine to
Intimation dimming don that
should be trotted?

La the pnandural residence provided
sofficiont to emery enforcement of
the policies/ More broadly, how
thould OMB ensure anion:ems nt of
the policies?
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Regarding the Ben pineal. some
commutators anewstid I. the
affirmative. elating that le notice was
thoughthd end coherent. Some elated
that the aniline was generally mud
but that the notice badu gristles tone.
Many others complained tbat the notice
did line to illuminate how teems each u
"valuaadded." "unhir compeon:
and "adequate notice" shaeld be
defined and used.

A. to other =Pr topics, many
commentators pointed to tke 00318620 Of
any treatment of the Federal depository
library program. Boos commentator"
wanted a fuller thenneekto dhow
differing's ha informatIon fennel or
media affected various policy
tatemens. Othets wished foe unwed
discussion of the mount of
information IICCall and Information
&nomination.

Rosa/dins the quesnon no procedural
:induce. most who aoswered add that
the Dace did oot provide sufficient
induce. They believed that the tunut
wee no better than Circular No. A-130
with respect to enforcement sod that
both document* any be generally
unenforceable.

Of the few who offered specific
commute on procedural guidance for
enforcement their views fell tato two
pupa Ona pup of commentetore
believed that OM should tithe an
affirmative roN In appreviug or
&upends/ agency information
disselatnatioa products and *valuating
private sector products. and that OMB
ahould approve or disapprove agency
dissemination plane or st least arbitrate
disputes over auch plans.

The other poop of ormenotatore
believed that. while It should not
micromaneee. OMI should actin
strengthen agony efftwts at
enforcement Thole suggestion: included
requIron public ousel tuaterdema or
avan mama the policy into 11 regulation
so thet the public telAt seek tete(
thrash ludidel nr administranve
proceedingi,

OMB &calm OMB spree that
additional topics muat be ccosidered. ae
this notice elsewhats indicates. M to
nfottemant. OMS disagrees with the
vtew tint OMB should tithe a more
active tole of ranee/Ns aid approving
or dings:mews agencies' information
dieseraination prOgrAMO. AA Circular No.
Ao13o aneblishee to Sectico So (1), the
lotto of responsibility for actual
nuttegement of Federal inomation
ossources is the heed of nth aunty. ha
teVising information dingannatiou
policy. OMB pleas to strengthen the
policy iltaXds work of agency
entarcernen reeponsibilitiar.

Incorporatioe of OMB Clrenar No. A4

The fanny me ponce pawed Brat
to lacceporsta OMB Ciraler No. Aol,
Government Pahlicationa tato OMB
Cited*, No. A-130. The attics
introduced Catlin champs to
definitions haCirculeiNo. A-3, and
specified some fent:done that egatcy
publication tonnel are to
pubs. bet proposed to leen the
remender of dee contents of Chalet
No. A4 unchanged.

The mon cooment view
weal*, the treatment orgZtNo.
A-3 was Ufeau to the pound
ellanisailon of the exclusion of statistical
periodicals from the repotting
requirements of the Matta
Commentators argued that the vary
rationale tor repotting Is management
control try persons outside the atatistical
agencies. and therefore the change
would open Federal statistics to real or
apparent tempering, both of which must
be guarded against.

M to the desirebility of Incorporating
Circular No. Aol Into Circular No. A-
139. most cements dealt with the .

effect. of incorponnion rather than
arguing for or against it. Tno Fedend
epodes ablated to incorporatioo.
sorting that the separate Weeny and
visibility of Circular No. A-a WI

. itnnOrtane to effective publications
mattesanaut within the agencies.

bn different ways, a numha of
commentaton noted that incorporetins
Circular No. A-3 with only altrine
changes In definitiona, incluelons,
exclusions, aed moan would introduce
new terms and policy formulations that
appear diffenno from and inconaistent
with thou found te Circular No, A-99,
eed that as e consequence it was not
potable to ktin the two Modals
without vebstutial revision and
hermonhation uf the two,

Baas I commentators pointed out
that 44 U.S.C. UM, the legal haat of
Circular No. A-3. refers only to
palatal*, and stated that OMB was
intruding Its latedlcuon to other
information products. especially
electronic tuna without a statutory
foundation.

Other commentators. particulerly
Fedatal agencies, fecund on the
contents of Circitiar No. A-3, pointins
out that under the Paperwork Reduction
Act 0M03 exercise* detailed control over
Information collection and that Dana
control over teformanin diustninetton,
ae provided La Moder No. A-3, was
excessive ead unoneenery.

Convuotatois also objected to the
inclusion of interest ageocy riewelettew
wider the dendtton of periodical eine..

Nth publications sre not Intended for
public distribetion.

Commenntors questioned why OMB
did not include, under the deftest:on of
Information theemeleation products.
'audiovisual activities, which are
covered by OMB Circular No. A-114.
%nth referee*e lo this tent tome
commentaton questioned Own
statutory maturity for meteadlng the
definition to cover slainenie
infosmatioe products.

OMR &oaf= Followioe so: OMB
reactteea to comments on hicorporition
el 0143 No. A-3.
.-0)41 agrees that Fateful elatistital

publications most be protected from
both actual and apparent tampering,
and that &Won the exclusion of
statistical publications from
manaletesol control reportins
should not be dropped but shodd
be continued; that is. the policy in
existing oi.rculat Fa A-3 should be
retained.

OMB believes Circular No. A-3. or
any revision thereto, should be
lecorporated into Circular No, A-
130. The mann N that a basic
purpose of the Paperwork Reduction
Act I. to coordinate. Integrate. and
make uniform Pedant Information
polides and practices. (44 U.S.C.
3401) OMB views the Pining of the
two Circulars se a step toward
coordinetnn aod lin /Fitton of
Fedend Infonnation policy. and
belieree that the Papetwork
Reduction Act end other authorities
cited in Settee 3 of Circtdar No. A-
130 are adequate legal foundation
for extending coverage to include
Information products other than
periodicals.

Oka agrees that 44 U.S.C. 2105 refers
only to pariolicals and I. not a
statutory bests for requiring
reporung on electronic information
pronucts. However, the Paperwork
Reduction Act and other authorities
Wed in Section 3 of Cinder No. A-
130 are an adequate basis for
requiring such reporting.

OMB believe" that Clroilar ne. A-3
should be thcoroorated into Circular
No. A-130 only after eabstantial
revision to Circular No. A-3.

OMB apses tint audiovisual
activities may [venally Caking
under the definition of "intimation
disseminative product" a logic that
would ano dictate the joinna of
OMB ClInlilat Nne. A-124 and A-
130. However, beagle anodes
experienced administrative
cliff-talon ie extending reporting
centre* to WINN electronic
tnformotion produote. OKB Is

7
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Leaned le &hewn a than dela
Use oonsiderstion lierndlne
autionmal ethane within Os
awning of infermation
climemisalke peodnet end Wing
tile Iwe Circulars.

OMB believes any whim In the
contsate sfCbcslav No. A-2 ehoidd
reduce the mono of OW control
aver the details of Rena
Informatics themeitientke

OMB agrees OM eternal newshitem
noted ne be Included within the
dellitiinst of the tenn

After keine conekhotion. OMB
to take the following otiose

Pv264..4peet to Circular No. AA. tenons
which effectively Incorporate
mutation inscle by evamentatore.
Asenciee will be required to mehneln

current corn prehanelve inventories
of information dissemination
producte. However. the invents:Mee
will not be submitted to OMB sod
will not he individually examined
on a routine bele by OMB. OMB
plans to require that sender
annually submit their inventotiee to
a single pont. possibly the National
Technical Infonnaticia Seem for
cempeetion and publkatios es a
sovernmest-wida lode for locating
government (snformation. OMB
intends to astabneh an appropriate
interagency poop to determine the
content of the inventory.

OMB intends to reduce tool
reporting to OMB to a simile table
of obligation, data for elency
information diseeminition products
the equivalent of Exhibit 2 in OMB

Bulletin No. 68-10. Issued April 22.
1914) 01111 wou/d edify the
requirements of 44 LI.S.0 1106
Wien submittiug the table. agency
Muds will be required to certify
thet -

(a) The asoncyl information
dinar:mance products me
necesaary for the proper
performance of agency functions lto
esti , 64 LLS.C. istiek end

(b) The epoxy bee in Mee au
effective 1111111481Mot Imam foe
information dissemination products.
includien a current iaeentory.

For FY toe. Ohni plum M idUlt is
belLeti Within the ucct MI days
&toiling proposed does to OMB
Ceneilee No. A-2 Gad rooming the
einsie tabb, and certfficektne Ohali
lateen to write to Oferellt !r)
response to the VT i bulteen,
indicating wetly./ their rtepooses
are in conformity with 44 U.S.C.
1104. For ILUN'AqUellt yearn OMB

7 f;

plats WI hicerporeta mine* trthe
the annual budget process.

Adotwots Nalco
The Jamey MA notice proceed

detmnniosticria S. In which of their
lawman* theesmisation prodota ere
ennifineet and whet weeld onizernots
@donee ounce he InItiating oe
tannin/On ode thodoche mod (2) to
establish pmenistee for peovidng
adequate notion* ocelots of policy
provided exianOm Nehlfiout
produce ad fosse erf notice

gelernaly fewer comment* were
reolved ea this folio of the nodes
than ea others. sad many of those worn
from Federal egiudee Ix gaunt
whether la support of ge critical of the
adequate notice concept. commentators
re:nested that OMB give momsievinc
guidance both cm dennitions
proem Some commeinetore addressed
themselves to lents of Meatiness,
magentas precise tiniefranies kr
agency ponce ot requesters more
specific euidence on tinaittrames for
diffecete kinds of product*. Some
pointed out that edvance notice wee
often preciadati by the fact that
dechions to taminate infansation
diesuiluation meets arose directly
nom the anneal badge process and that
Dodot dodgem say cot be published
in edvence. A number challenged
Ohllf e characterization of sifilacant
and nonaignfficent produce. Scene
pointed out, for example that IA a
decielon to terminate a product because
of low public honest at evidenced by
dindaished demand. agmelea shauld
also like tow acezent the predates
usege by the depuitory Landes.

0M8 RearUaw Oegeh Intent In the
January UM entice was to reinforce the
concept of adequate stance by provicting
lengthy example* concertina adequate
nonce but then to propose tiles agencies
develop their orm procedures lo mord
with their own &COW MOGI..

OAM doe not babes it should nx
timelintu and other procedural Meuse
more pentirely. believing that thus are
moon better Mt to the emcee
because the evade ere in the beet
pool non to take into account agency
mission sod the ohm of the
lakromtio dime:deltic/a metes In
questiot OMB moots to roue that
*gentian etablIsh procedive eminent
with ottornl gerdebnee. but will terve
destined procedural opecilicatione to tfie
epode.

OMB agree that to formulating
procedures for edequele notice,
agencies etiould take klto 90044Int the
tacit eveiluble Information. tech ci
rlepositou arely iL41130 of inforinstion

diamminetion peoduota OMB
nrcorthwe that badge donnas may
Wee, on eaeneyne ability la provide
adequate nonce. and onside,' tele a
special coadithro Sal wade may
wish Ori list as ern enesphots to thole
peveschowe

Co:tavola Mfaostolotaloo

ne forestry Itint Ono* proceed that
444%44114 should realm their
Infteniation dissentience products to
thestsene whether condition. Woe
eheceronie dissemination, tad emoted
whet same Nth* minnow alibi be.
The nonce Mao sealed thal spade
should avoid di...Outing preemie
that plea the Govennent tin onfelt
compentica with the prime wan end
that or1101111 eituald give preference to
beak prodette end avoid diseeminetin,ti
valueedded electvonlc information
products.

This section of the notice genweled
the mom retnmene A niefority of the
commentator. took thla Henan ea fin
assault on public pelt" principle
concerning the free flow of information.
First. commentatom gneetioned whether
the notice took Into account the
legitimate rola of government agencies
In the diseentination of government
information sad the debts uf citizen to
odequate and preferably convenient
acute to that Information. Accardng to
mime comfort:acne the policy as
proposed. tor impeding agency
infuemothe disennistetion ectIvitiee,
would oonetitute an abated* to agencies
be carrying out their diseeminatIon
mandetes.

Second. commentators quietened the
statutory bells for a poorest policy
which they believed favored the
privethation of government information
diuemination produce- Some voiced
the belief that the propped poky wee
In conflict with those portions of lltle 44
etiventiog Federal preeng. They
questioned a dletinctIon between
electronic information products and
other government information products.
many wetting that the charter* oelith
44 dello with ;none sound to
electronic produce end that OMB Le
wrong to suggeee otherwise. (To the
extent the let comment I. a reference
to the tenon oe the leery 190a ;walks
concertina nal le* see tha section on
uur Ems below.)

Third. comatentaters voiced their
concerns about to pet a sell. ice on
the private sector for the dime &aeon
of government information. per latterly
in electrank fono. They noted the
uncertainty of caverete molt:fully and
tit, litri of accountability and obligation
to perform a* compared with Federal
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agenctm. Ten plated* the etsk that. if
Wes tee screw a role. please AM
might MOW coacrol um the contest
of public domain laformatioe. Westing
soly that informatics that would tam
probt. They obi lotted io the posethelty
that private firms Could axed Leth
mew and NO milts Rom the sale of
Informatioa crested with Webs tunda.
COlealeatillart believed that the
ProPomd Peer tried amount to
public subsidy for oommeecial interests
and weld effectively goats price
bambini to soveresseat Infamsation

Fourth. corementatam hewed oa the
melte of nett compotillos. with ease
alines that the peopoesd policy deed
eater cooperates between the public
and privet. talon rather tee
compettios. and others holding the vfew
that competition between the two
sectors was basically healthy.

Flfth. some commentators focused on
the special case of Federal atetistical
agencies, arguing that thew minces
reason for 00.11OCe le to tees:Innate
eneral purpose statistics end that the
proposed policies fail to take account of,
cod could valet. their pedal missions.

Sixth. s pancaph In the analyvis
-aeon of the nonce punted an
example detains with CD-ROM
(Compact DishRnd Only Memory).
This paramsph oocationed the most
comment of goy (sten of thei mem.
Commentators took examen to the
Mee that an neon nein disseminate
CDROM without any added vein that
h without imitates It to specific user
needs. They atyu.d that each ao neon
would be htoonalswin with the moon
of information daswroination: some
value meet be edged to any information
te enable 1110 be and. Commentators
also neon etrennously to the
etuestion that maws,* development le
an inaptroprlate activity for ounces.

Seventh. some commentatore on the
other band pointed to examples where
they believed esencin were
dissentiaming salusedded products ht
commence with the private sector.
They expressed the fear that end
agency actions would drive awiy
private metal investment tram. and
ultimately stills. emerist technologies.

Eolith. comments dimmed the
responsibility of the rodent
Covenmect to morrantee equitable
tones. to government Information lad
alleged that overdependence on the
private semen would lead to higher
prices for own which. in two, would
undermine equitable nem end lead to
formation of an information elite
compoed of those who can afford the
higher prices. Several comments toss
raised the example of a particular
agency's automated system. They

stressed the positive affects smamthame
co.petltivon.thotthegeatty.
readily emulate elemailashme the
eyelets weed provide.
expressed fare that 0111111 would
prohibit the awn hos anverbba
acne lo the nese ens*
swine %ones that Wile der only the
profitable matins cIthycNei t
dateline at I"'t tut Is the mein

Ninth. souremelors alleged thet fie
the enemy We noting OMB ems
proposes to difterntlatepsdy ter
electronic isformaties from
printed Women. They maistened
that the faun se media efelarmation
should not &Me policy. bat that on
Infoneatios policy should apply tet ad
Moats es' mein

Lin nary tommentatent 'OWE
the ,...osed policy on electronic
dleennetion Wenn theee was so
dieuesloo of In Federal depository
bbrary program. Some also tentloon
that the National Technical Wonsan
Service shoed be deemed. In their
view, any alectrotec disennoston
policy muat include those two
institutional vehicle, fat
government informatioa :setts to the
pulite

OM Remit= first. OMB wines to
ark. rem that its fundmentel
peen* to that vermin
Wounds* la a public ewe that is.
with the *sceptics of patine
matters and son other areas asmireix
prescribed by law, tt la the obligation of
goveroment to make such Women
readily availing to the public an equal
teram to all deem that to the extmt
the flow of inlormation from the
goys:meat to the public can be
enhanced by the participates of the
pelves sector, etch partelpellos shoed
be mourned end that perticintioa by
the perste sector supplements bet ekes
not mina the oblisation of
government. Then painApies apply
whatever the lona, printed, olectrone
or other ha which the informatics has
been collected or stored. OMB did not
Intend that either OMB Circular No. A-
130 or the emu" nee notice should
have the IOW of chaeudins agencies
hoe carrying out antler they believe
are weeny for the prow
performance of agency Indians OMB
will reaninine OMB Circular No. A-
130 and the January 10e0 notice to
ensure that these polite ore adequately
iddressed.

Snood. es reprds the statutory hula
OMB's information motor=
management policy is based oe the
Paperwork Reduction Act and an other
statutory authoritie., as cited In Section
3 of OMB Circular No. A-130. An OMB
Circular is unlike a regulatice

promeseted pewete to the WW1 and
comment mutrements el the
Administrative PC00061111 Act. A
arena does not wafer SOUOr IWO IP

obligations an privets iodividuale or
segulutions. Rather. as OMB Circular

=binding Administration
on exmative branch agencies

as So hew pelnee and statutes are to be
mlemented
Md. es rubes Mince on eta

penis waist to disseminate
CZnrWauseon. OMB did not

lthiar Is Cleanly No. A-130 or In
the Jemmy rale notice. that Federal

Xrev the pale should be made ta
iturily on the prints sector for

thdI.eaB000tgovemmeot
Infatuation.

Fourth as lards unfair competition
between the pa lie and private wctors.
Ohn believe. that discusoloos
surrounding Circular No. A-130 and the
January 191M notice have polarized
debate In way. that may obscure and
nude important men of cooperation
between the public and private sector,.
In revising the Circular and the notice.
OMB will attempt to trams roe policy in
language that avoids polarization and
fosters cooperation.

Fifth. OMB reopen sa for axamPl.
at 5 CFR 332040 and elsewhere. that
Federe @thence agencies ars special
case, in some respects. OWN. Intent is
to formulate information policy that will
apply to all executive breach esencles
while taking into annual the special
circumstances of statistical agencies.

Sink es regards the CO-ROM
example in the analyels section of the
'estuary Ine notice. OMB agrees that
the example was wetly drawn. OMB
amies that penmen Information
dieeminstiaa peereda should be
tailored to were' weds, end that
software development le din
*Mute Federal activity.

Seventh. 0)413 believes thot, all other
things being onsidered. euncies ought
to act In a manner that will encurem
tether than WAR meat. sector
Investment In enerstot tochnolosiet.

nOth. OMB agrees with the view that
thu Cevermunt hat stenpoaslbthty to
gumbo suitable access to
government mfoonatlon. As to the
camera that overdependence on the
private sector mkt result in higher
pries for men OMB notes the
equirement In Circular No. A-130 that
agnate shall diseeminste Information
products Yri a manner that enures that
members of the public whom the agentiy
las an obligatior to roach have a
reasonable ability to acquire the
Information" (Section 84 011(1)11Mo
discussion af this policy highlights MI.

7f;

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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INd I. avoid wprombly high promo
for laformatios products.

Ninth. as Peal. OMB wpm _that a
anele information Miry Medd apply
ro premed laformatims rogardWe of
forma oe media.

List with respect le the hderal
&pottery Bream and the National
TockdW blamable Sento (Min
OMB aerate that thpe ore leditetional
vehicles whose availability should be
considered by ell mentmeot
informatthe diseadsatios programs be
redrafting the itooky. OMB sIB dimes .

the depoettery ithrseles ead N115. to
email:Pe the famdces ef spardee
Information diseemlnalloo meammoseal
asthma OMB maid modes modes
that apnea+ man aat the
appropriate information mdses ate
nude available to the depository
libraries.

OMB notes that Um depository library
program it the administrative
responsibility of the Government
Printing OffIco. and therefore does not
intend to propose policy for tht
depository library pogrom as ouch. U.
revising OMB Circular No. A-130 and
the jemmy notice. OKB does intend to
&Odra.. the (mutton of extortive
branch emcee supplying pvernment
publications to the chrpotitory library
Prettles
Vow Chars*

The Mum ttee notice euggutd a
change in um chows policy as
compared with the siderdts policy found
in OMB Circular No. A-16, User
Charges. The change consisted of
rating government informatioa
products u fundamentally dilly - 4
hem other pods aod services. OMB
proposed piling on charges for
information products. asserting that.
with relatively rare exceptioo. user
chirps for Immanent information
products should um be set *her than
a level svmnent to recover the costs of
diumin aft not collecting the
information. The proposed policy,
therefore, would generally produde user
charges that Wed attempt to recover
coots of collecting and processing the
informatics. and tuould preclude using
other standards ouch as the market
ulna of the information.

For many commentators. It appeared
that the term user charges and any
discussion thereof coonoted higher
prices to the public. Somo commotion"
objected to the discussion to the notices
analysis action of "full coat of
dissemination." and opened that
epplication of full cost ol iluemination
will ruse the prices paid lir end users in
tits public. Other commentators mimed
the objection that user cherges are

km of doable taxatiom The taxpayer .
herds paid via tame for the
arprmasst le meek er celled the
trnasties. I. NM to be Whig a

strosod time when messed a um
arm A ththell set of ommeets stetted
that &Mame ea whether to chirp and
bow maoh to sheep *add be based on
the satire of the thicemation.
clecemetanoss emetudIng the
parader lelommtles modest mad dm

°CZ.diessandaties skim
mallets of me dor" the

melee led staled that dedsices on
MGM and tele deviated &messed
dimmed@ were rammed NUM

operinthaded dammed& sod that
:terefore the eiesendes km& spade.
hod diuretics cob is the setting dear
charges fee Moine& lidormattea
products. Some commutators look
direct Woe with thLi statement alkaing
that the statement was inconect as a
matter of law. Other commedatote took
this statement to mean that OMB was
asserting eisetrosk infonnatice
module wore not @dried to Chapter Ur
of Title 44. U.B.Code. 000Calitni the
denoeitory libraries. Still others believed
that this statement signaled a
Worcatios la Wormed= policy with
elle PAW applytog le Pethled
Wormed= modems and mother policy
eMlYteS WeISdeOsIC reads:
calusestatore opposed wry such split

OMB R000tioaelbo rated el Mem
charges Palm of the nonce was M
popes ea scrooMbe-board millet on
user dams lot prverement information
peoducts. except in PPM caraidly
defined cases. Par trees realm prices.
OMB intended to reponse the publie
that pride would sot be raised aims
the costs of disemisaties. is effect.
epodes would be preciaded how wing
informatics modulo ass prolit Pater
orbudiethie mechanism The public has
generally not ablated to pastel a sake
mice the 1:PO publication; the mar
charge OMB Potemplatee kr other
scrammed Safoneation products la
comparable. Chanties foe reproduction
and &tribunes et electronic
infoesetios pedalo. the meal basis for
am charm for these products. la
Goodstein with a coat-of-dlaseroination
policy.

As to double taxation. OMB cotes that
user charges policy Itas a basis in
statute (ft U.S.C. eM). and Use
Ceelathe has not viewed neer charges
se double tuntion beam they an
applied when the mciptent Naives
11911Clai benefits With regard to basing

.itser charges on the mature of the
information. the product circumstances.
and the agency's adeeton. OMB oelieves
that thu viewpoint is accommodated in
the policy of balancing user charge.

763

spinet the need to =MI that products
leech the pshile tor whom they are
hamisd.

OMS sobs ethe that OMB Circular
No. A-fri. UM Charges. makes explicit
geovisisa fer the waiver eloper chine'
who the cal deem:ft the foss
meld WAS maely late, part el
recelpth The *wry mike iodated
that measles *oda helms the
amitemat Moser Ames spinet the
seed te memo diet blenutioa
reach melds membeee of the
mid that tile could be a beds
reheing or elthisallag the charges.

With rasped le CUM' V of Title 44.
U.S. Cede. 0111 seserted oily that the

LTIIIIIrrteddlligOveammet documents and
of Docomots prim end

that aspen branch epodes may set
prices kr electrode information
poducts. Ithecutive breach agencies
have priced and sold i Wreath
talmudism erodedi kr several
decades without lepl re policy
challenge.

OMB made no statuses t and drew no
hat casclosions as to whether or not
Ckapter 15 of Title 44. dealing with the
depository libraries. who to
electrode laformatioa deducts. The
defidtion of 'wannest publication"
la 44 U.S.C. 1151 let Idoemational
matter which is podiehed as sa
Wielded deemed " OMB does
ad *Mended that this definition on its .
hos includes electronic data Oka
Kamm reline infcemsticia 'mice* or
the like. Sada 1711 erred 41. for
example. rondos the Superintendent of
Documents "so mmre a unclog of
Goverment potiesse which shall
show lbs doctorate pined during the
prea1am month " (emphasis
added). TIP statutory Wattage supports
OMB's whams of manidated
electronic idosmatioa from the
deed** of govonmest publication.
Therekee. fthell believes it I. not Mar
that agencies at prompt have a 11 al
obliestlea le man electrenth
Wormed= available to

Nevertheless. OMB
trerlse, u a matter of policy,
many such products should be made
available I. the *sugary libraries in
the same manner as prthted materials.
and intends to re*aft the propped
policy to reflect this view.

Immediate Ades gad Preliminary
Concludes. Ahead the Next Step

OMB will proceed with the
development of a um draft policy
statement that will refonnulate both
information collectloo end information
dissemination policy. includirm the
pertinent VICtions of OMB Circular No.
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A-130, the binary MO notice. ard the
notices of A t 7, leer. concerning
electronic coitaction of information.
OM in due cows* will publish the new
draft policy statement for commenL

The keeping summary of comments
leads OM to *strain preliminary
conclusioas about the proper role for
executive branch geodes In
government information dismannadon.
and the boundarke between Federal
sad noofideral roles. Ofdll proposes
that thee* conclusions form the bans tot
OAffi's revision of inktmation
disestaination policy In OM Circular
No. A-130.

I. The lad= basellte from tbs taiti
that inverment infocmation Is
diseminated by Federal agencies and
alto by many nordederal parties.
Including State and local government
apnoea educational and other
nonprofit inatutions, and kapott
organisations.

2. Over and above their
responeibikties to pravide access to
information under the Freedom of
information Act, the Pavacy Act, and
the Government in the Sunshine Act.
Federal agencies have a general
responsibility to dieseminate
information:
As appropriate to the pursuit of their

minims and program objective% sad
In the lAttfes1 of assuring that the

public I. appmpriately informed.

S. Agendthe must Menem, their
inf.:math* dieseennanrn
responsibilitieo in a manner thee
Assume the public ressonable and

miniteble mese to goverment
Infer:radian; and

Is r Anent and ricanoralcaL
4 Mocks shmild &charm, their

information dieeminstios
naponsIbilidm by taking NI advent'',
of all dissemination cbanoo!4, formai
amoo. which am the Fed...ral depository

but also inelithed other
Federal egoistic% State and local
government yen4ser educational and
other asoprat institution% and for-
mat seganiudoos.

3. With respect to the rthas of Federal
and nanNieral entitle% away
dm radon responsibilities can be
anelyred se a mt of decisions:

Whother to disseminate a particular
goventment informetion product or
service: a decision made by the
Federal agency involved:
What to &madam% the content
of rovernment information product
or se.rvicor a decision made by the
Federal arum

When to dneeminsts Li. the timing
and frequency of a product or tertian
a decision made by the Federal
strict

fiow to Memoirist% Ls.. tbe strum
for getting a prodo.t re service to
wen. Including format or medium: a
decision made by the Federal agency;

What price to chose for the product
or HMOS: a decision made by the
Federal agento

Who pules out the primary or official
dismmination *Willies. after the
preceding questions aro answered: a
decision made by the Federal agency,
which may melt IA ectivitles by the
Federal agency or by nonfederal
put*:

Who carnal out tacondary
dissemination. atm primary or
official dissemination has been
acoomplisbeth a decision made by any
Interested party, Federal Of
sonfederaL

OMB nalueste public comossot on the
forgoing. perticularly with respect to
Ohiffie reaction to comments end
preliminary concluelons. Ohill also
mond(' poskiva kamuladons of policY
memento with respect to the topics
treated heroin that I.. where members
of the public believe the OMB
formulation is inadequate or incomplete.
OMB invitee marnbers of the public to
offer their own (emulations. OMB
Invites cmments ea to whether it would
be uesitrl foe Oka to hold a public
bearing on these Mum.
S. In &gm
Matinkrzater. Oft of Worse:Won and
ltagukasry Affairs.
PR Doe. &MUM Illcd 044-111% 141 1131i

OWNS CON 111041411
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OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AM)
BOOM

The Freedoms of Nformedon Reform
Ad of 1111 Wham Freedom of
infennalien Act Fee Schedule end
Ou Ideates

noessam O(fice of Management and
Budget.
/teem Flnal publication of Fee
Schedule and Guidelines implementing
certain provisions of the Freedom of
Information Reform Act of 19M (Pub. L.
99-570).

BUIONAMI Theft Guidelines implement
certain provisions of the Freedom of
Information Reform Act of 1966 which
require the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) to promulgate guidelines
containing uniform schedule of POIA
fees applicable to ail agencies that are
sublect to the FOIA.
areectell am April 22, 1967. Agencies
are required to promulgate regulations
pursuant to notice and comment
implementing tha provisions of this
schedule end guidelines by April 25.
law They should develop and publish
proposed nila as soon as possible after
publication of this OMB Fee Schedule
and Guidelines. Agencies will have mei
the statutory deadline if they promulgate
final versions of such implementins
mutations in the Federel Register on or
Lefore that dale, even though their
regulations will not be effective until 30
days after the date of publication.
MO PURINA INPOIMIATION CONTACTI
Robert N. Under, Office of Management
and Budget. Office of Information and
Regulatory Affairs, Information Policy
Branch. Telephone (202) 396-4614.
SUPIPLOMINTAllY MIPOMMTIOlt The
Freedom of Information Reform Act of
1950 (Pub.!. 99-670) amended the
Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C.
532) by modifying the terms of
exemption 7 and boy supplying new
provisions relating to the charging and
waiving of fees. The Reform Act
specifically required the Office of
Management and Budget to develop end
issue a schedule of fees and guidelines,
pursuant to notice end comment.

On January 10,1967, OMB published a
proposed fee schedule 3nd guidelines
explaining how fo implement the
achedule. The notice invited public
comment especially on the definitions of
"commercial," "representative * he
news media." "educational lns . eon."
"nomcommercial scientific institution."
"search," and "review,"

IA the end of the comment period.
Fruruary 17, 1947, OMB had received 80
comments from 6 identifiable categories
of commentator

The Conerne (1)
The Federal Agencies (11)
Publishers of Newsletters (*.I)
Public interest groups affiliated with

the news media (11)
Other public interest groups DT/
hndtvldeel members of the public (4)

Although mrey of the commentators
focused excluively on OMB's proposed
definition of "representative of the news
media." a significant number plovided
substantive comments an other aspects -

of the guidelines and schedule. These
comments are discerned in the sectional
analysis that follows.

Sivenl commentators timed OMB to
publish a revised schedule and guidance
for e armed rouod of public comment,
while acknowledging the problems
presented by the aletutoey deadline
requiring agencies to promulgate their
own fa mulattoes by April 26, 1907.
OMB has carefully conerad this
guarantors. but declines to adopt it.
Since agencies regulatioce must be
published not only pursuent to (and thus
following) OMB's issuance and also for
notice aud comment. e second round of
comment would make it impossible for
agencies to meet the statutory deadline.
It should be noted, however, that OMB
intends to follow agencies'
implementation of the schedule end
guidelines closely and will issue
clarifications when needed,

SecilowhySection Analyst.

Section 1. Poupose.

Many commentators summated that
OMB's sambesis on collecting FOIA
fees was contrary to the intent of the
FOIA ameodment which they insisted
was to make Infonnetion more widely
and cheaply available. and they ./ed
that we emphasise Ns intention, While
it is true that many of the provieions of
the FOIA amendments will have this
effect. OMB's role in ihis process is
limited to that of providing guidance on
chererm lees undo. the FOIA. Mow vu,
given len's budgetary reeponsibilities.
it is quite appropriate for it to require
agenda develop and diligently carry
out me, one that charge colleet and
deposit fees for FOLA services where
such activities are clearly ;NI-milted by
statute, Accordingly, no changes were
made to this section-

Section 5 Authorities.

Ons commentator objected to the
citation of statutory authorities other
than the Freedom of Information Reform
Act; specifically, the Paperwork
Reduction Act of1980 Ind the Budget
and Accounting Act and Budget and
Accounting Procedures Act. It was not
OMB's intention to enlarge the scope of

Its autholity or responsibilities In
developing FOIA fee guidance by citins
these Acts. Nevertheless. these Acts do
provide a framework for the
development and Issuance of OMB
policies relating) to information access
and dissemination policies and the
collecting end dispooltion of fees. The
Papenvork Reduction Act, for example.
makes the Director of OMB responsible
for developing end implementing
"Federal Informal= iodides, penciples,
standards, and guidelines" (44 U.C.
350414). Among these responsibilities
an Moos for issuing guidance on the
Privacy Act of 1974. These FOIA fee

that authority to
remind that the foe ii&edide
provided in does not apply to
individuals seeking access to their own
records which are Med in Privacy Act
systems of moor& Similarly, the
budgetary authorities dad mandate that

agencies receive for providine
FOIA services are to be deposited in the
general revenues of the United Bata
rather than individual seem accounts.
OSCB has made one change to this
section and that is to add a reference to
the Privacy Act of 1974.

Section S. Definitions:

Section db. 'Statute Specifically
Providing for Setting the level of fees for
particular types of records."

A few commentators addressed this
definition and suggested that it was too
blued and general and could permit
agencies, on a discretionary basis. to
"circumvent the general FOIA policy of
minimal fees for statutory access to
agency records." The commentators
urged that we include in the definition
that a qualifylne statute would have to
specifically establish a level of fees and
specifically Identify a particular type of
records for which the fees could be
charged.

It was not OMB's intention to have
this provision reed broadly, Once the
legislative hiaory mittens to this
provision I. unambiguous in slating that
it is not intended to change existing law,
We have therefore revised the section to
meet the concerns of the commentators.
We would note only, however, that a
number of commentators mirovoted the
plain wording of the provision by
insisting Met a qualifying statute must
set a specific level of fees rather than
specifically providing for the ssiting of
fees by ad agency. Our guidance makes
it clear Mit s qualifyine statute must
requite. pot merely permit, an agency to
establish fees for particular documents.

The commentators oleo objected to
the Mit subparagraph In the definition
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which refers to statutes that "serve both
the general public and private sector
organizations by conveniently making
available government Information
and urged its elimination entthe basis
that it is "eo vague end meaningless that
It could probably tre applied to any
statute allowing disclosure of
information." The objectionable
Paralltaph Is taken from the legislation
establishing the National Technical
Information Service (albeit somewhat
condensed) and we have left it
unchanged, but note that it is to be read
in conjunction with the other
subparagraphs in providing a generic
description of such fee statutes.

Section ac. "Direct Costs."
Two categories of commentators

addressed the Issue of charging a
percentage of an employee's salary to
cover benefit,. Non-federal
commentators thousht that such charges
were improper because they represented
agency overhead costs rather than direct
costs. Federal agency commentators, on
the other hand, pointed out that the 16
percent rale the guidance attributed to
benefits was Inconsistent with OMB's
own euidance in Circular No. A-73
which uses a much higher percentage.

A. to tbe first point. the Freedom of
Information Act permits agencies to
charge only for allowable reasonable
direct costs of providing certain FOIA
services. Employee salaries are clearly a
direct cost of providing rom servicee.
The cost to the agency of randucting for
example, a search for a di....ument IS the
salary that must be paid to the employee
performing the march multiplied by the
time he or she spends searching.

The elements use,: to calculate an
employees total eatery are the pay
grade of the employee and any fringe
benefits. Because the agency is
permitted to charge only "reasonable"
direct costs, the inclusion of some kinds
of fringe benefits would be clearly
unreasonable, For example, an agency
that maintains recreational facilities for
employees and their families could nut
count the colt of operating the facility as
a reasonable direct cost for FOIA fee
purposes. But, an employer's
contrilr.00n to a retirement system and
to health and life insurance prove Ms
are concrete identifiable costs directly
associated with the salary of the
employee and ehould be counted as pert
of the direct coats of providing FOIA
tervices.

As to the second point, the figure cited
In OMB Circular No. A-76 was
developed for a different purpose and on

different beets. The circular uses
figure. for exemple. of 27.9 percent as a
cost factor In determining agency costs

for employee retirement. The figure
Includes not only the direct 7 percent
agency contribution, but other
governmental sources of funds for the
Civil Service Retirement System. While
27.9 percent may be an appropriate
figure for purposes of Circular No. A-76,
the "direct reasonable cost" restriction
of the Freedom of Information Act
precludes using more than the 7 percent
agency contribution. OMB arrived at the
16 percent figure In consultation with
the Office of Personnel Management,
and it is retained in the final version of
our guidance.

Some readers noted that the 16
percent figure wag rendered 16.1 in
Section 75 of the guideline& That was a
typographical error.

Section fid 'Search."
Several commentators objected to the

inclusion of line.by-line searches BS an
example of search. It is not often that an
agency would need to read a document
line.by.line to locate records responsive
to a request, and agencies should not
artificially raise search costs by
unneceuarily spending time reading a
document for responsive records when it
would be cheaper and faster simply to
reproduce the entire document. Our
intention was to provide guidance on
the scope of what constitutes FOIA
search and we were careful to
distinguish line.by.line search from
review, We have accordingly modified
the section to make II clear that agencies
should not conduct line-by-line searches
when whole document eproduction
wnuld be cheaper and faster.

Section Of. "Review."

Several Federal agency commentator !
suggested that we provide greater detail
on what constitutes reVIew of
documents for which agencies may
charge commercial use requesters. We
have therefore expanded the
explanation.

Section dg. "Commercial Use Request "

Alhough the legialstive history is in
conflict on the precise meaning of this
provision, it seems clear that the
Congress intended to distinguish
between requesters whose use of the
informatioa wee for a use that furthered
their businest interest& as opposed to a
use that in some way benefited the
public. The amendment shifts some of
the burden of paying for the FOIA to the
former group and lessene it for the latter.

As opposed to the other fee categories
created by the amendment, inclusion In
this one is determined not by the
identity of the requester. but the use to
which he or she will put the information
obtained, Because "use" is the exclusive

767'

determining criterion, it is possible to
envision a commercial enterprise
making a request that is not for a
commercial use, It is also possible that a
non-profit organization could mike a
request that Is kr a commercial use.
Moreover, because "use," notidentity,
controls, agencies will have to spend
more time than they do now in
determining what the requester intends
to do with the records sought.

Both 0!::: legislative history the
conur--.1 on OMB's proposed fee
guidance contain suggestions that
agencies can look to the identities of
requesters and automatically assign
them to or exclude them from this
category. Indeed, the original OMB
proposal instructed agencies that a
request. without further explanation.
submitted on corporate letterhead could
be presumed to be for a commercial use.
Commentators urged that we also
include a presumption that requests
submitted on the letterhead of a non .
profit organization be for e non-
commercial purpose. We nr ionger think
either presumption shocid he made
automatically since both tat uld be
based upon the identity of the requester
as opposed to the use to which he or she
Intended to put the records sought. We

ye therefore revised the definition to
tninate the example.
Many commentators were troubled by

the breadth of OMB's proposed
definition of "commercial use," arguing
that by defining such a use as one which
rs "related tu" commerce, OMB was
providing too tenuous a connection to be
meaningful. OMB hes revised the
definition to attempt to provide a more
meaningful linkage. "Commercial use" is
therefore defined as a use that "furthers
the commercial, trade or profit interests
of the requester or person on whose
behalf the request is made."

Section Oh. "Educotionol Institution."

Many commentstors were concernsd
about our definition of "educational
institution." One Federal agency. for
example. Pointed out that it would
exclude h:gh schools from this category
uf FOIA requesters. The legislative
history is unhelpful on this paint.
nowhere defining the term. One
commentator recommended the
definition found in Webster's New
Twentieth Century Dictionary of the
English Language pad. ed. 196e) in
which the word "education" means
providing instruction or inf,utrnatiom en
"educational Institutional" a an entity
organized to provide instruction or
information, The problem with this
suggestion is that it is not sufficiently
discriminating. There are very few
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organizations that do not in some way
"provfde infomtation" and who would
not qualify as "In entity organized to
prmide information."

Other conunentators tecommended
the definition of educational Institution
treed by the Internal Revenue Service in
its regulations ImplamenUng Section
501k)I1) of the T. Code. Institutions
meeting this definition quslify for tax
exempt treatment. The commentators
pointed out that since the huh the FOIA
Reform Act set OMB wu to develop a
tmifotm fee schedule, looking to an
existing definition would be consistent
with the statutory Intent. After some
consideration, OMB agrees that while It
would be appropriate to incorporele an
existing and well understood definition.
wither the Tax Code nano IRS
regulations implementing the Code serve
that purpose well. The statute merely
provides that "Corporations, and any
community chest, fund, or foundation.
orgenized end opetated exclusively for
. . . educational purposes . .." qualify
for exemption from taxation. The IRS
regulations Interpreting this somewhat
v Igoe statutory provision are
themselves too general to be useful to
the agencies hi determining en
institution's eligibility under the FOIA
fee schedule. Moreover, OMB does not
think it is appropriate to tie eligibility for
inclusion in the "educational institution"
fee category to an IRS interpretation of
the institution's eligibility for lax exempt
status.

Rather than using the IRS definition.
OMB thinks it more appropriate to lock
to the Department of Education
definition found in 20 U.S.C. 1681(c),
Accord ii.gly, the terms of that statutory
definition have been adapted for Use in
e revised definition, but It is intended
that they be given their plain meaning In
the POIA context. Moreover, these terms
must be applied in conlunction with the
FOlet's "scholarly h"
requirement. Thus. the definition hee
heen revised to read "'educational
institution' refers to a preschool, a
public or private elementary or
secondary school, an institution of
graduate higher education, an institution
of undergrlduate higher education, an
institution of professional education and
an institution of vocational education,
which operates a program or programa
of scholarly research."

As a practical matter, it is unlikely
that a preschool or elementary or
secondary school would be able to
qualify for treatment as an
"educational" institution since few
preschools, for example, could be said
to conduct programs of scholarly
research. Out. agencies should be

25-914 0 - 90 - 25

prepared to evaluste requests on Ss
Individual basis when requesters caa
demonstrat.r that ute I. from an
institution that I. within Is. netegoli
that the institution has a program of
scholarly research. and thot %a
documents sousht mein hutherance of
tha institution's program of scholarly
resesrch sod not for a commercial uso.

Agencies should ensure that it le
apparent from the Muni of the request
that ti serves a scholarly research goal
of t, institution. rather than en
InOoJual goaL Thus, for example. II
request from a professor of geology et a
State university for records relating to
soil erosion. written on lettethead of the
Department of Geology, could be
presumed to be from an educational
institution. A request from the same
Person for drug information from the
Food and Drug Administration in
furtherance ore murder mystery he la
writing would not be presumed to be on
institutional request, regardless of
whether It was written on Institutional
stationary. Indeed. such a request could
reasonably be construed to be a request
that is :or a commercial use.

The institutional versus Individual test
would apply to student requests as well.
A student who makes a request in
furtherance uf the completion of a
course of instruction Is carrying out en
Individual research goal and the request
wou:d not qualify, although the student
In this case would certainly have the
opportunity to apply to the agency for a
reduction or waiver of fees.

One commentator suggested that
CMS should read the phrase "scholarly
or scientific research" conlunctively in
association with the term "educational
institution" so that a SWAMIS from an
educational institution in furtherance of
either scholarly or scientific research
would qualify. OMB relected this
suggestiom the statute end the
legislative history recite the formula
"educational or scientific institution/
scholarly or scientific research," end .1
seems dear that the phrase was meant
to be read dis(unctively so that scholarly
applies to educational institution and
scientific applies to non.commerciel
scientific institution.

Section ei Won-Commercial Scientific
institution."

A number of Federal agencies
commented on this definition. Several
suggested that qualifying inelitutions be
limited to those conducting research in
the natural sciences. OMB telected this
suggestion; there is no support in either
the statute, the legislative history, or the
plain meaning of the term to permit such
a narrow reading.

Gs

Other agency commentates, emmested
that the word "nce-cortunercial" be
more fully defined so that an institution
whose purpou wee to further axe:tine
product or industry would be e uded
from this catencey. OMB hes accepted
this seasonal and modified the
definition accordingly.

OMB has also revised the dat.nition to
ensure consistency with the definition of
"commercial" in Section eg.

Seellon 81. "Representolive of the News
Media."

This definition draw the most
comments of any section. Commentators
generally fell Into two clesses.The rat
consisted of newsletter publisher, and
their representatives who were
concerned thet the guidelines could be
read to exclude them from quail les

"representatives of the news
The second class had broader concerns
about the definition, and were especially
concetned about its petcelved
narrowness.

Many of the newsleder commentators
pointed to their accretiltatic, to the
House and Senate press galleries as
evidence of their membership in tlw
news media category. It was not OMB's
intention to exclude the publishers of
newsletters from this cateeory. The
examples provkled la the definition
were not intended to he all.inclusive.
Cartel* newsletters. if they meet all of
the other criteria, would qualify as
"representatives of the news media" for
purposes of thle definttion. To avoid
implyins any such limitation, OMB has
replaced the referenus to "newspaner"
and "magazine" In the definition wit.%
the word "periodical."

The other class of commentators
criticized the narrowness of OMB's
proposed definition. Pointing to the
words of Senator Leahy in the
legislative history that "nit is critical
ut the phrase 'representative of the

news media be broadly interpreted if
the Act is to work as expected," Cong.
Rec. S.14208 /daily ed. September 30,
1986), They asserted that including the
worda "established," "general
circulation," "working for." end
"regularly," all served to unnecessarily
limit what they perceived to be the
breadth of the definition's coverage.

OMB has arefully considered these
comments. Out intention in this section
was to provide the agencies and the
public with a workable definition. We
used the word "established" not to limit
eligibility only to those organizations In
being al the time of the Issuance of the
guidance, but simply to indicate that a
qualifying organization must be shin to
show Nome evidence of its identity
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beyond the mere amnion t'tat it Is is
member of the news media. Preis
accredits on, guild membership,
history ot continuing publication,
business registration, Federal
Communications Commission ,Icensing,
for example. would suffice. 7 ne word
"regularly" which the legisletive history
ehows Senator Leahy usimr in precisely
this context, vas meant to indicate that

qualifr ,ng organization would base to
show that It was a continuing venture
that wee publishing cc broadcasting
news to the public- Thus, a newly
established newspaper would be able to
do so by demonstreting that It had held
itself out for subscription and had in fact
enrolled subscribers.

The phrase "wend cicculation" was
misinterpreted by many commentators;
members of the public and Federal
agencies as will. OMB intended the
plume to refer to is newsworthy product
that was broadcast or published in a
manner that made it available to the
general public, not that it had to have an
exclusively general content or that it
had to be circulated exclusively to a
general audience.

In any GM, OMB has sought to
address these concerns by tedrafting the
section so that "news media" is defined
generically as "an entity that is
orgsnited and opersted to publish a
broadcast news to the public." The
American Heritage Dictionary (Second
College Edit ion. 1902) define* the word
"news" as ". . Recent events and
happenings, esp. thou that are unusual
or notable. . . . Information about
recent events of general Interest, esp. as
reported by newspapers, periodicals,
radio or television . . . A presentation
or broadcast of such information:
newscast. . . . Newsworthy material."

Thus, "news media" is further limited
to purveyors of Information that is
current or would be of current interest.
The Congress could easily have drafted
thr section to read "representative of
the media" rather then "news media,"
but it did not; therelore, OMB thinks II is
reasonable to give some weight to the
term "news" when constructing
definition. The examples given cite the
traditional modelsradio and television
stations as well as publishers of
pericd.cals that disseminate "news,"
but also look to evolving non.traditional
distributors, such as videotext. While
these examples are not meant to be all-
inclusive, they are meant to he limiting,
and to give meaning to the phrase
"publish at broadcast news" so that it
implies something more than merely
"make information available." The news
media perform en active rether than
passive role In dissemination. 'Thus, they
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can be distiquiebed, for example. from
an entity sad le librity which stores
infotmation and makes it available on
demand.

The provisko for freelancer eligibility,
especially the term "wild basis for
expecting publication" also drew
comments. OMB's aim was to
Incorporate legitimate freelance
repreeentativea of the news media into
the categorical definition without
opening the dem to anyone merrily
calling himself or herself freelance
Journalist. Many commentators noted
that while It wee quite reasonable to
require freelancers to 'how some
evidence that they could expect their
work to be published before granting
them access to this category of
requester, they were troubled by the use
of the phrase "solid balls." OMB has
attempted to eddress these concern* by
adding to this section examples
amplifying what solid basis means, e.g.,
a publication contract would be the
clearest basis, but freelancer's past
publication history could also be
considered. In any case, freelancers who
do not qualify for inclusion in the
"representatives of the news media"
category because they cannot
demonstrate a solid basis for expecting
publication could be eligible to seek
reduction or waiver of fees if they meet
the statutory waiver criteria.

Section 7. "ha to be Charged."
A number of commentator. expressed

frustration that OMB was not issuing a
unitary schedule of fees which would
establish one government.wide charge
for each FOIA service performed. OMB
is sympathetic to this position, but does
not believe that the FOIA Reform Act
gives it the authority to do 40, Because
the FOIA Reform Act requires each
agency's feas to be baled upon its direct
reasonable operating coats of providing
FOIA services. OMB is precluded from
establishing a government-wide fee
schedule.

Commentators urged OMB to
emphasize in this section that the effect
of the FOIA amendment wan to
minimise costs by creating categorical
limitations on what fees could be
cherged. Thry aseerted that OMB's
direction to the agencies to "charge fees
that recoup the full direct costs they
incur . . .," v. as at the least misleading,
given the statutory limitations. OMB
agrees and has revised the sentence to
read "full allowable direct costs" to
make It clear that agencies must look to
the categorical limitations in the statute
and charge fees accordingly.

Commentators 'minted out that OMB's
encouragement of agencies to use
private sector services to locate.

reproduce ttrai disseminate records In
response to FOIA request,. while
consistent with the policy 'n
OMB Circular No, A-130, needed some
limitations. Commentator specifically
' wanted OMB to make a clear that the
ultimate costs for requesters urvioed by
encode sector contractors should be no
different than if serviced by an agency.
They also summated that OMB clarify
that there are some services that
agencies may not contract out
reviewing records for the spoke -a of
an exemption or the waiving of a fee.
OMB has accordingly redrafted the
section to accommodate these concerns.

Section 70. "Comp; ter Searches for
aecords."

At the suagestton of a Federal agency
commentator. C MB has added a
provision pennitung agencies to
establish agencrwide average computer
proceuing unit operatino costs end
operstor/programmer eateries for
purposes of determining fees for
computer searches where they can
reasonably do so because these costs
are relatively uniform across the sgency.
This provision is meant to encourage
agencies to minimize FOIA costs by
reducing the administrative steps
necessary to mtablish a fee for a
particular searchit is not meant to
allow agencies to raiser the prices of
such searches by Including In the
average expensive but seldom.used
equipment.

OMB has also revised this section lo
make it clear that agencies may only
charge search costs for that portion of
the operation of the central processing
unit (CPU) and operator salt. that is
directly attributable to the FOL., search.

Section 7c. "Review of Recerlis "

Several Federal agency commentators
requested additional clarificstion of
when review costs could be charged,
i.e., at what point in tha processing of a
request were review charges permitted
end could charges be made for
subsequent review of materials. OMB
has revised this section to addrus these
concerns and clarify that charges may
only be d the first time an
agency ret owe a record for the
application of an exemption snd not at
the administrative app ..I level of an
exemption ahead- spplied.

At the suggestiot of a Federal agency
commentstor. OMB has added a
provision permitting agencies to
establish an agency.wide average cost
for review when review le performed by
e single class of employee. The intent is
to minimize agency administrative costs.
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Section 7d. "Duelkation of Records."

One commentator *feted to the
salary of the employee operettag the
duplicating machinery being Included as

ramonsble direct oat of duplk anon.
Since the operation of e duplicating
machine is necessary tomatoes a copy
of a document. OMB, widen this a
reasonsble direct cost and has not
changed the motion.

Section 78. "Other Charges."
Several commentators obleeted to the

inclusion of fees foe normal packaging
and =ally of records in this section.
swine that mailing records was a
reasonable interpretation of the FOIA
requirement that agendas "make . . .
tenor& promptly available . ." They
argued that an agency terminus a
requester to come from Alaska to
WashiVon. D.C. to obtain records
responsible to his request could hardly
be said to be making records available.
Upon reflection, OMB colours and has
deleted charges for ordinary packaging
and mailine as examples of allows le
other chargee

Section 7f. 'Restrictions on Assessing
Fees."

OMB has revised this section to
provide mealier detail on how agencies
should develop costs relating to the 100
free peps of reproduction and teo
hours Of free search time the FOIA
Reform Act permits certain classes of
requesters. The revision also reminds
agencies nf the consequences of them
restrictions for the use of contractors to
perform search and duplication services:
specifically, that contracts must
incorporate free search and
reproduction services when appropriate.

OMB mho added an explanation of
how agencies should determine what
constitutes two hours of free computer
search time. Since most computer
searches are accomplished in seconds
and fractions of seconds, it would be
unreasonable to interpret the statutory
free search th..e to mean that an
Individual would be entitled to require
an agency to operate e computer for two
hours. The cost and the disruption of an
agency's normal ADP activities would
be prohibitively expensiv OMB has
therefore developed a formula booed
upon the concept of manual search. I.e..
searcl. done by an agency employee
who "xamtnes records to find those the
are responsive to a request. The
employee performing the computer
search who I. most nearly like the
clerical searcher, is the operator. The
guidance, therefore, tells agencies that
requester is entitled U. two hours of
operator seiery translated into computer

search costs (computer search consists,
of operator salary plus CPU operating
time cost foe the duration of the march).

Section 79. "Waiving or Reducing Fees."
OMB has dropped this faction. A

trumber of commentators pointed out
that OMB's role Is limited by the plain
wording of the statute to demloptne
guidelines and fee schedule. In looking
carefully at this requirement. OMB has
determined that developers a schedule
providing he the dining of fees and
issuing Oda= on when fees should be
reduced or waived are separate Issues
end that OMB's role does not Involve
the latter coosIderation. lix demlopine
fee schedule and guidance on its
Implementation that the statute clearly
contates, it was necessary for OMB
to caly define the categories or
classes of requester and explain to the
asardm what fees to chew them.
Thus. foe exempla, OMB &missed the
exclusion of much fees for educational/
scientific inatitutional requester' end
repneeentatives of the news media. This
discussion was about the establishment
and limitation Woes for a particular
tees** of requester. ft was not about
waiving search fess since the ststute
ems Mendes no discretion about whnt
march WO to charge this class of
requester. OMB considers the
development of such definitions as
required by the statute and Mug
squarely within Rs proper
responsibilities.

Section e. 'Fees to be Charged."
OMB has added the phis.'

"requesters must reasonably describe
the records sought" to ell categories of
requesters to accommodate some
commentators' concerns that OMB was
crecUm a new requirement for a
particular class of requester by spplying
this requirement to educational/
scie,itiRc institutional requesters and
representatives of the news media
alone.

Section id. "All Other Requesters."
OMB has revised this section to

explain that the requests of record
sub, Is asking for copies of records
about tharaseivea filed in agencies'
systems of records must be processed
under the Privacy Act's fee schedule.

Section ea 'Commercial Use
Requesters."

OMB has removed the reference In fre
waivers, based upon the discussion In
Section 7g. above. .

Section DO. "Charging interest."
OMB hes revised this section to

specify that Interest will accrue from the

date the bill was mailed if fees are not
paid by the gOth day following the
billing date. To ensure that alenties do
not bill interest because of defects in
their own administrative procedures, the
radon has been revieed to provide that
agencies should ensure their accounting
procedures are adequate to properly
credit a requester who has remitted the
fee within the time period. To goad
against inadequate proceming
procedures, the guldeilnes require that
receipt Ms tee by the agency, whether
processed or not, will stay the accrual of
interest.

Section 96. "Charges for Unsuccessful
Search."

Many requecare urged OMB to delete
this section. Some argued that it could
be used by en sgency to surprise and
unwary requester with an unoxpected
end potentially ruinous bill. OMB thinks
that an agency should be entitled to
charge for unsuccessful search, but
agrees that it ihould be done with the
knowledge and consent of the requester.
Thus the section has been revised to
require sgencies to notify requeotere
who have not agreed to pay fees as high
se those anticipated when chary* am
likely to exceed 5.

Section sta "Are:Whig Requests."
Requesters generally arnd that

agencies should not permit a requester
to make multiple requests merely to
avoid paying fees. There was
disagreement about what standard to
use in such cases and many requesters
urged that OMB adopt a 30-dey

The 30-day limit, while providing
certainty for both the requester and the
altencY, does not achieve the goal of
allowing an agency to Identify
requesters wbo ars attempting to
circumvent the fee provisions of the
statute and chime accordingly.
Therefore. OMB has declined to change
its original proposal. a ' reasonable
better standard, but has Provided
examples to help agencies understand
what "reasonable" rr. ens In this
context. Thus, sgenctes could presume
that multiple requests for documents
that could reasonably have been the
subject of a single request end which
occur within 30-day period ere made
to avoid payers fees Agencies may
make that presumption for requests
occurring over a longer period, but
should have a solid basis for &ins so.

Commentators also stunted that
agencies should not be able to aggregate
requests from a Riegle requester for
records on unrelated subject* nor from
different requesters for records about
the same subject. A. to the first. OMII
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agrees and has revised this section to
reliant this concern. A. to the second,
OMB doss not am m that agencies
should in no circumstances be able to
aggregate request. from multiple users.

.s However, such aggregation should occur
'rarely and only when the agency has
solid evidence that multiple requesters
are colludine to avoid paylne FOIA fees.
OMB has Included cautions to this effect
in the section.

Sectial pd. "Advance Payments."

The Amendments clearly permit
agencies to charge and colUct advance
payments in two specific circumstances:
(1) When feel will exceed $1191 or when

requester has previously felled tense
fees In a timely fashion. Non-federal
commentators eeosrully argued that this
provision sisotdl be read as a limitation
rather than an authorisation: Ls..
"agencies may only chem. advance fees
when.. ." OMB beg accordingly
revised this section to incorporate the
fee limitation concept and also to ensure
that agencies use this provision fairly.
Thus, when agencies determine the
estimated fee ta likely to exceed $250.
they should seek satisfactory
asourences of payment if the requester
has record of prompt payment. If the
requester has no history of payment.
they may esk for an advance payment of
an amount up to the estimated out. For
requesters who have felled to pay in a
timely feshion In the pest, however, or
who are currently dequent. agencies
ere encouraged to require full
prepayment of the estimated amount.

Uniform Freedom olt Infumadoe Act
Fee Schedule and

To the Heads of Executive Departments
and Establishments

1. Purposeflit Fee Bch isle and
Guidelines implement certain provisions
of the Freedom of Information Reform
Act of 1N8 (Pub. L 904701 which
require the Office of Management and
Budget to promulgate guidelines
containine a uniform schedule of EOM
fees apnlicable to all agencies that ere
subject to the FoIA.

Data from agencies annual FOIA
reports to the Concise as well as
studies by the General Accounting
Office and others indicets that
inconsistent application of the Act's fee
provisions has sometimes resulted In
inequitable treatment of users of the Act
as wall as substantial loss of revalues
to the Treasury. While the legislative
history of the 1974 amendments to the
Freedom of Information Act shows that
the Congress did not Intend that foes be
erected as barriers to Olsen access, it M
pita clear that the Congress did Intend
that agencies recover of their costs. The

11160 Amendments to the Act clarify that
congressional intention further by
creating specific categories of requesters
and prescribing fees for each cateeory.
Therefore, these Guidelines provide a
schedule of fees and related
administrative procedures in order to
establish consistent government-wide
framework for assessing and collecting
FOIA fess.

2. ScopeThis Fee Schedule and
GuideP^es apply to all agencies subject
to thr .rtom of infotmation AM ("a 5
U.S.C. )).

3. vs DoteThis Fee Schedule
and Anoelinee sr* effective April V.
1987.

4. htquire,Ineuiriss should be
directed to Ronart N. Vender at the
Office of Information end Regulatory
Affairs. Office of Management and
Budget. Washington. DC 30603.
Telephone; (202) 396-4914.

5. AuthoritiesThe Freedom of
Information Act (5 U.S.C. 852). as
amended; the Paperwork Reduction Ac1
(44 U.S.C. 36): the Privacy Act of Una (5
U.S.C. Ma); the Budget end Accounting
Act of 1921 (91 U.S.C. 1 M. seq.)' the
Budget and Am:outing Procedures Act
(31 U.S.C. 67 et seq.).

6. Definitions--For the purpose of
these Guidelines:

a. All the terms defined in the
Freedom of Information Act apply.

b. A "statute specifically welding for
setting the level of fees for particular
types of records" (5 U.S.C.
552(a1t41(A)(vill means any statute that
specifically requires a sovernment
agency. such u the Government Printing
Office (GPO) or the National Teclmical
Information Service (MIS), lo set the
level of fees for particular types of
records, In ordet to:

(1) Serve both the general public end
private sector organizations by
conveniently maldng available
gowemment informetion:

(4) Ensure that groups and individuals
pay the cost of publications and other
services which are for their special use
so that these costs are not borne by the
generel taxpaying public

(3) Operate an Information
dissemination activity on a self-
sustaining buts to the maximum extent
poulbla or

(4) Return revenue to the Treasury for
defraying, wholly or In part
appropriated funds used to pay the cost
of disseminating government
information.
Statutes such as the User Fee Meats,
which only provide a guend dlocueston
of fees without explicitly requiring that
an agency set and collect fees for
particular documents do nOt supersede
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the Freedom of Information Act under
section (a)(4)(A)(vi) of that statute.

c. The term "direct costs" means those
expenditures which an legend actually
inure In *urchins for and duplicating
(tad In the case of commercial
requesters, reviewing) documents to
rowed to e FOIA request. Meet costs
include. for example. the salary of the '
employee performing work (the basic
rate of pay for the employee plus 18
percent of that rate to cover benefits)
and the cost of operating duplicatina
machinery. Not Included in direct costs
are overhead expenses such as costs of
space, and healing lighting the facility
in which the rum& stored.

d. The term "searci includes all lime
spud looking for mat, el that Is
responsive to a toques I. including page-
bye's. or line-by-line identification of
material within documents. Ammcies
should enters that searching for
material Is dons In the most efficient
and least expensive manner so as to
minimize costs for both the *gooey and
the requester. For example. attunes
should not engage in line-by.line search
when merely duplicating an entire
document would prove the less
expensive and quicker method of
complying with a »quest. "Search"
should be distinguished, moreover. from
"review" of material In order to
determine whether the material Is
exempt from disclosure (see
subparagraph Of below). Searches may
be done manually or by cumputer usina
axIshng programming.

s. The term "duplication" refere to the
process of making a copy of a document
necessary to respond to an FOIA
request. Such copies can take the form
of paper copy. mimeform, audio-visual
materials, or machine readable
documentation (e.g., magnetic tape or
disk), among others. The copy provided
must be in a form that Is reasonably
usable by requesters.

f. The term "review" refers to the
process of examining documents loaded
In response to a request that Is for a
conunercial use (me subparagraph eg
below) to determine whether any
portion of any document located is
permitted to be withheld. It also
Includes processing any documents for
&schema e.g.. doing all that I.
necessary to excise them and otherwise
prepare them for release. Review does
not Include time runt resolving general
legal or polio Ames rewording the
applicallat of exemptions.

g. The term "'communal use'
request" refers to a request from or on
behalf of one who sutra information for
a use or purism Met furthers the
commercial. trade, or profit iuterests of
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the requester or the person on whose
behalf the request I. made. In
determining whether, requester
properly belongs in this category.
agencies must determine the use to
which a requester will put the
documents requested. Moreover, where
an agency has manable cause to
doubt the use to which requester will
put the records sought, or where that use
is not clear from the request itself,
agencies should seek additional
clarification before assigning the request
to a specific cetwry.

h. The term "e*cational institution"
refers to a preschool, a public or private
elementary or secondary school, en
institution of graduate higher education,
an inelitution of undergraduate higher
education, an institution of professional
education, and an institution of
vocational education, which operates a
prOgrem or programs of scholarly
research.

I. The term "non-commercial scientific
institution" refers to an inetitution that
Is not operated on a "commercial" basis
as that tetII1 I. referenced in eg above,
and which is operated solely for the
purpose of conductingt scientific
research the results of which are not
Intended to promote any particular
product or industry.

I. The term "representative of the
news media" refers to any person
actively gathering news for an entity
that Is organized end operated to
publish or broadcast news to the public.
The term "news" means information
that is about current events or that
would be of cureent interest to the
public. Examples of news media entities
Include television or radio stations
broadcasting to the public at large, and
publishers of periodicals (hut only in
those instances when they can qualify
as disseminator. of "news") who make
their products available for purchase or
subscription by the general public.
These examples are not intended to be
all-inclusive. Moreover, as traditional
methods of news delivery evolve (e.g.,
electronic dissemination of newspapers
through telecommunications services),
such alternative media would he
included In this category. In the case of
"freelmice" journalists, they may be
regarded as working for a news
organization if they can demonstrate s
solid basis for expecting publication
through thai organization, even though
not actually employed by it. A
publication contract would be the
clearest proof, but agencies may also
look to the past eubiica non record of a
requester in making this determination.

7. Fees To Be ChorpedGenernt
Agencies should charge fees that recoup
the full allowable direct costs they incur.

Moreover, they shall use the most
official and least costly methods to
comply with requests far documents
made under the FDIA.

Agencies are encouraged to centred
with private *actor emirss to locate,
reproduce and disseminate records in
response to FOIA requests when that is
the most efficient and least costly
method. When doing so, however.
agencies should snare that the ultimate
cost to the requester la no greater than it
would be if the 'saucy itself had
performed these tasks. In no case may
an agency contract ottt responeitillities
which the FOIA provide. that It alone
may discharge, such ea determinins the
applicability of an exemption, or
determining whether to waive or reduce
fees,

In edditiosi,agencies should ensure
that when documents that would be
responsive to a request 11111 maintained
for distribution by agencies operating
statutory-based fee schedule programs
(ma definition in paragraph els above),
such as the NHS, they inform requesters
of the steps necessary to obtain records
from those sources,

a. Manual Searches for Records
Whenever feasible, egencies should
charge at the salary rate(s) (i.e. basic
pay plus 115 percent) of the amployee(s)
making the search. However, where a
homogeneous class of personnel is used
exclusively (e.g. all administrative/
clerical, or all professional/executive),
agencies may establish an average rate
for the rerme of grades typically
Involved.

b. Computer Searches for Records--
Agencies should charge st the actual
direct cost of providing the service. This
will include the cost of operating the
central processing unit (CPU) for that
portion of operating time that is directly
attributable to searching for records
responsive to a FOIA request and
operator/programmer salary
apportionable to the search. When
agencies can establish a re/lanai:4e
agencywide average rate for CPU
operating costa and operator/
programmer salaries Involved ii POIA
searches, they may do to and charge
accordingly,

c. Review of RecordsOnly
requester, who are seeking document.
for COMMeltilli use may be charged for
time agencies spend reviewing records
to determine whether they are earner
from mandatory disclosure. It should 0..
noted Met charges mey be 66 d

only for the Initial review; i.e., the
review undertaken the tint time an
agency analyzer the applicability of a
specific exemption to a particular record
or portion of a record. Agencies may not
charge for review at the administrative

appeal level of en exemption already
applied. However, maths or portions of
records withhatt in full under an
exemption which ts eubeequendy
determined not lit apply may be
reviewed asain hi determine the
applicebIlity climber exemptions not
previously could tred. The costs for
such a subsequent review would be
properly aseessehs, Where a single
class of reviewers $ typically Involved
in the review process, insect's may
establish a reasooable Wog-wide
average and charge accordInsiy,

d. Duplication of RecordsAsada.
shall establish an average asency-wide.
Perima charge for Fear ooFY
reproduction of document& This charge
shall repreeent the reasonable direct
costs of making such copies. taking into
account the salary of the operators as
well as the emit of the reproduction
machinery. For caplets prepared by
computer, such as tapes or printouts,
agencies shell charge the actual coat.
including operator time. of production of
the tape or printout. For other methods
of reproduction or duplication. agencies
should charge the actual direct costs of
producing the .;octiment(s), In practice.
if the asency estimates that duplication
charges are likely to exceed 8211. It shall
notify the riquseeer of the estimated
amount of fees, unless the requester has
indicated in advance his willingness to
pay fees as hish as those anticipated.
Such a notice shalt offer requester the
opportunity to order with agency
personnel with the alai of
reformulating the request to meet his or
her nada at (ower cent.

tr. Other Charges-11 should be noted
that complytng with requesta for special
servims such es those listed below is
entirely at the discretion of the agency,
Neither the FOIA nor it, fee structure
cover these kinds of services Agencies
should recover the full cats of providing
aervices such as those enumerated
below to the extent that they elect to
provide them:

(I) Certifying that records are true
copies;

(2) Sending records by special
methods such as express mail, etc.

f. Restrictions 011 Assessing Fees
With the exception of requesters seeking
documents for a commercial use,
Section (4)(AXil of the Freedom of
Information Act, as amended, requires
agencies to provide the first 100 pages of
duplication and the first two hours of
search tune without charge. Moreover:
this section prohibit. agencies from '

charging fees to any requester. Including
commercial use requesters, if the cost of
collecting a fee would be equal to or
greater than the fee itself. 'Mese
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wovisions work together. so that except
for comoverclal ese requesters, agencies
Would not begin to Isamu fees until
alter they had provided the free search
and reproduction. For example. for a
ramrod that involved Iwo hours and len
minutes of Search time and resulted In
103 mei of documents. an agency
would detetmine the cost of only 10
minutes ol search time end only five
pages of temoduction. If this coat was
equal to or has than the coot to the
agency of billing the requester and
processing the fee collected, no charges
would result.

The elements to be considered in
determining the "cast of collecting a
fes." are the admlnistrolive costs to the
agency of receiving and recording a
requester's remittance, ard processing
the fee for deposit In the Treasury
Department's special account (or the
agency's account if the agency Is
permitter.' to retain the fee). The per-
transaction coat to the Treasury to
handle such remittances is negligible
mid should not be considered in the
agency's determination.

For purposes of these restrictions on
assessment of fees, the word "pages"
refers to prim copies of a standard
agency she which will normally be "BYs
x 11" or "11 by 14." Thus, requesters
would not be entitled to 100 microfiche
or 100 computer disks, for example. A
microfiche containing the equivalent of
100 pages or 100 pages of complier
printout, however, might meet the terms
of the restriction.

Similarly, the term "search time" In
this context has as its basis, manual
search. To apply this term to searches
made by computer. agencies should
determine the hourly cost of operating
the central processing unit end the
operator's hourly salary plus to percent.
When the cost of the Hatch (including
the omelet time and the cost of
operatine the comp ter to process a
request) smells the equivalent dollar
amount of two hours of the saletY of the
person performing the search. I.e.. the
operator. awaits should begin
assessing themes for computer search.

O. Fees to tut ChargedCategories of
Requesters. There are four categories of
FOIA requesters: commercial use
requesters: educational and non-
commercial scientific institutions;

e
tatives of the news media; end

relFreireotie7 requesters, The Act prescribes
specific levels of fees for each of these
Crites/one*:

a. Commercial use requestersWhen
egencleu receive a request for
documents for commercial Ine, they
should demos clerrees which recover the
full direct costs cr. wirching for.
reviewing for release. and duplicating

the records sought. Requesters must
reasonably describe the records sought.
Commercial tete requesters ere not
entitled to two hours of fret watch time
nor UM free poses of reproduction of
documents. Agencies era reminded that
they miy recover the coot of searching
for and reviewins recotds even if there
is ultimately no discloeure of records
(see section 9b below).

b. Educational end Noreremmercial
Scientific Institution Requesters
Agenciee shell provide documents to
requesters in this category for the coot of
reproduction alone, excluding cherges
fur the first 100 pages. To be eligible for
inclusion In this category, requeeters
must show that the request is being
made as authorized by and under the
auspices of a qualifying institution and
that the records are not sought for a
commercial use, but an sought in
furtherance of scholarly (If the request Is
from an educational Institution) or
scientific (if the request Is from a non
commercial eclentific institution)
research. RequeCers must reasonably
describe the records sought.

C. Requesters who are Representatives
of the News MediaAgencies shall
provide documents to requesters in this
category for the cost of reproduction
alone, excluning charges for the fiat 100
pages. To be eligible for inclusion in this
category, a requester must meet the
criteria in Section IS) above, and his or
her request must not be made for a
commercial use. In reference to this
class of requester, a request for records
supporting the news dissemination
function of the requester shall not be
coneidered to be request that is for
commercial use. Thus, for example,
document request to the Department of
fustiest by a newspaper for records
relating to the investigation of a
defendant in a current criminal trial of
public interest could be presumed to be
request frac, an entity eligible for
inclusion in this cateeory and entitled to
records for the cost of reproduction
alone. Requesters must reasonably
describe the records sought.

d. All Other RequestersAgencies
shall chine requesters who do not fit
into any of the catesories above fees
which recover the full reasonable direct
cost of stretching for and reproducing
records that ere responsive to the
request. except thet the first 100 pages of
reproduction and the first two hours of
search lime shall be furnished without
charge. Moreover. requests from record
sullied' for records about themselves
filed in agencies' systems of records will
continue to be treated under the fee
provisions of the Privacy Act of 1074
which permit fees only for reproduction.
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Requesters must reseonably deacribe
the records fought.

9. Administrative Actions to Improve
Assessment and Collection of Fess
Agencies shell Were that procedures
for assessing and collectine fees are
applied consistently and uniformly by
all components. To dose, agencies
should amend their egency.wide FOIA
regulations to conform to the provisions
of this Fee Schedule and Guidelines.
especially including the following
elements:

a. Chatging Interest.-Notice and
Rate. Agencies may begin assessing
interest charges on an unpaid bill
starting on the 31st day followirg the
day on which the billing was sant.
Agencies should ensure that their
accounting procedures are adequate to
properly credit a requester who hos
remitted the full amount within the time
period. The fact that the fee has been
received by the agency. even if not
processed, will suffice to stay the
accrual of interest. Interest will be et the
rate prescribed in Section 3717 of Title
31 U.S.C. and will accrue from the date
of the billing.

b. Charges for Unsuccessful Search.
Agencies should give notice in their
regulations that they may assess
charges for time spent searching. even If
the agency fails to locate the mord, or
if records located ars determined to be
exempt from disclosure. In practice. if
!he sgency estimates that search
charges are likely to exceed $25. It shall
notify the requester of the estimated
amount of fees, unless the requester has
indicated in advance his willingness to
pay fees all high as those anticipated.
Such s notice shall offer the requester
the opportunity to confer with agency
personnel wit the obfect of
reformulating he request to meet his or
her needs at a lower cost.

c. Aggregat, p Regurits. Except for
requests that are fur a Gommerical use.
en agency may not chafe* for the first
twc hours of search time or for the first
100 pages of reproduction. However, a
requester may not file multiple requests
at the same time, each seeking portions
of a document or documents. r 'lay In
order to avoid payment of fe I. When
an agency reasonably belles re that a
requester or, on rare occasion a group
of requesters acting in concert. Is
attempting to break a request down into

series of requests for the purpose of
evading the assessment of feel, the
agency may aggregate any such requests
and charse accotdingly. One element to
be considered in determining whether a
belief would be reasonable is the time
period in which the requeste have
occurred. For example. it would be
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reavAable to presume that multiple
requests of this type made within a 30.
day period had been made to avoid fees.
For requests made over longer period,
however, such a presumption becomes
harder to sustain and agencies should
have a solid bads for determining that
aggregation is warranted in such cases.
Agencies are cautioned that before
aggregating request, from more than one
requester, they must have a concrete
basis on whicn to conclude that the
requesters are acting in concert and are
acting specifically to avoid payment of
fees. in r case may agencies aggregate
mOliple requests on unrelated subjects
from one requester,

cl. Advance Payments. Agencies may
not require a requester to make an
advance payment. i.e., payment before
work is commenced or continued on s
request, unless:

(1) The agency estimates or
determines that allowable charges that a
requester may be required to pay are
likely to exceed $250. Then, the agency

should yolify the requester of the likely
Cost and obleto satisfactory assurance
of full payment where the requester has
a history of prumpt payment of POIA
feel, or requine an edvence payment of
an amount up the full estimateo charges
In the GM of requeSters with no history
of payment: or

(2) A requester has previously felled
to pay a fee cherged in a timely fashion
(i.e., within 30 days of the date of the
billing), the agency may require the
requester to pay the full amount ovoid
plus any applicable interest as prot ided
above or demonstrate that ha hes in
fact, paid the fee, and to make an
advanoe payment of the full amount of
the estimated fee before the agency
begins to process a new request or a
pending request from that requester.

When an agency acts under
subparegraphs (1) or (2) above, the
administrative time limits pretcribed In
subsection (a)(6) of the FOIA (i.e., 10
working deys from receipt of initial
requests end 20 Working days from

receipt of appeals from initia) denial.
plus permissible extensMna of these
time limits) will *Os only after the
agency_ ims received fee payments
deocribed above.

e. Effect of the Debt Collection Act of
1982 (Pub. L. P2-505). Amass FOIA
regulations should contain procedures
for using the authorities of the Debt
Collection Act, Including disclosure to
consumer reporting attendee and use of
collection agencies, where eNropriate,
to ODCOUrege repayment.

10. Agencies' Required Implementing
ActionsSection 1001(b)(1) of the
Freedom of Information Reform Act
requires agencies to promulgate final
reguistinna in conformance with OMB's
schelule and guidelines no later than
the 1130th day following enactment: April
ZS, WV.
lams C. DI
Director.
int Dec. e7-4:4161 Flied 3-2647; 11:45 En]

ertielo woe rilie4I-ei
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

(Mk* of Ihe Attorney General

VI CFR Part 16

lOrdsr No. 1213471

Oeptarnerlt of Jostle-6Ft, Regulation
implementing Fee and Fee Waiver
Provisions of Freedom of Information
Refrwm Ad of INS

ACIENCIC Depot mitt Of Peke.
ACTIVE Final Nile.

tUldleARV: This notice constitutes the
Ilnel revision of a procedural regulation
ot the Department of Notice. 28 CrR
15.10. selling forth the fees to be charged
under the Freedom Of Information Act
("FOIA"). S U S.C. 564 in light of l'e
new fes provisions of the Freed ...I of
Information Reform Act of 1966 (Pub. L
No 9:1-670. section 1004 The fee
pro isions conform tO the Uniform
Freedom of Information Aci Fee
Schedule and Guidelines promulgated
by the Office of Management and
Budget 52 FR 10911 (March 27, 1947)
("OMB Fee Guidelines"). Additionalt .

co is required by the amended Act. this
Anal revision contains procedures and
guidelines foe determining prison such
fees should be waived or reduced.
IFFICTIve DATE: October t. 1967.
SOO vun111111111/04astAnOtt CoteraCT:
Richard I. Huff or Daniel f. Metcalfe.
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Co Directors, Office of Information and
Privacy, United States Deportment of
lustiest. Room n3O, Washington. DC
20530 0202) 633-36421
ISUPPLVISKTANS INFONMATIOIC On lune
le, 1467, the Department of lustke
published a proposed FOIA fee
schedule, In conformity with the OMB
Foe Guidelines which included
procedures and guldenss for
determinlne when such fees should be
waived or reduced. 52 FR 2270 (June le,
1987); 52 FR ISM (luty 1.1047)
(correctins error in printing). Public
comment on the proposed regulation
was invited, with the comment period
extending to bitty 141087.

Analysis of Comments Received

A total of flee comments were
postmarked or received within the
comment period. Commeots were
received from the folios**
Society of Professional lournalistel

Sigma Delis Chi
Reporter. Committee for Freedom of the

Press
Public Citizen litigation Croup
Mr. Edward FL Kohn
Mr. Don Fiduccia
The comments are addressed below
sequentially according to the specific
subsections of the regulation to wbich
they apply.

1. Fen in general 0111. WO. One
commenter questioned the inclusion of
lounge requirins components to
ooiSect all applicable fees before making
copies of requested records available to

requester. Such IIM$1/11.. however. Is
entirely consistent with subsection (OH
of the Act, which slates that eget las
are not required to make tenor&
available to a requester union the
request is made "In accordance with
published rules matins tho Nee (If
any), and procedure. to be followed

." .714 statute thus specifically
predicates the release of dieclosable
records upon the payment of any
applicable fees. Routinely requirin
requesters to pay seemed fees twfore
recelvins what hes been purchat ed also
comports with sound business pr.-tice
end protects the government and lb
taxpayers from possiblo loss of ruin ie.
Further, this requirement doea not
constitute an impermissible "advance
payment." contrary to the commenter's
suggeition. As stated in 1 18.10(g)(3).
payment owed for work oheedy
completed Is not an adveme Payment.
Rather, en "advance pronent." u
addressed In new subsection (a)(4)(A)(v)
of the Act, refers to psyments requested
by slender, before any work is begun od

rsquest. where tither the requester has
previouely felled to pay properly

d tees in a timely manner or the
agency has estimated that the tote' fee
will exceed 1250.00.

2. Search charges (f /0(00)). One
commenter objected to whet was
perceived to be an Income% hutment -
of searches conducted by computer,
station Int the two hours of nerds time
without chores that le provided for in
new subsection (e)(411/i)(n)(11) should
not be limited to manual searches. It
was not the Department's intent to
foreclose the applicability of that new
subsection to searches conducted by
computer, nor did It In fact do so.
Indeed. 118.10(cX2X11), which addresses
the rule that certain requesters shall
receive the first two home of search
without charge. specifically includes the
phrase. "at its cost eqolvelent." I.
accordance with the lingua.. of the
provision add:ening this point in the
OMB Yee Guidelines. Set OMB Foe
Guidelines see 7f. FR 10011, 100111
(March 27. 1W). This provides foe the
cost equivalent of two Was of manual
Koch to be applied in the context of
computer search io order to make this
unquestionebly clear. additional
lensusge to this effect is now inserted
into 1111110(b1I1C) es well. Contrary to
a further comment, however. II a not
reasonable to cosclude (tail Congress
intended that the 'fru two hours of
march time" provision be opplied
indiscriminately to computer searches in
the same way as to manual marches; if
such were the case, then search fees
would roily. Hever, be assessed.
Indeed, most computer searches can be
completed In far less than two hours yet
the cost of computer search time is far
vaster per unit of Una than the cost of
manual search.

Om commentet also oblected to the
provision for charging requesters for
unsuccessful searches, asserting that
this might intimidete potential
requester.. Yet the statute clearly
provides for the recovery of search
costs, where applicable, without any
such reservation. See 5 U.S.G.
552(e)(4)(A111). Moreover. the OMB Fee
Guidelines which almady have hen
subact to notice end comment end ere
bloats on ell federal amides subject
In the POIA. specillcatty provide for the
recovery of costa for unsuccessful
searches See OMB Fee Guidelines sec.
Ob. 52 FR 10011.10019 (March 27, 1967).
Additionally, as such costs are incured
by the Department regardless of
whether, s search results In the
discovery of reeponsive records, the
Department believes that there Is no
reason for It. end In turn the taxpayers,
to absorb these costs In lieu or the
requester.

Lastly. Iwo commenter* sunned
concern that this section does not
provide requesters with an oyportunity
to confer with Dentin ent (annul in
order to reformulate requests at a lower
Cost. Those consents reflect
mininderetanding of the relationship of
this section to 16.10(e). which
specifically ridden...64 subjects of
anticipated fees and reformulatioet of
requests. In all cans, whether the
anticipated fon concern search chwiles
or duplication chews. MOW
provides that if the articIpatol fee
exceeds 12100. the commoont shall
notify the requester of Oa attoal or
nth .ted fee (unless the menet has
previously indicated his willingness to
pay any fee assessed) and PrOvkle the
requester with an oppoelunity to cadet
with Department personnel In oedm to
reformulate the nun at t 10Wel COOL

3. lievkw chops (f 141,10103)). rife
commenter oblecied to the provision 'or
charging NVIew C4 As fee a subsequent
review of records vvlously withheld
pursuant loan oreaoden demeaned to
no longer apply. However, this provision
was taken directly from the Ohe Fes
Guidelines, Se* OMB Fee Coldellnes,
sm. 7c. 52 FR 10011, HOL1 (March 27.
1147). Furthermon the Deponent
believes that such review properly
goatee under the statute es en Initial
exerolnettoe because the word is
being reviewed foe the Bret time with
supsot to other poleatisMy eppbcable
exemption/I such review 00411141 wen
precluded. then at the first time et which
records aro roman components
would be compelled to review them foe
the applicability clan parade
e xemptions, even though at Ihe time of
processing one exemption clearly
covered all of the record, or portions In
question. Such an approach would
unnecessarily Manse review oats to
requester..

4.. Limitations on charging foes
If is Wen. One commenter approved of
the provision for Dot collecting a fee
which Is WO or less but questioned
how the figura was calculated. The
minimum charge of $100. Set forth in
1 10.10(c)(3), is based upoo the Justice
Management Division's estimated
n esse cost of processing a check
lotto ding the cost of the salary of the
e mployes poet:seine the then (plus
101, SS provided for in the OMB Fee
Guidelines), as well es the cost of the
system used.

S. Waiver or reduction of fete
If 16 10(0 All flee women' Ire
addressed this section. expressing
concern that the factors to Se
considered require components 10 make
speculative and sublet bve value
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fudgments regarding the NNW of a
request and its value to the public.
While the Department appreciates that
the statutory mended governing the
waiver or reduction of F'OlA fees is
phrased lervly In general evalustive
tonne the factors set forth by the
Department are taken directly from the
statute's plain language.11 is entirely In
keeping with wellueognised principles
of statutory construction that each word
of the statutory standard be liven some
effect, and this is precisely what the
Department has done through Its six
factors. Purthinr.ore. In its New FCAA
Foe Waiver Policy Guidance issued to
all agenciu by the Depatiment's Office
of lual Policy on April 2. 1907.6w
Depailment spedficelly cautioned
against the imposition of improper value
lodgments by those deciding fee waiver
requests. S40 PIDIA OM& Vol. VII1.
No. 1. et (19171.11w Department's
components will make every effort to
apply those factors. order the statutory
standard. In an oblectIve manner.

In order to ensure that components
have all the necessary information that
must be considered when applying these
factors the Department has added
paragraph (d)(5). which requires a
requester seeking a fu waiver or
reduction to address each of the factors
listed in paragraphs (d) (2) and 13). as
they apply to ths particular request for
records in question. Contrary to the
suoutIon of three of the commenters.
the requirement thet such Information
be subeetted In suppon cis fee waiver
request I. not affected by the. Paperwork
Reduction Ad of 1080.44 U.SC. 3501. at
Hp. The Office of Information and
Revletory Affairs of the Office of
Musgement and Budget, which holds
responsibility for the Paperwork
Reduct:011 Act's implementation. has
determined thet POIA fee reoulation
requirements that requesters submit
information in support of their fee
waiver and fel limitation claim. ars not
"Informistion colksction requeste' within
the meaning of that Act. Ste also 5 CFR
1320.7(e) (1957).

All of the commenters also urged the
Department to establish certain
catesorlei of roqueetare or types of
requests which world be presumptively
ntitled to a fee waiver. Ths Department
declines to do this. firmly believing that
each request must be judged on Its own
merits and thet the provisions of

15.10(d) accurately relle..t the
appropriate considerations guiding
agency fee waiver determinations. The
fee waiver provision of the FOIA as
amended. 5 US.C. 38241(1EA51111. does
trot provide for any such presumptions
for categories of requesters, although fill.

limitations on duplication. search. and
review fees under subsection
lejl4EAXII) of the Act do distinguish
among catelories of requesters. The fee
wover provide. in subsection
(11/14)(A)Iiiil. therefore. must be applied
on a casethyease basis for sll
requesters.

6. Notice of onlicipoted foes in exc....s
of $13 00 (f 16.1010). One commenter
obthrted to the provision that a request
will be deemed not to have bean
received until the requester ha. agreed
to pay the total anticipated fee.
However, this provision Is not d!fferent
In this regard than that whit> Isled
previously in the FOIA fee regulations of
the Department. u well as those of
other agendas. Borth FOIA
fee provisions, which are based upon
sound principles of responsible cosi
recovery and are aimed at provIdins the
110aamment with some manna of
reimbursement before It expends the
effort and cost to process a request.
have been upheld by the courts. Sm.
el., Irons v.1;81 571 F. Sup. 1241. 1213
(D. kfass. 1963).

7. Advance payments (5 16 WO)f One
commenter objected to the requirement
of an advance payment from a firstlime
requester. where the total fee to be

god Is estimated to exceed 125080,
and another commenter objected to the
suspension of the statutory lime limits
for responding to a request while an
advance payment is being SOUShi.
ft:WIWI?. sub of those provisions was
taken directly from the OMB Fee
Guidelines. Ur OMB Fee Guidelines.
sec. 9d. 52 FR 12011. 10020 IMsrch 27,
1987). The Department firmly believes
lhal they correctly implement the
statutory provision concernins advance
payments.

5, Chalks interest (5 1810th)f One
commenter questioned the legal basis
for this provision, assertinChet there Is
no statutory authorizallon foe assessing
interest charges in connectior, with
FOIA fees. However, this provision was
taken directly from the ()Miff..
Guidelines. Sef OMB Fee Guidelines,
sec. 9.32 FR 10011,10019 (March 27,
19871. The statutory authority for
assessing suth Interest Is 31 U.S.C. 3717.
Additionally, ir, accordance with section
Se of the 014B r r Guidelines, 52 FR
10020, language hr been Inserted which
further addresses coltsclion procedures
under the Debt Collection Act of 1902.
Pub iNo, 97-395 (Oa 25,1902).

9. Definitions fi 111110/M. All five
commenters objected to certain ot the
definition contained In this section.
especially that of "representative of the
news merits." However, Once again,
these definitions were drawn front the

7 '7 7

05111 Fee Guidelines, which were made
final only eller a period of pubile notice
end comment during which concerns
such as those raised by those
commenters were considered. See OMB
Fee Guideliney, see. 0.4). 52 PR 10011.
10017-15 (March 27.1W r; lee 01t0 52
FR 10013-15 toms ans)oris of
comments on definitional. The
Di partment is required Int the amended
Act to conform its fee schedule, which
includes these definitions of categories
of requesters, to the OMR Pee
Guidelines. Furthermore, the
Department firmly believes that these
definitions. Including thet of
"representative or the news media."
prourly implement the statutory tenni
of the amended Act.

nese rules do not conatilute "major
rules" within the meaning of Executive
Otdes No. 12261 (Improving Government
Regulations). me requirements of the
Result' tory Flexibility Act, 5 U.S.C.
015(b). do not apply.

Llet of Subjects In 31 CFR Part 11

Freedom of Information.

Accordinely. under the authority
vested In me by 28 U.S.C. 500 and 510,
and 5 U.S.C. 301 and 232. Part 16 of
Chapter I of Title 28 of the Code of
Federal Regulations Is amended as
follows:

PART 1e-iAMENDED)

1. The auihortty citation for Pert 16 is
revised to read es followo

Authority:5 UAC.301. ses SW. 1521411).
520. le U.S C 42031allth 14 U SC sot 510.
134.5111.SC 0/17.4401.

2. Section 10.10 le rovieed to read as
follows:

*10 Fess.
(e) In general. Fees pursuant lo

U.S C. 552 shall be d according
to the schedule contained in parsgraph
(b) of this section for services rendered
by components In resproding to and
processing requests foe records under
thie subpart. All fess so assessed shall
be charged to the requeeter. except
where Ow charging of fees Is limited
under paragraph (c) of thie section or
where a waiver or reduction of fees Is
granted under peragraph (d) of this
st:tion. A component shall coiled sll
applicable fees before making copies of
requested records available to a
requester. Requesters shall pay fees
check ot money order made payable to
the Treasury of the United Sulu.

Ibi Charles. In respondins to requests
under dila subpart, the followins fees
shall be assessed. unless waiver or
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reduction of fees has been granted
pursuant to paragraph (cli of this section:

(1) Search. (I) No search fee shell be
aseessed with respect to mete& by
educational institutions. noncommercial
scientific institutions, and
representatives of the news nu La (as
defined In patevaphs (j)(0). ())(7) and
MI61 of this eection, respectively).
Sesrch fess shall be sssesed with
respect lo all othee requests. aubfect to
the limitations of pareareph (c) of this
section. Components may assess fees
for time spent searching even If they fel
to locate any respective record ce where
records located ere subsequently
determined to be entirely exempt from
disclosure.

(il) Foe each quarter hour spent by
clerical personnel in searching for and
retrieving requested record the fee
shall be 12.25. Whet* search and
retrieval cannot be peefonned entirely
by clericel pessoluselfoe example,
where the iiiminficatten of records
within the scope of a request requires
the use ol profeeeional person-the
fee shall be $450 for each quarter hour
of **arch time spent by ouch
professional personnel. Where the time
of mane/trial personnel la required, the
fee shall be $7.50 for each quarter hour
of time spent by such menagerie!
personnel.

(WI For computer searches of records,
which may be t ridertaken through the
use of existing programming requesters
shall be charged the actual direct costs
of conducting & search. although
relish' requester. (as defined la
peragrep1IcR23 It this melon) shall be
entitled to the cost equivalent of two
hours of manual search lime withoui
charge. These &too coots shall include
the coast operative e central
processing unit for that portion el
operating We that ie direct,
ettributable to searching for records
&passive to a reqeesiont well as Ohs
costs of operate/4**,6mile Wary
sppoetionable to the worth lot no mom
then $4.50 per quarter bout of time se
spenti. A component I. re. Nquired go
alter or develop prugre. hg to conduct
a watch.

121 Oupli: .1711 Dupit..4.tion fees Mall
be assessed wiez Next to all
requestem. sublect to the limitatior4 of
paragraph (c) of ilds section. Fos ai paper
photocopy of a mead (no mere than one
copy of which need be supplied). the fee
shall be $0.10 per per. rot copies
produced by coroputsr, such ea tapes oe
printouts. coospooents shall charge the
actual direct coma inciadiog operator
time. of producitg the copy. Foe other
methods of duplication. components
shall charge the actual direct costa of
duplicating a record.

(3) Review. (i) Review fees shell be
assessed with resoect to only those
requesters who seek records for a
commercial use, as defined in paragraph
(1)(5) of tins section. Foe each quarter
hour spent by asency personnel in
reviewing a requested record foe
possible disclosure, the fee shall be
14 50, except dial where the time of
managerial personnel is required. the fee
shell be $7.50 foe each quarter hour of
time epent by such managerial
pe.sonnel.

(II) Review feat shall be assessed only
for the Initial reco.,1 review. Le., all of
the review undertaken when a
component analyzes the applicability ot
a particular exemption to a particular
record Of record portion at the initial
request level. No charge shall be
assessed foe review at the
administrative appeal level of an
exemption already applied. However.
records Of record nations withheld
pursuant to an exemption that is
subsquently determined nol to apply
may ha reviewed agaln In determine the
applicability of other exemptions not
previously considered. Tin costs of such

subsequent review are properly
a bk. particulerly .uhere that
review is made necessary by a chants
of circtmstanoes.

(c1 Limitotirns on charging feet (1)
No seerch or re dew fee &II be cheesed
foe a quertee.hour period unlit, more
than half of that period is required for
search or review.

RI Brunt for requesters peeking
records foe a commercial we (Is defined
in parapaph (1)(6) of this section).
components shall provide without
charge

(I) The first 100 pages of duplication
(or its cost equivalent). and

(II) The first Iwo hours of search (or Its
cost equivalent).

(3) Whenever a total fee calculated
under paregreph (b) of this melon is
S8.00 or lem, no fee shall be changed.

(4) The provisions of paragraphs (e)
(21 and (3) of this section work together.
For Nagel& other than those seeking
records foe's commerciel an. Do foe
*hall be cheesed unless the cost of
search IA excess of two bows plus the
cost of duplication lit 4010110 Or 100
pages exceeds $41.00.

(d) Waiver or reduction of kec (1)
Records reamisive le 5 request ander 5
U.S.C. $62 sW be furnished without
charge or al a charge reduced below
that established under paragraph (b) of
this section where a component
determines, based upon inlormsUon
provided by a requester in suppoet of a
rca wsiver request or otherwise made
known to the component, that disclosure
of the requested Information is In the

public interest because it la likely to
contribute significantly to public
understandina of the operations ot
activitiee of the government aad is sot
primarily la the commercial interest of
the requester. Requests for waiver or
reduction of fees shall be considered co
a case-by-case bests.

(211n order to determine whether the
first fee waiver requirement is ii..4-146.
thet disclosure of the requested
information L In the public ir west
because it is likely to conteltele
significantly to public anoirstending of
the operations or *cavities of the
govenunentcomponenta shall consider
the following four factors in sequence:

(i) The ublect of the request Whether
the subject of the requested records
concerns lb* operation, or activities of
the governinsnt."The sublect matNr of
the requested recede, to the context o/
lin request, mait specifically concern
Identifiable operatioae ot activities of
the federal governmentwith a
connectioo that le ditect and clear, not
remote or attenuated. Forthermote. the
recortle must be sought lor their
informative value with leaped to thee*
government operations or activities: a
request fa:access to recce& foe their
intrinsic leformational content alone
will ne' ...defy this threshold
consideration.

The informative value of the
information to be disclose& Whether
the disclosure ht ith..ly lo'contribute"
to on understanding olgovernment
operations or °divide& The &closable
portions of the requested records must
be meaningfully informative on specific
government operations or activities in
order to hold potential fat contributing
to increased public understanding of
those operations and activities. rte
disclosure of infoemation that already I.
in the public domain. in either a
duplicative oe a aubstaatially identical
form, would not be likely to contribute
to such understending as nothing new
would be added to tha public record.

(iill The contribution to an
understanding of the subject by the
public lady to result fro.. disclosure:
Whetherdisclosure ol the requested
information will contri'xite to "public
undov:andiav."1% disclosure must
contribute to the undentar.diel of the
public at large, fdlopposai la the
Individuil understanding A Ihe
requestee or a narrow segment of
interested perms. A requester's
identity ancl qualificationse.g..
expertise in & soblect area end ability
and intention to effectively convey
irformation to the ger nal publics--
should be considered. It reasonably may
be presumed that a represente hve of the
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news medic Ise &Pried in peraraph
OHIO of this motion) who has ocean m
the mesrit of vatic distemluation
readily WI be shts to moiety this
contiterakion Requests from libraries or
other 'mord repositories (or reottestem
who intend merely to disseminate
Whims lion to such institutions) thell be
ftnelysed. the Mom of other requiems.
to identify a partkuler parson who
represents that be moistly will use the
requested information In scholarly or
other analytic worts and them
disseminate It to the general pubtia

(iv) The significance of dm
cQnlribi2uOcp no public caukshrtanding
Whether the dieclosure I. idaly to
contribute "sigatihmnik" Publie
understanding of gmemroent oporatioes
or tw.tivities.The ty4dic's soderstandlog
of the subject meaer in question, at
compared le the ter.) of public
understooding existing prio I to the
disclosure, must be likely to be
enhanced by the discloture so a
significant Want Components shall nct
make separate value ludaments se to
whether Information. fweri tbOollb It In
fact would contribute eigniticantly to
public tioderstandine of the operations
or activities of the government. is
"important" enough to be made public.

(3) In order to determine whether the
second lee waiver requirement is me
i... that disclosure of the requeeted
informstion is not primarily in thc
commercial intereet of the reqbeSter
zomponents shsll consider the following
two factors In sequence:

III The esierence and mmnitude wo
cornmerclol interest Whether the
requester lam a commercial inicrest gnat
would be furthered by the muttered
disclosure. Components shall cGasider
all commercial Interests of the requester
twilit reference to the definition of
"commercial use" In paragraph ,,a3l of
this section). or any person on whose
behalf the requester may betiding. but
shall consider only those Interests which
would be furthered by the requested
disclosure. In *seeming tha magnilude of
identified commercial Interests.
consideration shall be given to the role
that such POIA-disclosed information
plays with respect to thom commercial
interest. es well es to the extent to
which FOIA dItcloeurea sena those
interests overall. Requester* shall be
given a reasonable opportunity in the
administrative process to prosid-r
info/motion bearing upon Mi.
consideration.

(II) The prinicuy intereet in disclosure:
Whether the magnitude of the identified
commercial interest of the requee:er Is
sufficiently law. in comparkon with
the public interest in disclosure. that
disclosure is "primarily in the

cnninterciof interval of the requester." A
fee Walser Of reduction is werranted
only where. -awe (he "public interest"
standard me out in paragraph fd)9) of
014 section le *ensiled. that public
intermit can fairly be regardett as greater
in maanitiade than that of the moo/mere
commercial Interest in theclosure.
Components shall crdmerily mourn*
that, where a news media requester has
satisfied the "public interest" standard.
that will be the !Merest primarily %rood
by ditclosura to that requester.
Miaow* ts data brokers or others who
compile and market government
informetion for direct economhr return
shell not ire presumed to prlintrily iOntO
the "public interest."

(4? Whet* only s portion of the
rrquested records stusflea both of ths
requirements far a waiver or reduction
of fees under this paragraph, a waiver or
redaction shall be granted only as to
that portion.

(5) Requests ion the waiver or
reduction of lee. shall address each of
ths factor* listed In persgrapha (di (2)
and t.i) of thie tertion. ae thsy apply to
each record rettordst

te) Notice of ante:tooled fees in
Picea af MX* Wham a component
determines or esti:owlet that the fees to
be assessed render this section may
amount to more than $23.00. the
component shall notify the requester es
eierm as practicable of the actual at
estimated amount of the feet, unless the
requester has indicated in edvance his
willinanem to pay fees as high as dim
anticipated. (If only a portion of the fee
con be estimated readily. the component
shall advise the requester that the
estimated fee may be Only e portion of
the total fee.) In cases where a requester
has been notified that actual or
estimated fees may amount to more then
$23 00. the request will be deemed not to
have been received until the requester
has agreed to pay the anticipated total
fee. A notice to thy requester pursuant
to this paragraph shall offer him the
opportnnily to Confer with Department
pmsonnel in order to teformulate his
request to meet his needs at a lower
cost

Aygregating requests. Where
component reasonebly believes that
requester or a group of requesters acting
in concert I. stlemplInj to divide a
request Into eerier of requests kw the
purpose of evading thn assessment of
fees. the component may eggreaste any
such requests and cheese accordingly.
Components may preeeme that multiple
request' of this type made within a 30-
day period have been made in order to
evade fem. Where requests are
separated by n longer period.
components shall aggregate them only

where there exists a aolld beide foe
determining that oach sigregallen le
warranted. e.g.. where the requests
Involve clearly related matters. Multiple
rermests involving unrelated matters
shall nog be agsregated.

lyl .erft once popneura (1) Where a
component estimates that a total fee to
be assomed under this election Is likely
to eNteed $230,00. ft may ?moire the
requester to meke an advance payment
or an amount up to the entire setimated
fee before beginning to process dm
request. e %rept where It receives a
satisfectory assurance of full peymenl
from a uquester with a hIstory of
plompi prynoral.

tzl Where a teqoestm has peeviously
felled to pay a records tecass fee within
30 dsys of lbe dale of DIM%
component may require the requester to
pay the full amount owed, plus any
applicable interest las provided foe In
paragraph (h) of this section). alid to
maks an advance payment of the full
amount of any estimated fee before the
component *Ica to process new
request ot continuos to process a
pending request from that requester.

13) Foe requests edam than those
described in paragraphs (g)Otand (2) of
this section, a component shall riot
require the requester to make en
Athena payment le, a payment mad.
before work le commenced ot continued
on a request. Payment owed for wash
already completed is not an advance
payment.

(4) Where a oompoment acts under
parer spits (g)11) Of RI of this section.
the administrative time limns prescribed
In subsection (oile) of lie FOIA foe the
protesting den initial request ot an
appeal. plies permiesible eatenaloaa of
thrus time limits, shall be deemed not to
begin to win until the component has
received payment of the aserseed fee.

(h)C.hoigthg Werra Components
may Interest charges on an
unpaid bill stetting on the Itet day
following the day on which the bill was
tent to the requester. Once a fee
payment has been received by
component. even If not proceseed the
scausl of interest shall be stayed.
Intend charges shall be antseed at the
rate presaibed in section 370 of Tide
31 U.S.0 and shall accrue from the data

the billing. Components ehell follow
the provisions of the Debt Collection Act
of DMZ. No.117-363100. 56.
19621. and Its Implementing procedure..
Including the um of consumer reporting
agencies, collection agencies, end offset.

III Other statutes spftlfloolly
providing for fees. MTh* fee schedule
of this section does not apply with
respect to the chargloy of fees under a
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statute specifically oroviding for mains
the level of lets for particult r types of
recordsts, any statute that
specifically esquires sovernmect entity
such as the Government Printing Office
or the Nations! Technics! Informstion
Service, to set and coned fm for
particular types of recordsin ceder lc;

(I) Servs both the general public and
private sector organlearions by
conveniently meldng wallet&
government information;

(II) Ensure that groups and individuals
pay the cost of publications and other
services that are for their epeeist use so
that these costs are not home by the
general taxpaying publim

(III) Operate en information.
dissuriinetion activity on s self.
sustaining Mel, to the meximum extent
poulble; or

(iv) Return revenue to the Treasury for
defraying, wholly or In pert
appropriated kinds used to pay the cost
of disseminating government
information.

(2) Where records responsive to
requests are maintained for distribu.lon
by agencies opereting statutorily based
fee schedule programs, components
shall Inform requesters of the steps
necessary to obtain records from those
source..

(I) Definiians. For the purpose of thl-
section:

(1) The tenn "direct colts" meant
those expenditures which an agency
acluelly Man in marchins for and
duplicating (end. in the case of
commentsi use requester.. reviewing)
moor& to stipend to a FOIA request.
Direct t Ali include, for scampie the
eatery of the employee performing the
work (the basic rate of pay r or the
employee plus 16 percent of that rete to
mwer benefits) end the cost of operating
&mac/Sing machinery. Nof Included M
direct costs are overheed expenses such
as costs of space and heating or lighting
of the facility in whieh the recoeds are
stored.

(2) The term "search" Includes ell rime
spent looking for materiel that Is
responsive to a request. Including page.
by-page or line-by-line identification of
material within documents Components
shall however. lbw searches are
undertaken in the most efficient and
lesst expensive mar.ner masons*
possible; thus, for example, components
shall not engage In line.by.line search
where nerely ?collecting an entim
document would be quicker and less
expensive.

(3) The term -duplication' refers to
the process of making C copy of a record
necessary to respond to a FOlA requeet.
Such copies ten take the form of peper
copy. microform. audio-visual materials.

or machlm.readable documentation
(e*. magnetic tape or disk). among
other.. copy provided shall be in
tom that le reatonsbly usable by
requesters.

(4) The tam "review" refers to the
proem of axemlning record located in
responee to s request in order to
delencing whether any portion of it la
permIlled to be withheld. it oleo
thdudeo processing soy record for
disclosure, el doing ell that Is
necessery to excise it and otherwise
prepare it for release. &Mouth review
costs shall be recovereble even where
there ultimately is no disclosure et
record. Review lime does not include
time went resolving gemsi lesal or
policy issues regarding the application
of exemption.

(kr The term "commercial use" in the
context of request Were to s request
from or on behalf of one who seeks
information for a moor purpme diet
furthers the commercial. trade, or profit
interests of the requester or the person
on whoae behalf dm request is r de.
which can include furthering a

interests &mush litiestion. Cocoments
shall determine, as well as reasonably
possible; the use to which a requester
will put the words reqm sled. %Vhere
the circumstances of a re yeest OUSItst
that the requester will put the records
sought to a commercial use, cither
because of the nature of the requeet
Itself re because a component otherwise
has roe minable cause to doubt
requester's stated um. the component
then ;maids th requester a reasonable
opportunity to submit further
defalcation.

raig)The tens "educational institution"
ers to a prrochook public or private

elementary or secondary school. as
institution of ondervaduete hIsher
education, an institution of araduate
higher ed..tation. en Institution of
professional education. and an
institution of vocational edocation.
which operetes e progrem or programs
of echolarly roses rch To be eligible for
inclusion In this category, a requester
must show that the request Is being
made as authorized by and under the
auspices of qualifying Imo- talon and
that the records are not wisht for a
commercial use but are sought in
furtherenca of scholarly research.

(7) The tem "noncommercial
edentate institution" refere to en
Institution that is not operated on a
"commercial" basis as that term Is
referenced In parsgreph M(S) of this
section, and which is operated solely for
the pumoes of conducting scientific
rerear the results of which are not
IntendeJ to promote any particular
product or Industry. To be eligible for

inclusion in thle category. a requester
must show that the request it/being
made re authorised by and under the
auspicas of a qualifyine institution and
that the records are not sought for
commercial use but ere seughl hi
furtherance of setentite mem*

(I) The term "representative of the
news mzdia" refer. to any person
actively gatherine news for en entity
that Is organised and ("rusted to
publish or broadcast news to the public.
no tem "news" means information
thet is about current events or that
would be of current interest to the
public. Rumples nf news media entities
Wu& television or redio stations
broadcasting to the public al tem, and
vitillshere of periodicals (but oWy in
those instances where they can qualify
as dimemlnatoes of 'newel who make
their products available for purchase et
eubscription by the general public. Foe
"freelance" loornatiste lobe regirded as
wotking foe it news organization, they
must demonstrste a solid basis foe
expectins oublicatten through that
orgeniratiom a publication matte
would be the clearest proof, but
components shall also look to the past
Publication record of a requester in
making this determination. To be
eligible for Inclusion In this category..
requester also must not be seeldne the
requested records for a commercial use.
In thlo regard, request for records
supporting the news diesemination
functien of the requester shell not be
considered to be foe a commercial use.

(k) Chows for What servkaa and
materials. Ape/tiro* the other
provisions of Us section. where
compomnt elects. es s matter of
administrati a iliscretion. to comply
wait a requeet for a special sends. or
matelot., such as certifying that records
are true copies or sending them other
then by ordinary melt. the actusi direct
costs of providing the service or
materials chill be charged.

Dated August ZA 1110.
ArooW 1 Burst.
Amoy Attorney COMI01
(FR Doc. P-30141 riled 11-147. 141 ant
totsolo once 411414I
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The
Technology
of Secrecy

by Alan Westin

No analysis of government's secrecy in the 1970s would
be complete without considering government's growing use of
computer systems. In 1972 an inventory of the federal execu-
tive establishment counted 6731 computers. Most of
these-5815 were installed in the "Big-Three" computer-us-
ing agencies: the Defense Department, the Atomic Energy
Commission, and the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration. But 916 others were distributed among fifty-two
more federal agencies and departments. The largest users
were the Departments of Transportation; Commerce; Trea-
sury; Agriculture; Health; Education, and Welfare; and the
Veterans Administration. Over $2.4 billion were spent on
these federal conlputing activities, with the equivalent of
124,000 full-time employees involved in federal ADP (Auto-
matic Data Processing) work.'

This steadily increasing use of computers by federal execu-
tive agencies is paralleled by trends in state, county, and mu-
nicipal government, and in the operations of special govern-
mental authorities, from school districts to water commjssions.
Especially among larger agencies, so many records have now
been converted to machine-readable form and so many dient
services and administrative operations are being Llirried on

288
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through computerized procedures that the executive brand, .!.s
of American government have become dependent on their
computer systems.2 In this sense, we are not moving into the
computer age; we are already deep in it.

As a result, civil libertarians have begun to worry about
the effects such heavy reliance on computers may have on the
publir's right to know. Putting aside science-fiction ap-
proaches ("The machines will take overt"), there are fears that
computerization may:

Make it harder for the average citizen, public-interest
group, etc., to know what information is in automated files and
how it is used, because the specialized procedures of ADP are
not yet well known.

Create delays in furnishing information, as agencies cite
data-conversion problems and system "bugs" as reasons why
they cannot furnish information in computer storage.

Make it more difficult for persons to "browse" in public
records after these are converted from traditional, eye-read-
able registers, kept on open shelves, to storage on computer
tapes or discs, available only on special call.

Create large computer data banks whose software for ex-
tracting information is geared to what agency directors wish to
see produced, making it a costly special effort to produce in-
formation sought by public-access groups.

And lead to significant reliance by government officials
on computer-based decision-making aids (models, simulation,
etc.), whose use is not made known to the public.

Such concerns about computers and secrecy, unlike similar
ones about the effects of computerization on individual pri-
vacy, have not yet received much serious attention. There
have been no empirical investigations of comput,,rs and se-
crecy, no significant treatment of the issue by Congressional
committees, and even no exploratory essays on the topic. I
believe the public's right to know, in an era of increasing com-
puterization, will suffer badly if we allow this inattention to
continue.

To put this inquiry into proper perspective, two pieces of
groundwork ate needed: I) the legal and political settings of
government secrecy must be understood, in order to compare

7b3
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public acce in manual systems with computerized record
systems; and 2) the basic patterns of computer usage in those
government agencies that are automating and how the com-
puters are actually used.

I The Precuinputer Setting of Government
Secrecy Issues

The public's right to know (and thereby control) what the ex-
ecutive branch of government is doing is a pivotal element in
the American constitutional scheme. The Framers believed
that executive affairs were not the private prest :ye of a Pres-
ident or his agents, in the classic mode of royal households,
but an instrument of popular government, to be conducted
mainly in public view or subject to public inspection. To carry
out this policy, Congress was given power to investigate and
oversee the operations of executive agencies (with authority to
compel disclosure of information). American courts could com-
pel the production of information by executive agencies when-
ever necessary to insure a fair trial to defendants in criminal
prosecutions or to test the rational basis of government regula-
tory action involving property rights or personal liberties.

Under a combination of common law and statutory rules,
the general public had a right of access to government infor-
mation. These rules provided that certain records kept by gov-
ernment (for example, tzx and land registers) were public doc-
uments, open to inspection by anyone. Other records could be
inspected by persons with a particular, legitimate interest in
seeing them (such as a parent inspecting a child's official
school record). Access by the press and by individuals without
a specific legal interest would generally depend on the word-
ing of state and federal statutes.3

Generally, the courts would balanve claims to access by
Congress, litigants, and the public against what was usually
termed the broad public interest in protecting the integrity of
the governmental process. This produced rulings exempting
from disclosure such matters as state secrets, investigative
files, internal memoranda by agency officials, information ob-
tained from citizens under promise of confidentiality, and cer-
tain information protected by a vague but real doctrine called

764
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executive privilege. These rulings show that demands to make
government information public, central as this is to the citi-
zen's knowledge and control of public affairs, can conflict with
two other values of democratic society: the right of privacy of
individuals about whom sensitive information is stored in gov-
ernment files (such as census, tax, medical and social-services
records), and the need of all formal organizations, govern-
mental or private, for periods of temporary privacy, in which
to gather confidential information, solicit frank advice, conduct
secret negotiations, formulate positions, and reach executive
decisions.4

In general, statutes and judicial rulings prior to World War
II were very generous in accepting government claims that
disclosing certain information would jeopardize the orderly
and efficient operations of government. But since World War
II, there has been increasing government activity in defense
and social-welfare areas and strong pressures from the press,
Congress, and public-interest groups to make government
more responsive. The clear trend has been toward opening up
executive-agency files to public access. The single most im-
portant step to date was passage of the federal Freedom of In-
formation Act am' various state counterparts. The Act has been
analyzed in two earlier papers. It is important to recognize,
however, that computerization began to spread through the
American government establishment at a time when there
were disputes over 1) what information should be open to
public access under freedom of information laws and 2) what
constitutes prompt, complete, and reasonably priced compli-
ance with demands for information to which the public was
entitled. Whether computers, adding machines, or 3-by-5 cards
are used to manage information is separate from the policy
issue. But a basic factual question is whether the move to au-
tomated files and procedures has made it easier, harder, or has
had no significant effect on compliance with existing law.

II General Patterns of Computer Usage
and the Organizational Impact in Government

Although, to the public, a computer is :A wmputer is a compu-
ter, patterns of computer usage vary widely in government,
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from department to department, even from bureau to bureau
within a department. In organizational terms, this is because
each unit starts with records and files unique to its mission,
with distinct functions to perform through its collection and
use of information, and with distinct styles of management
(ircluding attitudes toward providing information to the pub-
lic). Furthermore. government officials have a wide range of
choices about technologywhat kind of computer hardware to
adopt and software to buy or develop; which files to automate
first; what aids to decision-making or management-reporting
to attempt through computer resources. Few centralized con-
trols (either executive or legislative) have yet attempted to set
uniform guidelines for computerization at a given level of gov-
ernment. So automation today is largely a process of agency-by
agency decision.

Nevertheless, there are some patterns to computerization
in government. These help in analyzing computer impact on
freedom-of-information problems.

Computer usage enters most organization through payroll
and financial applications, then moves into automation of the
largest and most frequently used files. In addition, computers
are used to produce various management reports and statistical
summaries. This is the stage that most agencies are currently
at in computerization. Some departments or bureaus, however,
have begun to develop multifile applications, merging several
files into a data bank in a particular subject area (social ser-
vices, for example). A few cities and counties are attempting to
create a jurisdiction-wide data hank containing files from
many different agencies (e.g.,police, tax, welfare, health). In
addition, government agencies are using computers to aug-
ment data-sharing among government jurisdictions at the same
level (police information systems in metropolitan areas) or at
different levels (the FBI's National Crime Information Center
or the National Drivers Regi Aration system).

A report by the National Academy of Sciences Project on
Computer Data Banks, a three-year study into computers arid
privacy, found that, so far, computer use has reproduced rules
and practices of the manual era rather than transforming them.
Computer use has not yet led to the collection of more de-

Th
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tailed and intrusive information about people, to sharing data
with different types of agencies than had been the practice
before computerization, or to any lessening of the individual
citizen's ability to know and contest the information that was
being collected about him or her in a given file. Whatever
rules the agency had before computerization (whether respect-
ful of privaoy and due process or hostile to them) continue to
be reflected in the computerized operations. Where laws or
public values have changed secrecy rules, the NAS project
found that managers of computerized systems were as able to
comply (and were complying) as were managers with manual
files. And, highly intrusive new record systems created during
the past decade, such as the Army's monitoring of civilian pro-
test groups, were either wholly manual record systems or were
being aided only marginally by computers.

The NAS report also showed that there are no fully au-
tomated government agencies today. In every department or
bureau, some files remain wholly manual. Some decisions are
made after examining records or conducting interviews and
negotiations. Some reports are prepared and distributed with-
out machine assistance. Even when a file has been automated,
there is often a back-up system with the paper or card rec-
ords that provided the initial entry; or a microfilm or microfiche
record is created for archival use in addition to the pri-
mary storage on computer tape or discs. The general rule, for
reasons of ease and cost in technological usage, is that files
which contain the most objective and easily recorded informa-
tion and which are needed and consulted most frequently will
be the first automated.

At the other end of the computerivation process, the files
least likely to be automated are those with extensive narrative
material, highly subjective reports, and sensitive informa-
tion.

The most important results of computerization discovered
by the NAS study were more complete and up-to-date files.
There was more analysis and use of information already in the
files. Automation produces greater accuracy in some areas of
record-keeping, but also introduces the possibility (and like-
lihood) of other errors. Computerization is leading to the cre-

n. 7
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ation of larger and more extensive networks of information-
sharing groups. Computers are making possible the creation of
some very large data banks, which would probably not havebeen built, or built as rapidly, but for computer resources.

What the NAS study and other studies 5 report is that com-
puterization has not solved certain problems important to pri-vacy and secrecy issues. Computers do not eliminate the
power struggles over control of information within an organi-zation or the self-protective manipulation of information
among "cooperating" agencies (whether in intelligence, busi-
ness regulation, or taxation). The competitions and conflicts ofthe American federal system have been faithfully mirrored in
computer usage so that in any given geographic area, separate
computer systems will be maintained by municipalities, coun-ties, special authorities, state agencies, and federal bodies cov-ering services to the same population. There has been noamalgamation of different government functions or jurisdic-tions into a common computer management.

Studies of computer use reveal that, except for funding,
legislative bodies have not supervised the way executiveagencies have carried out computerization. This lack of over-sight extends to privacy impact, impact of' public access to in-
formation, and provisions for citizen participation.

Finally, several popular notions abm how computeriza-tion affects government operations shoul , be set aside as red
herrings. They confuse questions of public policy withchanges in the technological execution of those policies. Oneis that computers foster the creation of secret files. Govern-
ment agencies have for centuries been able to maintain secretfiles about people or transactions so that their existence was
unknown to the public. Using index cards, file folders, micro-film, and other precomputer storage media, millions of records
were efficiently maintained in these government files. Usingthe mails, teletype, telephone, and other means of precom-
puter data communications, some file systems collected and
distributed information on a nationwide basis among hundredsof local and regional offices. Computers are not an essential el-
ement in the creation of either secret files, or secret national
data networks. There is no evidence that computers are .mak-
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ing it significantly easier for government to create or manage
secret files. Agencies creating secret computerized files still
face the problems of hiding fund expenditures from legislative
or press view, preventing leaks by defecting employees, and
keeping the sources of data secret when reports are produced
and used elsewhere in government. The fundamental issues
remain: should any secret files be permitted by law? How can
the public discover unlawful secret files, whatever the form of
data storage and communication?

A second red herring is that computers substantially facili-
tate government manipulation of information. For centuries,
some government officials have lied. For centuries, there have
been subordinates who falsified reports about what was hap-
pening in the fieldin warfare, diplomatic developments, so-
cial trendsin order to provide superiors with the reports they
demanded. Computers continue the capacity for these decep-
tions. Inaccurate reports about "safe" villages in South Viet-
nam, contributed du:ing our pacification policy in the
mid-1960s, when into computer systems. These produced the
glowing reports of success the Johnson administration wanted
to hear. Similarly, false repois sent by base commanders from
Cambodia in 1969-1970, about where American bombers were
flying their sorties, enable,1 the Defense Department's com-
puters to print out incorrect data. These were communicated
to Congress, in keeping with the policy of secret bombings or-
dered by President Nixon and Secretary of Defense Laird.
Computer systems simply represent another tool officials can
use to falsify or distort events or conditions. Computers did
not create this capacity, nor do they ease the difficult task of
government critics of learning the facts and exposing manipu-
lation of data.

Although computers are not creating or inevitably leading
to secret files or falsification of information, they do have im-
portant physical and administrative consequences that may
require new legal rules and supervisory mechanisms to pre-
vent abusive secrecy practices. The goal is to identify these
consequences and to frame responsive policies for them.

This brief portrait of computer use by government presents
only highlights of the current situation. But it provides a
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framework for my main questionhow computers affect com-
pliance with freedom-of-information laws.

III Computer Impact on Public Access: Reports from
the Information-Holders and Information-Seekers

To gather data about computer impact, I sent letters of inquiry
and conducted follow-up interviews with two groups: the in-
formation-holders and the information-seekers.

I wrote to twenty-eight federal bureaus, agencies, or de-
partments in early 1973, asking them, first, whether their use
of computers made it harder or easier to comply with freedm-
of-information laws, or had no significant effect. This question
was followed with more detailed questions about possible dif-
ferences with respect to the character of groups seeking ac-
cess, the type of inquiry, effects on the costs of compliance,
and similar matters. Specific examples were requested.

Twenty-three of the twenty-eight agencies sent full replies.
Some provided a general report on their computer operations,
usually where the agency was a relatively small or single-
purpose one or where its computerization was limited.* Other
agencies, usually the larger federal departments, concluded
that no composite reply could reconcile the differer ,es among
various units. These agencies provided individual responses
from their units.**

Agencies furnishing a general reply were the Atomic Energy Commission,
Department of Agriculture, Civil Aeronautics Board, Department of Housing
and Urban Development, National Labor Relations Board, Federal Com-
munications Commission, Federal Power Commission, and Federal Trade
Commission.
** Agencies supplying responses from various constituent units were the De-
partment of Commerce (Patent Office, Social and Economic Statistics Ad-
ministration, Assistant Secretary for Administration, Office of Organization
and Management Systems), Department of Defense (United States Air Force,
Office of the Secretary), Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (So-
cial Security Administration, National Institute of Education, Office of Educa-
tion, National Institutes of Health). Department of Justice (Bureau of Narcot.
ics and Dangerous Drugs, Immigration and Naturalization Service, Law
Enforvement Assistance Administration, Federal Bureau of Investigation. As-
sistant Attorney General for Administration), Department of Labor (Office of
the Secretary., Occupational Safety and Health Administration), Department of
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In all, there were commentaries from forty-three offices,
bureaus, agencies, and departments of the federal government.
Of course, these present a manager's view. One does not ex-
pect official spokesmen to respond that they are not complying
with the saw. If computer systems or temporary problems of
computer operations were making compliance with access pol-
icies slower, more costly, or less complete than under manual
procedures, the replies would be likely to repress this. Fi-
nally, the replies did not present a set ot answers for each
major information file maintained by a given bureau or
agency. So we do not have a comprehensive picture of prac-
tice in each agency.

An attempt to verify managerial views of computer impact
on public access would require study of precomputer prac-
tices, analysis of procedures in the automated files, and de-
tailed comparisons. This was not possible. Instead, I compen-
sated for the self-protective tendencies in managerial
reporting by sending letters and conducting interviews with
information-seekers. I wrote to those who regularly battle to
pry information from government agencies.

I wrote to spokesmen for five categories of groups. The
groups, and the number in each responding with substantive
replies, were:

General Counsel to Congressional com-
mittees 6
Public-interest law firms and research
groups 8
"Guardian groups" (civil rights, civil
liberties, consumer interest, women's
rights) 10

State (Record Services Division, Agency for Internation,. t-evelopment),
Department of Transportation (Office of the Secretary-Direccor for Manage-
ment Systems, United States Coast Guard, Federal Aviation Administration,
Federal Highway Administration, National Transportation Safety Board,
Office of Policy, Plans, and International Affairs, Office for Environment.
Safety, and Consumer Affairs, Office of Systems Development and Techno
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Office of the General (.oun-
sel, Urban Mass Transportation Administration), and Veterans Administration
(Department of Medicine and Surgery, Department of Veterans Benefits, In-
formation Service, Controller, Department of Data Management).
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Freedom-of-information committees of
media associations 5
Investigative writers 6
These thirty-five groups were asked whether they found

that automation made a difference in efforts to obtain informa-
tion from executive agencies. I asked for specific instances in
which the presence of computerization had made information
retrieval easier or harder.

This section contains reports on computerization and pub-
lic access by spokesman for the two "opposing camps" in the
freedom-of-information contest. My main analysis on the de-
veloping trends and what needs to be done to advance the
cause of public access follows later.

1 Reports from the federal information-holders. About a
fifth of the agencies report that computerization has not pro-
gressed far enough to have an effect on compliance witi.
freedom-of-information laws. They note that computerization
has been limited to payroll, financial, and other housekeeping
operations not subject to disclosure. Principal files subject to
query under freedom-of-information laws remain in manual
form. Among those reaching this conclusion were the State
Department, the Federal Power Commission, the Federal
Trade Commission, the Immigration and Naturalization Ser-
vice, and the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

The FBI, for example, responded that the Bureau has au-
tomated "payroll, fiscal, and some selected FBI personnel
data" used only for "internal administrative purposes." "In-
vestigative files, as such, have not been computerized." Legal
rules restrict access to wanted-person and stolen-property data
in the National Crime Information Center to law-enforcement
agencies, state licensing authorities, and certain federally in-
sured banks. Though similar restrictions apply to the sum-
maries of individual criminal histories now being added to
NC1C. It is the administrative policy of the NCIC that an indi-
vidual may -see and challenge the contents of his record . . .

subject to reasonable administrative procedures." Because of
the small number of criminal-history summaries in NCIC as of
February 1973, the FBI reported that no one had yet sought to

792 t .
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examine his NCIC record. In conclusion, Acting Director L.
Patrick Gray wrote, "computerization is not a significant factor
in generating response information" by the FBI to persons and
groups seeking access under freedom-of-information laws.
Where the records are legally open, he stressed, manual files
and procedures are still the basic mechanisms for responses.°

A few other agencies report that, although they have au-
tom:Jed files that are open under public access rules, compu-
terization has not had any appreciable effect on furnishing in-
formation. The U.S. Coast Guard wrote, for example, "We can
identify no significant effects of computerization on our ability
to release data to the press, public or Congressional groups. As
a relatively small organization, we have always been able to
quite rapidly derive answers to questions, identify it as re-
leasable data and make prompt releases." 7 A more detailed
description of "no appreciable effect," based on the types
of requests the agency receives, was supplied by the Federal
Highway Administration;

Computerization has had no effect on this Admini7tration's
handling of requests for information under the provisions
of the Freedom of Information Act. Most of the requests we
receive (approximately 85 per cent) are for copies of our
directives, or copies of motor carrier accident investigation
reports. Requests for these items are handled promptly
(one to three days on the average). Extra copies of our
directives are maintained for this purpose, and copies of ac-
cident reports are duplicated. We do not believe that com-
puterization would be effective in facilitating our handling
of these types of requests.

Most of the other requests we receive are for narrathe
type information (correspondence, etc.) on specific subject
areas. This information is not of the type that would lend it-
self to computerization. Requests for this kind of material
are forwarded directly to the office of primary interest and
are normally answered promptly, even when questions
arise as to the releasability of the information requested.

We do have extensive statistical data in our computer
systems, most of which is available to the public. We pro-
vide for the sale of copies of thither printouts or tapes in ac-
cordance with Departmental regulations.

7 13
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A few other agencies reported what might be called
"mixed effects" on the distribution of information as a result of
computer efforts. A particularly frank reply came from the Na-
tional Labor Relations Board. The NLRB maintains most of its
data as case-oriented legal files, kept in manual form. It does
not produce over-all statistics about industries, unions, or col-
lective-bargaining trends, except in the "infrequent instances
in which such information is offered as evidence in a specific
case proceeding." The Board does not have a computer of its
own; it purchases computer services. These have been used
principally to produce statistics about the Board's own opera-
tions and for computer-based photocomposition ofNLRB deci-
sions, in bound volumes. As to these, the NLRB reports:

We would have to conclude that the effect of computers
upon our operating statistics (Management Information
Systems) has been mixed. A favorable example is that a sys-
tem recently installed, using terminals connected to a com-
mercial vendor's time-sharing service, has given the Board
Members much more information than was ever available
before on the performance of their staffs in processing
cases and seems to have helped us improve the timeliness
of our service to the public. Most of the information from
that system is not directly available to the public. In our
overall, Agency-wide production of casehandling statistics
for purposes of budget review and managerial control, com-
puter processii of reports previously compiled manually
and with punch-cards has increased the productivity of our
data processing staff. But, as a small agency without a com-
puter of our own, we have encountered nearly chronic
shared-computer service problems whose net effect has
been that monthly operating reports (some of which are
publicly available) are not infrequently issued lator than
under the prior, non-ccmputerized system. On the other
hand, our use of shared time on computers of ,,ther agen-
cies has shortened, by nearly half, the number of months
which elapse between the end of a fiscal year and the re-
lease of the statistics contained in our Annual Report.

On the use of computerized photocomposition of Board deci-
sions, the report concluded, "The technical problems we have
encountered thus far have actually impeded the public avail-

7 4
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ability of this large body of information." 9 Over-all the NLRB
felt that its statistical services, photocomposition program, and
production of statistics requested by Congress (such ai "de-
tailed elapsed time statistics" for NLRB administrative pro-
ceedings) would be aided in the future by more effective com-
puter usage. Such improvement "is, of course, our justification
for the effort."

A similar response, from an agency with its own computers,
came from the Federal Communications Commission. The
FCC uses computers to record station reports on political
broadcasting (as required by Congress); equal employment op-
portunities reports; financial and ownership information; tech-
nical service studies; radio-operator licenses; license and re-
newal notices; statistical reports on bureau work; and FCC
payroll and personnel files. Though the report noted that "as a
regulatory agency, the FCC has an open-door policy on infor-
mation availability,'" some of the computerized data it keeps
are not available for public access, such as "highly sensitive fi-
nancial data" and "internal administrative systems." As a
whole, the FCC reported, requests for information are met
equally well from both the computerized and manual files.
The FCC response concluded that "there is no direct correla-
tion here between computerization and access to information"
and computerization "may not in itself make for any greater
availability of information."

While one fifth of the federal agencies surveyed reported
either no-effect or mixed-effects, four fifths of the agencies
stated that their computerization of files subject to public
access had aided compliance with freedom-of-information
laws. In analyzing these replies, it should be noted that my
survey had adopted a deliberately broad view of the "public,"
listing five types ofclaimants to executive-branch information:

Individuals or organizations seeking access to their own
files or those relating to claims they are pressing.

Members of the press seeking access for investigative
purposes.

Congressional committees requesting information.
Scholars doing studies of government policies.
Officials of business, public-interest, consumer or other
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civic groups looking into government policies and programs.
This expansive listing of information-seekers helps explain

why four fifths of the agency spokesmen believed they had
improved compliance with freedom-of-information laws. Com-
puters were being used to improve internal administrative
operations or the agency's public duties. As a result, the agen-
cies were generally able to provide information more easily
from large-scale administrative files on clients and subject
area. They have more easily retrievable data about their own
personnel. They have better management rcports about
agency operations and decisions. They can produce better sta-
tistical summaries about industries, procedures, or services
under their jurisdiction.* These improvements in data produc-
tion and handling were seen by the reporting agencies as pro-
ducing better distribution of data to each of the five groups
about which I had asked:

As to individuals or organizations seeking access to their
own files, agencies such as the Veterans Administration and
Social Security Administration reported that requests from rec-
ord-subjects about claims and benefits were being fulfilled
much faster and more cheaply than in manual file proce-
dures." This was a direct goal of their computerization efforts.
The Veterans Administration noted that veterans seeking
access t, information in their files generally apply to their
local VA regional office. However, faster access is now possi-

Many of the agency responses featured examples of improvement in the fur-
nishing of information to various groups where the provision of such data was
the function of a given unit or bureau within the federal establishment, such
as the Patent Office supplying patent information to persons paying the
required fees; the National Technical Information Service of the Department
of Commerce supplying indexes and copies of government-sponsored re-
search reports; the Office of Education's information system on research into
schools and educational problems; the Social and Economic Statistics Ad-
ministration's preparation of data for general distribution; the Defense De-
partment Documentation Center's On-Line Retrieval System for research re-
ports; or the Atomic Energy Commission's computerized data base of
bibliographic citations and indexes to world-wide literatu-e on nuclear
science and technology. There is no doubt that the improvement of such ser-
vices helps the flow of better information to user groups in the public. How-
ever, since freedom-of-information issues involve securing data about the poli-
cies and practices executive agencies are following, improvement in providing
information services per se is not basically relevant to my inquiry here.
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ble through various fast-response computer systems "designed
to handle veterans/regional office inquiries. This is the compu-
terized Beneficiary Index Records Locator System (BIRLS) at
the Austin [Texas] Data Processing Center, which is intercon-
nected with regional office teletype equipment." Another VA
system is a computer at the Philadelphia Data Processing
Center that generates print-outs to veteran inquiries on their
insurance premiums, loans, and dividends. Still a third compu-
terized system generates extracts used to answer inquiries
about compensation, pensions, and CI education."

Most of the agencies replied that better statistical data
and management reports had improved the quality and quan-
tity of what they were able to provide to the press, either in
the form of reports they published or in response to specific
requests for information. For example, the Information Service
of the Veterans Administration noted that "the wide range of
statistics available [to the press] and the currency of such data
is largely the result of computerization. The fact that an
operating element within [VA] is able to respond to most
requests for data, usually statistical, within a period of time
that we and the press wculd characterize as 'reasonable' is evi-
dence enough that computerization has affected the availabil-
ity of this type of information in a most positive way." 13

Among groups with legal and political power to obtain in-
f -mation from executive agencies, Congressional committees
mak at the top of the list. This was reflected in agency replies.
Except in the relati .ely rare cases where there are issues of
executive privilege, Congressional committees make tens of
thousands of requests for information yearly to executive agen-
cies (through appropriation and oversight proceedings and in
direct inquiries on specific topics). Executive agencies have
always spent considerable time answering these requests. The
agencies reported that computerization had enabled them to
improve these services to Congress, either because of better
data and reports available to the agency's management or be-
cause computer programming made it possible to extract the
information zhe legislators sought more easily.

For example, Congressional committees and the press have
obtained better information about the status of contracts and

717
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grants processed by federal agencies as a result of compu-
terized reporting system: employed by many agencies, such as
the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, U.S. Office
of Education, and Department of Transportation." The De-
partment of Transportation explained:

For example, in 1971, an individual who wished to analyze
contents and direction of the DOT R & D program ..vould
have to communicate and obtain cooperation of perhaps 20
key departmental officials who in turn would have to
mount an effort of record identification and processing of
some 2000 active R & D work units (contracts), costing any-
where between $20-80K. Most likely, the entire process
would have taken three to five months, at which time the
requester would have received resumes of R & D contracts
or evaluated tabulations. Today, the same individual,
whether in DOT or an outsider, is able to get almost 100
percent of the required data at a cost of approximately
$1000 and within a week or less. Even this can be im-
proved by those individuals who have access to remote
computer typewriters or video consoles by subscribing to
TRIS on-line service at an initial cost of $300 (for hook-up
and training) and a character of 75* per computer minute,
they are able to have their questions answered in kss than
one hour, and at a cost of $20 to $30 per question."'

Scholarly research requests are seen by many agencies as
an area in which computerization has been particularly help-
ful. Once a data base has been automated, and assuming that
the software programming is adequate for such purposes, a
wide variety of special requests can be filled more quickly and
at much less expense than before. As the Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration noted, "studies of Government programs and pol-
icies, whether done by scholars, business or civic groups, or
others, generally depend upon using information in 'bulk'
hundreds and thousands of cases. These studies are more
likely to be economically feasible because of computerization
than without." 16

Many replies gave examples of providing better informa-
tion to business, public-inte rest, consumer, and other civic
groups looking into governmetit policies and programs when the
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queries concerned substantive matters (patents, social-science
reports, scientific information) as opposed to information on
government policies and programs. Other replies addressed
this issue and cited improvements in statistical reports, man-
agement reports, grant- or contract-information systems, and
large-file searches. Frequently, one government agency pro-
vided data which regulated or public-interest groups could use
to judge the adequacy of policies pursued by other agencies of
the federal, state, or local governments. For example, the Na-
tional Transportation Safety Board has automated files on air-
craft accidents and incidents. This provided the data for a
study of accident prevention and is ernment safety standards.
Citing many special studies and data it has furnished to groups
involved in air safety, the Board concluded, "It would be vir-
tually impossible to examine accident files of this magnitude
and compile in-depth analyses of this nature without the use
of computer technolugy." 17

It is noteworthy that the major public-access results of com-
puterization are essentially by-products of the primary goals of
improving data services to clients and management. Improv-
ing the production of information to other parties, such as the
press or public-interest groups investigating government
operations, was not a goal of the zomputerization. Several of
the agency replies stated this explicitly." The replies also
showed that effects of computerization vary considerably
among units within a department. The Department of Trans-
portation, for example, sent responses for eleven of its constit-
uent bureaus, offices, and boards. These ranged from judg-
ments that computerization was having no efInt on public
access (the U.S. Coast Guard, Federal Highway Administra-
tion, and General Counsel's Office) to estimates that it was
greatly aiding responses to public requests (Office of the Sec-
retary, Federal Aviation Administration, ard Office for Envi-
ronment, Safety, and Consumer Affairs).19 Similar diversity
was reported in responses from units of the Veterans Adminis-
tration, Department of Justice, and Department of Health, Ed-
ucation, and Welfare."

Within such units, the effects of computerization also vary
according to the kind of information requested (and, therefore,
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the files to be drawn on for producing replies). The U.S. Office
of Education, for example, reported that questions about its
policies are "answered without significant recourse to compu-
terized information." Questions about OE personnel, program
operations, and agency contracts and grants are answered
somewhat more easily as a result of automation of files in those
areas.. Statistical studies on school populations and programs
have been computerized, and "are thus much more quickly
available." The area most positively affected, OE reported, is
information on educational research projects. OE ieveloped
the Educational Resources Information Center (ERC), an au-
tomated system for making data on research resuits available
nationwide." This variation in impact reflects the principle
noted earlier: the most cost-effective use of computers is to au-
tomate the largest, most frequently used files, often files con-
taining factual and statistical matter. Files containing lengthy
narrative texts and those that are not often used (e.g., individ-
ual case files in a regulatory or law-enforcement agency; are
not prime candidates for computerization and have not gener-
ally been automated. Public requests for information from a
case-type file (on one individual or about one episode or in-
vestigation) were not often affected by computerization. Those
would still be filed manually. Requests for large-scale data or
for searches of large, automated individual case files to spot
patterns or trends are significantly aided by automation.

In terms of the federal Freedom of Information Act, the
agency reports offered several important judgments about the
effects of automation. Computerization was not significant in
making the determination whether a particular record, report,
or file was to be supplied to someone outside the executive
branch. That remained a legal question, governed by the fed-
eral statute, court rulings, and agency regulations. The law
does not give any special status to information simply because
it is stored in machine-readable rather than eye-readable form.
But the agencies did report that computers were enabling
them to comply more effectively with the provisions of access
laws than had been possible before automation.

Some agencies reported that computers were helping them
separate material in a record or file that was available for pub-

(1.
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lic access from legally privileged material. The Commerce De-
partment stated: "The use of computer methods unques-
tionably facilitates the separation and protection of
information that is privileged under the stated exceptions
under the Act. The suppression techniques available and used
by this Department to prevent unwarranted disclosure of priv-
ileged information are far more effective than any methods
that might be employed in a manual process." 22 Similarly, the
Labor Department said that "computerization has improved
our capacity in this respect. Data identification and control
procedures are more vigorously documented and adhered to as
a result of automation." "

Several other officials reported that automation was not
having such an effect in their agencies. The Federal Aviation
Administration commented:

Comp's,. ,Ization seems not to significantly affect our abil-
ity to screen out information not available for public inspec-
tion such as airmen medical records and detailed FAA per-
sonnel records In both hard copy and computerized files
procedural safeguards are necessary. The difference is
largely the difference between establishing clerical proce-
dural safeguards and computer program procedural safe-
guards. Our experience to date is not conclusive but it
could be that carefully designed and tested computer
screening may be more effective than human screening,
subject as it is to human error."

And, the General Counsel of the Transportation Department
observed:

While computerization would make it easier to locate
requested records; it would probably not change the capac-
ity or ease with which information items that are available
for public inspection can be separated from those that are
exempt under the Freedom of Information Act. Atter a
requested record is located, it must still be reviewed and
evaluated by persons competent to determine whether the
document is exempt, whether it should be disclosed as a
matter of policy even though exempt, or whether it should
be released with appropriate deletions. Making such a de-
termination as to each document before it is put into a com-
puter system is obviously not feasible.25

801
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A second way in which some agencies believe computers
have made compliance with the Freedom of Information Act
more effective is in the capacity of computer systems to pro-
duce special lists, statistical reports, and surveys in direct an-
!,..wer to requests by public groups. These, according to the
agencies, could not have been produced with manual files
because of the high clerical costs or because the information
was scattered in regional offices or because the time needed
was longer than the inquiring party could allow.

Finally, improvement in grant, contract, and licensing in-
formation is seen as a major step toward greater respon-
siveness. To whom government agencies award grants, con-
tracts, and licenses is an active public-policy issue. The
LEAA's Grant Management Information System, indexing
some 30,000 grants and subgrants that have been awarded by
LEAA since 1968 has been a boon to Congressional and
public-interest groups studying the work of that agency. Fur-
thermore, specialized publications prepared and distributed
from the LEAA's automated filessuch as a volume with ex-
tensive details about each of the automated criminal justice in-
formation systems being funded, state by state, through the
LEAAhas facilitated analysis by legal, civil liberties, and
public-interest groups of the privacy and security aspects of
the LEAA grants and the systems they support.26

2 Reports from the information-seekers The most striking
thing about the replies from the five groups of informatiLii-
seekers is how often they agreed with the estimate of com-
puter impact of federal executive officials, though they start
from different interest positions and often make different judg-
ments about how healthy the state of public access currently
is.

Congressional committee Counsel replies uniformly cor-
roborated the picture presented by agency reports. Richard
Sullivan, from the House Committee on Public Works, wrote:
"This Committee and its Subcommittees have not experienced
any difficulty in continuing to obtain needed information for
the purpose of legislative oversight. The ability of the agen-
cies to furnish detailed statistical information on short notice

8 0 2
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has been greatly facilitated as a result of the installation of
computer systems." 27

A similar report came from Donald Knapp, Counsel to the
House Committee on Veterans' Affairs:

I am pleased to report that we have experienced no major
difficulty with the computerization of Veterans Administra-
tion files and records. As a matter of fact, for the most part
we have found computerization has expedited the collec-
tion of information needed by the Committee to make
timely decisions concerning policy matters.

As an example, I am enclosing a copy of House Commit-
tee Print #9, 93rd Congress, which was programmed and
computerized. In past years, the compilation of this infor-
mation [relating to the operations of Veterans Administra-
tion hospital and medical programs] has required several
months. During the past two Congresses, through compu-
terization, we have been able to produce the report in
about two weeks."

Lawrence Baskir, Counsel to the Senate Subcommittee on
Constitutional Rights, stressed that the central problem in se-
curing access to government data was persuading the depart-
ment head that he should release the information. If he
wanted it released, Baskir said his Subcommittee obtained the
data whether it was in manual or computerized storage. The
heart of the issue was one of policy, a political question, and
"this is not being determined today by the presence or ab.,
sence of computerirttion." 22

The most extensive response from a Congressional Coun-
sel came from L. James Kronfeld. Because the Government
Operations Subcommittee of the House Committee on Gov-
ernment Operations, for which he works, regularly inves-
tigates complaints from persons who have had difficulties in
getting data or have been refused information by executive
agencies, its experiences is among the broadest to be found in
Congress. Kronfeld wrote:

What we have found is that the computerization of informa.
tion does not necessarily have any bearing on its availabil-
ity. Agencies make their decisions on availability based on
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the subject matter of the information rather than its form of
storage. Of course, our recent hearings [the Moorhead
Committee hearings on revision of the freedom of informa-
tion law, held during 1972-1973] have shown serious defi-
ciencies in these agency decisions.

The main .problem with computerization is the cost to
the requester for receipt of the information. For instance, if
the information were kept in paper files and a request is
made for a specific piece of information which is readily
available, it is relatively cheap for the agency to pull the
file and make copies of the specific information. However,
when a series of files, such as the record of payments under
a specific subsidy program, is co:aputerized, the costs as-
sessed by the agencies are quite high, as they are generally
related to computer time costs.

As an example, the most common cost for a copy of a tape
is $62.00. Agency personnel have told me that it is much
easier to supply a complete duplicate tape if a requester
wants only a small part of the information on the tape
rather than to pull and print that specific information. A
duphcate tape, however, is only useful if the requester has
print-out facilities. In cases where a print-out of the data is
requested, the usual agency practice is to charge a certain
amount for the time taken to locate the information on the
tape, plus $5.00 per page for the print-out itself. The time
charges are generally computed on the basis of the agency
costs per hour for use of the computer. . . . Therefore,
what would have been a minor charge for pulling and
copying a paper file can be an expensive proposition if the
material is on tape and a time-use and print-out charge is
levied."
However, Mr. Kronfeld went on to note that the computer

provided considerable savings when someone wants large
bodies of data. "In the case where the requester wants the
whole category of computerized information and has the facili:
ties to process the tape, the cost savings can be substantial.
Mr Kronfeld cited the production of computer-generated mail-
ing lists for commercial advertisers and organivations as a
prime example.3'

Most of the other groups of information-seekers reported
either no experience with computerized files or no special
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problems with them. Such replies came from: the Consumer
Federation of America and the National Consumers League,
from public-interest law firms, such as the Institute for Public
Interest Representation and the Citizens Communications
Center for Responsive Media; from the National Capital Areas
Chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union; from the free-
dom of inforniation cgmmittees of the AP Broadcasters Associ-
ation and Aviation/Space Writers Association; and from the
Washington Office of the League of Women Voters.

However, some of these information-seekers did have ex-
periences with computerization. Among the public-interest
law firms the most interesting comments eame from two of
Ralph Nader's groups, the Center for the Study of Responsive
Law and the Public Interest Research Group. Harrison Well-
ford and Ronald Plesser are the persons with whom I talked.32
Messrs. Wellford and Plesser said they had had some experi-
ences in which computerization had made it possible to ob-
tain information that would have been difficult if not impos-
sible to get from the previous manual file. Their example was
from the Securities and Exchange Commission. An SEC code
provision says that anyone who is more than a 10-per-cent
owner of shares in a listed corporation must file an ownership
form with the SEC. This is a publi( document. However, it
has always been filed under the company name, not the indi-
vidual's name. When the Nader Congress project was under
way in 1972, the researchers wanted to find out what stocks
were owned by each Congressman and candidate for Congress
in 1972. But, Mr. Plesser noted, "We would have had to go
through 10,000 files to get the names."

However, the Nader group learned that the SEC had a
name-access program for this ownership file, and asked to
have a list compiled of each Congressman and candidate for
Congress in 1972. At first, the SEC hesitated, on the ground
that it might be an invasion of privacy. It could lead to use
of their files for commercial mailings, political solicitations,
etc. However, the Nader group persuaded the SEC to sup-
ply the list, and it aided the Nader Congress res. arch
greatly.

On the other hand, the Nader associates cited several ex-
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ail4iles where files had been computerized, but the absence of
a software program to produce the desired information pre-
vented them from obtaining the data they needed. In one case,
litigants in a damage suit against the manufacturer of a heli-
copter, suing after an air crash, wanted the maintenance back-
ground records for a particular ball bearing believed to have
been defective, or defectively maintained. The Air Force
keeps a computer log of these maintenance records, but its re-
trieval prograrr is only for major parts, not minor ones like the
ball bearing. The Air Force could print out all of the "non-
major items," but this would provide a print-out 300 sheets
long. The issue was whether the Air Force would reprogram
their computer system. When asked, they replie that the com-
puter was busy twenty-fours hours a day, seven days a week.
Any free time that developed was needed for system repair.
Even if there was time available, the cost of reprogramming
was estimated at several thousand dollars. *

Another example involved meat-inspection reports and
pesticide data. The Center for Responsive Law won the right
to inspect these at the Agriculture Department. Some of these
data were computerized, but when the Center wanted infor-
mation on a statewide basis, it was told that it woul3 require
costly reprogramming which, Mr. Wellford observed, was
"beyond our ability to pay."

The Nader group experience underscores the fact that
more information of the kiad sought by public-interest groups
!s potentially available in the computerized files than had
been provided in manual records. But where the agency has
not provided software programming to extract what these
groups want, it is not yet clear under interpretations of the
Freedom of Information Act whether a demand can be made
that such expensive reprogramming, often interfering with
vital computer services, can be required of the government. If
so, who must pi. for it?

Among the consumer representatives, a typical statement
of consumer outlook came from Benjamin Kass, a lawyer for
consumer interests and formerly a staff member of two Con-
' A computer expert has said that a tape file copy could h.we been produced
and the desired information retrieved on another system for perhaps $1000.
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gressional committees that specialized in supervising goyern-
ment information policies. Mr. Kass observed:

Whenever my consumer groups or people have ever
needed information, we put in a request and get back vol-
umes of microfiche or print-out copies. I don't think com-
puterized information presents a unique problem. If some
bureaucrat doesn't want to give information that should be
public, it doesn't matter what the nature of the information
iswhether it is computerized or not. Generally, it is eas-
ier to get information if it is computerized because it is
harder to give C information and deny it to A or B. It all
boils down to the attitude of the agency bureaucrats. If
they don't want to give it out, that's what counts.33

Further confirmation that computerized information is
often useful but that groups have to fight to get it came from
two leaders of women's rights activities. Myra Barrer, of
Women Today, related that she had been trying for some time
to get access to computer print-out sheets showing the number
of women employed in each federal agency at each grade
level, at what salary, etc. She pressed for access at the individ-
ual agencies, and often got it, "after haggling," but what she
really wanted was the collection of agency computer print-out
sheets kept by the Civil Service Commission and bound in
one volume titled, Women in Government. According to Ms.
Barrer, this book is "long past due." In terms of its usefulness
once it is "pried out of the agency," she commented, "the
computer print-outs have the advantage of being a lot easier to
use for comparing year-to-year figures. Each agency in the
print-out lists the supergrades and the women's names for
various years. All the information is in one place." 34

A similar appTaisal of the value of computerized data came
from Ko Kimbel of the Women's Training and Resource Cor-
poration, in Portland, Maine. The Corporation applied for a
loan from the Small Business Administration but encountered
"all kinds of snags and difficulties that we suspected were
because we were women. So we decided to find out what per-
centage of total moneys and services were given to women by
the SBA." When they contacted the Director of SBA, he said
that the information was not available. By going to Congress-
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man William Hathaway, who asked for these data from SBA,
got them, and turned them over to Ms. Kimbel, she was able to
secure a computer print-out containing a monthly breakdown
of the moneys given as loans to various businesses, and to de-
termine which of these were run by women. It turned out to
be less than half of one per cent, SBA officials said that the
print-out was not "reliable," but Ms. Kimbel noted that it
came from the Reports Management Division of SBA, which
"is regarded as a very reliable source." 35 The SBA data was
released to the press and various women's groups, and served
as highly useful ammunition with which to attack antiwomen
policies at SBA.

One response from each of two other categories of informa-
tion-seeker indicate that these groups have the same reaction
as those already discussed.

Sam Archibald, formerly Staff Director of the House Com-
mittee on Government Operations and now Washington Di-
rector of the Freedom of Information Center wrote these
comments:

It is my impression that computerized records are harder to
obtain, although easier to amass. The government collects
information in an easily retrievable form but is reluctant to
regurgitate that information because it might, just might,
contain more facts than the requester asked for or the gov-
ernment administrator wants to divulge.

There have been instances of absurd restrictions placed
on the search and retrieval of computerized government
records and of absurd search and copying charges levied by
government agencies. But I do not have at hand the details
of those records. My material, unfortunately, is not compu-
terized.36

Mr. Archibald's commentary, it seems to mt., coincides with
that of the Nader groups in emphasizing the cost factors in ob-
taining search and print-out access to large computerized data
bases.

Finally, let me quote from a letter received from James
Ridgeway, a leading investigative writer and hook author, now
an editor of Ramparts magazine: "I have had considerable
difficulty obtaining information of a nonsecurity nature from
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the federal government, but not because of any mechanical
reason, such as computers. These reasons all pertain to policy.
In certain agencies the government hinders dissemination of
information by charging for documents, some of which are
computer print-outs." 37

Following are the two major conclusions suggested by the
informaticn-seekers who responded to my inquiry:

I. The strongest agreement that computerization has im-
proved the usefulness and availability of information to be ob-
tained from executive agencies comes from Congressional
committee Counsel. The willingness of executive agencies to
furnish this without cost to legislative committees, and to
suppress arguments about searches taking too much of agency
personnel time, help to explain why the legislative Counsel
have such a generally untroubled perspective on cost and in-
convenience.

2. Among nongovernment information-seekers, compu-
terized records have often been found to be extremely useful,
providing material and services that were not previously avail-
able. The private seekers agreed with executive-agency of-
ficials that the most important issues are ones of policy (is the
information open to public inspection or not?) not of the par-
ticular form of information storage and retrieval. Antisecrecy
forces see agency officials extending secrecy-oriented ap-
proaches to the computerized files. The private information-
seekers pointed to problems of cost in certain requests for in-
formation, especially whether agencies are developing access
programs that serve public disclosure needs as well as mana-
gerial ones

IV An Analysis of the Current Situation

So far, I have reported on and summarized the replies to my
survey of information-holders and information-seekers. Now,
drawing on these materials but adding my own experiences in
studying the effects of computerization in organizations, let
me present my analysis of what has been happening, and what
it means to public access.
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First, computerization has unfolded as a process in which
organizational managers decide what they want to do with this
new technology to carry out their missions more efficiently. It
is in pursuit of this organ .1tional efficiency goal that deci-
sions have been made whet ,,'outers should be installed,
which files to automate, w ,tter services" to pursue
through software programming, what program evaluation data
or policy-planning data to seek from the computerized data
bases, and what reports should be generated to management.
Legislative, public, and judicial pressures in the past few
years have elevated the issues of privacy to the level where
they now command some executive attention in computeriza-
tion plans and procedures, and there has been some legislative
examination of the costa-justifications and cost-effectiveness for
agency automation. But virtually no attention has been paid by
the managers of organizations to the public-access issues in
their computer decisions, nor have these issues been put be-
fore the managers by the usual public-interest and legislative-
watchdog forces. No Congressional hearings have yet focused
on these matters, no Nader group has taken up this question as
its prime concern, no group of computer professionals has ac-
cepted this as an obligation of their civic and professional du-
ties, and no judicial rulings have dealt with the issues of
access presented by computerization. In short, the major deci-
sions about the use of computer technology, in terms of whose
interests are to be served by the development of this powerful
new tool, have been entirely in the hands of executive-agency
officials.

Second, even though the reports of agency officials and the
?xperiences of many information-seekers indicate that there
have been some increases in availability and usefulness of in-
formation as a result of computerization, these have been basi-
cally serendipitous effects. That is, they have been fall-outs
fron better control and utilization of information. To the ex-
tent that these techniques, designed to help agencies use in-
formation for their own purposes, have helped information-
seekers, it has not been because the agencies have set out to
provide better services to the press, scholars, public-interest
groups, or government critics. This point needs to be under-
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stood, not because it brands the officials of agencies as deliber-
ate culprits but because it indicates that the forces seeking to
improve the public's access to information have not begun to
appreciate what computer technology might dowith the
proper inputs to agency computerization plans and proce-
duresif public-interest spokesmen had some say in how the
public's money is spent on this costly technology.

Third, this failure to realize what is at stake, to force the
developmer of new laws, procedures, and institutions to
bring pubIL-interest groups into the computerization process,
to insure better public access io government data, has taken
place at a distressingly critical time in the expansion of com-
puter technology in government. In the late 1960s and early
1970s, third-generation computer systems have been installed
in the major government agencies and departments. Basic de-
cisions about the architecture of the systems have been made,
money has been allotted for the vital software programming
that will control how the files are used, new networks for in-
formation exchange and dissemination have been created, and
the technical priesthood to manage these systems has been as-
sembled and invested with important authority to control the
machines. While computerization is basically an ongoing pro-
cess, and many things can be done to modify or alter the sys-
tems, it is very difficult, very costly, and very disruptive of or-
ganizational functions to attempt major changes once they
have been designed and programmed in a particular way.

Furthermore, developments in computer technology un-
folding in the 1970s threatens to make the problem more
acute. For example, the proliferation of mini-computers meaps
that government agencies will be able to place many "small"
files of information on relatively inexpensive machines. This
will make it harder to keep track of where information is
stored and how it is used.

In the first fifteen years of computerization in government,
I do not believe the record reveals a significant lessening of
public access to government information as a result of automa-
tion. What it does reveal is a case of lost opportunities and of
potentially greed danger in the future. We have not appreci-
ated how to bring public participation into the computeriza-
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tion decisions, and we have failed to develop the standards
and procedures that will prevent computerization from upset-
ting the desired balances between public access and govern-
ment secrecy.

V Recommendations for Action

I see four main objectives for public-access spokesmen in the
effort to bring .omputer technology under greater public con-
trol:

1. Create a public right to effective participation in the
decisions of gover ment agencies regarding computerization.
It is also necessa.., tv develop the groups, institutions, and
procedures that are able to take advantage of this right and to
provide the financial support needed.

2. Legislate a right of access by the individual to records
kept about him in government agencies. This right would
cover all but a small group of government files. It would in-
clude provisions for giving citizens an easily obtainable guide
to the individually identified records kept by government
agencies. There would also be a right to challenge the con-
tinued retention of inaccurate, incc )lete, or misleading in-
formation. These rights are essential if the right of 'he public
to know what government is doing extends beyond access only
by representative groups. It must also be secured for millions
of individuals who have lost confidence that governmcnt agen-
cies--in social services, taxation, health, law enforcement,
etc.always collect proper and accurate information. For
these citizens, only a direct and personal right of inspection in
their own record will satisfy the access principle in an age of
large-scale data banks."

3. Identify and develop techniques to make computer sys-
tems help the cause of public information as well as agency
operations, such as requiring publicly available indexes to file
content and software programs, instituting requirements to de-
velop the software necessary to produce information that is in
a data base but is not retrievable, and requiring audit-trails
that record the uses made of information in files. Again, pro-
viding the funds to finance such operat ions is critical.

4. Pay attention to the effect of antisecrecy actions on the
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rights of personal privacy of persons and groups about whom
there is sensitive information in files. Develop the excet)tions
and special procedures that will not make these civil-liberty
interests the victim of the need for public disclosure. Protec-
tion of the government's need for temporary privacy for its
decision-making processes should be incorporated in the new
policies and procedures.

I am sure it will take a great many legislative hearings, or-
ganizational conferences, scholarly studies, and public debates
before all the elements of such a program will be properly
defined and put into law and practice. But long journeys do
have to begin somewhere, and in this spirit of a beginning, let
me cite some of the steps we might take.

First, we dare not let the current process of revising the
Freedom of Information Act,be concluded without getting the
issue of computerization and access on the Congressional
agenda. Hearings should be held, perhaps by adding this topic
to the series on "Federal Use and Development of Advanced
Information Technology" which have been initiated by th,-2
House Foreign Operations and Government Information Sub-
committee.39 The basic measure that should emerge from such
hearings is statutory language doing two things. The first is to
create a duty in executive agencies to give specific consider-
ation to the improvement of public access in their plans for
and operations of automatic data processing (ADP), with a re-
view of the adequacy of their compliance vested in a legisla-
tive committee or legislatively responsible agency or commis-
sion.

An excellent model for this provision can be found in a bill
sponsored by Senator Lee Metcalf, S. 770, to establish an In-
tergovernmental Office of Consumers' Counsel. One purpose
of the Metcalf bill is "to improve methods for obtaining and
disseminating information with respect to the operations of
regulated companies of interest to the Federal Government
and other consumers. . ." To make sure that this purpose is
served, the Metcalf bill provides:

Sec. 301 Automatic Data Processing
(a) Federal agencies are hereby authorized and directed to
make full use of automatic data processing in preparing the
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vacy, and public access means creating working groups of per-
sons with legal, technolejical, and social-science skills, to
provide the Wend of expertise needed to examine the
computerization proposals of executive agencies and to in-
spect their actual operations. While there have been some
still-born early effortslike the attempt by Ralph Nader to
enlist volunteers from the Washington area Association for
Computing Machinery in projects to use computer resources
to get consumer information directly to shoppers, and to dis-
tribute consumer-agency violation data on business establish-
ments directly to buyersthese have been few and have not
had much of an influence. There are many gio ips that could
be enlisted, if the proper organizational format iond funding
could be supplied. For example, a public interest group of
lawyers, computer specialists, social scientists, and journalists
could be set up to work on "Computers and Democratic Gov-
ernment." Or the American Civil Liberties Union's new Sur-
veillance Project in Washington, D.C., might undertake this
operation, drawing on the necessary specialists. A group like
Common Cause or the Freedom of Information Center might
be the catalyst and organizer.

Again, there exists precedent to draw on for this idea. The
Federal Power Commission, in April 1972, issued a notice that
it proposed to create a "Fully Automated Computer Regula-
tory Information System," as an aid in the FPC's basic respon-
sibilities under the Federal Power Act. The general plan for
the system was described, in considerable detail, and inter-
ested parties were apprised of their opportunity to appear and
comment on the proposed system. The proposal h.., not yet
been implemented, and various parties have filed letters, briefs,
and comments with the FPC. When I examined the docket en-
tries indicating who had filed such comments, I found a
long parade of power companies, oil companies, and state
public-service commissions, but no public-interest laws firms,
spokesmen for the press, or other guardian groups for public
access. This suggests that the excellent procedure that the
FPC is following will not do much for public access (or for
privacy) if there are no organizat'ons, financially and techni-
cally capable, ready to speak for these values,'"
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VI A Concluding Note

Thomas Jefferson, the leading apostle of a free press and open
government, was also a devoted enthusiast of science and
technology. While he was drafting the First Amendment, com-
posing Virginia's statute on religious liberty, and fighting
Chief Justice John Marshall's use of judicial power to enhance
the rights of property holders, Jefferson was also involved in
what eighteenth-century writers called "useful invention," the
application of science to liberate mankind from enslavement
to nature and endless physical labor. He mastered architecture
and designed and built Monticello. He invented what he
called the "polygraph," an instrument that attached one pen to
another, so that a written copy could be made automatically by
a person when writing a letter or document. For Jefferson,
science was not an enemy of liberty; it was an ally, and even
though he had read deeply about the uses of science to de-
velop new instruments of warfare, he rested his faith in the
belief that the rational spirit, in science as well as in republi-
can government, offered man his best chance for progress.

We need the Jeffersonian spirit today, more than ever.
Technology has grown increasingly powerful, and the strug-
gle over who will control and use it more intense. Were a Jef-
ferson to return to the United States today, I believe he would
be fascinated by computers, by the way that automation of
clerical functions had replaced armies of petty clerks and
minor officialdom. Bet after his wonder had subsided, he
would ask: For whose benefit are these new tools being used?
Who controls them? Are they on the side of civil liberty or of
arbitrary authority? We owe it to the Jeffersonian heritage to
develop the necessary technical information and skills to be
able to monitor this new technology, within the tradition of
open government and protection of personal privacy that Jef-
ferson would have insisted upon for the preservation of a free
society. The skilled and persuasive advocates for the values of
computers for organizational goals have, so far, enjoyed a mo-
nopoly of serious discussion. It is time that those concerned
with access to data, by the individual and by representatives of
an informed public, also )e heardin the kind of adversary
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process from which wise public policies have traditionally
emerged.

VII Discussion

DR. WIESNER: Does modern technology make legitimate and
illegitimate access to information more !ficult to control? On
the one hand, we are obviously concerned about privacy, the
rights of the individual; and on the other, computers and
modern communication techniques can increase the difficulty
of monitoring the performance of government and discovering
the data government has. The use of modern technology does
not automatically guarantee access to information.

The legitimate and illegitimate use of modern technology
does endanger the rights of the citizens in many ways. Proba-
bly the greatest danger comes from the opportunity for ac-
cumulation, centralization, and processing of information. We
have the acquisition of data by the Army on people who attend
war-protest meetings. This was followed by an attempt to
check this data against files on credit ratings. Then there are
computer personality profiles, designed for experimental pur-
poses, but used to make predictions about social or criminal
behavior patterns of citizens.

It is a Kafkaesque use of technology, not only information
technology but a variety of other scientific pursuits, all of
which seem to me to be used to frighten and intimidate the
people. One can't be sure the results will always be so unim-
pressive or that the people using new technologies will re-
main incompetent. We do need, I think, a stronger guarantee
against misuse of these burgeoning .ulmologies. It is very
clear that the power of the computer to accumulate data and to
model hypothetical situations is going to grow as is our ability
to coordinate information from all over the world. One of the
things that people keep hoping is that there are technical solu-
tions to these problems, and in fact there probably are some
technical aids. For example, I think you could prow am com-
puter memories to fade, if you wanted to, in six months or one
year or ten years, the way human memories fade. You could
program computers not to accept certain kinds of data. One
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can dream of a whole variety of technical safeguards that one
can build into the system, but it seems to me that anything that
a designer could put into such a system could be overcome IA
somebody in a position of authority, who could give instruc-
tions to circumvent the devices. It seems unlikely that societ
is. going to get protection from the technicians. It may get
some help, but by and large I view this as a social and legal
problem and it has got to be faced.

MR. KRONFELD: Under the Administrative Procedure Act,
regulations which an agency intends to make which affect the
public have to be published in the Federal Register, with a
thirty-day period for public comment, and the comment must
be taken into consideration prior to drafting the final regula-
tion.

I wonder if that vehicle might be used to get public feed-
back on decisions to go to data processing.

MR. PLESSER: The Freedom of Information Act guarantees
access to certain Securities and Exchange Commission forms
filed pursuant to rule 16B of the SEC. The computer makes it
easier to use these forms. The SEC made a decision that they
would allow us to use the easier access. That was great. But I
am not sure that that is a principle created in the law. You
might have access to information, but do you have a right to
use a computer for easier access? That question has to be dealt
with.

But the computer can also make it harder. You can walk
into the Department of Agriculture, walk up to the file room,
and look at whatever you want. What happens when they start
to computerize those records, reduce them to magnetic tapes,
and put them in the data bank? There is no question that the
information is public information, but who has the burden of
paying the computer time? Who has the burden of paying for
running that computer to get that information out?

MR. SCHWARTZ: 1 want to emphasize my own personal ap-
preciation for the bi oader approach of Dr. Wiesner and Profes-
sor Westin. It is vital to realize, as Dr. Wiesner so well pointed
out, that the problem we are concerned with, executive gov-
ernmental secrecy, is really part of a much broader problem
the problem of how the law and government institutions will
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cope with the kind of society we are going into. For the first
time in our history, we are finding a pmblem, a crisis, con-
fronting the society, a domestic crisis which the legal mind
and legal techniques and attitudes may not be sufficient to
resolve. If you go back over our history, what were the great
crises before? Setting up the nation, tearing apart the nation in
the Civil War, expansion of the society and the economy. We
were able to frame all these in legal terms, but now we are
confronted .with a new technology in a postindustrial society.
For the first time, perhaps, we are confronted with the possi-
bility of an awesome reality.

If we try to deal with this problem in purely legal terms as
we are wont to do, I worvkl if it would be adequate. The legal
mind, with all its advantages, is a very narrow mind. It empha-
sizes techniques and technicalities. It is restricted in its rea-
soning and response. How is the individual to remain an indi-
vidual in this new kind of society? We ought to start asking the
questions. We ought to start combining law, technology, the
legal mind, the political scientist, and others, or the brave new
world that we are going into will surely turn into 1984.

MR. WESTIN: Before we allow agencies automatically to
computerize the information they held previously, and be-
come national holders or regional holders of such information,
we need to ask whether we don't want instead some indepen-
dent holders. A good example is the FBI's National Crime In-
formation Center.

In 1971 Attorney General John Mitchell made the dcci-
sion to give management of the National Crime Information
Center to the FBI. He rejected two alternate proposals to let it
be run either by an independent agency under LEAA or the
Justice Department directly or by state law-enforcement of-
ficials. We have allowed a line investigative agency, the FBI,
to manage this system. It should not be in a line agency, but an-in-
dependent agency, without prosecutors or investigators or a
probation function, so we are assured that the computer is not
abused.

DR. WIESNER: One of the things, that has become evident
in the last decade is that we pass laws to control things we
don't understand, and then we get into trouble of all kinds.
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This has been true in the environmental field and in a number
of other fields. We have sometimes confused the goals and the
processthe goals are clear but the process may not exist. We
pass the laws nonetheless, and then hope that either tech-
nologists or lawyers or political scientists or educators will in-
vent the process. Much of our current turmoil is a consequence
of thz- gap between the goals we continue to articulate and our
inability to develop the process to achieve them. In many in-
stances, the time to develop the processes is longer than the
.orne we are willing to allow. We don't understand these things
and we become very impatient.

So I see the need for public-interest groups to study and
understand the many problems that arise from the interaction
of society and technology.

MR. STONE: I wanted to raise the "measure counter-
measure game" in the secrecy area.

The FBI invented the tosh cover a few years ago. They go
around and pick up the trash of people they have under sur-
veillance. This probably led to the paper shredder.

Similarly, the government can subpoena telephone records
to find out whom you talk 1,o. This has led to the "sterile"
phone number. It leaves no record of calls made to it. Howard
Hunt wanted one.

Since telephone records can be subpoenaed, people can be
kept under surveillance even without tapping their tele-
phones. By subpoenaing records to find out how often one per-
son called another, you can make a map of wl o knows whom.
I don't know how long these records are kept, but it seems to
me they pose a real threat. If someone starts following me
around, checking on whom I have talked to each day, even if
they don't hear the conversations, they could learn a lot about
me. Would I have a remedy against that?

MR. GOODELL: This is often wed in criminal investiga-
tions.

MR. STONE: 1 met an old lady who had been called on by
the FBI agents. They didn't even know who she was, but they
knew she had alked to somebody else in whom they were in-
terested. Some restraint should be put on this process of
mapping out personal relationships.
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MR. SCHWARTZ: This is one of the most important inves-
tigative techniques. It is used not only by the FBI, but by in-
vestigators on the Hill. You can use telephone calls to break
very important cases.

MR. SHATTUCK: There is a new federal statute, the Bank Se-
crecy Act, which equires banks to photocopy all bank
checks on microfilm and keep them for five years. The bank
ri!cords of an individual are even more revealing than tele-
phone records. It has not been sufficiently emphasized that the
investigative tools of the government are greatly enhanced by
the technology of record-keeping.

MR. CALLEN: The fight against crime is going to provide
the major push that will bring technology to bear on individual
privacy. There is a tremendous desire to stop crime; technol-
ogy is being studied extensively as a tool in that fight. It is dif-
ficult for one foot patrolman to walk the streets and cover ev-
erything. There are studies around the country to have
scanning television cameras up and down the street. One man
can sit in an office and look at a whole bank of television cam-
eras and follow everything that goes on for a number of blocks.
The time may well come where it will be impossible to walk
the streets Nithout having somebody sitting in a police station
watching you as you walk along, perhaps recording you on
video tape. A parabolic microphone could be aimed to pick up
what you say to somebody as you walk down the street. As
another example, remote, Doppler-shift sonic lie detectors are
now being developed. They sense the breathing rate of subjects
without their knowing that they're taking lie-detector tests. All
those things will be used as weapons against crime, hit they
are also threats to the privacy of the individual.
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APPENDIX 6.ADDITIONAL RESPONSES TO SUBCOMMITTEE QUESTIONS

Eric\

JUN 2 1 1989

UNITED STATEN' DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
National Technical Information Service
UN Port Roy& Road
Springfield, Virginia 22181
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

Honorable Robert E. Wise
Chairman, Government Information, Justice

and Agriculture Subcommittee
Committee on Government Operations
B-349-C Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

As you requested, enclosed are my answers to your questions
regarding my testimony as well as the corrected transcript of
the testimony at the May 23rd hearing on federal information
dissemination policies and practices. Thank you for the
opportunity to express the views of NT1S on these important

matters.

Sincerely,

osep E. Clark, Ph.D.
Deputy Director

Enclosures

(816)
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QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY MR. WISE

HEARING ON FEDERAL INFORMATION DISSEMINATION
POLICIES AND PRACTICES

NATIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE

OUESTIOU:

At the hearing, there was a discussion of an OMB inventory of
information products that NTIS disseminates on floppy disk at
a price of $75.

a. You testified that the preparation by NTIS of
this information for sale was expensive. Please
indicate in detail what NTIS did to prepare this
information for publication? If possible, please
indicate the approximate costs for the NTIS
preparations.

b. Why did NTIS decide to publish this inventory?

c. Why didn't NTIS require the originating agency
to prepare the inventory for publication or to pay the
costs?

ANSIIER :

a. Essentially, each originating agency prepared its portion
of the inventory and submitted the inventory in paper format
to OMB, who provided it to us. The NTIS preparations ensured
consistency in the submissions and required keying the
requisite information to create the database for the
inventory on a mainframe computer. The inventory was then
downloaded from the mainframe onto a floppy disk. The
approximate cost for these preparations was $75,000.

b. NTIS decided to assist OMB in making this inventory
available to the user community because of the usefulness of
the information contained in the inventory and in hopes that
sales of the diskette product would defray the costs.
Further, NTIS viewed coordinating with source agencies as a
means of making valuable contacts and expanding NTIS'
acquisition of other important Federal information.

c. As stated in the answer to 1.a., each originating agency
prepared its portion of the inventory. NTIS assumed the role
of integrating the information for the reasons expressed in
the paragraph 1.b.

1
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0111.111.01:

NTIS is distributing software for the National Library of
Medicine's MEDLARS system.

a. What is the price for the software?

b. How much did it cost NTIS to prepare the
software for publication and to distribute it? Please
be as specific as possible in identifying the nature and
amount of the costs.

c. Is NLM covering any of the costs of publication
or distribution?

ANS3E11:

a. GRATEFUL MED should be regarded as an online searching
tool, the cost for which is included in NLM's online access
charges. The GRATEFUL MED purchase price ($29.95) covers the
initial production costs. The subsequent costs of version
updates are included in NLM regular online access charges.
GRATEFUL MED currently accounts for approximately 30% of
computer and communication consumption thereby easily
generating appropriate revenues to cover the $600,000 annual
GRATEFUL MED production costs.

b. The software was developed and paid for by the National
Library of Medicine (NLM). NTIS pays for the printing of the
user guide, diskette duplication, and distribution costs.

Costs for Grateful Med in FY 1989 are as follows:

Printing costs for user guide - binders
slipcases and text for 5,000 new packages
and 13,000 update packages

Duplication costs for approximately
77,400 disks

Shipping Costs
Order Processing Costs
Ovezhead Costs

Total Costs

$256,000

73,000
39,000
54,000
42.000

$464,000

c. Yes, NLM reimburses NTIS for all costs associated with the
publication and distrib,..tim of the free updates to prior
purchasers of Grateful Med. NTIS is also reimbursed for any
shortfall of funds which resu't from the sales of new
versions.

2
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QUESTIati :

What plans does NTIS have fcr planL. r.,viernization? Did
recent legislation provide adequate authority and funds to
support modernization or is additional authority still
required?

NTIS has prepared an amendment to the FY 1990 Budget to
utilize net revenues for specific modernization efforts.
This amendment is currently under review within the
Administration.

The Department's Office of General Counsel has informed NTIS
that the language of the NTIS Act of 1988 does provide
sufficient legal authority to retain net revenues for
modernization.

OUESTION:

How do NTIS prices compare with prices charged by the
Government Printing Office?

asatra :

NTIS prices generally are higher than the prices charged by
the Government Printing Office (GPO).

The rearon that RTIS prices are higher is primarily because
NTIS is not able to generate the economies of scale in the
printin and sale of the information contained in the NTIS
collection. In comparison, GPO is abl.e to generate economies
of scale by selecting primarily publications with high sales
potential and then overriding the print run at a relatively
low unit cost per copy.

More specifically, over 50% of NTIS orders for documents in
paper copy are for documents whose shelf stock is exhausted.
Fulfilling these orders requires that the documents be
reprinted from microfiche archive copies through "blow-back"
to paper copy. NTIS documents usually sell 5-10 copies per
title.

Further, NTIS permanently archives material received from
source agencies and does not turn away material from source
clients on criteria having to do with t3ales potential.

3
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MEET= :

Consider the following hypothetical situation: Suppose that
the direct costs of reproducing and mailing information on a
floppy disk are five dollars. If an agency makes the disk
available under the Freedom of Information Act, the charge to
the public would be five dollars. If the agency distribut3s
the disk through NTIS, the charge might be as much as $75.

Given these figures, should the Congress
encou. ie or discourage agencies from using NTIS
distrioution facilities?

b. Could NTIS establish a separate distribution
unit for popular information products with the express
purose of providing products at the lowest possible
cost to consumers? In order to accomplish this, the
unft would not contribute to the losses incurred for
other NTIS products. Are there practical or legal
barriers to implementing this idea?

Atiamit

a. Congress should encourage agercies to use NTIS because of
its permanent archive, efforts to keep prices low, announce-
ment to a worldwide audience, assistance in improving product
accessibility, and reliability in being the central source
for scientific and technical information. More specifically:

o NTIS will permanently archive the item which the agency
provides and make it available to the agency and ary
other users for years to come. It will never go "out-
of-print" or become unavailable.

o The price of the item will always be kept as low as
possible so that the maximum number of people will be
able to afford the item.

o The item will be announced worldwide to a larger
audience than the agency alone would probably ever
reach. If the item seems to be of special importance,
NTIS will undertake special promotion efforts.

o NTIS will assist agency personnel to improve the product
and its packaging so that it will be more attractive to
more users.

o NTIS services will improve access to the item, not only
through worldwide announcement, but also through
convenient ordering and payment arrangements such as
credit cards and by automatically notifying the
purchaser of updates to the item should they be made by
the source agency.

4
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o The user community can rely on NTIS as the single source
for Government information if all Federal agencies
register their information products with NTIS.

o The source agency gains the benefit of being relieved of
a substantial administrative burden.

b. There are no legal barriers to implementing such an idea.
In fact, NTIS already achieves the benefits of suCh a
distribution unit by evaluating the sales potential of
various computer products, with input and/or support from the
source egency, and, when appropriate, establishing lower
prices for selected products. Some of NTIS'
computer products are the following:

specially priced

Grateful Med $29.95
Regional Information System

for African Aquaculturo 815.00
Toxicology Information Program (TIP) 815.00
State Energy Data System 835.00
CHEMLEARN 825.00
TOXLEARN 825.00

NTIS belie/es that considering each acquisition for lower
pricing on its merits has advantages over utilizing a special
distribution unit. Practically speaking, the user community
would likely perceive that the remaining products sold
outside the unit were priced too high, leading to declining
sales for these products.

DUESTION:

A re,:ent promotional announcement for the NTIS Foreign
Technology Abstract Newsletter (dated January 1989) listed
NTIS's "exclusive" sources of foreign technology news.
Listed among the exclusive sources were the U.S. Embassy
Science and Technology Counselor, the Office of Naval
Research Specialists, the Foreign Broadcast Information
Service, reports from U.S. scientists and scholars
participating in overseas exchange programs and study tours,
and "the NTIS worldwide network of official and quasi-
official government scientific and technical information."

a. What is the nature and scope: of NTIS's
exclusive distribution agreements for each of these
sources? Would or could NTIS take legal action to
prevent others from selling the same information
products in the United States?

b. Does NTIS distribute all publications issued by
the sources listed in the January announcement? Does

5
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the use of the term "exclusive" sugge-t that all
publications are available from NTIS?

c. What are the terms under which NTIS serves as
exclusive distributor of quasi-governmental sources such
as the *ternational Labor Organization, International
Atomic L.ergy Agency, and International
Telecommunication Union? Why did NTIS seek exclusive
distribution rights? Do the agreements between these
organizations and NTIS supplant private sector
distribution channels for these publications?

d. To what extent do these exclusive distribution
arrangements generate net revenues that contribute to
NTIS overhead and losses? Do the agreements result in
higher prices to the public than would otherwise be
charged by another distribution mechanism?

BILINER:

a. The word "exclusive" was used by the ad copy writer in the
sense that only NTIS is currently making some of these
previously untapped sources of information available to the
public. There are no restrictions on others using the same
materials on a commercial basis, and NTIS would not take
legal action to prevent others from selling the same
information in the United States.

b. NTIS generally does not distribute the material which is
used to prepare the news articles in the Foreign Technology
Abstract Newsletter. NTIS does offer to put newsletter
readers who need additional information in contact with the
sources of that information. NTIS does offer for sale most
of the foreign publications cited by the abstracts section of
the newsletter. These foreign publications come to NTIS
through its normal acquisitions and are offered on a non-
exclusive basis.

c. As stated above, NTIS does not have exclusive arrangements
with these sources; and, therefore, NTIS distribution does
not supplant private sector distribution channels for
publications of quasi-governmental sources.

d. As answered above, NTIS does not enter into such exclusive
arrangements.

6
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[ 4.411 New York ththersity.
A Mem, wilvereity in the pew metier

Division of Marla. New York Univenity Press. Univenity Archives
Elmer Rohm Bast Library
Office of the Dean

70 Washington Square South
New York. N.Y. 10012
Telephone: (212) 9911-2445

July 24, 1989

The Honorable Robert E. Wise
Chair, Government Information, Justice

and Agriculture Subcommittee
B-349-C Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Wise:

Enclosed are my responses to the supplemental questions you
attached to the transcript of my testimony cd May 23 on behalf of
the American Library Association om Federal Information
Dissemination Policies and Practices. As I mentioned in my note
forwarding the corrected transcript, the queations required
additional time for repearch and response.

At the American Library T'tsociation recent meeting in Dallas,
Texas, I conferred with many of my colleagues more familiar with
several of the complex issues you raised in your questions. I also

co:Tiled extensive documentation to supplement my rerarks.

I trust you will contact me should you require additional
information or discussion. Thank you again for affording us the
oppori:unity to present our views to your Subcommittee. I wish you

the very best !_n future consideration of these issues.

attachments
/nk

nE 47

Sincerely,

A;Ifltt,/
473/1( ft,t,

,

Nancy 0/. Xranich
Director, Public and
Administrative Services

828
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STATEMENT OF
NANCY C. KRANICH
ON BEHALF OF

THE AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT INFORMATION, JUSTICE AND AGRICULTURE

ON
FEDERAL INFORMATICN DISSEMINATION POLICIES AND PRACTICES

MAY 23, 1989

tiditional Questions for Nancy Kranich

1) In your testimony, you referred to the depository library
program as a "safety net for public access". Are there any formal
studies showing the extent to which federal documents in depository
libraries are used or the categories of individuals who use the
docunents?

Users of Acelemic and Public GPO De sito Libraries, a recent
study of the use and users of depository 1 braries, was released in
the r-ring of 1989 by the Government Printing Office. Authors
Charles McClure and Peter Hernon surveyed depositories and
estimated that a minimum of 167,000 people uae Government
depository materials each week in academic and public libraries. A
breakdown of demographic characteristics of survey respondents by
gender, education, and occupational status is included. Numerous
other studies are cited and the findings compared.

In addition to independent studies, the Government Printing Office
administers its own questionnaire called the Biennial Survey. The
results of the Biennial report on the condition of depository
libraries provide a profile for the GPO of the rogram's status and
of meaningful statistics about services.

2) I would like to get a better idea of extent to which federal
publications fail to reach depository libraries.

a) Can you provide any estimate of the number or percentage of
fugitive documents that are printed by agencies but that are not
sent to depository libraries?

Estimates about the number of fugitive docilments vary from 10% to
40%; knowledgeable documents librarians put the number around 30%.
It is aifficult to provide an exact percentage because many items
are erratic in receipt, others were discontinued or privatized,
some failed to enter the depository system, others were delayed in
conversion to microfiche, or agencies delayed publication. Many of
the ptiblications not getting into the program are printLd or
procured by Government agency field operations. Agencies are
required to provide two copies of pUblications not printed through
GPO to the Superintendent of Documents for listing in the Monthly
Catalog of U.S. Government Publications. If GPO has not received
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paper copies of these publications, it will produce microfiche
copies of them for the depository libraries. It has been difficult
during the past two years to determine how successful this program
has been due to the backlog in microfiching production at GPO which
resulted when the contractor failed to deliver a satisfactory
product and then subaequently defaulted.

b) Please provide specific examples of federal documents that
were published but not made available to depository libraries.

Many of the missing publicatione are those that are now published
on floppy disk or compact disk, such as those published by the
Naticaal Science Foundation and the U.S. Geological Survey. Others
have been absoebed into electronic bulletin bo.. . Is, such an the
Department of Comnerce Economic Bulletin Board. In some
cases, agencies are not printing paper copies of time-sensitive
publications, such as news releases and current statistical
analyses. Other publications are produced under various types of
contracts with the private sector. Some agencies, such as the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EBOC), provide oopies of
their decisions and certain staff support to a company in return
for copies of an index. Recently, EEOC has claimed that this is a
private publicatica and not subject to depository distribution,
although EEOC sends FOIA requestors to this company.

By their nature, alitive documents are difficult to identify.
However, GPO is work:ng with librarians to document the status of
publications not dist:7ibuted through the depository library
program (see attacted "Whatever Happened Tow??? for exanples).
Somn recant iournal articles written by librarians have tracked the
status of items that failed to enter the DLP (see attached article
by Sears and Leldis which includes extensive appendices listing
reports and a bibliography prepared in March 1989 by Cynthia Bower
listing fugitive publications).

c) What formal actions have been taken by the ALA or by
depository librarians themselves to convince agencies to make
fugitive publications available to depository libraries? Please
cite as many specific instances as poesible.

The American Library Association's Government Documents Round Table
(GODORT) has taken a number of formal steps tc encourage goverment
agencies to fulfill the 1962 Depository Act, which for the first
time, required agencies to provide non-depository poblications to
depository libraeles. GODORT has set up a Census Advisory
Committee, has participated in the Cartographic Advisory Conuitteer
and has established an "adopc an agency program", where librarian
volunteers work with agency officials to educate them about the
depository library program. ALA members have spoken to groupe that
represent agency publishers and public affairs officers, such as
the Federal Publishers Ccmmittee. In addition, ALA representatives
have testified at numercx.; public hearings held by agencies, such
as the Environmental PrItection Agency and the Department of
Energy. ALA has also distributed copies of its brochure describing
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the depository library program 1.* members of Congress and to

agencies. On the national, state, and local levels, seVeral GcaDRT
groups have invited agency publishers to eueak at their conventions

and oth, meetings.

ALA members, along with members of other major library
organizations, have participated in the Depository Library Council
to the Public Printer (see attached examples of depository library
council recommendations and GPO responses), the Patent Depoeitory
Library Association, the Ad Hoc Committee on Depository Library
Access to Automated Data Bases (Joint Committee on Printing), the
Census State Center Program and other advisory committees.
Depository librarians and other ALA nembers advise, on a regular
basis, the Governmenv Printing Office, the Joint Committee on
Printing, the Appropriations Committees, and government agencies
of documents not in the system. Some librarians have printed up
forms, citing title 44, section 1903, that ask agencies to provide
copiee to the depository library program. Many librarians also
contact agencies directly (...1 a regular bas',.

As a result of these efforts large bodies of government
publications have been brought into the system, such as all
Congressional committee prints, some 14,000 Department of Energy
technical reports, all of the General Accounting Office
publications, contract reports of the Office of Technology
Assessment, technical reports of NASA, maps from the U.S.
Geological Survey, Federal Emergency Management Agency, Defense
Mapping Agency, National Ocean Survey, Agriculture Department and
other agencies.

d) Is the ALA satisfied with the management of the depository
library program by the Government Printing Office. Is the ALA
satisfied with oversight of the depository library program?

The Government Printing Office has managed the depository library
program for almost a hundred years. Over the years, ALA has
directed its commendations and concerns to GPO and its
Congressional oversight committees, the House and Senate
Legislative Appropriations Conmdttees, and the Joint Committee on
Printing, through rek.-4utions such as the two attached examples on
the GPO ndcrofiche convernion program and the paper distribution of
the Conrg_onacord. Both Congress and GPO generally have
been supportive of the Depository Library Program.

GPO officials regularly meet with the depository library comnunity
through its depository library council, attend all major library
association meetings, hold regular workshops for depoaitory
librarians and implement many of the suggestions for improvement
made at those meetings. GPO distributes a frequent newsletter and
inspects libraries on a regular basis.

Service effectiveness varies with the resources available and the
people running the program, just as in any other agency in the
government. Total apprepriationa for the Depository Library
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Program dropped from $23,919 in FY 1985 to $201240 in FY 1988.

When GPO has fallen down in providing service, the Joint Conedttee

on Printing has stepped in and investigated. A good example is

when the former Public Prinber decided that the depository
libraries would receive the Congressional Record only in

microfiche. The Joint Ccamittee on Printing directed the GPO to

continue to provide choice of format to the libraries. The

Committee also holds hearings and addresses problems publicly/ such

as the microfiche contracting failure. To remedy such problems,

the Joint Comittee on Printing has asked the General Accounting
Office to conduct mere than a dozen audits of GPO during the last

ten years.

e) Is there a need for statutory changes in the depository

library program? If so/ please indicate what amendments are needed

and what the amendments would accomplish?

Sandra McAninch recently represented the American Library
Association at a hearieg before the Subccemittee on Procurement and
Printing of the Committee on House Administration. In her

testimony (see ettacW3), Ms. McAninch nmde several recommendations
for statutory changes. I believe her presentation clearly
indicates what amendments are needed and what they would

accomplish.

3) Library associationa have been participants in some recent
Freedom of Information Act lawsuits. I would like to find out more

about libraries use of the FOIA.

a) Do libraries make many requests under the FOIA? Any
statistical or anecdotal information will be welcome.

Libraries have often made use of the FOIA on various occasions.
For example, the National Security Archive, has submitted extensive
requests: 2000 over the past 4 years which, the results of which
are cataloged, indexed, and made available to researchers.
Another example is the Institute of Governmental Affatas Library at
the University of California - Davis/ which has extensive FOIA
experience with the U.S. Department of Agriculture in relation to
its collection on migrant labor. Unfortunately/ many libraries
have been discouraged from using FOIA by the exclusion of certain
libraries from fee waivers. Others cannct wait so long for the

information they may need.

Individual librarians have also submitted FOIA requests to the

government. In one recent exemple, Paula Kaufman of Columbia
University filed a FOIA request about a specific FBI Library
Awareness Program visit to Columbia. Documents resulting from this

request, when cowered to documents received by other recuestors,
demonstrated inadequate responsiveness by the FBI under the MIA/
and resulted in a court order stipulating that the FBI process ov-r
3,000 additional pages related to the program and release them to

the National Security Archive.

25-914 0 - 90 - 27 832
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When I learned that the U.S. Department of Energy's Office of
Sc4entific an' Technical Information (OSTI) had restricted the
audience of their reports at certain depositories, I brought this
issue to the attention of the National Security Archive (NSA). At
my request, the NSA initiated a FOIA regNest asking for a listing
of the restricted reports. After several levels of review, the
Energy Department's Office of Hearings and Appeals determined that
baprogramming of computers, in some cams, should be considered
appropriate and necessary to the MIA search process, and resulted
in the release of a list compiled from a computerized database
through a search algorithm not normally employed by OSTI. This
decision sets excellent precedent in regard to the status of
records on computer tape; it has been referred to by the Office of
Technology Asseasment in its report Informing the Nation as the
case that "may help change the tenorturecista:e.eb(p. 219)

While libraries have made a limited number of requests under the
PDIA, they have actively assisted users in initiating agency
queries. Among the most popular documents available through
depoeitory and other libraries which is used by researchers for
this purpose are the 1977 and 1987 editions of your Subcommittee's
"A Citizen's Guide on Using the Freedom of Information Act and the
Privacy Act of 1974 to Request Government Records." Also available
are the ACLU's "Using the Freedom of Information Act: A Step-by-
Step Guide," the Fund for Open Information and Accountability's
(FOIA, Inc.) "Using the Freedom of Information Act," and other
useful manuals pdblished by a variety of groups. I have attached a
copy of a bibliographic guide on this topic produced for New York
University's library users in 1988.

b) If a POIA request is made by a library, is the request more
likely Lo be made on behalf of the library itself or on behalf of a
customer.

The request is made either way, depending on the individual, but
the library will generally catalog and maintain a copy of the
results of t'l request for public use.

c) How should a library be categorized for purposes of
assessing fees under the FOIA? Does the answer vary if a request
is submitted by a library at the request of a specific customer?

Libraries should be granted fee waivers under the FOIA. (See
attached resolution passed by the American Library Association in
January 1989.) As the Congressional sponsors of the 1986 FOIA
amendments noted, waivers are intended for any recipest not
sought solely for private, profit-making purposee, but for
dissemfMi to the pUblic. As such, nonlprofit libraries should
qualify. Even if a request is submitted by a library on behalf
of an individual user, others can also gain access to that item
once it ia added to a library's collection. Consequently, because
libraries which use the FOIA are not necessarily requeating items
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solely for individual use bet for broader public use, they should
be granted fee waivers.

4) In a 1986 report (House Report 99-560), the House Comittee on
Government Operations criticized the National Library of Medicine
for restricting access to information in the MEDLARS system, for
charging prices that were not baaed on cost, and for exercieing
copyright-like controls ovee the data.

a) Does the ALA support these information diszemination
policies of the National Library of Medicine? If not, has the ALA
ever objected to NLM's policies?

ALA recognizes that the National Library of Medicine is governed by
its own specific enabling statute, Public Law 84-941. Numerous
debates have ensued relative tu the Library's charging policy and
terms of use of the MEDLARS databaae. Studies and audits by the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, (1975), the General
Accounting Office (GAO), (1979), GAO (1962)1 OTA (1982) and the
Department of Health and Human Services (1983) have ell reaffirmed
that the NLM has produced and distributed its information prodects
and services consistent with legislative mandato. The Associaticn
believes that NLM has adequately performed its charges under its
enabling legislation.

ALA has always supported depository library accesa to all
unclassified government information of public interest or
educational value which would include NLM products. However, no
specific effort has been made by ALA to target NLM's dissemination
policies. The Medical Library Association (MLA) has monitored
NLM's policies for a number of years and you may wish to consult
with them on this topic.

b) Should GPO play a role in the electronic diseemination of
MEDLARS information?

Yes, at least to the extent that GPO would coordinate depository
library access to MEDLARS information.

5) In testimony before the Subcommittee on Procurement and
Printing, a representatiee of the Office of Technology Assessment
stated that "OTA concleded that a mendatory electronic publishing
role for GPO would conflict with the already strongly
decentralized, ccepetitive electronic publishing enviroru -nt within
the Federal agencies." Does the ALA agree with this conclusion?

Our major concern is broad public access to electronic information.
To the extent that such decentralization would make public access
more difficult and circumvent dissemination to depository
libraries, ALA would be concerned. Bibliographic and physical
access must be assured at reasonable costs. Even when computing
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services are distributed, users are best served when databases are
available through centrala-3 access points and networks. Our
experience with non-GPO imprints for print material supports
centralization. Clearly, whatever mechanism is chosen for
diseeeination, agencies must ccaply with broad public access
mandates, including the depository library program administered by
the Government Printing Office.

Currently, GPO coordinates the procurement of electronic
publishing systems for agencies, such as the Army 50S contract.
The actual contract services are provided in computers outside
GP0, thereby giving the appearance of a decentralized system.

/nk
nan444
7/21/89
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Question 2. b)

)

WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO . . ? ? ?
AIN0/10.#74189

CLASS NC).

1989-04

ITEM NO. STATUS

A 13.69/10:

C 55.2:C 73

0079-D-02

0250-E-02

D 1.2:8 29 0306

ED 1.310/2: 0466-A-03

HE 23.10: 0529-A-01

P 1.26:98A 0837-4

Pr Ex 3.10/48 39/6

sh. 6 0856-A-01

Pr Ex 3.10/4:M 28/2 0856-A-01

Pr Ex 3.10/4:W 52

b/4 0856-A-01

DATE March 17, 1989

PAGE 1 OF 1

Publications Quarterly List, October-December 1987 (P)

and April-June 1987, will not be sent to depository
libraries as the agency was not able to furnish
sufficient c;opies for distribution,

NOAA Visual Communications Standards

LPS did not receive sufficient copies of this title
to make complete distribution to all libraries and
rain checks were furnished to libraries not receiving
this publication. (mailed on shipping list 89-61)
Howaver, the agency has now informed LPS that the cost
of reprinting this issue is prohibitive and we regret
that no rain checks will be honored.

Base Realignments and Closures, A Report to the Defense
Secretary's Commission, December 1988. The agency has
informed LPS that this title will be distributed in
microfiche format instead of paper format because the
agency cannot furnish paper copies.

Fall Enrollment in Colleges and Universities

1983 edition was the last issue mailed to depository
libraries. Later issues of this title have been ordered
from the agency and will be distributed at a later date.

Human Develo merit News

The last issue 1istributed was Fall 1985. The agency
plans to contMe publishing this title but due to
budget cuts no date for delivery can be furnished.

he followin publications will not be distributed o

ar s as t e cost o re tint ne t ene tit ea is

rime S ace Available Now

.eijing Sheet 6

ainland Southeast Asia

ct Bank and Vic:oily

12
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CLASS NO.

AE I.102:F 21

ED 1.44:981

11
Y 3.Ad 9/8:ll/v,12, 1049-0

no.4

832

EVER HAPPENED TO . . . ? 9 ?

ITEM NO.

1989-05

STATUS

AN0:10.#7.4,Nn

DATE April 4, 1989

PAGE 1 OF I

0569-8-02 Our Family, Our Town

This publication will not be sent to depository

lib , the National Archives and Records Admini-
stration informed Library Services Program that this
is not a Government publication as defined by Title
44 U.S.C.

0455-A-I0 Women's Educational Equity Act Program Annual Report

Library Program Services has been informed by the
Department of Edur cion that no annual issues of
this publication were published for the years 1981,
1983, 1984. 1985, and 1986.

Y 3.8 71:12 1089

837

Intergovernmental perspectives

Library Program Services has been informed by the
U. S. Advisory Commission on intergovernmental
Relations, that volume 12, number 4, of this publica-
tion was never published.

I liave A Dream Poster

Library Program Services has determined since the
material is dated and the cost of reprinting is
proh4bitive, no rain check shortages will be made

on this publication.

13
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Question 2. b)

AN-v9-n14-8/88

WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO . . . ? ? ?

MASS 1111).

D 101.106/3:

D 301.101:

ITEM NO.

321-B-1
424-B-14

LC 30.6:In 8 815-8

S 9.10: 899

DATE July 12, 1988

PAGE OF

STATUS

Recruiter Journal
Intercom

Both of these titles were designated HI' format due to
the recommendation of the Depository Library Council.

The format must be changed back to Paper as the size of
both the Recruiter Journal, and Intercom makes them too
large to microfiche (larger than-lcx 11). Back issues

of both journals cannot be supplied.

On Shipping List 88-340-P, The Library of Congress Rule
Interpretations, First Edition, was mailed to depository

libraries with no index included. The cataloging

distribution service at the Library of Congress informed
LPS that the index will be mailed in a package with
Update F3 at a later date.

Treaties and Other International Act Series, was ceased
after the last issue dated September 1987, printing will
start again in 2 months, and will be distributed to

depositories.
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AM.

WHA EVER HAPPENED TO . . .

1988-13

CLASS NO. ITEM NO.

A 13.2:

A 77.1:984

A 93.1

A 93.41/2:3/1

A 93.41/2:3/3

AE 1.102:M 58

C 55.229/3:

C 61.12:88-06

SI I.2:P 83/700/76

0084

026-A-5

042-T-1

021-N-6

DATE July 24,.

PAGE 1 OF 1

STATUS

Agriculture Department will not be able to furnish
copies of Appraisal Report Estivating Fair Market
Rental Value of Grazing on Public Lands, Vol. 1,

Agriculture Department will mot be able to furnish
copies of Research Progress in 1984, A report of the
Agricultural Research Service.

Agriculture Department will not be able to furnish
copies of Re orts for USDA's Economic Research Service
Winter 1985 86.

Agriculture Department will not be able to furnish
copies of RDP, Rural Development Perspectives, Vol. 3,
Issue 1, October 1986.

021-0-6 Agriculture Department will not be able to furnioh
copies of RDP, Rural TN .lopment Perspectives, Vol. 3,
Issue 3, June 1987.

569-8-2 National Archives and Records Administration will not
be able to furnish copies of Microfilm Rental Program.

273-0-8 Packaged Literature Search is not being prtnted at this
time. The last issue published and distributed was
March 1986.

231-8 Overseas Business Reports will be redistrfouted when we
receive the corrected copy of the May 1988 issue.

910

3

American Colonial Portraits is not a Government
publication as defined by 44 U.S.C. This publication
will no longer be distributed.

8
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Question 2. b)
uer1-939431115 53.00 +

CURRENCY OF SELECTED U.S. FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AGENCY
ANNUAL REPORTS RECEIVED BY DEPOSITORY LIBRARIES

JEAN L. SEARS and MARGARET A. LEWIS
King Library, Miami University, Oxford, OH 43036, USA

Abstract A selection of U.S. government annual reports from the List of
Classes was examined for currency of receipt. Holdings, latest depository issue
received, date received, itnd entries in American Statistics Index were examiaed
for each report. The reports were then categorized as current, not current, current
not received, and discontinued. The titles of these reports, except for the current
category, are listed in the appendices. Regularity of receipt and microfiche as a
factor in current receipt were also considered. Slightly more than half of the
reports in the study were found to be current: many of theta were erratic in
receipt. The study indicates that lack of currency was often due to discontinua-
tion, failure of the publication to enter the depository system, delay in conversion
to microfiche, or an agency's delay in publication. No strong evidence of delay in
Government Printing Office in-house processing of materials was found.

The List of Classes of United States Government Publications Available for Selec-
tion by Depository Libraries (GP3.24:) is an important administrative and reference tool
for United States government depository libraries. Libraries can choose which 9uperin-
tendent of Documents number series they wish to receive by selecting the t. opriate
item numbers from a list of more than 150 pages. Not only is the List of Classes the basis
for collection development but it also serves as an outline of materials available on the
shelves in a SuDocs-arranged documents collection. For example, librarians can quickly
find the call number for the Pesticide and Toxic Substances Office and get an overview of
the types of publications likely to be available from that office.

When using the List of Classes to identify useful series for answering reference ques-
tions, however, the series selected is often found not current. Many times the librarial:
goes to the shelflist or the shelves only to find that the last publication received is several
years old. Are these series really current and available? This article examines a number of
series from the List of Classes for currency.

There have been no previous articles on the currency of item numbers available for
selection. The List of Classes is sometimes mentioned in descriptive material on deposi-
tory item selection, as in Morehead DI Less frequently, it is discussed as a reference tool,
such as in Sears and Moody 12). Hernon and Purcell have conducted a study on which
items are selected by depository libraries (3), but the currency of the items that are
supposedly available for selection is not discussed.

Jean Sears is Head Documents Librarian at Miami University and the co-author. with Marilyn Moody, of Using
Government Publications. She and Moody have also co-authored two previous articles in Government Publica-
tions Review,

Margaret Lewis received her M.S.L.S. from the University of Kentucky in August 1982. She is currently
Documents Librarian in charge of the federal documents collection at Miami University.
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METHODOLOGY

A list of 440 agency annual reports was made using the September 1986 edition of the
List of Classes; some biennial and semiannual reports were also included. To keep the
number of reports manageable, purely statistical reports and reports relating to research re-
sults were not included. Several commission annual reports in the Y3 SuDocs classification
were included. Commission publications often appear on the List of Classes as a single
category called "Reports and Publications." If an annual report had been received from
the commission, an annual report category was assumed to exist and it was included on
the list. One series contained more than one annual report: HE20.3001/2:, "Annual Re-
ports of Committees. Councils, etc." Individual annual reports within the series were
identified and each was listed as a separate report.

Any reports not selected by Miami University were dropped from the list since it would
not be possible to determine easily whether they were current or not. Miami University
selects 80 percent of currently available depository items and an estimated 95 percent o.
annual reports, so only 23 reports were dropped from the list at this time. Holdings for
each remaining report were noted, as well as the year of the latest depository copy
received and the date on which it was received. AU reports were then checked in the
American Statistics Index (ASI). Although ASI covers only statistical reports, many of the
annual reports contain statistics and were included. If the report was found in ASI. several
things were noted: latest year issued; changes ir iuDocs number, titles or issuing agen-
cies; years not issued; and suspension or discontinuation notices. ASI was checked
through June 1987. The Monthly Catalog of United States Government Publications was
not consulted since its coverage of annual reports was more I.kely to reflect primarily
depository receipts.

The annual :eports were then analyzed and divided into four categories: current, not
current, current not received, and discontinued. A small number of problem reports were
dropped from the list due to insufficient data or because the report no longer met the
established criteria. The final list consisted of 412 reports.

A current annual report was generously defined as one that had been received on
deposit within the last three years. The year covered was not considered. Therefore, an
annual report for which the last issue received was 1982, but that issue had been received
in 1986, was called current. This was done to take into account publishing lag time, as well
as possible time lapses involved with depository receipts. The cutoff time between current
and not current receipts was set at July 31, 1984.

Not current was defined a an annual report which had not been received for more than
three years since July 31, 1984. The reports in this category were either no longer being
issued, were being issued but not sent to depository libraries, or were issued several years
late. It was not possible to confirm which of these possibilities was actually true.

Current not received annual reports were defined in two ways. These could be reports
that depositories have not received for more than three years but which ASI cites at least
two issues as having been published during that time. Or these uld be reports for which
ASI lists three or more issues published since the last depository receipt, although the date
of the last receipt may be within the last three years.

Discontinued reports are those for which discontinuation or suspension notices were
found in ASI.

Definitions were adjusted commensurately for reports of other frequencies. An issue of
a biennial report had to be received within six years to be current and a semiannual report
within one and a half years. These status categories apply only to the class number
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Table I. Number of Reports in Each Category

Number Percentage

Total Reports Examined 412 103.0

Current 220 53.4

Not Current BO 19.4

Discontinued 72 17.5

Current Not Received 40 9.7

325

examined, not to other class numbers that may share the same item number. The place-
ment of a report in the not current category does not necessarily mean that the entire item
is not current, only the particular class listed.

Finally, annual reports were checked against the latest available edition of the List of
Classes (June 1987) for any changes since the project was begun and holdings again were
checked for any new receipts that might change the status of a report. Receipts reported in
this article are current through August 11, 1987.

RESULTS

The final list of annual or biennial reports examined totaled 412 reports. Of these, 220,
or 3J.4 percent were deemed current. Table 1 shows the totals and percentages for each of
the four categories.

Current Reports

Slightly more than half of the reports examined were current, meaning an issue had been
received within the last three years. There were five reports where the last issue received
was the 1982 report, and 24 where the last issue was 1983. For the remainder (191), the last
report was dated 1984 or later. The date of publication and the date of receipt were
compared for the 1982 and 1983 reports. A few publications had no date of publication. Of
four 1982 reports for which both dates were available, all were received during the same
year they were published. Of the 17 1983 reports with both dates, 13 were receivee less
than a year after publication. This would indicate that the lag in receipt is not due to y
by the Government Printing Office in depository distribution, but to delay in the cL A
publication.

Many of the reports in all categories are not indexed by ASI, so information regarding
discontinuation or most recent issue published could not always be obtained independ-
ently. The actual number of current reports may be even lower than the results of this
study show. In the current category, 62 out of 220 reports were not indexed in ASI.

Not Current Reports

The next largest category of reports is the not current category reports for which
issues have not been received for more than three years. There were two instances where
an annutd reporthad.not been received since the 1971. issuance (EP 1.1:, T34.1/2:). In four
cases, no holdings were found (i.e C 55.40I:, HE 20.5312% HE 20.9413% 1.27/2:). The
reports in this category are in actuality either discontinued, current not received, or much
delayed in publication. A large number of the reports in this category, 70 out of 80, are not
indexed by ASI, so currency or discontinuation could not be confirmed. The best way to
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determine the status of these reports was to telephone the issuing agencies, which the
authors did not have the resources to do. (See Appendix I for reports in this category).

Current Not Received Reports

Current not received reports are all indexed in AS1. The AS1 index shows that the
reports are still being issued, although they are apparently not being sent to depository
libraries. The average number of issues listed in AS1 but not received for reports in this
category is 4.1. There may be other reports that would have fallen in this category, but
since they were not covered byAS1 that information was not available to make a determi-
nation and therefore such reports were categorized as not current. Based on the fact that
there are about twice as many discontinued reports as current not received reports, it is
possible to theorize that one-third of the not current reports might actually be current not

received. This could increase the percentage ofcurrent not received reports to as much as

21 percent.
One particularly glaring example in this category is Progress in Prevention and Control

of Air Pollution, Report to Congress (EP4.16:, Item 483-E-07). Depositories were sent
only the 1974 issue. This report has been issued annually through 1985 (1987 AS1, supp. 2,
#9194-4) The annual report of the Marine Mammal Commission is similar (Y3.M33/3:1).
No issues have ever been sent on deposit, but the report appears regularly in AS1 through

1985 (1986 AS1, #14734-1). AS1 does not state that these reports are depository, but their
presence on the List of Classes implies that they are or should be.

Another unusual situation arose with I70.18:, which is listed in this category. The last
depository issue (1982) was sent under a different and presumably more current call
number: 129.108. That number does not appear on the List of Classes, although the 170.18:
number still does. Issues for 1983, 1984, and 1985 have been published but not sent to
depository libraries under either number. (See Appendix 11 for reports in this category.)

Discontinued Reports

A large number of class numbers have been discontinued or suspended according to
AS1. Some of the discontinuations reflect reports that have been combined with other
titles or are being issued under another call number; 25 out of 72 discontinued series fall
into this category. For example, both HE23.1309: and HE23.13092: appear on theList of
Classes. These are earlier numbers for HE23.1301:, which is also on theList of Classes. In
five other instances data is duplicated in another source. Many of the not current reports
which are not indexcd in AS1 may actually be discontinued reports but this could not be
determined. If the proportion of discontinued report. sus current not received reports
is used as a guideliae, it is possible to estimate tha mut two-thirds of the not-current
reports may actually be discontinued. This could increase the perrentage of discontinued
reports to as muc h as 30 percent. (See Appendix III for reports that have been discontinued.)

MICROFICHE

A high percentage of annual reports in all categories is distributed in microfiche, accord-
ing to the item numbers. The numbers and percentages for each category are listed in
Table 2.

Although the percentage ofnot current reports in microfiche is slightly higher than the
percentage for other categories, it is difficult to say from this data alone whether a delay in

converting to microfiche is contributing to the apparent noncurrency of any of these
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Table 2. Number of Reports in Microfiche

Total Microfiche Percentage

Not Cnrrent 80 70 87,5
Discontinued 72 59 82,0
Current 220 154 7v.0
Current Not Received #3 28 70.0

reports. Superintendent of Documents Policy Statement No. 13 (SOD 13, Aug. 22, 1983)
states that while annual-reports for major agencies will be distributed in paper, most
smaller agency reports will be distributed in microfiche (4). This policy was essentially
suspended by a supplementary list of publication categories that the Depository Library
Council recommended be converted to microfiche at their Spring 1986 meeting. Annual
reports (except for significant statistical compilations) were on this list, further insuring
that such reports would be in microfiche [5]. The Government Printing Office replied that
it would implement the recommendation "to the maximum feasible extent" 161 SOD 13
was reinstated in its original form following another recommendation by the Depository
Library Council it the Spring 1987 meeting. Items already converted to microfiche, how-
ever, remained in microfiche (7]. Since a majority of these reports are in microfiche, it is
difficult hi find significant differences between the various categories. Further complicat-
ing the issue is the fact that although an item is designated ;(:rofiche, indivichlal reports
are sometimes received in paper.

Since the category differences were not para. lady uful in determining the effect of
microfiche conversion on receipt, a subgroup 121 current reports (the same subgroup
used for analyzing erratic receipts below) was analyzed for the difference between the date
of publication and the date of receipt. The most recent issue available was examined for
each annual report in the subgroup. The reports examined were almost evenly divided
between microfiche issues and paper issues. Complete results are shown in Table 3.

Delayed reports were more hkely to be in microfiche than paper. Of 2.5 reports recLived
more than one year after the ablication date, 20 were in microfiche and 5 were in
paper. Sixty-five and one-half percent of microfiche reports were received within one year
of publication, whereas 92.1 percent of paper reports were received within one year.
nese results indicate that there i:, in receipt of microfiche reports. the reports

Table 3. Difference Between Year cf Publication and Year of Receipt: Paper vs. Microfiche for Most
Current Issue of Selected Current Reports . .

Paper
Percentage of
Paper Total Microfiche

Percentage of
Microfiche

Total

Received Within 1 Year
of Publication 58 92.1 38 (

Received Within 2 Years
of Publication 4 6.3 16 27.6

Rece ived Within 3 Years
of Publication 1 1.6 3 5.2

Received Within 4 Years
of Publication 0 0 1 13

Total 63 100 5C 100
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Table 4. Current Reports With Issues Missing Most
Recent Five Years

Number Percentage

Total 121 100.0
Zero Issues Missing 67 55.4
One fisue Missing 33 27.3
Two Issues Missing 11 9.1
Three Issues Missing 8 6.6
Four Issues Missing 2 1.6

listed in the not current and current-not-received categories may therefore include some
reports that are actually current, but delayed due to microfiche conversion.

ERRATIC RECEIPTS

Receipt is often erratic even among the current reports. A subset of current annual
reports was further analyzed for missing issues. Reports that had been depository items
for five or more years and that were also indexed in ASI were selected. Depository
receipts were checked for the five years prior to the latest annual report received. Missing
years were then checked in ASI to make sure tILey existed. In many cases no report was
issued by the agency. If a report was issued, however, it was theit counted as a missing
issue.. In five instances ASI indicated that the missing report was a limited or no distribu-
tion publication even though the series as a whole was depository. These were still
counted as missing reports (results are shown in Table 4). Slightly more than 44 percent of
the reports had one or more issues missing for the most recent five years received.

GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE ACTIVITIES
L

The Government Printing Office (GPO) is aware
F
that some of the items on the List of

Classes are not current. Staff members have, at various times, attempted to correq some
of the problems. In a May 1983Administradve Notes there was a paragraph on a project to
identify and delete discontinued item numbers from the item number database [8]. In July
1983, there was again mention of GPO's attempt to identify and delete discontinued items
from the List of Classes [9]. At this time the project was said to be half completed and no
further progress was reported in Administrative Notes. At the June 1987 American Li-
brary Association annual conference, however, representatives from the Government
Printing Office again said that they were working on identifying and deleting non-current
items. Staffing vacancies were cited as a reason for delays on many projects.

CONCLUSION

A large number of the series in the List of Classes are not current. The number of
reports identified as current not received indicate some problems in GPO acquisition of
publications for depository distribution. The number of reports identified as discontinued
indicate lack of communication between CPO and government agencies. The number of
no: current reports and the erratic receipt of many current reports further substantiate that
there are problems in these two areas.

The data in this study indicate that there is no significant delay in the processing of
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materials within the GPO. Materials not received are either discontinued or are completely
bypassing the depository system. There is evidence of delay in converting reports to
microfiche format. Delay in actual publication by the agency could eso be a factor.

The Glvernment Printing Office has had difficulty finding the resources to take a more
active role in investigating apparently non-current item numbers. This is a desirable pro-
ject, however, and one the depository community should encourage and lend its assist-
ance to in any way possible. The list of not current reports provided in Appendix 1, for
example, might be a starting point. GPO or other depository librarians may have the
resources to further investigate the status of thIse reports. The project of GODORT's M
Hoc Committee on Discontinued Documents to develop a database of discontinued docu-
ments should be of tremendous value to GPO and depository la mians in updating their
records [la Perhaps one day the List of Classes can more truly reflect what is available to
depository libraries.
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APPENDIX I
Not Current Reports

SuDoc Item Title
Last Year
Received Itct 'Ned

C 13.1: 238 (MF) Annual Report (Nitional Bureau of 1977 6/79
Standards)

C 51.1: 188-A-07 (MF) Annual Report (National Technical 1977 12171.:

Information Service)
C 55.43: 250.E-26 (Mt.) . Office of Marine Pollution 1981 3/84

. Assessment Annual Report
C 55.401: 189-A (MF) Annual Report (National Ocean None

Service) received
CC 1.50: 235-B Major Matters Before the Federal 1983 WI

Communications Commission
1) 1.1/3: 306-A.01 (MF) Annual Report of the Secretary of 1976

Defense on Reserve Forces
D 103.5713: 337-13.04 (MF) Institute for Water Resources: 1980-1981 "912

Annual Report
1) 209.1: 418-C (MF) Annual Report (Naval Facilities 1982 3/84

Engint.efing Command)
I) 301.1: 421-0 (MF) Alr Force Report, Report to

the Congress
1982 9/83
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APPENDIX I
(Continued)

Last Year Date

SuDoc Item Titk Received Received

D 304.1: 4284 (MF) Annual Report (Air Force Medical 1968 10/69.

Service)

E 1.34/2: 429-T-46 (MF) Congressional Budget Request. 1983 2/82.:

Department of Interior

E 1.343: 429-T-46 (MF) Congressional Budget Request. 1983 2/82

Department of Justice

E 1.39: 429-T-13 (MF) Voluntary Business Energy 197'. ;#8) 8/78

Ccaservation'Program. Progress
Reports .

EP 1.1: 431-1-04 (MF) Annual Report (Environmental 197) 9171.

Protection Agency)

EP 1.43: 431-1-33 (MF) Clean Water. Annual Report to 1976 3/77

Congress

EP 1.69: 431-1-64 (MF) Annual Report to Congress oa 1980 5/83

Administration of the Mstine
Protection Research and
Sanctuaries Act of 1972

EP 5.19: 473-13-13 (MF) Administration of the resticide 1979 9/81

Programs. Fiscal Year
EP 6.11: 431-1-60 (MF) Radiological Quality of the '1977 11/77

Environment

FEM 1.101: 216-A-02 (MF) Annual Report (United States Fire 1978 4/80

Administration)
HE 17.28: 519-B (MF) Annual Report of Welfare Programs 1974 2/76

HE 20.17: 483-A-01 (MF) Annual Report of Health Insurance 1976 2/77

Benefits Advisory Council
HE 20.3001: 506-0 (MF) Annual Report (National Institutes 1973 5/74

of Health)
He 20.3027.'3: 507-A-46 (MF) Annual Report. National Cancer 1981-1982 2/84

Advisory Board
HE 20.3032: 507-A-35 (MF) Arthritis Internee y Coordinating 1977 1/80

Committee. Annual Report to the
Secretary. HEW

HE 20.3151: 5074-18 (MF) Annual Report (National Cancer 1980-1981 12/82

Institute) - -
HE 20.3151/2: 5"7-G-17 (MF) Division of Cancer Research 1979-1980 NO

Resources and Centers: Annual
Report

HE 20.3263: 505-A-06 (MF) Microbiology and Infectious 1977-1978 1179

Disease Program: Annual Report

HE 20 3321. 506-A-14 (MF) Arthritis Program Annual Report 1980 6(81

of the Director
HE 20.3351: 506-D-07 (MF) Annual Report (National Institute 1982-1983 2/84

of Child Health and Human
Development)

HE 20.3362/7: 506-D-02 (MF) section on Nutrition and Growth of 1979 4/79

the Clinical Nutrition and Early
Development Bramh. Report to
the Advisory Child Health and
Human Development Council

HE 20.3551: 507-P-04 (MF) Annual Report (National Institute 1982 1/83

of Environmental HPalth Sciences)
HE 20.3851: 447-A.10 (MF) Annual Report (National Ii:stitute 1982-1983 2/84

on Aging)
HE 20.4036: 494-13-07 i.MF) Parklawn Computer Center. Annual 1977 6138

Report
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Last Year Dote

Su Doc . hem Title Received Received

HE 20,4038: 4944-09 ' Food and Drug Administrstion and 1977-1978 5179

the Congress

HE 20.411412: 498-B-11 (1k1F) Report of the Division of Biological 1979 rda

Effects

HE 20.5001/3: 486-E423 (AF) Report of the Administrator (Health 1979 11180

Services Administration)

HE 20.5010: 4444 (MP) National Pro(essional Sumdards 1976 3/77

Review Council. Annual Report

HE 20.5311: 486-1-04 Alaska Native Medical Center, 1975 4/76

Annual Report

HE 20.5312: 486.1 (MF) To the Fint Americans, Annual None
Report on Indian Health Program received
of the Public Health Services

HE 20.5409: 494-C Annual Statistical Summary, Final 1976 7/78

Year
HE 20.6001/2: 507,H-05 IMF) Energy Accon Staff Annual Report 1976 rda

HE 20.600117: 507,H-06 (MF) Health Resources Opportunity 1980 6/81

Office, Annual Report

HE 20:6001/4: 507-H-08 (MF) ))ivision of Long-Tenn Care, Annual 1976 8/77

Report:

HE 20.6101: $09-C (ItiF) Antual Repon (Health Planning 1979 7/80

Bureau)

HE 20.6114: $09-A-08 (AF) Assembling the Health Planning 1977 8/78

Stnacture, Annual Report

HE 20.62 19: 50843-02 (AF) National Reporting System for 1975 12/77

Family Planning Services, Annual
Report

HE 20.6701: 486-B-02 (MF) Annual Report (Health FaeBias 1979 7/80

Bureau)

RE 20.712 1: 499-F-11 (MF) Program Plan by Program Area for 1982 3/84

Fiscal Year

HE 20.8001: 497-D-04 (h1F) Report of the Administrator 1980 nia

(Alcohol. 014 Abuse, and Mental
Health . Ministration)

HE 20.9413: 486-F-01 (MY) Navajo Atm Indian Health Service, None
Oft* of Environmental Health received

and Engineering, Annual Report

HE 22.210: 499-1-01 (1419 Professional Standards Review 1977 4/79

Organization, Annual Repots

HE 23.1: $25LB-02 (MF) Annu.:1 Report (Human Development 1979 9/82

Swims Office)
HH 1.1: 581 (ff) Annul Report(Hottaing nod Urban 1982 12/83

Development Department)

HH 1.79/2: 581 (MF) National 11011411/ Production Report 1982 12/83

HH 1.82: 581-A-01 (MF) Financial Management Capacity 1979 n/a

Sharing Novara, Annual Report

HH 1.85: 581-E-31 (MF) Intet-gency Urban Initiatives 1980 11/80

Anti-Crime Propane, Annual
Report to Congress

I 1.15: 60143 (tiF) Office of Water Research and 1979 11/80

Technology: Annual Report

1 1.99: 601-D (0) Outer Continental Shelf 1976 4/77

Environmental Studies Advisory
Committee, knnual Report

I 27.57: ' 4-0 Reject Skywater . 1979 6/81

1 27.71/3: ,44-E (tiF) Colorado River Basin Project 1975 n/a

(Annual Report)

84 8

25-914 0 90 28
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Latt Year Date
SuDoc Item Title Received Received

I 29.5W3: 646-V (84F) Annual Report on the Archeological 1977 3179

Programs of the Western Region
I 49.1: 613-C (MF) Annual Report (Fish and Wildlife 1976 9177

Service) . .

I 70.19: 624-E-05 (MF) Cultural Properties Programs: 1979 11179

Year-End Repot
1 1.115: 717-C-11 (MF) Annual Upon to the conmess on 1980 7/81

slice Activities of the Rehabilitation
Act Interagency Cairdinating
Committee .

1 1.27/2: 717-Z (MF) Repot% of ..uomey dotterel Pursuant None
to Section 252(i) of the received
Energy Policy and Conservatioh
Act

1 1.48: 717-U Report of the Advisory Committee 1976 6/76
to the Administrator On Stand-xds
for the Adrainistration of Juvenile
Justice

1 24.1/2: 967-C (MF) Office of Deputy Director 1972 7/73
Operations, Annual Report

1 2',...4: 717-B-12 (MF) National Mvisory Committee for 1979-1980 4/81
Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention:...
Annual Report

1 26.24: 717-N-04 (ME) Natinnal Institute of Law 1980 4/82
Enforcement and Criminal Justice:
Program Plan Fiscal Year

lu 10.1e.: 717-Y-01 (MF) Report on the Implementation of 1979-1980 11/80
Title 1 and Title 2 of the Speedy
Trial Act of 1974

PrEx 14.1/2: 856-E-03 Citizens Advisory Committee on 1975 7176

Environintntal Quality
SBA 1.31: 901-A-01 (MF)., Annual Roped to the President, 1980 4/81

.Interagency Committee on
Women's Business Enterprise

T 141/3: 923-F-01 oin-.Treasury Occupational Safety and 1979 MO
Health Council, Annual Report of
Safety Philos

T 1.60: 92344 03 (14F) Federal Law Enforcement Training 1981-1982 5/83
Center. Annual Report

T 34.1/2: 974 Report to the Public 1971 2/72
TV LI: 982-C (14F) Annual &mitt 1981 1/84

(Transportation Department)
TD 1.34/2: 982-C-11 (MF) Department of TranspOrtation 1977 8/77

Budget Program Analysis of (77-1)
Fiscal Yee: DOT Program

.. by.Pplicy and RD&D
Manosemeat Objectives

TD 8.20: 982-D-16 (Mi) , Annual Report on Public Information 1975 2f76
. and Education Countermeasure.
of Alcohol Safety Action
Projects

Y 3.Ed 8/6:1 1063-E-01 Annual Rauh (National Advisory 1981 3/82
Council on Women's Education
Programs) .

Y 3.0c 2:1 1070-1 Annual Report (National AdvisorY 1984 6/84
Committee on Oceans and
Atmosphere)
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Suer& Item Titk
Last Issue
Received

Date
Recavid

Last Issue
in AS1 ASI

A kl: 115 (MF) Annual Report of the 1981 3/83 1984-1985 1986. #1244-3

Administrator (Rural
Electrification
Administration)

A 82.301: 34 (MF) Annual Repon 1981 12/83 1985 1986, #1824-1

(Commodity Credit
Cbrporation)

C 21.1/2: 251 (MO) Anfilial Report of 1983 5/84 1986 1987, supp. 6,

Coinmissioner (Patent
and Tradentiik Offce)

02244-)

C 47.1: 2771-A Annual Repoli (United 1982 Ida 1986 1987, supp. 5,

States Traieel and #2904-6

Tourisnl 'Administra-
tion)

E 1.27: 429-T-03 Annual Ret)Ort to the 1980 n/a 1984 1986, #3304-1

(MF) President 01,
Congress Oa ihe hue
Energy CObeerVation
Flog=

E 1.45/2: 4294:0 Electrkind Hybrid 1982 4/84 1986 1987, sum,. 4,

Vehicles Program #3304-2

Annual Report to
Congress

E 1.47: 429-T-35 Industrial Energy 1980 3/23 1984 1986, #3304-8

(MF) Efficiency Improve-
ment Program,
Annua1 Report

ED 1.1/2: 455 (MF) Administration of 1980 7182 1984 1986, #4804-10

Public Laws 81.874
81-174 and 81-815.
Ahttua1 Report

EP 4.16: 483.547 Progress in Prevention (974 9175 1985 1987, supp. 2,

(MF) and Control of #9194-4

Air Pollution,
Report to Congress

FCA 1.1: 4304.01 Annual Reoort (Fenn 1981 1/84 196.5 1987, supp. 6,

(0) Credit Administration) 419264-2

FM 1.1: 433 (MF) Annual Report (Federal 1981 12182 1984 1986, 09344.1

Mediation and
Cutkilletlon Service)

GS 1.1: 558 (MF) Annual Repott (General 1980 6/81 1985 1986, #94s4,11

Services Administra-
tion)

HE 20.3028: 506-A-09 Diabetes Mellitus 1979 12180 190 1987, supp. li

(MF) 'Coordinating
#4474,34

Committee, Annual
Report to the Director
of Nations! Institutes
of Health

HE 20.3216: 507.E-09 National Heart, Lung,
and Blood Institute's

1982 10/83 1985 1965, 04474-IS

Fact Book for
Fiscal Year

HE 507.C-04 National Institutes of 1082 1/84 1985 1986, #4474-6

20.3701/2: (MF) Health Annual Report
of International
Activities
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Last luue Date Last Issue

Su Doc Item Title Received Received in AS1 AS1

HE 20.5301: 486-F.02 Indian Health Care 1981 1/84 1984 1986, #4104-11
(MF) .mprovement Act

P.L. 94-437,
Annual Report

I 1.9613: 603-F (MF) Annual Report of 1979 9/79 1985 1986, 05304-5'
Secretary of Interior
Under Mining and
Minerals Policy Act

I 1.100: 601-J (MF) Report to Congress by 1982 Ws 1985 1986, #5724-8
the Secretary of
Interior sad the
Secretary of
Agriculture on
Administration of the
Wild Free-Roaming
Horse and Bums Act

I 29.5914: 646-A-01 Archeological and 1979 7/84 1983-1984 1986, 05544-10
Historical Data
Recovery Program

I 70.18: 6574. 10 Federal Recreation Fee 1990 6/81 1985 1986, #554414'
(MF) Program

J 1.27,1' 717-N-03 Report of the U.S. 1982 7/83 1984 1986, #6004.12
(MF) Department of Justice

Pursuant to Section
8 of the Federal
Coal Leasing
Amendments Act ot
1975

1 26.25: 717-C.I0 Analysis and Evaluation, 1978 6/80 1987 1987, supp. 5'

(MF) Federal Juvenile #6064-11
Delinquency Programs

Ju 10.1: 723 (MF) Annual Report 1980 11180 1986 1987, supp. 5'
(Administrative Office #18204-2
of U.S. Courts)

L 35.1: 766-F.04 Annual Report 1982 7/84 1984 1986, #6604.2

(MF) (Occupational Safety
and Health
Administration)

L 38.13: 637-1-01 Annual Report and 1980 9/83 1983 1986, #6664-6

(MF) Achievement Mine
Safety and Health
Administration

OP 1.1: 834-W-04 Annual Report (Overseas 1982 11/83 1986 1987, supp. 3,

(MF) Private Investment #9904-2
Corporation)

PM 1.42: 290-L-01 Annual Report on 1981 4181 1984 1985, #9844-33

(MF) Implementation of
Fedro I Equal
Oppor malty
Recruitment Programs,
RepArt to
f'ungress

Pr 40.11: 848-E Annual Report of 1981-1982 3/83 ... 1984-1985 1986, 4444-1
the President on
Trade Agreements
Program

85!
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Su Doc

...m...
Item Title

Last Issue Date Last Issue
Received Received in AS1 AS1

TD 1.10/7: 982-C-23 Annual Report by the 1980 3)82 1984 1986, #7604-12

President to
Congress on
Administration of
Federal Railroad
Safety Act of
1970

TD 2.58: 982-0-34 Highway Safety 1982 1433 1986 1986, #755426"

(MF) Stewardship Report

TD 4.41: 431-C-24 Annual Financial Repol 1983 11184 1986 1987, supp. 3,

(MF) (Federal Aviation #7504-10

Administration)
TD 8.26: 982-D-29 Automotive Fuel 1982 1184 1986 1987, supp. 2,

(MF) ' Economy Programs, #77649

Annual Report to
Congress

Y 3.Ad I049-D Annual Report 1980 4432 1986 1987, supp. 5,

918:1 (Advisory Commission #10044.3

on Intergovernmental
Relations)

Y 3.Ap 1050-A Annual Report 1981 383 1984 !sac #9084-1

4/2.1 (Appalachian Regional
Commission)

Y 3.B 1062-D-01 Annual Report 1983 3184 1986 1987. supp. 4,

27:1 (Architectural and #17614-1

Transportation
Barriers Compliance
Board)

Y 3.0 1062-C-01 Anneal Report (National 1979 7180 1984 1985, #148541

43/2:1 Advisory Council
on Child Nutrition)

Y 3.F 1061-K (MF) FDIC Annual Report 1981 1183 1985 1986, #9294-I

31/8:1
Y 3.In 1051-D-01 Annual Report Neoinveed

#14424-1
1986 1987, supp. 4

(Inter-American
Foundation)

Y 3.1 27:1 1061-F-01 Annual Report (Japan- 1982 7/83 1985-1986 1987, supp. 2

United States
#14694-I

Friendship
Commission)

Y 3.M 1064-C Annual Report (Marine None 1985 1986, #14734-I

33/3:1 Mammal Commission) received

'ASI reported discontinued with 1981 (1984 ASH but lived 1984 & 1985 reports in 1986.
'Earlier issues were ASI #4434-8. The entry # for the 1986 edition changed due to a change in the issuing -gency.

No Su Doc was given for the new entry.
/No separale reports issued for 1980-1983 (1905 ASI).

'ASI gives I 29.108: as Ms SuDoc beginning with 1982. The 1982 report was recived on deposit under this call

number bo it is not in the List of Classes.
*No reports issued for FY79 (1981 AS1) or FY8I (1984 ASH.

'his report is Also included in Ju

85 2
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Question 2. b)

ENEIULZEUEBILERUZgar14252,_12.122.-12ill_h_gliZMUM'

DEPARTMENT or AMICUILLURE

Timeless heritage: a history of the Forest Service in_the Southwes. U.S.
Forest Service, 1988. 208 p. OCLC #18619938

DEPARTMENT OF Das=
Base realignments and_olosures: report of the Defense_Sw.retarv's aelmission.
U.S. Dept.-of Defense, Commission on Base Realignment and Closure, 1988. 86 p.
OCLC #18968635

harook. Rev. ed. U.S. Office of Naval Research, 1985. 1 V.

(var.pag.). 40CLC 113323799

Investigation ilpg;t: formal investigation into the circumstances surrounding

4. the dawning of Iran Air Flight 655 on 3 July 198Q. U.S. Dept. of Defense,
1988. 53 p. OCLC #18396562

PepOrt. Musk Force on WOmen in the Militant. U.S. Dept. of Defense, Task Force
on Women in the Military, 1988. 23 1. OCLC #17486505

ENVI1ONS:24AL PRXEMTION AGEE=

Air auality Lenefits of alternative fuels. U.S. Enviramental Protection
Agency (prepared for the President's Task Force on Regulatory Rnform,
Alternative FUels Werking Group), 1987. 31 1. OCLC #18634224

gost_of_alsan_air. 2d ed. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, 1984. OCLC #6045831

1183113"916ma"tign""1/2:42612132""acLioaalit.limaiug.
U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency, 1988. 1 v. (var. pag.). CCLC #18722653

Greenhouse effect. sea level rise and coastal wetlands. U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, 1988. 152 p. CCM #13822214

DEPAMMENT or rovrit AND HUMAN SERVICESilangtatesilibo are homeless and mentally
ill. U.S. National Institute of Mental Health, 1986. 7 p.

Qtaatiligghic illness menses: IMEIvrt to theitgaidant. U.S. Dept. of Health
and Human Services, 1986. 117 p. OCLC #1481693

Ltbaxamiacizadiximattuunentall_v_ill_garem_
invatiarplua_a_tztstdAy_wrisateaQctober 30-31, 1986. U.S. Alcohol, Drug
Ahuse, and Mental Health Administration, 1987. 77 1. OCLC #17529297

8,5 3
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DEMMER' OF HEALTH AND HUM MINIMS (cont.)

ns Homeless: backnround. analveisijanjordens. U.S. Dept. of Health and

HMman Services, WOrking Group on the Htmeless, 1984. 25 p. OCIC #17610352

ti.- v.* t .1 I .11. 1- ...Mt....-. LT:- I.!

poovide research recommexiaticns july 29-30, 1985. U.S. National Institute

on Alcohol Abuse nnd Alcoholism, 1985. 50 p. OCLC #17779991

Uslitisms
U.S. National Institute ct Mental Health, 3986. 41 p.

Ouw 11_.-_. --. 1.1 0...11 II I...11

for.colicv andar=tcp.
OCIC #17529322

,,

Faport of tsdersa_efforts to respond to the shelter and basig livino needS of

dbmnicauyinantatatAujauxistaus. U.S. DePt Of Health art! Human Services

and Dept. of Housing and Urban Development, 1983. 45 p. OCLC #18026677

Egmact_qLlstaaLsaxgrawrLamillbalrthilalajmnala U.S. Federal Task

Force on the Homeless, 1987. 1 v. (var. pag.). OCLC #16265163

DEPARTMENT CfP HOUSING AND URBAN DEVEIDIMENT

Latint-12-1131L§IMUIrLiltifigArd_seamanoLshaltam U.S. DepC.

of Housing and Urban Development, 1984. 66 p. OCLC #10728810

DEPARDIENT OF JUSTICE

Alien terrorists and undesirables: a oontingencv plan. U.S. Immigration and

Naturalization Service, 1986.

aa_ka_dalinattanisrAzdngekiaarkata. U.S. Dept. of Justice, Antitrust

4, Division, 1986. 38 IN OCIC #14914669

faTIONAL SCIENCE POUTMION

.21101ticalintKisamisr_tbslile-202zaLA-21111L2LActignigi_imazdta
Mathematics. scian2a,_and_tadhamaridan elementary and

mordsice_ealents so that their achievement is the best in the world by 1995:

a_inamft_tQtbs, American_pegple and the National Scienys_2card. National

Science Board Commission on Precollege Dbaation in Mathematics, Science, and

Technology, 1983. 124 p. OCLC #11677422 (This is the main report: source

materials Imre distributed to derository libraries in udcrofiche under

NS 1.2:Ed 8/21)

ThE PRESIDENT

geeing with the &Tamil= of werld trade In the 1980's: a report to the

President from the President' EXport Ctuncil. v,l. U.S. President's Export

council, 1984. ocLc #11891681 (This is the main report: an appendix was

distributed to depository libraries under Pr 40.8:Ex 7/W 89/v.2)
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THE neaten (cont.)

t:pe...4 t. - et lot. a-..
Force on Food Assistance, 1984. 297 p. OCLC #11203522

01)

.5. President's Task

1., 11- I.- . A
amidant. U.S. President's Task Force on International Enterprise, 1984.
172 p. OCEC #11509624

Ths-Ertaidontloullaislaximata_Eurdararistvaliztal
gams.' U.S. President's Task Force on International Private Enterprise, 1984.
236 p. OCLC # 15533630

Ille_PriPate ant-41=1M Nid21201s. U.S. President's Task Force on International
Private Enterprise, 1984. 96 p. CCLC #13007207

8.,,Sminey_or_theillassin Administration acomtplishments on behalf of semen. U.S.
President's Task Force on Legal Equity for Wonen, 1984. 61.1. OCLC #14912078

Birth road to econonic justice; U.S. encouracenent of emPlostee stodk ownership
plarainsattmuncrigLand the Caribbean: recort to the President and
Congress U.S. Presidential Task Force on Project Economic JUstice, 1986.
109 p. OCLC 15227193

BeagaLedjminietration_actats_in_reoulatorv relief: a erocress report.
U.S. Presidential Tagk Force on Regulatory Relief, 1982. 37 p. OCLC #10960856

Reagan administration actievements in reoulatorv relief tor state and local
gatnmenta_stsrsausaaja=. U.S. Presidential Task Force on Regulatory
Relief, 1982. 23 p. OCLC #9172743

BeixamAchiniatratjan_xesBaa=machimengate. U.S. Presidential Task Force on
Regulatory Relief, 1983. 124 p. OCLC #9979675

DEPARTHENT OP TRAUSPOWATION

EMN2It_pLthitietit!..WASIL.22ie-911-.01WatigtiSNLIf=ritY_ItOdiDg
reinvemmilmi.arr.vjactogg_smanjm. U.S. Dept. of Transportation, 1987.
16 1.

xxvrom ENDOISMIIT FOR PD.=

tanmal_rmat. 1st- 1933/84- OCIC #15127941

Cynthia Bawer
UA Library
3/89

I? re t-it', )3
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0012) BUT NM tUceLITED: BOW maw =taus

(A 1.11/3:Cr) SesourCe guide to educational materials 10-21-88 N

about agriculture: a project of Agricul-

ture in the Classroaa. 1988. 76 p.

A 1.107:559 Economic irsportance of cotton insects and 10-19-88 Y/M

mites on United States agriculture. 1988.

36 p.

A 93.41:69 Pural econoxdo development in the 1980,s: 10-5-88 Y

prcepecte forth.) fulaire. 1988. 413 p.

(C 3.2:Cr) Rest oensus, 1987, general population end 8-24-88

housing statistics: north central North

Dekota. 1988. 463 p.

C 3.150:2/988 Schedule B: statistical classification of 9-14-87

domestic and foreign comm:dities exported
from the United States. 1987- (lcoselmaf;

C 3.164:155/ United States general .imports, world area 10-25-88

987/v.1 and country o2 origth by Sawdole
modity groupings, 1987, v.l. 1988. 285 p.

C 3.186/20-2: County population estimates: july 1, 1987 10-25-88 N

986-87 and 1986. 1988. 28 p.

C 3.205/3:W-87 World populatkOn profile: 2987. i988, 5-16-85 N

SO p.

C 3.21238 Estimates of psivart} including the value 10-12-88 Y/M

of noncash benefits: 1987. I948. 77 p.

C 1.10:500-157 Croat card tedlnology: Ipew michods for 10-12-83 Y

computur sccesi control. 1988. 50 p.

C 13.20:752 Y.aser induceddomage in optical. matardals: 10-12-88 Y

2986. 1988. 722 p.

c 13.46:1250 N93 Neal,Time Control SylbwrImmes 10-24-88 Y

rnferelme swinual. 1958. 392 p.

(looselcaf)

!:c 61.2:C1') COrcotitive awes:mart of Ube United States 10-7-88

electric motor indUstry. 1988. 01 p.

tStic

MAMMA* ..saura MeAsALMM.r.... 'YAW lft.SNM/M1.0MWM MumYul
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A 1.2:St 8/2

D 1.79/4:
001-87/ver.2

D 1.79/4:

006/ver.1

(135.402:CT)

(D 103.2:C1')

D 110.9:14

D 114.2:R 22

(0 301.82/6:CT)

D 301.78:982

(E 1. )

E 3.46/5:987

1(
[ED 1.102:CT]

(ED 1.102:CT]

852

Soviet strategic defense programs. 1985.
27 p.

Gado to understanding audit in trusted
systems, 1988. 1988. 31 p.

Snide to urderstandthg oonfiguratim
renagement in trusted syetems. 1988.
39 p.

The Air campaign: planning for combat.
1988. 224 p.

Army engineers and the develoseent of
Oregon: a history of the Portland
Dietrict, United States Army COrps of
Engineers. 1988. 271 p.

Dragon operations: hostage rescues in
the Congo, 1964-1965. 1988. 236 p.

Defense policy in the Reagan administra-
tion. 1988. 451 p.

Harnessing the genie: science and tech-
nology forecasting forth& Air Porte,
1944-1986. 1988. 223 p.

The Home front and war in the 20th century:
the American cs:perienoe in comparative
perspective. 1984. 301 p.

Energy design principles in buildings:
passive and hybrid solar low energy
buildings. 1988. 68 p. (Design
information booklet 1)

Uranium industry annual, 1987. 1988.
153 p.

Youth indicators, 1988: trends in the
well-being of Arerican youth. 1988.
141 p.

Fey statistics on public elementary and
seconiary education reported by state
and geographic region, 1986-87. 1988.
63 p.

5 7

OP

10-13-88 N

10-11-88 N

9-22-88 N

10-19-88 N

10-20-88 Y/M

10-19-88 N

10-12-88 N

OP

10-24-88 ?

10-14-88 Y/M

9-22-88 N

10-24-88 N
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EP 1.2:As 1/2

EP 4.9:42/985/
va/supp.8

(HE 3.2:

F 11/988)

HE 20.2:N 95/2

HE 20.2:N 95/2/
sum.

[HE 20.8202:
Su 7/985]

HE 22.8/16:988

HE 22.8/16:989

I 28.27:9187

NAS 1.1/4:988

NAS 1.26:496

S 1.1:952-54/
v.8

[S 1.114/3:C1')

(S 1.114/3:CT)

TD 2.23:986

ID 2.23:987

853

Asbestos waste management guidance: OP

ganeration, trareport, disposal. 1985.

32 p.

Compilation of air pollutant emission 10-15-88 N

factors, v.1: Stationary point and area

sources, supplicant B. 1988. 185 p.

(looseleaf)

10-11-88 NFast facts and figures dbout socir'

security, 1988. 1988. 41 p.

SUrgeon General's report on nutrition and 10-28-88 N

health. 1988. 765 p.

SUrgeon Ginaral's report an ntriticn and 9-6-88

health: eammary and recommendations.
nu. 92 p.

National household survey on drug abuse: 10-4-88 N

main firdings, 1985. 1988. 214 p.

Madicare handbook, 1988. 1988. 39 p. 5-4-88

Medicare handbook, 1989. 1989. 44 p. 12-28-88 N

Phosphate availability and supply: a 10-11-88 Y

;mineral availability appraisal. 1988.

76 p.

Spinoff, 1988. 1988. 148 p.

Atlas of galaxies useful for measuring
the ccessological distance scale. 1988.

116 p.

FOreign relations of the Uhited States,

1952-1954, v.8: Ez7tern Europe, Soviet

Uhion, Eastern Mediterranean, 1988.

1493 p.

The Future of conventional arms control

in Europe. 1988. 75 p.

Pomtwar Indocinina: old enemies and new

allies. 1988. 310 p.

Highway statistics, 1986. 1987. 198 p.

Highway statistics, 1987. 1988. 192 p.
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TD 7.11/2:986 National wren mass transportation stat- 10-28-88 Y
istics: 2)86 Section 15 annual report.
1988. 645 v.

Y 3,0 84/2:0 84 Toward a drug-free Ameriza: the national 8-18-88 N
drug strategy and imlementation plans.
1988. 59 p.

Y 3.H 19:8 1n2 Ttward indspendince: an assessment of 4-17-86 N
federal laws and programs affecting per-
sons with disabilities, with legislative
recomendations. 1986. 83 p.

Y 3.H 19:8 1n2/ Toward independence: an assessment of 8-21-86 N
App. federal laws and prognan affecting per.

sons with disabilities, with legislative
recoanendatical. Appendix: Topic papers.
1986. 495 p.

CY 3.T 22/2: ] Artificial insaftination: practice in the 9-1-88
Urited States, summary of a 1987 survey,
1988 120 p.
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Question 2. c)

RECOMMENDATIONS

DEPOSITORY UBRARY COUNCIL MEETING

PITTSBURGH, PA

MARCH 10, 1989

COMIGINDATION 1: The Depository Library Council thanks Stephen
Hayes of the University of Notre Dame and his staff for preparing
a usable list of documents it the microfiche backlog of February
to August 1987, using the ape print order data. This project has
been a valuable service to the depository library community.

COMENDATION 2: The Depository Library Council commend& Cynthia
Bower of the University of Arizona for her thorough reseerch and
analysis of the problem of fugitive government publications. Her
efforts have helped to illuminate a complex problem affecting
public access to government information.

COMMENDATION 3: The Depository Library Council commends the
efforts of Dave Brown in the quietly effective and efficient
arrangement of accommodations and amenities for.the members of
the Depositciy Library Council and the Council meeting in
general.

COMMENDATION 4: The Dtwsitory library Council commends the
Library Programs Eetv-e !)epository Administration Branch for
implementing a new re.c.mnuter-based system to generate
shipping lists for depo. u- libraries and for agreeing to
distribute this datubask !. '7pository community in machine
readable format (Adm:as.txp, s, Vol. 10, No. 4, February
1989, p. 7). This will be benefit to depository
libraries that are autcro/tin lama: ,ng and bibliographic record
control.

COMMENDATION 5: The Cepositot. Library ...-il commends the
Joint Committee on Print:ng fo.. its aele.C., of and the
Government Printing Office for . a uve oi line paper in its
the recent publication: rlogzaiical.D.Lt 7y of the U.S.
Congress, We urge GPO to Jissume Trieikiernhip role in promoting
the use of permanent paper in Cc rnment whlications and set an
example for other publishincj entir.ies.

RECOMMENDATION 1: The DeposAorl :Ibrary '.out.!.cil recommends that
a regular column appear in lOoini ;,:ative Notw. to provide
depository libraries with tritely aTiiiiTion of developments in
electronic media so that they ha', Idequate t.;.7,4 end sufficient
information to prepare tor receim Ind use of bitch products.

3
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RATIONALE: Depository libraries need information on GPO plans
and projections for electronic publication in order to plan and
budget for the effective use of these materials in their
libraries.

RECOMPENDATION 2: The DepositorY Library Council recommends that
GPO improve the distribution of aeronautical and nautical charts
produced by NOAA and NOS. In the interest of public safety we
encourage that these materials be delivered to depository
libraries in a timely and efficient manner and that additional
authorization be requested to accomplish this. Similarly, we
urge that every effort be devoted to lessen the current backlog
of nautical charts and that they be shipped to depository
libraries via first; class mail.

RATIONALE: Current maps and charts are vitally important for
navigational purposer. Since these specific maps and charts arerevised often, it is imperative that pilots and sailors have
available the most clrrent editions for the safety of all
citizens.

RECOMMENDATION 3: The Depository Library Council recommends t'lat
Libvary Programs Service survey the depository library community
at the earliest possible date for their selection of CD-ROM and
other electronic products (iTer7 for example Census).

RATIONALE: In view of the report presented at this Council
meeting concerning the imminent distribution of data from the
1987 Economic Census by the Census Bureau, libraries should be
apprised of the content of the products in the new formats and
the status of existing item numbers.

RECOMMENDATION 4: The Depository Library Council recommends that
all publications available through the GPO Sales Program be
Included in the Depository Library Program.

RATIONALE: If a publication has enough public value to make it
marketable, it meets the criteria for depository library
distribution as a title of public interest. Furthermore,
placement in the Sales Program increases the visibility and
frequency of requests for the publication.

RECOMMENDATION 5: The Depository Library Council recommends that
statistical summaries from the April 1989 Biennial Survey of
Depository Libraries be shared with Council. Council is
specifically interested in the responses to Question No. 23
(number of claims to GPO in a month). We urge that this data be
divided and presented as summaries for each ntate.

4
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RATIONALE: While the number cf claims to GPO has been reduced in
the last several years, council believes it may still be a
problem in certain regions. This data would allow Council and
GPO to review this issue and provide much useful statistical
information.

RECOMINDATION 6: The Depository Library Council recommends that
Library Programs Service review the procedure for assigaing item
numbers for Presidential Commissions7-paetieuiarly-Etem-Ne,-85i-
J-4, and assign a single item number for them.

RAIIONALE: Many libraries did not receive the Report of the
Inmunaeflciency

Eli-:e.:4118811AWirei.tonShiPping-Tf,st 88-
-.Ju-0, because they had not selected Item No. 851-J-4. That item
number was surveyed under the title "Advisory Board for Radio
Broadcasting to Cuba." The HIV Epidemic Commission repeit was
added to Item No. 851-J-4 as of the shipping list on which it was
distributed. Assuming that reports of other Presidential
Commissions may be added to this item number or other item
numbers in the future, depository librarians need clarification
so they can make informed selections.

RECOMMENDAT/ON 7: The Depository Library Council requests that
GPO send a staff member as a consultant to a meeting to be
arranged by the Depository Library Council which will be held at
the American Library Association Annual Meeting in Dallas. The
purpose of the meeting is to begin a dialog among the users of
ths-: GPO cataloging tapes and other bibliographic products
regarding the needs of the tape users.

RATIONALE: Many libraries are developing local online public
access catalogs (OPACs) and these libraries want to include their
government publications. The GPO tapes are generated to produce
the Monthly Catalog,. Th. Monthly Catalog whi,zb is viewed as an
availability record,. The tapes containa multiple records for
issues of serials and parts of .5.:ts. This makes these tapes
unusable for an OPAC without a :arge amount of personnel
resources. We believe that discussions among knowledgeable
representatives of the stakeholders can result in agreement on
recommendations which will meet the needs of all parties. Such a
meeting needs a consultant from GPO who is well informed about
the policies and pror-dIres of GPO in producing its cataloging
tapes.

RECOMMENDATION 8: The Depository Library Council requests that
Library Programs Service arrange for a progress report on the
development of the Acquisition, Classification and Shipment
Information System (ACSIS) to be presented at the Fall 1989
Council Meeting. Council further requests that a higher priority
be placed on ACSIS within GPO and that milestones for its

5
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development be established and made known.

RATIONALE: It Aepears that no milestones have been set for the
deVelopment of and that the project has not been scheduled.
ACSIS holds the promise of resolving an increasing number of
difficulties experienced by both GPO and the depository
libraries; therefore, Council and the depository community have a
vital interest in its development.

RECOMMENDATION 9: The Depository Library Council recommends that
the Public Printer request authorization from the Joint Committee
on Printing to convert volumes 129 to 131 of the final edition of
the Congressional Record to microfiche. These volumes are
currently authorized for production in paper only, and this
decision, if followed, will deny leave those 850 depository
libraries requesting the microfiche version with no final
edition. Council further recommends that GPO maintain dual
format (paper and microfiche) until such a time as a CD-RON
version of the bound Congressional Record has been tested and
proven effective. At-a-mininum7-these-seleeting-iderefiebe
should-be-resurveyed:

RATIONALE: It was never Council's intent that tl crofiche
format be eliminated (See Recommendation (110, Spr, 1988, that
requested the restoration of dual format for the tinal edition
Congressional Record).

RECOMMMIDATION 10: The Depository Library Council recommends
that the Public Printer notify those agencies that have been
grantel exemptions from 44 U.S.C. 501 (i.e., Territorial Sea
Commission, National Ocean Policy Commission, Commission on the
Bicentennial of the U.S. Constitution, and the National
Irstitutes of Health, and other agencies) that these agencies are
still responsible for provision of copies of their publications
in sufficient quantities to meet the needs of the depository
community.

RATIONALE: These publications are of critical importance to the
users of the depository system and the agencies may require
further education concerning their obligations and
responsibilities to meet the statutory provisions of Title 44
relating to chstribution of agency material to depository
libraries.

RECOMMENDATION 11: The Depository Library Council recommends
that the Joint Committee on Printing and the Government Printing
Office consult with the Council and other interested stakeholders
in the development of guidelines for the esZablishment and
evaluation of electronic pi)t projects for depository liblrlries.
These guidelines should then be given the opportunity for wile
public debate.

6
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WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO . n°11739?

CLASS NO.
=1..../1

ITEM NO.

A 93.44:AGPS 0042-6-01
870724

AC 1.17:988/5 0025-A-I0

ED I.302:L 61/v 0461-0.-05
2,v.3

I 19.42/4:88- 0624
4038

I 19.42/4:87- 0624
4105

I 49.40/2: 0614-A

Ju 10.23: 0729-F

25

1989-06

STATUS

DATE Apr il 28,196

PAGE I OF 2

Rural Economic Development in the 1980s -
preparing for the Future (HIP)

Copy received from the Agency and will be
distributed In the near future.

Arms Control Update

The April 1988, number 5, edition of this
publication will not be sent to depository
libraries. The Arms Control and Disarma-
ment Agency cannot furnish copies.

Rethinking the Library in the Information Age

Volumes 2 and 3, of this publication hes
been sent for reprinting and volume I has
been ordered from the Agency and will be
sent for reprinting as soon as it's received
by LPS. All three volumes will be sent to
depository libraries In the near future.

Water Resources Investigation Reports 87-
4105 and 88-4038

These two reports will be sent in microfiche
because LPS was unable to obtain paper copies
from United States Geological Survey.

Fisheries Review and the Fisheries Review
Data Base

These publications were not in the budget
for the Department of Interior presented by
President Bush for Fiscal Year 1990. There-
fore, the September 1989 issue is currently
projected as the last issue to be printed.
To meet your current awareness and other
literature reference needs, v. suggest you
and /or your orgenitation seek alternative
indexing/abstracting cervices.

News and Views

The Administrative Office of U. S. Courts,
informed LPS the this publication is for
Administrative use only, ancl will not be
sent to depository libraries.

, fe
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Update to the
LIST OF CLASSES

1989-10

a
DATE April 28,1989

PAGE 1 OF 1

CLASS NUMBER ITEM NUMBER CHANGE/NOTICE

A 57.46/11:

E 3.11/7-3:

SE 1.20:

Y 3.N 88:48/

Y 4.G 74/7-10:

0102-0-12

0435-1-02

0908-A

1051-4-16

1016-A (P)

1016-B (NF)

fif*5 ,

Change title from Water Supply Jutlook and Federal-
State-Private Cooperative Snow Skrveya for Idaho
(monthly) (HF) to Idaho Water Supply Outlook and
Federal-State-Private Cooperative Snow Surveys
(monthly) (MF).

Information contained in Energy Data Report: Coal-

Pennsylvania Anthracite (annual) (P), E 3.11/3-21,
will now be contained in the title Coal Production

(NE) (annuel), E 3.11/7-3, item number 04354-02.

SEC Monthly Statistical Reviev (P) has been dis-jew
continued effective with Volume 48, No. 2, Febeolgy
1989.

Change frequency from quarterly to semiannual.

Rules of the Committee on Government Operations
will be added to item numbers 1016-A (P) and
1016-B OF).

28
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WHAT,EVER HAPPENED TO .

CLASS NO.

LC 1.32/5:

ITEM NO.

1989-06

STATUS

DATE April 28,1989

PAGE 2 OF 2

0785-E-01 FordLi ks

Volume 6, number. 10, 11, and 12; and volume
7, number 3, will not be ear,: to depoeitoty
libraries. The Library of Congress will not
furnish copies prior to Hay 1989. Starting
with the May 1989 and subsequent issues will
be furnished.

46
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Question 2. c)

Responses Tc WORMS ndationJ Prom
Deposit° .1brkry Council

A$811 Nesting

1. RECOMMENDATION: The Depository Library Council requeLts
that the Public Printer convey to the Archivist of the
United States our appreciation for inclusion of the GPO
printed archives in its new Center for Legislative Archives.
We also urge the Public Printer to encourage the National
Archives to continue its efforts, such as the recent
arrangement of the collection by SuDoc number, to make the
collection more visible and accessible to depository
libraries and the general public.

RESPONSE: The Acting Public has sent the following letter
to the Archivist of the United States:

Mr. Don W. Wilson
Archivist
National Archives and Records
Administration
7th & Pennsylvania Avenue NW.
Washington, DC 20408

Dear Mr. Wilson:

At the request of the Depository Library Council to the

Public Printer, I am writing to convey its appreciation of

the National Archives and Records Administration's (NARA)

efforts toward improved access to Governnent docUments. The

enclosed Recommendation from the October 1988 meeting of the
Council expresses the importance of NARA's activities to the

community of documents librarians.

Please accept my gratitude as well. GPO shares with NARA a
common goal of making Government information products
accessible to the American public, and the inclusion of the

GPO documents library in the Center for Legislative Archives
will certainly provide better public access to that
collection than ever before.

Sincerely,

JosEPH E. JENIFER
Acting Public Printer

14
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2. RMCOMMINDATION: The Depository Library Council recommends
that GPO Marketing develop depository library promottonal
posters for use in non-depository libraries. These posters
would direct users to the nearest depository for their
government information needs.

RATIONALE: This yould help to increase public awareness of
the Federal Depository Library Program by encouraging
referrals to depOsitories from non-depositorielc. A blank
space fcx identification of the nearest depository would
allow for the customization of the poster by the recipient
library.

RESPONSE: The Office of Marketing will e developing
posters which promote the use of government documents for
display in both depository and non-depository libraries.
Provision is being made for those posters displayed in non-
depository libraries to direct people to depositories. The
library community has been solicited for suggestions through
a notice which appeared in DTTP, V. 16, No. 4 (Dec. 1988) as
well as through a notice in the February 1989 issue of
Administrative Notes (Vol. 10, No. 4).

3. MICOMMENDATION: The Depository Library Council requests
that Library Programs Service arrange for a report on the
status of the development of the Acquisition, Classification
and Shipment Information System (ACM) to be presented at
the Spring 1959 Council Meeting. Council further requests
that milestones past and future be specified and that a
timetable for achievement of future milestones be provided.
If units other than Library Programs Service are, or will
be, involved in future stages of development, represents
tives of those units should be asked to comment on the
aspects of system development in which they will be
involved.

RATIONALE: ACSIS holds the promise of resolving a number of
difficulties experienced by both GPO and the depository
libraries which are serials control, flexibility of item
selection, acquisition of fugitive documents, etc. Council
and the depository community have a vital interest in its
development.

usloomsg: Library Programs Service has conveyed Council's
request to the Office of Information Resources Management.
They have arranged for John Beaton, Chief,. Library and
Support Systems Branch, to report on the status of the ACSIS
System. Mr. Beaton's presentation is scheduled for
Wednesday, March 8, from 11:15-11:45 a.m.

15
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4. RICONNIMMTION: The Depository Library Council urges the

Library Programs Service Information Technology Progrdm to
identify lectronic ,roducts produced by Federal agencies,

and to actively solicit these products for depository

distribution.

RATIONALE: Federal agencies are producing lectronic
products with increasing frequency. In order for
depositories to fulfill their role as a key channel for

public access to federal information, they will need access

to these electronic products.

RESPONSE: When a Federal agency produces an electronic
information product through the Government Printing Office,

the Librery Programs Service evaluates the suitabilkof of

that product for depository distribution. This was the case

with Census Test Disk #2, which was the first such product

distributed to depositories.

In January 1989, the Acting Public Printer establishd al
Electronic Dissemination Task Force within the GPO. This

Task Force was formed to centralize research, planning,

liaison work, and intra-agency coordination of activities

relative to the electronic dissemination of information.
Bonnie Trivizas will appear before the Spring 1989 Council

meeting to explain more about.the Task Force and its

activities.

5. RECONIONDATION: The Depository Library Council requests
that the Public Printer make available the final report of

The Academic and Public Depository Library User Study to the
Depository Library Council by January 30, 1s89. Council
further recommends that a succinct summary fe prepared for

inclusion in the February issue of Administrative Notes and

that copies of the full report be made available to the
entire depository community upon its publication.

RATIONALE: The Council needs adequate time to study the
final report in order to make informed comments at the March

Depository Library Council Meeting. The summary will
preview the published report and provide the depository
community with timely information until such time as the
full report is distributed.

Uminlifig: As noted in the Vol. 10, No. 1 (January 1989)
issue of A4ministrative Notes, the delivery date of the
contractor's final report has been extended until February

15, 1989. LPS will distribute copies of the final report to
Council members upon completion of GPO's internal review and

16
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approval process. Additionally, LPS will publish a sumMary
of the report in Administrative_Notss, as well as print and
distribute paper copies of the full report to all depository
libraries. Due to the delayed delivery of the.final report,
the time frame which Council has specified will not be met,

6. IWWWWWWMOAT/041: The Depository Library Council requests
that GPO investigate the statue of reports missing from the
Depository Library system, such as those listed in the
appendices of the Sears and Lewis article ("Currency of
Selected U.S. Federal Government Agency Annual Reports
Received by Depository Librariegt," Government Publications

MtVol. 15, pp. 323-341, 1958) and report their
ge in Administrative atm am a first step in

resolving this type of problem.

RATIONALE: Thie etudy shows that many annual reports that
are in the List of Class.. are Jurrently published, but not
received hy GPO for distribution; other reports were found
to be discontinued, while still others were shown not to be
current. The List of Classes is an important administrative
and reference tool and should reflect more accurately what
is being sent to depository libraries.

Emons The Acquisitions Section of LPS routinely follows
up on all publications identified as not being distributed
through the Depository Library Program. LPS becomes aware
of missing publications through a variety of sources,
including our own internal systems, communications from
individual depository libraries, and published literature
much am the Sears and Lewis article cited by Council. The
results of research conducted by Acquisitions are reflected
in the "Whatever Ha)pened to... column of Adainjitatiyi
dotes, as well as with weekly.updates to the List It
Clime, and the LisLot_cleseee itself.

7. RECOMMIDATION (SUBSTITUTE): The Depository Library
Council recommends that the Library Programs Service
distribute braille publications wider the same item numbers
as the non-braille edition of the same title.

RATIONALE: Needs of selective depositories vary. By pro-
viding for advance selection of braille publications, costs
of printing and distribution of unwanted publications may be
avoided.

RESIPONSE: A. announced in the Vol. 9, No. 20 issue of
BdRipistrative Notes, Library Programs Service has begun
distribution of the braille edition of publications under

17
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the same item number as the non-braille edition of the same

title.

S. ISICONNONDATION: Th Depository Library Council recommends
-that the Library Programs Service explore the development of
a cooperative system with the Sales Program and other
appropriate GPO offices to identify significant titles for
which paper copies should be shipped directly to all
depositories, whether or not they were selected by the

library.

RATIONALE: Several times in the past year, GPO has
distributed paper copies of significant publications to all
depository libraries, regardless of whether or not the
library had selected that classification or format in the
previous Annual Item Selection Update Cale. This is a
commendable service to the libraries and their users and GPO

should establish a mechanism to ensure that future
Oublications of similar significance are identified in time

to receive similar treatment,

Brakum: GPO is in the process of examining the
feasibility of setting up a mechanism to identify
significant titles fot which paper copies should be shipped
to all depositories, whethe2 or not they were selected by

the library. As part of tht3 assessment, GPO issued the
following memorandum to the Depository Library Council:

December 20, 1988

Director, Library Programs Service

Request for Advice of Council on Establishing Criteria for
Identification of "Significant titles for which paper copies
should be shipped directly to all depositories"

Depository Library Council to the Public Printer

Preliminary analysis indicates that the "cooperative system"
proposed in Depository Library Council Recommendation #8

(October 1988) may be operationally feasible for GPO to
implement subject to any budgeting limitations. Key to the
effectiveness o? such system, however, is the
establishment of clef! .-ve criteria to guide GPO's
selection of "signifi citles for which paper copies
should be shipped directly to all depositories..." Given
the diversity of interests represented among depository
librarians and their communities, there could exist wide
variance in judgment as to what constitutes a significant
title.

18
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Council is requested, therefore, to provide a set of
definitive selection criteria with examples of significant
titles to be used by GPO in conjunction with our analysis of
the feasibility of implementing Recommendation #8. LPS
would like to receive the criteria no later than February 1,
1989.

MARK SCULLY

Upon receiving a set of definitive selection criteria from
Council, GPO will assess whether or not the criteria
constitute an adequate operational definition to be used by
GPO personnel for consistently identifying such titles at
the pre-printing stage, so that sufficient paper copies can
be ordered for full paper distribution.

9. RECOMMENDATION: The Depository Library Council acknowledges
the hard work of the Library Programs Service Acqufsitions
Unit and commends the staff for their ongoing effortJ to
acquire publications. Due to the immensity of their
responsibilities, the Depository Library Council recommends
that professional librarians be added to the staff of the
Library Programs Service Acquisitions Unit in order to
provide staff which can effectively monitor and encourage
the Executive agencies to provide copies of their
publications for depository distribution.

RATIONALE: The increasing incidence of unavailable
documents, the small professional staff in the AcqUisition
Unit, the apparent inability to establish an effective
program to acquire fugitive publications, and the lack of
success at acquisition of various subsets of Federal
government publications, when compared with commercial
efforts, all lead to the conclusion that the depository
program is a victim of inadequate staffing in the
Acquisitions Unit.

RESPONSE: The Library Programs Service shares Council's
desire that Executive agencies comply fully with the law by
providing their publications to GPO for depository
distribution. /n an effort to improve compliance, LPS
officials consulted with the Office of Management and Budget
during the formulation of OMB Circular A-130, entitled
"Management cf Federal Information Resources," to include a
provision that would serve to monitor agencies in this
regard and encourage them to comply with tha law. Thus, OME1
Circular A-130 states,"...agencies must establish procedures
to ensure compliance with 44 U.S.C. 1902, which requires
that government publications (defined in 44 U.S.C. 1901 and
repeated in Section 6k of the Circular) be made available to
the Federal depository libraries through the Government
Printing Office." This effort of the OMB to establish an

3.9
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effective compliance program for their Executive agencies is
appreciated and LPS stands r...ady to assist agencies in
fulfilling their responsibilities under 44 UiS.C. 1902 and
OMB Circular A-130.

Council should be heartened to learn that LPS has planned
and is about to implement a reorganization within Library
Division, which will group like-functions (such as document
acquisitions ani classification), simplify work procedures,
and improve operational efficiency .werall. This
reorganization reflects LPS0 intent co make optimal use of
the fixed number of FTE (full-time equivalent) staff
positions that is allowed by Congress. Under the Federal
personnel system, the authority to reclassify any LPS
positions into the GG-1410 "professional librarian" series
tit reserved to the GPO Personnel Service.

10./ ESCOMMISDATIOS: The Depository Library Council recommends
. that the Library Programs Service encourage their

Acquisitions Unit to develop alternative methods for
acquiring depository publications when agencies fail to
respond positively to routine inquiries.

RATIONALE: GPO's "What Ever Happened To..." column has
cited a number of titles which agencies have been unable to
surply (Administrative Notes, Vol. 9, No. 14, p. 8, August
1988). These are titles which have already been established
as depository items. Selecting libraries are entitled to
receive the publications which match their selection
profiles, and failure to supply these publications impairs
service to the public. The Acquisitions Unit should develop
alternative mechanisms for obtaining fugitive publications
such as photocopies, commercial microfiche copies, etc.

\ RESPONSE: Publication Request forms (see attached) are sent
'Nto agencies (with copies to the Joint Committe, on Printing)
te,try and obtain adequate distribution stock so.' doluments
not printed through GPO.

In cases where the agency cannot supply the requisite
quantity of paper copies, LPS routinely attempts to got two
paper copies to evaluate the suitability of the title for
distribution in microfiche. :f the physical format is
conducive to fiche, we convert the title and distribute it
to depository libraries in microfiche.

GPO is not authorized to use appropriated funds to go back
to press for agency produced publications, nor are we
authorized to use appropriated funds to procure commercial
microfiche copies of agency-produced publications. The
originating agency must bear the cost of providing the
requisite number of copies for depository distribution.

20
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PUBLICATION REQUEST

DATE
FROM U S Government Printing Of!
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12. SMOOMMOMMATIOM: The Depository Library Council recommends
that GPO explore alternative ways of distributing titles
designated for microfiche distribution when those titles are
not suitable for conversion to conventional microfiche,

-i.e.,...oversiseimblications, publications containing maps,
color, etc.

MAMIGUALYS: There have:been several notices in recent issues
of Administrative Motes that indicata such titles will not
be distributed at all since they cannot be microfiched.
This appears to be a najor shift in GPO procedure since
similar situations in the past have resulted in paper
dist:ibution for the title in question.

BESPONSL; GPO routinely attempts paper distribution when
the formet of documents designated for microfiche
distribution prohibits their baling fiched.

When a significant number of publications associated with a
single.item number cannot be microfiched, LPS will change
the item format from microfiche to paper.
When the bulk of publications associated with a single item
number are fichable, occasionally LPS will receive
individual documents that cannot be !kiwi. In these cases,
the decision-making process is as follows:

When the document is printed through GPO,
if it is a Sales item,
LPS will request copies from Sales;

if Sales cannot supply, or if dozument is not a
salsa item,

LPS will reprint.
When the document is not printed through GPO, LPs will
request paper copies from the agency;

the agency supplies paper copies,
LPS will distribute;

if the agency does not supply paper copies,
LPS cannot distribute, since there is no
authority for LPS to reprint publications unless
they were init!.ally printed through GPO.

Thus, it is likely that the "several notices in recent
issues of Administrative Notes that identify titles which
will not be distributed because they cannot be microfiched"
do nfat indicate a major change in GPO policy; rather, they
are instances in which the publication is not printad
through GPO. The "similar situations in the past" which
have resulted in paper distribIttion are undoubtedly
documents that were printed through GPO.

22
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13. VICOMMINDITION: The Depository Library council requests
that Library Programs Service explore and develop ways to
e nsure that those distribution policies that apply to
regional libraries also apply to shared regionals.

RATIONALE: Regional libraries receive all the titles which
are shii.rdd. Shared regionals are treated in the sum
manner as selective depositories, and receive "rain checks"
instead of documents when Library Program* Service has
insufficient quantities for distribution. Furthermore,
some items are shipped only to regionals. Complete
distribution would ensure the availability of these items
dithin states that are served by shared regionals and would
e ncourage new systems to accommodate the provisions of
regional service within states where no regionel library
currently exists.

RESPONSE: The current configuration of the Lighted Bin
System recognizes shared regionals as gelective libraries.
LPS is investigating the feasibility I reconfiguring the
systes to uniquely identify shared ravionals so that they
do not receive rainchecks, and that publications, which are
only sent to regionals, would be :tent to each library of
the shared regional if there is sufficient quantity.

14. RSCONMEMDATION: The Depository Library Council recommends
to the Public Printer that funds be made available to send
Library Programs Servic,, staff members to meetings of major
library associations, such as the ALA and AALL, both to
rspresent the GPO within the Library community and to
further the professional development of Library Programs
Service personnel.'

RATIONALE: Due to an unfortunate budgetary situation,
attendance of Library Programs Service personnel It annual
lihrary association meetings in the summer of 1988 was
curtailed. No representative was able to attend the AALL
meeting and fewer attended the ALA Annual Meeting than in
past years. council feels this was a disadvantage to the
library community and to Library Programs Service, and the
Depository 1.3brary council hones that this will not recur.

RESPONSE: The Acting Public Printer is pleased with
council's acknowledgement of the value of GPO
representation at major library association meetings. GPO
will continue to place a high priority on staff attendance
at these meetings, within the Congressionally-mandated
limits of our travel budget. The events of the summer of
1988, whicP curtailed GPO participation in professional
meetings, were unfortunate. However, no organization in
GPO is immune to fiscal constraints. While we all hope

23
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such a sitaation will not rem Ie must recognise that
future oolicy developments and budgetary limitations could

impose new restrictions at any time.

15. RICOMMISDATION: The Depository library Council recommends
that the Public Printer support the request of Regional
Depository librarians for a Fall 1989 workshop in
conjunction with the regular meeting of the Depository
Library council. W. further recommend that Council members
be included in the w ckshop.

ranowars The regional depositories held a productive
workshop and have several projects in motion to improve
services and collection management which would be nhanced
by their continuing contact as a group. Council members
participation would nsure that we are fully informed and

aware of the problems and concerns of regional depository

libraries.

pEsPONSZ: The Acting Public Printer supports a Fall 1989
workshop of Regional Depository librarians, to be held in
conjunction with the regular meeting of the Depository
Library Council. Additionally, he encourages all Council
members to attend, to ensure that they are fully informed

regarding the issues related to Regional depositories.
However, GPO cannot be responsible for Council members'
expenses incurred in attending a Regional workshop.

16. RECOMMMINDATION: The Depository Library Council recommends
that future Fall Council meetings be scheduled during the

third week of October.

RATIONALE: The Columbus Day Holiday on the Monday of the
second week in october prevents opportunities for
communication of the Depository Library Council with GPO

personnel and other Federal government officials. The days

before the Council meeting may be critical for last minute

arrangements.

EISPONSZ: The Superintendent of Documents agrees to
schedule future Fall meetings of the Depository Council to
the Public Pri.ster during the third Week of October.

24
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Question 2. c)

AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
SO CAST HURON ttttt T CloCAGO. ILLINOIS Will tem 44.07110

RESOLUTION ON DEPOSITORY DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLICATIONS
EXEMPTED FROM TITLE 44 REQUIREMENTS

Whereas, The Depository Library Program is the malor component in the dissemination
of government Information as utebllshed in Title 44 USC 1903, and

Whereas, The 100th Congreu passed several acts exempting specific executive agencies
from the provisions of Title 44 USC 301 with regard to the printing of their
publications by the Government Printing Office, and

Whereas, Other agencies have received similar exemptions in the past, and

Whereas, Publications which bypass the Government Printing Office often are not
included in the Depository Library Program and are not listed In the Monthit
Cataiog of United States Government Publications as required by law; and

Whereas, Such exemptions have the effect of restricting the public's access to these
publications and diminishing their distribution and bibliographic control;

Resolved, That the American Library Association urge Congress not to grant agencies
exemptions from requirements of Title 44 USC 301 without due consideration;
and be it further

Resolved, That when exemptions are granted, the legislative hlitory include specific
instructions regarding the depository distribution provisions of Title 44 USC

that require sufficient copies of said publications be made available for
distribution to libraries through the Depository Library Provam and that these
publications be listed in the Monthly Catalog of United States Publications,
and belt further

solved, That copies of this resolution be transmitted to the President of the Senate,
Speaker of the House of Representatives, and the Chairperson and ranking
minority member of each Congressional committee.

PTED BY THE
COUNCIL OF THE AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
3anuary I I, 19$9, in Washington, D.C.
Transmitted by

Thomas 3 Galvin, Secretary of Council

- 234.-
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Question 2. c)

AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
SO tA CT .14010N VALE" CmICAGO dCIIII 13121 14a.1710

RESOLUTION RELATING TO THE FEDERAL ACQtASITION REGULATION

Prcereae. An amendmant to Ma Fenno! Acetwairien Rogulatien (PAM oat /Aliened In the
Much JO. ITIT, Federal RealateniSt Fon, Rag. COMII mei

MUM& Pitt I el the FAR Ine revised to allow anocutlye agencies to bypass tfw printing
Oron,dures required by Ob U.S.C. %Halo ani

Inheres*, Mb ementenent ou lusel up.n 41 enoninlvir gamy *Mon al the
olatInatinottintity of NI U.S.C. 3111101 *UN* nly Oficial mite; and

illierfts. The client al Oh regulation le to ellmineee tie antlerify el the Seim Committse on
Printing Own aseCtitivi agency plotting and CNIMOSIONN MINN ow Priming af/rW10156.41
and

itmnreee. The radiation ra 'CR audowIty over gemirnment priming MU ollmitath the 1110euht 1
information available to eh* panik tineuglt to. Gown/nem I10ntle4 dapeenny Won/
ern Woe progranal ant

Whew. Inis mulatto% nal Malt In velmooll MN* NI New Owl hr 111,11MMOM
Ifigeftrietlen viaj Onenornic and mini caU.Nlng of the mien; end

Worse, rut mullion ow Implemonled widow any proclaim kr Mk neminenti now,
Ombra be it

Relligved. That the Dspirtment et Defense, Fie Canaan Undo* Administration. end the
National Aereneuties and Snug MoinistnUen Is urged al rwielrid die minor' a FAA Stapost
LSI and bo it further'

Reselyed. Theta my el Ws runairtlen be trinsenitd sn ow Maas at midi al the three
agonise, the °Rome of the Mks of Monenexcent and Midget, nin synreyriato members el
Cowen.

ADOPTED SY THE
ZOUNCII. Or TNE MIUICAN UllaAllY ASSOCIATION
My I, 1107, M SOul Froelich Winona
Trarernitled by

mu J. Galvin. Sect of Cancan

-351-
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question 2. d)

RRSOLDTION 011 OP0 NICROPICRS COVviderOm PROGRA(

weineie. The lack of access to carat governorate informatios adversely impacts
citians. business osgenisettons, and governmental units of this
country, *anemically. Isootalb and politically, and

MUMS, there ha been alma no distribution of goverment geblicatioas la
microfiche format to depository Ilkeston. international sachangs
partners, or through the Government Printing Office (GPO) Sales Program
since August 27, 19171 and

NHEREAs, the Library Programs Service of the Government Printing Office has
related lags quantities of,00stractor-produad microfiche due to poor
qualityt and

woRIAS, Over 12,000 titlecnow &welt sicafiche conversion. including 5,000
title in a defaulted COOttact, thus preventing depository librettos
!remarrying out their mandate to provide ready access to government
informations and

wntRIJA, These probleme have ken further 001Poundod )4 socond contract mord
to and default by the same microfiche contractor to convert the Code of
Weal Reculations, to microfiche, now, therefore, be it

assOLVE1, That the American Library Association urme the Joint Committee on
Printing to direct the Government Printing Office to espedite the
awarding of cumtact(s) for production and distribution of mtcrofiche
titles not effccted by possible litigations end, be it further

R1(30L7100 That ths American Library Association urge the Joint Camino. on
Printing to direct the Government Printing Office to immediately iden-
tify and implement pear or other appropriete alternative means of
dietributica for government publications unreasonably delayed by
current or future procurement disputes, and, be it further

NESOLVID, that the American Library Association strongly support effort, by the
Government Printing office in developing m:Mations for future con-
tracts that ensure high quality production and timely distribution of
microfiche products.

Adopted by the Council of the
American Library Association
New Orins, Louisiana
July 13, 1909
(Council Document 574)
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All

Question 2. d)

RESOLUTION ON PAPER DISTRINTION OP THE CANCGOINIONALASCOID

WHEREAS, Ito Coacressionel %aconite a document which is fundamental to the
historical record of the United States and is an important resource in

all types of libraries; and

WHEREAS, lb* final bound Conoreesionallgsmi is the perelanent legal record of

the work of the Vatted Statue Congress, and

=MS. A march 191$ Resolutiom of the Depoettory Library Council to the Public
Printer support, the expressed need of the depository library community
for the option of receiving the Congressional Record in paper format;

end

WHEREAS, Title 44 of the United States Coll requires Regional Depository
Libraries to maintain a permanent collection of all federal

publications, and

WHIRRREI In April 1917, the Joint COMMittOO on Printing, as publisher, passed 4

resolution which directed the 00VMUMbat Printing Office to provide

choice of formats fox certain publimetions, including the Cloopeesional
Record, ae en option for all Depository Libraries; and

MUM, The Government Printing Offloe hes announced that it does ROt intend to

offer paper format an en Option for volumes 129-131 of the penmen
edition of the ConeresOonal Recor4 to Depository Libraries located in
all Congressional districts of the United States; and

WHEREAS, hte planned distribution of the limited number of printed copies of the
bound Conoressional woo. volumes 129-131, is primarily linited to
the Washington, D. Coo area; now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED, That the American Library Association urge the Joint Comattee om
Printing to direct the Public Printer of the United States to cooply
with the Committee's previous resolution and leeks the permanent printed
edition of the Congressional Record available as an option for all

Depository Libraries.

Adopted by the council of the
Aesrloan Library Association
New Orleans, Louisiana
July 13, 1900
(council Document 073)

882
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--- Question 2. d)

AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
50 CACT HURON -nag. CiuCADJ .L..scue odeii .31So 944.1710

RLSOLUTION ON ELECTRONIC PILOT PROJECTS FOR DEPOSITORY LSISRARIES

*harem. The !Literal deviatory Meaty 0,-grani irsa oraleliliod IM Cowes se provide
ledetaillMOWPArt tfilOttOSIA0t111 lii COI to dm /Milk through depository warm, and

Whereas. Pedorai govorrwment intotmotion ii inaNalogly being dismenthemd through
Memorise rowel and

OPAITOIII. May tO COVIlatitollOt OttIOTIIOOtt Iii elostrimie 101114111 OS011ollai for An
1:110415911 piblici end

Whavas, The Soot Commie on Printing 'MOM. en Apoll. INT, to urge gm
Government Printing Office te initiate pides Kelm% tasting the diseeminadon el !Moral
thlorrnotion in Nucleonic Soma le 111100.15Ofy OMANI and

Witmer*, The JCP had MI limilwladot et Ital pladir4 Office f Tecrowlegy Ammeinent
study on BMW infonnatIon dlotribution at the time the reseithlen was Ninth and

Whmoas. The inforniotion indway TN emil reormented en the soli Ad Nee Committer'
on Dowitaty Lamy Ammo te heeled Auternatod OGISAMMO OW portieleeted fully in
the work .1 the committoet end

Wham, At Nast mason asies have moluntthred us Peetieloote In the prefect%
magnums the depeuteey lOONy peowen sa wthicle lor fulfilling the MO mandato to
diomeninote infatuation to the pubitei Owl

Whom', Clotheesic thattilithien of wernmeM informItlee to depoietoey libraries may
result In substanUal lerg range me amino to the Goveroment Mating Wiest and

Mlionme. The Nom, Appreotkatiere Committee Ohre Om treestet et monies hteo GPO's
revolving fund to 'moon die pllet proilocu ei FY pordleg resets ef an Of Ora ef
TedaTWIT ASIOOIMOM st5515 el federal Information frominatlent

Iltaios, C0;11,0401 delays la the leipiemaotatieett :11111 pilot prefects terlouoly
compromise polite oceem getwootent Mame' nee, thelefor be it

Rimeirmi, That !hp emotion Library AMeclatiee top Cengrthe bo authorise misquote
limes to FY Met Implausible peat peens Go dimeatinatien e4 worriment
Information in electronic format through die doreltory Wary system.

ADOPTED BY THE
COUNCIL OF THE AMERICAN UBSIARY ASSOCIATION
July I, 1,17, in seri Frencimo, Co !Monis
Transmitted by

Thom. Galvin. Secretary of Council

-350-
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Question 2. cl)

AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
50 ItAIT HURON STRUT CHICAGO. 11.1.01015 60411 13121 444.6760

RESOLUTION ON ILI:CIRO= OISSRNINATION OP GOVIINCINT TATOONARON
TO 01201111061 LIIRAAIS8

Iftweas, A demeceetie solely deride se ready mg equal access to overomeat
Word*, by old about its overawed eed

gmeese. Government lefonatioe le esy fort Is wormiest letonotion; sod

Whereas, roe over a century, the Federal rositely Mary Systee Me Wee the
key slalom im the distributlee of primed 'grossest llamado' to
orrice reisess esd geseral users so a wide geographic Melo awl

Whereas. A amber of overest aortas see currestly able to provide cries of
floppy disks, CO-ION produces, an other tone et electronic media to
the Morro% Militias Office for direct distrirtioa to depoitory
libraries; sad

..... Nosy, though eet ell, depositary librories ere NOV capable ot aecAptins
and st1112146 Appreprlate electrode products tor immediate NH in

die...loath% goverment latorsetioe to their users; sod

Whereas. Depository humid hs lowing le daisies. regardies ehoice of
appropriate forts tor pablicstiou of 'overman inforsonsi sod

Wherees, lonlises disseminative et such electemic products to meet public
domed is urgestly mord prior to the omelettes et the pealing Office
o f Techsology Correia study ef the lomrerge tatters le
disosnatir letterie amesome leforreleel as/

Oheress, %a Joist Psalter es Riede'', Ad On Comietes iie Depeeltory Library
Access to itervel /started lises Mete, the Aseeciatiee ;it Research
Libraries, mid tho Asericia Libeary Ameelaties have moiety issued
reports indicates/ the lordiate seed for lspleseetleg voted foss of
e lectrode disowned,* to ;Moeller, 1 rrrrrr so or, Menton A. It

Resolved, That the Mental Library Aimotiatios wie the Public Rimer te prepare
e cespreheseive plan aid equest an approve/Mir for R 1981 to
leaed must el melmtice et sootiest leforaselon
le venire toned; appropriate to urn of depoitory libraries; sod be
It further

Resolved, That the *melees Likery Associatios urge the News Smote
Appropriations Cowittees te provide as epprepriatio et alloy for the

reprograming et cornet modes to persit the bluer Mir to depository
libraries et electreale soveromeet leformetios cu rrrrr ly available tros

omenteset eseacion ead be it further

Resolved, Thee a copy of this noontime be pounced to the Public Mister of the
rind Stens. che Joint Cookie. oe triodes, the Nouse Appropriatioes
Cretins, sod the Smote Approprioloss Committee.

40
ADOPT= it IN&
COUNCIL Of Tat AMMAN LleRAST ASSOCIATION

JAOUary 13, 1388, In Sao Antonio, Toms
traeasite44 by

Th<PAa
mann-tdae.....=

ws J. Cal a, Secretary of Council

-209-
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Question 3. a)

Freedom of Information

New York University
Elmer Holmes Bobst Library Selected

Resources
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Federal Library and Information Center Committee, "Federal Information'
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Proceedings," Washington, D.C.: Library cf Congress, 1987.
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Information and Primacy Acts. Ned York: Clark Boardman, 1986.

Fernon, Peter and Charles R. McClure. Federal Information Policies in the
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Mbrgan, Cavid. The Flacks of Warkington: Goternment Information and the

Westport, CT: Greenwtod Probe, 1966.
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Washington, D.C.: OMB Wadi, 198C

OMB Watch. Through the Corridors of Power: A Guide to Federal Rulemakieq.
Washington, D.C.: OMB Watch, 1987.
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Queation 3, c)

RESOLUTION ON LIBRARY FEE WAIVERS
UNDER THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT

WHEREAS, The American Library Association has vigorously supported the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) as guarantor of principles
fundamental to democratic society: "the people's right to
know," the free flow of ideas, and public access to government
information; and

WHEREAS, The charging of fees under the FOIA represents such a
substantial barrier to requesters that Congress amended the
FOIA in 1986 to limit fees to only those requesters who sought
information for private commercia' uses, such as bidding on
contracts or researching competitors; and

WHEREAS, Congress intended to provide favorable treatment to any
disseminators of information, clearly defined the dissemination of
information to the public as a protected use of the FOIA, not a
commercial use, and clearly recognized libraries and depositories
of public records as active disseminators of information; "(Mat
of course is the primary function of libraries and repositories of
public documents," stated the chief Senate sponsor of the 1986
amendments; and

WHEREAS, In the modern information age, libraries serve the public by
actively acquiring and disseminating information, linking the
public to electronic databases, and creating public access to
otherwise unavailable sources of information; and

WHEREAS, The Department of State, in particular, and other Brecutive
Branch agencies such as the Office of Management and Budget
and the Department of Justice, have interpreted the line FOIA
amendments exclude libraries from waivers of fees, by using
excassively narrow definitions of "information dissemination" and
of "educatinnal institutions" that would allow preschools to
qualify, but not major public research libraries; and

WHEREAS, Executive agencies' denial of fee waivers to libraries has a
chilling effect on the likelihood of libraries using the FOIA for
the benefit of the public; and

WHEREAS, Executive agencies have denigrated the very function of libraries
in out democrstic society by describing the role of libraries as
"passive dissemination," and have further declared, in a letter
from the State Department to an ALA member library, the
National Security Archive: "Merely maldng records available to
those who may request two much the same type of dissemina-
tion that government agencies provide through the FOIA) will
not itself contribute significantly to the public's understanding
of the operations of government;" now, therefore, be it
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RESOLVED, That the American Library Association urge federal executive
agencies to follow the clear intent of Congress, to recognise
libraries u educational institutions and information disseminators
under the Freedom of Information Act, and to waive FOIA fees to
librarie open to the public; and, be it further

RESOLVED, That the American Library Association recommend congressional
action to correct this egregious misinterpretation of congressional
intent, if the agencies involved do not make the necessary
changes in their fee waiver practices; and communicate these
concerns over the tatus of libraries under the FOIA to all
appropriate federal agencies and congressional committees.

Adopted by the Council of the
American Library Association
Washington, D. C.
January 11, 1989
(Council Document p38)
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SEEGER, CHAIRMAN, ADMINISTRATIvE CONFERMCE OF THZ UNITED

STATES

OFTCE Of
THE CHAIMAAN

ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES

2120 I. STREET. NW., SUITE Ikk

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20037
(202) 254.70M

May 10, 1989

The Honorable Robin Wiee
Chairman
Subcommittee on Government Infornation, Justice, and Agriculture
Committee on the Government Operations
8-3493 Rayburn House Office Building
House of Restresentativee
Washington, DC 2031$

Dear Mr. anirmam

It has come to our attention that the Subcommittee on Government Information, Justice,
and Ando, Imre recently held a hearing on electronic information aod 6,4 Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA). This is a subject that has been studied by the Administrative
Conference of the United States and addressed in a recommendation of the Conference. I
am writing to be sure that you ars aware of our work in this area.

In December 1981. tits Administrative Conference adopted Recommendation 81-10,
Federal Agency U. of Computers in Acquiring and Releasing Informatin (I CFR 1303.88-
10). The recommendation is bused on a report prepared for us by Professor Henry H.
Perrin, Jr., of the Villainy* University School of Law. A copy of each is enclosed.

The »commendation I. intended to guide agencies in addressing the question that will
arise when ea agency considers whether to acquire or renew information in electromic form.
Part A costa's& general guidance oo such matters se whether electronic records should be
deemed records subject to the FOIA sad whether an agency should be expected to write new
computer programs for the purpose of responding to 3 FOIA request SWUM with the
proposition that a 'record° I. the context of the FOIA »eludes information mainlined in
electronic form, the Conference recommends that agencies not tiny access to electronic data
on the groands that (I) the data are not °records,' (U) retrieval of the electronic information
is equivalent to creation of a 'new* record, or (iii) programming it required for retrieve!. In
responding to FOIA requests, alewife should provide electronic information hi the form in
which it Is maintained or, it so requested, in such other form GI can be generated dirk*
end with reasonable effort from existing databases with existing software. In general, we
suggest thit the concept of reasonablmtess is a useful guideline for resolving; controversies
about such matte».

Recommendation 1111-10 also suggests an analytical framework that may assist agencies in
assessing options when electronic acquisition or release of information can facilitate
performance of the agency's missioo. Relevant factors identified in the recommendation
include costs and beoefits as well as the appropriate roles of the public and private sectors.
In addition, the Conference urges agencies to experiment with electronic means of providing
public participation in administrative proceedings.

(884)
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I hope that the enclosed materials are of us* to the subcommittee and hs Ng( u it
studies these issues. If the Administrative Conference can be of further Nrvice, I *Noway
you to Want me.

Enclosures

MJB:DMP/sda

Sincerely yours,

Marshall 3. re r
Chairman

4(4
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES

2120 I. STREET, NW., SUITE 500

WASHINGTON, DC. 20037
254.7020

I CFR { 305.88-13

Recommendat4on 88-10

Federal Agency Use of Computers in Acquiring and

Releasing Information

Adopted December 8-9. 1988

The rapid evolution of computer technology raises many economic and policy issues that

affect the acquisition and release of information by government agencies. New information

technologies can improve public access to public information and reduce paperwork burdens.

They can also impose significant economic burdens, however, and they may stimulate

competition between govern-nent agencies and established electronic information enterprises.

The essential role of information in a democratir; system underscores the need to examine

with care the opportunities that electronic information storage and transmission provide for

improving the flow of information between government agencies and the public.

The following recommendations are intended to guide agencies in addressing the

questions that will arise when an agency considers whether to acquire or release information

in electronic form, either to facilitate performance of the agency's mission or to fulfill

requirements established by the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) or other laws.1

OMB Circular A-I30 (50 Fed. Reg. 52730, Dec. 24, 1985) provides a general
framework for management of federal information resources. The relationship between parts
of this recommendation and provisions of the OMB Circular is as follows. Recommendation
A reflects the same policy as Paragraph 7(g) of the Circular, but provides additional detail.
Recommendation B deals with electronic acquisition, a subject addressed in proposed OMBguidelines, but not in detail in the existing version of Circular A-I30. Recommendation C
suggests a cost-benefit approach to defining agency electronic dissemination activities
essentially consistent with that prescribed by the Circular, but offers a finer level ofanalytical detail to guide agency selection among three different levels of release.
Recommendation D suggests defining the boundary between public and private sectors basedon a cost-benefit analysis; this is endorsed by Paragraph 7(e) of Circular A-I30, butRecommendation D defers less to private sector activities than the Circular.
Recommendation E lists more specific cost and benefit categories to be considered than does
the Circular. Recommendation F reflects the same pol4ey as that set forth in Appendix IV to

tiPf
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At the present stage in the evolution of government electronic information policy, the

most one can do is to suggest an analytical framework within which agency electronic system

designers, policy makers, and budget planners can assess their options. The process and

substance of decisionmaking within this framework should, of course, conform with general

principles of administrative law.

Because experience is now relatively limited and information technology is subject to

rapid evolution, when Congress sets policy it should do so on as broad a basis as possible.

Because changes in electronic information capability occur at a different ,lisce in different

sectors of the society, transitional arrangements will be necessary ensure that electronic

acquisition and release do not disadvantage major segments of the population.

The pertinent considerations depend on the context in which electronic acquisition or

release of information is addressed. For example, the factors relevant to the release of

information in electronic form in response to discrete FOIA requests differ from those that

bear on discretionary agency decisions to release information broadly through electronic

publishing. As a further example, resolution of issues pertaining to the acquisition of

information in electronic form might depend on such factors as the technological capacity of

the private parties from whom electronic filing is to be requested.

Recommendation A addresses the Freedom of Information Act. The FOIA was written

with pep records in mind. The problem is to apply the Act to information maintained in

electronic form. This recommendation does not seek to provide comprehensive guidance but

dots address in general terms such matters as whether electronic records should be deemed

records subject to the FOIA and whether an agency should be expected to write new

computer programs for the purpose cf responding to a FOIA request.

Recommendations B and C discuss principles applicable to electronic acquisition and

release of information, respectively. Recommendation D offers principles for defining the

Circular A-I30 discussing paragraph I Ilah Recommendations G and H have no
counterparts in the Circular. Recommendation discusses the role and limits of government-
wide policy; Circular A-I30 is an example of sm. i a policy. Recommendation 1 is consistent
with Paragraph 9(c) of the Circular.

:.;
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appropriate roles of the public and private sectors in the provision of electronic acquisition

and release systems.

Recommendations C and D envision a three-step process for evaluating possible new

electronic information products. The first step in the evaluation process is to identify the

current level or release of the information that would be contained in a new electronic

information product. There are in general terms three possible levels of agency activity in

releasing information: (i) "disseminatioe or "publishing', leading to the broadest availability

of information; (ii) ''disclosure", involving wholesaling to private information suppliers or

providing electronic release capability in public reference rooms; and (iii) 'access% involving

ad hoc release in response to discrete requests. For the special meaning of these and other

related terms used in this recommendation, it is important to refer to the appended glossary.

Thc second step is to identify the benefits and costs of replacing or supplementing

existing means or release with various levels of electronic release. An agency should not

offer an electronic information product unless the cost-benefit analysis demonstrates that the

electronic alte-native analyzed is likely to be superior to existing means. The third step is to

define the most desirable public and private sector roles, applying principles described in

Recommendation D.

Deciding to "promote* electronic publishing does not necessarily mean a direct, retail,

electronic publishing and distribution role for the government, if private sector electronic

put hing activities and commitments are more cost effective (see Recommendation D).

Electronic publishing conteir. 'lied by this recommendation also can occur through

depository libraries. In some cases it may be mpropriate to retain both paper and electronic

versions of the same information, even though costs almost certainly will be higher than for

either form alone.

Recommendation E identifies cost and benefit categories that should be considered in

applying Rec3mmendations B, C and D. Recommendations F through .1 deal with discrete

questions of policy and technology: for 3xample. the use of private telecommunications
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systems, the undesirability of exclusive private or public control of information, and the

need to stay abreast of developing technologies.

These recommendations do not address such important issues as protection of trade

secrets or privileged commercial information, invasion of personal privacy, or the need for

Congress and agencies to consider allocating budgetary resources so that FOIA staffs will

include persons skilled in using electronic databases. NOr do they address in detail the

security of electronic databues. Those subjects deserve separate investigation.

The recommendations also do not address issues pertaining to automation or internal

agency functicns including important questions of records retention, evidentiary use of

electronic records, and program administration. Rather the recommendations assume that an

agency has automated or will automate an identifiable portion of Rs activities and therefore

is confronted with the questions of whether and how to establish interfaces between internal

electronic information systems and the outside world.

RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Frectlom otInformation Act

I. In interpreting the Freedom of Information Act, agencies should recognize that a

"record" includes information maintained in electronic form.

2. Apncies using electronic databases rather than paper records should not deny access

to the electronic data on the grounds that the electronic data are not 'records," that retrieval

of the electronic information is equivalent to creation of a 'neve record, or that

programming is required for retrieval. In responding to FOIA requests, agencies should

provide electronic information in the form in which it is maintained or, if so requested, in

such other form as can be generated directly and with reasonable effort from existing

databases with existing software. Agencies, however, should not be obligated under the

FOIA to create large new databases for private advantage, thus using agency resources for

8-94
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private purposes. Agencies should use a standard of reasonableness in determining the nature

and extent of the programming that provides an appropriate search for and retrieval of

records ia responding to FOR requests, and in determining the extent to which FOR

requesters may ask the agency to produce data organized in formats other than those used by

the agency in the regular course of its operations.'

3. Differences in technologies and database structures used by individual agencies make

it necessary, for the near term, to define FOR obligations on a case-by-case basis. Further

experience with electronic information systems is a pre, to the formulation of general

rules applicable to such controvert:es under the Ac now requesters must identify the

records sought, how much programming, if any, an agency must do, and how costs shall be

borne. The concept of reasonableness applied to searches for paper information made in

response to FOR requests should provide 3 useful guideline for resolving controversies over

the application of FOIA to electronically maintained data.

B. Acouisition of Information in Electronic Form

I. Agencies should acquire information in electronic form when they use, or will use,

the information in that form and when most information submitters already maintain

information electronically, or have ready access to intermediaries who will prepare and

submit it in electronic form. When agencies sponsor electronic acquisition programs, they

should make clear their intention that all information required will eventually be available to

them in electronic form, either by strictly administering exceptions to mandatory programs,

or by undertaking the conversion of paper submissions into electronic form themselves.

2. When most providers of information ("filers') are technologically sophisticated, it is

appropriate for agencies to require electronic filing of information, after developing standard

3 Agencies should be able to recover the costs of complying with FOR requests,including programming costs, in a manner consistent with the Freedom of Information
Reform Act of 1986. 100 Stat. 3207, 3207-48 (1986), amending $ U.S.C. §552(3)(41(A), and
related OMB guidance, 52 Fed. Reg. 10012, 10017 (1987).
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formats in consultation with the filer community, and after appropriate testing and transition

periods.

3. In determining whether to require or permit electronic filing of information and in

designing the particulars of an electronic acquisition program, agencies should carefully

weigh the 'costs and benefits of electronic acquisition of information. The analysis should

address the factors identified in Recommendation D together with other considerations made

relevant by the agency's mandate.

4. Agencies initiating electronic acquisition programs should take steps to facilitate

electronic filing by entities having limited technological capacity (without raising the costs

for sophisticated entities), including the optional use of 'smart forms." When a significant

proportion of the filer community is technologically unsophisticated, electronic acquisition

may be feasible only through intermediaries. In such cases, agencies should create economic

incentives for electronic filing rather than mandating it. Part of the economic incentive to

file electronically under voluntary electronic acquisition programs can be the imposition of a

fee on technoloiically sophisticated filers who choose to file on paper, assuming the statutory

authority to do so exiStI.

C. Release of Informigign in Electronio_Form

i. Electronic information release policies should depend on such factors as (a) whether

the desired level of release consists of electronic publishing, electronic disclosure, or

electronic access in response to FOIA requests (see the eossary for definitions of these

terms); (b) the agency's pol;cies in releasing like ;nformation maintained in paper records;

and (c) the costs and benefits of replacing or supplementing an existing paper medium with

an electronic medium.

2. When a statute or agency policy mandates the publishing of information, the agency

should itself electronically publish the information or facilitate its electronic publication by

others, unless the cost-benefit analysis suggests the desirability of restricting publishing to

89,g
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the paper medium, possibly accompanied by a lower level of electronic release.3 If the

agency publishes the information only on paper, it should consider electronic publication of

the availability of the paper information products. Where an agency publishes information

electronically, it should consider the feasibility of providing dial-up access.

3. When a statute mandates public reference room disclosure, or paper products

presently are made available through a public reference room, agencies should provide

electronic disclosure in public reference rooms of information already in electronic form.

Such agencies should consider the costs and benefits of upgrading from electronic disclosure

to electronic publishing. Agencies should also make information disclosed electronically

available to any requester ih an electronic form that would be easily usable by information

resellers.

4. In those instances where an agency maintaining information in electronic form has no

mandate to release urmation other than le response to FOIA requests, the agency should

consider upgrading release of appropriate parts of this information to electronic disclosure

through public reference rooms and wholesaling in electronic bulk form to private sector

requesters.4

D. Allocation of Responsibilities Between Public and Private Sec=

I. Agencies that have decided under Recommendations B and C to acquire or release

information in electronic form should define the appropriate roles of the public and private

sectors in providing that information and related products (including teleeommunications

facilities, indesea and retrieval software as well as raw data). That choice should depend on

the relative costs and benefits of privately versus publicly provided information products.

3 When a statute mandates electronic publishing, the agency would not have discretion to
restrict publication to a paper medium or to a lower level of electronic release,

4 The prices for such electronic information would be determined under the general user
fee statute, 31 U.S.C. §970I, or under the FOIA. See OMB's user fee guidelines, restated in
App. IV to OMB Circular A-130, 50 Fed. Reg. 52748 (1985).

,TA
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2. When choosing between publishing and a lower level of electronic release of

information, an agency should determine whether private sector providers are willing to

supply electronic products having features (e.g., user-friendly menus) that will give the

public greater benefits or lower costs than would electronic publishing by the agency. When

an agency relies on the private sector for electronic publishing of agenc; information, the

agency should seek to establish by contract the nature of the products to be provided.

3. When an agency determines that its mission warranta new electronic means of

acquisition or release of information and the private sector will not commit to provide them

at appropriate prices, the agency should provide them, if clearly identified non-economic

and economic benefits outweigh the capital and marginal costs. Agencies should recognize,

however, that there may be circumstances where the costs to an agency would suggest the

wisdom of creating incentives for the private provision of the desired electronic information

product -- for example, the free use of agency-developed software.

I. Agencies should take into account the following costs in the decisionmaking processes

suggested in Recommendation C and Cr.

(a) Capital costs to the agency of establishing the product, and the probable economic life

and other uses over which the costs should be allocated;

(b) Capital costs to information consumers and information providers to utilize the product,

and the probable economic life and other uses over which these costs should be

allocated;

(c) The marginal costs to the agency for user access;

(d) Marginal costs to users for obtaining the information;

(e) Marginal costs to electronic information providers of updating the electronic information;

fl
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(f) Unrecovered costs associated with existing government or private sector capital that

would be made obsolete by the new product;

(8) The costs of updates and upgrades in service levels or capacity necessary to permit

intended benefits to be realized at levels of demand expected over the long term; and

(h) Costs of changing to standard formats or of handling different formats.

2. Agencies should take into account the following benefits in decisionmaking processes

suggested in Recommendations B, C and a

(a) Savings associated with eliminating the cost of producing and maintaining existing parer

products;

(b) Savings to agencies and consumers associated with upgrading the level of information

release from ad hoc FOIA disclosure to electronic disclosure in a public reference room;

(c) Savings to agencies and consumers associated with upgrading paper public reference

room disclosure to electronic publishing;

(d) Increase in the number of interested persons having access to information;

(a) Improvements in the utility of information for its intended purpose because of improved

organization and retrieval capabilities; and

(f) Reductions in delays associated with transferring information from an agency to eventual

consumers.

3. Cost-benefit analyses should take into account FOIA obligations, including

obligations to protect trade secrets and other exempt information. In designing electronic

databases, agencies should consider the types of' FOIA requests likely to be received for data

in the database, consulting with representative users when feasible. Insofar as it is consistent

with agency mission performance, databases should be designed so as to facilitate responses

to FOR requests. A proper rule of thumb is that it should not be any more difficult to

obtain information under the FOIA after automation than before.

EiVI)
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4. In some cases, effective design may require some sacrifices in electronic FOIA

retrieval capability. In these OM, agency designers of electronic databases and retrieval

software should consider how FOIA tequests can be satisfied consistent with the spirit or tne

Act. For example, an agency might choose to make raw data available to requesters in

computer-readable form along with retrieval software, so that requesters can effect their own

retrievals. In other situations, new electronic information products may reduce costs of

FOIA requests, to both requesters and agencies. This would occur, for example, if

information were published or otherwise made accessible electronically in a public reference

room, rather than provided only on paper in response to FOIA requests.

f. Exclusive Control of Public Informatioq

An agency generally should not grant a private party exclusive control of its electronic

information or of the acquisition or release thereof. Nor should the agency itself as a general

matter maintain such control in the absence of a compelling public purrose. Where an

agency hu, and wishes to exercise, authority to enter into an exclusive arrangement

providing a private sector vendor with a preferential right to electronic information, the

agency should first consider whether the analysis suggested in Recommendations B, C. D and

E demonstrates that efficiencies can be achieved through such an arrangement. The agency

should also guard against the possibility that the arrangement may be inconsistent with its

responsibilities under the FOIA or may impair the ability of the agency and the public to

benefit from subsequent technological developments.

G. Technoloev Into

I. gencies should use proven technologies in their electronic acquisition and release

systems. They should stay abreast of the state-of-the-att in all matters related to the

electronic acquisition and release or information and should be particularly alert to 0,e need
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for up-to-date ind effective access control and other techniques required to maintain an

appropriate level of security.

2. Agencies should seek to base electronic information formats on existing standards

efforts such as American National Standards Institute standards on Electronic Business Data

Interchange° before developing their own distinctive format definitions.°

3. Whenever possible, agencies should use public data networks rather than developing

their own communications links for public filers or consumers.

4. Agencies should consider conducting demonstration projects to experiment with

evolving electronic information technology.

Agencies should experiment with electronic means of providing public participation in

rulemaking, ad'udication and other administrative proceedings, while retaining a means of

effective participation for persons who lack the means to accem the elecironic information

system.

I. A government-wide policy on electronic information is desirable to afford guidance

to agencies. Such a policy Jhould articulate goals consistent with those expressed in the

foregoing recommendations.

2. Congress shckild formulate the larger value judgments necessary for a government-

wide policy on electronic information./ These include the roles of public and private sectors;

° These standards are currently designated as
6 Cf. Recommendation 711-4, Federal Agency Interaction with Private Standard-setting

Organizations in Health and Safety Regulation, I CFR §305.78-4.
7 See, e.g.. U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment. Informing ihe Nation:

Federal ln/ormanon Disseminaiton in an Eleetrotne Age (October 1988).
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who ought to pay for increased information utility; and the level of funding to be provided

by the government.

3. Because agencies often are in the best position to apply the considerations identified

in this recommendation. Congress should .normally defer to agency judgment in selecting

methods to implement congressionally enacted policies when the agencies have offered

rational justifications for their electronic information program decisions.

L National Institute of Standards and Technology

The National Institute of Standards and Technology should continue to work with the U.

S. Patent and Trademark Office to advance electronic data storage and transmission

technology, as, for example, its work with high-capacity storage technology, and should

inform agencies about commercially available products and services to facilitate electronic

acquisition and communicatio. s.

9 0 2
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GLOSSARY

Bulk form, large quantities of data in nearly raw form, with little formatting

information or other added value, usually maintained and transferred on magnetic tape or

mucks or high capacity optical or magnetic disks.

Data product: a specific form of electronic information, sometimes including data

structures, indices, retrieval software, and telecommunications links.

Database: a body of information maintained in electronic form, from which parts can

be retrieved electronically.

Dial-up:. a form of electronic disseminatiod through which anyone with a computer, a

modem, and access to an ordinary telephone line can retrieve information from an electronic

database.

Electronic access: the lowest level of electronic release; the ability to obtain agency

information; communicating information to consumers.

Electronic acquisition: obtaining information from the public electronically; includes

electronic filing; submitting information to an agency in electronic form.

Electronic disclosure: an intermediate level of electronic release; making information

available electronically to the public at one or only a few places.

Electronic dissemination: the highest level of electronic release; using electronic means

to make information widely available to the public at places where it is used; same as

electronic publishing.

Electronic publishing: samc as electronic dissemination.

Electronic release: communicating information to users in electronic form; a generic

term that includes access, disclosure, and dissemination.

Hardwire: computers and associated peripherals.

Public data networks: communications common carriers that aggregate small volume

data communications and thereby reduce the cost of high-quality transmission of data.

C 3
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Retailing: providing information in a format different from that used by the

government, or with accompanying analysis, aggregation or segregated subsets, enhanced

search or retrieval capabilities, or otherwise tailored to be of value to specialized or

individual end users; also may include distribution components of electronic release.

Retrieval: extracting a part of a database and presenting it to the requester in a form

understandable by humans.

Smart forms: interactive computer data acquisition programs that guide the filer in

answering questions.

Software: computer programs or data.

Wholesaling: providing resellers or large end users information only in the form used by

the government or only in bulk form.
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APPENDIX 9.-FOLLOMP TO CONGRESSIONAL TESTIMONY

Follow-up to Coni estimony

of

E. J. McFaul

The United States Geological Survey (USGS) manages many of the mineral and
energy resources which are critical to the well being of our Nation. This enormous task
has been performed admirably over the yews by a dedicated and professional corps of
USGS people who have earned the respect of scientists around the world.

In the USGS, like most other scientific agendas, data collection has been
developed to a true science but data dissemination 13 still an imperfect art. This is mainly
due to the lack of an effective means with which to implement widespread data
dissemination. This situation is now about to change. A new and revolutionary means for
the cost-effective distribution of digital data now exists and is Just beginning to be
explored. Known as CD-ROM (Compact Disc - Read Only Memory), this technology offers
erders-of-magnitude improvements over previous methods of data dissemination.

CD-ROM technology embodies many characteristics that make it extremety
attractive for a wide range of information management and data dissemination
applications. Some of these characteristics are as follows:

1) The Existence of Standards - CD-ROM is distinctly different from other types
of optical storage (specifically, WORM and erasable) in that both physical
and logical standards exist. The physical standard resulted from the CD
audio specification promulgated worldwide by Philips and Sony. The logical
standard is a result of the efforts of the High Sierra Group (HSG) and, more
recently, the International Standards Organization (ISO 9660). The existence
of these standards adds a degree of stability and longevity to the
technology that ensue es hardware and software compatibility for the
foreseeable future.

2) Low Cost of Production - The cost of producing of CD-ROM disc has fallen
dramatically over the past 18 months. A disc can now be mastered for
around $1,500 and replicated at a cost of $2.00 per disc. Thus, for a run of
500 dixs, the cost per disc would be approximately $600. These prices are
based on 5-day turnaround, with 1-day turnaround available at a higher
cost.

3) Inexpensive CD-ROM Readers - The cost of readers is currently in the $500
range and is expected to drop further as prices continue to follow the lead
of CD audio players which use essentially the same technology.

(901)
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4) High-Density Media A single CD-ROM disc weighing less than an ounce
is capable of storing over 650 megabytes of date. At $5.00 per disc, the
cost of using CD-ROM storage works out to a media cost of less than 1
cent per megabyte compered to a cost of $.50 per megabyte on a 1800 bpi
magnetic tape. The small size of a CD-ROM disc translates into reduced
data transportation costs where 650 million bytes can be mailed across the
country for less than a dollar.

5) Stable Media - In addition to CD-ROM media being about 50 times less
expert ive than magnetic tape, CD-ROM discs required no special storage
environments or periodic maintenance as is often the case with magnetic
taPe.

6) Direct A ass Organization - CD-ROM provides direct access to any data
conta. , J on the disc in contract to magnetic tape which affords only
sequential access. With an average access time of well under a second,
CD-ROM provides an information environment well suited to interactive
processing.

We've only Just taken the first iew steps vf a long and prosperous journey that I
believe will forever change the way in will& our government, and indeed, our entire
society deals with data and information. Many of then applications are already beginning
to revolutionize the data distribution activities in a numt.ser of our governmental institutions.
But, even beyond its ability to make data and information more readily available at lower
costs, CD-ROM holds out the prospect of actually altering the distribution of global
information processing resources.

As head of the Federal Government's Special Interest Group on CD-ROM
Applications and Technology (SIGCAT), I receive several phone calls a day from people
all over the country inquiring about this new technology called CD-ROM. The level of
interest, particularly throughout the Federal sector, ie accelerating. Many agencies are
now moving beyond the prototype stage and are gearing up for mass production. One
agency alone has doubled the total number of titles available in the industry during FY89.

There are several reasons behind all of the domestic CD-ROM activity. First is the
economic motivation. CD-ROM applications can produce some rather dramatic reducAlons
in the costs of accessing and disseminating information. One agency financed its entire
CD-ROM project through the savings realized by decreased online costs. Another agency
lowered the price of its data products by a factor of over 100 (yes, two orders of
magnitude) simply by making them available on CD-ROM. Another reasvi for the
groundswell of CD-ROM activity is productivity Improvement. When an agency cal reduce
the time required to access information from half an hour on microfiche to :several
minutes on CD-ROM, the project receives a lot of attention and encourages othen; to try
for similar results.
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AN of these CD-ROM projects ere contributing to and helping build a technology
base. Such a base is necessary for the stabeity and longevity of CD-ROM and provides
the foundation needed for continued growth. There ere many contributors to ibis
technology base. Users are oontributkp by accepting CD-ROM as a new way of
managing their information at the PC Wel: Technoinfn and SWAN Providers ere
contributing by opening up new opportunities end markets as they begin to truly
understand and .exploit the benefits of CO-ROM. Entrepreneurs xe contributing by
developing innovative new products incorporating CD-ROM. But CD-ROM's real potential
to profoundly change our global society is just now beginning to be explored:

Without a doubt, ail of the domestic activity in CD-ROM is very exciting. Indeed, a
whole new American industry hes been established in just a few short years. But the use
of CD-ROM also has .knplications on a worldwide scale. This technology can finally
provide underdeveloped countries with the ability to become full-fledged members of the
global computing community. CD-ROM's ability to provide access to hundreds of
megabytes of data, coupled with the incredible power of today's microprocessor chips,
allows any Third World country to assemble a workstation with mainframe-like data
processing capability for une 1r $10,000. That same country can then begin to address
national resource managero it projects that were heretofore impossible. This capability
translates into a potential for enormous social, economic, and environmental progress.
It abo encourages a feeling of Independence and self-determination that is not possible
when a country must depend on weatthier nations to provide "mainframe aid."

In many gauntries, where telecommunications to support conventional online
database access ere either outrageously expensive or simply nonexistent, CD-ROM offers
the only practical alternative for large database access. In light of this situation, a
governmental health organization has placed over 300 CD-ROM systems throughout Latin
America; as a resuk, for the first time, local health officials now have access to up-to-
date, comprehensive medical databases. The implications of these types of applications,
which dramatically Improve the quality of life for an entire populace, are immense.

Another attribute of CD-ROM that I believe II eventually eclipse all of the
economic and productivity benefits discussed so L. ts Its ability to combine multiple
disciplines and information perspectives on a single, low-cost medium. Geographic
information Systems (GIS) technology already employs this multidisciplinary approach to
problem analysis by "overlaying* various geographically related data sets. Unfortunately,
the data sets that are typically used with today's GIS's are so large that only mainframe
and minicomputer systems can accommodate them. The vast storage urp..acity of CD-
ROM will change all that and allow GIS technology to be Implemented on high-end PC's,
so that a global community of users can have access to this powerful means of problem
analysis.

We are already beginning to witness this "synergy of CD-ROM" in the scientific
community, where discs are now being produced that contain all of the world's definitive
information on specific subjects. This capability is beginning to provide researchers with
tools that Immeasurably enhance the single-discipline approach that has dominated
scientific research for many years. Indeed, the very fact that all of this wide-ranging
information is now available on a single inexpensive piece of plastic is actually fostering
new scientific discoveries.



Instead of analyzing a database through a narrow information channel typical of
conventional online database access, CD-ROM and today's powerful PC's make It
possible to analyze that same database right on a scientist's desktop. A CD-ROM drive
provides an Information concbit tO the user that is at least a 1000 times greater than a
typical 1203-baud dialed-up service. PCs allows for the use of color, windowing, graphics,
and other information-intensive operations. Thus, not only can ail of the data on a
particular subject be made available through CD-ROM, but these data can be accessed
In a way that allows the full power of today's advanced computing techniques to be

When one considers that this entire capability can now be made available to
scientists and researchers anywhere in the world at affordable 'oats, one begins to
appreciate the true power of CD-ROM to change the ways in which our global society
deals with and benefits from one of its most important resources information.

E. J. (Jerry) McFaul
Computer Scientist
U.S. Geological Survey
Office of Scientific Publications
904 National Center
Reston, VA 22092-9998
(703) 648-7126
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